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FOREWORD
This report is intended to stmmmrize the major
activities of Apollo and to provide sources of ref-
erence for those who desire to pursue any portion to
a greater depth. Personal recognition is not given
in any case except for the crewmen who were assigned
to the missions. Indeed, any step beyond this would
llterally lead to the zmmlng of thousands of men and
women who made significant contributions, and, un-
avoidably, the omission of the names of many others
who played an equally significant part; however, all
of these people must undoubtedly have a feeling of
satisfaction in having been a part of one of man's
most complex and, at the same time, noble undertak-
ings.
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I.0 INTRODUCTION
The Apollo Program Smmnary Report is a'synopsls of the overall program activities and the
technology developed to accomplish lunar exploratlon. The report is intended, primarily, for
the reader who desires a general knowledge of the technical aspects of the Apollo program, but
was also edited for comprehension by the lay reader. Much of the information contained herein
has been extracted or str_narized from Apollo M/ssion Reports, Apollo Preliminary Science Reports,
Apollo Experience Reports, and other appllcable documents. However, some of the information has
not been published elsewhere. A smm_ary of the flights conducted over an ll-year period is fol-
lowed by specific aspects of the overall program, including lunar science, vehicle development,
flight operations, and biomedical results. Appendixes provide data on each of the Apollo mis-
sions (appendix A), mission type designations (appendix B), spacecraft weights (appendlx C),
records achieved by Apollo crewmen (appendix D), vehicle histories (appendix E), and a listing
of anomalous hardware conditions noted during each flight beginning w/th Apollo 4 (appendix F).
No attempt was made to include information pertaining to the management of the Apoll_ program
since this area deserves speclal treatment. Several other areas were also considered to be be-
yond the scope of this document, although they were of great importance in accomplishing the
established program objectives.
The names of installat_ons and geographical locations used in the report are _hose that ex-
isted during the Apollo program. For example, the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center is referred
to by its former name, the Manned Spacecraft Center, and Cape Canaveral is referred to as Cape
Kennedy. Customary units of measurement are used throughout the report except in lunar science
discussions. Metric units were used in the lunar sclence discussions in the Apollo Mission Re-
ports and are also used in this report. All references to miles mean nautical miles rather than
statute miles.
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2.0 FLIGHT PROGRAM
The Apollo program consisted of 33 flights, II of which were manned. The 22 unmanned flights
were conducted to qualify the launch vehicle and spacecraft for manned space flight. Four of the
manned flights were also conducted to man-rate the overall vehicle for lunar exploration. The
final seven flights were conducted to explore the lunar environment and surface, providing man
with detailed data concerning the moon and its characteristics.
Especially significant during the Apollo program was that no major launch vehicle failure
occurred to prevent a mission from being accomplished and only one infllght failure of a space-
craft (Apollo 13) prevented the intended mission from being accomplished. This section of the
report provides a summry of each of these flights and discusses some of the more significant
findings.
2.1 SATURN LAUNOI VEHICLE AND APOLLO SPACECRAFr
DEVELOPMENT FLIGHTS
The early development of the Saturn launch vehlcle was conducted prior to the final decision
that man would attempt to land on the lunar surface. The initial I0 flights provided man with
the first insight of the capabilities of large boosters and how such a booster would operate.
The primary purposes of these missions were to flight qualify the launch vehicle stages and sys-
tems and to determine the compatibility of the launch vehicle/spacecraft combination. A by-
product of these flights was data obtained from experiments conducted to extend the knowledge of
the ionosphere. Also, three Pegasus satellites were placed in orbit during this part of the
flight test program to gather data on meteoroids.
2.1.1 Mission SA-I
Apollo mission SA-I was the first flight of the Saturn I launch vehicle. The mission was
unmanned and conducted for research and development purposes. The launch vehicle carried a
dummy second stage and a nose cone from a Jupiter missile. The vehicle had no active path guid-
ance, and the flight trajectory was suborbital.
The objectives of the mission included:
a. Flight test of the eight clustered H-I engines
b. Flight test of the S-I stage clustered propellant tankage structure
c. Flight test of the S-I stage control system
d. Performance measurement of bending and flutter, propellant sloshing, base heating, aero-
dynam/c-engine torque, and airframe aerodynamic heating
The SA-I vehicle was launched on October 27, 1961, from Launch Complex 34 of the Eastern Test
Range, Cape Kennedy, Florida, at 01:00;06: p.m.e.a.t. (15:00:06 C.m.t.). Two launch delays total-
ing 54 minutes were necessitated because of cloud cover over the launch pad. The llft-off is
shown in figure 2-1.
The flight path o£ SA-I, from li£t-off through the cutoff of the inboard engines, was very
close to that predicted. The trajectory was sllghtly higher than predlcted because of higher-
than-expected accelerations. The trajectory parameters after inboard engine cutoff were propor-
tlonally lower than predicted because the cutoff signal occurred 1.61 seconds early. The vehicle
reached a maximum altitude of 84.6 miles and a maximum range of 206 miles.
The mission was considered a complete success. The vehlcle was instrumented for 505 Infllght
measurements, of which 485 performed reliably. All primary flight objectives were met.
2-2
Figure 2-1.- First Saturn vehicle lift-off.
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2.1.2 l_sslon SA-2
Apollo mission SA-2, an unplanned, research and developmental mission, was the second flight
of the Saturn I launch vehicle. The vehicle carried a dummy second stags and a Jupiter missile
nose cone. The vehicle had no active path guidance, and the flight trajectory was suborbital.
The objectives of the mission were:
a. Prove the first stage propulsion system, structural design, and control system
b. Prove the launch facilities and ground support equipment of Launch Complex 34
c. Confirm the vehicle aerodynamic characteristics in flight
d. Prove the infllght performance of first stage engines and their adequacy to reach de-
sign velocity
e. Verify the structural design of the booster airframe
f. Demonstrate the capability of the guidance and control system to perform as required
g. Release 22 900 gallons of water in space as Project Hlgh Water i
Mission SA-2 was launched on April 25, 1962, from Cape Kennedy Launch Complex 3_ at 09:00:34
a.m.e.s.t. (14:00:34 G.m.t.). There was a 30-mlnute launch delay because a ship was in the down-
range area.
The flight path of SA-2 agreed closely with the predicted trajectory. However, the trajec-
tory during powered flight was somewhat lower because of lower-than-antlclpated accelerations.
The destruct signal for detonating the water container of Project High Water 1 was transmitted
162.56 seconds after llft-off when the vehicle was at an altitude of 65.2 miles. Five seconds
thereafter, the water formed into a 4.6-mile-dlameter ice cloud, which continued to climb to an
altitude of 90 miles. The purpose of the Project High Water experiment was to upset the concen-
tration of water vapor in the ionosphere and to study the conditions as equillbrlum was regained.
Several measurements were made during the experiment. For example, the electron production proc-
ess rates in and near the E-reglon were measured. Measurements were also m-de of the rates of
reactions involving water, the hydroxyl ion, dlatomlc and trlatomlc oxygen, and hydrogen in the
region between 62 and 83.7 miles altitude. The experiment was performed for NASA's Office of
Space Sciences and was the first such large-scale test ever made in space.
2.1.3 Mission SA-3
Apollo mission SA-3 was the third flight of the Saturn I launch vehicle. Llke SA-I and SA-2,
the mission was unmanned and conducted for research and development purposes. This launch ve-
hicle also carried a dummy second stage and a Jupiter missile nose cone. The vehicle had no ac-
tive path guidance, and the trajectory was suborbital. The payload was Project High Water 2.
The objectives were the same as those of mission SA-2.
The SA-3 vehicle was launched on November 16, 1962, from Cape Kennedy Launch Complex 34 at
12:45:02 p.m.e.s.t. (17:45:02 G.m.t.). There was a 45-minute launch delay due to a power fail-
ure in the ground support equipment.
The actual flight path of $A-3 was close to the predicted one. A slightly lower accelera-
tion than planned caused the altitude and range to be less than predicted throughout powered
flight. However, a longer firing period than planned caused both to be greater after first-stage
cutoff. The destruct signal for the container of Project High Water 2 was transmitted at 292
seconds after llft-off when the vehicle was at an altitude of 103.7 miles. The 22 900 gallons
of water formed an Ice cloud that continued along the flight path of the vehicle, as had the
cloud formed by Project High Water I on the SA-2 ,tlsslon. All objectives of the mission were
met.
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2.1.4 Mission SA-4
Apollo mission SA-4 was the fourth launch of the Saturn I launch vehicle. Like the three
previous m/sslons, an unmanned, research and developmental vehicle was used. The SA-4 vehicle
was equipped with a dummy second stage and a Jupiter missile nose cone. The vehicle had no path
guidance, and the trajectory was suborbital.
The objectives of the mission were the sane as those of SA-2 and SA-3, with the following
two exceptions.
a. Progrmmed premature cutoff of one of the eight engines of the first stage was used to
demonstrate that the vehicle could perform the mission with an engine out.
b. Project High Water payload was not carried on SA-4.
Mission SA-4 was launched on March 28, 1963, from Cape Kennedy Launch Complex 34 at 03:11:55
p.m.e.s.t. (20:11:55 G.m.t.). Three technical delays, totaling 102 minutes, were experienced in
the countdown.
The flight path was close to the predicted one. A slightly higher acceleration and an early
cutoff signal caused the maximum altitude to be 0.96 mile higher and the range to be 0.13 mile
shorter than planned. First-stage engine 5 was cut off at 100.6 seconds after llft-off, 0.22
second earlier than planned. The vehicle responded to the early shutdown as predicted and the
flight continued, successfully accomplishing the objective.
2.1.5 Mission SA-5
Apollo mission SA-5 was the flfch launch of the Saturn I launch vehicle and the first of a
-w_re advanced research and development configuration which had a llve second stage and a func-
tional instrument unit for onboard guidance. The launch vehicle had a Jupiter missile nose cone
ballasted with sand to simulate the Apollo spacecraft mass characteristics.
SA-5 was an unmanned, research and developmental mission with the following objectives.
a. Flight test of the launch vehicle propulsion, structure, and flight control systems
b. Flight test of the llve second stage
c. Flight test of the vehicle instrument unit
d. Separation test of the first and second launch vehicle stages
e. Checkout Of Launch Complex 37B
f. Recovery of movie cameras and fl].u showing oxidizer sloshing, stage separation and other
performance characteristics
g. Flight test of the S-I stage fins
h. Demonstration test of liquid hydrogen venting in the second stage
i. Functional test of the function of the eight holddown arms on the launcher
J. Yunction_ test of the stage separation timer
k. Operational test of a passenger ST-124 stabilized platform in the guidance unit
i. Orbiting of a payload weighing 37 700 pounds
Mission SA-5 was launched on January 29, 1964, from Cape Kennedy Launch Complex 37B at
11:25:01 a.m.e.s.t. (16:25:01 G.m.t.). Seventy-three minutes of launch delays during the count-
down were necessitated because of interference on the C-band radar and the command destruct fre-
quancies.
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The flight path of SA-5 was close to the predicted one. itowever, at outboard engine cutoff
of the S-I stage, the cross-range deviation was 1 mile to the left of the planned point. By the
end of the S-IV stage firing, the deviation had increased to 13.2 miles. The 37 700-pound pay-
load of nose cone, including 11 500 pounds of sand, was placed into an orbit wlth a perigee of
162.6 miles and an apogee of 478.3 miles. The flight produced several firsts for the Saturn I
vehicle. It --rked the first fllgbt of the /reproved H-i engines in the S-I stage. The new model
produced 188 000 pounds of thrust. Also, several cameras that recorded data during flight were
ejected and recovered. Of the eight cameras used, seven were recovered. An onboard television
camera also tranmaitted data during the flight. The second or S-IV stage operated as planned,
as did the instrument unit.
2.1.6 PLlssion A-101
Apollo mission A-IOI was the first of two flights of Apollo boilerplate spacecraft to demon-
strate the compatibility of the Apollo spacecraft with the Saturn I launch vehicle in a launch
environment similar to that expected for Apollo Saturn V orbital fllghts. Another important ob-
Jective of this mission was to demonstrate the prlmary mode of launch escape tower Jettison us-
ing the escape tower jettison motor.
In addition to the boilerplate command and service module, the spacecraft included a produc-
tlon-type launch escape system and a service module/launch vehicle adapter. Also, the spacecraft
was equipped w/th /nstrumentatlon to obtain flight data for engineering analysis and evaluation.
The assembly was designated BP-13. The launch vehlcle (SA-6) consisted of an S-_ first stage,
an S-IV second stage, and an instrument uult. Figure 2-2 shows the vehicle tmdergoing tests on
the launch pad approximately 1 month before launch.
The space vehlcle was launched into earth orbit on Hay 28, 1964, at 12:07:00 p.m.e.s.t.
(17:07:00 C.m.t.) from Cape Kennedy Launch Complex 373. The spacecraft, S-_V stage, and instru-
ment unit were inserted into orbit as a single unit.
The trajectory provided the launch environment requlred for the spacecraft mission, and all
spacecraft systems fulfilled their specified functions throughout the countdown and flight test.
Telemetry reception was continuous durln 8 launch end exit except for about 3 seconds during
launch vehicle staging. Data were obtained by telemetry until the batteries _ere expended in the
fourth orbltal pass.
Aerodynamic heating produced a _sxlmnm truss member bond-llne temperature on the launch es-
cape tower that was less than 20 percent of the design llmlt (550 ° F). Postfllght examination
of strain gage, pressure, and acceleration data indicated that the spacecraft structure was ade-
quate for the flight environment encountered.
The launch vehicle flight performance was acceptable In meeting the required spacecraft test
objectives and all spacecraft objectives were satisfactorily fulfilled before insertion. The
network maintained radar skin tracking until spacecraft entry over the Pacific Ocean near Canton
Island during the 54th orbital pass. The spacecraft was not designed to survive entry and was
not recovered.
2.1.7 Mission A-102
Mission A-102 was the second of the two boilerplate spacecraft flights conducted to demon-
strate the compatibility of the Apollo spacecraft with the Saturn I launch vehlcle. The alter-
nate mode of launch escape tower Jettison was also to be demonstrated uslng the launch escape
motor and pitch control wotor. The launch trajectory for this mission was similar to that of
mission A-101.
The spacecraft consisted of a boilerplate command and service module, a launch escape sys-
tem, and a service module/launch vehicle adapter (BP-15). The instrumentation was similar to
that of the spacecraft for the A-101 mission. A significant difference, however, was that one
of the four simulated reaction control system assemblies on the service module was instrumented
to provide data on the aerodynamic heating end vibration levels experienced by the assemblies
during launch. The launch vehlcle (SA-7) consisted of an S-I first stage, an S-IV second stage,
and an instrument unit.
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Figure 2-2.- Saturn vehicle SA-6 undergoing tests on Launch Complex 37B.
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The spacecraft was launched into earth orbit on September 18, 1964, at 11:22:43 a.m.e.s.t.
(16:22:43 G.m.t.) from Cape Kennedy Launch Complex 37B. The velocity, altitude, and fllght-path
angle at the time of S-I stage cutoff were slightly higher than planned. At S-IV stage cutoff,
the altltude was slightly lower and the velocity was slightly higher than planned, resulting in
a more elllptlcal orbit than planned. The S-I-_, instrument unit, and the attached spacecraft
(without the launch escape system which was Jettisoned) were inserted into orbit as a single unit.
The instrumentation system was successful in determining the launch and exit environmentj
and telemetry reception of the data was continuous through launch and exit except for a short
period during vehicle staging. The measur_nts indicated that the spacecraft performed satis-
factorily in the launch environment.
The launch-heatln& environment of the spacecraft was si_llar to that encountered on the
A-101 mission. Peak values at most points for the two flights were approxlmately equal: however,
the influence of surface Irregularltles and circumferential variations on the amount of heating
experienced was somewhat different for the two flights because of differences in trajectory and
angle of attack. The command and service module heating rates were within the predicted range.
The beat protection equipment on the launch escape system was subjected to temperatures much
lower than the design limits, which were established on the basis of an aborted mission.
Jettisoning of the launch escape tower by the alternate mode was successful. Positive ig-
nition of the pitch control motor could not be determined; however, the general trajectory indi-
cated that the motor operated properly. The launch escape motor, together with the pitch control
motor, carried the tower structure safely out of the path of the spacecraft.
The co_nand module instrumentation compartment differential pressure reached a maximum of
13.3 pal, but vented rapidly after launch escape syste_ separation. A 1.8g, peak-to-peak, iO-
hertz vibration was noted during holddown. Other vibration modes were similar to those experi-
enced during the A-IOI mission. The measured vibration levels of the instrumented reaction con-
trol system assembly were above the design limit.
Radar skin tracking of the spacecraft was continued by the network until it entered over
the Indian Ocean during the 59_h revolution. No provisions had been made for recovery of the
spacecraft and It disintegrated during entry. All spacecraft test objectives for the mission
were satisfactorily fulfilled; launch vehicle performance was also satisfactory.
2.1.8 Mission A-f03
Mission A-103 was the eighth unarmed Saturn flight. It was the initial vehicle in the
operational series of Saturn I launch vehlcles and the third to carry an Apollo boilerplate pay-
load. The vehicle also orbited che first of three meteoroid technology satellites, Pegasus A
(fig. 2-3). _ =
Of 12 fllgh_ objectives 8sslgned, two were concerned with the operation of the Pegasus sat-
ellite, eight with launch vehicle systems performance, one wlth Jettisoning the launch escape
system, and one with separation of the boilerplate spacecraft. The satellite objectives were
(i) demonstration of the functional operations of the mechanical, structural, and electronlc sys-
tems and (2) evaluation of meteoroid data _ampllng In near-earth orbit. Since the launch trajec-
tory was designed to insert the Pegasus Batelllte into the proper orbit, it differed substanti-
ally from the Apollo/Saturn V trajectory used in missions A-IOI and A-102.
The launch vehicle (SA-9) consisted of an S-I first stage, an S-IV second stage, and an In-
strument unit. The spacecraft consisted of a boilerplate command and service module, a launch
escape system, and a service module/launch vehicle adapter (BP-16). The service module enclosed
the Pegasus satellite. The orbital configuratlon consisted of the satellite mounted on the
adapter, w_Ich remained attached to the instrument unlt and the expended S-IW stage. The launch
escape system was Jettisoned during launch and the co_,-and module was Jettlsoned after orbital
insertion. The satellite weighed approxlmately 3D80 pounds and was 208 inches high, 84 inches
w/de, and 95 inches deep. The w/dth of the deployed wings was 96 feet.
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Figure 2-3.- Deployment of Pegasus satellite.
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The vehlcle was launched from Cape Kennedy Launch Complex 37B at 09:37:03 a.m.e.s.t.
(14:37:03 G.m.t.) on February 16, 1965. A hold of I hour and 7 minutes was caused by a power
failure /n the Eastern Test Range flight safety computer. A built-ln hold of 30m/nutes was
also used to discharge and recharge a battery in the Pegasus eatelllte as a check that it was
functioning properly.
The launch was normal and the payload was inserted into orbit approxlumtely 10.5 minutes
after launch. The total mass placed in orbit was 33 895 pounds. The perigee was 307.8 miles,
the apogee was 461.9 miles, and the orbital Inclinatlon was 31.76 °. The Pegasus sate11Ite had
a period of 97.1 minutes.
The trajectory and space-flxed velocity were very nearly as planned. The Apollo shroud
separated from the Pegasus satellite about 804 seconds after flit-off and deployment of two me-
teoroid detection panel wings of the Pegasus satelllte commenced about i minute later. The pre-
dicted useful lifetime of Pegasus A in orbit was 1188 days. The satelllte was co_nded off on
August 29, 1968, Although minor malfunctions occurred in both the launch vehicle and the Pegasus
A satellite, mission A-103 was a success in that all objectives were mat.
2.1.9 Mission A-104
Mission A-104 was the ninth test flight of the Saturn I. This mission was the second flight
in the Saturn I operational series and the fourth vehicle to carry an Apollo bollerplate space-
craft. The vehicle also launched the Pegasus B meteoroid technology satellite. The two primary
mission objectives were (1) evaluation of meteoroid data sampling in near-earth orbit and (2)
demonstration of the launch vehicle iteratlve guidance m_de and evaluation of system accuracy.
The launch trajectory was slmilar to that of mission A-103.
The Saturn launch vehicle (SA-8) and payload Were slmilar to those of mission A-103 except
that a single reaction control engine assembly was mounted on the boilerplate service module
(BP-26) and the assembly was instrumented to acquire addltlonal data on launch environment tem-
peratures. Th/s assembly also differed from the one on the A-f01 mission in that two of the four
engines were of a prototype configuration instead of all engines hein E simulated. Pegasus B
weighed approximately 3080 pounds and bad the same dimensions as Pegasus A.
Mission A-104 was launched from Cape Kennedy Launch Complex 37B at 02:35:01 a.m.e.s.t.
(07:35:01 G.m.t.) on May 25, 1965, the first nighttime launch in the Saturn I series (fig. 2-4).
A built-ln 35-mlnute hold was used to ensure that launch time coincided with the opening of the
launch window.
The launch was normal and the payload was inserted into orbit approximately 10.6 minutes
after llft-off. The total mass placed in orbit, including the spacecraft, Pegasus B, adapter,
instrument unit, and S-IV stage, was 34 113 pounds. The perigee and apogee Were 314.0 and 464.1
miles, respectively; the orbital inclination was 31.78 °.
The actual trajectory was close to the one predicted, and the spacecraft was separated 806
seconds after llft-off. The deployment of the Pegasus B wings began about i minute later. The
predicted orbital lifetime of Pegasus B was 1220 days. The satellite instrumentation and beacons
were corm_anded off on August 29, 1968. Several m/nor malfunctions occurred In the S-I stage pro-
pulslon system; however, all mission objectives were successfully achieved.
2.1.10 Mission A-105
Mission A-105, the third flight of an operational Saturn I, was the last in the aeries of
Saturn I fllghts. The payload consisted of an Apollo boilerplate spacecraft (BP-9A) which served
as a shroud for the third Pegasus meteoroid technology satellite, Pegasus C. The two primary
flight objectives were (i) the collectlon and evaluation of meteoroid data in near-earth orbit
and (2) the continued demonstration of the launch vehicle iteratlve guidance mode and evaluatlon
of system accuracy.
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Figure 2-4.- Space vehicle lift-off for mission A-104.
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The Saturn launch vehicle (SA-10) was similar to those of ntlssions A-f03 and A-104. As on
the previous mission, the boilerplate service module was equipped with a test installation of a
reaction control engine package. Pegasus C weighed 3138.6 pounds and had the game dimensions as
its predecessors.
Mission A-105 was launched from Cape Kennedy Launch Complex 37B at 08:00:00 a.m.e.s.t.
(13:00:00 G.m.t.) on July 30, 1965. A planned 30-minute hold ensured that launch time coincided
trlth the opening of the Pegasus launch trLndow. The launch was nornml and the payload was in-
serted into orbit approximately 10.7 minutes after llft-off. The total mass placed in orbit,
including the spacecraft, Pegasus C, adapter, instrument unit, and S-IV stage, was 34 438 pounds.
The spacecraft was separated 812 seconds after lift-off. The separation and ejection system
operated as planned. The two meteoroid detection panel wings of the satellite were deployed from
their folded position 40 seconds after command initiation at 872 seconds.
The predicted useful lifetime of the satellite (720 days) was exceeded, and the beacons and
telemetry transmitters were commanded off on August 29, 1968. Pegasus C entered the earth atmos-
phere on August 4, 1969. All primary and secondary objectives wore attained.
Details of the three Pegasus flights are contained in references 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3.
2.2 APOLLO SPACECRAFT ABORT TESTS
The Apollo spacecraft abort tests consisted of six flights to demonstrate the adequacy of
the Apollo launch escape system and to verify the performance of the command module earth landing
system. These flights were launched fron Complex 36 at Nhite Sands M/ssileRange, New Hexico,
which is approximately 4000 feet above mean sea level. Two of the tests were conducted with the
launch escape system motors being ignited at ground level, while the remaining testa were con-
ducted using the Little Joe II launch vehicle to boost the spacecraft to various points in the
Saturn lmmch trajectory for abort initiation. A significant event in thls series of flights
was an unplanned failure of a launch vehicle resulting in an actual abort situation in which all
spacecraft systems operated satisfactorily.
2.2.1 Pad Abort Test 1
Apollo Pad Abort Test 1 was an unmanned flight using the launch escape system to demenstrate
the capability of the Apollo spacecraft to abort from the launch pad and thus provide crew safety.
Of the six first-order test objectives assigned, those of primary importance were to (1) deter-
mine the aerodynamic stability characteristics of the Apollo escape configuration during a pad
abort, (2) demonstrate the capability of the escape system to propel a co_nand module a safe dis-
tance from a launch vehicle during a pad abort, and (3) demonstrate the earth landing timing se-
quence and proper operation of the parachute system.
The test vehicleconsisted of a production launch escape system in combination with a boiler-
plate command module (BP-6), the first Apollo boilerplate spacecraft to be flown (fig. 2-5).
Since the command module was not representative of the actual spacecraft, no instrumentation was
provided to determine structural loads. Measurements of such characteristics as vehicle acceler-
ations, angle of attack, Math number, and dynamic pressure allowed determination of inflight
loads resulting from the external environment or vehicle dynamics. The command module was mounted
in a vertical position on three bearing points of a supporting structure attached to a concrete
pad.
The teat was initiated on November 7, 1963, at 09:00:01 a.m.m.s.t. (16:00:01 G.m.t.) by
transmitting a ground commanded abort signal to the co_n_and module. The signal activated the
abort relay in the launch escape system sequencer, which in turn sent a signal to ignite the
launch escape and pitch control motors. These motors ignited almost simultaneously and lifted
the comm"nd module along a planned trajectory. The launch escape tower was separated about 15
seconds after engine ignition and followed a ballistic trajectory. The command module made a
normal parachute descent at a velocity of 24 feet per second. Landing of the command module oc-
curred at 165.1 seconds.
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The vehicle exceeded the Apollo minimum altitude and range requirements for a pad abort by
970 feet and 1525 feet, respectlvely. Although the vehicle stability was less than predicted
during the powered phase of flight, all objectives of the flight were satisfied.
2.2.2 Mission A-O01
Mission A-O0I was the second in the series of tests conducted to demonstrate that the launch
escape system could safely remove the co_mmnd module under critical abort conditions. Unlike Pad
Abort Test i, in which the launch escape system was ignited at ground level, this mission was
flown to demonstrate the capability of the escape system to propel the co_nand module safely away
from a launch vehicle while in the Idgh-dyn-mlc-pressure (transonic) region of the Saturn trajec-
tory.
The launch vehicle was the second in the series of Little Joe I! vehicles, which had been de-
veloped to accomplish early and economical testing of the launch escape system. The Little Joe II
was propelled by seven solld-propellant rocket motors - one Algol sustalner motor, which provided
thrust for about 42 seconds, and six Recruit motors, which burned out approximately 1.5 seconds
after ignition. The spacecraft consisted of a launch escape system end a boilerplate command and
service module (BP-12).
Unacceptable wind conditions had forced a 24-hour postponement of the launch, but the ve-
hicle was successfully launched (fig. 2-6) on May 13, 1964, at 05:59:59.7 a.m.m.s.t. (12:59:59.7
G.m.t). A ground com_mnded abort signal terminated thrust of the launch vehicle (by rupturing
the Algol motor casing), ignited the launch escape and pitch control motors, and separated the
command module from the service module. Some structural damage was incurred by the co,mmnd mod-
ule aft heat shield because of recontact with the booster at thrust termination. At approxl-
mately 44 seconds, the tower Jettison motor was ignited and satlsfactorily separated the launch
escape tower from the command module.
The earth landing sequence was normal until a riser for one of the three main parachutes
broke as a result of its rubbing against the structure on the co_nand module upper deck. The
parachute separated; however, the co,_nand module, supported by the two remaining parachutes, de-
scended at rates of 30 to 26 feet per second instead of the predicted 24 feet per second with
three parachutes. The comm-nd module lan_ed 22 400 feet down range at 350.3 seconds after at-
taining an altitude of 29 772 feet above mean sea level. Except for the parachute failure, all
test objectives Were satisfied.
2.2.3 Mission A-O02
Mission A-O02 was the third in the series of abort tests to demonstrate that the launch es-
cape system would perform satisfactorily under selected critical abort conditions. The main oh-
Jectlve of this mission was to demonstrate the abort capability of the launch escape vehicle in
the maximum dynamic pressure region oF the Saturn trajectory with conditions approximating the
altitude limit at which the Saturn emergency detection system would signal an abort.
The launch vehicle was the third in the Little Joe II series. This vehicle differed from
the previous two in that flight controls and instrumentation were incorporated, and the vehicle
was powered by two Algol and four Recrult rocket motors. The launch escape system was also
changed from previous configurations in that canards (forward control surfaces used to orient
and stabilize the escape vehicle in the entry attitude) and • conmmnd module boost protective
cover were incorporated. The Apollo spacecraft was slmulated by a boilerplate co_nd and ser-
vice module (BP-23). The earth landing system was modified from the previous configuration by
the installation of modified dual-drogue parachutes instead of s single-drogue parachute,
The A-002 vehicle was launched on December 8, 1964, at 08:00:00 a.m. m,s.t. (15:00:00 C.m.t.)
by igniting all launch vehicle motors simultaneously. Conditions at abort initiation were selected
from Saturn b0ost-tra_ectorles, and a nominal test point was used for the maximum dynamic pressure
region. A pitchup maneuver and the abort were initiated by using a real-tlme plot of the dynamic
pressure versus Math number. However, an improper constant was used in the meteorological data
input to the real-tlme data system, resulting in the pitchup maneuver being initiated 2.4 seconds
early. Although the planned test point was not achieved, the early pitchup caused a higher maxi-
mum dynamic pressure than the design value.
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Figure 2-6.- Vehicle lift-off for mission A-001.
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Canard deployment took place as expected 11.1 seconds after abort initiation. The launch
escape vehicle tumbled four times before stabilizing wlth the aft heat shield forward. During
the first turnaround, the soft portion of the boost protective cover was torn away from the com-
mand module. Maxlmumaltttude attained by the launch escape vehicle was 50 360 feet above mean
sea level.
Baroswltches initiated the earth landing sequence at an altitude of approximately 23 500
feet above moan sea level. All parachutes deployed properly and the co_nand module, supported
by the three main parachutes, descended at the planned rate of about 24 feet per second to an
earth landing 32 800 feet down range.
The abort conditions obtained were more than adequate in verifying the abort capablllty in
the maximum dynamic pressure region. Only one test objective was not achieved; the boost protec-
tive cover was structurally inadequate for the environment experienced during this mission.
2.2.4 Mission A-O03
Apollo mission A-003 was the fourth mission to demonstrate the abort capability of the
Apollo launch escape system. The purpose of thls flight was to demonstrate launch escape vehicle
performance at an altitude approximating the upper llmit for the canard subsystem.
The launch vehicle was slmllar to the one used for mission A-O02 except that the propulsion
system consisted of six Algol motors. The unmanned fllght test vehicle consisted of an Apollo
bollerplate command and service module (BP-22) and a launch escape system similar to the one used
on the previous mission. The command module earth landing system configuration was refined to
be more nearly llke that of the planned production system, and a forward heat shield jettisoning
system was provided.
The test vehicle was launched on May 19, 1965, at 06:01:04 a.m.m.s.t. (13:01:04 G.m.C.).
Within 2.5 seconds after lift-off, a launch vehlcle malfunction caused the vehicle to go out of
control. The resulting roll rate caused the launch vehicle to break up before second-stage ig-
nltlon, and a Iow-altltude spacecraft abort was inltlated instead of the planned hlgb-altltude
abort. The launch escape system canard surfaces deployed and survived the severe environment.
The hlgh roll rates (approximately 260 ° per second at the tlme of canard deployment) _nduced by
the launch vehicle malfunction stabilized the launch escape vehicle in a tower-forward attitude,
which overcame the destabilizing effect of the canards. Postfllght simulations verified the In-
effectiveness of the canards at the high roll rate, but showed that the canards would be effec-
tive at the 20 ° per second roll rate limit of the Saturn emergency detection system.
All spacecraft systems operated satisfactorily. The command module forward heat shield was
protected by the hard portion of the boost protective cover and was Jettisoned satisfactorily In
an apex-forward attitude at low altitude. The soft portion of the boost protective cover remained
intact until tower jettison. At tower Jettison, part of the cover stayed with the command module
for a short tlme although the rest of the cover moved a_y _,/th the tower. The hard portion of
the boost protective cover remained intact until ground impact. Both drogue parachutes inflated,
even under the severe conditions that existed; that Is, con_nand module apex forward and rolling.
The command module was effectively stabilized and oriented for deployment of the main parachutes.
Because of the early launch vehicle breakup, the desired altitude of 120 000 feet was not
achieved. However, the spacecraft did demonstrate a successful low-altitude (12 400 it) abort
from a rapidly rolling (approximately 335 ° per second) launch vehicle. The Mach number, dynamic
pressure, and altitude at the time of abort were similar to Saturn IB or Saturn V launch trajec-
tory conditions.
2.2.5 Pad Abort Test 2
Apollo Pad Abort Test 2 was the fifth of six unmanned Apollo missions that flight tested the
capability of the launch escape system to provide for safe recovery of Apollo crews under critical
abort conditions. Thls flight was the second test of the launch escape system with the abort Inl-
flared from the launch pad.
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The launch escape system included qualified launch escape and pitch control motors and was
equipped with canards to orient the vehicle aft heat shield forward prior to tower Jettison and
parachute deployment. A boost protective cover was also provided. The spacecraft was BP-23A, a
boilerplate com_nd module that had been used on mission A-O02 and refurbished to more nearly
simulate a Block-I-type command module in mass and other characteristics. The earth landing sys-
tem was similar to the one used in mission A-O03.
The test flight was conducted on June 29, 1965. The vehicle was lifted from Launch Complex
36 by the launch escape motor at 06:00:01 a.m.m.s.t. (13:00:01 G.m.t.). The launch escape and
pitch control motors ignited simultaneously, placing the test vehicle into the planned initial
trajectory. A moderate roll rate developed at llft-off, which was due to the aerodynamic asym-
metry of the vehicle configuration; however, the roll rate did not affect the success of the
test.
The canard surfaces deployed and turned the vehicle to the desired orientation for drogue
parachute deployment. During the turnaround meneuver, the launch escape tower and forward heat
shield were Jettisoned as planned. The boost protective cover, which was attached to the launch
escape system, protected the conical surface of the command module and remained intact through
a canard-induced pitch maneuver. At tower Jettison, the soft boost protective cover, as expected,
collapsed because of differential pressure during removal from the command module. No recontact
or interference between the major components was evident during tower Jettison and parachute de-
ployment.
Although one of the pilot parachute steel cable risers was kinked, the earth landing system
functioned properly. The drogue parachutes inflated and stabilized the command module for pilot
and main parachute deployment, and the rate of descent while on the main parachutes was satis-
factory. The maximum altitude achieved was 9258 feet above mean sea level, approxlmetely 650
feet higher than predicted. The couxnand module landed about 7600 feet from the launch site, some
2000 feet farther than planned.
Four glass samples had been mounted on the co.band module in the general area planned for
the rendezvous and crew windows. No soot appeared on the samples, hut an oily film was found on
the exposed surfaces of three of the four samples. This film, however, was not expected to cause
excessive degradation to the horizon scan or ground orientation ability during an abort. The
test was highly successful and all planned objectives were fulfilled.
2.2.6 Hisslon A-004
Mission A-O04 was the final test of the Apollo launch escape vehicle and the first flight
of a Block I production-type spacecraft. The mission was unmanned and was conducted to demon-
strate that (1) the launch escape vehicle would satisfactorily orient and stabilize itself in
the proper attitude after being subjected to a high rate of tumbling during the powered phase
of an abort and (2) the escape vehicle would maintain its structural integrity under test condi-
tions in which the command module structure was loaded to the design limit.
The launch vehicle was the fifth and final Little Joe II flown. The propulsion system con-
sisted of four Algol and five Recruit rocket motors. The attitude control system was similar to
the one used on mission A-O03 except that the reaction control system was deleted and the vehicle
was provided with the capability of responding to a radlo-transmitted pltchup command, The pitch-
up maneuver was required to help initiate tunhllng of the launch escape vehicle. The spacecraft
for this mission consisted of a modified Block I co_mnd and service module and a modified Block
I launch escape system (airframe 002). The center of gravity and thrust vector were changed to
assure that power-on tumbling would be attained after abort initiation. The earth landing system
was essentially the same as that used during Pad Abort Test 2.
The vehicle was launched on January 20, 1966, at 08:17:01 a.m.m.s.t. (15:17:01 G.m.t.) af-
ter several postponements due to technical difficulties and adverse weather conditions. The
pltchup maneuver was commanded from the ground when telemetry showed that the desired altitude
and velocity conditions had been reached. The planned abort was automatically initiated 2.9 sec-
onds later. The launch escape vehicle tumbled immediately after abort initiation. Pitch and
yaw rates reached peak values of 160" per second, and roll rates reached a peak of minus 70" per
second. The launch escape system canard surfaces deployed at the proper time and stabilized the
.....
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command module wlth the aft heat shield forward after the escape vehicle had tumbled about four
times, Tower Jettison and operation of the earth landing systems were normal, and the command
module landed about 113 620 feet form the launch pad after having reached a -u, xlmum altltude of
78 180 feet above mean sea level.
All systems perfermed satlsfactorily, and the dynamic loads and structural response values
were _rlthln the design limits and predicted values. Although a structural loading value of prl-
mary interest was not achieved (local differential pressure between the interior and exterior of
the co:Band module wall), all test objectives were satisfied.
2.3 UNMANNED APOLLO/SATURN FLIGHTS
The six flights of the unmanned Apollo/Saturn series were conducted to qualify all launch
vehicle systems (Saturn IB and Saturn V) and all spacecraft systems (command and service module
and lunar module) for manned flight. Each flight built on the knowledge and experience gained
from the previous flights, with the last two flights serving as final flight verlflcation of all
systems. In addition, these flights provided the final verification of the ground support hard-
ware, launch checkout and countdown procedures, the communications network (Manned Space Flight
Network), and the ground support personnel.
The first planned manned fllght was orlglnally scheduled for launch after the third unmanned
flight of this series; however, the first manned fllght was not accomplished until six u_manned
fllgh_s had been completed.
2.3.1 NXssion AS-201
Mission AS-201 was the second flight test of a productlon-type Apollo Block I spacecraft
(airframe 009) and was the first flight test of the Saturn IB launch veblcle. Objectives of
this unmanned suborbital flight were to demonstrate the compatibility and structural integrity
of the spacecraft/Saturn IB combination and to evalunte the spacecraft heat shield performance
during a blab-heat-rate entry.
The Saturn IB consisted of two stages, an S-IB first stage and an S-IVB second stage with
an instrument unit. The spacecraft consisted of a co_and module, a service module, an adapter,
and a launch escape system. The vehicle is shown in figure 2-7 as it was undergoing the count-
down demonstration test approxi_ately 3 weeks before launch. The spacecraft differed from the
standard Block I configuration in several respects. Fuel cells, crew equipment, suit loop, cabin
postlanding ventilation system, cryogenic storage tanks, and the guidance and navigation system
were not installed. In addition, a partial emergency detection system was flown, and the radi-
ators for the environmeutal control system and the electrical power system were inoperative.
Mission AS-201 was launched from Cape Kennedy Launch Complex 34 at 11:12:01 a.m.e.s.t.
(16:12:01 G.m.t.), February 26, 1966. The cotqnan_ module landed safely in the primary landing
u
area near Ascension Island approximately 37 minutes later and was recovered as planned. The se-
quence of mission events is given in re£erence 2-4.
The launch was normal except that S-IVB cutoff and S-IVB/command and service module separa-
tion occurred i0 seconds later than predicted. Also, because of the delay in S-IVB cutoff, the
m/sslon control programmer was actlvatediO seconds later than planned, and subsequent event
times reflected this 10-second delay. In general, all spacecraft systems performed as expected
except for the service nodule reactlon control System. An oxidizer Isolatlon valve felled to
open, preventing operation of one of the service module reaction control system engine assem-
blies. Also, a negative yaw engine in another assembly was inoperative. However, the system
successfully provided spacecraft attitude and rate control, adequate translation for the S-IVB/
co_zand and service module separation, and ullage for the two service propulsion system maneuvers.
The AS-201 mission was the first flight test of the service propulsion system. Although the
reaction control system failure resulted in only 25 to 45 percent of the ullage velocity Increment
expected, the first ignition of the service propulsion system was successful and performance was
near normal for the first 80 seconds of the 184-second firin 8. However, at engine cutoff, the
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Figure 2-7.- Apollo/Saturn vehicle undergoing countdown
demonstration test for mission AS-20]..
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chamber pressure had decayed to approxlmately 70 percent of normal. The second firing, planned
for a lO-second duration, was erratic wlth chamber pressure oscillations that ranged from 12 to
70 percent of normal. The subnormal performance of the service propulsion system was attributed
to heli,_ ingestion.
Spacecraft co-_unlcatlons blackout began at 1580 seconds and lasted untll 1695 seconds. En-
try was initiated with a space-flxed velocity of 26 481 feet per second. The command module was
subjected to a maximum entry heating rate of 164 Btu/sq it/sac at 1631.7 seconds and a maximum
deceleration of 14.38 at 1639.7 seconds. The co_snand module structure and heat shlelds performed
adequately in the entry environment.
Loss of power to both command module reaction control systems at 1649 seconds resulted In an
uncontrolled rolling entry (in excess of 26 ° per second) instead of the planned lifting entry.
Power was returned to reaction control system A at 2121 seconds, and the required depletion burn-
ing of the command module reaction control system propellants was nccompllshed.
Forward heat shleld Jettison, drogue parachute deployment, and maln parachute deployment oc-
curred as planned. The C0_n_m0dule landed in the Atlantic Ocean near Ascension Island at
2239.7 seconds and remained in an upright attitude. The lauding time was 30.8 seconds earlier
than the prefllght-predlcted time. Touchdown was 45 miles up range (northwest) of the recovery
ship U.S.S. Boxer. One of the main parachutes failed to disengage after landing and was cut
loose by e recovery force s_rlmner. The spacecraft was taken aboard the recovery shlp at 02:20
p.m.e.s.t., 3 hours 8 minutes after 1lit-off. While all primary objectives were accomplished,
the subnormal performance of some systems necessitated further investigation and improvements
for future flights.
2.3.2 Hisston AS-203
Mission AS-203 was an unmanned, research and developmental test of the Saturn IB vehicle.
Major objectives of the flight were to (I) evaluate the S-IVB stage liquid hydrogen venting, (2)
evaluate the S-IVB engine chilldown and reclrculatlon systems, and (3) determine fluid dynamics
of the S-IVB tanks. The data obtained were directly applicable to the Saturn V program. The
S-IVB was to be used as the third stage of the Saturn V on lunar missions. A second firing of
the S-IVB engine yes necessary to insert an Apollo spacecraft into a translunar trajectory.
Therefore, the test yes conducted to simulate Saturn V thlrd-stage engine restart in earth orbit.
The vehicle yes the second Saturn IB launched. The general configuration vas similar to
that of mission AS-201 except that an aerodynamic fairing (nose cone) vas installed in place of
the spacecraft (fig. 2-8). Telemetry and recoverable 16-mm cameras (ejected during launch) were
provided to furnish data on vehicle performance. In addition, two television cameras were
mounted on the forward bulkhead of the S-I_B liquid hydrogen tank to aid in determining the
amount of propellant sloshing.
Mission AS-203 was launched from Cape Kennedy Launch Complex 37B at 09:53:17 a.m.e.s.t.
(14:53:17 C.m.t.) on July 5, 1966. The launch vas delayed 1 hour and 53 minutes because of a
loss of signal from one of the television cameras. The S-IVB stage, instrument unit, and nose
cone were inserted into an orbit that was close to the planned lO0-_nile circular orbit.
Satisfactory system operation was demonstrated on the first of four orbits in which the sys-
tems were planned to he active, and all mission objectives were achieved. The simulated S-IVB
engine firing duration was very close to the predicted time even though the chilldo_m valve failed
to close after engine ignition. Data were gathered on S-IVB stage behavior in other Saturn V
modes during the next three orbits. At the beginning of the fifth orbit, while a test was being
performed, pressure in the liquid hydrogen tank built up to a level in excess of the design value,
bursting the rank and resulting in premature destruction of the stage, ltowever, all missiou ob-
Jectives had been accomplished.
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Figure 2-8.- Space vehicle for mission AS-203 during prelaunch countdown.
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2.3.3 Mission AS-202
Mission AS-202 was an unmanned suborbital flight to further evaluate the Saturn IB launch
vehicle and the Apollo co--,_nd and service module before committing them to manned flight. The
launch vehicle was the third Saturn IB and the spacecraft was the third productlon-type Block I
co=mend and service module (airframe 011). The mission objectives were (I) to obtain further
launch vehicle and spacecraft information on structural integrity and compatlbillty, flight loads,
stage separation, subsystem operation, and emergency detection system operation and (2) to evalu-
ate the command module heat shield at high heat loads during entry at approximately 28 000 feet
per second.
The Saturn IB was similar to the previous two launch vehlcles. The spacecraft consisted of
an adapter, the co_nd and service module, and a launch escape system. The spacecraft systems
and equipment were generally like those of the AS-201 m/ssion spacecraft except that the fuel
cells and cryogenic reactants, the guidance and navigation system, the S-band co-,_unlcatlons
equipment, and the service propulsion system propellant gaging equipment were being flown for
the first time. Also, the environmental control system and electrical power system radiators
were operative on this mission and a closed-loop emergency detection system was provided.
The spacecraft was launched from Cape Kennedy Launch Complex 34 at 12:55:32 p.m.e.s.t.
(17:55:32 G.m.t.), August 25, 1966. The spacecraft timing sequence was initiated by the S-IVB
stage separation co_and, which was 13.8 seconds early due to higher-than-expected performance
of the launch vehicle. Consequently, the flight events occurred earlier than planned (ref. 2-5).
The spacecraft landed in the Pacific Ocean near Wake Island.
All mission objectives were accomplished, including the performance assessment of the sys-
tems being flown for the first time. Performance of these systems is discussed in the following
paragraphs.
Fuel cell power plant electrical performance was normal, and current distribution between
the cells and auxiliary batteries followed the expected ratios. The condenser exit temperatures
on the two active fuel cells approached the maximum limit during the flight. The problem was
attributed to entrapped air in the secondary coolant loop. Servicing procedures were changed for
later spacecraft to eliminate this problem.
The cryogenic system performance was satisfactory. Pressurization, temperature, and flow-
rate response to fuel cell reactant gas demands were as expected.
The guidance and navigation system performed normally. Attitude control, navigation thrust
vector and differential velocity control, and entry targeting were satisfactory. The co_mmnd
module, however, landed approximately 200 miles short of the planned point because the preflight
prediction of the trim llft-to-drag ratio was not sufficiently accurate. The guidance and nav-
igation System responded properly in attempting to correct for the undershoot condition.
The S-band co_unlcatlons equipment performed satisfactorily. Simulated downvolce and up-
voice (via tone signals), down-llnk telemetry, and ranging modes were proper. Minor signal re-
ception and station handover problems, not associated with the airborne equipment, were encoun-
tered.
The propellant gaging equipment for the service propulsion system functioned normally. Ap-
preciable biases were noted but were explainable on the basis of preflight loading conditions and
dynamic flow effects.
The environmental control system radiators provided proper heat rejection and compensated
for a malfunction of the water evaporator. Erratic evaporator cooling was attributed to excess
water _ich froze and plugged the overboard vent. Prelaunch servicing procedures were changed
for later spacecraft.
The emergency detection system operated properly in the closed-loop mode. The automatic
abort circuit was properly enabled at llft-off and deactivated by the launch vehicle sequencer
prior to staging.
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2.3.4 Apollo 4 Mission
The Apollo 4 mission was the fourth unmanned flight test of a production type Block I Apollo
spacecraft and the initial flight of the three-stage Saturn V, the launch vehicle that was to be
used for lunar missions. The first and second stages of the Saturn V (the S-IC and S-II stages)
had not been flown previously. The third stage (the S-[VB) had been used as the second stage of
the Saturn IB. The instrument unit configuration was basically the same configuration flight
tested during the Saturn IB development series. Figure 2-9 shows the vehicle and mobile launcher
as they were being positioned on the launch pad.
The mission had a number of important objectives applicable to both the launch vehicle and
spacecraft. The principal objectives were (I) to deDonstrate the structural and thermal integ-
rity and compatlhlllty of the Saturn V and the Apollo spacecraft, (2) to verify operation of the
launch vehicle propulsion, guidance and control, and electrical systems, (3) to demonstrate sepa-
ration of the launch vehicle stages, (4) to verify the adequacy of the thermal protection system
developed for the Block II contend module under lunar return conditions, and (5) to demonstrate
a service propulsion system engine no-ullage start.
The Apollo 4 spacecraft (airframe 017) Included a launch escape system, a command and ser-
vice module, and a spacecraft/lunar module adapter. A lunar module test article was installed
in the adapter. The c_nd module was equipped with the lunar-mlsslon-type thermal protection
system that was to be tested and had other modifications applicable to the Block II spacecraft.
As on previous unmanned fllghts, the command module contained a mission control programmer to
actuate functions that would normally be performed by the crew.
The space vehicle was lannched from Kennedy Space Center Launch Complex 39A (the first use
of this facility) at 07:00:01 a.m.a.e.t. (12:00:01 G.m.t.) on November 9, 1967. Detailed flight
events are given in reference 2-6.
The launch phase was normal. All planned events occurred within allowable limits, and struc-
tural loading was well within the capability of the vehicle. Measurements telemetered from the
command module indicated that qualification vibration levels were not exceeded and verified the
adequacy of thermal prediction techniquea.
The spacecraft was inserted into a circular orbit by the S-IVB stage after approximately
ii minutes of powered flight. Near the end of the second revolution, the S-IVB engine was suc-
cessfully relgnltad to place the spacecraft into a simulated translunar trajectory. At the com-
pletion of the maneuver, the co_and and service module was separated from the S-IVB stage, and
the service propulsion system engine was fired for approximately 15 seconds to demonstrate the
capability of starting the engine in zero gravity without perforning a reaction control system
ullage maneuver. There were no adverse effects, and the maneuver raised the _pogee of the apace-
craft trajectory from 9292 miles to 9769 miles. A few seconds after service propulsion system
engine cutoff, the spacecraft was oriented to an attitude in which the side hatch was pointed
directly toward the sun. Thls attitude wee maintained for approximately 4-1/2 hours to obtain
thermal data.
After approximately 8 hours and 10 minutes of flight, a second service propulsion system
maneuver was performed to accelerate the spacecraft to a velocity representative of severe lunar
return entry conditions. Shortly afterward_ the command module was separated from the service
module and oriented to the entry attitude.
The inertia/ velocity at atmospheric entry, which occurs at an altitude of 400 000 feet, was
approximately 36 000 feet per second, about 210 feet per second greater than predicted. This
overspeed was caused by a longer-than-planned firing of the service propulsinn system. Because
of the change in entry conditions, the peak deceleration force was 7.3g rather than the predicted
8.3g.
The guidance and control system performed satisfactorily in guiding the spacecraft to the
desired landing point. Although the landing was about 5 miles short of the target point, it was
within the accuracy predicted before the mission. The forward heat shleld and one of the main
parachutes were recovered along with the co-,--hal module by the primary recovery ship, the U.S.S.
8ennlngton. Poatfllght inspection of the command module indicated that the thermal protection
system withstood the lunar return entry environment satisfactorily.
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2.3.5 Apollo 5 Mission
The Apollo 5 mission was the first flight of a lunar module and the fourth flight test of
the Saturn IB launch vehicle. The space vehicle consisted of an S-IB stage, an S-IVB stage, an
instrument unit, an adapter, the lunar module, and a nose cone. Primary objectives of the mis-
sion were to verify the lunar module ascent and descent propulsion systems and the abort staging
function for manned flight. These objectives were satisfied.
Lift-off from Cape Kennedy Launch Complex 37B (fig. 2-10) was initiated at 05:48:08 p.m.
e.s.t. (22:48:0B G.m.t.) on January 22, 1968. (The detailed sequence of mission events is given
in reference 2-7.) The lunar module and S-IVB stage were inserted into earth orbit after I0 min-
utes and 3 seconds of powered flight. Lunar module loads and measured vibrations were within
the design capability of the structure during powered flight. Spacecraft cooling began after
S-IVB stage cutoff, and the equipment temperatures were properly regulated by the coolant system
for the remainder of the mission. The lunar module was separated from the S-IVB stage by using
the reaction control system engines. Separation disturbances were small. The lunar module was
maneuvered to a cold-soak attitude which was maintained by the guidance system until early in
the third revolution. A minimal reaction control system engine duty cycle was required to main-
tain the desired attitude.
Midway through the third revolution, the first descent engine firing was initiated. The
planned duration of this firing was 38 seconds; however, after only 4 seconds, the guidance sys-
tem shut down the engine. Both the guidance system and the propulsion system operated properly,
and the premature shutdown resulted from an incorrect definition of the engine thrust buildup
characteristics as used in the guidance system software.
After the premature shutdown, a planned alternate mission that provided minimum mission re-
quirements was selected. At approximately 6 hours and i0 minutes into the flight, the automatic
sequencer within the onboard mission prograv_er initiated the sequencing for the second and third
descent engine firings, the abort staging, and the first ascent engine firing. Attitude rate con-
trol was maintained with the backup control system. The descent engine gimbaled properly and re-
sponded smoothly to the co_nds to full throttle. The thermal aspects of the supercritical he-
lium pressurization system could not be adequately evaluated because of the short duration of the
three descent engine firings. During abort staging, all system operations and vehicle dynamics
were satisfactory for manned flight.
After the first ascent stage engine firing, the primary guidance and control system was re-
selected to control the spacecraft attitudes and rates. Because the primary system had been pas-
sive during the abort staging sequence, the computer program did not reflect the change of mass
resulting from staging. Therefore, computations of reaction control system engine firing times
were based on the mass of a two-stage vehicle and resulted in an extremely high propellant usage
by the reactlon control system engines, eventually causing propellant depletion. Because of ex-
cessive reaction control system engine activity, the engine cluster red-line upper limit was ex-
ceeded; however, no detrimental effects were evident.
The reaction control system was later subjected to abnormal operating conditions because of
low manifold pressures after propellant depletion. Continued operation under these abnormal
conditions resulted in three malfunctions within the system, but none had an appreciable effect
on the mission.
The second firing of the ascent engine, initiated by the automatic sequencer, began at 7
hours 44 minutes 15 seconds into the mission and continued until thrust decay 5 minutes and 47
seconds later. During the initial portion of the firing, attitude rate control was maintained
by using propellants from the ascent propulsion system tanks through interconnect valves to the
reaction control system engines. However, the sequencer automatically closed the interconnect
valves and switched the system over to the already depleted tanks. With the resultant loss of
rate control, the vehicle began tumbling while the ascent engine was firing. All tracking was
lost within 2 minutes after ascent stage engine thrust decay. The lunar module had been in a
retrograde orientation during the controlled portion of the firing, and trajectory simulations
indicated that the lunar module entered over the Pacific Ocean soon after the ascent stage en-
gine firing. The predicted point of impact was approximately 400 miles west of the coast of
Central Amerlca. The duration of the flight was approximately 8 hours.
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Figure 2-].0.- Lift-off of space vehicle for Apollo 5 mission.
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The overall performance of the lunar module was good and met all requirements for manned
orbital flight. All operational systems ware successfully verified, and the abort staging se-
quence was demonstrated.
2.3.6 Apollo 6 H/ssion
The Apollo 6 mission was accomplished on April 4, 1968. This was the second mission in which
a Saturn V launch vehicle was used w/th an unmanned Block I command and service module and a lunar
module test article.
The space vehicle was launched from Kennedy Space Center Launch Complex 39A at 07:00:01 a.m.
e.s.t. (12:00:01 G.m.t.). Lift-off was normal but a major structural anomaly in the spacecraft/
launch vehicle adapter occurred during first-stage boost. Approximately 2 minutes 13 seconds af-
ter lift-off, abrupt changes ware indicated by strain, vibration, and acceleration measurements
in the S-IVg, instrument unit, adapter, lunar module test article, and connnand and service mod-
ule. The anomaly was apparently caused by 5-hertz oscillations induced by the launch vehicle;
these oscillations exceeded the spacecraft design criteria. Photographic coverage from ground
and aircraft cameras revealed material coming from the area of the adapter. (Sac. 4.4.2 of this
report and ref. 2-8 contain additional inforrmtion concerning this anomaly.)
After second-stage ignition, the boost phase was normal until two engines in the S-II stage
shut down early. The firing time of the remaining three S-II stage engines was extended approxi-
mately 1 minute in an attempt to attain the desired velocity. The S-IVB stage firing was also
longer than planned. At termination of the S-IVB thrust, the orbit had a 19S-mile apogee and a
96-mile perigee, instead of the planned lO0-mtle near-circular orbit.
An attempt to reignite the S-I_B engine for a simulated translunar injection firing was un-
successful. A ground command to the command and service module implemented a preplanned alter-
nate mission that consisted of a long-duratlon firing (442 seconds) of the service propulsion
system engine. This firing was executed under onboard guidance computer control and the ouboard
programmed apogee of 12 O00 miles was attained. After the service propulsion system engine fir-
Lug, the command and service module was aligned to a preset cold-soak attitude. The preflight-
planned second firing of the service propulsion system engine was inhibited by ground command.
Atmospheric entry at 400 000 feet occurred at an inertial velocity of 32 830 feet per sec-
ond and a flight-path angle of minus 5.85 degrees. The entry parameters ware lower than pre-
dicted because of the S-IVB failure to reignite. The landing was about 36 miles up range of the
targeted landing point as a result of the abnormal launch and insertion trajectory. This was the
first mission in which the command module assumed the stable II (inverted) flotation attitude af-
ter landing. The co_Enand module was returned to the stable I (upright) attitude by the upright-
ing system. The mission duration was 9 hours 57 minutes 20 seconds.
The overall performance of the corm_and and service module was satisfactory and none of the
system anomalies precluded satisfactory completion of the mission. The most significant space-
craft anomaly was the aforementioned structural anomaly.
The abnormal occurrences during the boost phase subjected the command and service module to
adverse environments that would normally not be seen during a flight test program. The alternate
mission flown was the more difficult to accomplish of the two alternatives, which ware (i) to at-
tempt to complete the planned trajectory and obtain new evaluation data points or (2) to abort
the _4sslon and recover the spacecraft. The manner in which the command and service module per-
formed during the alternate mission, after the adverse initial conditions, demonstrated the ver-
satility of the systems.
The single primary spacecraft objective, demonstration of the performance of the emergency
detection system operating in a closed-loop mode, was achieved. The secondary spacecraft objec-
tives that ware satisfied included demonstration of (I) effective operation of mission support
facilltles during the launch, orbital, and recovery phases of the mission, (2) successful opera-
tion of the service propulsion system (including a no-ullage start), and (3) proper operation of
selected spacecraft systems (including electrical power, co--,unlcatlons, guidance and control,
and environmental control). The secondary spacecraft objectives that ware partially satisfied
included (1) demonstration of the adequacy of the Block II co_and module heat shleld for entry
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at lunar return conditions (not fully satisfied l_ecsuse of failure to achieve the high velocity
planned for entry), (2) demonstration of the structural and thermal integrity and compatlbillty
of launch vehlclm and spacecraft, and (3) confirmation of launch loads and dynamic character-
istics. Reference 2-9 provides details on spacecraft performance.
2.4 MANNED APOLLO/SATURN FLIGHTS
The manned flights of the Apollo program were to be initiated with the AS-204 mission; how-
ever, a fire in the co_mand module durlng prefllght checkout on the launch pad resulted in the
death of the three crewmen and an iB-month delay of the first manned mission. The manned phase
Included two earth orbital missions, two lunar orbital missions, and seven lunar landing missions,
one of which was aborted. The six successful lunar landing missions allowed approximately 838
pounds (380 kilograms) of lunar mater!allto he returned to earth. In addition, these missions
and the lunar orbital missions provided a wealth of scientific data about the moon and its en-
vlronmeut for analysls by scientists throughout the world.
2.4.1 Apollo I Mission
On January 27, 1967, tragedy struck the Apollo program when a flash fire occurred in com-
mand module 012 during a launch pad test of the Apollo/Saturn space vehlcle being prepared for
the first manned flight, the AS-204 mission. Three astronauts, Lt. Col. Virgil I. Crlssom, a
veteran of Mercury and Gemini missions; Lt. Col. Edward H. White, the astronaut who had performed
the first United States extravehlcular activity during the Gemini program; and Roger B. Chaffee,
an astronaut preparing for his first space flight, died in this tragic accident.
A seven-man board, under the direction of the NASA Lar_ley Research Center Director, Dr.
Floyd L. Thompson, conducted a comprehensive investigation to pinpoint the cause of the fire.
The final report (ref. 2-10), completed in April 1967, was subsequently submitted to the HASA
Administrator. The report presented the results of the investigation and made specific recom-
mendations that led to major design and engineering modifications, and revisions to test plan-
ning, test desclpllne, manufacturing processes and procedures, and quallty control. With these
changes, the overall safety of the command and service module and the lunar module was increased
substantially. The AS-204 mission was redeslgnated Apollo I in honor of the crow.
2.4.2 Apollo 7 Mission
Apollo 7, the first manned mission in the Apollo program was an earth orbital mission. The
command and service module was the first Block II configuration spacecraft flown, and the launch
vehicle was a Saturn IB. Flight crewmen for the Apollo 7 mission were Walter M. Schirra, Jr.,
Com_nander; Donn S. Eisele, Command Module Pilot; and R. Walter Cunnlngham, Lunar Module Pilot.
The primary objectives of this fllght were to demonstrate command and service module/crow per-
formance, crew/space vehlcle/mlsslon support facllltles performance, and the cc_mmand and ser-
vice module rendezvous capability.
The spacecraft was launched at 11:02:45 a.m.e.d.t. (15:02:45 G.m.t.) on October ii, 1968,
from Cape Kennedy Launch Complex 34 (fig. 2-11). The launch phase was normal, and the spacecraft
was inserted into a 123- by 153-mile earth orbit. The crew performed a manual takeover of atti-
tude control from the launch vehicle $-IVB stage during the second orbital revolution, and the
control system responded properly. The command and service module was separated from the $-IVB
stage approxlmately 3 hours after launch; the separation was followed by spacecraft transposl-
tlon, simulated docking, and statlonkeeplng _lth the S-XVB.
A phasing maneuver was performed using the service module reaction control system to estab-
lish the conditions required for rendezvous with the S-IV5 stage on the following day. The ma-
neuver was intended to place the spacecraft approximately 75 miles ahead of the S-ITB. However,
the S-IV5 orbit decayed more rapidly than anticipated during the six revolutions after the phas-
ing maneuver, and a second phasing maneuver was performed to obtain the desired conditions.
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Figure 2-11.- Lift-off of space vehicle for Apollo 7 mission.
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Two service propulsion system firings were required for rendezvous. The first firing, a
corrective combination maneuver, was necessary to achieve the proper phase and altitude offset
so that the second firing would result in an orbit coelliptic with that of the S-IVB. The two
firings achieved the desired Conditions for rendezvous terminal phase initiation. The terminal
phase initiation Naneuver was performed with an onboard couputer solution based on optical track-
ins of the S-IVB stage with the sextant. A small _idcourse correction was then made, followed
by braking and final closure to within 70 feet of the S-IVB. Stationkeeping was performed for
approxi,_tely 20 minutes, after which a 2-foot-per-second service _dule reaction control syste_
posigrade maneuver removed the spacecraft from the vicinity of the S-IVB stage. The next 24-hour
period was devoted to a sextant calibration test, a rendezvous navigation test, an attitude con-
trol test, and a primary evaporator test. The crew used the sextant to track the $-IVB visually
to distances of as much as 320 miles.
The service propulsion system was fired six additional times during the mission. The third
firing was a 9.1-second maneuver controlled by the stabilization and control system. The maneu-
ver was performed to increase the backup deorh!t capability of the service module reaction con-
trol system. The fourth firing was performed to evaluate the mini_um-/mpulse capability of the
service propulsion eu@lne. The fifth firing was performed to position the spacecraft for an op-
timum deorbit maneuver at the end of the planned orbital phase. To assure verification of the
propellant gaging system, the firing duration was increased from that planned originally. The
67.6-second maneuver produced the largest velocity change during the mission, 1693 feet per sec-
ond, end incorporated a manual thrust-vector-control takeover approximately halfway through the
maneuver. The sixth maneuver, performed during the eighth mission day, was a second minimum-
impulse maneuver. The seventh f_irin_g, per=_o_ed On the lOth mission day, placed the spacecraft
perigee at the proper longitude for entry and recovery. The eighth firing was performed to de-
orbit the spacecraft.
Tests performed during the mission included a rendezvous radar transponder test and a test
to determine whether the environmental control system radiator had degraded. The radar test was
performed during revolution 48, end lockon was aCComplished by a radar site at the White Sands
Missile Range at a range of 415 miles. The radiator test was also successfully conducted, and
operation of the system was validated for lunar flight.
The final day of the mission was devoted primarily to preparations for the deorbit maneuver,
which was performed at 259:39:16. The service module was Jettisoned, and the entry was performed
using both the automatic and manual guidance eDdes.
The parachute system affected a soft landing in the Atlantic Ocean near the recovery ship,
U.S.S. Essex. On lending, the spacecraft assumed a stable II flotation attitude, but was suc-
cessfully returned to the normal flotation position by the inflatable bag uprightiug system. The
crew was retrieved by helicopter, and the spacecraft was later taken aboard the recovery ship.
Mission duration was 260 hours 9 minutes 3 seconds.
All spacecraft systems operated satisfactorily, and all but one of the detailed test objec-
tives were met. Additional information is given in reference 2-11.
2.4.3 Apollo 8 Mission
Apollo 8, the first flight to take man to the vicinity Of the moon, was a bold step forward
in the development of a lunar landing capability. Also, Apollo 8 was the first manned mission
to be launched with the three-stage Saturn V vehicle. Figure 2-12 shows the vehicle being trans-
ported to the launch pad. The cr_ were Frank Borman, Contender; James A. Lowell, Jr., Com-
mand Module Pilot; and William A. Anders, Lunar Module Pilot. The mission, orlginally planned
as an earth orbital flight, was changed to a lunar orbital flight after an evaluation of all as-
pects of the progress of the program. To acconnodate this change, crew training and ground sup-
port preparations were accelerated.
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The primary objectives for the Apollo 8 m/sslon were to demonstrate the combined performance
of the crew, space vehicle, and mission support team during a manned Saturn V mission using the
co_nd and service module and to demonstrate the performance of nominal and selected backup
lunar-orblt-rendezvous procedures. The spacecraft was a Block II co--,-nd and service module. A
lunar module test article was installed for mass loading purposes in the spacecraft/launch vehicle
adapter in place of an actual lunar module.
The space vehlcle was launched from Kennedy Space Center Launch Complex 39A at 07:51:00 a.m.
e.s.t. (12:51:00 G.m.t.) on December 21, 1968, and the spacecraft was inserted into a I03- by
98-mile earth parking orbit. After the spacecraft had been in earth orbit almost 3 hours for In-
flight systems checks, the translunar injection maneuver was performed. The spacecraft was sep-
arated from the S-IVB approximately 25 minutes later using the service module reaction control
system and was turned around to permit observation and photography of the S-IVB stage. The crew
then performed two reaction control system maneuvers to increase the separation distance. A
ground-co_anded liquid oxygen dump provided impulse for targeting the S-IVB stage to fly past
the moon and into solar orbit.
The translunar injection maneuver was so accurate that only one small midcourse correction
w_uld have been sufficient to achieve the desired lunar orbit insertion altltude of approximately
65 m/les. However, the second of the two maneuvers tha_ separated the spacecraft from the S-IVB
altered the trajectory so that a large mldcourse correction at ii hours was required to achieve
the desired trajectory. For this m/dcourae correcrlon, :the service propulsion system was used
to reduce the altitude of closest approach to the moon from 459 miles to 66.3 miles. An addi-
tional small midcourse correction was performed approxlmately 50 hours later to refine further
the lunar insertion conditions. During the 66-hour tran slunar coast, _he crew made systems cheeks
and navigation sightings, tested the spacecraft hlgh-galn antenna (installed for the first time
on this mission), and televised pictures to earth.
Lunar orbit insertion was performed with the service propu/s_[on system and the resultant or-
bit was 60 by 168.5 miles. After approximately 4 hours of navigation checks and ground-based
determination of the orbltal parameters, a lunar orbit circularizatlon maneuver was performed,
which resulted in an orbit of 60.7 by 59.7 miles.
The next 12 hours of crew activity in lunar orbit involved photography of both the near and
far aides of the moon, landlng-ares aightlngs, and television tra_smlsslons. Moat remaining non-
critical flight plan activities were deleted during the final 4 hours in orSit b_cauSe of crew
fatigue, and this period was devoted to crew rest and preparation for transearth injection. The
injection maneuver was performed approximately 89 hours into the flight a_ resulted in a veloc-
ity change of 3517 feet per second.
The transearth coast activities included star/horlzon rmvlgatlo n sightlngs using both m_on
and earth horizons. Passive thermal control, using a roll rate of spproxlmately I revolutlon per
hour, was used during most of the translunar and transearth coast phases to maintain nearly stable
onboard temperatures. Only one small transearth midcourse correction, made with the service mod-
ule reaction control system, was required.
Command module/service module separation was performed st approxlmately 166-i/2 hours, and
coluand module entry occurred approxlmately 17 minutes later. The comnmnd module followed an
auto_atlcally guided entry profile and lande_ in the Mid-Paclflc after a fllght duration of 147
hours 42 seconds. The transearth injection targeting end separation and the entry guidance were
so precise that the command module landed about 1 1/2 miles from the planned target point. The
crew w_re retrieved and taken aboard the U.S.S. Yorktcn_ at 17:20 C.m.t. on December 27, 1968.
With only minor problems, all spacecraft systems operated as intended, and all primary mis-
slon objectives were successfully accompllshed. Crew performance was edmlra51e throughout the
mission. The navigation techniques developed for translunar a_i lunar orbital flight proved to
be more than adequate to maintain required accuracies for lunar orbit insertion and transearth
injection. Co-_unlcatlons and tracking at lunar distances _re excellent in all modes. Addi-
tional Informatlon on the Apollo 8 mission is contained in reference 2-12.
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2.4.4 Apollo 9 Mission
The Apollo 9 mission was a lO-day flight in earth orbit to qualify the lunar module for lunar
orbital operations. The crewmen were James A. McDivitt, Connnander; David R. Scott, Command Module
Pilot; and Russell L. Schwelckart, Lunar Module Pilot. The primary objectives of the mission were
(1) to demonstrate the performance of the crew, space vehicle, and mission support facilities dur-
ing a manned Saturn V missiun using the lunar module and the command and service module; (2) to
demonstrate the ability of the crew to operate the lunar module systems for periods of time com-
parable to those of a lunar landing mission; and (3) to demonstrate some of the nominal and backup
lunar landing mission activities, including docking, Intravehicular transfer, rendezvous, and ex-
travehicular capability. To meet these objectives, the lunar module was evaluated during three
separate manning periods that required multiple activation and deactivation of systems, a situa-
tion unique to this mission.
The space vehicle was launched from Launch Complex 39A at the Kennedy Space Center. The
launch occurred on March 3, 1969, at ii:00:00 a.m.e.s.t. (16:00:00 G.m.t.), and the insertion
orbit was 102.3 by 103.9 miles. After postlnsertlon checkout, the command and service module
was separated from the S-IVB stage, transposed, and docked with the lunar module. At approxi-
mately 4 hours, an ejection mechanism, used for the first time on this mission, ejected the
docked spacecraft from the S-IVB. After a separation maneuver, the S-IVB engine was fired twice
by remote control, and the final maneuver placed the spent stage into a solar orbit.
Crew activity on the sec0nd __ay was devoted to SyStems checks _nd to three service propul-
sion system maneuvers while docked. On the third day, the Connnander and the LunAr Module Pllot
entered the lunar module to activate and check out the syst_s'and_t0 _Ire the:descent engine
with the vehicles still clocked. Attitude control with the digital autopilot and manual throt-
tling of the descent engine to full thrust were demonstrated.
Extravehicular operations were demonstrated on the fourth day of flight. The actual opera-
tions were abbreviated from those of the flight plan because of a minor Inflight illness experi-
enced by one crewmember on the preceding day and because of the many activities required for ren-
dezvous preparation. Wearing the extravehicular mobility unit, the Lunar Module Pilot egressed
the depressurized lunar module and remained near the hatch for approximately 47 minutes. During
this same period, the Co=hand Module Pilot, dependent on the connnand and service module systems
for llfe support, partially exited through the co_rnand module batch for observation, photography,
and retrieval of thermal samples (fig. 2-13). The Lunar Module Pilot also retrieved thermal sam-
pies from the spacecraft exterior. A planned extravehicular transfer from the lunar module to
the con_nand module was not conducted because of the abbreviated operation.
On the fifth day, the Commander and the Lunar Module Pilot again transferred to the lunar
module, this time to perform a lunar-madule-active rendezvous. The lunar module primary guidance
system was used throughout the rendezvous; however, mirror-lmage backup maneuver computations
were made in the cormmnd module. The lunar module descent propulsion system was used to perform
the phasing and insertion maneuvers, and the ascent engine was used to establish a constant dif-
ferential height after the coelllptlc sequence had been initiated. After redocklng and crew
transfer back into the coummnd module, the lunar module ascent stage was Jettisoned and the as-
cent engine was fired to oxidizer depletion.
The sixth service propulsion maneuver, to lower the perigee, was performed successfully dur-
ing the sixth day. In the final 4 days, a series of landmark tracking exercises and a multispec-
tral photography experiment were performed. The service propulsion system was fired for the
seventh time at approximately 169-1/2 hours as a test and for the eighth time at 240-1/2 hours
to deorbit the c_and and service module. This last maneuver was performed one revolution later
than planned because of unfavorable weather in the planned recovery area. After a normal entry
using the primary guidance system, the cow,hand module Landed within 2.7 miles of the target point
in the Atlantic Ocean after 241 hours 54 seconds of flight. The crewmen were recovered by hell-
copter and were aboard the primary recovery ship, the U.S.S. GuadaZea_laZ, 49 minutes after
landlng. Further details of the Apollo 9 mission are given in reference 2-13.
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2.4.5 Apollo I0 Mission
Apollo I0 was an 8-day mission to qualify the combined spacecraft in the lunar environment.
Particular primary objectives were to demonstrate the capability for rendezvous and docking in
the lunar gravitational field and to evaluate docked and undocked lunar navigation. The mission
events simulated those for a lunar landing mission. In addition, visual observations and stere-
oscopic strip photography of Apollo Landing Site 2, the planned location of the first lunar land-
ing, were accomplished.
The Apollo I0 space vehicle, with crewmen Thomas P. Stafford, Commander; John W. Young, Com-
mand Module Pilot; and Eugene A. Cernan, Lunar Module Pilot; was launched on May 18, 1969, from
Kennedy Space Center Launch Complex 39B at 11:49:00 a.m.e.s.t. (16:49:00 G.m.t.). The spacecraft
and S-IVB stage combination was inserted into an earth parking orbit of 102.6 by 99.6 miles. Af-
ter onboard systems were checked, the S-IVB engine was ignited at 2-1/2 hours elapsed time to
place the spacecraft on a translunar trajectory.
At 3 hours after lift-off, the coa_and and service module was separated from the S-IVB stage
and then transposed and docked with the lunar module. The docked spacecraft were ejected 40 min-
utes later, and a separatlonmsneuver was performed. The S-IVB stage was placed into a solar or-
bit by ground command for propulsive venting of residual propellants.
A preplanned mldcourse correction executed at 26-1/2 hours adjusted the trajectory to coin-
cide with a July lunar landing trajectory. The passive thermal control technique was employect
to malnte_lU c[eslred sP-acecraft t_peratures tWroug_out the tr_s_tr coast except when--a-_e - -
clflc attitude was required ........... _=_-_ __--._ _ .-__.... _._-*_- _::=_._ = _ .___
At 76 hours mission elapsed time, the spacecraf_t" "w_'-_nse'rt_I-_nto_lunar--orb_ "of 60 by::- -....
171 nautical miles. After two revolutions of tracking and ground updates, a mlneuver was per-
formed to circularize the orbit at 60 nautical miles. The Lunar Module Pilot entered the lunar
module, checked all systems, and then returne_ to the command module for the scheduled sleep
period.
Activation of the lunar module systems began at 95 hours, and the spacecraft were undocked
approximately 3 hours later. Figure 2-14 shows the command and service module as viewed from
the lunar module. After stationkeeplng, the lunar module was inserted into the descent orbit.
An hour later, the lunar module made a low-level pass over Apollo Landing Site 2. The pass was
highlighted by a test of the landing radar, by the visual observation of lunar lighting, by ster-
eoscopic strip photography, and by the execution of the phasing maneuver using the descent en-
gine. The lowest measured point in the trajectory was 47 400 feet above the lunar surface. Af-
ter one revolutlou in the phasing orbit ofapproxlmately 8 by 194 miles, the lunar module ascent
stage was separated from the descent stage and the ascent engine was used to perform an inser-
tlon msnetrver. The rendezvous that followed was representative of one that would follow a nor-
mal ascent from the lunar surface. The rendezvous operation co_nenced with the lunar module co-
elliptic sequence initiation maneuver approximately one-half revolutlon from insertion, followed
by a _II constant dlfferentl=1 height maneuver and the terminal phase initiation manetzver.
Docking was complete at 106--1/2 hours, and the lunar module crew transferred into the com_nd
module. The lunar module ascent stage was Jettisoned, and the ascent engine was fired by remote
control to propellant depletion at 109 hours. After a rest period, the crew conducted landmark
tracking and photography exercises. Transearth injection was performed at 137-1/2 hours.
The passive thermal control technique and the navigation procedures used on the translunar
portion of flight were also used during the earth return. Only one midcourse correction of ap-
proxlmately 2 feet per second was required; this correction was mode 3 hours before co_-_nd mod-
u.te/servlce module separation. The eo_nd module entry was normal, and the spacecraft landed
near the primary recovery vessel, the U.S,S. P_q.noe_.o_, after an elapsed flight time of 192
hours 3 minutes and 23 seconds. At daybreak, the crewmen were retrieved by helicopter.
All systems_ the c_nd and service module and the lunar module were managed very well.
Although some problems occurred, most were minor and none caused a constraint to completion of
mission objectives. Valuable data concerning lunar gravitation were obtained during the 60 hours
in lunar orbit.
)
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Figure 2-14.- Apollo lO command and service module as viewed
from lunar module after undocking,
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Spacecraft systems performance was satisfactory, and all mission objectives were accomplished
(ref. 2-14). All detailed test objectives were satisfied with the exception of the lunar module
steerable antenna and relay modes for voice and telemetry co_znunications.
2.6.6 Apollo II Mission
The Apollo 11 mission accomplished the basic objective of the Apollo program; that is landing
two man on the lunar surface and returning them safely to earth. Crewmembers for this historic
mission were Neil A. Armstrong, Co_nder; Michael Collins, Command Nodule Pilot; and Edwin E.
Aldrin, Jr., Lunar Module Pilot.
The Apollo 11 space vehicle was launched from Kennedy Space Center Launch Complex 39A on
July 16, 1969, at 08:32:00 a.m.e.s.t. (13:32:00 G.m.t.). The spacecraft and S-IVB stage of the
launch vehicle were inserted into a 100.7- by 99.2-mile earth parking orbit. After a 2-1/2-hour
checkout period, the spacecraft/S-IVB stage combination was injected into the translunar coast
phase of the mission. Trajectory parameters after the transiunar injection firing were nearly
perfect. A midcourse correction of 20.9 feet per second was made durln 8 the translunar phase.
During the remaining periods of free-attitude flight, passive thermal control was used to main-
tain spacecraft temperatures within desired limits. The Commander and the Lunar Module Pilot
transferred to the lunar module during the translunar phase to make the initial inspection and
preparations for the systems checks that would be made shortly after lunar-orbit insertion.
The docked spacecraft were inserted into a 60- by 169.7-mile lunar orbit at approximately
76 hours after launch. Four hours later, the lunar-orbit circularization maneuver was performed
to place the combined spacecraft in a 65.7- by 53.8-nttle lunar orbit. The Lunar Hodule Pilot en-
tered the lunar module at approximately 81 hours after launch for initial powerup and systems
checks. After a planned sleep period was completed at 93-i/2 hours elapsed time, the lunar mod-
ule crewmen transferred to the lunar module and made final preparations for descent to the lunar
surface. The lunar module was undocked from the comand and service module at a mission time of
approximately 100 hours. The lunar module descent orbit insertion maneuver was performed with
the descent propulsion system at 101-1/2 hours into the mission, and the powered descent initia"
tion occurred 1 hour later. The lunar module was maneuvered manually approximately 1100 feet
down range from the preplanned landing point during the final 2-1/2 minutes of descent.
Hen first landed on the moon at 03:17 p.m.e.s.t, on July 20, 1969, 102 hours 45 minutes
39.9 seconds mission elapsed time. The spacecraft landed in Hare Tranquillitatis (Sea of Tran-
quillity) at latitude 0e41'15 '' N. and longitude 23"26' E. based upon the coordinates of refer-
ence 2-15. After a 2-hour postlanding checkout of all lunar module systems, the crew configured
the spacecraft controls for lunar stay and ate their first meal on the lunar surface. A crew
rest period had been planned to precede the extravehicular activity of exploring the lunar sur-
face but was not needed. After donning the back-mounted portable life support and oxygen purge
syste m= the Commander egressed through the forward hatch and deployed an equipment module from
the descent stage. A camera in the equipment module provided live television coverage of the
Co_mmander as he descended the ladder to the surface. The Co_ander made first contact at
09:$6:15 p.m.e.s.t, on July 20, 1969, or 109 hours 56 minutes 15 seconds into the mission. The
Lunar Nodule Pilot egressed soon thereafter, and both crewmen used the initial period on the sur-
face to become acclimated to the reduced gravity and the unfamiliar surface conditions. A con-
tingency soil sample was taken from the surface, and the television camera was deployed to in-
clude most of the lunar module in the field of view. Figure 2-15 is a photograph of the Commnder
as he stood beside the deployed United States £1ag during this part of the extravehicular activ-
ity. The crew then activated scientific experiments which included a solar wind detector, a pas-
sive seismometer, end a laser retroreflector. The Lunar Nodule Pilot evaluated his ability to
operate and move about, and he was able to do so rapidly and confidently. The crew collected
approximately 21 kilograms of lunar surface material for analysis. The surface exploration was
concluded in the allotted time of 2-1/2 hours, and the crewmen reentered the lunar module at a
mission time of 111-1/2 hours.
After a rest period, ascent preparation was conducted and the ascent stage lifted off the
surface at 124-1/4 hours from earth launch. A nominal firing of the ascent engine placed the
vehicle into a 45- by 9-mile orbit. After a rendezvous sequence similar to that performed on
Apollo 10, the t_o spacecraft were docked at the mission time of 128 hours. After transfer of
the crew and samples to the co_and and service module, the ascent stage was Jettisoned, and the
co_and and service module was prepared for tranaearth injection.
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Figure 2-15.- Apollo ii Commander on lunar surface.
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The return flight started with a 150-second firing of the service propulsion engine during
the 31st lunar revolution at 135-1/2 hours into the mission. As in translunar flight, only one
midcourse correction was required, and passive thermal control was exercised for most of the
transearth coast. Because of inclement weather in the planned recovery area, the landing point
was moved 215 miles down range. The service module was separated from the command module 15 min-
utes before reaching the entry interface altitude of 400 000 feet. Following an automatic entry
sequence and landing system deployment, the co_m_ud module landed in the Pacific Ocean after a
flight duration of 195 hours 18 minutes 35 seconds. The landing coordinates, as determined from
the spacecraft computer, were latitude 13°19 ' N. and longitude 169o9 ' W.
After landing, the crew donned blological isolation garments; they were then retrieved by
hellcopter and taken to the primary recovery ship, the U.S.S. Hot.net. The crew and lunar mate-
rial samples were placed in a mobile quarantine facility for transport to the Lunar Receiving
Laboratory In Houston.
All spacecraft systems performed satisfactorily and, with the completion of the Apollo ii,
mission, the national objective of landing men on the moon and returnlng them safely to earth,
before the end of the decade, was accomplished. Additional information on the Apollo ii mis-
sion is given in references 2-16 and 2-17.
2.4.7 Apollo 12 Mission
Apollo 12, the second lunar landing mission, demonstrated the capability to land at a pre-
cise point and on a rough lunar surface. The lending location was in the Oceanus Procellarum
(Ocean of Storms) region. The primary objectives assigned were (i) to perform selenological in-
spection, survey, and sampling in a mare area; (2) to deploy the Apollo lunar surface experiments
package; (3) to develop techniques for a point landing capability; (4) to develop further man's
capability to work in the lunar environment; and (5) to obtain photographs of candidate explora-
tion sites.
The space vehicle, with crewmen Charles Conrad, Jr., Co_rander; Richard F. Gordon, Jr., Com-
_mnd Module Pilot; and Alan L. Bean, Lunar Module Pilot, was launched from Kennedy Space Center
Launch Complex 39A at 11:22:00 a.m.e.s.t. (16:22:00 G.m.t.) on November 14, 1969. The activities
during earth-orblt checkout, translunar injection, and translunar coast were similar to those of
Apollo ii, except for the special attention given to verifying all spacecraft systems as a result
of lightning strikes on the space vehicle at 36.5 seconds end again at 52 seconds after launch,
A non-free-return translunar trajectory profile was used for the first time in the Apollo program.
The docked co_snand and service module and lunar module were inserted into a 168.8- by 62,6-
mile lunar orbit at approximately 83-1/2 hours into the mission. Two revolutions later, a second
maneuver was performed to achieve a 66.1- by 54.3-mile orbit. At approximately 104 hours after
launch, the Commander and the Lunar Module Pilot entered the lunar module to prepare for descent
to the lunar surface. About 4 hours later, the two spacecraft were undocked and descent orbit
insertion was performed. A precision landing was accomplished through automatic guidance, with
small manual corrections applied in the final phases of descent. The spacecraft touched down
ii0 hours 32 minutes 36 seconds into the mission, with landing coordinates of latltude 3"11'51" S.
and longitude 23°23'8 '' W. (ref. 2-18). One objective of the Apollo 12 mission was to achieve a
precision landing near the Surveyor Ill spacecraft, which had landed on April 20, 1967. The
Apollo 12 lending point was 535 feet from the Surveyor III.
Three hours after landing, the crewmen began preparations for egress. As the Co,m_-nder de-
scended the ladder to the lunar surface, he deployed the modularized equipment stowage assembly
which automatically activated a color televlslon camera and permitted his actions to he televised
to earth. The television camera was subsequently damased. After the Lunar Module Pilot had de-
scended to the surface, he erected a solar wind composition experiment. Both crewmen then de-
ployed the first Apollo lunar surface experiments package. On the return traverse, the crew col-
lected a core-tube sample and additional surface samples. The first extravehicular activity
period lasted 4 hours.
i
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The second extravehicular activity period began after a 7-hour rest period. Documented sam-
ples, core-tube samples, trench-slte samples, and gas-analysls samples were collected on a trav-
erse to the Surveyor III spacecraft. The crew photographed and removed parts from the Surveyor
(fig. 2-16). After the return traverse, the crew retrieved the solar wind composition experiment.
The mecond extravehicular activity perlo_ lasted 9-3/4 hours. Crew m_billty and portable llfe
support Syitem o_eTatlon, as in Apollo ii, were excellent throughout both extravehicular periods.
The Surveyor parts and approximately 3_ kilograms of lunar material were returned to earth.
The lunar module ascent stage lifted off the lunar surface at a mission elapsed time of 142
hours. After a nominal rendezvous sequence, the two spacecraft were docked at 145-1/2 hours into
the mission. The ascent stage, jettisoned after crew end sample transfer to the co----nd module,
was maneuvered by remote control to impact on the lunar surface; impact occurred at a mission
time of 150 hours approximately 40 miles from the Apollo 12 landing site. Extensive landmark
tracking and photography from lunar orbit was then conducted using a 500--. long-range lens to
obtain mapping and training data for future missions. At 172-1/2 hours into the mission, trans-
earth injection was accomplished by using the service propulslon system engine.
Two small m/dcourse corrections were executed during transearth coast. The entry sequence
was normal, and the command module landed in the Pacific Ocean. The landlng coordinates, as de-
termined from the 0nboard Computer, were latitude 15°52 ' S. and longitude 165°10 ' W. Duration of
the _ssion was 24_ hou!s 36 m/nutes 25 eecon4s._ After landing, biological isolation precantlons
similar to those of Apollo II were taken. The crew, the lunar material samples, and the space-
craft were subsequently transported to the Lunar Receiving Laboratory.
All spacecraft systems operated satisfactorily, and all primary mission objectives were ac-
complished. Additional information concerning the Apollo 12 mission is contained in references
2-19 and 2-20.
2.4.8 Apollo 13 Mission
Apollo 13, planned as the third lunar landing mission, was aborted during trenslunar flight
because of the loss of all the oxygen stored in _ tanks in the service module. The primary ob-
Ject!yes asslgned to the miSslon were (l) to perform selenologicsl inspection, survey, and sam-
pling of materlals In a preselected region of the Fra }_uro formation; (2) to deploy and activate
an Apollo lunar surface experiments package; (3) to develop further man's capability to work in
the lunar emvlronmeot; and (4) to obtain photographs of candidate exploration sites.
The launch vehicle and spacecraft _re similar to those of Apollo 12; however, the experi-
ment complement was somewhat different. The cravmembers were James A. Lovell, Jr., Commander;
Fred W. llaise, Jr., Lunar Module Pilot; and John L. Swigert, Jr., who had been the backup Com-
mand Module Pilot until the day before launch. Because the prime Command Module Pilot had been
exposed to German measles 8 days before the scheduled launch date and was shown during his pre-
flight physical examination to be susceptible to the disease, the decision was made to replace
him with the backup pilot as a precautionary measure.
The space vehicle was launched from Kennedy Space Center Launch Complex 39A at 02:13:00 p.m.
e.s.t. (19:13:00 C.m.t.) on April 11, 1970. During the launch, the second-stage inboard engine
shut down early because of high-amplitude longitudinal oscillations; however, near-nominal tra-
Jectory parameters uere achieved at orbital insertion. The earth orbital, translunar InJectlo_,
and early translunsr coast phases of flight were normal, and operations during these periods were
slmilar to those of Apollo II and Apollo 12 with one exception. On previous lunar missions, the
S-IVB stage had been maneuvered by ground command into a trajectory such that it would pass by
the moon and go into a solar orbit. For Apollo 13, the S-IVB was targeted to hit the moon so
that the vibrations resulting from the impact could be sensed by the Apollo 12 seismic station
and telemetered to earth for study. The S-IVB impacted the lunar surface about 78 hours after
launch, approxlmately 140 kilometers west-northwest of the Apollo 12 experiment station. The im-
pact point was very close to the desired target.
Photographs of the earth were taken during the early part of translunar coast to support an
analysis of atmospheric winds. After approximately 31 hours of flight, a midcourse correction
lowered the closest point of spacecraft approach to the moon to an altitude of approximately 60
m/lee. Before thls maneuver, the spacecraft had been on a free-return trajectory, chat is, one
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Figure 2-16.- Apollo 12 Commanderexamirfing Surveyor111"spacecraft
wit.h lunar module in background.
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Jon which the spacecraft would have looped around the moon and returned to earth without requlr-
ing a mJor maneuver. At approximately 56 hours, one of the two cryogenic oxygen tanks in the
service module failed. (The cause of the failure is discussed in ref. 2-21.) The immediate re-
wit was that the oxygen in the failed tank was abruptly lost. Later, it was discovered that the
panel had been blown off the bay in which the tank was located (fig. 2-17). The oxygen system
with which the second tank was associated also lost pressure, but at a slower rate. These tanks
contalned most of the oxygen for breathing _Jn the command module and the oxygen for the fuel
cells (the primary source of electrical power). Sufficient oxygen rmined in the second tank
to maintain primary electrical Ix_mr in the co_nand and service module for approximately 2 hours,
which gave the crew time to power up the lunar module, align the inertial reference platform, and
shut down tJne com_ud and service module systems. The docked spacecraft were then maneuvered
hack into a free-return trajectory using the lunar module descent engine.
From this point on, all systems in both vehicles were powered down except when absolutely
required. With no further maneuvers, the cow_nd module could have landed in the Indian Ocean
at 152 hours mission elapsed time, and the lunar module systems would have been required to sup-
port the crew for about 90 hours, l{owever, because consumables were extremely marginal under
these conditions and because only minimal recovery support existed in the Indian Ocean, a trans-
earth injection maneuver using the lunar module descent propulsion system was executed to speed
up the return to earth after the docked spacecraft had _ttu 8 around the far side of the moon.
Because of this maneuver, the landing was predicted to occur at about 143 hours mission elapsed
time in the South Pacific, where primary recovery iupport was available. Cuidance errors during
the transearth injection maneuver necessitated a _ll transesrth midcourse correction at approx-
temtely 105 hours to bring the projected entry flight-path angle _r_thin the specified limits.
During the transearth coast period, the docked spacecraft were maneuvered into a passive thermal
control mode.
The unprecedented powered-down state of the command module required several new procedures
for entry. The co_nnand module was briefly powered _p to assess the operational capability of
critical systems. Also, the command module entry batteries were charged through the umbilical
c_nnectors that had anpplfed any necessary power groin the lunar module while the command module
was powered down. Approximately 6 hours before entry, the passive thermal control mode was dis-
continued, and a final mid_c_rse correction vas .made using the lunar module reaction control sys-
tem to refine the flight-path angle slightly.
The service module _as separated 4-3/4 hours before entry; the separation afforded the crew
an opportunity to observe and photograph the damage caused by the failed oxygen tank. The lunar
module was retained until 70 minutes before entry to minimize usage of co,and module electrical
power. At undocking, normal tunnel pressure provided the necessary force to separate the two
spacecraft. From this point, the events were similar to those of previous flights, and the com-
mand module lande_ approximately 1 mile from the target point. Some pieces of the lunar module
survived entry and projected trajectory date tndicsted tha_ they impacted in .the open sea he-
t_een Samos and New Zealand. The three crewmen were on board the recovery ship, the U.S.S. I_o
d_a, within 45 minutes of landing. Reference 2-22 contains details of the Apollo 13 mission.
2.4.9 Apollo 14 Mission
Apollo 14 was the third mission to achieve a ltmar landing. The landing site was located
in the Fra l_auro highlands, the same area that wag to have been explored on Apollo 13. Although
the primary mission objectives for Apollo 14 were the same as those of Apollo 13, provisions were
made _or returning a significantly greater quantity of lunar material end scientific data then
had been possible previously, An innovation that ailo_ed an increase in the range of lunar sur-
face exploration and in the amount of material collected was the provision of a collapsible two-
Wheeled cart, the modular equipment transporter, for carrying tools, cameras, a portable magne-
tometer, and lunar samples (fig. 2-18).
An investigation into the cause of the Apollo 13 cryogenic oxygen tank failure led to three
significant changes in the command and service module cryogenic oxygen storage and electrical
power systems. The internal construction of the oxygen tanks was modified, a third oxygen tank
was added, end an auxiliary battery was installed. These changes were also incorporated into
all subsequent spacecraft.
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Figure 2-17.- Photograph of damagedservice module taken during Apollo 13 mission.
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Figure 2-18.- Apollo 14 lunar surface extravehicular activity.
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The mission, manned by Alan B. Shepard, Jr., Co_nder; Stuart A. Roosa, Connnand Module
Pilot; and Edgar D. Mitchell, Lunar Module Pilot, was launched from Kennedy Space Center Launch
Complex 39A at 04:03:02 p.m.e.s.t. (21:03:02 G.m.t.) on January 31, 1971. Because of weather
conditions which might have triggered lightning, the launch was delayed approxlmately 40 minutes.
The opeTations in earth orbit and translunar injection were similar to those of previous lunar
missions; however, after translunar injection, several docking attempts were made before the
cormnand and service module was successfully docked with the lunar module.
As on Apollo 13, the S-IVB stage was targeted to impact the moon within a prescribed area
to supply seismic data. The vehicle struck the lunar surface approximately 160 miles from the
target, within the desired area, at 82:37:52 mission elapsed time. The Apollo 12 seismic sta-
tion, located approximately 94 miles southwest of the impact point_ recorded the event 37 sec-
onds later and responded to vibrations for more than 3 hours.
Translunsr activities included star and earth horizon calibration sightings in preparation
for a cislunar navigation exercise to be performed during transearth coast, and dim-light photog-
raphy of the earth. At approximately 61 hours, the lunar module crew spent approximately 2 hours
in the lunar module cabin for housekeeping and systems checkout. While there, the crew photo-
graphed a waste-water dump from the command module to obtain data for a particle contamination
study being conducted for the Skylab program. Two spacecraft translunar midcourse corrections
achieved the trajectory desired for lunar-orbit insertion.
The joined spacecraft were inserted into a 169- by 58-mile lunar orbit with the service pro-
pulsion system. After two revolutions, the same propulsion system was used to insert the space-
craft into the descent orbit, which brought the docked vehicles to within 10 miles of the lunar
surface. On previous missions, the desceut orbit insertion maneuver had been performed with the
lunar module descent propulsion system. A change was made on this mission to allow a greater mar-
gin of lunar module propellant for landing in a more rugged area.
The Conmmnder and Lunar Module Pilot entered the lunar module, performed systems checks, and
undocked during the 12th lunar revolution. After vehicle separation and before powered descent,
ground personnel detected the presence of an abort co_r_and at a computer input channel although
the crew had not depressed the abort switch. The failure was isolated to the abort switch, and,
to prevent an unwanted abort, a workaround procedure was developed. The procedure was followed,
and the powered descent was performed successfully. The vehicle touched down 12 minutes 45 sec-
onds after engine ignition and came to rest on a slope of about 7 degrees. Sufficient propellant
remained for approximately 70 additional seconds of engine firing time. The coordinates of the
landing site are latitude 3°40'24 '' S. and longitude 17"27'55" W. based upon reference 2-23.
After undocking and separation, the command-and-servlce-module orbit was circularized to an
altitude of approximately 60 miles. While the landing crew was on the lunar surface, the Command
Module Pilot performed tasks to obtain data for scientific analyses and future mission planning.
These tasks included orbital science photography of the lunar surface, photography of the pro-
posed Descartes landing site for site selection studies, photography of the lunar surface under
high-sun-angle lighting conditions for operational planning, photography of low-brightness astro-
nomical light sources, and photography of the Gegenscheln and Moulton Point regions.
Preparations for the initial period of lunar surface exploration began approximately 2 hours
after landing, and the crew egressed about 5-1/2 hours after landing. During the 4-3/4-hour ex-
travehicular period, the crew deployed and loaded the modular equipment transporter; collected
samples; photographed activities, panoramas, and equipment; and deployed the second Apollo lunar
surface experiments package.
After a rest period of approximately 6-1/2 hours, the crew prepared to travel to the area
of Cone Crater, approximately 1.3 kilometers east-northeast of the landing site. Although the
crew experienced difficulties in navigating, they reached a point within approximately 15 meters
of the rim of the crater, and the objectives associated with reaching the vicinity of this crater
were achieved. Various rock and soll samples were collected near Cone Crater, and, on the return
to the lunar module, the crew also obtained magnetometer measurements at two sites along the tra-
verse. This second extravehicular period lasted approximately 4-1/2 hours for a total extrave-
h/cular time of approximately 9-1/4 hours. Approximately 43 kilograms of lunar samples were col-
lected during the two periods.
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The lunar module ascent stage lifted off after a surface stay time of 33-1/2 hours, and the
vehlcle was inserted into a 51.7- by 8.S-mile orbit. A direct rendezvous was performed (the first
use of a direct rendezvous in the Apollo program), and the co,mnand-module-active docking opera-
tions were normal. After crew and sample transfer to the con,sand module, the ascent stage was
Jettisoned and a pre-programmed maneuver caused lunar impact approximately 36 miles west of the
Apollo 14 landing site. On previous lunar "missions, lunar surface dust adhering to equlp_ent
being returned to earth had created a problem. Special dust control procedures used on this mis-
sion, however, effectively decreased the a_ount of dust in the cabins.
Transearth injection occurred during the 34th lunar revolution. During t_nsearth coast,
one midcourse correction was made using the service module reaction control system. In addition,
a special oxygen flow-rate test was performed to evaluate the syste_ for planned extravehicular
activities on subsequent flights, and a navigation exercise simulating a return to earth _rlthout
ground control was conducted using only the guidance and navigation aysteJn. Inflight demonstra-
tions of electrophoretic separation, liquid transfer, heat flow and convection, and composite
casting under zero-gravity conditions were also performed and televised to earth.
Entry was normal and the co_nand module landed in the Pacific Ocean at 216:01:$8 mission
elapsed time. The crewmen _re retrieved by helicopter and were aboard the primary recovery ship,
U.S.S. New 02,1e_v_, approximately 48 minutes after landing.
As was the case follo_ng the Apollo 11 and Apollo 12 missions, the Apollo 14 crew and lunar
samples were isolated and teats conducted to assure that they were not biologically hazardous.
The test protocols showed no evidence of lunar micro-organisms at the three sites explored, and
this was considered to be sufficient Justification for discontinuance of the quarantine proce-
dures.
All of the objectives and experiment operations were accomplished satisfactorily except for
some desired photography that could not be obtained. Details of the mission are given in ref-
erence 2-24 and preliminary scientific results in reference 2-25.
2.4.10 Apollo 15 Mission
Apollo 15 was the first of the three J missions (appendix B) designed to conduct exploration
of the moon over longer periods, over greater ranges, and _rlth more instruments for scientific
data acquisition than on previous Apollo missions. Major modifications and augmentations to the
basic Apollo hardware were made. The most significant change was the installation of a scien-
tific instrument module in one of the service module bays for scientific investigations from
lunar orbit. Other hardware changes consisted of lunar module modifications to accomodate a
greater payload and permit a longer stay on the lunar surface, and the provision of a lunar rov-
ing vehicle (fig. 2-19). The landing site chosen for the mission was an area near the foot of
the Montes Apenntnus (Apenntne Mountains) and adjacent to Kadley Rtlle. The primary objectives
assigned to the Apollo 15 mission were: (1) to perform selenological inspection, survey, and
sampling of materials and surface features in a preselected area of the Hadley-Apenninus region;
(2) to emplace and activate surface experiments; (3) to evaluate the capability of the Apollo
equipment to provide extended lunar surface stay time, increased extravehicular operations, and
surface mobility; and (4) to conduct in/light experiments and photographic tasks from lunar
orbit.
The apace vehicle was launched from the Kennedy Space Center Launch Complex 39A at 09:34:00.6
a.m.e.d.t. (13:34:00.6 G.m.t.) on July 26, 1971. The spacecraft was manned by David R. Scott,
Com-_nder; Alfred M. Worden, Co_xnand Module Pilot; and James B. Irwin, Lunar Module Pilot. The
spacecraft/S-IVB combination was inserted Into an earth parking orbit approximately ii minutes
44 seconds after lift-off. The S-IVB restart for translunar injection was initiated during the
second revolution at approximately 2 hours 50 minutes mission elapsed time. The maneuver placed
the spacecraft/S-IVB combination on a translunar trajectory that would allow return to an accep-
table earth-entry corridor using the service module reaction control system engines. Approxl-
mately 27 minutes after injection into the translunar trajectory, the co,and and service module
was separated from the S'IvB and d0cked with the iunfir module. The lunar module was then ex-
tracted from the spacecraft/launch vehicle adapter. Shortly thereafter, the S-IVB tanks were
vented and the auxiliary propulsion system was fired to target the S-IVB for a lunar impact.
The impact of the S-IVB stage was sensed by the Apollo 12 and 14 lunar surface selsmometers.
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Figure 2-19.- Apollo 15 Lunar Module Pilot. working at. t.he lunar roving vehicle.
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The docked spacecraft were inserted into a lunar orbit of approximately 170 by 57 miles and
about 4 hours later, injected into a 58- by lO-mile orbit. Lunar module undocklng and separation
were performed at approximately I00 hours 39 minutes into the mission. The co_nand and service
module was then placed in a _ear-clrcular lunar orbit in preparation for the acqulsltlon of sci-
entific data.
The lunar _odule touched down on the lunar surface approximately 1800 feet from the planned
target point at 104 hours 42 m/nutes 29 seconds after lift-off. The landing point was latitude
26°6tY ' N. and longitude 3"39'10" E. based on the coordinates of reference 2-26. Sufficient de-
scent stage propellant remained after lunar touchdown to have provided a hover time capability
of about 103 seconds.
Approximately 2 hours after landing, the Commander photographed and described the area sur-
rounding the landlng site by standing in the open top hatch. This extravehlcular activity period
lasted approxlmately 33 minutes. The first inner surface extravehicular activity was initiated
about 12-1/2 hours later. During the surface operations, the crew collected and stowed a contin-
gency sample, deployed the lunar roving vehicle, unstowed the third Apollo lunar surface experi-
ments package and other equipment, and configured the lunar roving vehicle for lunar surface op-
erations. Some pr0blems we#ee2xperinnced in deploying and checking out the lunar roving vehicle,
but these problems were worked out. The crew then drove the vehicle to Elbow Crater where they
collected and documented samples and gave an enthusiastic and informative commentary on lunar
features. The Misslon Control Center provided television control during various stops. After
obtaining additional samples and photographs near St. C,eorge Crater, the crew returned to the
lunar module using the lunar roving vehicle navigation system. The distance driven was approxi-
-_tely 10.3 ldlometers. The crew then proceeded to the selected Apollo lunar surface experiments
package deployment site, approximately 110 meters west-northwest of the lunar module. There, the
experiments were deployed essentially as planned, except that the second heat-flow experiment
probe was not emplaced because drilling was more difficult than expected and the hole was not com-
pleted. The first extravehicular activity lasted approximately 6 hours 33 minutes.
The crew spent approximately 16 bouts in the cabin between the first and second extravehlc-
ular periods. On egress for the second extravehicular activity, the lunar roving vehicle was
checked out and prepared for the second traverse. The first stage of the 12.5-kllometer round
trip was south to the Apennlne front, but east of the first traverse. Stops were made at Spur
Crater and other points along the base of the front, as well as at Dune Crater on the return
trip. The return route closely followed the outbound route. Documented samples, a core sample,
and a comprehensive sample were collected, and photographs were taken. After reaching the lunar
module, the crew returned to the experiments package site where the Co_auder completed drilling
the second hole for the heat flow experiment and emplaced the probe. During this period, the
Lunar Module Pilot performed soil mechanics tasks. The Commander also drilled to obtain a deep-
core sample but terminated the drilling because of time constraints. The crew then returned to
the lunar module and deployed the United States flag. The second extravehicular activity ended
after approximately 7 hours 12 minutes.
The crew spent almost 14 hours in the cabin after the second extravehicular period. The
third extravehicular activity began later then originally planned to allow additional time for
crew rest. Because of this delay and later delays at the experiments package site, the planned
trip to the North Complex was deleted. The first stop was at the experiments package site to
retrieve the deep-core sample. Two core sections were disengaged D but the drill and the remain-
ing four sections could not be separated and were left for later retrieval. The third geologic
traverse took a westerly directionand included stops at Scarp Crater, Rim Crater, and the Ter-
race, an area along the rim of Hadley Rllle. Extensive samples and a double-core-tube sample
were obtained. Photographs were taken of the west wall of Hadley RLIIe, where exposed layering
was observed. The return trip was east toward the lunar module with a stop st the experiments
package site to retrieve the remaining sections of the deep-core sample. One more section was
separated, and the remaining three sections were returned in one piece. After returning to the
lunar module, the lunar roving vehicle was unloaded and parked for ground-controlled television
coverage of the lunar module ascent. A distance of approximately 5.1 kilometers was traveled
during the third extravehicular activity, which lasted approximately 4 hours 50 minutes. The
total distance traveled with the lunar roving vehicle during the three extravehicular periods
was 27.9 kilometers, and the total weight of lunar samples collected was approximately 77 kilo-
grams. The areas traversed on the lunar surface are illustrated in section 3.2.1
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While the lunar module was on the surface, the Command Module Pllot completed 34 lunar or-
bits conducting scientific instrument nodule experiments and operating cameras to obtain data
concerning the lunar surface and the lunar environment. Some scientific tasks accomplished dur-
ing this time 1mrs photographing the sunlit lunar surface, gathering data needed for mapping the
bulk chemical composition of the lunar _rface and for determining the geometry of the moon along
the ground track, visually surveying regions of the moon to assist in identifying processes that
formed geologic featuresj obtaining lunar atnospheric data, and surveying _-ray and X-ray
sources. High-resolution photographs were obtained _rLth the panoramic and mapping cameras dur-
ing the mission.
The ascent stage lifted off after 66 hours 54 minutes 53 seconds on the lunar surface. The
mission elapsed time of llft-off was 171 hours 37 m/nutes 23 seconds. A nominal lunar-madule-
active rendezvous was performed followed by docking at approximately 173 hours 36 minutes.
The lunar module ascent stage was Jettisoned at approximately 179 hours 30 minutes into the
m/seion. Jettison had been delayed one revolution later than planned because of some difficulty
with verifying the spacecraft tunnel sealing and astronaut pressure suit integrity. Approximately
1-1/2 hours later, the lunar module was deorbtted with lunar impact occurring at latitude 26021 '
N. and longitude 0"15 ' E. I_pact was approx/mately 23-1/2 kilometers from the planned point and
approximately 93 kilometers west of the Apollo 15 landing site. The impact was recorded by the
Apollo 12, 14, and 15 lunar surface seismic stations.
Before the cc_and and service module szss maneuvered from lunar orbit, a subsatellite w_s
deployed in an orbit of approximately 76 by 55 miles. The subsatellite was instrumented to meas-
ure plasma and energetic-particle fluxes, vectnr magnetic fields, and subsatellite velocity frnm
_ich lunar 8r_vitatio_al anomalies could he detemined. All systems operated as expected. The
transearth injection maneuver was initiated - aPr_roximately 223 h0urs 49 minutes into the mission.
At a _IsSion ti_e of app_ox_ely 242- _ursp "a transearth comst extravehicuiar actfvlty be-
&an. Television coverage was provided for the 39-mlnute extravehicular period during whlch the
Command Nodule Pilot retrieved film cassettes and examined the scientific instrument nodule for
possible abnormalities. Total extravehicular time during the mission was 19 hours 47 minutes.
A small midcourse correction of 5.6 feet per second was performed st the seventh midcourse
correction opportunity. The command nodule was separated from the service nodule as planned, and
8 normal entry follmmd with the spacecraft being observed on the main parachutes from the recov-
ery ship, U.S.S. Ok_,_z. During the descent, one of the three main parachutes failed, but a
safe landing was made. The best estimate of the landing coordinates was latitude 2607'48" N. and
longitude 158"8'24" W.. approximately i mile from the planned _nding point. The crew was brought
on board the recovery ship by helicopter about 39 minutes after landing. Duration of the mission
was 295 hours ii minutes 53 seconds.
The mission accomplished all primary objectives and provided scientists with a large amount
of new information concerning the moon and its characteristics. References 2-27 and 2-28 provide
details on the performance of the systems and the preliminary results of the experiments.
2.4.11 Apollo 16 F,'Lselou
Apollo 16 was the second in the series of lunar landing missions designed to optimize the
capability for scientific return. The vehicles and payload were similar to those of Apollo 15.
Primary objectives assigned _mre (1) to perform selenological inspection, survey, and s_mpling
of materials and surface features in a preselected area of the Descartes region of the noon; (2)
to tinplate and activate surface experinseuts; end (3) to conduct infltght experiments and photo-
graphic tasks.
The space vehicle was launched from Kennedy Space Center Launch Complex 39A at 12:54:00 p.m.
a.s.t. (17:$4:00 G.m.t.) on April 16, 1972. The crewmen for the mission were John W. Young,
Commander; Thomas K. Hattlngly Ii, Coma_nd Module Pilot; and Charles M. Duke, Jr., Lunar Module
Pilot. The launch was normal, and the spacecraft, the launch vehicle third stage (S-I-v'B), and
the instrument unit were inserted into earth orbit for systems checkout before the vehicle was
comnitted to tranalunar flight. The launch sequence was similar to that described previously for
a Saturn V launch.
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Translunar injection was initiated during the second revolution in earth orbit. The space-
craft separation, transposition, docking, and ejection operations Imre performed successfully.
and, on ground co.and, the $-IVB was maneuvered to reduce the probabillty of recontact _rlth the
spacecraft. Approxlmately 20 z_tnutes later, the propulsive force from a llquld-oxygen dmnp was
used to target the S-IVB for i_pact on the Noon near the Apello 12 landing site. As on the three
previous _tssions, $-IVB Iz_pact was desired to produce seismic vibrations that could be used to
study the nature of the lunar interior structure. Although launch vehicle syste,,s mLlfunctlons
precluded a planned trajectory refinement, the impact point was vlthln the desired area. nnv-
ever, loss of S-IVB stage telemetry prevented escsblishn_nt of the precise time of Is_act, there-
by _tklng the interpretation of seismic data m_certaln.
During translunar coast, a false gtmbal lock yarning was issued by the c_nd nndule co_-
purer. To prevent the ioertlal platform from being caged during critlcal operations, a procedure
was developed to inhibit the conputer from responding to the false indications. Activities dur-
ing translunar coast included a navigation exercise, ultraviolet photography, a demonstration of
the effects of zero gravity on the process of electrophoresis, and the first of two sessions to
sequlre data to be used in trying to determine the mechanlsms involved in the production of light
flashes seen by some crevmen on previous flights.
The crew inserted the docked spacecraft into lunar orbit by firing the service propulslon
system ,engine in the retrograde direction. The inltlal 170- by 58-mile orbit was maintained for
two revolutions. The crew then inserted the spacecraft into a descent orbit that took them wlthin
approx/mately 10 stiles of t_e surface. After three revolutions the lunar ..odu[e cr_ undocked
and separated the spacecraft in preparation for the lunar landing. F/_ure 2-20 shovs the lunar
Nodule Just after undocklng.
As the Co_mand Nodule Pilot prepared to transfer his spacecraft to a clr=ular lunar orbit,
oscillations were detected in a secondary system that controlled the direction of thrust of the
service propulsion system engine. The spacecraft was maneuvered to place it close to the lunar
Nodule _hile the problem was being evaluated. Tests and analyses showed that the system was still
usable aml safe; therefore, the vehicles were separated again, and the mission continued on a re-
vised time llne. The cour_and and service Nodule circularizatlon maneuver was performed success-
fully vlth the primary system.
After devotlng approxink_tely 5-3/4 hours to evaluatlon of the secondary control system prob-
lem, powered descent of the lunar m_dule was initiated. The lunar Nodule landed approximately
270 meters northwest of the planumi landing site. The location of the Landing site is Latitude
8059'29 " S. and longitude 15030'52" E. based on the coordinates of reference 2-29. Propellant
for approximately 100 seconds of hover time remained at touchdown.
The first extravehicular activity was started after an 8-hour rest period. Television cov-
erage of surface activity was delayed until the lunar roving vehicle systems were activated he-
cause the lunar module steerable antenna, used for initial lunar surface television transmission,
remained locked in one axis and could not be used. The fourth lunar rarface experiments package
was deployed, but accidental breakage of the electronics cable rendered the heat flow experiment
inoperative. After completing their activities at the experiments site, the crew drove the lunar
roving vehicle west to Flag Crater where they made visual observations, photographed items of in-
terest, and collected lunar samples. The inbound traverse route was just slightly south of the
outbound route, and the next stop was Spook Crater. The craw then returned by way of the ex-
periment station to the lunar Nodule, at which time they deployed the solar wind composition ex-
periment. The first extravehicular activity lasted approximately 7 hours 11 minutes, and the
crew traveled approximately 4.2 kilometers in the lunar roving vehicle.
The second extravehicular traverse vas south-southeast to a mare sampling area near the
Cinco Craters on the north slope of Stone Nountain. The crew then drove in a northwesterly di-
rection, meking stops near Stubby and Wreck Craters. The last leg of the traverse was north to
the experiments station and the lunar module. The second extravehicular activity lasted approx-
imately 7 hours 23 minutes, and the crew traveled ll.1 k_lometers in the lunar roving vehicle.
Four stations were deleted from the third extravehicular traverse because of time limita-
tions. The crew first drove to the rim of North Ray Crater where photographs were taken and
samples gathered, some from House Rock, the largest single rock seen during the extravehicular
activities. The crew then drove southeast to the second sampling area, Shadow Rock. On comple-
ting activities there, the crew drove the vehicle back to the lunar Nodule retracing the outbound
2-50
Figure 2-20.- Apollo 16 lunar module after undocking.
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route. The third extravehicular activity lasted approximately 5 hours 40 minutes, and the dis-
tance traveled totaled 11.4 kilometers. The total weight of the lunar samples collected was
94 kilograms. The areas explored are described in greater detail in section 3.2.1.
While the lunar module crew was on the surface, the Command Module Pilot obtained photographs,
measured physical properties of the moon, and ==de visual observations. Also the Command Module
Pilot made comprehensive deep-space measurements, providing scientific data that could be used
to validate findings from the Apollo 15 mission.
Lunar ascent, initiated after the crew had spent more than 71 hours on the lunar surface, was
followed by normal rendezvous and docking. Attitude control of the lunar module ascent stage was
lost at Jettison; consequently, a deorblt maneuver was not possible. Analysis indicated that the
ascent stage impacted the lunar surface before the Apollo 17 mission commenced; however, no data
were available for substantiation.
A particles and fields subsatelltte like that launched from Apollo 15 was launched into
lunar orbit, and systems operation was normal. A planned spacecraft orbit shaping maneuver was
not performed before ejection of the subsatellite; therefore, the subaatellite was placed in a
nonoptlmum orbit that resulted in a much shorter lifetime than planned. Loss of all subsatelllte
tracking and telemetry data on the 425th revolution (May 29, 1972) indicated that the subsatellite
had impacted the lunar surface.
The mass spectrometer deployment boom stalled during a retract cycle and was, therefore,
Jettisoned before transearth injection. The second plane-change maneuver and some orbital sci-
ence photography were deleted so that transearth injection could be performed approximately 24
hours earlier than originally planned.
Activities during the transearth coast phase of the mission included photography for a Sky-
lab program study of the behavior and effects of particles emanating from the spacecraft, and the
second light-flash observation session. During an extravehicular operation, the Command Module
Pilot retrieved film cassettes from the scientific instrument module cameras, visually inspected
the equipment, and exposed an experiment to provide data on microbial response to the apace envl-
ronment. Two midcourse corrections were made on the return flight to achieve the desired entry
interface conditions.
Entry and landlng sequences were normal. While on the drogue parachutes, the colm_and module
was viewed on televisio n , and continuous coverage was provided through crew recovery. The space-
craft landed in the mid-Paciflc near the planned target. Although the vehicle came to rest in
the stable II attitude, it was uprighted in approximately 5 minuteS. The crew was delivered on
board the primary recovery ship, the U.S.S. Yioo_eP_a, 37 minutes after landing.
All of the primary mission objectives and most of the detailed objectives were met, even
though the mission was terminated one day earlier than planned. Especlally significant scien-
tific data obtained were images and spectra of the earth's atmosphere and geocorona in the wave-
length range below 1600 angstroms. Additional information about the Apollo 16 mission is con-
tained in references 2-30 and 2-31.
2.4.12 Apollo 17 Mission
Apollo 17, the final Apollo mission, was the third in the series of lunar landing missions
designed for maximum scientific return. As such, the spacecraft and launch vehicle were similar
to those for Apollo 15 and 16. Some experiments included in the payload, however, were unique
to this mission. The selected landing site was the Taurus-Littrow area.
The space vehicle was launched from Kennedy Space Center Launch Complex 39A at 12:33:00 a.m.
e.s.t. (05:33:00 G.m.t.) on December 7, 1972, the only nighttime launch of an Apollo spacecraft
(fig. 2-21). The crewmen for the flight were Eugene A. Cernan, Commander; Ronald E. Evans, Cob-
mand Module Pilot; and Harrison H. Schmitt, Lunar Module Pilot.
The launch countdown bad proceeded smoothly until 30 seconds before the scheduled ignition
when a failure in the automatic countdown sequencer occurred and delayed the launch 2 hours 40
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minutes. A successful launch placed the S-IVB/spacecraft combination in a circular earth orbit
in preparation for translunar injection. After ejection of the docked spacecraft, the S-IVB
stage was -_neuvered for lunar impact, which occurred approxlmately 84 miles from the planned
point. The impact was recorded by the Apollo 12, 14, 15, and 16 passive seismometers.
Translunar coast time was shortened to compensate for the launch delay. Activities during
translunar coast included a heat flow and convection demonstration, a continuation of the series
of light-flash investigations conducted by previous crews, and a mldcourse correction to achieve
the desired altitude of closest approach to the lunar surface. The scientific instrument module
door was Jettisoned as planned approximately 4-1/2 hours before lunar orbit insertion. The in-
sertion maneuver resulted in a 170- by 53-mile orbit. Approximately 5 hours later, the first of
two descent orbit insertion maneuvers was performed lowering the orbit to 59 by 15 miles. The
cow,hand and service module/lunar module combination were retained in this orbit approxlmately
17 hours before the spacecraft were undocked and separated. After undocking, the command and
service module orbit was circularized; and the second lunar module descent orbit insertion maneu-
ver was performed, lowering the pericynthion to approximately 6 miles. Powered descent was ini-
tiated from this orbit, and the lunar module landed within 200 maters of the preferred landing
point. The landing site location is latitude 20*9'55" N. and longitude 30*45'57" E. based on
the coordinates of reference 2-32. Approximately 117 seconds of hover time remained at engine
shutdown.
The first extravehicular activity began 4 hours after landing. The lunar roving vehicle
was off-loaded, equipment was unstowed, and the lunar surface experiments package was deployed
approximately 185 meters west-northwest of the lunar module. At the experiments package deploy-
ment site, the Cov=_ander drilled two holes for heat-flow experiment probes and one deep-core
hole. The crew sampled two geologic units, deployed two explosive packages, and took seven
traverse gravimeter measurements during the extravehicular activity. The crew also collected
samples weighing approximately 14 kilograms during the 7 hours 12 minutes of extravehicular
activity.
The second extravehicular activity began at approximately 138 hours mission elapsed time.
During the traverse, the extravehicular plan was modified to allow more time at points of geo-
logical interest. Three explosive packages were deployed in support of the lunar seismic pro-
filing experiment and seven traverse gravimeter measurements were taken. Approximately 34 kilo-
grams of samples were gathered during the 7 hours 37 minutes of extravehicular activity.
The crew co-,,enced the third extravehicular activity after a 15-1/2-hour period in the lunar
module. Specific sampling objectives were accomplished, and nine traverse gravlmeter measurements
were made. The surface electrical properties experiment was ternlnated because the receiver tem-
perature was increasing to a level which could have affected the data tape. Consequently, the
tape recorder was removed on the way back to the lunar medule. Samples weighing approximately
62 kilograms were obtained during the 7-hour 15-mlnute extravehicular period for a total of ap-
proximately 110 kilograms for the mission. The lunar roving vehicle was driven about 34 kilo-
maters during the three extravehicular activities. The total extravehicular time was 22 hours
4 minutes.
Numerous science activities were conducted in lunar orbit while the surface was being ex-
plored. In addition to the panoramic camera, the mapping camera, and the laser altimeter (which
were used on previous missions), three new experiments were included in the service module. An
ultraviolet spectrometer measured lunar atmospheric density and composition, an infrared radiom-
eter mapped the thermal characteristics of the moon, and a lunar sounder acquired data on subsur-
face structure. The command and service module orbit did not decay as predicted while the lunar
module was on the lunar surface. Consequently, a s_all orbital trim maneuver was performed to
lower the orbit. In addition, a planned plane-change maneuver was made in preparation for ren-
dezvous.
Lunar ascent was initiated after a surface stay time of almost 75 hours. Rendezvous and
docking were normal; and, after transfer of samples and equipment from the ascent stage to the
co_uand module, the ascent stage was Jettisoned and deorblted. The impact point was about i0
kilometers southwest of the Apollo 17 landing site. After spending an additional day in lunar
orbit performing scientific experiments, the crew performed the transearth injection maneuver
at the planned time.
During transearth coast, the Co_mand M_dule Pilot conducted a 1-hour 6-mlnute extravehicular
operation in which he retrieved film cassettes from the scientific instrument module bay. The
crew later performed another llght-flash experiment, operated the infrared radiometer and ultra-
violet spectrometer, and made a transearth m/dcourse correction.
Entry and landing sequences were normal with the command module landing in the Pacific Ocean
west of Hawaii, approximately i mile from the planned location. Apollo 17 was the longest mission
of the program (301 hours 51 minutes 59 seconds) and brought to a close one of the most ambitious
and successful endeavors of man. The Apollo 17 mission, the most productive and trouble-free
lunar landing mission, represented the culmination of continual advancements in hardware, proce-
dures, and operations. Reference 2-33 contains detailed information on the mission operations
and hardware performance, and reference 2-34 has preliminary science results.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
The reality of, and enthusiasm for, lunar science greatly increased with the safe return of
the Apollo 11 astronauts from men's landing on the moon. Although serious effort in planning,
designing, developing, testing, and training for the scientific aspects of the Apollo program
had been started much earlier by NASA, the greater J-,phasis had been correctly concentrated on
the accomplishment of the safe lunar landing and return of the crews. Early accomplishment of
the spacecraft operational objectives opened the way for more attention to be focused on the
scientific potential of Apollo missions. The operational and scientific success of each succes-
sive mission stimulated a more vigorous interest in the solar system and established the study
of the moon as a modern interdisciplinary science.
Although a considerable mnount of scientific data was obtained during the early Apollo mis-
sions (Apollo 7 through 14), a significantly greater amount of data was obtained as the result
of the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions. For each of the latter missions, a diverse set of exper-
iments was installed in the service module and collected data during lunar orbit. These experi-
ments increased the scientific scope of the missions, and the data obtained complemented the data
from the experiments being operated on the lunar surface. In addition, more extensive flrst-hand
exploration of the lunar surface was accomplished by the crews on these missions because longer
stay times were allowed, and because the addition of the lunar roving vehicle increased the range
of travel on the lunar surface as well as the load of instruments, equipment, and lunar sample
meterlal transported on crew traverses. Also, more science data were provided by the lunar sur-
face complement of experiments operated by the crews during the extravehicular activities and by
the continuing postmisslon telemetry from the science stations established at each site.
The large amount of data and meterial collected as the result of the lunar missions will con-
tinue to provide study sources for many years. The crews took thousands of sclence-quallty pho-
tographs on the lunar surface and from lunar orbit. Approxi-_tely 380 Idlograms of lunar soll
and rocks were brought back to earth in the returning spacecraft. Five long-term science sta-
tions were established on the lunar surface wlth 22 operating experiments continuing to transmit
science data to the earth. The Apollo 12 crew retrieved selected components of a previously
landed Surveyor spacecraft. Many materials were transported to the moon, exposed in the lunar
environment, and returned for analysis and study.
Findings resulting from the Apollo lunar science program are discussed in the following sec-
tions. Science hardware performance is also discussed in conjunction with each experiment. Much
of the information in these sections was extracted from the Apollo Preliminary Science Report
series. In some cases, publication of results was scheduled by NASA before sufficient data were
available to the principal investigators for comprehensive analyses. Thus, results published in
the early reports were not as complete as in later reports. In these cases, an attempt has been
made to include the latest information. References 3-1, 3-2 and 3-3 provide reviews of the pres-
ent understanding of the moon's composition and history.
3.2 LUNAR SURFACE SCIENCE
During each Apollo lunar landlng mission, the crew_n emplaced and activated a lunar geo-
physical observatory to be controlled and monitored from earth_ collected samples of lunar soll
and rock, photographically documented the geologic features of the landing area, and performed
other exploration activities. The locatlons of the Apollo landing sites are shown in figure 3-1
and the lunar surface science activities (formal experiments and science detailed objectives) are
identified in table 3-I. The Apollo missions during which the activities were accomplished are
also indicated in the table.
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TABLE 3-I.- APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE SCIENCE SUMMARY
Experlment/objectlve
aLunar geology Investlgatlon
Soll mechanics experiment
Lunar sample analysis
bpassive seismic experiment
bActlve seismic experiment
bseslmlc profiling experiment
bLunar surface magnetometer experiment
Portable magnetometer experiment
bHeat flow experiment
bLunar surface gravimeter experiment
Traverse gravimeter experiment
Surface electrical properties experiment
Lunar neutron probe experiment
bLaser ranging retro-reflector
bCharged-particle lunar envlronment
experiment
bSolar wind spectrometer experiment
Solar wind composition experiment
bsuprathermal ion detector experiment
bCold cathode gage experiment
Cosmic ray detector (sheets) experiment
bLunar dust detector experiment
bLunar eJecta and meteorites experiment
bLunar atmospheric composition experiment
Surveyor III analysis
Long-term lunar surface exposure
Far ultravlolet camera/spectrograph
Experiment
number
5-059
S-200
S-031
5-033
S-203
5-034
5-198
S-037
S-207
5-199
S-204
5-299
5-078
5-...038
S--035
S.-080
5-036
S-058
S-152
M-515
S-202
S-205
5-201
Mission
11 12 14 15 16
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X
X
X X X
X X
X X
X X
X
X X
X X X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X X
17
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
3-3
X X
X
X
x
aField geology activities included documentary photography, collection of lunar
material samples, and crew observations.
bFart of an Apollo lunar surface experiments package.
Asnoted in table 3-I, some experiments are part of the geophysical observatories called
Apollo lunar surface experiments packages. Using a long-life self-contained power source (radio-
isotope thermoelectric generator) and connsunlcations equipment, each Apollo lunar surface experi-
ments package operates as a remote science station to collect and transmit to earth scientific
and engineering data obtained over extended periods of time. The system was flown on Apollo 12
and all subsequent Apollo missions. The aborted lunar landing of Apollo 13 resulted in the loss
of the package of experiments; however, the overall program objectives were met by rearranging
the experiment assignments of the subsequent flights. A variation of the Apollo lunar surface
experiments package, known as the early Apollo scientific experiments package, was flown on the
Apollo II mission. This package was selected to minimize deployment time and to simplify crew
tasks during the first extravehicular activity on the lunar surface.
Rock and soil samples have been collected from most of the major physiographic or photogeo-
logic units identified on the lunar surface prior to the Apollo missions. This collection has
and will continue to provide a steady flow of data on the history of the moon. The staggering
amount of published materlal presenting the results of experiments and the analyses of lunar
samples cannot be covered in this document. However, the major findings are briefly summarized.
The moon may have accreted to its present mess 4.6 billion years ago. Early activity may
have included large-scale magmatic differentiation to produce an anorthositlc crust. Throughout
early lunar history until about 3.9 billion years ago, the lunar surface was subjected to in-
tense bombardment which produced most of the large ring basins and the deposits of the lunar
highlands. Samples from the highlands indicate a very complex history of shock melting and frac-
turing of the anorthosltic crust. Fragments interpreted as plutonlc rocks from the crust have
been found in some breccia samples collected at highland sites.
Millions of years after the period of intense bombardment, volcanism along the margins of
the large ring basins, such as Mare Imbrlum, began to fill the basins with lava flows. In a
period from about 3.8 to 3.1 billion years ago, these basins were filled with iron- and titanium-
rich basaltlc lavas; these are now the £1at, dark colored mare plains.
Meteoritic bombardment of the lunar surface has continued to the present, although less vig-
orously than in the past, forming craters and covering the surface with loose debris or regolith.
Studies of soll samples from the regollth sections (cores) reveal an incredibly complex history
of bombardment by meteorites and galactic and solar radiation through time.
The moon is now inactive, having cooled to a state of inactivity more than 3 billion years
ago, the time of formation of the youngest lavas. In contrast with the earth, there is no water
and there are no life forms. The surface is, however, constantly changing due to bombardment by
cosmic debris.
3.2.1 Geology of the Apollo ii Landing Site
Tranquillity Base, the Apollo ii landing site, is approximately 20 kilometers south-southwest
of the crater Sob/he D in the southwestern part of Mare Tranquillitatls (Sea of Tranquillity) and
41.5 kilometers north-northeast of the western promontory of the Kant Plateau, which is the near-
est highland region. The Surveyor V spacecraft is approximately 25 kilometers north-northwest
of the Apollo Ii landing site, and the impact crater formed by Ranger VIII is 68 kilometers north-
east of the landing site (ref. 3-4). Figure 3-2 shows the Apollo II landing slte relative to the
Surveyor V and Ranger VIII locations. Figure 3-3 is a diagram of the lunar surface activity
areas.
The following observations suggest that the mare material is relatively thin.
e. An unusual ridge ring n_ned Lamont, which occurs in the southwestern part of the mare,
may he localized over the shallowly buried rim of a premare crater.
b. No large positive gravity anomaly, such as those occurring over the deep mare-filled
circular basins, is associated with the Sea of Tranquillity (ref. 3-5).
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The southern part of the Sea of Tranquilllty is crossed by relatively faint but distinct
rays trending north-northwest and by prominent secondary craters associated with the crater The-
ophilus, which is located 320 kilometers southeast of the landing site. Approximately 15 kilo-
meters west of the landing site is a fairly prominent ray that trends north-northeast. The crater
with which this ray is associated is not definltely known; the ray may be related to the crater
A1fraganus, 160 kilometers southwest of the landing site, or to Tycho, approxlmately 1500 _Io-
meters southwest of the landlng site. Neither the ray that trends north-northeast nor any of the
rays that trend north-northwest cross the landing site; these rays are sufflclently close, how-
ever, so that materlal from Theophilus, AIfraganus, or Tycho is possibly found near the landing
site. Craters sucb as Sabine D and Sabine E (fig. 3-2), with a diameter greater than i kilome-
ter, may have been excavated partly in pre_mre rocks; and premare rock fragments that have been
ejected from these craters may also occur near the lunar module landing site (ref. 3-6).
Based on albedo and crater density, three geologic units can be distinguished in the mare
material near the landing site. The lunar module landed on the most densely cratered unit of
these three geologlc units. These units may correspond to lava flows of different ages; if so,
the unit at the landing site is probably the oldest.
The approximately 21 kilograms of lunar material returned by the Apollo ll crew were charac-
terized by the lunar sample analysis planning team as follows (ref. 3-7): The samples from Tran-
quilllty Base consist of basaltic igneous rocks; mlcrobrecclas, which are e mixture of rock,
glass and mineral fragments; and lunar soil. The soll is a diverse mixture of crystalline and
glassy fragments with various shapes; the soll also includes fragments of iron, some of which
may be of meteoric origin. Most rock fragments are similar to and apparently derived from the
larger igneous rocks; the rocks in turn were probably once part of the underlying bedrock. A
few of the crystalline fragments are totally different from any of the igneous rocks of the Tran-
quillity site. A strong possibility exists that these fragments represent samples from the
nearby highlands.
Many rock surfaces and individual fragments in the soll show evidence of surface erosion by
hypervelocity impacts. Examination of the surfaces of the glassy fragments, which are themselves
formed by impact processes, shows that these objects contain beautifully preserved microscopic
pits as small as i0 microns in diameter. These pits are the result of high velocity impacts by
tiny particles. There is also evidence that the impact process is accompanied by local melting,
splashing, evaporation, and condensation.
The crystalline rocks, which have typical igneous textures, range from very-flne-gralned
vesicular rocks to medlum-grained equlgranular rocks. The most comon m/nerals are pyroxene
(often highly zoned with iron-rlch rims), plagloclase, ilmenlte, olivine, and crlstoballte. Free
metallic iron and troilite, both of which are extremely rare on earth, are common accessory min-
erals in the igneous rocks. All the silicate minerals are unusually transparent and clear because
of the complete absence of hydrothermal alteration. Laboratory experiments with silicate liquids
similar in composition to the lunar liquids show that, at the time of crystallization, the ob-
served phases can have coexisted only in a ver_ dry, highly reducing system; the partial pressure
of oxygen in this system is estimated to be I0 13 atmosphere. This pressure is more than five
orders of magnitude lower than that for typical terrestrial basaltic magmas. The very low abun-
dance of ferric ions in pyroxenes, determined by Mossbauer spectroscopy and electron spin reson-
ance, is further evidence of the low oxidation level of the magmas. The melting experiments also
indicate that 98 percent of the primary igneous liquid crystallized in the temperature range 1480 °
to 1330 ° K, with minor interstitial liquids continuing to crystallize down to temperatures around
1220" K. Microscopic and m/croprobe examination provides clear-cut evidence for the existence
of an interstitial liquid rich in potassium and alumlnm_ that probably was immiscible with the
main liquid. Further, calculations indicate that the viscosity of the lunar magmas was approxi-
mately an order of magnitude lower than that of terrestrial basaltic magmas. This characteristic
may play a significant role in the explanation of the textural features, the differentiation mech-
anisms that produced the observed chemical composition, and the morphologlcal features of the
lunar seas themselves.
The regolith consists chiefly of particles less than I millimeter in diameter. The regollth
is weak and easily trenched to depths of several centimeters. Surface material was easily dis-
lodged when kicked. The flagpole for the United States flag and the core tubes, when pressed
into the surface, penetrated with ease to a depth of I0 to 12 centimeters. At that depth, the
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regollth was not sufficiently strong, however, to hold the core tubes upright; a hammer was needed
to drive the core tubes to depths of 15 to 20 centimeters. The tubes, rods, and scoop that were
pressed into the subsurface at several sample sites encountered rocks in the subsurface.
The crewman's boots left prints approximately 3 millimeters to 3 centimeters deep in the
flne-gralned regolith material. Smooth molds of the boot treads were preserved in the bootprints,
and angles of 70" were maintained in the walls of the bootprlnts. The flne-grained surficial ma-
terial tended to break into slabs, cracking as far as 12 to 15 centimeters from the edges of the
footprints.
The finest fraction of the regollth adhered weakly to boots, gloves, space suits, handtools,
and rocks on the lunar surface. On repeated contact, the coating on the boots thickened until
boot color was completely obscured. When the fine particles of the regolith were brushed off,
a stain remained on the space suits.
In places where fine-grained material was kicked by the crewmen, the freshly exposed mate-
rial was conspicuously darker than the undisturbed surface. The subsurface material probably
lles at depths no greater than a millimeter from the surface. The existence of a thin surface
layer of lighter colored material at widely scattered localities indicates that some widespread
process of surface material alteration is occurring on the moon.
Fillets (fine-gralned material which is banked against the sides of some of the larger rock
fragments) were observed at least as far as 70 meters from the lunar module, and most fillets
are almost certainly natural features of the surface. On sloping surfaces, the crew observed
that the fillets were larger on the uphill sides of rocks than on the downhill sides. The sides
of rocks are ballistic traps, and the fillets have probably been formed by the trapping of low-
velocity secondary particles. Asyrmuetrlc development of fillets around rocks on slopes may be
caused partly by preferential downhill transport of material by ballistic processes and partly
by downhill creep or flow of the fine-grained material (ref. 3-6).
3.2.2 Geology of the Apollo 12 Landing Site
The Apollo 12 landing site is on the northwestern rim of the 200-meter-dlameter crater in
which the Surveyor III spacecraft (fig. 3-4) touched down on April 20, 1967, in the eastern part
of Oceanus Procellarum (Ocean of Storms), approximately 120 kilometers southeast of the crater
Lansberg and due north of the center of Mare Cognltum (Known Sea). The landing site is on a
broad ray associated with the crater Copernicus, 370 kilometers to the north. The landing site
is characterized by a distinctive cluster of craters ranging in diameter from 50 to 400 meters.
Two geologic traverses (fig. 3-5) were made on or near the rims of these craters and on deposits
of ejecta from the craters. During the traverses, the crew collected approximately 34 kilograms
of lunar material.
The lunar regollth at the Apollo 12 landing site is composed of fragmental material which
ranges in size from particles too fine to be seen with the naked eye to blocks several maters in
diameter. Along several parts of the traverse made during the second extravehicular activity
period, the crew found fine-grained material of relatively high albedo that in some places was
in the shallow subsurface and in other places lay on the surface. Some of this light-gray mate-
rial may constitute a discontinuous deposit that is observed through telescopes as a ray of
Copernicus.
Darker rngolith material that generally overlies the light-gray material is only a few cen-
timeters thick in some places but probably thickens greatly on the rims of some craters. The
darker material varies from place to place in the size, shape, and abundance of its constituent
particles and in the presence or absence of patterned ground. Moat local differences are prob-
ably the result of local cratering events.
Many crew comments concerned the large amount of glass contained in the regollth. Irregu-
larly shaped, small fragments of glass and glass beads are abundant both on and within the rego-
lith; glass is also splattered on some blocks of rock at the surface and is found within many
shallow craters.
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Much of the surface in the area of the geologic traverse made during the second extravehlc-
ular activity period is patterned by small, linear grooves. These grooves are visible on the re-
turned photographs and were reported from several localities by the crew. The grooves are similar
in appearance to those which are visible in some of the photographs from the Apollo ii m/ssion.
The linear features have been interpreted as being caused by drainage of flne-gralned material
into fractures in the underlying bedrock. This interpretation would imply northeast- and north-
west-trendlng Joint sets in the bedrock of the Apollo II site and north- and east-trendlng joint
sets in the Apollo 12 site bedrock.
One notable difference between the collectlon of rocks obtained at the Apollo 12 landing
site and the collection obtained at Tranqui!llty Base is the ratio of crystalline rocks to micro-
breccia. At the Apollo 12 site, the rocks collected were predominantly crystalline, whereas, at
Tranquillity Base, approximately half the rocks collected were crystalline and half were m/cro-
breccia. This difference is probably attributable to the fact that the rocks collected at the
Apollo 12 landing site were primarily on or near crater rims. On the crater rims, the regollth
is thin or only weakly developed, and many rocks observed are probably derived from craters that
have been excavated in bedrock that is well below the regollth. By contrast, Tranquilllty Base
is on a thick, mature regollth, where many observed rock fragments were produced by shock lithl-
flcatlon of regolith material and were ejected from craters too shallow to excavate bedrock
(ref. 3-8).
Analysis of the returned Apollo 12 lunar samples showed the following:
a. Although still old by terrestrial standards, the Apollo 12 rocks are approximately 600
to 700 million years younger than the rocks from the Apollo ii site.
b. Whereas the Apollo Ii collection contained approximately half vitrlc breccias, the
Apollo 12 collection contained only two brecclas in the 45 rocks collected.
c. The regollth at the Apollo 12 site is approximately half as thick as the regollth at
the Apollo ii site. Complex stratification within the regollth is evident.
d. A bright-colored layer of material referred to as KREEP was sampled at varying depths.
It consists of fragments rich in potassium, rare earth elements, and phosphorous. It may have
originated as eJecta from a distant, large crater, perhaps Copernicus.
e. The amount of solar wind material in the Apollo 12 fines is considerably lower than that
in the Apollo ii fines.
f. The lavas, in contrast to those from Apollo ii, display a wide range in both modal min-
eralogy and primary texture, indicating a variety of cooling histories.
g. Chemically, the "nonearthly" character of the Apollo ii samples (high refractory element
concentration and low volatile element concentration) is also noted in the Apollo 12 samples but
to a lesser degree.
The soll at the Apollo 12 site is similar in appearance and behavior to the soils encountered
at the Apollo ii and the Surveyor equatorial landing sites. However, local variations in soll
texture, color, grain size, compactness, and consistency are evident. No direct correlation be-
tween crater slope angle and consistency of soll cover is apparent. The consistency of the soll
cover depends mainly on the geologic history of lunar terrain features and local environmental
conditions.
3.2.3 Geology of the Apollo 14 Landing Site
The Apollo 14 landing site is in a broad, shallow valley between radial ridges of the Fra
Mauro Formation, approximately 500 kilometers from the edge of Mare lmbrlum (Sea of Rains, and
also referred to geologically as the Imbrlum Basin), which is the largest circular mare on the
moon. The crater Copernicus lles 360 kilometers to'the north, and the bright ray material that
emanates from Copernicus covers much of the landing site region. The Fra Mauro region is an
area of prime scientific interest because this region contains some of the most clearly exposed
geological formations that are characteristic of the Fra Mauro Formation.
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The Fra Mauro Formation Is an extensive geological unit that is distributed in an approxi-
mately radially symmetric fashion around the Sea of Rains over much of the near side of the moon.
Stratlgraphlc data indicate that the Fra Mauro Formation is older than the mare at the Apollo ii
and 12 sites. The Formation is thought to be part of the eJecta blanket that resulted from the
excavation of the Imbrlum Basin. The Apollo 14 landing site thus offered an opportunity to sam-
ple material that had been shocked during one of the major cataclysmic events in the geological
history of the moon and, thereby, to determine the date of the event. Furthermore, because of
the slze of the Imbrlum Basin, the belief was that some material had come from deep (tens of kil-
ometers) within the original lunar crust. Thus, a landing at the Fra Mauro Formation, in prin-
ciple, was expected to offer an opportunity to sample the most extensive vertical section avail-
able of the primordial moon (ref. 3-9).
The lunar module landed approximately ii00 meters west of Cone Crater,* which is located on
the ridge of the Fra Mauro Formation. Cone Crater Is a sharp-rlmmed, relatively young crater ap-
proximately 340 meters in diameter that ejected blocks of material as much as 15 meters across,
which were derived from beneath the regolith. Sampling and photographing of these blocks were
the primary obJectlves of the mission. Rays of blocky eJecta from Cone Crater extend westward
beyond the landing site. The landing took place on a smooth terrain unit recognized in photo-
graphs previously taken during earlier Lunar Orbiter and Apollo missions. Sampling and describ-
ing this geological unit was another important objective of this mission.
During the first period of extravehicular activity, the crew traversed westward over the
smooth terrain for a round-trlp distance of approximately 550 meters and deployed the Apollo
lunar surface experiments package (fig. 3-6). The crew covered a round-trip distance of approx-
imately 2900 meters eastward from the lunar module during the second extravehicular activity
(fig. 3-6). During the traverse, the crew crossed the smooth terrain, the Fra Mauro ridge unit,
and a section through the continuous ejecta blanket of Cone Crater to within 20 meters of the
crater rim crest. Forty-elght rock samples, the locations of which have been determined, were
collected at points along the traverse. The modular equipment transporter (sec. 4.8) was used
to transport the samples and the collection tools. Approximately 43 kilograms of lunar material,
including 69 rock samples, were collected during the two periods of extravehicular activity.
Although the soll surface texture and appearance at the Apollo 14 landing site are similar
to those at the Apollo ii and 12 landing sites, a greater variation exists in the characteristics
of the soll at shallow depths (a few centimeters) in both lateral and vertical directions than
had previously been supposed. The stratigraphy at the trench site showed a dark, fine-gralned
material (to a depth of 3 to 5 centimeters) underlain by a very thin glassy layer that, in turn,
is underlain by a material of medium to coarse sand gradation. As had been the case in previous
missions, dust was easily kicked up and tended to adhere to any surface contacted; however, over-
all dust was less of a problem than on previous missions. No difficulty was encountered in dig-
ging a trench into the lunar surface. Because of unexpectedly low cohesion of the soll at the
trench site, the trench sidewalls caved in at somewhat shallower trench depths than had been pre-
dicted.
The Apollo 14 site is densely covered with craters in all stages of destruction. Some
craters as much as 400 meters across have undergone nearly complete destruction, and the over-
lapping of relatively large, very gentle depressions gives the topography at the site a strongly
undulating aspect. In contrast, the largest craters that have undergone nearly complete destruc-
tion at the Apollo ii and 12 landing sites are approximately 50 to i00 meters in diameter.
The lunar regollth at Fra Mauro is thicker than at the mare sites. The surface material is
finer grained in the western portion of the site away from the Cone Crater eJecta blanket than
in the continuous eJecta blanket itself. Rock fragments larger than a few centimeters in diam-
eter are rare in the western part of the site and become progressively more abundant toward Cone
Crater. The regolith appears to be looser and less cohesive than that developed on the mare ma-
terial; downslope movement of this loose debris has caused the eradication of small craters on
slopes and extensive slumping of crater walls.
Boulders as large as 15 meters in diameter are present on the rim of Cone Crater; photo-
graphs of these boulders provided the first dramatic glimpse of relatively large segments de-
rived from lunar bedrock and of detailed rock structures (fig. 3-7). Smaller boulders occur
throughout the Cone Crater ejecta blanket and as isolated occurrences on rayllke extensions of
the eJecta blanket.
*Informal designation.
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All the boulders for which stereophotographs are available appear to be coherent breccias,
some with discrete clasts as much as 150 centimeters in diameter, larger than any returned sam-
ples. Both light and dark clasts are recognizable. Resistance of the breccias to the weathering
effects of the lunar environment varies considerably; some breccias have weathered to smooth, re-
sistant surfaces and others to hack/y, rough surfaces that may be rubbly. Significant and strik-
ing features _vlthin the boulders are sets o£ parallel fractures spaced at several millimeters to
approximately 1 centimeter. Several intersecting sets of differently spaced fractures are pres-
ent in some boulders.
Portions of some boulders close to the rim of Cone Crater are crudely layered with very
light material that forms irregular bands from 25 to 40 centimeters thick. The light bands con-
rain both lighter and darker clasts up to lO centimeters across, and the host rock of the bands
contains light clasts up to l0 centimeters across. Irregular parts of other boulders are also
very light, but a layered relationship is not evident. Boulders containing light layers occur
only near the rim of Cone Crater and, hence, may come from deeper levels in the crater.
Most large blocks have fillets of lunar fines and fragments embanked against the basal edges.
The size of a fillet is commonly proportional to the size, degree of rounding, and apparent fria-
bility of the host rock. Fillets are preferentially developed against outward-sloping rock sur-
faces end contain coarse fragments spalled off the host rock. Burial of rocks is a combined prod-
uct of (1) eJecta blanketing by adjacent impact events of all sizes, particularly on well-rounded
rocks the tops of which are close to the surface, and (2) self-burial by _[crometeorlte and ther-
mal erosion of the exposed rock surfaces.
Two well-developed sets of surface lineaments have the northwest and northeast trends ob-
served at the Apollo 11 and 12 sites. A secondary set trends north. The large number of very
long, straight lineaments is unique to the Apollo 14 site. These lineaments may be the result
of very small, recent, vertical dlsplace_ents along fractures or of the sifting of fine-gralned
material down into fractures that were propagated to the surface from a more coherent, Joint
substrate.
The samples consist almost entirely of complex breccias, displaying shock and thermal ef-
fects that are consistent with their postulated origin as debris from a large cratering event.
The breccias are noritic in bulk composition. Some Of the S""P lea are vitric breccias which
may have been formed by welding within the eJecta blanket of a smaller or local cratering event.
Many of the breccia samples contain veins or pods of impact melt. On a larger scale, a plagio-
class-rich basalt sample collected at the site may have been a lava, but was more likely crystal-
lized in a pool of impact melt.
Radiometric ages for the Apollo 14 site cluster around a value of 3.9 billion years; if the
Fra Mauro site is truly eJecta from Imbrium, then the Imbrium event occurred at that time (ref.
3-I0).
Apollo 14 sol1 and breccia are enriched in the slderophile elements (iridium, rhenium, gold,
nickel), relative to soils from mere $urfaces. They may he derived from the Imbrlum projectile
itself or bodies which impacted the lunar surface to form pre-lmbrlum craters.
In sunnary, the compositions of the Apollo 14 rocks are compatible with their derivation as
an eJecta deposit from the Imbrlom Basin. These rock samples are largely fragmental and show pro-
nounced shock effects, and the composition of most samples is distinctly different from that of
basaltic rocks from lunar maria. The crystalllnlty observed in many fragmental rocks is compat-
ible with a single very large impact event in which annealing took place within a thick, hot
eJecta blanket.
3.2.4 Geology of the Apollo 15 Landing Site
The landing site of Apollo 15 is on a dark mare plain (part of Palus Putredlnls, or the
Marsh of Decay) near the sinuous Rim Hadley (Hadley frills) and the frontal scarp of the Montes
Apennlnus (Apennlne Mountains) (fig. 3-8). Th/s scarp is the main boundary of the ImSrlum Basin,
which is centered approximately 650 kilometers to the northwest. The largest mountains of the
Apennines are a chain of discontinuous rectilinear masslfs 2 to 5 kilometers high that are in-
terpreted as fault blocks uplifted and segmented at the time of the ImSrium impact. Between the
masslfs and beyond them outside the basin are hilly areas that merge southeastward with a terrain
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interpreted as a blanket of eJecta from the Imbrium Basin, known as the Fra Mauro Formation. The
hills appear to be Jostled blocks mantled and subdued by the Imbrlum eJecta. The large masslfs,
however, are not similarly subdued and so may be composed mainly of pre-Imbrium eJecta. The area
is near the old Mare Serenltatis (Sea of Serenity) basin, which suggests that at least part of
the pre-Imbrlummaterlal in the m_sslfs is eJecta from the Sea of Serenity.
The mare material of the Marsh of Decay fills the lowlands at the base of the Apennines and
creates a dark plain. The regional relations to the west show that several events occurred be-
tween the formation of the Imbrlum Basin and the emplacement of the mare material. These events
included the deposition of the premare plalns-formlng material and the craterlng event that formed
the crater Archimedes. The morphologies of the craters on the mare surface at the landing site
indicate that the age of the surface is late Imbrlan or early Eratosthenlan.
Some hills and mountains in the 8tea are dark llke the mare and may be coated by a thin
mantle of dark material. The region contains numerous diffuse llght-colored rays and satellitlc
clusters of secondary impact craters from the large Copernican craters Autolycus and Aristillus
to the north.
Hadley Rifle (fig. 3-8) follows a winding course through the mare and locally abuts premare
masslfs. Hadley Rifle appears to be one of the freshest sinuous rifles, and rock outcrops are
common along the upper walls. The rifle is more than 100 kilometers long, 1500 meters wide, and
400 meters deep.
The regional relations indicate that the mare rocks may rest on faulted pre-lmbrlum rocks,
breccia from the Imbrlum impact, and light plalns-formlng units such as the Apennine Bench Forma-
tion. Whether or not the rille penetrates the premare material is unknown. The mare surface is
covered with regolith approximately 5 meters thick.
Two major Apennlne massifs, Mons Hadley (Mount Hadley) to the northeast and Hadley Delta
Just south of the landing site (fig. 3-8), tower over the Hadley plain to heights of 4.5 to 3.5
kilometers, respectively. The face of Mount Hadley is steep and high in albedo. The northern
face of Hadley Delta, called the Front during the Apollo i5 mission, rises abruptly above the
younger mare surface, except near Elbow Crater* where the contact is gradational, apparently be-
cause of the accumulation of debris from the slopes. As elsewhere on the moon, the steep slopes
of the massifs are sparsely cratered because the craters are destroyed by the downslope movement
of debris. A prominent exception is St. George,* a subdued crater 2.5 kilometers in diameter
that predates the mare. The scarcity of blocks on both massifs indicates a thick regollth. The
lower slopes of Hadley Delta were visited, and rock samples collected there indicate that the
bedrock beneath the regollth consists of brecclas.
The areas traversed by the Apollo 15 crew are shown in figure 5-9. The surface of the mare
in the area visited is generally a plain that slopes slightly downward to the northwest. To the
crew, the surface appeared hun_mocky or rolling, with subtle ridges and gentle valleys. The sur-
face texture appeared smooth with scattered rocks occupying less than 5 percent of the total
area. Widely separated, locally rough areas occur where recent impacts have left sharp crater
rims and small boulder fields. The visible ridges and valleys are largely the forms of greatly
subdued large craters, and the smoothness is caused by the destruction of blocks by erosion from
small impacts. A large but indistinct ray shown on premlssion maps as crossing the mare surface
was not visible to the crew as either a topographic or compositional feature, but the crew did
note patches of llghter-colored material that may represent rermnants of rays that have been
largely mixed with the mare regolith.
The contact between the mare and the front of Hadley Delta is marked by a change of slope
and a band of soft material with fewer large craters than are typical of the mare. The soft ma-
terial of the Band is probably a thickened regolith that includes debris derived from the slope
by both cratering processes and downslope creep. Samples from talus at the base of highlands
terrain (Hadley Delta) consist of brecclas rich in fragments of plagloclase-rlch basalt and an-
orthoslte. They may have been deposited as eJecta by pre-Imbrium events or the Imbrlum event.
One of the anorthoslte samples had a radlometric age of 4.1 billion years, a lower limit, since
this rock has experienced a complex history of brecciatlon. There is a variety of mare basalt
samples and a clastlc rock composed of green glass spheres which may be of volcanic origin. The
basalt (lava) samples are rich in iron and poor in sodium, as are other mare lavas. They have
an ag% of 3.3 billion years.
*Informal designations.
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A 2.4-meter-deep core of the regolith revealed that it is composed of many soll layers rang-
ing in thickness from a few millimeters to several tens of centimeters. The regollth is composed
of layers of eJecta from impact craters, which are, in turn, reworked and mixed by mlcrometeorlte
bombardment. The 2.4-meter section at this site has undergone reworking and mixing for about
500 million years.
Soll mechanics analyses (from penetrometer tests, core sampling, and trenching performed by
the astronauts; from photographs; and from other data) for the Apollo 15 site indicate the fol-
lowlng:
a. Soll densities range from 1.36 to 2.15 grams per cubic centimeter.
b. No evidence of deep-seated slope failures is apparent, although surflcial downslope
movement of soll has occurred and the soll on steep slopes along the Apennlne Front is in a near-
failure condition.
3.2.5 Geology of the Apollo 16 Landing Site
The Apollo 16 lunar module landed at the western edge of the Descartes Mountains approxl-
mately 50 kilometers west of the Kant Plateau, part of the highest topographic surface on the
near side of the moon. The Apollo 16 mission accomplished the first landing in the central lunar
highlands, and the crew successfully explored and sampled a kind of terrain not previously visited.
The landing site was selected as an area characteristic Of both terra plains and rugged hilly and
furrowed terra. The consensus of premlsslon photogeologlc interpretation was that both units
were of probable volcanic origin. However, surface observations indicated that few or no vol-
canic rocks or landforms existed at the landing site but rather that the area is underlain by a
wide variety of impact-generated breccias (ref. 3-11).
Ray materials derived from North Ray and South Ray Craters (fig. 3-10)* are the two most ap-
parent sources of surface debris on the Cayley Plains. EJecta from South Ray Crater also appear
to mantle much of the surface of Stone Mountain near sampling stations 4 and 5 (fig. 3-10), so
that uncertainty still exists as to whether Descartes materials were, in fact, sampled. Size
distribution studies of fragments on the lunar surface suggest that the ejecta units of these
two craters differ in character. Rock fragments are much less abundant in the North Ray ejecta
blanket, which suggests that the North Ray impact may have excavated more friable material, that
the length of time since the craterlng event has been sufficient for subsequent impacts to de-
stroy the smaller blocks, or both. South Ray eJecta, as mapped, include bright and dark areas,
but the only surface differences observed are that the brightest areas have larger block sizes
and a greater abundance of blocks. The mapped interray areas have no lunar surface characteris-
tics that distinguish them from adjacent South Ray eJecta; they are, more or less, free of coarser
rock fragments. Both ray and interray areas show a progressive northward decrease in total rock
abundance and in relative abundance of the coarser sizes.
The regollth present on the eJecta blanket of North Ray Crater is only a few centimeters
thick. Where eJecta blankets or ray deposits are not identifiable, the regollth is i0 to 15
meters thick. The surface of the regolith is medium gray, but hlgh-albedo soils are present at
depths of 1 to 2 centimeters in most of the traverse area.
The net weight of returned samples was approximately 94 kilograms. Of the total sample
weight, almost 75 percent consists of rock fragments larger than 1 centimeter in diameter, nearly
20 percent consists of soll or residue fines, and the remainder consists of core and drive tube
samples. The Apollo 16 rocks may be divided into three broad groups: fine- to coarse-gralned,
mostly homogeneous crystalline rocks; rocks composed substantially of glass; and fragmental rocks
(brecclas). The proportion of fragmental rocks in the returned samples exceeds 75 percent. Of
25 rocks classified as crystalline, 7 appear to be igneous. Although all the igneous rocks have
been shattered and deformed to some extent, the predeformation textures are substantially intact.
The two largest samples returned are coarse-gralned nonvesicular rocks composed largely of pla-
gloclase. These rocks resemble an Apollo 15 anorthoslte sample but are probably more severely
shock-deformed. "Three are fine-grained, highly feldspathlc rocks with crystal-lined rugs. Eight-
een crystalline rocks appear to be metaclastlc rocks with generally small proportions of llthlc
debris; these are hard, angular rocks characterized by flne-gralned sugary textures. Five sam-
ples largely composed of glass were returned. Two of these are spheres, one hollow and one solid.
*Designations of lunar features shown in figure 3-10 are informal.
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The remaining three glass samples are irregular, coarse, agglutinates with numerous small llthlc
inclusions. The fragmental rocks have been divided into five main groups on the basis of pro-
portions of light and dark clasts and matrix color. All five groups are varieties of impact-
generated brecclas; none appear to be of volcanic origin. The majority of the rocks are polymlc-
tic brecclas, but a substantial minority are monomictlc. Two types of clasts are clearly domi-
nant: one type is dark, aphanltlc to finely crystalline metaclastlc rocks; the other is white,
partly crushed to powdered feldspathlc rocks. Less co,non clast types include light-gray or
white rocks with granoblastlc textures, a variety of gabbrolc to anorthosltlc rocks w/th medium
to coarse grain size, and rare feldspar-poor basaltic rocks. Matrices of the light- and medium-
gray-matrlx hrecclas are, for the most part, friable and not visibly altered by subsequent ther-
mal events, whereas those of dark-matrlx brecclas are coherent and annealed or fused.
The rock distribution suggests that the section underlying the Cayley Plains is stratified,
with an upper unit of medium-gray breccia and lower units composed mainly of light- and dark-
matrix brecclas. The extent of the supposed upper unit is not known but presumably extends at
least between stations 1 and 6; considering the relative scarcity of the medlum-gray brecclas,
the unit is probably not more than a few meters thick. Evidence derived from the photographs,
crew descriptions, and samples collected at station 11 suggests that llght-matrix brecclas over-
lie dark-matrlx brecclas, whereas the color of ejects on the rims of South Ray and Baby Ray
Craters suggests that dark-matrix breccias overlie llght-,mtrlx brecclas near those craters.
Such a stratographlc sequence in the South Ray area is consistent with the dominance of dark-
matrix brecclas described and photographed In South Ray eJecta between the landing site and
station 8.
The Cayley Formation at the Apollo 16 site is a thick (at least 200 and possibly more than
300 meters), crudely stratified debris unit, the components of which are derived from plutonic
anorthosltes and feldspathic gabbros and from metamorphic rocks of similar composition. The for-
matlon has an elemental composition similar to that observed over large regions of the lunar high-
lands by the orbital X-ray experiments of the Apollo 15 and 16 missions. The observed textures
and structures of the brecclas resemble those of impact brecclas. The textures and structures of
the breccias do not resemble those of volcanlc rocks nor do the plutonlc or metamorphic source
rocks of the brecclas have the textures or compositions of terrestrial or most of the previously
sampled lunar volcanic rocks.
The physical and mechanical properties of the soll at the Apollo 16 landing site are gener-
ally similar to those of the soils encountered at the previous Apollo sites. Data obtained using
the self-recording penetrometer have provided a basis for quantitative study of stratigraphy, den-
sity, and strength characteristics. These results and crew observations, photographs, and soil
samples (particularly the core-tube samples) have been used to develop the following preliminary
conclusions.
a. Soll cover appeared to blanket all areas visited or observed at the Descartes landing
area.
b. Soil properties are variable on regional and local (1 meter) scales.
c. Vlsibillty degradation by blowing dust was less during the Apollo 16 lunar module de-
scent than during previous missions, probably because of a faster descent rate and a higher sun
angle rather than a difference in soll conditions.
d. The graln-slze distributions of soil samples from the Descartes area are comparable to
those from other areas of the moon, although distributions for most Descartes samples fall toward
the coarser edge of a composite distribution.
e. The drive-tube samples indicate that soil density increases with depth, but the overall
range of densities (1.40 to 1.80 grams per cubic centimeter) is slightly less than the range
(1.36 to 2.15 grams per cublc centimeter) found for Apollo 15 core-tube samples.
f. South Ray crater material appears to cover the station 4 area to depths of 20 to 50 cen-
timeters. Descartes Formation material may have been found at greater depths.
g. Density distributions with depth for the Apollo 16 deep-drill-stem samples are distinctly
different from those of Apollo 15 and suggest that the modes of soil deposition at the two sites
may have been different.
#
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3.2.6 Geology of the Apollo 17 Landing Site
The Apollo 17 landing site was named Taurus-Littrow because of its proximity to the Montes
Taurus (Taurus Mountains) and the crater Littrow. The lunar module landed on the flat floor of
a deep narrow valley bounded by steep-slded mountain blocks that form part of the mountainous
eastern rim of Mare Serenltatis (Sea of Serenity, referred to geologlcally as the Serenltatls
Basin). The blocks are thought to be bounded by hlgh-angle faults that are largely radlal and
concentric to the Serenltatls Basin. Hence, the valley itself is interpreted as a graben formed
at the time of the Serenltatls impact. Figure 3-11 shows the landing site and the major geolog-
Ical features* that were examined by the Apollo 17 crew_ During their stay on the lunar surface,
the Apollo 17 crew traversed a total of about 54 kilometers, collected over ii0 kilograms of
rocks and soil, and took more than 2200 photographs. Their traverses span the full width of the
Taurus-Littrow valley, as shown in figure 3-12.* Much of the following discussion was exerpted
from reference 3-12o
The highlands surrounding the valley can be divided on the basis of morphology into (I) high
smooth massifs; (2) smaller, closely spaced domical hills referred to as the Sculptured Hills;
and (3) materials of low hills adjacent to the massifs and the Sculptured Rills. Boulders that
had rolled down the slopes of the massifs north and south of the valley provided samples of that
area. These boulders are composed of complex brecclas that are generally slmilar to those re-
turned from the Apollo 15 and 16 missions.
Materials of the valley fill were sampled at many statlons. Ejects around many craters on
the valley floor consists of 3.8-billlon-year-old'basalts, showing that the graben was partly
filled by lava flows. A relatlvely thick layer (approximately 15 meters) of unconsolidated ma-
terial overlies the subfloor basalt; thls debris consists largely of finely comminuted material
typical of the lunar regollth. For the most part, th/s is impact-generated regollth similar to
that developed on mare basalts elsewhere on the moon. Tke central cluster eJecta, the light
mantle, and the ejects of Shorty and Van Sere Craters are discrete deposlts'recognlzed within
the regollth.
. - .
The young pyroclastlc "dark mantle" anticipated before the mission was not recognized in the
traverse area as a discrete surface layer. However, s011 cons_stlng of orange glass spheres was
collected. This soll most llkely originated from volcanic fire fountains that accompanied lava
extrusion to form irregularly shaped layers that are now buried. Strong phot0geologlc evidence
for the existence of a dark mantle in parts of the hlghlandsstill exists. Albedo measurements
show that abnormal surface darkening, consistent with the 6oncept of the introduction of exotic
dark material increases to the east and south inthe Taurus-Littrow area. The dark mantle may
have accumulated shortly after the extrusion o_ _hesubfloor basalt.
The "light mantle" is an unusual deposit of hlgh-albedo material with flnger-llke projec-
tions that extend 6 kilometers across dark plains from the South Massif. Rock fragments col-
lected from the light mantle are similar in llthology to the breccias of the South _ssif. This
similarity supports the hypothesis that the Light mantle iB an avalanche deposit formed from
loose materials on the face O f the South Massif. A cluster of secondary craters on the top of
the South Massif may record the impact event that _nltlated the avalanche. Size-frequency dis-
tribution and morphologies of craters on the light mantle suggest that its age is comparable to
that of Tycho Crater, on the order of 100 million years.
Fine-gralned soil, darker than the underlying unconsolidated debris, was recognized at the
surface at Shorty Crater, st Van Serg Crater, on the light mantle, and on the massif talus. The
soll is thin (e.g., 0.5 centimeter at Shorty, and about 7 centimeters on the flank of Van Serg)
and probably represents the regollth that has formed on these young eJecta or talus surfaces.
Relatively young structural deformation in the landing area is recorded by the Lee-Linclon Scarp
and by small fresh grabens that trend northwest across the light mantle. The sharp knlckpolnt at
the base of the masslfs may indicate that some fairly recent uplift of the masslfs has kept the
talus slopes active.
*The designations of the features shown in figures 3-11 and 3-12 are informal.
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Figure 3-11.- Taurus-Littrow landing area.
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3.2.7 Geology and So11 Mechanics Equipment
3.2.7.1 Apollo lunar surface handtools.- The Apollo lunar surface handtools consisted of
the items listed in table 3-II and illustrated in figure 3-13. The tools were continually up-
graded as the lunar landing ndsslons progressed based on the results of preflight and postflight
evaluations and on geology requirements. The more significant changes are discussed in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.
a. Harsher: The hannner was used during all Apollo lunar surface extravehicular activities.
As experience was gained, the hannner was modified as follows.
i. The spray alum/num coating on the head was changed to vacuum-deposlted aluminum.
2. The orlginally pinned handle-to-head connection was changed to a "magnaformed" head.
3. The head was made heavier and larger to assist in obtaining better drive tube pene-
tration.
4. Room-temperature-vulcanlzing materlal strips were added to the handle to minimize
twisting of the hammer in the hands.
b. Scoop: The scoop originally had a large pan and was nonadjustable. On Apollo 15, the
design was changed to incorporate a smaller pan and an adjustable head. On Apollo 16 and 17, the
adjustable feature was maintained but the pan was enlarged to obtain a larger sample.
c. Extension handle: The extension handle was designed to be mated with core tubes, scoops,
hammer, and rake. Field tests and flight evaluation indicated that the original handle design
should be changed to prevent shearing of the core-tube adapter pins. Also, further evaluations
indicated that a longer handle was desirable. Two handles were carried on the Apollo 16 and 17
missions instead of one.
d. Gnomon: The gnomon consisted of a gimbaled rod and a color chart mounted on a tripod.
The rod indicated the gravitational vector, and the chart provided a standard for color compari-
son in photographic processing, (Before the Apollo 14 mission, a color chart was carried sepa-
rately.) Postfllght evaluations following the initial lunar landing missions indicated that the
rod would oscillate for long periods of time before damping to a fixed position. The cumulative
time in awaiting rod arrestment was severely restrictive to the overall surface activity. There-
fore, a damping change was incorporated for the Apollo 15 through 17 missions. On Apollo 16, the
gimbaled rod separated from the leg assembly while the gnomon was being removed from its stowage
bag. To prevent recurrence on Apollo 17, the gimbal pivot pins were strengthened and additional
lubrication was applied to the plvot/bearlng interface.
e. Tongs: The tongs consisted of a set of opposing spring-loaded fingers attached to a
handle and were used for picking up samples. Postfllght evaluation of Apollo missions ii, 12,
and 14 indicated a need for increased length, larger Jaws, and addltlonal closing force. These
changes were incorporated for Apollo missions 15 through 17. Also, to conserve traverse time
and to afford maximum flexibility in obtaining samples, two sets of tongs were carried on the
Apollo 16 and 17 missions.
f. Adjustable trenching tool: The trenching tool was used on only one mission, Apollo 14.
Experience indicated that the adjustable scoop could perform the trenching task on subsequent
missions.
g. Rake: A rake was designed and built for the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions to meet the
requirement of efficiently obtaining a number of small rock samples from the lunar surface or
Just below the surface. The rake served its purpose satisfactorily.
h. Core tubes/drive tubes/caps: The core tubes were originally designed to be driven into
the lunar surface with the hammer, Postflight examination of the Apollo 11 samples indicated
that the bit was degrading the samples. Furthermore, additional information on the cohesiveness
of the lunar soil indicated that a "drive tube" with a larger diameter (increased from 2 to 4
centimeters) and an integral bit could be used. Effective with the Apollo 15 mission, drive
tubes were successfully used to obtain samples. The components of a drive tube set consisted of
f-
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Apollo lunar surface hand tools:
Hammer i
Large scoop 1
Adjustable scoop
Extension handle i
Gnomon I
Tongs i
Adjustable trenching tool
Rake
Core tubes 2
Core tube caps 2
Drive tubes (lower)
Drive tubes (upper)
Drive tube cap and bracket assembly
Drive tube tool assembly
Spring scale 1
Sample scale
Tool carrier
Sample return container 2
Bags and special containers:
Small sample bags 5
Documented sample bags (15-bag disp) 1
Documented sample bags (20-bag dlsp)
Documented sample bags (35-bag disp)
Round documented sample bag
Protective padded sample bag
Documented sample weigh bag 2
Sample collection bag
Gas analysis sample container 1
Special envirornnental sample container
Core sample vacutnn container
Solar wind composition bag 2
Magnetic shield sample container
Extra sample collection bags
Organic control sample
Lunar surface sampler (Beta cloth)
Lunar surface sampler (velvet)
Lunar roving vehicle soil sampler
Magnetic sample assembly
Tether hook 1
Lunar surface drill
Core stem with blt
Core stems without bit
Core stem cap and retainer assembly
Self-recording penetrometer
Mission use
14 15 16 17
1 i 1 1
I
i 1 1
i 1 2 2
1 1 i 1
1 1 2 2
1
1 1 1
6
5 5 5
4 4 4
3 5 5
1 I
1 1 1 i
1 1
2 2 2 2
1
6
2
4 4
2
1
1 3 3
i 1
1
4
1 2 2
7 6
48
2
2 2
1 1
i 1
6 6
2
I
1
1
1
1
1 1 1
1 1 1
5 5 5
2 2 2
1 1
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the drive tube, a drlve-tube tool, and a cap dispenser. Deep samples were obtained by Joining
tubes in series. The drlve-tube tool was used to position a keeper against the core sample to
preserve its integrity. The cap dispensers were mounted on the handtool carrier and contained
Teflon caps to seal the tubes after sample collection.
i. Sample scale: The sample scale was used on Apollo 14 through 17 to weigh lunar samples
before llft-off to assure that the total weight did not exceed the permitted weight.
3.2.7.2 Tool carriers.- The original Apollo lunar handtool carrier was designed to accom-
modate the early tool configurations and to be hand-carrled or mounted on the modular equipment
transporter used on the Apollo 14 mission. With the advent of the lunar roving vehicle, a new
tool carrier was needed that could be mounted on that vehicle or, if the vehicle became inopera-
tive, could be removed and hand-carried during walking traverses. The modified tool carrier was
used as a stowage rack for the hammer, gnomon, scoop, and the drlve-tube tool assembly; the tool
carrier also acconnnodated the extension handle and the tongs.
3.2.7.3 Apollo lunar sample return container.- The Apollo lunar sample return container
(fig. 3-14) was designed to provide a vacuum environment for the return of lunar samples. The
containers and their contents were cleaned at the manufacturing facility to a cleanliness level
of less than i0 nanograms of residue per square centimeter. The containers and their contents
were then shipped to the Lunar Receiving Laboratory for premission conditioning, which consisted
of sterilization to remove earth organisms before sealing under a vacuum (approximately 10 -6 tort).
No major design changes were made throughout the lunar lauding flights. However, the fol-
lowing minor changes were incorporated.
a. A York mesh liner was added on Apollo 12 to give better protection to the container end
its contents, and the liner was reduced In thickness to increase the volume of the container.
b. On Apollo 14 and subsequent missions, a skirt was added to prevent debris from getting
into the seal, to facilitate closing, and to ensure maintenance of vacuum.
Two organic samplers (£ig. 3-15), each consisting of several rolls of York mesh packing ma-
terial in a Teflon bag, were used to determine the quantity of organiccompounds introduced be-
fore and during the translunar portion of a mission. One sampler was analyzed and sealed before
flight. The other was placed in the sample return container, removed for environmental exposure
while on the lunar surface, sealed, and returned to the container.
3.2.7.4 Ba_s and speclal containers.- In addition to the actual collectlon of samples, a
requirement existed to protect, document, and identify the various samples. To perform these
tasks, numerous types of bags and special containers were designed, some of which are described
in the following paragraphs and illustrated in figure 3-16.
a. Documented sample bags: The crewmen used documented sample bags to identify and docu-
ment the individual samples as they were collected. On Apollo 17, a quantity of round sample
bags were supplied. These bags were used in conjunction with the lunar roving vehicle soll sam-
pler (par. 3.2.7.6).
b. Special environmental sample container: These devices were designed to contain samples
of lunar soll and/or rocks to be used in specific experiments on return to earth. The containers
provided a vacuum environment to protect the samples from contamination in case the Apollo lunar
sample return container leaked.
c. Core sample vacuum container: The core sample vacuum container was provided as a recep-
tacle for a drive tube so that a pristine subsurface sample could be protected in a vacuum.
d. Protective padded sample bag: The protective padded sample bag was used for returning
a fragile lunar sample so that maximum protection could be afforded to the surface of the sample.
Bags of this type were carried only on the Apollo 16 mission.
e. Documented sample weigh bags/sample collection bags : The weigh bags (Apollo ii, 12, and
14) and the sample collection bags (Apollo 15, 16, and 17) were large bags into which the docu-
mented samples were placed for insertion into the Apollo lunar sample return container for return
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Figure 3-14.- Apollo lunar sample return container.
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Figure 3-16.- Sample bags and special containers.
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to earth. The bags were originally made of Teflon film; however, after postfllght evaluation in-
dicated that this materlal would tear, the design was changed to incorporate a laminated Teflon
fabric/Teflon film, and the name was changed from sample weigh bags to sample collection bags.
3.2.7.5 Lunar surface sampler.- The lunar surface sampler was used with the universal
handling tool. The device, which consisted of a plate assembly that contained either a Beta
cloth or a velvet cloth accumulation surface, was used to obtain undisturbed surface layer lunar
samples. A hinged cover plate protected the sample on the return-to-earth flight.
3.2.7.6 Lunar rovin_ vehicle soll sampler.- The lunar roving vehicle soil sampler was a
device that when mated with the universal handling tool, allowed the lunar surface crewman to ob-
tain soll samples without dismounting from the lunar roving vehicle.
3.2.7.7 Penetrometers.- On the Apollo 14 mission, the active seismic ekperiment geophone
cable anchor shaft was used as a simple penetrometer to obtain soll mechanics data. The 0.87-
centlmeter-diameter 68.0-centimeter-long aluminum shaft had a 30 ° core tip at the bottom and was
attached to the extension handle at the top. Alternating black and white stripes, each 2.0 cen-
timeters long, provided a depth scale reference in photographs of the penetrations achieved. The
crewman pressed the penetrometer into the lunar surface with one hand for a first measurement and
then with two hands for a second measurement. Preflight I/6-earth-gravity tests provided a com-
parative calibration for the penetrometer.
A self-recordlng penetrometer, used on the Apollo 15 and 16 missions (fig. 3-17), provided
for the first time quantitative measurement of forces of interaction between the soll near the
lunar surface and a soll testing device. The instrument provided data on soll penetration re-
sistance as a function of depth below the lunar surface. The penetrometer could penetrate the
lunar surface a maximum of 76 centimeters. On the Apollo 15 mission, the penetrometer could
measure a penetration force to a maximum of iii newtons. As a result of the Apollo 15 experi-
ence, the force spring was changed to increase the maximum measurement to 215 newtons. On the
later lunar landing missions, the successful functioning of the self-recordlng penetrometer and
core tubes, as well as the general surface-contact equipment, resulted in data which provided a
basis for the quantitative study of stratigraphy, density, and strength characteristics of the
lunar soil.
3.2.7.8 Apollo lunar surface drill.- The purpose of the Apollo lunar surface drill (fig.
3-18) was to provide two 2.4-meter-deep holes for emplacement of probes for the heat flow exper-
iment. The drill was also used to obtain a continuous subsurface core sample that was 2.4 to
3.0 meters long to be returned to earth for laboratory analyses. In addition, on Apollo 17, the
hole produced by the core drilling was used for emplacement of the neutron probe experiment.
The drill was a battery-powered, electric-drive, rotary-percusslon-type drill which delivered
vertical blows to the rotating spindle, driving carbide-tlpped hollow bore stems and core stems.
The boron-fiberglass bore stems and titanium core stems were sectlonalized, allowing the desired
penetration into the lunar surface while maintaining the capability for handling and stowage by
the lunar surface crewmen.
Two significant hardware changes resulted from misslon experience: bore stem Joint redesign
and the incorporation of a deep-core extractor. Both changes were made because of the high den-
sity of the lunar subsurface encountered on Apollo 15. Before that mission, the subsurface den-
slty data had been based on drlve-tube core information, which supported Surveyor data that showed
the bulk density of the regollth to be relatively low (90 to ii0 pounds per cubic foot). This
soll density was used for drill testing. However, these samples had been taken from a depth of
only 0.6 to 0.9 mater. When the Apollo 15 drill went beyond this depth, the density increased
signlflcantly (to 130 pounds per cubic foot). With this additional knowledge, a new bore stem
design was introduced and tested in simulated soil models compacted to a maximum bulk density.
Other changes included a core-stem extract0r that was developed to provide additional capability
for Jacking the deep-core sample from th_subsurface. The changes were incorporated for the
Apollo 16 mission.
A continuous improvement in drill performance was obtained from one mission to the next. In
each case, the effectiveness of the hardware improvements was demonstrated. Time lines for the
drill-assoclated tasks were nominal for Apollo 16 and 17.
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Figure .3-18.- Apollo lunar surface drill.
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3.2.8 Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package/Central Station
As reflected in table 3-1, a number of experiments were deployed or conducted on the lunar
surface during the six lunar landing missions. To minimize weight, volume, and power require-
merits, several experiments were integrated into a single system, the Apollo lunar surface exper-
iments package. The experiments that comprised the package varied f_om mission to mission, as
shown in table 3-III. The other lunar surface experiments were self-contained.
Figure 3-19 illustrates a typical Apollo lunar surface experiments package (Apollo 15 con-
figuration). Subpackage i contained magnetometer, passive seismic, and solar wind spectrometer
experiments. The lower portion of subpackage 1 housed the central electronics which included
the data handling, radlo-frequency up-llnk and down-llnk, and power conditioning and distribu-
tion subsystems. In the erected configuration, the electronic and thermal control portions of
subpackage 1 are known as the central station. A helical S-band antenna was also carried on
subpackage i. The antenna was attached to an aiming mechanism and an antenna mast that was
locked into the primary structure. Subpackage 2 consisted of a rigid structural pallet on which
were mounted one or two experiments, a radioisotope thermoelectric generator, the antenna aiming
mechanism, special deployment tools, and, on two flights only, the geological handtool carrier.
All equipment was removed from subpackage 2 except the generator. Because the fuel element for
the generator was very hot, the fuel element was carried to the moon in a separate protective
cask assembly. The fuel cask assembly and the two subpackages were stowed as shown in figure
3-20.
The radioisotope thermoelectric generator developed for the Apollo lunar surface experiment
package was designated "system for nuclear auxiliary power no. 27" (SNAP-27). Differing in de-
sign and materials from the previously developed SNAP-19 generator (for Nimbus and Pioneer),
SNAP-27 has been the only nuclear power generator developed for manned fueling and has the larg-
est power output of those developed for space use. Although the original design specification
was for a 50-watt generator, the output developed by the actual flight hardware exceeded 70 watts
in the hard vacuum environment - sufficient to handle the Apollo lunar surface experiment pack-
age power requirements which kept increasing for the growing science program. Initial power
output for Apollo 12 on the lunar surface was 74 watts (66.5 watts after 4 years), for Apollo 14
was 73 watts (68 watts after 3 years), for Apollo 15 was 75 watts (69.4 watts after 3 years),
for Apollo 16 was 70.9 watts (69.5 watts after 2 years), and for Apollo 17 was 77.5 watts (76.9
watts after I year). The actual rate of decrease in output (primarily the result of changes in
the lead telluride material from time, temperature, and pressure) for all five flight radioiso-
tope thermoelectrlc generators has been considerably less than calculated predictions (about one-
fourth the design specification rate).
The Apollo lunar surface experiments package systems flown on Apollo missions 12 through 16
were designed for a nominal lunar operating period of 1 year. The system flown on Apollo 17 in-
corporated various design improvements to meet a requirement of 2 years of lunar operation and to
eliminate operational problems encountered on earlier systems. These changes can be broadly cate-
gorized into: the use of logic elements with improved reliability, added redundancy with refined
techniques for redundant component selection, and design improvements based on lunar operating
experience. Plans were that when the output of the radioisotope thermoelectric generator de-
creased to a level too low to provide enough power for the full complement of experiments in the
worst case condition (lunar sunrise), selected experiments would be conmmnded off or to a standby
mode for lower power demand. Consequently, on June 14, 1974, three experiments (Apollo 12 lunar
surface magnetometer, and Apollo 15 lunar surface magnetometer and solar wlnd spectrometer, all
of which had been unable to provide science data for an extended period) were terminated so as
to make more power available for other experiments. These were the first experiments in the
Apollo lunar surface experiments package program to be terminated by command. The only other
experiment to have its operation on the lunar surface terminated was the Apollo 12 cold cathode
gage experiment, which turned itself off in November, 1969, because of a circuit failure.
Overall operation of the Apollo lunar surface experiments package central station has been
excellent in all areas of the mechanical, thermal, and electrlca[ designs. All central stations
deployed on the lunar surface continue to operate as planned; the Apollo 12 central station has
exceeded its 1-year llfe requirement by more than 3 years. Although no signal processing compo-
nent failure has occurred during lunar operation, numerous operational abnornallties have re-
quired procedural changes. The more significant problems and failures occurring during the hard-
ware test phase and lunar operation are summarized in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 3-19.- Apollo 15 lunar surface experiments package.
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a. Analog multiplexer - analog/dlgltal connector: The system uses a 90-channel analog
multiplexer the output of which is digitized to an 8-blt word. Earlier designs used plastic-
encapsulated fleld-effect transistor switches in the multiplexer input; the transistors were sub-
Jected to prescribed tests and burn-ln to assure reliability. During ground tests, numerous tran-
sistor failures occurred. The failures were traced to contamination due to the transistors not
being adequately sealed. However, no Apollo 12 and 14 lunar surface experiments package failures
occurred on the lunar surface. The design used on the Apollo 15 experiments package was upgraded
to use a fleld-effect transistor in a ceramic package. The components used on the Apollo 16 and
17 experiments packages were completely redesigned with full redundancy on all 90 analog channels.
b. Unexpected status changes: The demodulator section of the command decoder proved to be
sensitive to receiver noise output occurring in the absence of an up-llnk algnal. In operation,
however, this condition did not prove to be a major problem. Operational procedures were modi-
fied to assure that the system was illuminated with an up-link signal, rendering the demodulator
section insensitive to noise when the crew was on the surface immediately following deployment.
On the Apollo 16 package, a new recelver deslgn resulted in a lower noise aensitlvlty; on the
Apollo 17 system, a new decoder design completely eliminated the problem.
3.2.9 Passive Seismic Experiment
The passive seismic experiment was designed to detect vibrations of the lunar surface and
provide data that can be used to determine the internal structure, physical state, and tectonic
activity of the moon. A secondary purpose is to determine the number and mass of meteoroids that
strike the lunar surface. The instrument is also capable of measuring tilts of the lunar surface
(tides) and changes in gravity.
The firs_ of five passive seismometers was emplaced on the lunar surface during the Apollo
Ii m/sslon. This instrument was part of the early Apollo scientific experiments package and was
powered by a solar panel array rather than by the radioisotope thermoelectric generator used on
the later missions. The instrument supplied iong-perlod aelsmometer data for 20 days during the
first and second lunar days after emplacement (a period of about 1 month). Short-perlod sels-
mome_er data were received for a longer time, with down-llnk transmissions ending approximately
4-1/2 months after activation.
The four seismic stations emplaced during the Apollo 12, 14, 15, and 16 missions comprise a
network that spans the near side of the moon in an approximate equilateral triangle with ll00-
kilometer spacing between statlons. (The Apollo 12 and 14 stations are 181 kilometers apart at
one corner of the triangle.) As shown in figure 3-21, four selsmometers are included in the ex-
periment package at each station: three low-frequency components forming a trlaxlal set (one
sensitive to vertical motion and two sensitlve to horizontal motion), and a hlgh-frequency com-
ponent sensitive to vertical motion. Of the 16 separate selsmometers, all but three are pres-
ently operating properly. The high-frequency component at the Apollo 12 station has failed to
operate since initial activation. One of the low frequency selsmometers at the Apollo 14 sta-
tion (Z-axls) became inoperative after 1 year of operation and another (Y-axis) began transmit-
tln8 noisy data m/dway through 1974. The frequency ranges of the passive seismic experiment
components are compared to the ranges of other lunar surface seismic instruments in table 3-1V.
Several of the statlons have exhibited thermal control problems. For collection of tidal
data, limiting the instrument operating temperature to a band of approximately I.i Q K is desir-
able. This limitation was not achieved, partly because of problems with deployment of the ther-
mal shroud. Corrective actions included the addition of weights to the outer edges of the shroud,
the use of a Teflon layer as the outer shroud covering, and stitching of the shroud to prevent
layer separation. Even so, an optimum shroud deployment was not achieved, thus, the heat loss
during lunar night and the solar input incurred during the lunar day have been greater than de-
sired.
The major findings to date are atmunarized (ref. 3-13):
Data from the impacts of lunar module ascent stages and launch vehicle S-IVB stages, com-
bined with data from hlgh-pressure laboratory measurements on returned lunar samples, provide
information on lunar structure to a depth of approximately 150 kilometers. Information on lunar
structure below this depth is derived principally from analysis of signals from deep moonquakes
and distant meteoroid impacts.
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TABLE 3-1V.- RESPONSE SPECTRA FOR APOLLO SEISMIC EXPERIMENTS
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o
Experiment
Passive seismic:
Short period
Long period
Active seismic
Lunar seismic
profiling
Lunar surface
gravimeter
Seismic
Free modes
Sensors
i vertical
2 horizontal
i vertical
3 vertical
4 vertical
1 vertical
Apollo sites
a12, 14, 15, 16
12, 14, 15, 16
12, 514, 15, 16
c14, 16
17
17
Frequency
range,
Hz
0.05 to 20
0.004 to 3
0.004 to 3
3 to 250
3 to 20
d0.05 to 16
e0.00083 to
0.048
ashort-period sensor data has displayed reduced sensitivity since
deployment.
bLong-period vertical sensor data invalid since March 20, 1972.
CGeophone 2 data invalid since Jan. 3, 1974.
dlnstrument error restricting frequency range to approximately
0.001 to 2.0 Hz with poor sensitivity.
elnstrument error resulting in invalid data.
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Analysis of the manmade impact data has revealed a major discontinuity at a depth of between
55 and 65 kilometers in the eastern part of the Ocean of Storms. By analogy with the earth, the
zone above the discontinuity is called the crust and the zone below, the mantle. Below the crust,
a relatively homogeneous zone extending to a depth of approximately i000 kilometers is suggested
by the nearly constant velocity of seismic waves. Although available data are not sufficient to
derive a detailed seismic velocity model for the deep interior, observations of signals origin-
ating from a large meteoroid that struck the far side of the moon and from far-side moonquakes
can Be explained by introducing a "core" with a radius between 600 and 800 kilometers that has
markedly different elastic properties than the mantle. Current moonquake activity is concentra-
ted near the boundary between these t_'o zones.
l_bonquakes have been detected by the low-frequency seis_ometers of each station at average
rates of between 600 and 3000 per year, depending on the station; all the moonquakes are quite
small by terrestrial standards (Richter magnitude 2 or less). Thousands of even smaller moon-
quakes are detected by the hlgh-frequency selsmometers. Meteoroid impacts are detected by the
low-frequency seismometers at average rates of between 70 and 150 per year. Although less numer-
ous than moonquakes, meteorld impacts generate the largest signals detected.
Lack of shallow seismic activity indicates that the moon is neither expanding nor contract-
ing appreciably at the present time. Thus, the rate of heat flow out of the moon must Be approx-
imately equal to the rate of internal heat production. The presence of a thick lunar crust sug-
gests early, intense heating of the outer shell of the moon.
3.2.10 Active Seismic Experiment
Active seismic experiment operations were conducted on the moon during the Apollo 14 and 16
missions. The purpose of the experiment was to generate and monitor seismic waves near the lunar
surface. The data are being used to study the internal structure of the moon to a depth of ap-
proximately 460 meters. A secondary objective still in progress is to monitor high-frequency
seismic activity during periodic listening modes.
The active seismic experiment equipment consisted of a thumper device that contained small
explosive initiators, a mortar package that contained high-exploslve grenades, geophones, elec-
tronics within the Apollo lunar surface experiments package central station, and interconnecting
cabling. Crewmen operated the thumpers during lunar surface activities. The mortars were de-
signed to be fired by remote command after crew departure.
The Apollo 14 geophones were deployed as planned, and the thumper part of the experiment was
completed. The thumper produced excellent seismic data although the crewman was able to fire only
13 of the 21 charges. Postflight investigation showed that a malfunction occurred because lunar
soil got into the arm/fire switch mechanism and the initiator selector switch was not properly
seated in the detents. For Apollo 16, the thumper was successfully modified to improve switch
dust seals and to increase the torque required to move the selector switch from one detent to
the next.
The Apollo 14 mortar package was deployed too close to the central station and in a position
where debris would be directed toward the central station if grenades were launched. The off-
nominal deployment was necessitated because of a crater at the optimum mortar package deployment
location. Postfllght tests showed that the central station would probably be damaged if the gre-
nades were launched. Therefore, the Apollo 14 station grenades have not been launched.
Three grenades were launched from the Apollo 16 mortar package_ but the mortar pitch sensor
reading varied after the first two firings and became inoperative after the third. Since the
scientific objectives of the experiment had been met, the planned fourth firing was deleted.
Analysis of the seismic signals generated by the thumper during Apollo 14 has revealed im-
portant information concerning the near-surface structure of the moon. Two compressional wave
seismic velocities were measured at the Fra Mauro site. The near-surface material has a seismic
wave velocity of 104 meters per second. Underlying this surflcial layer at a depth of 8.5 meters,
the lunar material has a velocity of 299 meters per second. The measured thickness of the upper
unconsolidated debris layer is in good agreement with geological estimates of the thickness of
the regollth at this site.
q
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Combining the seismic refraction results from the active seismic experiment and the lunar
module ascent seismic data recorded by the Apollo 14 passive seismic experiment allows estimates
of the thickness of the underlying material to be mede. These estimates range from 38 to 76 me-
ters and may indicate the thickness of the Fra Mauro Formation at this particular site (ref. 3-14).
Two compresslonal wave seismic velocities have been recognized so far in the Apollo 16 data.
The lunar surface material has a seismic wave velocity of 114 meters per second. Underlying this
surficlal material at a depth of 12.2 meters, the lunar rocks have a velocity of 250 meters per
second. The ll4-meter-per-second velocity agrees closely with the surface velocity measured at
the Apollo 12, 14, and 15 landing sites, thus indicating that no major regional differences exist
in the near-surface acoustical properties of the moon.
The seismic wave velocity of the materlai underlying the regollth at the Apollo 16 landing
site does not indicate that competent lava flows exist in the Cayley Formation at this location.
Instead, this velocity suggests the presence of brecciated material or impact-derlved debris of
currently undetermined thickness.
3.2.11 Lunar Seismic Profiling Experiment
The purpose of the Apollo 17 lunar seismic profiling experiment was to record the vibrations
of the lunar surface as induced by explosive charges, by the thrust of the lunar module ascent
engine, and by the crash of the lunar module ascent stage. Analyses of these seismic data were
planned to determine the internal characteristics of the lunar crust to a depth of several kilo-
meters. A secondary objective of the experiment was to monitor lunar seismic activity during
periodic listening intervals.
Strong seismic signals were recorded from the detonation of eight explosive charges that
were armed and placed on the lunar surface by the crewmen at various points along the traverses.
Recording of these seismic signals generated traveltime data to a distance of 2.7 kilometers.
The seismic signals received from the lunar module ascent stage impact provided a valuable
traveltlme datum for determining the variation of seismic velocity with depth in approximately
the upper 5 kilometers of the moon.
The most significant discovery resulting from the analysis of the data recorded by the lunar
seismic profiling experiment is that the seismic velocity increases in a marked stepwise manner
beneath the Apollo 17 landing site. A surface layer with a seismic velocity of 250 meters per
second and a thickness of 248 meters overlies a layer with a seismic velocity of 1200 meters per
second and a thickness of 927 meters, with a sharp increase to approximately 4000 meters per sec-
ond at the base of the lower layer. The seismic velocities for the upper layers are compatible
with those for basaltic lava flows, indicating a total thickness of approximately 1200 meters
for the infilling mare basalts at Taurus-Littrow. Major episodes of deposition or evolution are
implied by the observed abrupt changes in seismic velocity (ref. 3-15).
3.2.12 Lunar Surface Magnetometer Experiment
Magnetic field measurements have proved to be one of the most useful tools for determining
the electromagnetic properties of the earth interior and solar-wlnd and ionospheric environments.
This method was extended to the moon with the emplacement of a three-axls fluxgate magnetometer
on the lunar surface during the Apollo 12 lunar stay. Similar magnetometers were deployed and
activated during the Apollo 15 and 16 lunar stays.
The instrument has a sensor located at the end of each of three orthogonal booms. Three
vector field components are measured in the normal mode of operation; however, the sensors may
be rotated such that they simultaneously align parallel in each of the three boom axes. This
alignment permits the calculation of the vector gradient in the plane of the sensor and permits
an independent measurement of the magnetic field vector at each sensor position. The sensors
and booms are located on a central structure which houses the central electronics and glmbal-flip
unit. An evaluation of the performance of the Apollo 12 instrument resulted in the following
changes to the Apollo 15 and 16 instruments.
a. The measurement range was changed from ±I00, ±200, and ±400 gammas to ±50, ±i00, and
±200 ga._nas.
b. A curtain was added over the electronics box to improve thermal control.
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Intrinsic steady (remanent) magnetic fields provide a record of the magnetic field environ-
ment that existed 3 to 4 billion years ago when the lunar crustal material cooled below the Curie
temperature. The Apollo 12 lunar surface magnetometer detected a remanent magnetic field of ap-
proximately 38 ga_,as superimposed on the geomagnetic tail, transition region, and interplane-
tary fields through which the moon passes during each orbit around the earth (ref. 3-16). The
remanent magnetic field at the Apollo 15 site was calculated to be approximately 6 gammas (small
compared to the fields at the Apollo 12, 14, and 16 sites). Since the Apollo 15 site lles near
the edge of the Mare Imbrium mascon basin, the existence of little or no remanent field at that
site suggests that mascons are not highly magnetic (ref. 3-17).
The bulk relative magnetic permeability of the moon has been calculated from measurements
obtained in the geomagnetic-tail region to be _/_o - 1.03 ±0.13. Electrical-conductivity and
temperature profiles of the lunar interior have been determined from solar wind magnetic field
step-translent event measurements. The data presented in the following table fit the three-layer
model of the moon shown in figure 3-22 (ref. 3-18). Temperature calculations are based on con-
ductivity as a function of temperature for pure olivine.
Electrical conductivity,
mho/m Temperature t °K
I <10 -9 <440
2 _3.5 x 10 -4 890
3 _i0 -2 1240
Qualitatively, the inductive eddy-current response at the Apollo 15 site is similar to that
at the Apollo 12 site. Observations show that the solar wind compresses the steady remanent field
at the Apollo 12 site during periods of high solar plasma density (ref. 3-17).
On June 14, 1974, the Apollo 12 and Apollo 15 instruments were permanently conmmnded off.
The Apollo 12 instrument science and engineering data had been invalid for 1 year and that of
the Apollo 15 instrument for 6 months. Because of decreasing output from the radioisotope ther-
moelectric generators and the criticality of reserve power during lunar night, spurious func-
tional changes could have caused the loss of functional instruments. The Apollo 16 instrument
was operative at the time of publication of this report.
3.2.13 Lunar Portable Magnetometer Experiment
Portable magnetometers were used by the Apollo 14 and 16 crews. The objective of the lunar
portable magnetometer measurements was to determine the remanent magnetic field at various lunar
surface locations. The magnetometer actually measured low-frequency (less than 0.05 hertz) compo-
nents of the total magnetic field at the surface, which includes the remanent field, the external
solar field, fields induced in the lunar interior by changing solar fields, and fields caused by
solar wind interactions with the lunar remanent fields. Simultaneous measurements made by the
lunar surface magnetometer of the tlme-varying components of the field were later subtracted to
give the desired resultant remanent field values caused by magnetized crustal material.
The lunar portable magnetometer consisted of a set of three orthogonal fluxgate sensors
mounted on top of a tripod. The sensor-trlpod assembly was connected by a ribbon cable to an
electronics box. On Apollo 14, the electronics box was mounted on the modular equipment trans-
porter; on Apollo 16, the box was mounted on the lunar roving vehicle. After positioning the tri-
pod at the desired location, a crewman turned the power switch on, read the digital displays in
sequence, and verbally relayed the data back to earth.
The Apollo 14 instrument recorded steady magnetic fields of 103 ±5 gamms and 43 ±6 gannnas
at two sites separated by 1120 meters. These measurements showed that the unexpectedly high
(38 &amma) steady field measured at the Apollo 12 site 180 kilometers away was not unique. In-
deed, these measurements and studies of lunar samples and lunar-orbltlng Explorer 35 data indi-
cate that moch of the lunar surface material was magnetized at a previous time in lunar history
(ref. 3-19). The magnetic field of 313 gansnas measured in the North Ray Crater area during the
Apollo 16 mission to the lunar highlands proved to be the highest ever measured on another body
of planetary size. Other field measurements obtained by the Commander and Lunar Module Pilot at
different sites along the three surface traverses varied from 121 to 313 gannnas.
(.
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Figure 3-22.- Three-layer moon model.
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Magnetic studies of returned samples indicate that they formed in a reasonably strong mag-
netic field (a few thousand ga_nnas), yet there is no such field affecting the moon today. It
is hypothesized that the moon had a reasonably strong magnetic field throughout much of its early
history.
The surface fields provide reference values for extrapolation of subsatellite magnetometer
measurements to the lunar surface. Further analysis should yield information on the geological
nature and origin of lunar remanent fields, including the possibility of an ancient lunar dynamo,
shock-lnduced magnetization, or another mechanism to account for the strong magnetization found
in lunar surface samples.
3.2.14 Heat Flow Experiment
The purpose of the heat flow experiment is to determine the rate of heat flow from the lunar
interior and the thermal properties of the lunar subsurface, thereby contributing to an under-
standing of the thermal history of the moon. Heat loss is directly related to the internal tem-
perature and the rate of internal heat production; therefore, measurements of these quantities
enable limits to be set on long-lived radloisotopic abundances (the chief source of interior
heating) and the internal temperature.
The experiment hardware consists of two temperature-sensing probes and electronics for con-
trolling and processing the measurements. Two holes, spaced about 9 meters apart, were drilled,
and the probes were inserted into these holes. Sensitive thermometers within the probes accu-
rately measure the vertical temperature gradient over approximately the lower i00 centimeters of
each hole. These readings, over an extended period of time, yield the heat-flux data. Each
probe also contains heating elements. When one of these elements is energized, a known quantity
of heat is generated at a known distance from a temperature sensor. The resulting amount and
rate of temperature change at the sensor are used to determine the thermal conductivity of the
lunar material near the probe.
Heat flow experiments were successfully deployed and activated on the Apollo 15 and 17 mis-
sions. Deployment of a heat flow experiment was attempted during the Apollo 16 lunar stay; how-
ever, the cable connecting the electronics package with the Apollo lunar surface experiments pack-
age central station was inadvertently broken during experiment package deployment activities,
rendering the heat flow experiment hardware inoperative. The only operational problem with the
emplaced instruments has been the loss of one reference temperature reading on the Apollo 15 heat
flow experiment. Because reference Junction temperature measurements are redundant, there has
been no loss of data. No specific failure mechanism was revealed during investigation of the
circuits; therefore, no design changes were made on the Apollo 17 instrument.
The Apollo 15 and 17 measurements were made in similar regional settings, that is, on the
margins of large mascon basins. Though the possibility of regional biases to these measurements
remains, the evidence is strong that a major part of the lunar surface is characterized by heat
flow at the upper limit of that expected from geochemical models and thermal history calculations.
Results to date indicate that the average heat flow from the interior of the moon outward is ap-
proximately 3 mlcrowatts per square centimeter, about half that of the earth (ref. 3-20).
3.2.15 Lunar Surface Gravlmeter Experiment
The lunar surface gravimeter was designed to assist in the search for gravitational radia-
tion from cosmic sources. A secondary objectlve is to measure tidal deformation of the moon.
The lunar surface gravlmeter has three basic components: a gravity meter, a structural/
thermal-control package, and an electronics package. The gravity meter uses the LaCoste-Romberg
type of sprlng-mass suspension to sense changes in the vertical component of local gravity. The
major fraction of the force supporting the sensor mass (beam) against the local gravltatlonal
field is provided by a zero-length spring (one in which the restoring force is directly propor-
tional to the spring length). As shown in figure 3-23, small changes in force tend to dlsplace
the beam up or down. This imbalance was to be adjusted to the null position by reposltioning the
spring pivot points with micrometer screws. Incremental masses added by command to the sensor
mess and the position of the coarse and fine m/crometer screws, as read out by the shaft encoder
logic, were to provide the gravity measurement.
\Screw shaft
(to motor)
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Figure 3-23.- Lunar surface gravimeter mechanism.
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The instrument was deployed during the Apollo 17 lunar stay; however, following the initial
experiment turn-on, the setup procedure of nulllng the sensor beam in the proper stable position
between capacitor plates could not be accomplished. When the command was given to add any or all
of the nulllng masses to the sensor beam assembly, the data indicated that the beam would not move
away from the upper capacitor plate. The only way to lower the beam was to cage the beam against
the lower capacitor plate. During the second and third extravehicular activities, the Lunar Mod-
ule Pilot rapped the exposed top plate on the glmbal; rocked the experiment in all directions;
releveled the instrument, working the base well against the surface; and verified the sunshade
tilt. These actions were taken to free a mass assembly or a sensor beam that was suspected of
being caught or binding, but no change was apparent. Review of sensor records revealed that an
error in arithmetic resulted in the sensor masses being approximately 2 percent lighter than the
proper nominal weight for I/6-earth-Eravity operation of the flight unit. The sensor mechanism
allows a ±1.5 percent adjustment by ground command to correct mass inaccuracies.
Several reconfiguratlons of the instrument have been commanded. The sensor beam has been
centered by applying a load on the beam through the mass support springs by partial caging of
the mass weight assembly. In this confi_ratlon, the instrument is supplying some seismic data
(ref. 3-21).
3.2.16 Traverse Gravlmeter Experiment
The primary goal of the traverse gravimeter experiment was to make relative gravity measure-
ments at a number of sites in the Apollo 17 landing area and to use these measurements to obtain
information about the geological substructure. A secondary goal was to obtain the value of the
gravity at the landing site relative to an accurately known value on earth. The instrument pack-
age contained a vibrating string accelerometer from which the gravity values could be determined.
The preliminary gravity profile is based upon the assumption that the material underlying the
valley floor consists of basalt that is 1 kilometer thick and has a positive density contrast of
0.8 grams per cubic centimeter with respect to brecclated highland material on either side. Us-
ing this model, the gravity values at the edges of the valley are 25 milllgals lower than at the
lunar module site, and a variation in the central part of the valley floor is within i0 ndlli-
gals of the value at the lunar module site. These values will be refined based upon more elab-
orate models. A value of g - 162 694.6 ±5 milllgals was measured at the lunar module site
(ref. 3-22).
3.2.17 Surface Electrical Properties Experiment
The surface electrical properties experiment was used to explore the subsurface material of
the Apollo 17 landing site by means of electromagnetic radiation. The experiment was designed
to detect electrical layerlng, discrete scattering bodies, and the possible presence of water.
The experiment data may help others interpret many observations already made with both earth-
based and lunar orbital blstatlc radar. In addition, the experiment provides data needed to In-
terpret observations made with the lunar sounder (sec. 3.3.1.5), and the results are expected to
help define the stratigraphy of the Apollo 17 landing site.
The crewmen deployed a small, low-power transmitter and lald on the surface two crossed di-
pole antennas that were 70 meters long tip to tip. A receiver and receiving antennas were mounted
on the lunar roving vehicle. Inside the receiver, there was a tape recorder which recorded the
data on magnetic tape. In addition to the surface electrical properties experiment data, in-
formation on the location of the lunar roving vehicle, obtained from the lunar roving vehicle
navigation system, was also recorded on the tape.
The basic principle of the experiment is the interference of two or more waves to produce
an interference pattern. Electromagnetic energy radiated from a transmitting antenna travels at
different velocities through different media. Thus, distinctive patterns were recorded as the
lunar roving vehicle moved along the surface. Values of the electrical properties of the sub-
surface material (dielectric constant and loss tangent) _re obtained from analysis of the data.
Two quite different structural models of the Apollo 17 site have been developed to account
for the observations. Although neither is based on rigorous theory, the experiment team believes
that each is correct in the essential features. The first model, preferred by most members of
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the team, is one Ln _hich the dielectric constant increases with depth from a value of 2.5 to 3
near the surface to approximately 5 at a depth of 50 to 60 meters. A discontinuity is present
at 50 to 60 meters, where the dielectrlc constant increases to a value of 6 to 6.5. On the basis
of a low value of the loss tangent, water is probably not present at the Apollo 17 site.
In the alternate structural model, the cause of the apparent change of dielectric constant
with depth is assigned to a sloping interface between a thin upper layer and a thick lower layer.
The upper layer is, perhaps, 20 meters thick beneath the experiment site and thins to 15 meters
at station 2 (fig. 3-12). In addition, there is a h/nt of a discontinuity in the dielectric
constant at a depth of approximately 300 meters.
Addltlonal theoretical and scale model work is.belng done to determine which model is more
nearly correct (ref. 3-23).
i
3.2.18 Lunar Neutron Probe Experiment
The lunar neutron probe experiment, one of the Apollo 17 surface experiments, was designed
to measure the rates of low-energy neutron capture as a function of depth in the lunar regollth.
Various studies of the lunar samples, particularly those involving isotopic variations in
gadolinium and samarium, have documented the effects of long-term exposure of lunar materials to
neutrons and have shown how such data can be used to calculate regollth accumulation and mixing
rates and ages for stratigraphic layers in lunar core samples. Comparison of a neutron capture
product with a spallatlon product in lunar rocks can also be used to infer average irradiation
depths that are required to obtain accurate exposure ages. In addition, the Apollo 15 orbital
galena ray experiment has detected ganmm rays from neutron capture on such elements as iron and
titanium, from which the relative chemical abundances of these elements could be inferred. In
all these cases, the strength of the conclusions has been necessarily limited by the lack of ex-
perimental values for the relevant rates of neutron capture. The neutron probe experiment was
proposed to obtain these data.
The experiment used two particle track detection systems. A cellulose trlacetate plastic
detector was used in conjunction with boron-10 targets to record the alpha particles emitted with
the neutron capture on boron-lO. For the second system, mica detectors were used to detect the
fission fragments from neutron-induced fission in uranlum-235 targets.
The lunar neutron probe experiment was assembled, activated, and deployed in the hole formed
by the drilling and extraction of the deep-core sample. The probe was deployed during the first
extravehicular activity and retrieved at the end of the third extravehicular activity for a total
activated exposure period of 49 hours,
When the probe was disassembled, the targets and detectors were all in excellent condition,
and indicators show that the probe temperature never exceeded 335 ° K. The possibility that the
probe would reach higher temperatures was a serious concern before the mission, because thermal
annealing of the particle tracks in the plastic could occur.
Although only the mica detectors had been analyzed at the time of publication of reference
3-24, it appears that good agreement exists between the results of the experiment and theoretical
calculations of neutron capture rates and the equilibrium neutron energy spectr,--. If this agree-
ment is confirmed, interpretations of lunar sample data to determine regollth mixing rates and
depths, depths of irradiation for lunar rocks, and accumulation rates and deposition times can
be verified.
3.2.19 Laser Ranging Retroreflector
Arrays of optical reflectors were emplaced on the lunar surface during the Apollo ii, 14,
and 15 missions. Each of the arrays consisted of a compact assembly of solid fused silica corner
reflectors, 3.8 centimeters in diameter, mounted in an alumlntnn panel. Fused silica was used be-
cause of its known radiation resistance, thermal stability, high transparency to most wavelengths
in solar radiation, long llfe, and operation in lunar day and lunar night. Each reflector was
recessed 1.9 centimeters in the panel mounting socket to minimize temperature gradients.
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Accurately timed pulses of light from a ruby laser at a ground station observatory are di-
rected through a telescope aimed at one of the reflector packages. The light is reflected back
on a path parallel to the incident beam, collected by the telescope, and detected by special
receiving equipment. The time required for a pulse of llght to reach the reflector and be re-
turned is used to establish the distance from the earth ground station to the reflector site
on the lunar surface at that time. Even though the illuminated spot on the moon (the reflector)
is small, the fact that each corner reflector sends the light back In almost the same direction
it came from causes the return signal at the earth from the reflector panel to be I0 to i00 times
larger than the reflected intensity from the lunar surface.
The overall design for the Apollo 14 and 15 reflector arrays was similar to that for Apollo
II except the half-angle taper of the reflector cavities was increased so as to increase the ar-
ray optical efficiency 20 to 30 percent for off-axls earth positions. The number of reflectors
in the array was increased from 100 for Apollo ii and 14 to 300 for Apollo 15 to permit regular
observations with simpler ground equipment, especially for groups mainly interested in obtaining
geophyslcal information from observing only one reflector. The increase also allowed the use of
a number of permanent stations on different continents for the determination of polar motion
and earth rotation with high accuracy, as well as the use of movable lunar ranging stations to
monitor movements of a large number of points on the earth's surface.
Ground stations obtaining successful measurements from the Apollo arrays include the
McDonald Observatory in Texas, Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory's Lunar Ranging Observa-
tory in Arizona, Lick Observatory, Pic du Midl Observatory in France, Tokyo Astronomical Obser-
vatory in Japan, Crimean Astrophysical Observatory in the Soviet Union, and the Smithsonlan
Astrophysical Observatory.
The three Apollo reflector sites form an almost equilateral triangle with sides 1250, ii00,
and 970 kilometers, and are almost centered on the near side of the moon. The complex angular
motions of the moon about its center of mass thus can be separated with hlgh accuracy from the
range changes due to center-of-mass motion by differential range measurements to different re-
flector locations.
The accuracy already achieved in lunar laser ranging represents a hundredfold improvement
over any previously available knowledge of the distance to points on the lunar surface. ExtremelyP
complex structure has been observed in the lunar rotation, and sIEnlflcant improvement has been
achieved in the lunar orbit. The selenocentrlc coordinates of the retroreflectors give improved
reference points for use in lunar mapping, and new information on the lunar mass distribution
has been obtained.
Full use of the Apollo arrays will require an observing program continuing many years and
using ground stations around the world. No evidence of degredation with time in the return sig-
nals from any of the Apollo reflectors has been observed so far, and thus an operational lifetime
of at least 10 years may be expected for these passive retroflector arrays.
Further information is contained in reference 3-25.
3.2.20 Charged-Partlcle Lunar Environment Experiment
The charged-particle lunar envirooment experiment was deployed at Fra Mauro as part of the
Apollo 14 experiments package system. The instrmnent was designed to measure the fluxes of elec-
trons and protons with energies ranging from 40 to 70 000 electron volts and their angular dis-
trlbutiun and time varlationa.
The basic instrument of the experiment consists of two detector packages (analyzers A and B)
oriented in different directions for minfnLaa exposure to the ecliptic path of the sun. Each de-
tector package has six particle detectors; five provide information about particle energy distri-
bution, and the sixth provides high sensitivity at low particle fluxes. Particles entering the
detector package are deflected by an electrical field into one of the six detectors, depending on
the energy and polarity of the particles.
\.
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On April 8, 1971, the analyzer B detector voltage failed. Subsequent playback of the data
from various remote sites revealed that the anomalous condition occurred abruptly. As a result,
analyzer B is not providing any scientific data. The analyzer A detector voltage decreased slg-
nificantly on June 6, 1971. The charged-partlcle lunar environment experiment continued to oper-
ate until June 16, 1971, when, after another significant analyzer A voltage decrease, the exper-
iment was co_mmnded to the standby mode. Since then, the instrument has been operated under a
revised procedure to avoid further degradation.
The data have application to investigations of various particle phenomena, including solar
wind, the magnetosphere, and low-energy solar cosmlc rays. Prellm/nary data analyses have shown
the presence of a lunar photoelectron layer; an indication of modulation or acceleration of low-
energy electrons near the moon; penetration of auroral particles to lunar distances in the magnet-
ospheric tail; and electron fluxes in the magnetospheric tail, possibly associated with the neu-
tral sheet (ref. 3-26).
f
3.2.21 Solar Wind Spectrometer Experiment
Two solar wind spectrometers were deployed and activated on the lunar surface - one during
the Apollo 12 mission and the other during the Apollo 15 mission. The two instruments, separated
by approximately 1100 kilometers, provided the first opportunity to measure the properties of the
solar plasma simultaneously at two locations a fixed distance apart. The instruments were de-
signed to measure the velocity, density, end angular distribution of the solar wind plasma strik-
Ing the lunar surface. Thus, the interaction of the solar wind with the moon may be studied and
inferences made about the physical properties of the moon, the nature of the magnetospheric tail
of the earth, and general solar wind properties.
To be sensitive to solar wind plasma from any direction (above the horizon of the moon) and
to ascertain its angular distribution, the solar wind spectrometer has an array of seven Faraday
cups. Because the cups are identical, an Isotroplc flux of particles produces equal currents in
each cup; For a flux that is not Isotropic, analysis of the relatlve amounts of current in the
seven collectors determines the mean direction of plasma flow and is a measure of the anisotropy.
Indications of anomalous behavior of the Apollo 12 instrument were traced co August 1971 af-
ter initial discovery in November 1971. Subsequent investigation revealed that the anomaly has
occurred intermittently since June 13, 1971. The periods of abnormality always occur when the
sun is between 120 _ and 135 ° from the dawn horizon, and their duration increases steadily month
after month. The effect of thls anomaly is simply to restrict the range of energy over which
positive ions can be detected, reducing the upper limit by a factor of 2. The instrument was
designed to go as high as 9600 electron volts per unit charge to accommodate the helium component
of the solar wind at the highest velocities that had ever been observed. In the high-gain mode,
detectable currents of hydrogen Ions are never found in the two highest energy levels, and helium
ions are detectable in these levels only rarely. Thus, the absence of these two levels in the
high-gain mode does not seriously compromise the validity and usefulness of the data. In the
low-gain mode, hydrogen ion energies still do not extend into these levels, but data on helium
ions will be lost more frequently. Thus, the occurrence of this anomalous performance necessi-
tates operation of the solar wind spectrometer in the high-galn mode if possible.
The Apollo 15 solar wind spectrometer telemetry data became invalid coincident with a cen-
tral station reserve power decrease of approximately 7 watts on June 30, 1972. The power de-
crease indicated that the experiment which is current llm/ted was drawing approximately 13 watts
of power. During real-time support periods, the experiment was cycled from the standby mode to
the operate mode, and verification that the instrument was demanding excess power from the cen-
tral station was obtained. The instrument was permanently cd_nanded off June 14, 1974.
Preliminary results from the data analyzed include indications that the solar plasma at the
lunar surface is superficially indistinguishable from that at a distance from the moon, both when
the moon is ahead of and behind the bow shock of the earth. No detectable plasma appears to ex-
ist in the megnetospheric tail of the earth or in the shadow of the moon (ref. 3-27).
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3.2.22 Solar Wind Composition Experiment
The purpose of the solar wind composition experiment is to determine the elemental and iso-
topic composition of the noble gases and other selected elements in the solar wind by measurement
of particle entrapment on exposed sheets of foil.
The average isotopic compositions of the solar wind are of significant importance because
comparisons can be -mde with ancient compositions derived from solar wind gases trapped in lunar
soll and rocks. Because solar activity varies with time, the isotopic abundances in the solar
wind are expected to vary also. Therefore, to obtain accurate average abundances which exist
during this age of the solar system, this experiment was performed n,-,erous times, separated in
time and with extended foll exposure times.
The experiment was deployed on five missions (Apollo ii, 12, 14, 15, and 16). On each mis-
sion, the experiment consisted of an aluminmn loll sheet on a reel and a staff to which the foil
and reel were attached. The apollo 16 experiment differed from those of the previous missions in
that pieces of platinum foil were attached to the aluminum foil. This change was made to deter-
mine whether or not the platinum loll pieces could be cleaned with fluorldic acid to remove lunar
dust contamination without destroying rare gas isotopes of solar wind origin up to the mass of
krypton. The foll was positioned by a crewman perpendicular to the solar rays, left exposed to
the solar wind, retrieved, and brought back to earth for analysis. Exposure times for each de-
ployment were as follows.
Exposure time,
Mission hr:min
Apollo ii 01:17
Apollo 12 18:42
Apollo 14 21:00
Apollo 15 41:08
Apollo 16 45:05
The relative elemental and isotopic abundances of helium and neon measured for the Apollo 12,
14, 15, and 16 exposure times are quite similar but differ from those obtained during the Apollo
11 mission. Particularly noteworthy is the absence of amy indication of electromagnetic separa-
tion effects that might have been expected at the Apollo 16 landing site because of the relatively
strong local magnetic field. Weighted averages of ion abundances in the solar wind for the five
loll exposure periods are given in table 3-V. The errors cited are an estimate of the uncertainty
of the averages for the indicated period. The errors are based on the variability of the observed
abundances obtained from the four long exposure times (ref. 3-28).
3.2.23 Suprathermal Ion Detector and Cold-Cathode Gage Experiments
The suprathermal ion detector and cold-cathode gage experiments are conveniently discussed
together because the data processing system is common to both experiments and because the elec-
tronics for the cold-cathode gage are contained in the suprathermal ion detector package. These
two experiments were part of the_Apollo 12, 14, and 15 lunar surface experiments packages.
The suprathermal ion detector experiments measure the energy and mass spectra of positive
ions near the lunar surface. A low-energy detector counts ions in the velocity range from 4 x 10 _
to 9.35 x 106 centimeters per second with energies from 0.2 to 48.6 electron volts, enabling the
determination of the distribution of ion messes as large as 120 atomic mass units. A higher-
energy detector counts ions in selected energy intervals between 1 and 3500 electron volts. The
ions generated on the moon are of interest because possible sources are sporadic outgasstng from
volcanic or seismic activity, gases from a residual primordial atmosphere of heavy gases, and
evaporation of solar wind gases accreted on the lunar surface. Ions that arrive from sources
beyond the near-moon environment are also being studied. For example, the motions of ions in the
magnetosphere can be investigated during those periods when the moon passes through the magneto-
spheric tall of the earth.
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The cold-cathode gages measure the density of neutral atoms comprising the ambient lunar
atmosphere. The range of the instruments corresponds to atmospheric pressures of i0 -]2 to 10 -6
tort. Neutral atoms entering the sensor become ionized and result in a minute current flow that
is proportional to the atmospheric density. These instruments were included in the experiments
packages to evaluate the amount of gas present on the lunar surface. The gage indications can be
expressed as a concentration of particles per unit volume or as pressure, which depends on the
ambient temperature in addition to the concentration. The amount of gas observed can be compared
with the expectation associated with the solar wind source to obtain an indication of the presence
of other gas sources.
The Apollo 12 suprathermal ion detector and cold-cathode gage were commanded on after exper-
iments package deployment and functioned satisfactorily for approximately 14 hours. At that time,
the 3500-volt power supply for the suprathermal ion detector and the 4500-volt power supply for
the cold-cathode gage were turned off automatically. Analysis indicates that arcing resulted
from the outgassing of the electronics potting material and that the arcing protection provisions
turned off the power supplies.
The 4500-volt power supply was immediately conmmnded on several times unsuccessfully. All
attempts to conmmnd the 4500-volt power supply on have been unsuccessful because of damage in-
curred by the arcing. After a waiting period for gases to dissipate, the 3500-volt power supply
was commanded on successfully, and the Apollo 12 suprathermal ion detector has been able to func-
tion since that time.
The Apollo 14 and 15 suprathermal ion detectors have experienced numerous arcing anomalies
since lunar deployment and initial activation; however, these instruments continue to function.
The Apollo 14 experiment also has experienced _m-anomaly in the positive analog-to-dlgltal con-
verter, causing a loss of all engineering data processed through that converter. This anomaly
has had no adverse effect on the scientific outputs of the experiments.
The suprathermal ion detectors have detected numerous single-site ion events. Multiple-site
observations of ion events that possibly correlate with seismic events of an impact character
(recorded at the seismic stations) have resulted in information about the apparent motions of the
ion clouds. The 500- to lOO0-electron-volt ions streaming down the magnetosheath have also been
observed simultaneously by all three instruments (ref. 3-31).
On March 7, 1971, the Apollo 14 suprathermal ion detector recorded 14 hours of data that ap-
pears to be primarily a result of clouds of water vapor. Studies of all possible sources of
such an event leads to the conclusion that the water is of lunar origin (ref. 3-32). In view of
the almost total lack of water in returned samples, this is an unexpected result.
Before the Apollo program, optical and radio observations had been used to set lower limits
on the density of the lunar atmosphere; apart from that, nothing was known. The Apollo program
has demonstrated that the contemporary moon has a tenuous atmosphere although by earth standards
the lunar atmosphere is a hard vacuum. The cold-cathode gage experiment measured the concentra-
tions of neutral atoms at the lunar surface to be approximately 2 x 105_atoms per cubic centl-
t 12 11meter. This measurement corresponds o a pressure between i0 and i0 torr (a vacuum not
achievable in earth laboratories).
e-
k
3.2.24 Cosmic Ray Detector Experiment
The relative abundances and energy spectra of heavy solar and cosmic ray particles convey
much information about the sun and other galactic particle sources and about the acceleration
and propagation of the particles. In particular, the lowest energy range, from a few million
electron volts per nuclear mass unit (nucleon) to 1000 electron voits per ndcieon (a Solar w_nd
energy), is largely unexplored. The cosmic ray experiment contained various detectors designed
to examine this energy range,
The experiment wascarrled on the Apollo 16 and 17 missions and was the outgrowth of ear-
lier cosmic ray experiments on the Apollo 8 and 12 missions. The early experiments consisted
basically of a detector affixed to crewmen's helmets to assess the amount of cosmic ray radia-
tion to which the crewmen were subjected in space. The purposes of and the hardware for the
Apollo 16 and 17 experiments were considerably more exotic and complex.
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The detection basis of nearly all the cosmic ray experiments is that particles passing
through solids can form trails of damage, revealable by preferential chemical attack, which al-
lows the partlcles to be counted and identified. The Apollo 16 detector hardware consisted of
a foldable four-panel array (fig. 3-24). The panels were mounted on the outside of the lunar
module descant stage so as to directly expose three panels to cosmic ray and solar wind partl-
cles after the spacecraft/lunar module adapter had been Jettisoned. During the first extrave-
hicular activity on the lunar surface, a crewumn pulled a lanyard to expose the hidden surfaces
of panel 4 to the lunar surface cosmic rays and the solar wind. Exposure ended Just before the
termination of the third extravehicular activity, at which time the four-panel array was pulled
out of its frame and folded into a compact package for return to earth. Because the folding
and stowing of the device ended the period of useful exposure of the detectors, proylslon was
made to distinguish particles detected during the useful period from particles that subsequently
penetrated the spacecraft and entered the detectors.
The full planned exposure of the four panels was not obtained on Apollo 16 because the sched-
uled sequence of events did not occur completely as planned.
a. Panel 4 contained a shifting mechanism that activated several experiments, most notably
the neutron experiment, on the lunar surface. Because of a mistake in the final assembly, the
shifting Was only partlally successful. This circumstance caused degradation of the information
that can be obtained from the neutron experiment and made it difficult to obtain information on
the time variation of light solar wind nuclei.
b. A temperature rise in the package exceeded design specifications. Although this temper-
ature rise has rendered the anlaysls of the experlment difficult, the effects of the temperature
rise can be taken into account.
c. At some time during the mission, panel 1 became covered with a thin, dull film that
serlously degraded the performance of panel 1.
d. During the translunar phase of the mission on Aprll 18, 1972, a medlum-slzed solar flare
occurred. Detectors exposed to the solar flare showed that the flare contained approximately I08
protons per square centimeter with energies greater than 5 million electron volts.
The Apollo 17 hardware (fig. 3-25) consisted of a thin aluminum box with a sliding removable
cover, Four particle-detector sheets were attached to the interior wall of the box, and three
were attached to the inside surface of the cover. Opening was accomplished by two opposing rings,
one mounted on the cover and the second mounted on the box. During the first extravehicular ac-
tivity, a crewman removed the experiment from the lunar module and pulled the cover portion off
the box. The cover was hung on the lunar module structure in the shade, with the detector sur-
faces oriented away from the sun and facing the dark sky. The open box was then hung by a Velcro
strap on a lunar module strut in the sun, with the detector surfaces perpendicular to the sun.
The detectors were exposed to the lunar environment for 45-1/2 hours. The experiment was re-
trieved at the beginning of the third extravehicular activity, earlier than planned, because of
an apparent increase in the flux of low-energy particles caused by a visually active sunspot that
was present during the entire mission.
Three teams of investigators are using data from the cosmic ray detector experiment. The
prelimlnary findings from the Apollo 16 data are given in reference 3-33. Included are the ob-
servatlons that the differential energy spectrum of nuclei with Z • 6 falls by seven orders of
magnitude over the interval from 0.1 to 20 million electron volts per nucleon, then remains al-
most flat up to approximately 100 million electron volts per nucleon. The two parts correspond
to contributions from the sun and from galactic cosmic rays.
3.2.25 Lunar EJecta and Meteorites Experiment
This experiment, emplaced on the lunar surface during the Apollo 17 mission, measures im-
pacts of primary cosmic dust particles (10 -9 grams or less) and lunar eJecta emanating from the
sites of meteorite impacts on the moon. Specific objectives are to (i) determine the background
and long-term variations in cosmic dust influx rates, (2) determine the extent and nature of
lunar eJecta produced by meteorite impacts on the lunar surface, and (3) determine the relative
contributions of comets and asteroids to earth meteo_olds.
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Figure 3-24.- Cosmic ray detector experiment.
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The experiment consists of an array of sensors that detect ndcrometeorltes and yeild data
throughout the lifetime of the Apollo 17 lunar surface experiments package. The following parti-
cle parameters can be derived.
a. Speed (within ±5 percent): i to 75 kilometers per second range
b. Kinetic energy for particles having energies of i to i000 ergs
c. Flight path (within ±26")
d. Particle momentum: 2.5 x 10 -5 to 7 x 10 -4 dyne-seconds
e. Mass and diameter for assumed particle densities
The thermal control provisions for the lunar eJecta and meteorites experiment do not maintain
the operating temperature below the qualification test maximum level during the lunar day because
the thermal conditions at the Apollo 17 site are different than those of the design site (level
plain at equator). However, the current thermal profile permits experiment operation during I00
percent of each lunar night and approximately 30 percent of each lunar day. Since the experiment
components are rated higher than the maximum qualification test temperature, the allowable maxi-
mum temperature of operation has been increased in small increments each lunation.
Meaningful results from the experiment can only be derived from a long-term statistical and
correlative study between primary particle events and sJecta events. In view of the relatively
short-term measurement of primary particles as of the time of publication of reference 3-34, no
results were reported.
3.2.26 Lunar Atmospheric Composition Experiment
The lunar atmospheric composition experiment is a three-channel, magnetlc-deflectlon-type
mass spectrometer. The spectrometer was deployed as part of the Apollo 17 lunar surface experi-
ments package. The purposes of the experiment are to obtain data on the composition of the lunar
ambient atmosphere in the mass range of 1 to II0 atomic mass units and to detect transient changes
in composition caused by the venting of gases from the lunar surface or other sources.
This experiment augments data from the lunar orbital mass spectrometer experiments conducted
during the Apollo 15 and 16 missions, and the far ultraviolet spectrometer experiment of Apollo 17.
From the data obtained during the first three lunatlons after deployment of the lunar atmos-
pheric composition experiment instrument, three gases - helium, neon, and argon - have been iden-
tified as being native to the lunar atmosphere. A stmmmry of the measured concentrations of
these gases compared with several predictions is presented in table 3-VI. The helium concentra-
tions and the diurnal ratio are in excellent agreement with predictions based on the solar wind
as a source, indicating that the basic tenets of the theory of a noncondensable gas are correct.
However, the neon measured concentration is a factor of 20 below predictions, indicating possibly
soma adsorption or retention on the night side of the moon. If true, this phenomenon is unex-
pected because of the very low freezing temperature (27" K) of neon. The Apollo 16 lunar orbital
mass spectrometer experiment did detect neon on the night side near the sunset terminator at a
concentration approximately 1 x l05 molecules per cubic centimeter. This is approximately a
factor of less than 2 higher than the present value and is within the experimental errors of the
measurements. This discrepancy between theory and measurement for neon is a serious problem and
is one of the major tasks to be considered in the future.
Argon appears to be adsorbed on the late night (coldest) part of the lunar surface as none
of its isotopes are detected at this time. A significant predawn enhancement of argon-40 indi-
cates a release of the gas from the warm approaching terminator region. The total nighttime gas
density of 4.6 x 105 molecules per cubic centimeter is a factor of 2 higher than the measured
values from the Apollo 14 and 15 cold cathode gage experiments. This is not surprising (notwith-
standing errors in calibration of both instruments) because the mass spectrometer ion source is
warmer than the cold discharge source of the gage and therefore would have a higher outgasslng
rate. However, the residual being measured by both instruments is clearly not entirely neon but
• meltitude of gases, including helium (ref. 3-36).
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The _ultlplier hlgh voltage power supply of the instrument apparently failed on October 17,
1973, resulting in the loss of science data. Periodic checks are being made to assess the per-
formance of the instrument, but no significant improvement has been obtained since that date.
3.2.27 Lunar Dust Detector
Dust detectors were included with the Apollo Ii, 12, 14, and 15 experiment complements. The
detectors were mounted on the Apollo lunar surface experiments package sunshlelds. The Apollo
Ii, 14, and 15 detectors were designed to obtain data for assessing dust accretion, lunar radi-
ation, and lunar surface brightness temperature. The Apollo 12 detector was designed only for
assessing dust accretion and measuring thermal surface degradation.
All dust detectors have shown no measurable dust degradation effects caused by lunar module
llft-off debris. A cell degradation rate of from 3 to 4 percent per year has been measured for
the solar cells having O.006-inch protective glass covers and about 7 to 8 percent per year for
unprotected cells. These degradation rates are very close to the expected cell damage during a
year due to the high energy cosmic and solar radiation received at the lunar surface. Most of
the degradation of the cells can therefore be attributed to radiation since a dust accretion
process would cause both bare and cover-glass-protected cells to decay at the same rates.
Yearly cyclic variations in the cell temperature of as much as 6 ° K have been measured.
These variations are due to the difference in distance from the sun during the lunar "winter"
aphelion (July) and lunar "summer" perihelion (December). Similarly, the cell output voltages
show a yearly cyclic variation of approximately 8 percent because of the difference in received
solar radiation through the year.
3.2.28 Surveyor III Analysis
Several pieces of hardware were removed from the Surveyor III spacecraft by the Apollo 12
astronauts and returned to earth for analysis. The Surveyor III spacecraft had landed on the
lunar surface in the Ocean of Storms 2 1/2 years earlier and had been exposed to the lunar par-
ticle environment during that time.
Traces of induced radioactivity and meteoroid impact craters ranging from 0.025 to 0.25
millimeter In diameter were found in the recovered Surveyor hardware. Crater sizes and the in-
dicated flux were compatible with predicted values.
An unexpected discovery in the study of solar flare particles occurred when the relative
abundances of very heavy nuclei were determined from a sample of Surveyor III glass. The discov-
ery (now confirmed by independent satellite measurements) was that the lowest energy solar cosmic
rays are hlghly enriched in very heavy nuclei compared to normal solar material. This discovery
is the first demonstration of the preferential heavy-ion acceleration by a natural particle ac-
celerator. This discovery also casts an entirely new light on two decades of solar and cosmic
ray research during which a basic assumption has been the absence of Such preferential accelera-
tlon processes.
3.2.29 Particle Implantation Studies
The flux of particle fields and solar radiation and of meteorites on the lunar surface has
left evidence of the history of the solar system implanted on the surface materials.
a. Solar wind particles: Although the solar wind has been studied for years using unmanned
satellites, the Apollo program has contributed the following important new information.
i. From solar wind ions captured in aluminum foils and subsequently analyzed in the lab-
oratory (set. 3.2.22), isotopic information on heavy rare gases has been obtained for the first
time. This information _s fundamental to the understanding of the evolution of the earth atmos-
phere.
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2. Lunar samples give a wealth of information about directly implanted atoms origina-
ting from the sun. This information is basic to an understanding of the sun and all other solar
system objects. The elements krypton and xenon show isotopic differences, still unexplained, be-
tween the earth atmosphere and meteorites. Therefore, studies of surface implanted ions of kryp-
ton and xenon have been particularly important. Deuterlmn has been shown to have a very low
abundance with respect to hydrogen abundance.
3. The abundance of argon-40 is greatly in excess of what was expected; the most likely
interpretation is that the argon-40 was origlnally emitted by the moon and was then relmplanted
by interaction with the solar wind.
4. Amorphous surface films, very likely produced by solar wind bombardment, are ob-
served on many lunar grains. Artificial irradiation produced similar films, the thicknesses of
which vary with bombarding energy. These observations indicate that the lunar soil will be use-
ful in studying the ancient solar wind and its energy fluctuations.
5. The concentrations of hydrocarbons (mainly methane and ethane) correlate with the
solar wind irradiation of different lunar soils. These compounds are possibly formed in the
superficial layers of individual dust grains that have been heavily irradiated with solar wind
ions. Since interstellar space contains both dust clouds and sources of energetic particles,
these processes may be important for organic synthesis in the galaxy as a whole. Some effects
may also be due to local melting resultlng from meteorite impacts and subsequent redeposltlon.
6. Related studies in lunar soils on the light, stable isotopes of carbon, nitrogen,
oxygen, silicon, and sulphur show significant departures from terrestrial and meteoritic values;
values are also different from those of the lunar basalts themselves and are apparently produced
by the unique irradiation and bombardment history of the soil. Nitrldes, cyanide, and phosphides,
as well as benzene, also are present, and their production may be due to similar processes.
b. Solar-flare particles: For the first time, information about the solar-flare activity
on the sun over geologic times has been obtained. This information is contained in the induced
radloactlvltles and nuclear-partlcle tracks produced in the outer layers of lunar surface mate-
rlal. One important conclusion is that the average solar-flare activity has not changed appreci-
ably over the past few milllon years. It has also been shown that solar flares were active at
least 0.5 billlon years ago and probably date back to the original formation of the lunar surface.
The observed constancy of solar flares suggests that major climatic changes during the last mil-
llon years have not been associated with large-scale changes in solar activity as had previously
been postulated.
3.2.30 Long-Term Lunar Surface Exposure
Selected hardware was photographically documented and left on the moon during the Apollo 17
mission. Samples of similar material were set aside for long-term storage on earth. The purpose
is to allow comparison of the materials at some future time. The long-term effect of the lunar
environment on the materials thus can be evaluated if the Apollo 17 lunar site is revisited.
3.2.31 Far-Ultravlolet Camera/Spectrograph
A far-ultravlolet camera/spectrograph experiment (fig. 3-26) was operated on the lunar sur-
face during the Apollo 16 mission. Among the data obtained _re images and spectra of the ter-
restrial atmosphere and geocorona in the wavelength range below 1600 angstroms. These data gave
the spatial distributions and relative intensities of emissions due to atomic hydrogen, atomic
oxygen, molecular nitrogen, and other elements - some observed spectrographically for the first
time. A more detailed account of the findings of this experiment can he found in reference 3-37.
-#
Figure 3-26.- Far ultraviolet camera/spectrograph experiment.
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3.3 LUNAR ORBITAL SCIENCE
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II
The results of scientific experiments and detailed objectives performed while in lunar or-
bit and, In some cases, during flight to and from the moon are su_aarlzed in this section. Table
3-VII lists these experiments and objectives and identifies the m/sslons to which they were as-
signed. Many of the experiments complement each other, and so ._ complement experiments placed
on the lunar surface or flown on other programs. Some also support more than one science dis-
cipline.
Through the Apollo 14 mission, the sclence-related activities were limited almost entirely
to those that could be accomplished through crew photography or visual observatlonsp to lunar
surface experiments, and to ground-based investigations that utillzed spacecraft systems. The
principal portion of the lunar orbital science progr_an was accomplished on the final three
(J-serles) missions. A scientific instrument module was installed in a section of the service
module as shown in figures 3-27 and 3-28.
As described in paragraph 4.4.4.6, mechanical deployment devices were developed for the
Apollo 15, 16, and 17 scientific /nstrument modules so that certain instruments could be moved
away from X-ray secondary radiation and the contamination cloud that surrounded the spacecraft,
or so that the desired photographic angles could be obtained. These dev/ces and the instruments
themselves were remotely controlled by the crew from the command module. In addition, provisions
were made for the Apollo 15 and 16 crews to launch partlcles-and-flelds subsatellites into lunar
orbit by means of remotely controlled deployment mechanisms located in the scientific instrument
module bays (fig. 3-29). The subsatellltes contained charged particle detectors, a blaxlal flux-
gate magnetometer, an optical solar aspect system (for attitude determination), a data storage
unit, a power system, a command decoder, and an S-band com_nunlcatlons system.
Experiment design and allocation were constrained by the usual spacecraft limitations of
weight, volume, and power. The total weight of the scientific instrument module experiments was
limited to approximately 700 pounds per mission. In addition, there were other constraints and
requirements that were unique to these instruments. For example, individual, deployable covers
were required for most of the instruments to protect tbe_ from the effects of service module re-
action control system plume heating and contamination and from possible contamination from space-
craft effluents (waste water dumps, urine dumps, and fuel cell purges). During the missions,
when these protective covers were open for data acquisition, it was necessary to inhibit the flr-
ing of four of the reaction control system thrusters - the two that fired across the scientific
instrument module bay and the two that fired downward, alongside the scientific instrument module
bay. Additionally, whenever the covers were open, the spacecraft attitude had to be constrained
to prevent entrance of direct sunlight into several of the instruments' fields of view; otherwise,
data deEradatlon or permanent instrument damage would have occurred. Until several hours prior
to lunar orbit insertion, the instruments were protected by a panel that enclosed the entire
scientific module bay. This panel was cut and Jettisoned by pyrotechnic devices.
About 30 000 photographs of the lunar surface were obtained from lunar orbit on the Apollo
missions. Approximately 15 000 of these were taken by hand-held 70-m1111mster electric cameras
during Apollo missions 8 through 17; I0 000 by mapping cameras during the Apollo 15, 16, and 17
missions; and 5000 by panoramic cameras dur/ng the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions. Only a frac-
tion of the large number of photographs obtained have been studied in detail. Most of the com-
pleted analyses have been used to support mission operations and science objectives of many ex-
periments and detailed objectives.
3.3.1 Bistatic Radar
The bistatic radar experiment was conducted on the Apollo 14, 15, and 16 missions, and uti-
lized existing command and service module S-band and VHF radio co-w,unicatton systems. Its pur-
pose was to determine the principal electromagnetic and structural properties of the lunar sur-
face from observations of S-band and VItF signals which were transmitted from the command and
service module in lunar orbit, reflected from the moon, and monitored on earth. The S-band
(13-centimeter-wavelength) transmissions were received by the 64-meter-diameter antenna located
at Coldstone, California, and the VHF (ll6-centimster-wavelength) transmissions by the 46-meter-
diameter antenna erected on the Stanford University campus at Palo Alto, California.
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TABLE 3-VII.- APOLLO ORBITAL SCIENCE SUMMARY
Experlment/obJ ective
Experiment
number
Bistatlc radar experiment S-170
S-band transponder experiment S-164
CSK/LM
Subsatelllte
Infrared scanning radiometer
experiment S-171
Lunar sounder experiment S-209
apartlcle shadows/boundary
layer experiment S-173
aMagnetometer experiment S-174
Cosmic ray detector (helmets) S-151 X
Apollo window meteoroid S-176
Canna-ray spectrometer
experiment S-160
X-ray fluorescence experiment S-161
Alpha-partlcle spectrometer
experiment S-162
Mass spectrometer experiment S-165
Far ultraviolet spectrometer
experiment S-169
Lunar mission photography
from the command and
service module -- X
Lunar -_,Itlspectral photography S-158
Candidate exploration sites
photography
Selenodetlc reference point
update --
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Figure 3-27.- Scientific instrument module bay viewed from the lunar module.
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On the Apollo 14 m/ssion, observations were conducted using the S-band and VHF systems
simultaneously on nearly one-third of a near-side pass, and with the VHF system alone during four
complete near-side passes. Good data were obtained during all observational periods. Echoes re-
ceived at antennas of the earth monitoring stations were of predicted strength with signal fre-
quency, phase, polarization, and amplitude being recorded. Comparison of the received echoes
with the known characteristics of the transmitted signal yielded quantitative information about
lunar crustal properties such as dlelectric constant, average slope and slope probability, and
small-scale surface roughness. Effects of bulk surface electrical properties such as the Brew-
ster angle were clearly visible at both the S-band and VHF frequencies. Comparisons of radar
experiment results with interpretive geologic maps and quantitative topographic work using, pri-
marily, photogr----etric techniques showed excellent agreement.
The radar experiment configuration for the Apollo 15 mission differed from that of the Apollo
14 mission in that the S-band b/gh-gain antenna was used instead of the S-band omnldlrectional
antenna system. This change resulted in a significant improvement in the quality of both S-baud
and Vh'F data. Simultaneous S-band and VHF observations were successfully conducted during one
complete near-slde pass, and VHF data were obtained during four complete near-side passes. Excel-
lent data were received during these five observation periods, representing nearly an order-of-
magnitude improvement in the signal-to-nolse ratio with respect to the Apollo 14 experiment. For
the first time, bistatic radar data were received from significant lunar features which included
the Sea of Serenity, the Apeunlne Mountains, the middle portion of the Ocean of Storms, and the
Marius Hills. The S-band data analysis indicated that the area surveyed during the Apollo 15
mission is largely homogeneous and very elm/far to the regions sampled at lower altitudes during
the Apollo 14 mission. Although distinct variations in centimeter-to-meter-length slopes exist,
the vertical structure of the surface appeared remarkably uniform.
The Apollo 16 experiment configuration was the same as that for Apollo 15. Simultaneous
S-band and VHF observations were conducted during one complete near-slde pass, and VHF data ob-
servations were made on four complete near-slde passes. Although the S-band data received were
of excellent quality, the VHF echoes were weak due either to a command and service module atti-
tude problem or to an inflight equipment malfunction. Another problem was interference from NASA
satellite TETR-D, originally launched for Apollo communication system testing and training exer-
class.
Results of data reduction and analyses for all three m/ssions reveal that the oblique geom-
etry scattering properties of the moon's surface are wavelength-dependent in the decimeter-to-
meter range, that the scattering law is highly dependent on local topography, and that systematic
differences exist in the average scattering properties of mare and highland units. At 13 centi-
meters, the reflectivity of mare surfaces is remarkably uniform except for local deviations asso-
ciated with specific features; the ll6-centimster results are frequently in sharp contrast with
those at the shorter wavelength. The highlands eJecta south of Mare Crisium (Sea of Crises) ex-
hibit a dielectric constant of about 2.8 at the ll6-centimeter wavelength and a lower value at
the 13-centimeter wavelength. In the Apennines and central highlands, both waveleugths show a
reduced reflectivity consistent with a dielectric constant decrease from 3.1 to 2.8.
The ll6-centimeter variations that do _ot correlate with the 13-centlmeter data cannot be
caused by surface effects because such effects would also be observed at the shorter wavelength.
Explanation of the differential behavior, in some cases, requires layering or an inversion of
density with depth such as might be produced by a flow over older regolith.
Apollo 14 observations suggest that the upper 5 to 50 centimeters of the crust must be ex-
tremely uniform over the surface of the moon or that the change with depth must be gradual.
Surface-modlfying processes have apparently acted to these depths along the ms, or portion of the
radar groundtracks. Further, the ll6-centlmeter data suggest that there must be large variations
(on the order of 2 to I) in impedance contrast within 1 to i0 meters of the surface. Variation
in depth of a thin regolith or covering blanket is one obvious candidate to model this effect.
The root-mean-square slopes deduced from the Apollo 14 and 15 spectra exhibit very system-
atic behavior with respect to maria, highlands, and discrete features such as craters. Typical
highland slopes are in the range of 5 to 7 degrees at both wavelengths suggesting that, on the
scale lengths of 30 to 300 meters, the surface has equal roughness. Within the maria, the
13-centimeter slopes are typically within 2 to 4 degrees, but those obtained at 116 centimeters
are only half as large (ref. 3-38).
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3.3.2 S-Band Transponder
The S-band transponder experiment was successfully conducted during the Apollo 14, 15, 16,
and 17 m/salons. On all four missions, experiment data were derived from the lunar-orbiting
command and service module and lunar module. In addition, the experiment was supported during
the Apollo 15 and 16 missions by an S-band transponder mounted in the subsatellites that were
launched from the commnnd and service modules into lunar orbit. The purpose of the experiment
was to measure the lunar gravitational field which, in turn, provided information on the dis-
tribution of lunar mass and its correlation with surface features such as craters, mountains,
and maria.
No instruments were required on the con_and and service modules and lunar modules other than
the existing S-band colwuntcations systems. A transponder system designed specifically for the
experiment was contained in the two subsatellites. These systems operated in conjunction with
the earth-based radio tracking system. Experiment data consisted of variations in spacecraft
speed as measured by the tracking system. However, these line-of-sight velocity measurements
could be obtained only while the spacecraft were in view of the earth. Information about the
far side gravity field must therefore be indirectly inferred from spacecraft conditions imme-
diately after lunar occultation and over many revolutions.
Good command and service module and lunar module data were obtained despite some degradation
resulting from a ]ltgh-gain antenna problem during the Apollo 14 mission and spacecraft attitude
instability during the Apollo 15 and 16 missions due to reaction control system thruster atti-
tude control firings. Both the Apollo 15 and Apollo 16 subsatellites provided excellent quality
track/ng data until May 29, 1972, when the Apollo 16 subsatellite crashed on the moon; the
Apollo 15 subsatellite continued to provide tracking data until August 25, 1973.
In general, comparison of tracking data from the three spacecraft and from lunar areas over-
flown on more than one mission shows close agreement in the results. The following general con-
clusions have been drawn from reduced data (refs. 3-39 and 3-40).
a. All unfilled craters and those having diameters less than 200 kilometers are negative
anomalies (negative gravity regions); Ftolemaeus Crater is an example of the latter type.
b. Filled craters and circular seas with diameters greater than about 200 kilometers are
positive anomalies (positive gravity regions), or are mascons. The smallest of this type is the
crater Grlmaldl, which has a diameter of 150 kilometers; an exception is the unique Sinus Irldum
(Bay of Rainbows).
c. The largest mascons detected are in the region of the Sea of Nectar, the Sea of Seren-
ity, and the Sea of Crises. Part of the central highlands appears as a positive anomaly, and
mountain ranges observed thus far (Marius Hills and Apennine Mountains) are positive anomalies.
F
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3.3.3 Infrared Scanning Radiometer
Accomplished successfully during the Apollo 17 mission, the infrared scanning radiometer
experiment obtained thermal emission measurements of the lunar surface for use in developing a
hlgh-resolutlon temperature map of the lunar surface. The experiment instrument, located in the
scientific instrument module, operated normally throughout the mission, and all mission objec-
tives were achieved.
Infrared radiometer data were obtained for 100 hours in lunar orbit during which time about
30 percent of the lunar surface was scanned. Approximately i00 million temperature measurements
were obtained over the full lunar temperature range of 80 ° to 400 ° K. Temperature resolution
was 1 ° K with a precision of about ±2 ° K; spatial resolution was approximately 2 kilometers over
most of the horlzon-to-horizon scan. The experiment was also operated for 10.5 hours during
transearth coast to support a study of the contamination envlro_ment in the vicinity of the
spacecraft.
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Data analyses disclose that the nighttime cooling behavior of the moon varies. The Ocean
of Storms shows a substantial number of thermal structure variations, ranging from large crater
anomalies to small-scale features below the instrument resolution of less than 2 kilometers.
Far fewer thermal features are evident in other areas along the spacecraft lunar surface ground-
track; in particular, only a few anomalies are revealed by nighttime scans of the lunar far side.
Although cold anomalies are evident throughout the data, they are usually small features which
may represent indigenous activity geologically recent in time. Additional information may be
found in reference 3-41.
3.3.4 Lunar Sounder
The lunar sounder experiment, flown on the Apollo 17 mission, obtained electromagnetic
soundings of the moon for use in developing a selenologlcal three-dlmenslonal model to a depth
of about 1.3 kilometers. The equipment was installed in the service module and consisted of a
coherent synthetic aperture radar, the associated antennas, and an optical recorder. The radar
system operated in the t_o _ bands of 5 megahertz (HF l) and 15 megahertz (HF 2), or in the VHF
band of 150 megahertz, and transmitted a series of swept frequency pulses. A small part of the
pulse energy was reflected from the lunar surface and subsurface features and subsequently was
detected by a receiver on the spacecraft. The radar video output from the receiver was recorded
by the optical recorder on film, and the film cassette was retrieved during transearth extrave-
hicular activity.
Experiment data were obtained in lunar orbit for I0 hours. The HF i, HF 2, and VHF data
were collected during six complete revolutions (two for each frequency band) and from specific
lunar targets. The instrument was operated in the recelve-only mode on both the lunar near side
and far side, and near the landing site with and without transmission of signals by the surface
electrical properties experiment deployed on the lunar surface. The experiment was also oper-
ated in the recelve-only mode for 24 hours during transearth coast to determine sources of ter-
restrial noise.
Several experiment hardware anomalies occurred during the mission. The _ost serious was
failure of the VHF echo tracker to keep the leading edge of the return signal on film; as a re-
sult, nadir return from both mare and highlands (and thus, sounding capability) was lost up to
50 percent of the time. Sounding data were also limited because the HF 2 channel energy was
down 10 to 20 decibels relative to the HF 1 channel, as compared to prem/ssion values of 7 to
8 decibels. In addition, operational delays were caused by a faulty antenna extension/retrac-
tion mechanism and talkback indicator (attributed to low temperatures); however, neither data
quantity nor quality was lost.
The VHF images produced by optical processing were of excellent quality and the VHF profile,
where available, was quite satisfactory for addressing local selenomorphologlcal problems. Ten-
tative subsurface returns have been identified in both the HF 1 and _ channels. Based on pre-
llminary analyses, the data appear to have satisfied experiment requirements. Telemetry monitor-
ing of average reflected power indicated that the mare and highlands exhibited markedly different
reflectivlty for both HI_ and VHF radar frequencies. Data were consistent with distinct layering
in the mare as would be expected were the mare flooded by successive layers of lava; predicted
topographic signatures over features such as craters and mare ridges have been confirmed in prln-
clple. A prellminary scan of a limited length of film indicates that both the radar images of
lunar surface at the VHF frequency and the echoes delayed in time relative to the surface echo
at the HF frequencies have been imprinted on fi_m.
Preliminary data analyses also reveal that the power levels of VEF- and HF-reflected sig-
nals were very close to those predicted from premlsslon system analyses and the known dielectric
constant of the lunar surface. Electromagnetic radiation from earth in the HF 2 mode is much
stronger than expected but does not appear to have degraded the active radar sounding of the
lunar near side. Earth radiation is occulted by the moon and can be minimized by proper orien-
tation of the radar antenna. Addltlonal preliminary results are given in reference 3-42.
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3.3.5 Particle Shadows/Boundary Layer
The instruments for the particle shadows/boundary layer experiment were installed in the
subsatellites launched into lunar orbit during the Apollo 15 and Apollo 16 missions. The instru-
ments in each subsatelllte consisted of two silicon nuclear particle telescope detectors and four
spherical electrostatic analyzer detectors. The objectives of the experiment were to describe
the various plasma regimes in which the moon moves, to determine how the moon interacts with the
plasma and magnetic fields in the environment, and to determine certain features of the structure
and dynam/cs of the earth magnetosphere.
Shortly after launch of the Apollo 15 subsatelllte in lunar orbit, an inconsistency was
noted in the particle experiment count data. This was traced to a design error. The data were
not lost, but data reduction was more complex. The design error was corrected in the Apollo 16
subsatellite. Failures of the Apollo 15 subsatellite on February 3 and February 29, 1972, re-
sulted in the loss of most operational and experiment data. As noted in section 3.3.7, the
Apollo 16 subsatalllte impacted the lunar surface after orbiting for approximately 1 month.
During its lifetime, however, it provided excellent quallty data.
Data were obtained as the subsatellltes encountered four distinct regions of magnetized
plasma (fig. 3-30): the solar wind; the bow shock, which appears on the sunward side of the earth
magnetosphere; the magnetosheath, which lies between the bow shock and the earth magnetosphere;
and the magnetotail. In addition to the plasma and energetic particle characteristics of these
regions, particles from the sun also appear after chromospheric flares occur or active centers
pass across the solar disk. Results from the Apollo 15 and 16 experiments essentially agree
(refs. 3-43 and 3-44). The findings are su_narized as follows.
a. A wide variety of particle shadows has been measured; the shadow shapes agree well with
the theory that has been developed and verify that the magnetotail magnetic field lines are gen-
erally "open" in the sense that they connect directly from the earth polar caps to the interplan-
etary magnetic field.
b. The cavity formed in the solar wind by the moon has been observed in the fast-electron
component of the solar wind. When the interplanetary magnetic field is aligned approximately
along the solar wind flow, the electrons are almost completely excluded from the cavity. When
the magnetic field is aligned more nearly perpendicular to the solar wind flow, the solar wind
shadow structure (as defined by the fast-electron component) becomes extremely complex. The
shadow structure becomes much broader than the lunar diameter and may become very shallow.
c. A weak flux of electrons in the energy range of 25 000 to 300 000 electron volts was
able to move predominantly in a sunward dlrection for a period of several days while the moon
was upstream from the earth in interplanetary space. No determination has been made as to
whether these particles have a solar or terrestrial origin.
d. Flux of solar electrons was measured after two important solar flares occurred. An
electron spectrum for the energy range of 6000 to 300 000 electron volts was determined from
Apollo 15 measurements of the first flare that occurred on September i, 1971. After a major
hydromagnetic shock wave that was generated on May 15, 1972, the Apollo 16 experiment measure-
manta indicated that fluxes of electrons at energies above approximately 2000 electron volts
increased by more than an order of magnitude above background levels; energetic proton fluxes
throughout the event were typically higher than electron fluxes at the same energy by a factor
of i0.
e. Magnetotall electric fields have been determined from particle shadow boundary displace-
manta. Their magnitude ranges from zero to more than 1 volt per kilometer, typically, 0.2 to
0.3 volts per kilometer, oriented in a generally east-to-west direction, indicative of solar
wind induction driven convection toward a magnetic neutral llne merging region in the center of
the magnetotail.
f. Low energy electron fluxes characteristic of the plasma sheet observed by satellites
passing through the magnetotall nearer the earth are also frequently observed from lunar orbit.
The location of plasma sheet encounters appears to be less closely confined to regions near the
magnetic neutral sheet (field reversal region) than is observed closer to the earth.
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g. Areas are observed to exist where 15 O00-electron-volt electrons are reflected back to
the spacecraft from the direction of the moon, probably by regions of remanent surface magnetism
of sufficient magnitude to exceed the "mirroring" value for electrons.
3.3.6 Magnetometer
A biaxlal flux-gate magnetometer was also included in the Apollo 15 and Apollo 16 subsatel-
lltes to calculate the interior electrical conductivity of the moon, to survey the remanent mag-
netization of the lunar surface, and to study the interaction of the -_on wlth its plasma envi-
ronment. The magnetometer was boom-deployed from the subsatelllte and measured the magnitude
and polarity of two motually orthogonal vector components, one parallel and the other perpendic-
ular to the spin axis of the subsatellite. Experiment results (refs. 3-45 and 3-46) are sum-
marlzed in the following paragraphs.
Data obtained in the magnetotall by the Apollo 15 and Apollo 16 experiments show that lunar
remanent magnetism can be mapped from a single orbiting vehicle. However, hlgh-resolution maps
of magnetic features can be achieved only with dual magnetometer surveys In order to separate
temporal and spatial changes in the fields, or with low-altitude data below 70 kilometers. The
latter data are available from the Apollo 15 and Apollo 16 missions only for llmited areas. Al-
though the character of the magnetic features observed tends to follow the character of the lunar
topography beneath the subsatelllte, there is no one-to-one correlation of magnetic signature
with surface features.
The approximate nature of this correlation was shown by constructing a hlgh-resolutlon con-
tour map of lunar contribution to the solar-dlrected component of the magnetic field as measured
on the Apollo 15 subsatelllte at an altitude of 67 kilometers in the Van de Graaff region. The
map shows a well-deflned feature with a 4.5 gsmma peak-to-valley variation. This feature is
clearly not centered over Aitken or Van de Graaff, which suggests that these magnetic features
are not necessarily associated with crater formation (ref. 3-46).
The subsatellite data obtained in the solar wind indicate that diamagnetic enhancement and
rarefaction dips discovered by Explorer 35 magnetometers are also distinctly present at the much
lower altitude of approximately I00 kilometers. The phenomenon of large increases in the field
external to the rarefaction dips is also clearly observed and appears to he stronge r at the sub-
satellite altitude.
3.3.7 Subsatelllte Performance
The two particles and fields subsatelliteswere launched from the Apollo 15 and 16 command
and service modules and were to be operated in lunar orbit for a 1-year period.
3.3.7.1 Apollo 15.- The Apollo 15 subsatellite was launched into lunar orbit August 4, 1971,
and performed satlsfactorily in all modes of operation until February 3, 1972. Data were lost
from about one-thlrd of its measurements beginning on February 3, 1972, during its 2203rd lunar
revolution. Data from additional measurements were lost beginning February 29, 1972, during its
2520th lunar revolution.
Analysis of the data indicated the data loss was the result of multiple failures within a
single integrated circuit flatpack in the bilevel, main-frame, and drivers board of the digital
electronics unit. The cause of the integrated circuit failure is not known. Following the fail-
ure, the subsatelllte continued operation wltb the remaining particles experiment measurements,
but primarily as an S-band transponder lunar gravity experiment.
The last tracking pass for the subsatellite was on August 23, 1973, on its 9046th lunar rev-
olution. One of the requirements for the siiver-cadmlu_ battery was for a cell life for a 365-
day space mission with 5000 charge/discharge cycles. The flight battery was activated in August
1971, and accumulated over 8000 charge/dlscharge cycles by Aprll 1973 when it began showing charg-
ing problems and data became intermittent. This performance was in agreement wlth battery life
predlctions based on the results from the Pioneer spacecraft battery llfe tests. It ceased charg-
ing in August 1973 after approximately 9400 cycles.
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3.3.7.2 Apollo 16.- The Apollo 16 subsatellite was launched into lunar orbit April 24, 1972,
and performed satisfactorily in all modes of operation until impacting the lunar surface on May
29, 1972.
The execution of a consnand and service module orbit shaping maneuver had been planned before
launching the subsatelllte so as to place it in an orbit which would insure 1-year operation.
However, the orbit-shaping nmneuver was deleted because of a con,hand and service module malfunc-
tion, and the subsatellite was placed in an orbit which was different from the one planned. The
orbit into which the subsatelllte was launched resulted in a short orbital life with an early im-
pact of the subsatellite on the lunar surface.
3.3.8 Cosmic Ray Detector (Helmets)
Five helmets were used as heavy-particle dosimeters in the cosmic ray detector experiment:
one worn during the Apollo 8 mission (December 21 to 27, 1968), three worn during the Apollo 12
mission (November 14 to 24, 1969); and a control helmet that was exposed to cosmic rays at a bal-
loon altitude of 41 kilometers (July ii and 12, 1970). After exposure, the helmets were chemi-
cally etched to reveal tracks caused by heavy cosmic ray nuclei.
Track observations show that the integrated flux of heavily ionizing cosmic rays striking
Apollo 12 helmets was 3.1 times greater than that of the Apollo 8 helmet. The track formation
rate for Apollo 12 helmets was 2.0 times higher than that of the Apollo 8 helmet, even when al-
lowances were made for the differences in mission duration; the rate for the control helmet was
3.1 times higher than that of the Apollo 8 helmet and about 1.45 times higher than that of the
Apollo 12 helmets. Helmet locations in the spacecraft and variations in spacecraft shielding
produced no meaningful statistical differences between the track densities of the Apollo 12 hel-
met exposed only in the command and service module and those exposed in the lunar module and on
the lunar surface. Instead, doses at the helmet depended primarily on the intensity of solar ac-
tivity during the mission.
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3.3.9 Apollo Window Meteoroid
The Apollo window meteoroid experiment utilizes heat shield windows from the recovered com-
mand module spacecraft (i) to obtain information about the flux of meteoroids with _asses of
10 -7 gram and less, (2) to examine the residue and morphology of the craters produced by these
meteoroids for information regarding the dynamic and physical properties of the meteoroids, (3)
to discover possible correlations with lunar-rock-craters studies, and (4) to obtain information
on meteoroid composition and mass density.
The Apollo window meteoroid experiment was offlclally assigned to Apollo missions 14, 15,
16, and 17. With the exception of Apollo ii, however, the windows of all Apollo command modules
have been examined for contamination and for meteoroid impact craters having diameters of 40 mi-
crometers and larger. Contamination by hard chemical deposits was observed on the outer sur-
faces of all returned windows. Chemical analyses show that the contamination sources were the
Mylar coating on the heat shield surface, reaction control system thruster nozzle residue, and
charred heat shield material (ref. 3-47). A high percentage of sodium was produced by the
thruster nozzles and heat shield char, of magnesium by thruster nozzles, and of titanium and
silicon by the Mylar coating. A number of other surface effects from low-velocity particles
has also been found after many of the missions, probably originating from the reaction control
system thrusters and the Jettison rocket of the command module launch escape system.
Approximately 3.5 square meters of Apollo window surfaces have been scanned at a general
level of 20x magnification. Tan meteoroid impact craters have been found: five of these were on
the Apollo 7 windows, one each on the Apollo 8, 9, and 13 windows, two on the Apollo 14 windows,
and none on the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 windows. Data for craters ranging from I to 40 micrometers
indicate that the meteoroid mass limit at the detection threshold for the 20x scan is about I0 -II
gram. Combining these test data with previous hyperveloclty data in glass targets indicates that
several crater reglmesexist for craters ranging from 250 micrometers to 4 centimeters: Initi-
ally, there is a hemispherical crater, typical of those in soft metal, with a llp extending
around the target surface; a space zone then forms at a higher energy, removlnE the lip; and,
{
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at still higher energy levels, outer space zones appear and the original hemispherical crater
is ejected, leaving a conical residual crater with conchoidal ridges. The mass limit of l0 -11
gram for the 20x scan represents a meteoroid of approximately 4 micrometers in diameter at the
average meteoroid velocity of 20 kilometers per second and mass density of 2 grams per cubic
centimeter.
Experiment results indicate that the flux represented by the number of observed impacts and
area-time exposure is compatible with the flux estimates obtained from the results of penetration
sensors mounted on the Pegasus 1, 2, and 3 satellites and on the Explorer 16 and 23 satellites;
from Surveyor Ill data; and from a near-earth environment model. Although the extent of window
contamination leaves some doubt that meteoroid composition can be positively distinguished from
residue associated with each crater, the caPability of this experiment to detect meteoritic resi-
due cannot be discounted.
3.3.10 Canmm-Ray Spectrometer
Gamma-ray spectrometer instruments _wre flown on the Apollo 15 and 16 missions. The exper-
iment was conducted while in lunar orbit to obtain data on the degree of chemical differentiation
that the moon has undergone and the composition of the lunar surface. The equipment was also
operated during transearth coast to provide calibration data on spacecraft and space background
fluxes, and to provide data on galactic gamma-ray flux. A gamma-ray detector, capable of meas-
uring gamma radiation in the energy range from 200 000 to 10 million electron volts, was mounted
on an extendable boom located in the scientific instrument module. The boom could be extended
25 feet, extended to two Lntermediate positions, retracted, or Jettisoned by the crew by using
controls in the command module crew station. Controls were also provided to activate or deac-
tivate the spectrometer, incrementally alter the sensitivity (galn) of the detector, and select
either of two detector counting modes.
On the Apollo 17 mission, a sodium iodide crystal identical to those used as the detector
scintillator on the Apollo 15 and 16 missions was flown as a calibration reference for interpre-
tation of Apollo 15 and 16 data.
On the Apollo 15 and 16 missions, data were collected in lunar orbit and during transearth
coast for 215.2 and 109.5 hours, respectively. Of the lunar orbital data hours, 111.8 were prime
data obtained after lunar module separation from the co_mmnd and service module and 103.4 were de-
graded by the Apollo lunar surface experiments package fuel capsule (attached to the lunar mod-
ule) when the spacecraft were docked. All science objectives were satisfied on both ndsslons
in spite of the following minor anomalies: During the Apollo 15 mission, the spectrometer ex-
perienced a gain shift of approximately 30 percent. Compensation for the shift was made opera-
tionally and, by the end of the mission, the spectrometer was operating in a relatively stable
state near the end of its adjustment. After transearth injection, a temporary zero-reference
shift occurred, causing the first eight channels of data to be grouped into one reporting channel;
however, there was no loss of experiment data. This anomaly was determined to be a one-tlme fail-
ure of a component and no corrective action was required for the Apollo 16 instrument. Tests con-
ducted with the qualification unit verified that the earlier problem was caused by aging of the
photomultiplier tube in the ganmm-ray detector assembly as a result of high cosmic ray flux rates
in lunar operation. To correct for this, the Apollo 16 flight unit was subjected to high levels
of radiation, thereby aging the detector photomultipller tube. During the Apollo 16 mission,
the instrument boom mechanism stalled and would not retract fully on three of five retractions.
No corrective action was taken since this mechanism was not scheduled for further use.
Analyses of the experiment data from the Apollo 15 and 16 missions relating to radioactiv-
ity levels of specific lunar surface areas are in agreement. The results of these analyses
(refs. 3-48 and 3-49) are summarized as follows.
a. Regions of highest activity are the western maria, followed by the Sea of Tranquillity
and the Sea of Serenity. Detailed structure exists w/thln hlgh-radloactlvlty regions. High ac-
tivity observed in the Fra Mauro area during the Apollo 16 mission is at approximately the same
levels as those observed around Arlstarchus Crater and south of Archimedes Crater during the
Apollo 15 missions. These levels are also comparable to that of the soll returned from the
Apollo 14 mission.
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b. Radioactivity is lower and more variable in the eastern maria. Considerably lower ac-
tivity is found in the far-side highlands with the eastern portion containing gamma-ray activity
lower than that found in the Ocean of Storms and the Sea of Rains by an order of magnitude. The
Descartes area appears to have undergone some admixing of radioactive material.
c. Preliminary data show intensity peaks that correspond to the characteristic energies of
the isotopes of iron, aluminum, uranium, potassium, and thorium.
d. Discrete, celestial farm-ray sources were detected. These sources include the Crab
Nebula, Saglttarius, local clusters of galaxies, and the super cluster that contains the Virgo
cluster.
3.3.11 X-Ray Fluorescence
Identical X-ray fluorescence experiments flown on the Apollo !5 and 16 missions were used
principally for orbital mapping of the composition of the moon and, secondarily, for X-ray gal-
actic observations during transearth coast. Lunar surface measurements involved observations
of the intensity and characteristic energy distribution of the secondary or fluorescent X-rays
produced by the interaction of solar X-rays with the lunar surface; astronomical observations
consisted of relatively long periods of X-ray measurements of preselected galactlc sources such
as Cyg X-I, Sco X-l, and the galactic poles.
The X-ray fluorescence experiment equipment consisted of an X-ray detector assembly capable
of detecting X-rays in the energy range from i000 to 7000 electron volts, a solar monitor, and an
X-ray processor assembly. The X-ray detector assembly, located in the scientific instrument mod-
ule, detected X-rays reflected from the lunar surface or emitted by galactic X-ray sources. The
solar monitor, mounted in sector IV of the service module (displaced 180" from the X-ray detector
assembly), measured solar X-ray flux. The measurement of fluorescent X-ray flux from the lunar
surface and the direct solar X-ray flux that produces the fluorescence yielded information on the
nature of the lunar surface material.
X-ray fluorescence data were collected for totals of 186.1 hours in lunar orbit (143.9 hours
of prime data and 42.2 hours of degraded data) and 52.5 hours during transearth coast. Except
for minor noise problems which did not adversely affect experlmont data, no equipment anomalies
occurred during the two missions.
Data were collected from slightly more than 20 percent of the total lunar surface, all
within a band between 30" north to 30" sough latitude which included some area of overlap on the
two missions. Results of Apollo 15 and 16 data analyses agree closely. Confirmation of these
results by analyses of lunar surface samples indicate that the X-ray method is reliable for geo-
chemical mapping and that it cam be used to determine both the major and more subtle composi-
tional differences between lunar maria and highland areas. The following st_mary results of the
two experiments were obtained from references 3-50 and 3-51.
a. Apollo 15 and 16 overlap regions were located between 50 ° to 60" east longitude, and
covered such areas as the Sea of Fertility, Smyth's Sea, Langrenus Crater, and the highlands west
of Smyth's Sea (fig. 3-1). Aluminum/sillcon and magnesium/silicon concentration ratios in these
areas, determined from Apollo 15 and 16 data, agree within I0 percent or better. Aluminum/sili-
con concentration ratios range from about 0.36 to 0.60 for Apollo 15 and 0.41 to 0.61 for Apollo
16; magneslum/silicon concentration ratios range from about 0.25 to 0.21 for Apollo 15 and 0.26
to 0.20 for Apollo 16.
b. TheApollo 16 data show that for areas between 9" and 141" east longitude, aluminum/
silicon concentration ratios ranged from about 0.38 to 0.71, and those for magnesium/silicon from
about 0.40 to 0.16. Aluminum concentrations in the mare regions are 2 to 3 times lower than in
the terra and highland regions; magnesium concentrations in the mare regions are 1.5 to 2 times
higher than in the terra regions.
c. Alumln_m/eilicon and magnesium/silicon ratios indicate that the highlands have a wide-
spread differentiated crust having a materials composition that varies between anorthosltic gab-
bro and gabbroic enorthosite, with probable occurrences of anorthosite, felsite and KAEEP (a ma-
terial rich in potassium, rare-earth elements, and phosphorous).
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d. The alumlnum/sillcon ratios and optical albedo values correspond closely, thus estab-
llsh/ng that the albedo is a good guide to h/ghland composition, specifically the plagloclase
content.
e. During transearth coast, X-ray data were obtained on several discrete X-ray eources and
other targets dom/nated by diffuse X-ray flux. The behavior of pulsating X-ray stars Cyg X-I and
Sco X-i may be characterized by quiet periods and activity periods with durations up to a day.
Ten to thirty percent changes In X-ray intensity occur in a few m/nutes; the intensity of Cyg X-I
can double within a day or so. This increase occurs in the three energy levels measured: 1000
to 3000 electron volts, 3000 electron volts, and 7000 electron volts.
3.3.12 Alpha-Partlcle Spectrometer
Identical alpha-partlcle spectrometer experiments flown on the Apollo 15 and 16 missions
were designed to map differences in uranium and thorium concentrations across the lunar surface.
These differences were identified by measuring the alpha-partlcle emission of two gaseous daugh-
ter products of uranium and thorium, radon-222 and radon-220, respectively. Because radon it-
self is the product of the decay of uranium and thorium, mapping of the concentrations of these
two elements can be accomplished by Identlfyln_ regions of high radon activity.
The experiment equipment consisted of an alpha particle sensing assembly that could detect
alpha particles in the energy range from 4.7 milllon to 9.1 million electron volts, supporting
electronics, and temperature monitors housed in the same enclosure as the X-ray fluorescence ex-
perlment assembly. Controls were provided in the command module crew station to deploy a shield
protecting the experiment detectors from spacecraft contamination sources and to activate and de-
activate the experiment.
Experiment data were collected for 211.6 hours in lunar orbit (160.4 hours of prime data and
51.2 hours of degraded data) and 110.3 hours during transearth coast. No equipment anomalies oc-
curred that required remedial action; although two of the ten detectors in the Apollo 15 Instru-
ment were noisy intermlttently, data validity was not affected. The following sua_ary of results
of the experiments was obtained from reference 3-52.
a. Radon emanation from the moon was positively detected although the average level is
about three orders of magnitude below terrestrlal levels.
b. Several interesting characteristics in the spatial and temporal distribution of lunar
radon were observed. An area of relatively high radon emanation includes Arlstarchus Crater,
Schroter's Valley, and Cobra Head.*
c. The most conspicuous locallzed'feature is Arlstarchus Crater where the counting rate of
radon-222 alpha particles is at least four times the lunar average. Grlmaldl Crater appears to
be the site of another locallzed concentratlon, and the edges of the great maria basins are also
sites of increased activity.
d. Transient radon emanation from the moon also occurs, based on detection of large amounts
of polonlum-210 (a daughter product of radon-222 and a decay product of lead-210). Polonlum-210
was detected in a broad area extending from west of the Sea of Crises to the Van de Graaff-Orlov
Crater region; polonlum-210 levels of concentrations were much h/gher than required to be in
equillbrlum with radon-222. An area having even higher concentrations of polonlum-210 is located
approximately 40 ° east longitude end centered around the Sea of Fertility.
3.3.13 Mass Spectrometer
Objectives of the mass spectrometer experiment, flown on the Apollo 15 and 16 missions, were
to measure the composition of the lunar atmosphere and to search for active volcanism on the lunar
surface. These data are important to understanding the evolution of the moon and the gas trans-
port mechanisms in other more complete planetary exospheres. Lateral transport can be observed
in an idealized form in the lunar atmosphere because gas molecules do not co111de with each
other but, instead, travel in ballistic trajectories to form a nearly classlcal exosphere after
encounters with the lunar surface.
*Informal designations.
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The experiment assembly consisted of the mass spectrometer and its electronic components
mounted on a boom which was extended 24 feet from the scientific /nstrument module. The instru-
ment was capable of measuring the abundance of particles in the 12- to 66-atomlc-mass-unlt range.
A shelf-mounted shield to protect the spectrometer from spacecraft contamination sources when in
its stowed position opened and closed automatically when the boom was extended and retracted. In
addition to acquiring data while in lunar orbit, the spectrometer was operated at various inter-
mediate boom positions for specified periods during transearth coast to determine the concentra-
tion of constituents forming the so-called contamination cloud from the command and service mod-
ule. Co----nd module crew station controls were provided to extend, retract, and jettison the
boom; activate and deactivate the spectrometer; select high and low spectrometer discrimination
modes and multiplier gains; and control ion source heaters and filaments.
Experiment data were collected for 134 hours in lunar orbit (127 hours of primo data and 7
hours of degraded data) for both m/salons, and 48 hours during the transearth portion of the
Apollo 15 m/sslon. Boom retraction anomalies occurred on both missions. On the Apollo 15 mis-
sion, the boom did not fully retract on 5 of 12 occasions. On the Apollo 16 mission, the boom
never fully retracted and then stalled at the t_o-thlrds position during final retraction for the
transearth injection maneuver. Because the maneuver could not be performed with the boom extended,
it was Jettisoned, thereby preventing collection of data during transearth coast. In the absence
of specific evidence, the incomplete retractions were assumed to have been caused by Jamming of
the cable in the boom housing because of stiffening during periods of cold soak. The repeated
and prolonged stalling of the motors on the Apollo 16 mission caused the final failure of the
boom in mid-stroke. Results of data analyses (refs. 3-53 and 3-54) are stn_marlzed as follows.
Large quantities of gas were observed in lunar orbit that could neither have orglnated in
lunar orbit nor resulted from spacecraft direct outgasslng. The plausible source of these gases
is the waste liquids periodically dumped from the spacecraft. These llqulds quickly freeze,
forming gases into solld particles that co-orblt the moon with the spacecraft. Subsequent evap-
oration produced many of the gases observed.
Data were obtained on the partial pressure of neon-20. At the 100-kilometer orbital altl-
tude, the concentration is (8.3 ±5) x 103 atoms per cubic centimeter. This value translated into
the nighttime surface concentration becomes (4.5 ±3) x 105 atoms per cubic centimeter. The value
is lower than previous estimates by approximately a factor of 3 but is in fair agreement with the
data from the Apollo 14 and 15 cold cathode ionization gages operating on the lunar surface.
3.3.14 Far Ultraviolet Spectrometer
The ultraviolet spectrometer was a scientific instrument module experiment flown only on
the Apollo 17 mission. The purpose of this experiment was to measure the density, composition,
and temperature of the lunar atmosphere. The instrument developed for this purpose was a large
and highly sensitive far ultraviolet spectrometer which scanned the spectral region of 1180 to
1680 angstroms every 12 seconds with a spectral resolution of I0 angstroms. The experiment in-
strument was sensitive to all possible atmospheric species except argon, helium, and neon.
The most definitive information previously obtained about the density of the lunar atmos-
phere was with cold cathode ion gages deployed on the lunar surface on the Apollo 14 and 15 mis-
sions. Data obtained by these gages indicated that the lunar surface is an exosphere, with the
lunar surface defining the exobase and, therefore, controlling the "temperature" of the atmos-
phere. More specifically, the data showed that there are no collisions between the atmospheric
molecules or atoms and that the sources of the luna_ atmosphere are the solar wind, lunar degas-
sing, and radiogenic gases (argon and radon) formed by lunar radioactivity.
The ultraviolet spectrometer experiment was designed to optimize the observation of atomic
hydrogen and xenon by spending about 45 percent of each spectral cycle scanning the resonant emis-
sions of these two species. Optimization for xenon detection at 1470 angstroms was planned on the
basis that this heaviest of the naturally occurring gases would probably be the most resilient to
the loss processes that had reduced the primordial lunar atmosphere density to at least 10 -12 of
the density at the surface of the earth.
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Far ultravlolet spectral data were collected for 80 hours in lunar orbit and for approx/-
mately 60 hours during transearth coast; a solar atmospheric observation was added in real time.
All planned observations were accomplished, including those of lunar atmnsphere co_positlon and
density; lunar ultravlolet alhedo; solar system Lyman-alpha (1216 angstroms); ultraviolet zodla-
cal light; and ultraviolet spectra of the earth, several stars, and extragalactic sources. Equip-
ment performance was nominal with two minor exceptions -- failure of internal temperature sensing
circuits and an unexpected high background count rate attributed to cosm/c background. These
problems did not IJnpalr collectlon of data or degrade its quality. Experlment results based on
preliminary analyses are summarized as follows (ref. 3-55).
a. The present results indicate that the lunar surface concentration of atomic hydrogen
is less than 10 atoms per cubic centimeter, almost three orders of magnitude less than predicted.
This is consistent with the hypothesis that the solar wind protons are completely converted into
hydrogen molecules at the lunar surface. The fact that xenon must be at best a minor component
of the lunar atmosphere, despite its large mass, indicates that the mechanism of photoion/zation
loss followed by acceleration in the solar wind electric field dominates over Jeau*s evaporative
escape, at least for the heavy gases. The small concentrations o£ hydrogen, carbon nitrogen,
oxygen, and carbon monoxide, which are photodissociation products of many gases of volcanic or-
igin, also place severe restrictions on present levels of lunar volcanism.
b. Lunar albedo measurements confirm those made on lunar asmples from the Apollo i1, 12
and 14 missions.
c. Information was obtained on ultraviolet zodiacal light emissions from the inner solar
atmosphere. These data generally support the ultraviolet zodiacal light observations by Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory 2.
d. During transearth coast, data were collected on stellar and extragalactic sources, and
a general ultraviolet survey of the sky was conducted, Prelininary analysis of the spectra of
isolated bright stars demonstrates that significant data were obtained. The observed ultravio-
let spectral distributions agree with previous observations and provide the most precise measure-
ment of the absolute ultraviolet brightness obtained to date.
3.3.15 Lunar Mission Photography From the Command and Service Module
Photographs of the lunar surface were taken from the contend module on the Apollo 8 mission
primarily for geodetic and operational purposes. The principal objectives were to obtain over-
lapping or stereoscoplc-strip photographs, to photograph specific targets of opportunity, and to
photograph a potential landing site through the sextant.
Approximately 90 percent of the objectives were met despite curtailment of photographic ac-
tivities toward the end of the lunar orbit period because of crew fatigue and spacecraft opera-
tional requirements. The results were as follows:
a. Excellent coverage was obtained of selected areas on the far side of the moon complemen-
ting near-slde photographs taken during the Lunar Orbiter series. Photographs were taken through
the entire range of sun angles, and revealed albedo variations not previously detected as well
as many brlght-rayed craters ringed with hlgh-albedo material.
b. Vertical and oblique stereoscopic photographs between terminators were obtained with the
70-millimeter camera from about 150" west longitude to 60 ° east longitude. Sufficient detail was
available to permit photographic reconstruction of the lunar surface.
c. Of 51 planned targets of opportunity using the 70-milllmeter electric camera, time per-
mltted photography of only 31. The targets were selected to enhance knowledge of specific fea-
tures or to provide broad coverage of areas mot adequately covered by Lunar Orbiter photographs.
d. Photography using the 16-milllmeter data acquisition camera in conjunction with the sex-
tant was performed over the proposed first lunar landing site and three control points. This pho-
tography indicated that landmark identification and tracking could readily be performed on lunar
landing missions.
An analysis of the Apollo 8 photography is given in reference 3-56.
3.3.16 Lunar Hultispectral Photography
The --,itlspectral photography experiment was sucesssfully accompllshed on the Apollo 12 mis-
sion. Its purpose was to obtain lunar vertical strip photographs in the blue, red, and infrared
portions of the optical spectrum. Equipment consisted of an array of four 70-m/llimeter electric
cameras with 80-milllmeter lenses, three to satisfy experiment objectives and a fourth, with
green filter, for operational purposes.
In addition to photographs of three planned targets of opportunity, continuous vertical strip
photographs were obtained over the lunar surface from I18 ° east to 14 ° west longitude. The num-
ber of photographs obtained by each of the red-, green-, and blue-filtered cameras totaled 142,
and the number of photographs taken by the infrared camera was I05. These photographs provided
the first hlgh-resolutlon (about 30 meters) look at subtle color variations on the lunar surface
and the first study of color behavior at and near the point directly opposite the sun (zero phase).
The experiment demonstrated the feasibility of multispectral photography and methods used to
display color contrast (ref. 3-57).
3.3.17 Candidate Exploration Sites Photography
This detailed objective was accomplished on the Apollo 12 and Apollo 14 missions. Photo-
graphic tasks were intended to provide data for evaluating potential sites for follow-on lunar
landing m/sslons. Primary targets on Apollo 12 were three potential landing sites: Fra Mauro,
Descartes, and Lalande. A/though a malfunctioning film magazlne prevented accomplishment of all
desired photography, mandatory requirements were satisfied. These included the following:
termlnator-to-termlnator stereoscopic coverage over three sites using the 70-m/llimeter electric
camera with an 80-milllmeter lens, and concurrent landmark tracking with the 16-m/lllmeter data
acquisition camera through the com,mnd and service module sextant; hlgh-resolutlon photography
of the three sites with the 70-milllmeter electric camera with a 500-m/lllmeter lens; and medium-
resolution photography of other interesting areas such as Davy R/lle with the 70-m/lllmeter elec-
tric camera and 250-milllmeter lens.
The primary photographic target for Apollo 14 was the area of Descartes Crater, the tenta-
tive landing site for Apollo 16. A main objective was to obtain hlgh-resolution photographs of
Descartes at both hlgh and low altitudes using the lunar topographic camera. This objective was
not completely satisfied because of improper operation of the lunar topographic camera. As a
contingency measure, the 70-milllmeter camera with a 500-m/lllmeter lens was used to obtain high-
resolution photographs of the Descartes area. Stereoscopic coverage of the area was also accom-
plished, although no camera shutter-open telemetry data were obtained because the S-band high-
gain antenna did not operate properly.
3.3.18 Selenodetlc Reference Point Update
The detailed objective of obtaining landmark tracking photographs for use in updating selen-
odetlc reference points was successfully accomplished on the Apollo 12 and Apollo 14 missions.
Lunar landmark tracking targets included the crater Lansberg A on the Apollo 12 _sslon and II
landmarks on the Apollo 14 mission, ranging from 141 ° east longitude to 40 ° west longitude; major
landmarks were the craters Daguerre 66, Dollond E, Mostlng A, Enke E, and Ansgarlus N. Landmark
photographs were taken through the co-,,_nd and service medule sextant using the 16-milllmeter
data acquisition camera; supporting photographs were taken with the 7O-milllmeter electrlc cam-
era with an 80-milllmeter lens.
3.3.19 Transearth Lunar Photography
Assigned to the Apollo 14 mission, the transearth lunar photography detailed objective was
intended to provide photographic coverage of large areas on the far side and eastern llmb of the
meon. These photographs were to be obtained for use in extending selenodetlc control and improv-
ing lunar maps. Both the 70-milllmeter electric camera and the lunar topographic camera were
scheduled for use; however, the lunar topographic camera malfunctioned in lunar orbit as dis-
cussed in section 3.3.17, and only the 70-milllmeter camera was used. Both the 80- and 250-
millimeter lenses were used with the 70-m/lllmeter camera to photograph the visible disk of the
moon after transearth injection. Features shown at high latitudes in these photographs were then
related to features at lower latitudes which appeared in landmark tracking and stereoscopic pho-
tographs.
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3.3.20 Service Module Orbital Photographic Tasks
Service module orbital photographic tasks were acco_lished on the final three Apollo mis-
sions. The objectives of these tasks were to provide a data package consisting of track/ns data,
terrain photography, stellar photography, and altimetry. Tracldng data essentially relate the
spacecraft to an earth coordinate system. Terrain photography gives the relationship of the
lunar surface to the spacecraft. In turn, the relationships between the lunar surface, lunar
coordinate system, and earth coordinate system can be determined, yielding refined information
about the lunar ephemeris with respect to the earth coordinate system. Terrain photography is
also used in triangulation, an operation in which the geometry of all photographs taken on one
or more missions can be integrated into a slngle unified coordinate system with a precision of
about 20 meters in all three axes. Stellar photography, synchronized with metric photography
of the lunar surface, relates the lunar and celestial coordinate systems and gives refined lu-
formation about the lunar rotation rates, the orientation of its axis with respect to the celes-
tial coordinate system, and its physlcal libratlons. Stellar photographs also permit the atti-
tude of each terrain photograph to be determined independently so that lunar surface photographs
can be related more precisely. Altimetry data, obtained from the conznand and service module in
lunar orbit, gives a profile of the subtrack on the lunar surface as well as distance measure-
ments of lunar surface features appearing in stereoscopic photographs; the altitude data allow
photographs to be tied together rigidly.
Service module orbital photographic tasks involved operation of a panoramic camera, a map-
ping camera, and a laser altimeter. Instrument operation, anomalies, and the results of photo-
graphic tasks are smmnarlzed in the followlng paragraphs.
a. Panoramic camera photography. The panoramic cmnera was an adaptation of a milltary
panoramic reconnaissance camera designed for hlgh-altltude applications. From an altitude of 60
nautical miles, the camera covered a swath about 300 kilometers wide on the lunar surface, and
provided photographs with a resolution of 1 to 2meters. Panoramic photographs, in conjunction
with 70-m/llimeter still camera photographs, were used for detailed photointerpretlve studies.
After rectification, panoramic photographs were also used for the production of large-scale top-
ographic maps of landing sites and special features such as rilles, domes, and craters. Figures
3-9, 3_i0 and 3-12 are examples of photographs taken with the panoramic camera.
The panoramic camera was flown successfully on the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions and pro-
duced outstanding photography of lunar features of very high resolution in hot_ stereographlc and
monographic modes. On each of these missions, the lunar module could be seen in photographs of
the landlng areas and, in some instances, soil disturbances caused by the lunar roving vehicle
and foot traffic could be seen. A total of 4697 photographs was recorded from these three mis-
sions. The areas of coverage are identified in references 3-58, 3-59, and 3-60.
The areas photographed on Apollo 15 included the Hadley Rills landing site, several areas
being considered as the Apollo 17 landing site, the Apollo 15 lunar module ascent stage impact
point, near-termlnator areas, and other areas of general coverage. About 12 percent of the lunar
surface was photographed. Anomalous operation of the veloclty/altltude sensor was indicated on
the first Apollo 15 panoramic camera pass on revolution 4 and on subsequent passes; however, good
photographs were obtained over all critical areas and less than 1 percent of the total film ex-
posed was serlously degraded by the sensor malfunction.
The veloclty/altltude sensor measured the angular rate of travel of the spacecraft relative
to the lunar surface. The sensor output was used to control the cycling rate of the camera, the
forward motion compensation, and the exposure. The sensor normally operated in the range of 45
to 80 miles altitude. If, at any time, the indicated velocity/altltude was out of this range,
the sensor automatically reset to the nominal value of 60 miles. The sensor operated properly
for brief periods of time, but would drift off-scale high (saturate) and then reset to the nomi-
nal value corresponding to a 60-mile altitude. The results of tests, coupled with analyses of
the basic sensor design, indicated that the problem was related to the optical signal-to-noise
ratio. The re_mlnlng flight hardware was modified to improve this ratio.
Apollo 16 panoramic camera photography increased lunar surface coverage to about 15 percent,
and included the Descartes landing area and prime targets at King Crater and in the Fra Mauro re-
gion. In addition, photographs of the lunar surface were obtained after transearth injection.
During the mission, camera operation was stopped when an abnormal bus voltage condition was ob-
served; subsequent inspection revealed that the condition was due to the spacecraft configuration
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and not to a camera problem. Photography was rescheduled to obtain photographs lost while the
camera was stopped. In addition to this anomaly, the camera exposure sensor consistently read
lower light levels than were present. Postfllght analysis indicated that frames taken about 25 _
away from the terminator were overexposed by 1-1/2 to 2 f-stops. To prevent recurrence of the
anomaly on the Apollo 17 mission, sensor output voltage limits were added to preflight test pro-
cedures. A special process used to develop overexposed portions of film rolls compensated for
the sensor problem. Task objectives were satisfied by the excellent quality photographs that
were obtained.
Panoramic camera photographs obtained on the Apollo 17 mission increased total coverage of
the lunar surface to appr0xlmately 20 percent, Multiplehigh-resoruti0n p_0t0graphs were obtained
of the Taurus-Littrow landing site and of regions east and west of the areas photographed during
the Apollo 15 and 16 missions. Photographs of the moon were also taken after transearth injec-
tion. The camera operated satlsfactorily throughout the mission until the stereo drive motor
failed Just before the final photographic pass in lunar orbit; although some stereoscopic photog-
raphy was lost and resulting monographlc photography was degraded, mandatory photographic require-
ments were met.
b. Mapping camera photography. The mapping camera was designed to obtain high-quality met-
ric photographs of the lunar surface from lunar orbit combined with tlme-correlated stellar pho-
tography for selenodetlc/cartographlc control. The camera received altitude information from a
laser altimeter (discussed in the next subsection) once per frame in serlal form. Timing slgnals
were provided to the laser to permit the altitude to be obtained within 3 milliseconds of the
center of exposure of the mapping camera.
Cartographlc-quallty photographs of all sunlit lunar surface areas overflown by the space-
craft as well as oblique photographs of large areas north and south of the groundtracks were ob-
tained on the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions. Areas of coverage are identified in references
3-58, 3-59, and 3-60.
On the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions, the times required to extend and retract the mpping
camera were considerably longer than those of preflight tests. Several corrective actions were
taken, but the problem was not resolved. Although the mapping camera was left in the extended
position for longer periods than planned, neither the quantity nor quality of photographic cover-
age was adversely affected.
Two other anomalies that occurred during the Apollo 16 m/sslon concerned stellar camera glare
shield Jamming and metal chips in the film cassettes. During the extravehicular activity for film
retrieval, the stellar camera lens glare shleld was found in the extended position and was Jammed
against the service module handrail. Photographs taken from the lunar module indicated that the
glare shield was properly retracted at rendezvous. As a result of this problem on the Apollo 16
mission, the Apollo 17 mapping camera drive rack was carefully realigned for proper pinion gear
engagement when the camera assembly was fully deployed. The aforementioned metal chips were
found during the reprocesslng inspection of the Apollo 16 returned film. The chips were removed
at the start of processing and caused no loss of data on the film.
Despite the problems described, photographic requirements were satisfied on all three mis-
sions.
c. Laser altimetry. The laser altimeter -_rked the first use of a solid-state laser in a
spacecraft application. It was flown on each of the J-serlesmlsslons: Apo110 15, Apoiio 16,
and Apollo 17.
The purposes of the laser altimeter operations were to provide a measurement of the distance
from the spacecraft to the lunar surface in synchronization with each mapping camera exposure,
and to provide topographic profiles for correlation with gravity anomalies obtained from track-
ing data.
During the first operating period on the Apollo 15 mission, the orbit was highly eccentric,
causing the spacecraft to be below the laser altimeter minimum range of 40 nautlcal miles approx-
Imately half the time. whenever the altitude was within the design range of the altimeter, valid
data were obtained. In the second and third operating periods, the laser output began to degrade,
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accompanied by a gradual decrease in the number of valid altitude measurements. A subsequent
failure in the high-voltage section caused total loss of receiver sensitivity. No data were ob-
tained during the last half of lunar orbital flight. The cause of the decreased laser output was
thought to be contamination of the optical surfaces in the laser module. As a result, more strin-
gent cleaning and assembly procedures were implemented, and a control circuit was added to sense
the output and to increase the input voltage to the laser if the output decreased. The source
of the h/gh-voltage problem was verified by duplication /n the laboratory. High-voltage break-
down in a vacuum relay was generating electromagnetic interference which was picked up by the
receiver automatic gain control circuit. The automatic gain control circuit held the receiver
at its minimum sensitivity, thereby causing loss of the return signal. The problem was corrected
by removal of the relay from subsequent units.
On the Apollo 16 mission, the laser altimeter was operated for seven periods in accordance
with the flight plan, as revised during the mission to accommodate a delay in the lunar module
landing. The laser output again began to degrade during the second operating period but was com-
pensated for by the control circuit which had been added after the Apollo 15 mission. During the
seventh operating period, the control circuit had reached the limit of its compensation capabil-
ity, and the percentage of valid data showed a marked decrease. Of the total quantity of data
obtained on the illuminated side of the moon, approximately 70 percent was valid. Because re-
duced laser output had less effect on operation over nonilluminated areas, approximately 80 per-
cent of the dark-side measurements was valid. The decrease in laser output during this mission
was a repeat of that experienced during the Apollo 15 mission, except that the added control cir-
cuit did prolong the effective llfe of the altimeter. The cause of the problem was found to be
contamination of the laser module optics by bearing lubricant and a decrease in flashlamp energy
due to solarlzatlon of the quartz envelope. The bearings in the Q-swltch rotor were changed to
a type having the lubricant vacuum-impregnated into the ball retainer. The flashlamp envelope
material was changed to a higher purity grade of quartz to eliminate solarlzatlon. In addition,
the control circuit was modified so that its compensation was added in smaller increments.
The effectiveness of the changes implemented in the laser altimeter hardware as a result of
the previously mentioned problems can be seen by performance of the instrument on the Apollo 17
mission. The number of operations that produced valid data exceeded 99 percent. No altimeter
anomalies occurred during the Apollo 17 mission.
Apollo program laser altimeter data reveal that the mean radius of the moon is approximately
1738 kilometers. The data also show that the center of figure is offset from the center of mass
by 2 to 4 kilometers along the earth-rx)on llne. Additional details of the laser altimeter
studies are given in references 3-61, 3-62 and 3-63.
3.3.21 Command Module Orbital Science Photography
The command module orbital science photography detailed objective was conducted during the
Apollo 14 mission. The purpose was to obtain photographs of lunar surface areas of prime sci-
entific interest and of specific segments of the lunar surface in earthshlne and in low-level
light near tbe terminators*.
The lunar topographic camera with an 18-1nch lens was provided to obtain high-resolutlon
(2 meters) stereoscopic photographs (with 60 percent overlap) of four lunar surface targets; the
target havlng the highest priority was an area north of Descartes Crater D a candidate landing site
for the Apollo 16 lunar module. Operation of the camera was noisy on the first of three scheduled
passes, indicating a camera malfunction. An extensive postmisslon film development plan insti-
tuted for analysis of the two exposed 5-1nch film rolls resulted in the recovery of 193 usable
photographs. These photographs covered a segment of the central lunar highlands from the eastern
rim of Theophilus Crater to a point northwest of Kant Crater. Two major units were included:
Theophilus Crater eJecta and Kant Plateau materials.
High-resolutlon photographs of eight lunar surface targets were scheduled to be obtained
with a 70-millimeter electric camera: three with a 500-milllmeter lens, and five with a 250-
millimeter lens. The 500-millimeter targets were photographed successfully, but only two of
the 250-millimeter targets were obtained; photographs of the other three targets were deleted
because of operational considerations. The 70-milllmeter camera was also used to photograph a
number of targets that had been scheduled to be photographed with the lunar topographic camera.
*Dividing line between illuminated and unilluminated lunar surface.
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A sequence of photographs showing the lunar surface in earthshlne and in low light levels
near the terminator was accompllshed successfully. A 70-ndlllmeter electrlC camera with an 80-
millimeter lens and a 16-milllmeter data acquisition camera with an 18-millimeter lens were used.
The photographic sequence started Just before the command and service module crossed the sunrise
terminator and continued past the terminator. Photographs covered the area located in the south-
central portion of the Ocean of Storms in the vicinity of Kunowsky Crater and approximately 210
kilometers southeast of Kepler Crater. Details of the orbital science photography conducted on
the Apollo 14 mission are given in reference 3-64.
3.3.22 Visual Observations from Lunar Orbit
Visual observations were an integral part of lunar exploration because the dynamic range
and color sensitivity of the human eye cannot be matched by any one film type or sensing instru-
ment and because, in special cases, on-the-scene interpretation of observed features or phenom-
ena was needed. Visual observations were intended to complement photographic and other remotely
sensed data obtained from lunar orbit. This detailed obJ ectlve was successfully accomplished on
the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions. The locations of many of the areas referred to in the fol-
lowing paragraphs may be found in figure 3-1.
The extraordinary success of the vlsual observations on the Apollo 15 mission proved the
outstanding capabilities of man and h/s use in space flight. All 13 scheduled targets were ob-
served and crew comments were relayed to earth. Targets were the craters Tslolkovsky, Picard,
Proclus, Cauchy, Littrow, Dawes, and Sulplclus Callus; Hadley Rifle; Imbrlum Basin flows; the
Harbinger Mountains; the Arlstarchus Plateau; and areas to be observed after transearth injec-
tion. The following significant observations were made during this mission (ref. 3-65).
a. Fields of possible cinder cones were discovered on the southeast rim of the Sea of
Serenity (Littrow Crater area) and on the southwest rim of the same mare basin (Sulpiclus Callus
Crater area).
b. The lineated segment of the northwestern rim of Tslolkovsky Crater on the lunar far side
was interpreted as a landslide.
c. An excluded zone in the ray pattern around Proclus Crater on the west rim of the Sea of
Crises was interpreted as caused by a fault system at the west rim of the crater.
d. Recognition of layering along crater walls (as opposed to terracing by faults and mass
wasting by downward movement of materials along the walls) was achieved for the first time. This
recognition gives a new dimension to thinking relative to the nature of the upper layers of the
lunar crust.
Targets scheduled for visual observation on Apollo 16 were the farslde highlands; the cra-
ters Mendeleev, K/rig, Goddard, and Kaptayn; the Colombo highlands; the craters Isodorus-Capella;
the Descartes landing site; and Alphonsus Crater, All but one of the targets were successfully
observed; the Goddard target area was deleted because of time constraints. Items used to aid in
observations were site graphic materials, a pair of 10-power binoculars, and a reference color
wheel. The following significant observations were made (ref. 3-66).
a. The crew's first impression of the moon from lunar orbit was that of a brilliant, heav-
ily battered, and uniformly colored body. Toward the end of lunar orbit, they felt that the de-
tailed characteristics of units conm_nly mapped on the lunar near and far sides were surprisingly
similar.
b. Fine scarps, generally irregular and somewhat subdued, were observed on the far side,
but none was seen in the near-side highlands.
c. The Cayley Formation generally had the same appearance as large basin fill, as small
patches in the bottom of the steep-slded craters, and as valley filling in the hwnnocky far-slde
hlghlanda.
d. Mare surfaces provided the setting for the most obvious color contrasts.
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e. Numerous terrace-like rims were detected along highland hills in the Sea of Clouds, the
Known Sea, and the Ocean of Storms, these are interpreted as "high-water marks," representing
the maxi_ann depth of filling by rare lavas.
Nine lunar surface targets were scheduled for visual observation on Apollo 17. They were
the craters Aitken, Arabia, and Copernicus; the Seas of Crises and Serenity; D-Caldera; the
Taurus-Littrow landing site; Smyth's Sea; Relner Gamma Crater; and Telolkovaky Crater. Four ad-
dltlonal targets observed were Euler Hills, and the craters Cagarln, Korolev, and Pasteur. Crew
aids were onboard graphic materials, a pair of 10-power binoculars, and a reference color wheel.
All aids were useful except the color wheel which apparently did not include a color range com-
parable to actual lunar colors.
Because the Apollo 17 groundtracks repeated approximately 80 percent of the lunar surface
area previously overflown on Apollo 15, _ch was already known about the features in question.
For this reason, emphasis was placed on color tones of geologic units and details of small-scale
features. Detailed descriptions of the observations are given in reference 3-67.
3.3.23 Gegenscheln from Lunar Orbit
The Gegenschein from lunar orbit experiment was performed on the Apollo 14, 15 and 16 mis-
sions. Its purpose was to determine if a detectable accumulation of dust exists at the Moulton
point of the sun-earth system and, thus, to establish whether sunlight reflected from dust par-
ticles at this location contributes slgnlflcantly to the Gegenscheln phenomenon. The 16-milll-
meter data acquisition camera with an 18-millimeter lens was used on the Apollo 14 mission, and
a 35-milllmeter camera with a 55-milllmeter lens was used on the Apollo 15 and 16 missions.
On the Apollo 14 mission, three sets of photographs were required to meet experiment objec-
tives. Each set consisted of two 20-second exposures and one 5-second exposure in quick succes-
sion. For the first set the camera was pointed near the antlsolar direction; for the second set
the camera was pointed midway between the antlsolar direction end the computed direction of the
Moulton point, as viewed from the moon; and for the last set the camera was pointed near the di-
rection of the Moulton point. All requirements were satisfied. Both aiming and filming were
excellent, and the experiment demonstrated that long exposures were practicable.
As planned for the Apollo 15 mission, photography of the Gegenscheln and Moulton polnt was
performed twice, and at least six exposures were obtained during each sequence. All photographs
were unusable because of incorrect spacecraft attitudes resulting from errors incurred during
analytical transformation of target coordinates to spacecraft attitudes. However, the opera-
tional performance of the 35-milllmeter camera system, used for the first time on the Apollo 15
mission, demonstrated its feasibility for Gegenscheln photography.
The Apollo 16 experiment objectives were the same as those for the Apollo 14 and 15 missions,
and were accomplished satisfactorily. Ten desired exposures were obtained, five with 1-mlnute
durations and five with 3-mlnute durations. Pointing accuracy and spacecraft stability were
within specified limits. Photographic quality was good, and the solar radiation caused less deg-
radation of the Apollo 16 film than that of the Apollo 14 and 15 film. Analysis of the photo-
graphs shows that the sky is definitely brighter in the antlsolar direction than in the direc-
tion of the Moulton region and that much less than half the light seen on earth as the Gegen-
schein comes from particles lingering in the Moulton region.
3.3.24 Ultraviolet Photography - Earth and Moon
This photography experiment was conducted on the Apollo 15 and 16 missions. Its purpose
was to obtain imagery of the earth and the moon at a series of wavelength intervals in the near-
ultraviolet portion of the spectrum. Photographs of the earth were required to provide calibra-
tion data to support the study of planetary atmospheres by telescopic observations in the ultra-
violet spectrum; photographs of the moon were needed to investigate short-wavelength radiation
from the lunar surface. Accompanying color photographs were obtained to help interpret the ul-
traviolet appearance of other planets in our solar system, especially Mars and Venus.
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Equipment for recording required experiment spectral data consisted of a 70-milllmeter elec-
tric camera with a 105-millimeter ultraviolet transmitting lens, a spectroscopic film sensitive
to the shorter wavelengths, a special command module window fitted with quartz panes to pass a
large fraction of incident ultravlolet radiation, and four filters. One filter was centered at
3750 angstroms, a second at 3050 angstroms, and a third at 2600 angstroms; the fourth passed vls-
Ible radiation above 4000 angstroms. The commmnd module window was covered by a shleld most of
the time to limit periods of crew exposure to high ultravlolet radiation levels in direct sun-
light or in light reflected from the lunar surface.
Apollo 15 photographic activity began in earth orbit when the first several sets of ultra-
violet photographs were taken. During translunar coast, three sets of ultraviolet photographs
recorded the spectral signature of the earth from distances of 50 000, 125 000, and 175 000 nau-
tical miles. Lunar orbit activities included ultraviolet photography of the earth above the
lunar horizon and two series of ultraviolet photographs that recorded the spectral data for lunar
maria and highlands. Ultraviolet photographic activities were concluded during transearth coast
by photographs of the earth taken shortly after the crew extravehlcular activity to retrieve film
cassettes from the service module cameras, and by two more sets of earth photographs obtained
during the final 2 days before landing.
Apollo 16 ultraviolet photographs were scheduled to be obtained during translunar coast, in
lunar orbit, and during transearth coast. Time constraints, unsatisfactory performance of the
2650-angstrom bandpass filter, and lunar image centering problems resulted in the loss of some
data. However, 66 hlgh-quallty images of the earth and moon were recorded at varying distances.
Four sets of ultraviolet photographs of the earth and one set of the moon were exposed at sched-
uled times during translunar coast. During lunar orbit, spectral data of highland terrain near
the Descartes landing site were recorded. A sequence of ultraviolet photographs of the moon
shortly after transearth injection and another of ultraviolet earth photographs taken a few
hours before landing completed experiment activities.
3.3.25 Dim-Light Photography
Primary objectives of the dlm-llght photography detailed objective, accomplished on the
Apollo 14 mission, were to obtain photographs of diffuse galactic light, zodiacal light, and
lunar llbratlon region L4; also, the dark side of the earth was photographed through the sextant.
Many of these observations were of the nature of an operational test to determine the feasibility
of obtaining photographs of astronomical phenomena from the command and service module using a
16-milllmeter data acquisition camera. A total of 56 exposures were made: 13 of galactic light,
30 of zodiacal llght, 4 of lunar libratlon region L4, and 9 of the dark side of the earth through
the sextant.
Zodiacal light could be seen with the unaided eye on about 15 photographs; galactic llght
and lunar llbratlon photographs, though faint, were usable. Earth dark-slde photographs were
unusable because scenes were obscured by scattered light from the sextant optics, from sunlit
areas of the earth, and perhaps from portions of the docked lunar module during translunar coast.
3.3.26 Command Module Photographic Tasks
The conmand module photographic tasks were performed on the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions.
The portions of this detailed objective that supported astronomy investigations involved photog-
raphy of the solar corona, zodiacal light, lunar surface areas in earthshlne and in low light
levels near the terminator, galactic light, and lunar llbration region L4. Also the dark side
of the earth and selected star fields were photographed through the sextant. Specific tasks as-
signed and cameras used included the following.
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Task.
Observations of solar corona
Moon during eclipse by the earth
Star flelds through the command
module sextant
Cameras,
70 and 16
70 and 35
16
Lunar llbration region L4
Zodiacal light
Specific segments of lunar surface:
In earthshlne
Near terminator
16 and 35
16 and 35
35
70
Galactic light
Dark side of the earth through
co_nand module sextant
16 and 35
16
Command module photographic tasks scheduled for the Apollo 15 mission were designed to con-
tinue and expand those accomplished on the Apollo 14 mission. Photographs of star fields through
the sextant were obtained during translunar and transearth coast periods; solar corona calibration
photographs and a sequence of photographs documenting the lunar eclipse were taken during trans-
earth coast. All other photographic objectives were ach/eved in lunar orbit.
Objectives of the conlnand module photographic tasks for the Apollo 16 mission were to obtain
photographs of the diffuse galactic light of celestial subjects, the solar corona, the zodiacal
light, and specific segments of the lunar surface in earthshlne and in low light levels near the
terminator. These objectives were a continuation of the diffuse galactic light photographic task
accomplished on the Apollo 14 mission and the dlm-llght co,and module photographic tasks per-
formed during the Apollo 15 mission. Primarily because of tlme constraints, photographlc objec-
tives were not fully satisfied: only two of the four scheduled solar corona photographic sequences
were completed, and lunar earthshine photography was not accomplished, although some photographs
were obtained over areas less desirable than those planned. Other requirements were satisfied
by photographs taken of lunar surface areas in low light levels near the terminator and two
5-minute exposures of diffuse galactic light in the Gum Nebula.
Apollo 17 command module photographic task objectives, a repetition of those for the Apollo
15 and 16 missions, were to obtain photographs of the solar corona, zodiacal light, and specific
segments of the lunar surface in earthshine and areas in low light levels near the terminator.
The first of two planned solar corona photographic sequences was successfully accomplished, but
the second was omitted because of an extended crew sleep period. Seven photographs provided data
on the east llmb of the sun; two coronal streamers are evident in photographs taken Just before
sunrlse, one lying nearly along the ecliptic. Exposure duratlons were as planned, permitting
good photometry using preflight calibrations.
Zodiacal light, extending eastward from the lunar-occulted sun, was recorded In three sepa-
rate series of photographs. A red filter was used for the first series, a blue filter for the
second series, and a polarizing filter for the third series. When corresponding red and blue im-
ages were compared, the inner zodiacal llght within about 15 ° of the sun showed a stronger red
component in and close to the ecliptic plane, whereas inner zodiacal light well out of the eclip-
tic plane and almost all of the outer zodiacal light produced a stronger blue component; although
a similar visual comparison of equivalent polaroid frames did not show any obvious variation in
features, excellent Isophote maps can be made for the most sensitive comparison necessary in the
future.
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High-quality photographs of lunar surface targets in earthshine were obtained. These targets
were the craters Eratosthenes, Copernicus, Reinar Ga,n_a, Riccioli, and Orlentale. Other crew-
option targets that were photographed using blue, red, and polarization filters included Tsiol-
kovsky Crater, the Sea of Pains, and the Taurus-Littrow landing site. Photographs of lunar sur-
face areas in low light levels near the terminator were of excellent quality, partlcularly those
located in the near-slde mere areas. o
3.4 EARTH RESOURCES PHOTOGRAPHY
Earth resources photography included synoptlc terrain photography and synoptic weather pho-
tography, performed on Apollo 7, and multispectral terrain photography, performed on Apollo 9.
The purposes of these experiments were to obtain hlgh-quallty color, panchromatic, and multispec-
tral photographs of selected land and ocean areas of the earth and of clouds and other weather
phenomena. Data from these photographs supplemented existing earth resources data, thus enhanc-
ing meteorologlcal and ecological knowledge.
Photographs for all experiments were obtained by using modified 70-millimeter electric cam-
eras. For the multlspectral terrain photography experiment, an array of four electric cameras
was used wlth four film/filter combinations: Panatomic-X film with red and green filters, infra-
red black-and-white film with a red filter, and color infrared film with a Wratten 15 filter.
3.4.1 Synoptic Terrain Photography
More than 500 synoptic terrain photographs were obtained during the Apollo 7 mission. Of
these, about 200 satisfied experiment objectives. Photographs obtained were used to support
studies of the origin of the Carolina bays in the United States, wind erosion in desert regions,
coastal morphology, and the origin of the African rift valley. Near-vertlcal, hlgh-sun-angle
photographs of BaJa California, other parts of Mexico, and parts of the Middle East were useful
for geologic studies. Photographs of New Orleans, Louisiana, and Houston, Texas, were generally
better for geographic urban studies than those available from previous programs. Areas of ocean-
ographlc interest , particularly islands in the Pacific Ocean, were photographed for the first
time. In addition, the first extensive photographic coverage of northern Chile, Australia, and
other areas was obtained.
3.4.2 Synoptic Weather Photography
Of the approximately 500 synoptic weather photographs obtained during the Apollo 7 mission,
300 showed clouds and other items of meteorological interest, and 80 contained features of ocean-
ographic interest. Categories considered worthy of additional interest included weather systems
such as tropical storm; winds and their effects on clouds; ocean surfaces; underwater zones of
Australian reefs, the Pacific Atolls, the Bahama Islands, and Cuba; landform effects; climetlc
zones; and hydrology. Of partlcular interest were photographs of Hurrlcan Gladys and Typhoon
Gloria, photographed on October 17 and October 20, 1968, respectively.
3.4.3 Multispectral Terrain Photography
Photographic targets for the moltlspectral terrain photography experiment were primarily in
the United States and Mexico. Coast-to-coast coverage of parts of the United States and parts of
southern Mexico and Central America was accomplished; partial photographic sets were obtained of
test areas specifically designated fDr oceanographic and meteorological studies. Typical sites
were Phoenix and Yu_a, Arizona; Houston, Texas; Los Angeles, California; and Mexico City, Mexico.
Secondary targets were located in Africa. A total of 584 frames were exposed by all four cameras,
yielding 127 complete photographic sets.
Except for some cloud cover, the quality of the multlspectral terrain photographs ranged
from very good to excellent. Photographic coverage of clouds and specific meteorological phe-
nomena had greater value for meteorological application than photographs obtained during any pre-
vious wnned orbital mission. Of the four film/filter configurations used, the color infrared
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film/Wratten 15 filter combination provided the best photographic information and resolution,
and rapid discrimination was possible between features such as water, types of vegetation, and
rocks or soil. Of the three black-and-white film/filter combinations, Panatomic-X film/red fil-
ter produced the best tone differentiation, contrast, and resolution; infrared film/red filter
provided the best discrimination between types of vegetation and provided the ability to recon-
stitute color imagery; and Panatomic-X film/green filter, the least effective of the four film/
filter combinations, yielded a lower variation in shades of gray and less resolution than those
obtained with the Panatomlc-X film/red filter.
3.5 BIOMEDICAL EXPERIMENTS
Three inflight biology experiments were conducted during the Apollo series of space flights.
Each study investigated the effects of space flight, including ambient radiation, on one or more
species of living organisms. A brief and general description of each experiment with a synopsis
of previously reported observations is Included.
B
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3.5.1 M/crobial Response to Space Environment
The objectives of the microbial response to space environment experiment were twofold. The
first objective was to establish a statistically valid relationship between space flight and the
viability of several different microbial systems. A second, more extensive objective was to ana-
lyze accurately the effect of space flight conditions on the rate of mutations and developmental
changes in different micro-organisms.
The experiment systems are sum_narized in table 3-VIII. In most cases, the studied phenom-
ena represent well-known model systems that can be directly correlated with disease or other
medically important conditions that could affect the health of future astronauts. Investigators
were invited to study those phenomena within their area of expertise and to conduct critical in-
vestigations in their laboratories. This method allowed many individual studies to be conducted
in a coordinated manner and permitted a variety of micro-organism species to be housed within a
single piece of flight hardware.
Each investigator selected a species of mlcro-organism that was nonpathogenic to man (to
avoid possible contamination of the crew), that was well characterized relative to the phenomenon
to be studied, that was well suited to simple and rapid screening tests, and that was compatible
with the unique environment of the flight hardware. Dose-response studies were made possible by
providing a mechanism to expose test systems to the full light of space or to components of the
solar ultraviolet spectrum at peak wavelengths of 254, 280, and 300 nanometers, over a range of
energy values.
During the Apollo 16 transearth coast extravehicular activity, the experiment hardware was
removed from the crew compartment and affixed to the distal end of the television boom, which was
then attached to the handle of the opened hatch door (fig. 3-31). Following a smell conznand mod-
ule attitude adjustment, the experiment was opened to expose the test systems to the dlre_t rays
of the sun. After exactly I0 minutes, the device was closed, brought back into the command mod-
ule, and subsequently returned to earth for analysis.
A summary of the preliminary results of each microbial system is presented in the following
paragraphs.
Aeromo_s proteolytioa produces an endopeptidase that can cause intracutaneous hemerrhage
and necrosis in laboratory animals and another factor that can hemolyze human erythrocytes. This
microbe was retained in fluid suspension and was exposed to all wavelengths of ultraviolet irra-
diation. Comparisons of survivors recovered from the experimental and control units indicate no
significant differences in viability. The more sensitive characteristics of endopeptidase and
hemolysin production are still being investigated.
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TABLE 3-VIII.- MICROBIAL RESPONSE TO SPACE ENVIRONMENT
EXPERIMENT SYSTEM COMPONENTS
!
Phenomenon studied Assay system I
m
Biological Components
Micro-organlsm
Lipolytlc e toxin
production
Deforming 8 toxin
production
Fatal 6 toxin
production
Lytlc zone
on agar
Sarcina flava
and house fly
Silk worm and
crystal assay
Bacillus
thuringiensis
Infectivity Mouse Nematospiroide8
dubius
Hemorrhagic factor
production
Hemolytic enzyme
• procuctlon
Guinea pig and
hemoglobin
Human erythrocytes
Spore productionGenome alteration
Aeronmonas
proteoIwtica
Bacillus subtilis
spores, strains
HA i01 (59) and
HA i01 (59) F
UV and vacuum Bacillus 8ubtilis
sensitivity Colony formation
spores, strain 168
Badterla phage Escherichia coli
infectivity Host lysls (T-7 phage)
Cellulolytic Chaetomium
activity Cloth fibers globosum
Animal tissue Human hair Triohophyton
invasion terrestre
Rhodotorula rubra
Drug sensitivity Antibiotic sensi-
tivity in agar Saccharomyce8
cerivisiae
Dosimetry Components
Lexan
High-energy multi- Passive nuclear Cellulose nitrate
charged particles track detectors Photographic emulsion
Silver chloride
Potassium ferrioxal-
Ultraviolet light Passive dosimeters ate actlnometry
Photographic emulsion
Penetration of gal- Thermoluminescent
actic irradiation dosimeters Lithium fluoride
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Two species of filamentous fungi, Trichophyton terrestre and Chaetomium globosum, were se-
lected because these species are active against human hair and cloth fibers, respectively. The
two species of yeasts, Rhodotorula rubra and Saccharomyces cerevisiae, were included because they
may be used as biological indicators in several assay procedures. Detailed results of analyses
have not yet been released.
Two different investigative groups evaluated different strains of Bacillus subtilis, Spores
of B. subtiZis strain 168 were exposed in monolayers to space vacuum and/or to ultraviolet irra-
diation at a peak wavelength of 254 nanometers. Detailed analyses of recoverable colony-formlng
units demonstrate that neither space vacuum nor ultraviolet irradiation in space nor a combina-
tion of these factors affected the survival of this strain in a manner discernible from the
ground control and ground test subjects.
Spores of B. subtiZis strains HA 101 (59) and HA 101 (59) F were exposed to the space flight
environment in aqueous suspensions and in dry layers. Spores of these strains were selected be-
cause of their known stability in extreme environments. As with strain 168, comparisons of non-
irradiated flight cells wlth ground controls as yet have failed to demonstrate any space-fllght -
mediated effect.
The species Bacillus th_ringiensis vat. th_u_ingiensis was chosen for the experiment because
it produces a llpolytlc a toxin, a deforming B toxin, and a crystalline 6 toxin, and because it
has been widely used as a biological insecticide. As with the other bacilli, the space-flight
conditions appear to have had no effect on cell viability as measured by surviving colony-formlng
units.
Survival studies of the T-7 bacteriophage of Escherichia coli were performed in an attempt
to relate the present experiment to the space-flight-medlated effects reported by Russian scien-
tists for E. coZl phage specimens flown on numerous manned flights. Rather than the T-I or K-12
(A) phage commonly used on the Russian flights, the simpler and more stable T-7 phage was chosen
for this study because this phage was expected to be more resistant to the rigors of space flight
and thus would be a better ultraviolet test subject. Early calculations support this hypothesis
because large losses in the flight subjects, as compared to the ground controls, are not indi-
cated. Critical comparisons of flight and control test samples demonstrate no discernible space-
flight-mediated antagonism or synergism.
The nematode Nematospiroides d_oi_s was chosen for study because this complex multicellular
organism has been successfully cultured in vitro from the egg to the third-stage infective larvae,
is pathogenic to laboratory mice but not to ht_ans, and is quite insensitive to the special hold-
ing conditions of the flight hardware. A comparison of nonlrradiated flight and ground control
subjects revealed no differences in survival, infectivity in mice, formation of adults, or sub-
sequent egg productions. However, data analyses indicate that the space-fllght environment (ex-
cluding ultraviolet irradiation and vacuum) profoundly affected the abillty of the resulting eggs
to develop to infective larvae.
Galactic irradiation measurements were conducted in response to current concern for the ef-
fect of hlgh-energy -.,itlcharged particles on biological systems. Several systems including
lithium fluoride, cellulose nitrate, Lexan, Ilford G5, and silver chloride crystals were used in
the flight hardware and ground controls. The mean dose within the flight hardware was 0.48 ±0.02
rad with a range of 0.44 to 0.51 rad. This dose represents a total absorption of 48 ±2 ergs of
ionizing energy per gram within the biological systems. Doses to the crew_mn were slightly
higher, ranging from 0.48 to 0.54 rad with a mean of 0.51 ±0.02 rad. Analyses of the Lexan and
cellulose mitrate tracks and lithium fluoride values indicate that the microbial response hard-
ware was better shielded during the flight than were either the Apollo light flash moving emul-
sion detector, the crew passive dosimeters, or the bioetack experiment.
In conclusion, none of the available data indicate space-flight-mediated changes in cell
viability or recovery. One significant observation is that N. dubius eggs produced after mice
had been infected with space-flown N. _iu8 larvae demonstrated a significant decrease in hatch-
ability when compared to identical ground controls. Except for the fact that the Apollo 16 flight
larvae had been on board the command module, treatment of the flown larvae and ground control lar-
vae was the same; neither had been exposed to ultraviolet irradiation.
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3.5.2 Biostack Experiment
The blostack experiment studied the biologic effects of individual heavy nuclei of galactic
cosmic radiation during space flight. A consortiu_ of European scientists and engineers proposed
and conducted the experiment. Although officially sponsored by the German Bundesminlsterlum fur
Bildung und Wissenschaft, the blostack was a representative segment of the scientific program of
the Council of Europe designed to promote European research on the effects of hlgh-energy/hlgh-
atomic-n_-,ber particles of galactic cosmic radiation on a broad spectrum of biologic systems,
from the molecular to the highly organized and developed forms of llfe. Two experiments were
conducted - blostack I on Apollo 16 and blostack II on Apollo 17. The experiment approach was
identical on both missions, and only a slight change in exposed biologic material was made be-
tween the two flights.
The objectives of the biostack experiment were achieved by using a hermetically sealed alu-
miuum container (fig. 3-32) that contained a series of monolayers of biologic material sandwiched
between several different types of detectors of galactic cosmic radiation particles. The bio-
logic effects of high-energy particles under consideration included the following.
a. Physicochemical inactivation of molecular and cellular function
b. Radiatlon-lnduced mutations leading to genetic changes of biologic significance
c. Modification of the growth and development of tissues
d. Radlatlon-induced damage to nuclei and Other subcellular functions
The biologically passive or dormant systems used in the biostack experiments were alternately
stacked between physical detectors of high-energy/hlgh-atomlc-number particle tracks, which in-
cluded nuclear emulsions (Ilford K2 and KS) and plastlcs (cellulose nitrate and polycarbonate),
as well as lithium fluoride thermolumlnescent (radiation) dosimeters located at the top and bottom
of the blostack. A typical configuration of biologic layers a_d detectors is illustrated sche-
matically in figure 3-33. This arrangement was used because the configuration perm/tted corre-
lation of the incident high-energy/high-atomlc-number partlcle w/th its interaction with the
"hit" biologic material and the physlcochemlcal characteristics and properties of the particle.
This characterization of a specific particle identified with a specific biologic hit is critical
in the evaluation of high-energy effects.
The following biologic system were included in blostack I on board Apollo 16.
a. Spores or inactive forms of the bacterium Bac£ZZus aubtilis
b. Dry seeds of Arabidopsls thuliunu, commonly known as the European watercress
c. Radlculae or embryos of the bean Vi_a faba
d. Encysted eggs of the brine shrimp APtemia aaZ_nu
The systems in blostack II on board Apollo 17 included, once again, Bacillus subtilis spores and
Ar_emia salina eggs. Viola fuba and Arubldopals thuliunu were deleted, and cysts of the proto-
zoan Colpodu c_culue, eggs of the flour beetle Tr_bolium confusum, and eggs of the grasshopper
Caruusius morosus were added.
3.5.3 Biological Cosmic Radiation Experiment
The biological cosmic radiation experiment was a passive experiment intended to determine
if heavy particles of galactic cosmic radiation have the capability to inactivate nondlvidlng
cells such as those in the brain and the retina of the eye. The experiment was conceived as a
logical extension of earlier biological cosmic radiation studies that used balloon-borne animals.
In this experiment, five perognuthus _ong_memb_s (little pocket mice) were exposed to the gal-
actic cosmic radiation encountered during the Apollo 17 lunar mission. This species was selected
because the adult animal is small and these mice do not require water. A radiation dosimeter was
implanted underneath the scalp of each animal to permit correlation of tissue lesions with the
passage of radiation particles into the brain.
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Figure 3-33.- Typical configuration of biologic layers and detectors in the biostack.
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The hardware consisted of a hermetically sealed, cylindrical aluminum canister (approxi-
mately 13.5 inches long and 7 inches in diameter) that contained seven perforated, cyllndrica/
metal tubes (fig. 3-34). Attached to one end of the canister were redundant pressure teller
valves and two manually controlled purge valves. Six of the seven tubes were arranged around
the inside wall of the canister. Five of these 1-1nch-dlameter aluminum tubes contained a mouse
and its food supply. The sixth meuse tube was flown empty. The seventh tube, made of stainless
steel, was centrally located in the six-tube circular arrangement. This center tube contained
potassium superoxide granules for llfe support and operated by converting the carbon dioxide
from the mice into oxygen. Two self-recordlng temperature sensors were located in two of the
mouse tube end caps. A separate radiation dosimeter was located in the stowage locker adjacent
to the experiment hardware.
The experiment was secured in the command module w/th its longitudinal axis perpendicular to
the thrust axis during launch and recovery. The mice were loaded into the hardware approximately
4 days before the scheduled launch, and the experiment hardware was stowed in the co,mmnd module
approximately 36 hours before launch. The hardware was removed from the command module approxl-
merely 3 hours after landing end delivered to the Principal Investigator on American Samoa. The
initial postfllght processing of the flight mice was accomplished at a laboratory establlshed for
that purpose on American Samoa.
Four mice survived the Apollo 17 mission. The survivors appeared to be physiologically nor-
mal and displayed no behavioral manifestations indicative of any untoward effects of space flight.
The death of the fifth mouse did not appear to he related to space flight stresses. The tissues
of the mice are in pathologlcal and hlstochemlcal analyses for any evidence of interaction be-
tween the tissues and heavy cosmic particles and subsequent biological damage. The subscalp do-
simeters indicated penetration by a Signlficant number o£ cosmic particles, Performance of the
potassium superoxlde granules in providing llfe support oxygen was considered to be normal.
3.6 INFLIGHT DEMONSTRATIONS
Infllght demonstrations were small carry-on experiments operated by several crews during
translunar or transearth coast. The purpose of these experiments was to demonstrate the effects
of near-zero gravity on various phenomena and processes. Demonstrations of fluid electropboresls,
liquid transfer, heat flow and convection, and composite casting were conducted on the Apollo 14
mission. In addition, another fluid electrophoresls demonstration was conducted on Apollo 16,
and _he heat flow and convection demonstration was repeated on Apollo 17. The composite cast-
ing demonstration was scheduled to be conducted again on the Apollo 15 mission but was canceled
because of a hardware malfunction. Each demonstration is su_marlzed briefly in the following
subsections.
3.6.1 Fluid Electrophoresls
Electrophoresls is a separation technique used for classifying and analyzing delicate and
complex mixtures of biological materials, for purifying biochemical products, and for medical
diagnosis. Electrophoresls means "borne of electricity" and is the movement of charged par-
ticles in solution under the influence of an electric field. Most materials that can be div-
ided into fine particles take on a charge when dispersed in an aqueous solution. The partlcle8
move through the fluid to the oppositely charged electrode at velocities dependent on their ac-
cumulated charge, size, and shape. After a period of tlme, particles separate into distinct
zones, Just as runners in • race spread out over the course. Each distinct zone of purified
particles can then be extracted. Investigators believed that this separation process would be
substantially improved in the near-zero-gravlty space environment by reduction in the sedimen-
tation and thermal convection mixing. The objective of this experiment, therefore, was to dem-
onstrate electrophoresls separation in the space environment and, if proven effective, to show
that small but significant quantities of biological materials such as vaccines_ vlral insectl-
cldesj and other valuable materlals and products could be economlcally purified in space.
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3.6.1.1 Apollo 14.- The Apollo 14 electrophoresis demonstration (ref. 3-68) was conceptu-
alized and developed because of the great potential uses for this process. The experiment ap-
paratus weighed about 5 pounds and was contained in a metal case (4 by 5 by 7 in.). The appara-
tus consisted of the electrical system, three electrophoresis cells, and a system to circulate
the electrolyte through the cells. Each cell contained a different specimen: a red and a blue
dye (for intense color and stability), hemoglobin (a high-molecular-weight biological material),
and salmon sperm deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) in an aqueous solution of boric acid.
The three experiments were run in parallel, and data were collected by photographing the
action in the tubes sequentially with a 70-millimeter camera. The time required for the demon-
stration was 57 minutes. The results showed that the red and blue dyes separated as expected;
but, because of apparatus and material problems, no action was seen in the hemoglobin or DNA
tubes. (The hemoglobin and DNA may have been cons_ed during storage by bacterial action.)
Nevertheless, much was learned about the technique and about the requirements for performing
electrophoresis in space.
Conclusions drawn from analysis of the results are that (I) the resolution of the dye sep-
aration was much better in space than on earth, and (2) the shape and sharpness of the advanc-
ing boundary of separated materials was impr6ve_ in space by the lack of sedimentation and con-
vection currents, which were suppressed by the near-zero-gravity environment.
3.6.1.2 Apollo 16.- The Apollo 16 demonstration was designed to use the same basic opera-
ting elements used on the Apollo 14 mission. Although the case size and components were the
same, the apparatus was heavier, weighing 7.5 pounds.
Two different particle sizes of polystyrene latex (0.2-micrometer and 0.8-micrometer diam-
eter) were selected as the sample material to simulate the size and density of living cells.
Three experiments were performed in parallel: cell 1 contained a mixture of the two sizes of
latex particles, cell 2 contained only large particles, and cell 3 contained only small parti-
cles. The same experiment was done on earth to establish a control sample. Data were obtained
from pictures taken automatically at 20-second intervals; the commentary transmitted by the
flight crew provided additional information.
The flight pictures clearly showed the stability of the bands and the sharpness of the par-
ticle fronts during electrophoresis. By the time the samples were visible in the photographs,
the front of each sample group had become pointed or bullet shaped. This shape was due to
electro-osmosis of the buffer. Electro-osmosis is defined as the movement of liquld with re-
spect to a fixed solid as a result of an applied electric field. Electro-osmosis was expected,
and the apparatus was designed to minimize the effect. Large bubbles near the positive elec-
trode distorted the electric field in this area, slowed the bands of particles in the area, and
produced a corkscrew motion of the 0.8-micrometer partlcles in cells 1 and 2.
Interaction between identical and different particles was measured. The nose of the com-
bined-particle band in cell 1 was composed primarily of 0.8-micrometer particles, and migration
was slower than that of the 0.8-mlcrometer particles alone in cell 2. The leading band in both
ceils 1 and 2 was significantly more pointed thanthat of the 0.2-micrometer particles in cell 3.
This phenomenon was attributed to interaction among the particles. Although a separation occur-
red, the 0.2-micrometer and 0.8-micrometer particles in cell 1 did not separate into distinct
bands as expected.
The difficulties that limited the results of the Apollo 14 demonstration did not recur dur-
ing the Apollo 16 demonstration, although the occurrence of electro-osmosls and formation of
large bubbles near the positive electrode reduced the effectiveness of the demonstration. Future
experiments will be aimed at solving these problems.
3.6.2 Liquid Transfer
One element of propellant management that will be necessary in future space operations will
be transfer of liquid from a tanker vehicle to a receiver vehicle. The transfer of liquid from
one container to another in a weightless environment was demonstrated by the Apollo 14 crew to
determine the effectiveness of two configurations, each designed to achieve:
a. Gas-free outflow from the supply tank while obtaining a high total delivery efficiency.
P
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b. Orderly inflow into the receiver tank with no liquid loss through the gas vent.
c. Location of the gas at the gas vent end the liquid at the drain/fill port.
To satisfy these conditions, the designs combined the desirable characteristics of existing
baffle and screen concepts; one configuration was a standpipe-llner baffle design and the other
was a curved-web baffle design. Reference 3-69 gives detailed descriptions of the two baffle
configurations.
The demonstration apparatus consisted of a tank assembly unit, a hand-operated piston puDp,
and interconnecting flexible tubing. The tank assembly unit contained two pairs of model tanks.
One pair had the internal surface-tension baffles that were to be demonstrated; the second pair
had no baffle devices so that a comparison could be made. The model tanks were cylindrically
shaped to simulate in two dimensions the three dimensional flow that would occur in a spherical
tank. The tanks were 4 inches in diameter and the flat faces, separated by 0.25 inch, were of
clear plastic for photographic purposes. Each tank contained two ports positioned 180 ° apart,
representing drain/fill and vent lines. The drain/fill ports on each pair of tanks were con-
nected by a transfer tube that contained a sllde-action isolation valve. The vent ports had
identical slide-actlon valves. A llghting frame containing six incandescent lamps and using
spacecraft power provided the illumination necessary for photography. The external plastic sur-
faces that faced the lighting frame section were frosted to provide diffuse illumlnation, and
all external plastic surfaces were covered with laminated safety glass and an overlay of thin
fluoroplastic sheet to ensure maximum crew safety. The hand-operated piston pt_p was a screw-
driven piston providing positive pressure on one side while creating suction on the other side.
The pump could be operated in either direction. The tubing, sized for s friction fit over pump
end tank port connections, could be easily switched to permit pumping between tanks in the
baffled set or in the unbaffled set. The liquid used in the tanks was an inert chemical that
satisfied the safety requirements for the spacecraft end simulated the static contact angle of
_ost propellants on tank surfaces (nearly zero degrees). A small amount of dye was added to the
liquid to improve the quality of the photographs.
The vent sides of a pair of tanks were connected to the pressure and suction sides of the
pump, closing the system. The isolation valves on the vent ports were then opened, as well as
the valve on the transfer tube interconnecting the draln/fill ports. Operation of the piston
pump crank resulted in transfer of liquid from one tank to the other. On completion of a trans-
fer operation, the crank was turned in the opposite direction to reverse the flow. One crew-
member photographed the tanks either with the 16-millimeter sequence camera or the onboard tele-
vision camera while the other operated the piston pump at a prescribed rate.
Several transfer operations were performed by the crew. The results of four of the opera-
tions are given in reference 3-69 as being representative of the results - three for the baffled
tank system and one for the unbaffled tank system. The results are briefly s,-,-_rized in the
followlng paragraphs.
3.6.2.1 Unbaffled tanks.- In the weightless environment, the liquld/vapor interface for
llquid transfer using unbaffled tanks is expected to be circular in shape, forming a gas bubble
randomly located within the tank. The configuration at the start of liquid transfer consisted
of a circular vapor bubble in the supply tank located such that a liquid layer covered both the
drain and vent sides of the tank. The liquid filling was estimated to be 36 percent of the tank
volume, with an additional i0 percent contained in the transfer tube connecting the two tanks.
A gas bubble formed directly over the vent or pressurant inlet as the tank was pressurized to
start the transfer.
During transfer, the llquld/vapor interface in the receiver tank was deformed because of
the incoming liquid Jet; however, the interface appeared stable. (The stability of the interface
during llquid Inflow is a function of the liquld Jet velocity end, therefore, of the flew rate.)
Gas from the supply tank was ingested into the transfer tube when the liquid remaining was
24 percent of the tank volume. Continuatlonof the operation resulted in bubble entrainment and
growth in the receiver tank. As expected, liquid eventually was ingested in the receiver tank
vent.
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3.6.2.2 Baffled tanks.- In the first of the three llquld-transfer operations performed with
surface-tenslon baffled tanks, the curved-web-baffled tank was the supply tank and the standpipe-
llner-baffled tank was the receiver tank. In the second test, the procedure was reversed. For
these tests, the flow rate was the same order of magnltude as for transfer with the unbaffled
tanks. The third transfer operation was performed at about four times the previous flow rate.
a. First operation: Liquid was transferred from the curved-web supply tank to the standpipe-
liner receiver tank at an estimated flow rate of 0.83 cubic centimeter per second. As the trans-
fer operation progressed, the liquid/vapor interface in the supply tank receded in an orderly
fashion down to the point of incipient gas or vapor ingestion. During the same time, the re-
ceiver tank filled in an orderly manner with liquid filling the standpipe last. With the ex-
ception of a small amount of liquid in the capillary tube above the drain, nearly all the liquid
in the supply tank was delivered to the receiver tank without gas ingestion from the supply tank
and without liquid loss through the vent of the receiver tank, thereby successfully demonstra-
ting the three design objectives.
b. Second operation: Liquid was transferred from the standplpe-llner supply tank to the
curved-web receiver tank at an estimated flow rate of 0.67 cubic centimeter per second. As
liquld drained from the supply tank, the standpipe emptied first, with the space between the
standpipe and the liner draining next. The annular volume between the llder and the tank wall
for this application is designed to remain full of liquid at the termination of transfer. This
quantity represents the residual liquid inherent to this design. (Continuation of draining would
result in an unpredictable vapor penetration anywhere along the wall llner, trapping liquid in
the annulus.) Nearly all the supply tank llquld, with the exception of the liquid within the
wall liner, was emptied without gas ingestion. During the filling of the receiver tank, the
curved-web baffle controlled the interface position with no liquid loss through the gas vent.
This transfer operation also demonstrated the orderly and efficient transfer of llquld in a
weightless environment uslnE surface-tenslon baffles.
c. Third operation: Liquid was transferred from the curved-web supply tank to the standpipe-
liner receiver tank at a flow rate of 3.5 cubic centimeters per second. The receiver tank wall
liner was full before initiation of flow. AEaln, during transfer, the interface in both tanks
was stable and moved in an orderly fashion. At this higher flow rate, however, some differences
occurred that are interesting to note. In the supply tank, the volume between the outermost web
and the tank wall was the last to drain. These differences were attributed to variations in the
dynamlc pressure losses among the web channels. This conclusion indicates that the spacing of
the webs and their perforations can be opti_zed by readjustment to provide uniform dralnln 8 be-
tween webs. In this case, however, transfer was terminated when the interface for the inner
webs reached the capillary tube over the drain, leavlng a somewhat larger residual than for the
transfer cases at lower flow rates. Similarly, the filling of the standpipe in the receiver
tank lagged behind the filling of the rest of the tank, even more noticeably than for the first
liquid transfer operation. However, unlike that transfer, the standpipe did not fill completely
even at the end of transfer. This fact also indicates that the standpipe could be optimized by
redesigning the spacing and perforations to improve the tank performance characteristics.
3.6.3 Heat Flow and Convection
A heat flow and convection demonstration was conducted on the Apollo 14 mission (ref. 3-70)
during transearth fllght and on the Apollo 17 mission (ref. 3-71) during translunar flight. For
both missions, the demonstration unit contained three separate experiments. A flow pattern ex-
periment was included to investigate convection caused by surface tension gradients resulting
from heating a thin layer of llquld. A radial heating experiment was included to obtain infor-
mation on heat flow in • confined gas under low-gravlty conditions. A zone heating experiment
was included to investigate heat transfer in confined liquids in a low-gravlty environment.
3.6.3.1 Apollo 14 demonstrations.- The Apollo 14 demonstration apparatus consisted of a
9.0- by 9.0- by 3.8-1nch box weighlng 7 pounds. Four experiment configurations were mounted in
the box - a flow pattern cell, a radial heating cell, and two zonal heating cells. Each cell
contained • small electric heater powered by the spacecraft 28-volt-dc power source. The data
were recorded by the 16-milllmeter data acqulslflon camera attached to the unit and operating
at a rate of one frame per second. Seven experiment operations were performed, each requiring
i0 to 15 ,_nutes.
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a. Flow pattern cell: The flow pattern cell was designed to show the convective flow pat-
tern induced in a thin layer of heavy oil (Krytox) by establishing a thermal gradient across the
oil. The cell consisted of a shallow aluminum dish that was uniformly heated from the bottom.
The oil was introduced from a reservoir, and a thermal gradient was established across the oil
layer when the window to the cell was opened, with the heat being dissipated into the spacecraft
atmosphere. Aluminu_ powder suspended in the oil allowed the flow patterns to be observed.
As a result of previous experiments that were conducted under one-g conditions, it was pos-
tulated that surface tension gradients (resulting from temperature gradients) are the predomi-
nant cause of cellular convection in thin layers of fluids (5-m or less). The possibility re-
mained, however, that gravity was an indispensible ingredient in all cellular convection, par-
ticularly as some second-order effect. The Apollo 14 experiment conclusively demonstrated that
surface tension alone can generate cellular convection. The pattern of the convection was par-
tially defined, but not in the desired constant depth configuration because wetting of the cell
liner occurred.
b. Radial heating cell: The purpose of the radial heating experiment was to obtain infor-
Nation on the rate of temperature propagation in carbon dioxide gas while in the space environ-
ment. The cell was a cyllndrical dish covered by a glass window. The glass was coated with a
film containing a liquid crystal material that changes color when heated. The film was divided
into quadrants, and different sectors were sensitive in different temperature ranges. The gas
was heated by a small electrical stud heater mounted in the center of the cell. Changing color
patterns indicated the temperature dlstrlbutlon as it developed, and the patterns were recorded
by the camera. Two radial heating operations were performed, and the data quality was excellent.
Comparisons were made between flight data and analytical predictions based on the assomp-
tlon that conduction and radiation were the only modes of heat transfer. It was concluded that
convection was occurring in the radial cell, causing faster changes in temperature than can be
attributed to thermal conduction and radiation. Althougb the convection could have been caused
by low-gravlty forces, it is mrs likely that some other unidentified non-gravlty influence was
responsible.
c. Zonal heating unit: The objective of the zonal heating experiment was to obtain data
on the mode and magnitude of heat transfer in liquids subjected to zonal heating in a low-gravlty
environment. Heat transfer in configurations of the geometry of the zonal heating unit was of
interest because this geometry is basic for many projected space manufacturing processes. The
zonal heating cells consisted of two glass tubes with cylindrical heating elements surrounding
the center portions of the tubes. One tube contained distilled water and the other, a 20-percent
sugar solution. The sugar solution was used so that a comparison could be obtained between pure
water and a fluid having a viscosity of approximately twice that of pure water. Temperature
changes were sensed by llquld-crystal strips located along the center axes and along the walls
of the tubes. Color patterns on the strips were monitored as heat flowed from the centrally
heated zone toward the tube ends. Two zonal heating operations were performed and data quality
appeared to be excellent.
3.6.3.2 Apollo 17 demonstration.- The Apollo 17 heat flow and convection demonstration was
conducted as a follow-on to the Apollo 14 demonstration. The apparatus was similar to that used
on Apollo 14, and the data were obtained in the same manner.
a. Flow pattern cell: Baffles were added around the periphery of the pan to maintain the
llquld level at 2 and 4 millimeters in depth. Otherwise, the glow pattern experiment configura-
tion was llke that of the Apollo 14 unit. The experiment was operated twice, once with the 2-
millimeter fluid depth and once with the 4-milllmeter fluid depth. The fluid was contained by
the baffles around the periphery and assumed a convex shape, similar to a lens.
The pattern of convection obtained for the 2-millimeter depth of oll was less orderly and
less symmetrical than the patterns obtained with a ground-based unit, but they were more orderly
and sy_netrlcal than the pattern obtained on the Apollo 14 demonstration. The 4-milllmeter-depth
run showed more regular and larger cells. The results show that surface tension alone can cause
a cellular convection flow of relatively high magnitude.
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b. Radial heating and lineal heating units: The Apollo 17 radial and lineal (zonal) heat-
ing experiments were conducted to obtain additional information on heat flow and convection in
confined gases and liquids. The experiment configurations were similar with the following major
differences. In the radial heating experiment, the cell contained argon gas instead of carbon
dioxide. In the lineal heating experiment, a single glass tube containing Krytox oll was used
instead of two tubes containing water and a sugar-water solution. Also, the liquid in the
Apollo 17 unit was heated by a disc heater at one end of the tube instead of a centrally located
cylindrical heater. Temperature changes were monitored by liquid-crystal tapes immersed in the
fluids.
3.6.3.3 Su_nary of interpretations.-
a. Flow pattern experiment:
i. The sizes of the observed surface tension-driven convection cells agree fairly well
with those predicted by linear analysis of surface tension-drlven cellular convection.
2. Convection occurred at lower temperature gradients in low-g than in one-g. Surface
tension and gravity, therefore, apparently do not reinforce each other in a manner predicted by
one analysis of cellular convection.
3. The flow pattern experiment data substantiate in principle the postulate that grav-
ity modulates cellular convection onset.
4. The onset of a concentric side roll and center polygonal cells in the flow pattern
experiment occurred at about the same time. The occurrence of a roll is contrary to expectations
based on latest literature. The observed onset pattern tends to confirm an earlier view that
rolls are sidewall effects and are not particularly characteristic of the driving mechanism.
b. Radial and lineal heating experiments: No significant convection was observed in the
radial or lineal heating experiments. The data, however, validate the accuracy of the measuring
technique and allow the conclusion that convection observed in the Apollo 14 radial and zone
cells was probably caused by the heat flow and convection unit and spacecraft vibrations.
3.6.4 Composite Casting
Composite casting is defined as the casting of a material from a mixture of a liquid matrix
and solid particles. A variation of composite casting is obtained when gas is added to form
voids in the material to reduce weight and to control the material density. Another variation
is obtained when normally immiscible (nonmlxlng) liquid materials such as oll and water are dis-
persed one in the other and solidified. On earth, materials of different specific gravities
normally segregate from a mixture (e.g., sand and water) when at least one of the components of
the mixture attains the liquid state. The purpose of the composite casting demonstration was to
show that m/xtures of materials having different specific gravities would remain stable (mixed)
in the liquid state and during freezing in the low-gravity environment of space.
The composite casting demonstration wasperformed on the Apollo 14 mission during the trans-
lunar and transearth coast periods (ref. 3-72). The apparatus consisted of an electrical furnace,
a heat sink device for cooling, and sealed metal capsules containing materials having a low melt-
ing point and dlspersants (noumeltin g particles). The furnace and heat sink package weighed
slightly more than 2 pounds and measured 3.5 by 4.5 by 5.5 inches. The sample capsule weighed
less than 0.5 pound and was 0.75 inch in diameter and 3.5 inches long. Procedures called for a
crewman to insert each capsule into the furnace; to heat the capsule for a prescribed time; shake
the materials in some cases in order to mix them; and to cool the furnace and capsule by placing
them onto the heat sink.
Although 18 samples were provided, only 11 samples were processed because of time limita-
tions. The evaluation of the 11 processed capsules consisted of comparing the space-processed
(flight) samples with control samples processed on the ground under otherwise similar conditions.
From the results, it was concluded that, in the low-gravity environment of space, the disper-
sions of particles, fibers, and gases in a liquid metal (matrix) were maintained during solid-
ification.
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The demonstration showed qualitative results in a very limited range of materials and under
processing conditions that were not instrumented or closely controlled. Even so, the demonstra-
tions were encouraging in that unique material structures were produced which provide a prelim-
inary basis for processing materials and products in space. New problems were raised which can
be solved by future ground and flight experiments. It is now evident that several factors must
be considered for process and experiment design. These factors include the control of heating
and cooling in low gravity when contact with heaters and heat sinks may be intermittent, control
of nucleation and m/xing, and control of gases for distribution in the melt or for removal from
the melt.
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The first announcement of the Apollo program and its objectives was made in 1960. At that
time, two techniques, direct ascent and earth-orblt rendezvous, were being considered for achiev-
ing a manned lunar landing. A third technique, lunar orbit rendezvous, was later determined to
be more feasible and was eventually adopted in July 1962. Before this decision had been made,
however, a preliminary program for manned lunar landings was formulated. Sufficient broadly ap-
plicable launch vehicle and spacecraft design requirements were identified in the preliminary
studies to permit hardware development to proceed. Consequently, the basic Apollo spacecraft
contract for the co_nand and service module was awarded in 1961, and development of a large
launch veklcle, which had begun in 1958, was changed and expanded to meet the goal of landing on
the moon. The contract for the lunar module was awarded in November 1962.
The following discussion is divided into ten subsections. The first covers the design, de-
velopment, and testing of the three series of Saturn launch vehicles used in the Apollo program.
The second covers the Little Joe II test program. The remaining subsectlons contain discussions
of the development and performance of the spacecraft and their major systems.
4.1 SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
B
w
4.1.1 Introduction
The Saturn family of large launch vehicles consisted of the Saturn I, Saturn IB, and Saturn
V (fig. 4-1). Each of these played an important role in the Apollo program. Saturn I, the ear-
liest of the vehicles, was used to test the structural integrity of the Apollo command module
and the ability of its heat shield to withstand the temperatures generated on entry into the
earth's atmosphere. The Saturn IB launch vehicle was used to launch the Apollo command and ser-
vice module and the lunar module into orbit about the earth for testing in the space environment.
The Saturn IB also launched the first manned Apollo spacecraft into orbit to check out both crew
and spacecraft in space. When the Apollo program became operatlonal, the Saturn V was used to
launch the spacecraft into a translunar trajectory. The operatlonal-payload configuration is
shown in figure 4-2.
As early as Aprll 1957, a team of engineers at the U.S. Army Ballistic Missile Agency, under
the direction of Dr. Wernher von Braun, began studies of a large launch vehicle that could place
20 000- to 40 000-pound satellites into orbit about the earth or send 6000- to 12 000-pound pay-
loads on escape missions from earth. In December 1957, this team proposed to the Department of
Defense a large rocket with a thrust of 1.5 million pounds. A research program for such a ve-
hicle was approved by the Advanced Research Projects Agency on August 15, 1958. The vehicle was
originally named Juno 5, but the name was officially changed to Saturn on February 3, 1959. This
Saturn became the first stage of the Saturn I and the forerunner of the first stage of the Sat-
urn IB.
On July i, 1960, the team developing the Saturn was transferred by President Eisenhower from
the U.S. Army to the newly established National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Thus was
formed the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center. W'hile developing the Saturn I, the new cen-
ter also began looking toward even larger launch vehicles in the sum_ner of 1961. On January 25,
1962, the Saturn V was authorized as the launch vehicle for the Apollo program.
4.1.2 Saturn I
The Saturn I was a llquid-propellant, two-stage rocket. The first stage (S-l) consisted of
a cluster of nine propellant tanks and eight H-I engines, each producing 165 000 pounds of thrust.
Using liquid oxygen and RP-1 (kerosene), the stage produced I 320 O00 pounds of thrust Initially.
Later, when the H-I engine was uprated in performance to 188 000 pounds, the first stage had a
thrust of 1 504 000 pounds. The second stage (S-IV) used liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen in
slx RL-IOA-3 engines, each producing 15 000 pounds of thrust for a total stage thrust of 90 000
pounds. An instrument unit on the forward end of the S-IV stage housed the vehicle's inertial
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guidance and control equipment, instrumentation and measuring devices, power supplies, and tel-
emetry transmitters. Thrust vector or path control of the S-I stage was by means of four glmbal-
mounted outer engines moving in response to computer-generated commands in the instrument unit.
The Saturn I, 188 feet in height and 21.7 feet in diameter, typically weighed i 140 000 pounds
when fully fueled.*
4.1.3 Saturn IB
The Saturn IB, also a liquld-propellant, two-stage rocket, was, for the most part, an up-
rated Saturn I. Construction of the first stage (S-IB) was similar to, but 2.4 inches shorter
than the S-I stage. The eight H-I engines were uprated to produce 200 000 pounds of thrust each
for a total stage thrust of i 600 000 pounds. The second stage (s-IrE) had a single J-2 engine,
using liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen to generate 225 000 pounds of thrust. The instrument
unit attached to the forward end of the S-IVB stage performed the same functions as that of the
Saturn I. The Saturn IB was 224 feet in height and 21.7 feet in diameter. The weight of the ve-
hicle at launch was typically 1 300 000 pounds.*
4.1.4 Saturn V
The Saturn V was a liquid-propellant, three-stage rocket. The first stage (S-IC) had five
engines, using liquid oxygen and RP-I. Each engine produced 1.5 million pounds of thrust. Thus,
the S-IC stage generated 7.5 million pounds of thrust. The second stage (S-II) had five J-2 en-
gines and produced 1 125 000 pounds of thrust. The third stage was an S-IVB, essentially the
same as that of the Saturn lB. Similarly, the Saturn V instrument unit was basically the same
as that of the Saturn IB. The Saturn V, 363 feet in height and 33 feet in diameter at the S-IC
stage, typically weighed 6 500 000 pounds when fully fueled.*
4.1.5 Design and Development
The design safety factors for the Saturn vehicles were based originally on those required
for an aircraft. These values were adjusted downward in view of the experience gained in the
Mercury and Gemini programs and because of the proposed structure of the Saturn vehicles.
The design mission of the Saturn I was to place a 38 000-pound payload consisting of the
Apollo boilerplate command module into a 100-mile orbit on a launch azimuth between 100 Q and
90" east of north from Cape Kennedy. On a secondary mission, a ballasted Jupiter nose cone con-
tained a Q-ball transducer for measuring vehicle angle of attack. The major design criteria for
the Saturn I Were:
a. Minimum vehicle llft-off weight to thrust ratio
b. Man-rated vehicle
c. Self-supportlng structure
d. Unipotential electrical structure
e. Mission achievement with one engine out in the first or second stage
f. Yield safety factor of I.i0 times design load
8- Ultimate safety factor of 1.40 times design load
The design mission for the Saturn IB was to place a 41 600-pound Apollo spacecraft into a
105-mile orbit at a launch azimuth of 70 ° east of north from Cape Kennedy. The major design
criteria were the same as those for the Saturn I. The design mission for Saturn V was to place
250 000 pounds into a 100-mile orbit at a launch azimuth of 70° east of north from Cape Kennedy.
Again, the major design criteria were the same.
#
*Vehicle heights and _elghts are for final configurations and include Apollo spacecraft
payloads.
I
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The testing program developed for the Saturn vehicles was designed to ensure a high degree
of reliability and mission success. The degree to which it succeeded is demonstrated by the fact
that, at the end of the Apollo program, the success records of the Saturn I, Saturn IS, and Sat-
urn V vehicles were I00, i00, and 92 percent, respectively. Moreover, these results were achieved
by launching far fewer research flights than had been the practice during the development of large
missiles such as the Atlas and Titan, which preceded Saturn as the first carrier vehicles for U.S.
manned flights. The Saturn I was declared operational after the seventh flight; the Saturn IB was
certified for manned flight after only three flights; and the far more complex Saturn V was ready
for launching its first manned payload after only two fllghts.
The concept of "all up" testing was instituted with the advent of the Saturn V. With this
procedure, all three stages were flight tested on the first vehicle launched. The AS-501
(Apollo 4) vehlcle, launched on November 9, 1967, was the first application.
The testing program for the Saturn vehicles was purposely designed to be conservative to en-
sure the highest rellabillty possible. The five essentlal phases were qualification, rellabillty,
development, acceptance, and flight testing. Qualification testing assured that indlvldual parts
and subassemblies performed as required as a result of special tests that subjected parts to the
vacuum, vibration, sound, heat, and cold levels that would be experienced in operational use.
Rellabillty analysls consisted of determining the range of failures or margins of error for com-
ponents. Development testing used "battleship" test stages of the vehicle to verify design fea-
tures such as propellant loading, electrical continuity, and engine firing procedures. As a part
of the developmental testing, a Saturn V test vehicle with an Apollo spacecraft in place was sus-
pended in the 420-foot-hlgh dynamic test stand at the Marshall Space Flight Center and shaken to
simulate flight forces to determine vehicle bending modes and vibration frequencies. Acceptance
testing included a functlonal checkout at the manufacturer's facility to ensure that the compo-
nents or stage performed to design specifications. For example, ultrasonic techniques were used
to inspect a fourth of a mile of welding and 5 miles of tubing in the Saturn V. The same tech-
nique was also used to verify the integrity of adhesive bonding in over 1 acre of such surfaces.
During the development of the Saturn V, a number of problems arose, the solution of which
materially advanced the state of the art of design and manufacture of large rockets. Typical of
these was the realization that the emergency detection system of the vehicle would not be effec-
tlve in the case of an engine going out in the S-IC stage or an actuator of such an engine lock-
ing in the hardover position. The problem was solved by redesigning the stage control system
and increasing structural tension capability at critical Joints within the stage.
Several major problems that arose during manufacture were successfully solved. When conven-
tional forming methods for producing large, curved panels with irregular cross sections proved
insufficient for the size, shape, and tolerance demanded by the Saturn V, engineers developed
special forming processes to meet the requirements. One of the great problems encountered dur-
ing the development of propellant tanks was providing adequate insulation for liquid hydrogen at
minus 423 ° F. The problem was solved by the development of a special polyurethane foam wlth the
Insulatlve properties of balsa wood. Although balsa wood had been an early, almost ideal candi-
date for such a Job, it was difficult to obtain in the desired quantities, difficult to machine,
and could not be found in a flawless state. Thus, imaginative materials engineering produced,
in effect, a plastic substitute for flawless balsa wood. The plastic foam proved to be effi-
cient, economical, and easy to shape.
In the course of the development of the Saturn vehicles, most operational problems had been
foreseen. There were, of course, minor technical problems involved in the many mechanical, elec-
trical, and pneumatic interfaces between the launch vehicle and its associated ground support
equipment. In the case of the Saturn V, these were, for the most part, resolved through the use
of a facilities model. The SA-500F vehicle was not meant to fly but was similar in avery respect
to a flight vehicle. Its purpose was to verify launch procedures, train launching crews, and
develop checkout procedures. The SA-500F was rolled out from the Vehicle Assembly Building at
Cape Kennedy on May 25, 1966.
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4.1.6 Mission Performance
The mission performance of the Saturn vehicles proved that their design and manufacture were
equal to the requirements placed upon them. The Saturn I vehicle made i0 flights between 1961
and 1965, all of which were successful. Similarly, the Saturn IB made five flights between 1966
and 1968, all of which were also successful. Of the 12 Saturn V flights through the end of the
Apollo program, only one flight had a launch vehicle failure which precluded attainment of the
primary mission objectives. On the Apollo 6 misslonp an unmanned development flight, two of the
second stage engines shut down early, and the thlrd-stage engine failed to start after a pro-
grammed orbital coast period.
Relatively few Saturn V design changes were made from mission to mission because of the lim-
ited number of vehicles planned and built. Changes were made only to reduce weight, increase
safety or reliability, or improve payload capability.
Typical of the early changes resulting from mission performance was the removal of air scoops
from the S-IC stage of SA_502, the Apollo 6 launch vehicle, when it was found from the Apollo 4
flight that they were not needed and that their absence increased ground clearance at llft-off.
Similarly, on the same vehicle, it was found that four ullage rockets were sufficient to seat
propellants in the S-IVB stage; thus, four of the original eight were eliminated with a concom-
itant weight saving.
A major modification was made on SA-503, the Apollo 8 vehicle, as a result of the Apollo 6
mission. A longitudinal oscillation or "pogo" effect was experienced as a result of engine thrust
variations coupling through propellant feed lines to the structure of the vehicle to produce a
pronounced vibration. Helium gas was injected into the liquid oxygen prevalves of the suction
lines to dampen the unwanted oscillations.
On SA-504, the Apollo 8 vehicle, a number of changes were made in the S-IC and S-If stages
to reduce the vehicle weight and provide greater payload capacity. Typical of these were the re-
design of the liquid oxygen tank of the S-IC stage to make it lighter and the uprating of the
J-2 engine of the S-II stage from 225 000 to 230 000 pounds of thrust.
For the Apollo 15 mission (launch vehicle SA-510), an increased payload capability of about
5000 pounds was required. This increase resulted from the additional weight of consumables and
hardware for supporting the longer duration lunar stay requirements of the J-serles m/sslons, as
well as the addition of the scientific instrument module in the service module and the lunar rov-
ing vehicle. Many minor modifications were made to the launch vehicle and to the mission require-
mants to meet this payload increase. Part of this gain in payload capability came through up-
rating the five F-I engines of the S-IC stage from 1 500 000 pounds to 1 522 000 pounds of thrust.
Additional payload capability was gained by eliminating the four solld-propellant retromotors
from the S-IC stage and by deleting the remaining four ullage motors from the S-If stage. In
addition, the fllght program of the instrument unit had to be changed to place the S-IVB stage
into an earth parking orbit at 90 miles. No significant changes were made to the Saturn V for
the two remaining missions, Apollo 16 and 17.
4.2 LITTLE JOE II PROGRAM
4.2.1 Introduction
From August 1963 to January 1966, a series of unmanned flight tests was conducted at the
White Sands Missile Range to demonstrate the adequacy of the Apollo launch escape system and to
verify the performance of the co_,and module earth landing system. The launch vehicle used for
four of these tests was the Little Joe II. The size of this vehicle is compared to that of the
Saturn vehicles in figure 4-1. Its predecessor, the Little Joe, had been used in testing the
launch escape system for the Mercury spacecraft. In addition to the Little Joe II flights, two
pad abort tests were conducted in which the launch escape system was activated at ground level.
Details of the six flights are given in appendix A.
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The program was originally planned to be conducted at the U.S. Air Force Eastern Test Range
at Cape Kennedy. However, because of a heavy schedule of high-priority launches at that facility,
other possible launch sites were evaluated. Launch Complex 36 at the White Sands Missile Range,
previously used for Redstone missile tests, was ultimately selected as the most suitable for meet-
ing schedule and support requirements. Also, the White Sands Range allowed land recovery which
was less costly and complicated than the water recovery procedure that would have been required
at the Eastern Test Range or at the NASA Wallops Island facility.
The program was conducted under the direction of the Manned Spacecraft Center with Joint
participation by the prime contractors for the launch vehicle and spacecraft. The White Sands
Missile Range administrative, range, and technical organizations provided the facilities, re-
sources, and services required. These included range safety, radar and camera tracking, command
transmission, real-time data displays, photography, telemetry data acqulsitlon, data reduction,
and recovery operations.
4.2.2 Launch Vehicle Development
Man-ratlng of the launch escape system was planned to be accomplished at minimum cost early
in the Apollo program. Since there were no reasonably priced launch vehicles with the payload
capability and thrust versatility that could meet the requirements of the planned tests, a con-
tract was awarded for the development and construction of a specialized launch vehicle. Fabrica-
tion of detail parts for the first vehicle started in August 1962, and final factory systems
checkout was completed in July 1963. The original flxed-fln configuration and a later version
using flight controls are shown in figure 4-3.
The vehicle was sized to -mtch the diameter of the Apollo spacecraft service module and to
suit the length of the Algol rocket motors. Aerodynamic fins were sized to assure that the ve-
hicle Was inherently stable. The structural design was based on a gross weight of 220 000 pounds,
of which 80 000 pounds was payload. The structure was also designed for sequentlal firing with
a possible 10-second overlap of four flrst-stage and three second-stage sustalner motors. Sus-
talner thrust was provided by Algol solld-propellant motors. Versatility of performance was
achieved by varying the number and firing sequence of primary motors (capability of up to seven)
required to perform the mission. Recruit rocket motors were used for booster motors as required
to supplement lift-off thrust. The configurations of the five vehicles flown are stmnnarlzed in
table 4-1.
A simplified design, tooling, and manufacturing concept was used to limit the number of ve-
hicle components, reduce construction time, and hold vehicle costs to a minim,-,. Because overall
weight was not a limiting factor in the design, overdeslgnlng of primary structural members greatly
reduced the number and complexity of structural proof tests. Whenever possible, vehicle systems
were designed to use readily available off-the-shelf components that had proven reliabillty from
use in other aerospace programs, and this further reduced overall costs by minimizing the amount
of qualification testing required.
4.2.3 Spacecraft
The command and service modules used in this program evolved from the simple structure of
boilerplate 6, representing only the proper aerodynamic shape, to the production spacecraft struc-
ture of airframe 002, a flight-welght Block I structure with crew couch struts, flight-welght
heat shield, crew windows, and other Apollo flight hardware.
The launch escape system consisted of the major structures and systems shown in figure 4-4.
The launch escape tower was attached to the co=mmnd module by erplosive bolts. For a normal tower
Jettison, the bolts were pyrotechnically severed and the tower Jettison motor was ignited. For
aborts requiring use of the launch escape system, the launch escape motor (and pitch control
motor for low-altitude aborts) would have been fired to propel the command module away from the
launch vehicle. After launch escape vehicle turnaround, the tower would have been separated from
the co_mand module by ignition of the explosive bolts and firing of the tower Jettison motor.
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Figure 4-3.- Little Joe 11"vehicle.
TABLE 4-I.- LAUNCH VEHICLE CONFIGURATION SUI_E_RY
Item aQT V A-001 A-002 A-003 A-004
Launch weight, lb ......... 57 165 57 939 94 331 177 189
Payload:
Weight, ib ...........
Ballast, Ib ...........
Airframe:
Weight including motors, ib . . .
Ballast, ib ...........
Fixed fin ............
Controllable fin ........
Propulsion:
First stage (Recruit) ......
First stage (Algol) .......
Second stage (Algol) ........
Attitude control:
Pitch programmer ........
Pitchup capability .......
Reaction control ........
Aerodynamic control .......
RF command:
Range safety destruct ......
Thrust termination and abort. . .
Pitchup and abort ........
Abort ..............
Electrical:
Primary .............
Instrumentation .........
Instrumentation:
RF transmitters .........
Telemetry measurements ......
Landline measurements . . .....
Radar beacon:
Launch vehicle ..........
Payload .............
24 225
32 941
X
X
,R
i=--
3
66
24
25 335
32 595
X
X
(b)
3
24
X
27 692
58 030
8609
X
2
58
37
27 836
244 309
5044
X
(b)
13
45
139 731
23 185
9361
101 328
5867
X
I
39
36
aQualification test vehicle.
bLocated in payload.
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Early in the flight testing phase of the Little Joe II program, data from other sources In-
dicated that previously deeisued destabilizing strakes on the co_naud module were ineffective in
assuring a blunt-end-forward attitude following an abort. (The design of the parachute recovery
system required that the forward heat shield and parachutes be deployed _nto the wake of the com-
mand module when descending at high velocities.) To assure the proper co----nd module attitude
for all abort conditions, two wing-like surfaces, called canards, were added to the forward end
of the launch escape system (fig. 4-4). The canards were deployed by a pyrotechnic thruster act-
ing through a mechanical linkage. The thruster also contained a hydraulic attenuator for control
of the deployment speed and a mechanical lock to maintain the surfaces in the fully open position
following deployment. The launch escape system was never required to be used during any of the
Apollo missions; however, the tests conducted during the Little Joe II program demonstrated that
the system would have performed its function successfully had it been required.
At about this seme time in the program, severe abrasion of the co_nand module windows was
found to have been caused by the launch escape motor exhaust. Since visual references were re-
quired by Apollo crews in the event of an abort after launch escape tower Jettisoning, a boost
protective cover was designed to envelop the command module during the early boost stage of an
Apollo mission. The cover was fabricated from fiberglass cloth to which an outer layer of cork
was bonded. Windows were also installed to allow vlslbility from within the co--,-nd module. The
cover assembly was attached to the launch escape tower base and was sepsrated from the command
module when the tower was Jettisoned.
4.2.4 Concluding Re,harks
The Little Joe II launch vehicle proved to be very acceptable for use in this program. Two
difficulties were experienced. The qualification test vehicle did not destruct when counnanded
to do so because improperly installed primacord did not propagate the initial detonation to the
shaped charges on the Algol engine case. The fourth mission (A-003) launch vehicle became un-
controlled about 2.5 seconds after llft-off when an aerodynamic fin moved to a hardover position
as the result of an electronic component failure. These problems were corrected and the abort
test program was completed.
M/nor spacecraft design deficiencies /n the parachute reefing cutters, the drogue and main
parachute deployment mortar mountings, and the co_nand module/servlce module _--billcal cutters
were found and corrected before the manned Apollo flights began. HoWever, all ¢o-,,-nd modules
flown achieved satisfactory landing conditions and confirmed that, had they been manned space-
craft, the crew would have survived the abort conditions.
4.3 COI_AND AND SERVICE MODULE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
4p
4.3.1 Introduction
The Apollo progremwas, from the outset, planned as a multiphase progremwlth each phase
serving, to the extent possible, as quallflcatlon for subsequent phases. The phases were planned
to overlap and were originally defined as follows.
The first phase was limited to manned, low-altitude, earth-orbital flights using a Saturn I
launch vehicle. Contractor and subcontractor efforts emphasized detail design and analysis,
preparation of detail specifications, development of special manufacturing techniques, and the
fabrication of breadboarde and flight test hardware. The spacecraft was designed to be capable
of lunar landing and return.
The second phase consisted of circumlunar, lunar-orbltal, and parabolic entry test flights
using the Saturn-V-type launch vehicle for the purpose of further development of the spacecraft
and operational techniques and for lunar reconnaissance.
The third phase consisted of manned lunar landing and return missions using either Nova-class
launch vehicles or Saturn-V-type launch vehicles.
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The spacecraft design concept at the initiation of the Apollo program was a vehicle capable
of descending directly .to the lunar surface. Thus, the decision in 1962 to use the lunar ren-
dezvous technique had a major impact on the design. Since the direct landing capability was no
longer needed, the propulsion requirements _re changed to provide only for midcourse corrections,
lunar-orbit insertion, and transearth injection. The new mission profile also necessitated re-
visions to the command module to incorporate provisions for rendezvous and docking with a lunar
module and crew transfer between vehicles.
During the early conceptual design period, the need for a number of additional changes be-
came evident. For instance, the original concept of employing a land landing system on the com-
mand module was discarded in favor of a water landing system, and the heat shield design was
changed from one utilizing ablative tiles to one in which honeycomb cells were filled with abla-
tive material. Because of the complexity of the program, the state-of-the-art development, and
concurrent activities, these and other changes could not be accommodated with the existing facil-
ities, test equipment, and special skills. As a result, a program definition study was conducted
in 1964 to define the functional realignment of the connnand and service module systems that was
mandatory for the lunar mission vehicles. The results dictated a two-phase development program
whereby the command and service module would first be developed without the lunar mission capa-
bility (Block I) and subsequently redesigned to accomodate the lunar module and other systems
advancements (Block II). The purpose in dividing the program was to test the basic structure
and systems as quickly as possible, while providing the time and flexibility to incorporate
changes. Thus, in addition to the incorporation of equipment for lunar missions, Block II space-
craft contained a great number of refinements and improvements of systems and equipment. Some
of these were the result of continuing research, whereas some evolved from unmanned flights and
ground tests.
4.3.2 Block I and Block IT Hardware
4.3.2.1 Boilerplate spacecraft.- The first vehicles used in the test program were known as
boilerplate spacecraft. These were pre-production spacecraft that were similar to their produc-
tion counterparts in size, shape, mass, and center of gravity. These vehicles were used for par-
achute research and development, water drop testa, studies of stability characteristics, vibration
tests, flight testa, and other purposes leading to the proper design and development of the actual
spacecraft and its systems. Each boilerplate was equipped with instrumentation to permit record-
ing of data for engineering study and evaluation.
4.3.2.2 Block I spacecraft.- The Block I spacecraft were limited-production flight-weight
spacecraft used for flight systems development and qualification. The initial missions were con-
ducted to verify production spacecraft structural integrity, systems operation, and systems com-
patibility. After the structure and systems tests were completed, a series of unmanned flight
missions was conducted to confirm the compatibility of the spacecraft and launch vehicle and to
evaluate prelaunch, mission, and postmisslon operations. A manned Block I spacecraft mission
(originally designated AS-204 and later designated Apollo I) was planned to confirm the compati-
bility of the spacecraft and crew; however, the spacecraft was destroyed during a prelaunch test
on January 27, 1967, and the crew, astronauts Virgil I. Grlssom, Edward H. Nhite If, and Roger
B. Chaffee, were lost in the resulting fire. While an investigation of the accident was being
conducted and corrective actions taken, there was a hiatus of about 18 months before another
manned mission was ready.
4.3.2.3 Block I around test vehicles and fixtures.- One boilerplate and several spacecraft
modules were used in various ground tests at the manufacturer's facility and at the Manned Space-
craft Center to provide data on systems performance prior to flight testing.
Service propulsion system ground testing was accomplished with three test fixtures. The fix-
tures were unique platforms for the tests and were fully instrumented to record engine and propel-
lant system performance through varied operating ranges. A service module having a complete
flightworthy service propulsion system and electrical power system was used to demonstrate that
the service module was compatible with all interfacing systems and structure and to evaluate the
performance of the service propulsion system.
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4.3.2.4 Block II spacecraft.- The comnand and service modules used for all manned missions
were of the Block 11 design (fig. 4-5). Although similar to the Block I spacecraft, a number of
changes were made as a result of the program definition study of 1964 and the Apollo I fire in
1967. The major changes are listed in table 4-II. Design changes continued to take place
throughout the program as studies and analyses progressed, as hardware failures occurred, and as
new requirements developed. Major modifications were made for the final three missions because
of expanded requirements for scientific data acquisition from lunar orbit. _aile these modifi-
cations were being implemented, the investigation accruing from the cryogenic oxygen system fail-
ure experienced on Apollo 13 dictated additional changes. These changes are also au_arized in
table 4-II.
4.3.2.5 Block II ground test program.- A considerable number of ground tests were conducted
in support of the Block II changes. The test program was not formulated all at once but, rather,
was developed over a period of several years as the spacecraft design was reevaluated. The test
program embraced the original concept of minimizing flight tests and maximizing ground tests.
4.4 COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULE SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT AND PERFORMANCE
w
4.4.1 Introduction
Significant aspects of the development and flight performance of individual command and ser-
vice module structures and systems are stmmmrized in this section. Brief descriptions of the
systems are given where necessary but are not generally included. Complete descriptions of the
boilerplate and Block I spacecraft systems are given in references 4-1 through 4-12. The initial
Block II command and service module is described in reference 4-13, and subsequent changes are
noted in references 4-14 through 4-23. The topics discussed, in some cases, have been treated
in greater detail in other individual reports and these are referenced where appropriate.
4.4.2 Structures
The boilerplate flight test vehicles were designed primarily to demonstrate the capability
of the launch escape system and to obtain aerodynamic flight data. Therefore, design requirements
were to sustain ground and flight loading environments and to present a configuration similar to
that of the production flight articles. The Block I and Block lI flight spacecraft were designed
to sustain normal flight, entry, and recovery loadlngs, and to provide protection from meteoroids,
radiation, and thermal extremes.
Most of the problems encountered in the development and verification of the structure were
discovered in the ground test program when the structure failed to meet specified criteria, en-
vironment, or loads. Each failure was carefully analyzed, and the specific test criteria were
reassessed. In some cases, the reassessment revealed that the test conditions were too severe
and should be changed to more realistic conditions. In other cases, structural inadequacies
that required design changes were identified. Some modifications were retested, whereas others
were certified by analysis. Many of these structural failures were due to inaccurate predictions
of load paths and load distribution. The capability of structural analysis methods improved con-
tinually during the Apollo program. The structural aspects of the ground and flight test pro-
grams as well as significant problems encountered in the test programs and their resolutions are
discussed in reference 4-24.
On the Apollo 6 mission, a local structural failure of the spacecraft/lunar module adapter
occurred during first-stage boost (ref. 4-12). Approximately 2 minutes 13 seconds after llft-
off, abrupt changes of strain, vibration, and acceleration were indicated by onboard instrumen-
tation. Photographs showed objects falling from the area of the adapter; however, the adapter
continued to sustain the required loads.
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TABLE 4-II.- SUMMARY OF MAJOR CHA/_GES
TO COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULE
Function/system Changes
Changes Resulting From Program Definition Study
Structures and thermal
protection
Mechanical systems
Thermal control
Environmental control
Forward tunnel structure changed to
accomodate docking mechanism and
lunar module/command module t=nbili-
cals added
Antenna protuberances removed from
command module
Parachute attachment redesigned
Command module/servlce module umbil-
ical relocated
Equipment rearranged in service module
to provide an empty bay in sector I
for later installation of scientific
instrument module
Micrometeoroid protection.added to
service module
Extravehicular activity provisions
incorporated
Boost protective cover added
Heat shield ablator thickness reduced
Docking mechanism added
Earth landing system capability
improved
Unitized couch changed to foldable
type and impact attenuation system
improved
Changes incorporated for use of
passive thermal control
Radiator size increased
Selective fluid (water/glycol) freezing
and thawing used to accomodate variable
heat loads and external environment
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TABLE4-11.- SUMMARYOF MAJOR CHANGES
TO COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULE - Continued
Function system Changes
m
Changes Resulting From Program Definition Study - Continued
Communications and
instrumentation
Guidance, navigation
and control
Propulsion
Sequential events
control
VHF transceiver redesigned
C-band transponder deleted
HF recovery transceiver and antenna
deleted
Electronics packages hermetically
sealed with built-in and switchable
redundancy
Smaller, lighter, and more reliable
system used
Electronics packages hermetically
sealed with built-in and switchable
redundancy
New entry monitor system scrolls
incorporated
Flight director attitude indicator
redesigned
Service module reaction control system
propellant storage capacity increased
Size and thickness of service propul-
sion tanks reduced
Service propulsion system main propel-
lant valve control redesigned
Reliability of events controllers
improved
Motor switches, instead of relays, used
to arm pyrotechnic bus
Events controllers added to accomodate
lunar module
Crew equipment Rendezvous and docking aids provided
/
TABLE 4-II.- SUMMARY OF MAJOR CHANGES
TO COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULE - Continued
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L
Functlon/system I Changes
Changes Following Apollo I Fire
Mechanical
Environmental control
Unitized, qulck-openlng side hatch
incorporated
Earth landing system modified to with-
stand opening loads resulting from in-
creased command module weight
Uprighting system redesigned as a re-
sult of change in the command module
center of gravity
Provisions made for nitrogen/oxygen
cabin atmosphere prior to launch
Rapid cabin repressurization system
added
High pressure lines changed from alum-
inum to stainless steel, and Joints
welded instead of soldered
P
Electrical Wiring protection added
Harnesses rerouted
Crew station Use of nonflammable materials expanded
Changes Implemented as a Result of the Apollo 13 Abort
Cryogenic storage
Electrical
Crew equipment
Oxygen tank redesigned
Third oxygen tank installed
Isolation valve installed between
oxygen tanks 2 and 3
Controls and displays added
Lunar module descent stage battery
added for emergency power
Fuel cell reactant shutoff valves
relocated
Contingency water storage system
added
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TABLE 4-II.- SUMMARY OF MAJOR CHANGES
TO COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULE - Concluded
Functlon/system ] Changes
Structural
Changes Implemented for Apollo 15 and Subsequent Missions
Mechanical systems
Cryogenic storage
Environmental control
Communications and
instrumentation
Crew station
Scientific instrument module installed
Extravehicular handholds and restraints
installed
Experiment deployment devices added
to the service module
Third hydrogen tank installed
Components added to accomodate extra-
vehicular activity
Scientific data system integrated with
existing telemetry system
Controls and displays added
Additional stowage provided
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Extensive study of the photography and other evidence J_ndicated that a large area of the
adapter had lost inner facesheet from the honeycomb sandwich panels. Loads and stresses result-
ing from vlbrationwere determined to be insufficient to initiate such a failure. The investi-
gation was then directed toward determining the range of pressures that could have been trapped
in the Apollo 6 adapter sandwich panels, and toward determining the tolerance of the panels to
withstand pressure with various degrees of flaws such as adhesive voids and faceaheet dents. The
degradation effects of moisture and heat exposure on the adhesive strength were also studied and
tested. These tests and analyses led to the conclusion that pressure internal to the sandwich
panels could have caused the failure, if a large flaw existed. The pressure buildup would have
been caused by aerodynamic heating effects on air and moisture trapped in the panel.
The most probable cause of the failure was an abnormal splice assembly, resulting in a face-
sheet bond too weak for the internal pressure achieved. Sufficient information was developed to
verify that deficient assembly techniques had resulted in abnormalities along a panel splice in
several of the adapters to be used on subsequent flights.
Before the splice abnormalities were pinpointed, corrective action was taken to reduce pres-
sure buildup in the honeycomb panels and to reduce heat degrading effects on the adhesive. This
was done by drilling vent holes in the inner facesbeet and covering the outer _cesheet with
cork. The adapters having splice abnormalities were repaired, and an internal splice plate was
eliminated to allow more accurate inspection.
4.4.3 Thermal Management Systems
Management of temperatures within the limits necessary for proper spacecraft systems opera-
tion and human occupancy was accomplished by three separate systems: the environmental control
system, the thermal control system, and the thermal protection system. The environmental control
system is discussed in section 4.4.9. It contained a water/glycol flow system whlch transferred
heat to radiators located on the service module surface and a water boiler for the sublimation
of water in the space environment. These functioned as a thermodynamic unit to maintain a habit-
able cabin thermal environment and to cool electronic equipment located within the cabin. The
thermal control system regulated temperatures of the structure and components outside the pres-
sure vessel. The thermal protection system consisted of components which protected the cabin
and crew from the entry environment.
Both active and passive means of temperature management were utilized. The active means
consisted primarily of the water/glycol flow system and water boiler used for environmental con-
trol, as well as electrical heaters. The passive means included: ablative materials that accom-
modated high heating rates, thermal control coatings, insulations, heat sink materials, and space-
craft orientation.
4.4.3.1 Thermal protection.- The lunar return trajectory of the Apollo spacecraft resulted
in an atmospheric entry inertial velocity of over 36 000 feet per second, and this created an
aerodynamic heating environment approximately four times as severe as that experienced by either
the Mercury or Gemini spacecraft. The induced thermal environment resulting from such an entry
necessitated the installation of a heat shield on the command module capable of sustaining, with-
out excessive erosion, the temperatures Caused_y the high heating rates on the blunt face of the
vehicle while preventing excessive substructure temperatures. The concept Initially considered
consisted of ablative tiles made from phenollc-nylon material bonded to a honeycomb-sandwlch sub-
structure made of aluminum. However, in April 1962, recovered heat shields from Mercury space-
craft were found to have experienced debonding of tiled ablative material, and an alternative
study was conducted of the ablator insulation method being successfully demonstrated at that time
on the Gemini spacecraft. The Gemini heat shield consisted of a fiberglass honeycomb core filled
with an elastomerlc ablator. Initially, the cells were filled with the ablator by a tamping
process, but this caused concern with respect to quality assurance, and the composition of the
ablative material was modified so that it could be gunned in a mastic form into the honeycomb
cells. Stainless steel was chosen for the substructure in preference to alumlnom because of the
increased safety provided by the higher-meltlng-polnt alloy in the event of a localized loss of
ablator.
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Unmanned flights provided test verification of the thermal protection system for earth-
orbital and lunar-return m/sslons. The _easured data obtained from these fllghts (table 4-III)
and from the first two manned flights were used to correlate the analytical models used for the
required certification analysis.
Table 4-1V is a stmmmry of the actual entry conditions for the Apollo 8 mission and the
Apollo i0 through 17 missions. As indicated in the table, the maximum downrange entry distance
was 1497 miles compared with the established Block II design requirement of 3500 miles. The
shorter downrange entry distance resulted in a maximum integrated heat load of 28 000 Btu/aq ft,
which was appreclably less than the design requirement of 44 500 Btu/sq ft.
4.4.3.2 Thermal control.- The evolution of the thermal control system revealed that mis-
sion operational constraints could be used to m/nlmlze weight and power requirements. The orig-
inal concept was that the spacecraft should be insensitive to attitude and position in space.
However, unconstrained operational attitudes dictated system design for the worst-case mission
environment, which would then have involved the use of such devices as multiple cooling loops
and large heaters. The consequences would have been increased spacecraft weight and larger pro-
pellant expenditures. After consideration of all aspects of the mission, a plan was developed
which made optimum use of the natural space environment to provide passive temperature control.
The spacecraft longitudinal axis was aligned normal to the direction of the solar radiation and
the spacecraft was rotated about this axis at a nominal rate of 3 revolutions per hour during
the translunar and transearth coast phases; the allgnment and rotational operations were termed
the passive thermal control _ode. Another passive thermal control mode was used during sleep
periods while in lunar orbit. The command and service module was held in an orientation with
solar radiation impinging directly on reaction control system quad B. (The service propulsion
system oxidizer sump tank adjacent to quad B acted as a thermal sink.) Utilization of these
modes permitted the definition of a large operational envelope in which the spacecraft could
function and was used in the planning of each mission to define the thermodynamically related
constraints on the vehicles. The flight plan for a nominal mission placed the vehicle in the
center of the design envelope in order to maximize its capability to accommodate mission con-
tingencies.
During the evolution of the thermal control design, many tests were conducted to determine
insulation performance and installation techniques, thermal control coating properties, coating
application processes, thermal shielding performance, and shielding manufacturing techniques.
Additional tests were performed to determine the environment to which these materials would be
exposed such as rocket engine plume characteristics and aerodynamic heating rates. The results
of these tests were used in the development of the thermal mathematical models utilized to de-
termlne the adequacy of each thermal control design concept. It was necessary, however, to ver-
ify the many assumptions and engineering idealizations which were made in order that the inter-
dependency of the spacecraft structure end systems could be adequately mathematically represented.
Full-scale thermal vacuum tests were performed to provide a means of verifying the space-
craft thermal control system design and the adequacy of the mathematical models used for thermal
analysis. Two integrated co_znand and service module prototypes were tested in a thermal vacuum
chamber at the Manned Spacecraft Center. Both prototypes (SC-008 and 2TV-I) were exposed to
combinations of hot and cold soaks in addition to passive thermal control rolling modes while
manned with all systems except the propulsion system operating. In general, the assumptions
made in the thermal analyses were found to be conservative (i.e., the measured maximum and mln-
Imum temperatures were within the predicted extremes).
No serious problems or anomalies were associated with the thermal control and thermal pro-
tection systems on the earth-orbltal and lunar missions. The success of the systems can be at-
tributed to the somewhat conservative design philosophy that was adopted and to the rigorous
analytical and test certification requirements that were imposed. More detailed information on
thermal protection during launch and entry may be found in references 4-25 and 4-26.
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4.4.4 Mechanical Systems
The -_Jor mechanical systems incorporated in the command end service modules are discussed
in this subsection.
4.4.4.1 Earth landln s system.- The earth lending system consisted of three main parachutes,
two drogue parachutes, a forward heat shield separation augmentation parachute, and related elec-
tromechanlcal and pyrotechnic actuation components required to decelerate and stabilize the com-
mand module to conditions that were safe for landing after either a normal entry or a launch
abort. The recovery sequence was initiated automatically by the closure of barometric pressure
swltches or by manual initiation of tlme-delay relays.
In addition to stringent program requirements, several specific technical problems, the so-
lutlon of which required the development of innovative methods and techniques, were encountered.
The most severs problem was a continual increase in command module weight. This condition re-
sulted in a major program of redesign and requallflcatlon of the BloCk II earth landing system.
The command module weight increases and certain program events are depicted in figure 4-6.
The first three Block I developmental aerial drop tests (single parachutes) were conducted
with a parachute constructed from lightweight material and having a minimum of reinforcing tapes.
Because major damage was sustained on two of the three tests and because of the first announce-
ment of a command module weight increase, the first modification was made to strengthen and to
improve the main-parachute design. The initial changes increased the strength of the structural
members of the parachute. These changes caused a significant increase in parachute weight, and
the attendant bulk created new problems because limited stowage volume was available. Shortly
after the start of maln-parachute-cluster tests, modifications had to be made to the main para-
chutes to change their opening characteristics to achieve more evenly balanced load sharing among
the three parachutes, thereby reducing the peak opening loads.
By the time qualification testing of the Block I earth landing system was completed, each
system of the spacecraft had progressed to the point that accurate total weight estimates were
available. Although the maximum projected weight for a Block II spacecraft was more than the
specification value, the overweight condition was not sufficient to Justify major design changes
in the earth lending system. Therefore, the Block II parachute qualification program was pursued
as a minlmum-change effort.
During the months immediately following the Apollo I fire, n_erous modifications were made
to the command module. By mid-Aprll 1967, weight estimates indicated that the projected space-
craft weight had increased to a value greater then that at which the earth landing system could
recover the co,m_and _dule with an acceptable factor of safety. The implemented solution con-
sisted of increasing the size of the drogue parachutes and of providing the existing main para-
chuteS with an additional reefing stage. The two changes ensured an adequate factor of safety
for the parachutes and the command module structure at the projected recovery weight of 13 000
pounds. Larger drogue parachutes on the heavier command module reduced the dynamic pressure at
drogue dlsconnect/pilot mortar fire to a level near that obtained with the smaller drogue para-
chutes on the lighter spacecraft. The additional reefing stage in the main parachutes reduced
the individual and total maln-parachute loads to values no greater than the design loads for an
ii 000-pound command module.
In addition to resolving difficult design problems, devising and optimizing component manu-
facturing and assembling techniques were also necessary to ensure that each part would function
properly once it was assembled and installed on the spacecraft. None of the previous space pro-
grams required the high density of parachute packlng to suit the allotted volume that was neces-
sary in the Apollo program. This requirement necessitated the development of precise techniques
for packing the parachutes at very high densities without inflicting damage to the parachute sys-
tem during packing or deployment. Substitution of steel cables for nylon risers in the parachute
system required the development of stowage techniques that provided safe deployment of the cable.
Modifications or procedural changes were made several times in the program because of poten-
tially hazardous conditions that were discovered during mission operations. On the AS-201 mis-
sion, the forward heat shield Jettisoning system did not provide sufficient energy to thrust the
heat shield through the wake of a stabilized commmnd module. To ensure separation, a conventional
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pilot parachute mortar assembly was mounted in the forward heat shield and was activated by the
same signal that initiated the forward heat shield Jettisoning devices. On Apollo 4, small burn
holes were found in the canopy of a recovered main parachute. Investigation showed that the holes
were caused by oxidizer expelled from the co_nand module reaction control system during descent.
The condition was corrected by controlling the ratio of fuel to oxidizer loaded on the command
module to ensure that the oxidizer would be depleted before the fuel. Although the fuel (mono-
methylhydrazene) does not degrade nylon, the excess fuel condition was later found to be hazard-
ous as well. One of the amin parachutes collapsed during f_nal descent of the Apollo 15 comm"nd
module. Investigation showed that the most probable cause of the failure was burning fuel coming
in contact with the parachute fabric riser. This condition was corrected on the final two mis-
sions by retainin 8 excess propellants aboard the co_nand module for normal landings. Also, the
propellants were loaded so that there was a slight excess of oxidizer to allow for the low-altl-
rude abort possibility. These problems are discussed in greater detail in references 4-27 and
4-28.
4.4.4.2 Dockln 8 mechanism.- The announcement that the lunar landing mission would be accom-
plished by using the lunar orbit rendezvous technique established the requirement for a docking
system that would provide for Joining, separating, and rejoining two spacecraft, as well as al-
lowing intravehicular crew transfer. In addition, the Apollo program schedules required that a
docking system be selected approximately 2 years before the first Gemini docking mission.
Many design concepts were evaluated, including the Gemini design which was rejected because
of its weight. Types of the designs considered included both impact, or "fly-in," systems and
extendible systems. The type selected was an impact system consisting of a probe mounted on the
forward end of the co_nd module and a drogue installed on the lunar module. The configuration
of the Apollo docking system is shown in figure 4-).
Design of the Apollo docking system began in December 1963 and evolved through a rigorous
program of development tests, performance analyses, design studies, and qualification tests. Al-
though many problems were encountered during the development period, most were relatlvely minor.
Perhaps the primary disadvantage of the system was that it blocked the crew transfer tunnel
and, therefore, had to be removable. The original design philosophy had been to simplify the de-
sign and reduce the weight of the system. Thl8 required that all functions be performed manually
by the crew using a special tool or wrench. However, to meet a subsequent requirement to simplify
the crew/hardware interface, the complexity of the probe was increased by providing integral, low-
force actuation devices, thus reducing the number of manual tasks. These changes were implemented
in 1967, after the development test program and after some of the qualification tests of the basic
probe assembly had been performed. The development and testing of the system are described in
greater detail in reference 4-29.
The docking system was used successfully on nine Apollo missions, as planned. Docking sys-
tem anomalies occurred only on the Apollo 9 and Apollo 14 missions. During the Apollo 9 mission,
difficulties were encountered in undocking the command module from the lunar module and in pre-
paring for lunar-module-actlve docking. Postfllght ground testing demonstrated that both condi-
tions were related and were inherent normal features of the docking probe. The undocklng proce-
dure was modified to preclude recurrence of these difficulties. On the Apollo 14 mission, six
docking attempts were required to successfully achieve capture latch engagement during the trans-
lunar docking phase of the flight. A/though the docking system performed successfully for the
remainder of the mission, the docking probe was stowed in the command module after lunar orbit
rendezvous and was returned with the cormnand module so that a thorough investigation could be
conducted. The results of the invegtlgatlon disclosed two possible causes for the docking prob-
lem -- one related to the design and one attributed to foreign material restricting mechanical
operation. Although a minor design modification was incorporated to preclude such a failure
mode for future missions, most evidence indicated that foreign material was the cause of the
Apollo 14 anomaly. Additional details of these anomalies are given in references 4-29 and 4-30.
4.4.4.3 Crew support restraint and impact attenuation systems.- These systems consisted of
(i) a three-man couch assembly used to physically support the crew, especially during launch, en-
try, and landing; (2) a restraint system with a single buckle release; and (3) a shock attenuation
system that held the couch in position throughout a mission but allowed couch movement if landing
impact forces exceeded a safe level. The attenuation system was developed, primarily, to protect
the crewmen in the event of a land landing.
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The original design requirements for the couch and restraint system were based upon the prem-
ise that the crewman should be heid as rigldly as possible, the then existing philosophy of hmnan
impact protection. The prototype couch designed according to thls philosophy was excessively m,s
slve and impaired the crew's inflight mobility. Subsequent testing reduced the requirement for
rigid restraint of the crewman within the deceleration loads specified for the Apollo spacecraft
crew couch. The result was a change from the contoured couch concept used in Mercury and Gemini
to a universal couch that would fit all crewmen within the 10th- to 9Orb-percentile sizes. The
first couch designed to the new requirements was flown on the Apollo 7 mission.
The Block II redefinition of the Apollo spacecraft emphasized the requirements for more work
volume to allow an increase in intravehlcular mobility and an open center aisle for slde-hatch
extravehicular activity by a suited crewman wearing a portable llfe support system. These re-
quirements could not be met without a major redesign of the unitized couch. Therefore, a new
foldable couch was developed and used for all manned missions after Apollo 7.
During the Block II redefinition, because the location of the launch pad and the height of
the launch vehicle resulted in a high probability of a land landing from a launch pad abort or a
very low altitude abort, the crew couch was made to provide crew protection for land landing.
Because the com-_nd module did not have facilltles for limiting the landing impact, attenuators
were required to support the crew couch during all mission phases and to limit the energy trans-
mitted to the crewmen during landing impact. Development efforts resulted in a double-acting,
cyclic-strut attenuator which used a unique concept of cyclic deformation of metal to absorb
energy. Energy absorption was accomplished by rolling a ring of metal between two surfaces with
a separation distance of less than the diameter of the ring thereby causing the ring to contin-
ually deform as it rolled. More detailed information on the design of the attenuation system
may be found in reference 4-31. Several drop tests were performed to provide a better under-
standing of the dynamics of the couch and attenuation systems. Data obtained from the tests
permitted refinement of the initial impact load to an acceptable rate of acceleration for crew
tolerance.
The folding, stowing, and reassembling of the couch in flight were achieved without problems
on all missions except Apollo 9 and Apollo 16. During these missions, the crew had some diffi-
culty in reassembling the center body support of the couch.
4.4.4.4 Uprightlng system.- Early studies of the command module showed that it bad two
stable flotation attitudes: stable I (vehicle upright) and stable II (vehicle inverted). The
stable II attitude could be attained either by landlng dynamics or by postlandlng sea dynamics.
Allowing the command module to remain in the stable II attitude for more than several minutes
was undesirable primarily because the postlanding ventilation system and the location aids were
inoperative. The comlnand module could not be configured to be self-rlghtlng and still maintain
an acceptable aerodynamic llft-to-drag ratio. Therefore, a requirement was established to pro-
vlde a means of uprlghtlng the command module.
The selected design consisted of three inflatable bags located on the upper deck of the com-
mand module, two air compressors, and the associated plumbing and wiring. When use of the system
was required, a crewman initiated inflation of the bags by turning on the air compressors. By
this action, ambient air was pumped through a series of valves to each of the bags.
In addition to the overall welght increase, a center-of-gravlty shift resu/ted from the
changes made to the command module after the Apollo I fire. Full-scale performance definition
tests required by tbese changes showed that the uprlghtlng capability of the Block II command mod-
ule was marginal with the two Y-axls bags inflated (one on each side of the upper deck as shown
in fig. 4-8). Moreover, a combination of an inflated Y-axis bag and the Z-axls bag (on the side
opposite the hatch) resulted in a roll of the command module about its X-axls to a new stable
position where uprlghtlng did not occur. Development tests were conducted at the Manned Space-
craft Center to Investlgate different suspension systems for the bags and to investigate the abil-
ity of a smaller Z-axls bag to reduce the roll problem and provide enough buoyancy to assure up-
righting. Also, tests were performed to determine the feasibility of two crewmen lowerlng the
center of gravity by moving from the couches to the aft deck. As a result of these tests, the
uprlghtlng system was redesigned to provide uprlghtlng capability with any two bars inflated af-
ter two crewmen had moved aft. The final configuration was capable of uprlghtlng the co_nand
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module in 5 minutes if both compressors and all three bags _ere operative.
bag or compressor, 12 m/nutes was the maximum time required for uprighting.
upright the co_nand module if both a bag and a compressor failed.
With either a failed
The system could not
The Block II spacecraft was much less stable during water landing than the Block I space-
craft. This lack of stability is attributed to the higher center-of-gravity locations at landing
for the Block II spacecraft. All the Block II command module landing centers of gravity and at-
titudes are plotted on the uprightlng capability curve shown in figure 4-9; also shown for ref-
erence is the center of gravity of the Block I co,_and module flown on the Apollo 6 mission.
Five of the Block II spacecraft went to the stable II attitude and were uprighted by three
bags in approximately 5 minutes. No problems with the system were encountered. The Apollo 7
command module would have been prevented from uprighting if one of the three bags had failed.
While the vehicle was in the stable II attitude, water seeped through a faulty hatch valve, and
the tunnel was flooded with approximately 400 pounds of water. As can be seen in figure 4-9,
the flooded tunnel adversely affected the command module center of gravity; however, because all
three bags inflated, the vehicle uprighted. The hatch valve design was changed for all subsequent
spacecraft. Additional information on the development and performance of the uprighting system
is given in reference 4-32.
4.4.4.5 Side access hatch.- The original Apollo spacecraft side hatch was configured as
shown in figure 4-10. An outer ablative hatch provided therm_l protection during entry through
the earth's atmosphere and an inner pressure hatch sealed the cabin. With this two-hatch design,
the hatches maintained the continuity of the structure for predicted loads, thereby reducing the
vehicle weight. Although the hatch design fulfilled the program requirements relative to normal
ingress-egress and emergency egress, the hatches were awkward to handle in a one- g environment
since they were not hinged. In addition, there was no provision to open the inner hatch w/th the
spacecraft pressurized. The tragedy of not having this requirement was demonstrated in the dis-
astrous Apollo I fire.
In the period following the fire, the connnand module main hatch was redesigned to provide
the single-plece, hinged, quick-opening hatch shown in figure 4-11. Although much heavier and
more complex, the redesigned main hatch was used without difficulty on all of the Apollo manned
missions. Details of the design and development of the hatch are given in reference 4-33.
4.4.4.6 Experiment deployment mechanisms.- To accommodate orbital science equipment on
Apollo 15, 16, and 17, one section of the servi_e module was modified to allow installation of
a scientific instrument module. The modules fo_ the three missions included a variety of equip-
ment such as cameras and spectrometers. Two of the modules contained a deployable subsatelllte.
Deployment devices were developed for all three modules to move certain instruments away from the
contamination cloud that surrounded the spacecraft or to extend antennas. Figure 4-12 is an
artist's concept of the spacecraft in lunar orbit as configured for the Apollo 15 and 16 missions.
Figure 4-13 shows the Apollo 17 spacecraft configuration. Problems experienced with several of
the deployment mechanisms during flight are discussed in section 3.3.
4.4.5 Cryogenic Storage System
A multiple-tank cryogenic fluid storage system mounted in the service module provided gase-
ous oxygen and hydrogen to the fuel cell power generation system and metabolic oxygen to the crew
via the environmental control system. The system for m/ssions through Apollo 13 contained two
oxygen tanks and two hydrogen tanks. This design provided for an emergency return to earth in
the event of the loss of a hydrogen tank, an oxygen tank, or both. For Apollo 15, 16, and 17,
a third tank was added for both hydrogen and oxygen storage to provide for more extensive oper-
ational requirements as well as the contingency requirement. The Apollo 14 system contained only
two hydrogen tanks, but a third oxygen tank was added for redundancy after the failure of the
Apollo 13 system.
The storage of cryogenic hydrogen and oxygen required judicious selection of pressure vessel
materials. A materials screening program led to the selection of type 5Al-2.5 tin-titanium alloy
for the hydrogen storage and Inconel 71B alloy for the oxygen storage. These materials were se-
lected because they had attractive combinations of weight, strength, and ductility, and were com-
patible over the operating temperature ranges.
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Mapping camera
(note 1)
X-ray and alpha-ray
spectrometer door
(note 3)
Mass spectrometer
(note 2)
Gamma-ray spectrometer
(note 2)
Notes
1. Mapping camera extended and retracted on rails with
linear ball bushing, driven by screw with ball nut.
2. Gamma-ray spectrometer and mass spectrometer
extended and retracted on spiral-wrapped steel tape
booms, driven by dual tape reels.
3. Experiments were protected from optical and
thermal control surface degradation during firing of
adjacent service module reaction control system
firings by mechanically actuated covers.
Figure 4-12.- Apollo 15 command and service module in
lunar orbit configuration•
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HF dipole antenna
(note I)
VHF Yagi antenna
(note 2)
Scientific instrument
module
HF dipole antenna
Notes
1. HF dipole antenna extended and retracted as interleaving steel
tapes, driven by dual tape reels. Combined length when extended
was approximately 80 feet.
2. VHF Yagi multiple element antenna extended once and locked
as a rigid, spring-loaded, hinged assembly. Not retractable.
Extended length 103.8 inches.
Figure 4-13.- Apollo 17 command and service module with antennas
extended for lunar sounder experiment.
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Several titanium alloy pressure vessel problems occurred in the early developmental stages.
These were (1) overly large grain size (which was eliminated by a vendor change) and (2) prema-
ture failure during proof-pressure testing caused by a phenomenon known as creep. Increased wall
thickness of the pressure vessel allowed certification of the vessel for flight. Other problems
resulted from hydride formation on various welds, dissimilar metals Joining, and quality control
of electron-beamwelding. In all cases, a materials or process change was found to adequately
resolve the problem.
Uniform depletion of the tank content was necessary so that, at any time during a mission,
emergency quantities of fluid were available in each tank. Equal depletion was maintained by
internal heaters. The original design for the heaters was a concentric aluminum sphere that was
perforated to reduce weight. The heater element was a high-resistance film (electrofilm) sprayed
over the aluminum sphere.
High heat rates from small areas can result in zonesof fluid adjacent to the heater with
significant temperature and density gradients. Vehicle accelerations can suddenly mix these ther-
mslly stratified zones and, under some fluid conditions, significant pressure decays can result.
The potential problem of thermal stratification was circumvented by the installation of a fan
and heater combination instead of using the coated aluminum spheres. In this design, s fan was
installed at each end of a perforated, cylindrical tube, and the heater element was brazed in a
barberpole manner around the tube. As a result of the Apollo 13 failure, however, the fan motors
were removed from the tanks to reduce potential ignition sources (fig. 4-14). In the final con-
figuration, heat was transferred by natural convective processes.
The method of insulating the tanks was developed through extensive analysis and was optimized
by a comprehensive test program. Tests were conducted on removable outer shells that were clamped
together; then the entire assembly was placed in a vacuum chamber. This configuration permitted
rapid modification of the test article. These tests led to the conclusion that a vapor-cooled
shield was required to achieve the specified thermal performance. The vapor-cooled shield pro-
vided an intermediate cold boundary layer within the insulation. The oxygen tank had eight se-
quences of insulation, end the hydrogen tank had 28 sequences. One sequence consisted of six
layers: three of aluminum foil (each 0.0005 inch thick), two of paper, end one of fiberglass.
All of the tanks were vacuum Jacketed. A monocoque outer shell was selected, and a thickness of
0.020 inch was found to withstand the buckling stresses brought about by the 1-atmosphere load.
By far the most serious flight problem was the one that occurred during the Apollo 13 mis-
sion when oxygen tank 2 failed at almost 56 hours into the mission and caused the loss of the
entire cryogenic oxygen system. An accident investigation board determined that two protective
tank heater thermal switches failed closed during an abnormal detankin8 procedure prior to flight.
Subsequent fan motor wire insulation damage caused a fire in one of the oxygen tanks and subse-
quent loss of the system. The changes made as a result of the investigation, in addition to the
elimination of the fan motors, included reducing or eliminating internal materials with relatively
low burning points (such as magnesium oxide, silicone dioxide, and Teflon).
The development of the cryogenic storage system resulted in significant technological devel-
opments for cyrogenlc applications, particularly in fabrication and welding of pressure vessel
shells, metallurgy associated with titanium creep and hydride formation, application of vapor-
cooled shields in hlgh-performance insulation, and vacuum acquisition and retention. Most of
these advances are dlrectly applicable to other required cryogenic developmental programs. Ad-
ditionally, preflight analytical predictions and subsequent correlations with flight data have
contributed much information on heat transfer and stratification of cryogens at Iow-gravlty
levels. Reference 4-34 provides more detailed information regarding the development and per-
formance of this system.
4.4.6 Electrical Power System
The electrical power system consisted of a fuel cell power generation system, a battery
power system, and a power conversion and distribution system. The development and performance
of each system is discussed.
4.4.6.1 Fuel cells.- The fuel cells provided all electrical power required by the command
and service module from launch to command module separation prior to entry, although batteries
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were available for power augmentation such as might be required during service propulsion engine
flrlngs.
Before the selection of a power system to meet the requirements of the Apollo program,
various nuclear, chemical, and solar energy devices uere considered. The fuel cell system was
selected because of its favorable developmental status, relatively light weight, and great op-
erational flexibility. Follo_rlng the selection of fuel cells for the primary power generation
system, the mission electrical energy requirements were defined and specified as 575 kilowatt-
hours of energy from three fuel cells at a minimum rate of _3 watts per hour and a maximum rate
of 1420 watts per hour per fuel cell.
The system contained three fuel cell modules, each having four distinct sections: an energy
conversion section (the basic cell stack), a reactant control section, a thermal control and
water removal section, and the required instrumentation. Figure 4-15 shows one of the modules.
The fuel cells consumed hydrogen and oxygen from the cryogenic storage system and produced elec-
trical energy, water, and beat. The electrical enerEy was produced at a nominal 28 volts dc and
was distributed, conditioned, and used throughout the command and service module. The water was
stored in tanks in the co_nd module_d_us_edfor drinking and cooling. The heat produced by
the fuel cells was rejected by means of radiators around the upper part of the service module.
The available fuel cell technology at the beginning of the program was inadequate to fabri-
cate an operable system that weuld be reliable under the expected mission conditions. The mere
significant problems encountered in the development of the flight system are discussed.
An early developmental problem was leakage of electrolyte at the periphery of the unit cell
(fig. 4-16). The electrolyte is highly concentrated potaasiLnn hydroxide, a very corrosive solu-
tion that is difficult to contain. The use of Teflon as a seal material and the incorporation
of design improvements eliminated the leakage problem.
The two half cells (electrodes) that formed the single-cell assembly (fig. 4-16) were com-
posed of dual-porosity sintered nickel formed from nickel powder that was pressed into sheets.
The liquid-electrolyte/gas-reactant interface was maintained vlthin the aintered nickel by means
of a controlled 10.5-psi pressure differential between the electrolyte end the reactant compart-
ments. If either the hydrogen or oxygen gas pressure was more than 2.5 psi below or 15 psi above
the electrolyte pressure, a breakdown of the liquid/gas interface was possible. In the early de-
sign stages, many electrolyte leaks developed that allowed potassium hydroxide to enter the gas-
reactant cavities. As a result, individual cells failed to maintain an electrical load. The
manufacturing procedure was changed to obtain a mere uniform porosity of the nickel electrodes,
thus increasing the bubble pressure and decreasing susceptibility to flooding. Also, a coating
of lithium-impregnated nickel oxide was added tO the electrolyte side to inhibit oxidation. These
modest improvements helped, but the fundamental problem of ground test cell flooding caused by
gas pressure imbalance remained throughout the program. This ground test operational defect was
minimized by improved ground support equipment, better gas distribution systems, improved test
procedures, and more careful handling.
The fuel cell showed signs of internal shorting during qualification testing. The cause
was the formation of nickel dendrites between the electrodes due to electrochemical reaction.
The reaction rate was found to be dependent upon temperature end time. Therefore, operational
procedures were changed to minimize fuel cell operation during cell buildup and launch checkout.
The problem did not recur after this change.
An accumulator was provided as part of the water/glycol coolant system to maintain a constant
coolant pressure without regard to the volumetric changes due to coolant temperature variations.
This pressure was controlled by a flexible bladder that imposed a regulated nitrogen blanket pres-
sure on the coolant system. During ground tests Using boilerplate spacecraft 14, thermal expan-
sion of the water/glycol extended the accumulator bladder to its dimensional limit, causing the
coolant pressure to increase. A larger accumulator was added to production fuel cells and no
problems were encountered thereafter.
The electrolyte, 80 percent potassium hydroxide, was a porous solid at ambient temperature.
Therefore, small quantities of reactant gases could permeate the electrolyte as it dried and hard-
ened during shutdown of the fuel ceil. The early method of shutdown depressurization was to open
the reactant-gas purge valves and thereby rapidly reduce cell pressure. When the cells were rap-
idly depressurtzed, the expansion of the trapped gases could break the bond between the electrode
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and the solidified potassium hydroxide. On restart of the cell, the trapped reactant gas formed
a bubble between the electrolyte and the electrode. This reduced the active electrode area and
caused a decrease in performance. Careful adherence to a controlled, slow repressurizatlon of
the cell reactant gases eliminated the bubbles, because the trapped gases could diffuse out
slowly from the solidifying electrolyte.
During acceptance tests, several of the water/glycol pumps tended to stick on initial fuel
cell start, Examination of failed pumps showed that, during a final flush-and-dryout procedure
before storage, a residue was left on the •haft. Therefore, the •haft could not rotate because
the pump had a low (4 Inch-ounce) starting torque. After the water/glycol pumps were started,
the residue would dissolve and the failure did not occur during operation. A new rinse-and-
dryout procedure was adopted and the residue problem• ended.
Two reactant purge port•, one for hydrogen and one for oxygen, were provided on each fuel
cell to allow purging of impurities (nonreactant gases) that accumulated in internal cell reac-
tant cavities. During testing with alrfra_e 008, water vapor condensed and froze at the purge
opening under extreme thermal conditions, preventing further hydrogen purging. To correct the
condition, two heaters, connected electrically in parallel for redundancy, were added to subse-
quent flight vehicles. The heaters _ere _tivated 20 minutes before a fuel cell hydrogen purge
and turned off i0 minutes after the purge was terminated.
Only one fuel cell problem was encountered during the Block I command and service _odule
flights. Cooling system temperature excurelon_ observed during the AS-202 mission were found to
be caused by inadequate radiator coolant loop servicing, which permitted gas bubbles to remain
in the system and caused the coolant pump to cavitate. Improved servicing and checkout proce-
dures corrected the problem.
Condenser exit temperature problems _re experienced on most of the early Block II flights
through Apollo i0. The fuel cell condenser served as a means of controlling the humidity of the
fuel cell hydrogen loop; the condenser exit temperature determined the position of a secondary
coolant loop bypass valve and was, therefore, a prime determinant of the thermal condition of the
fuel cell. The comblnatlon of coolant, Corr6slon inhi_it0rs, and aluminum plumbing caused the
formation of a gelatinous product over long dormant periods. The formation of this product in
the coolant loop on Apollo 7 and 9 affected secondary loop byp•ss valve performance. Servicing
procedures were revised to •ervlce the coolant system at the Kennedy Space Center as late as
possible prior to launch and to •ample the coolant loop fluid. The radiators were hand-vlbrated
and flushed if any of the coolant samples were questionable. The fuel cells for Apollo Ii end
subsequent spacecraft were retrofitted with Block I bypass valves which were shown by tests to
he less susceptible to contamination than the improved Block II valves.
Another condenser exit temperature problem was observed on the Apollo i0 mission. The con-
denser exit temperature oscillated well out of the normal control band during lunar orbit and
caused repeated caution and warning system alarms. Investigation showed (1) that the fuel cell
thermal control system was marginally stable under certain conditions of high loads and low ra-
diator temperatures such as those experienced during lunar orbit dark-side passes and (2) that
thermal oscillations could be induced if the system was adequately "shocked." This was simulated
in ground tests by alternately stopping and •tarring the coolant pump while in the proper fuel
cell operating conditions. Analysis determined that the shock, or trigger, for the inflight os-
cillations wan the result of water slugging out of the condenser in large subcooled quantities
rather than in the uniformly sized droplets that had always been observed in ground operations.
Although nothing could be done to prevent this zero-gravity phenomenon from recurring (which it
did, several time•), procedures _re developed to stop the oscillations when they occurred, and
the circumstances necessary to develop oscillations were carefully avoided whenever possible.
Temperature oscillations were not observed on flights after Apollo 10.
The ingestion of hydrogen g_ into the drinking water caused discomfort to the crewmen until
a hydrogen gas separator was developed and added to the drinking water system. This device re-
moved a sufficient amount of hydrogen from the water •o that it was no longer a serious problem
to the crewmen.
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The fuel cell proved to be a reliable and versatile electrical power generation device in
the Apollo program. The fuel cell operated satisfactorily during spacecraft launch/boost vibra-
tion and in the space environment, and met all electrical demands imposed on it. When problems
di_ occur, the redundancy of the fuel cells prevented catastrophic results, and the extreme op-
erational flexibility of the system usually permitted operation in modes that obviated or mini-
mized the likelihood of recurrent failures. Additional information on the fuel cell power gen-
eration system is contained in reference 4-35.
4.4.6.2 Batteries.- As stated previously, batteries were used to augment the fuel cells
during periods of h/gh current demand. Battery power was also used (1) to supply low-level
loads that had to be isolated from the main buses, (2) to supply electrical power after Jetti-
soning of the service module, and (3) to provide power for pyrotecS_ic devices.
The battery complement on manned missions through the Apollo 13 mission consisted of five
silver-oxide/zinc batteries located in the co_mnd module. Three of these (entry-end-postlanding
batteries) were rated at 40 ampere-hours each and were rachargeable. The remaining two (pyro-
technic batteries) were each capable of supplying approximately 2 ampere-hours of energy. (The
specified capability was 0.75 ampere-hour.) As a result of the Apollo 13 cryogenic oxygen sys-
tem failure, an auxiliary battery having a capacity of 400 ampere-hours vas installed in the ser-
vice module for the Apollo 14 end subsequent missions. This battery could have provided 12 k/lo-
watt-hours of emergency energy and could have been connected to the co_nand module main buses
through the distribution system for fuel cell 2.
The requirements established for the Apollo conmmnd and service module batteries were well
within the existing state of the art for batteries; hence, no unique problems were identified or
experienced during battery development and qualification during short-tlme ur_msnned flights.
The only significant battery problems on the operational flights resulted from the use of a
relatively new type of nonabsorbent separator (Permlon 307) in the cow.mud module entry-and-post-
landing batteries and from failure to verify the effectiveness of the battery-charglng system for
those batteries. These two factors Jointly resulted in severe undervoltage on the command module
main buses at coummnd module/servlce module separation during the Apollo 7 mission. The final
solution of these problems for the flight of Apollo II was achieved by reverting to the origin-
ally used absorbent cellophane separator material and by raising the output voltage of the con _
mend module battery charger. With the possible exception of an auxiliary battery in the unmanned
Apollo 6 flight (there was insufficient data to prove a battery failure), no co_nd and service
module battery failure occurred in any flight. Reference 4-36 contains more detailed information
on battery performance.
4.4.6.3 Power conversion and distribution.- Two systems for power conversion and distribu-
tion were designed and flown during the Apollo program. The first was used in the launch escape
vehicle test program conducted at the White Sends Missile Range. The design philosophy for this
system was based upon returning performance data for evaluation. Thus, the design was quite
simple and NASA facilities were used for fabrication. The second was the operational system
used on the manned Apollo flights. Since high reliability was required to assure crew safety,
this system was more complex and was fabricated by the command and service module contractor.
a. System for early development flights: Off-the-shelf hardware components that had been
qualified on previous space programs were used in the launch escape vehicle test program. This
assured early delivery and low cost as well as giving a high probability that these assemblies
would pass the Apollo environmental qualification tests after having bean installed in higher
level assemblies. As an example, the relays, connectors, wire, current shunts, and fuses were
qualified in the Mercury program. The fuse holders were qualified in the X-15 aircraft program.
All loads were protected by fuses except those that were essential to the primary mission
objectives. The philosophy was that, if a load was of secondary importance and could short cir-
cuit, a fuse should be in the llne to re_ove the shorted load from the bus, thereby allowing the
other loads to operate properly. If the load was of primary importance, however, a short circuit
could cause the loss of the primary mission objectives and, thus, it did not matter whether the
load was fused or not. Also, since reliability analysis showed that a fuse would be o_e more
series element that could fail, the loads of primary importance were not fused. In addition to
the hardware selection and circuit design considerations, redundancy and fail-safe techniques were
used, good _rlring practlves were followed, and good quality control was maintained. No flight
failures occurred in this system.
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b. Operational system: The operational system used on the manned Apollo flights took
longer to design because, with the manned mission requirement, a stricter design philosophy was
followed to assure crew safety.
Although a great deal of the required system reliability was achieved through the design
itself, performance was enhanced by extensive testing of individaul components, separate assem-
blies, the total distribution system, and the entire vehicle. In addition to evaluation and de-
sign proof tests, a random production sample of each component was subjected to a series of elec-
trical, mechanical, and environmental tests before certifying that part for flight. Finally,
various selected parameters of each component or assembly were measured during acceptance test-
ing before installation of the components into higher level assemblies.
The dlrect-current distribution, designed around two isolated main buses, received power
from any combination of three fuel cells and/or three command module batteries. Redundant loads
were connected to each bus, nonredundant critical loads were connected to both buses through iso-
lation diodes, and noncritical loads were connected to either bus as required to equalize the
loads. Tb/s configuration prevailed until the Apollo 13 failure highlighted the need for the
additional battery that was installed in the service module for the Apollo 14 through Z7 missions.
Based on the experience of the Mercury and Gemini programs, wherein it was demonstrated that
many of the inflight tasks did not need to be automated, automatic functions in the electrical
power system were kept to a minimum. The only functions that were automated were those which had
to be initiated faster than a crewman could react. For instance, the power system was designed
to connect the co_nand module batteries to the buses automatically in the event of a pad abort.
The alternating-current distribution system contained circuitry to disconnect a bus from its
source automatically If the voltage became too high. This was necessary because electrical equip-
ment, especially semiconductor devices, can be damaged by instantaneous excessive voltage. The
alternatlng-curreut sensor and associated circuitry therefore monitored each alternating-current
bus for voltage and current. If the voltage became too low or the current too great, the sensor
signaled the crew, notifying them of the need for action. If the circuit sensed an abnormally
high voltage, the circuit automatically removed the affected bus from the inverter and signaled
the crew regarding the changeover.
P
Distribution of alternating current was achieved through a system similar to that of the
direct-current system. Three static dc-to-ac three-phase inverters provided alternating-current
for the vehlcla, each phase furnishing llS-volts at 400 hertz. Although each of the inverters
was capable of providing 1250 volt-amperes of power, more power than was required for the entire
vehicle, three were installed for increased reliability. During normal operation, two £nverters
supplied power while the third inverter remained on standby.
Alternating and direct current were used to provide power to the battery charger used to
charge the three command module entry-and-postlanding batteries. To provide maximum reserve
power for emergencies and for recovery aids after landing, the batteries were recharged as soon
as possible after each use.
Fuses, circuit breakers, and sensors were all used so that faulty loads could be removed from
the bus and the sources protected from downstream failures. M/ssion success and crew safety de-
manded that failures not he allowed to propagate to other areas and that the sources and buses
he protected.
The electrical power distribution system performed satisfactorily throughout the flight pro-
gram. Further informatlonmay he obtained from reference 4-37.
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4.4.7 Propulsion Systems
The command and service module propulsion systems consisted of the service propulsion system,
used for major velocity changes, and two separate reaction control systems, one in the command
module and one in the service module.
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4.4.7.1 Service. propulsion system.- Early requirements for the Bervice module included ver-
nier and main propulsion systems for a direct lunar landing profile. The main propulsion system
was to consist of several identical solid-propellant motors which would provide thrust for trans-
lunar abort end lunar ascent. A separate module was to be designed that would provide for ter-
minal descent. These requirements were changed early in 1962 to specify a single service module
engine. Earth-storable liquid hypergolic propellents were to be used by the new system, which
could include single or multiple thrust chambers. The service propulsion system was to be capa-
ble of providing for abort after Jettison of the launch escape system, for launch from the lunar
surface, and for midcourse corrections during earth return.
When the lunar orbit rendezvous mode was selected over the direct lunar landing mode in
July 1962, the service propulsion system requirements were reduced to provide for midcourse cor-
rections, lunar-orbit insertion, and transearth injection. The final service propulsion system
design had a single pressure-fed-liquid rocket engine which used nitrogen tetroxide as the oxi-
dizer and hydrazine (Aerozine-50) as the fuel. The propellants were stored in four tanks located
in the service module. The tank pressurant gas was heli,_, which was supplied from two bottles
located in the center bay of the service module. Isolation valves, check valves, and regulators
for the helium supply system were mounted on a panel in one of the service module bays. A pro-
pellant utilization and gaging system was used to maintain the correct oxidizer-to-fuel ratio
for the engine.
In the early stages of system development, materials and processes were investigated. Mate-
rial-properties research was conducted to determine the emissivities of nozzle and nozzle-coating
materials. Tube brazing and weld techniques were improved by means of propellant-metal compatl-
billty studies and brazlng-weldlng metallurgical investigations. Thrust chamber ablative mate-
rials were selected after the completion of laboratory tests that limited the materials llst be-
fore thrust chamber testing. Laboratory studies were conducted on 42 potential thrust chamber
material samples; the studies included ldgh-temperature vacuum tests and thermal- and structural-
properties investigations. Seal materials for propellant equipment were selected after investl-
gatlon of elastomer and pseudoelastomer compounds to screen for propellant compatibility, swell,
creep, resilience, and other seal properties.
Zero-gravlty propellant motion problems were investigated by means of theoretical and exper-
imental research in fluid mechanics. The goals of this research were new modellng and 8callng
techniques for earth simulation of zero-gravity effects on the propellant and an improvement in
the understanding of fundamental phenomena.
The complete propulsion system was subjected to 8 test program using heavyweight test rlgs
and a fllght-type system at the White Sands Test Facility. These tests were conducted at ambient
conditions and explored the full range of potential system use. The engine was qualified prl-
marily through simulated altitude testing at the Arnold Engineering Development Center.
Throughout the engine development and qualification phase, many configuration changes oc-
curred as a result of knowledge gained in the test programs. One of the more significant changes
resulted in the incorporation of a baffled injector to reduce the risk of combustion instability.
Infllght testing was the final phase of the service propulsion system development. Qualifi-
cation of the system under all space-operatlonal condltlons was attempted during the ground test
program. However, the impracticability of simulating all space conditions in ground tests pre-
vented complete demonstration of system performance. Thus, the service propulsion system was
used conservatively in the early flights. As the flight program progressed, the complexity of
operating modes and system demands were increased.
Several notable problems were encountered during the flight program. First, the propellant
gaging system, while operating as designed, was not matched to the system in a manner that allowed
a direct reading of actual propellants without correction throughout the m/sslon. This required
interpretation of indicated quantities by system specialists and was a source of crew irritation
on several missions. Secondly, incomplete bleeding of gas trapped in the engine and feedllnes
during propellant loading resulted in unusual start transients on the Apollo 8 mission. Improved
engine bleed provisions were incorporated on later spacecraft. In another case, the engines were
re-orlflced to eliminate unbalance between the propellant flow rates. Prior to the re-oriflclng,
the propellant utilization valve was used to correct the unbalance. These and other problems
noted during the operational phase of the program are discussed in more detail in reference 4-38.
The most significant lesson that was learned from the service propulsion system development
program was the need to first develop basic technology for propulslon system before initiating
full-scale hardware designs. Besides the anticipated technical problems such as engine perform-
ance and combustion instability, schedule delays were experienced during hardware development,
and these delays generally were associated with the high reliability requirements of the Apollo
program and the lack of experience with the propellants and their effects on materials.
4.4.7.2 Reaction control system.- Inltlally, the reaction control system capabilities were
to include attitude control, stabilization, propellant settllng for the aforementioned vernier
propulslon system, and minor velocity corrections. The system was to be pulse modulated and pres-
sure fed, and was to use storable hypergollc propellants. When these requirements were changed
to delete the vernier propulsion system, a requirement was added to provide (i) ullage maneuvers
(propellant settling) for the service propulsion system and (2) a deorblt capability to back up
that of the service propulsion system. The redundant system concept was also expanded such that
the command module reaction control system consisted of two independent systems and the service
module reaction control system consisted of four independent systems, each having a four-englne
cluster (quad).
The basic design of the round and service module reaction control systems was not changed
appreciably from the original concepts. The only major change to the service module reaction
control system was to increase the propellant storage capacity of the Block II system by adding
one additional fuel tank and one additional oxidizer tank to each quad assembly.
In each service module reaction control system assembly, hlgh-pressure (4150 psla) helium
was stored in a spherical titanium alloy tank. The helium flowed through two-way solenold-con-
trolled isolation valves to regulators. After being regulated to the desired working pressure
(181 psia), the helium passed through check valves and into the gas side of the propellant tanks.
Pressure relief valves were provided between the check valves and the propellant tanks to prevent
overpressurization of the tanks. The propellant forced from the propellant tanks by the collaps-
ing bladders flowed through solenoid-controlled isolation valves and in-line filter assemblies
into the engine assemblies. Each of the four engines on each quad was a pulse-modulated, radia-
tion-cooled_ 100-pound thrust unit. The service module reaction control system also included
heater assemblies and controls to maintain safe operating temperatures in the systems, many ac-
cess ports for checkout and servicing, and an instrumentation system, including a propellant
quantity gaging system, to monitor system performance.
The comT_nd module reaction control system was similar to the service module system wlth the
tollowing excep_iuns. IT had two rather than four independent assemblies, each capable of pro-
viding entry control. The system also had pyrotechnic, normally closed, helium isolation valves
rather than solenoid valves. These valves were opened just before entry and no provision was made
for isolating the helium supply. To provide sealing of the system before use, burst-disk-type
isolation valves were installed in the propellant feedlines between the tanks and the solenoid-
type propellant isolation valves. The limited-life engines were ablatively cooled. The command
module reaction control system also had provisions for interconnecting the two redundant systems.
Additionally, the propellants and the pressurizing gas could be dumped rapidly in case of an
abort.
Although none of the components were off-the-shelf items, most of them were state of the art.
For these, the development program was rather straightforward and usually consisted of (1) tests
of pre-prototype hardware to define the design, (2) a design verification test of prototype hard-
ware to verify design adequacy, and (3) qualification tests to demonstrate the adequacy of produc-
tion hardware.
In addition to the component tests, a considerable number of system-level tests was conducted.
Several of the system-level tests constituted a part of the formal certification. The system-
level evaluations included system performance demonstration tests, vibration tolerance demonstra-
tion tests, and thermal vacuum tests. A detailed discussion of the system-level test program is
contained in reference 4-39.
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A certification and qualification test program was conducted for each component in the com-
mand and service module reactiou control system. These tests included a demonstration of the
capability to withstand exposure to temperature, vacuum, vibration, shock, propellants, and ac-
celeration conditions, and demonstrations of operational capability such as functional cycling,
proof pressure tests, leakage tests, and pressure-drop tests. Tests were also conducted to dem-
onstrate tolerance to particulate contamination and to determine the quantity of contaminants
generated. Additionally, selected components were tested under conditions that were more severe
than those expected during flight, including vibration to 1.5 times the normal qualification
levels and pressurization to the component burst point. A number of problems encountered during
these tests necessitated modifications or imposed operational lim/tations.
Two hardware failures occurred during flight missions in the service module reaction control
system and five in the comnand module reaction control system. There were also five electrical-
type failures, all on the co,and module reaction control system. Because many of these failures
occurred on early missions that were flown at the same time that the qualification end system-
level ground tests were being conducted, the failures were not unique to flight experience. Those
failures experienced only in flight are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Apollo 7 postflight tests revealed that the command module reaction control system propellant
isolation valves would not latch in the closed position. The tests showed that if the valve was
closed at the time of system activation, the valve Bellows were damaged to the point of causing
the failure. The corrective action was to open the isolation valve before the systems were ac-
tivated.
During Apollo 9 and several subsequent missions, some of the service module reaction control
system propellant isolation valves inadvertently closed during separation of the spacecraft from
• the S-IVB launch vehicle stage. Investigative testing revealed that the pyrotechnic shock was
sufficient to cause the valve to close but did not damage the valve. The valves were simply re-
opened and no further corre_ctive action was required.
Another flight failure involved the interface between the reaction control system and the
parachute system. As discussed previously, small holes were found in the canopy of a recovered
main parachute on an early flight. These holes were caused by raw oxidizer which was expelled
from the comm-nd module reaction control system after the fuel was expended during the propellant
depletion firing after entry. (The firing was accomplished after the main parachutes were de-
ployed.) On the Apollo 7 mission, the depletion firing was not accomplished and the excess pro-
pellants were left on bohr_. For the Apollo 8 mission, the command module reaction control sys-
tem was loaded with an excess of fuel so that, during_the depletlon firing, the oxidizer would
be expended before the fuel; the firing was satisfactorily accomplished. On the Apollo 15 mis-
sion, several riser lines on one of the main parachutes failed. Investigative testing demon-
strated that burning fuel from the depletion firing caused the parachute failure. Consequently,
the Apollo 16 and Apollo 17 command modules were landed with the excess propellants on board.
The last corrective action brought about a hazardous situation that occurred during post-
flight deserviclng of the Apollo 16 co_muand module. On previous flights, essentlally no residual
propellants were left on board. However, the desex-vlclng procedures used on these earlier mis-
sions were also used for the Apollo 16 co,and module, which had about 200 pounds of residual
propellants on board. During the offloadlng of the oxidizer, an incorrect ratio of neutralizer
to oxidizer resulted in an exploslon that destroyed the deservlclng cart. After Apollo 16, the
deservlcing procedures and ground support equipment were changed so that the fuel end oxidizer
were put in separate containers and neutrallzatlonwas accomplished at a remote site.
In retrospect, certain problem areas were CoeEnon to many of the component development ef-
forts. Recommendations to minimize the impact of the problems on future programs are as follows.
The initial component function design specifications often were more stringent than was nec-
essary because actual requirements were not known. In some cases, the specification requirements
were the projected limits of the state of the art at the anticipated time of use. As the require-
ments were defined more fully, there was hesitancy to relax the specifications, which might have
resulted in some unnecessary and, perhaps, unfruitful efforts. An intensive effort should be made
to define requirements accurately as early as possible. Also, as a relaxation in requirements
become evident, the specification should be relaxed if cost or schedule savings can be realized.
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A lack of compatibility of the system and its components with the propellants was a recog-
nized problem early in the Apollo program. The major deterrent to efficient resolution of the
problem was the unavailability of elastomeric materials that were compatible with propellants
under long-duration exposure. A problem that was not recognized until considerably later in the
program involved the incompatibility of the system and components vlth the flush fluids (or com-
binations of flush fluids) and propellants. At such time that compatibility of a system and Its
components with fluids is established, all fluids and mixtures of fluids that might be introduced
into the system should also be established. Particular attention should be given to determining
the specific fluids that might he used during manufacturing and checkout of the system and its
components when the materials are selected. Provisions for adequate drying of systems should be
made and verified if fluid mixing cannot be tolerated.
Cleanliness control was a problem because of the many small orifices and the close tolerances
of moving parts. Assembling a clean system was difficult, and the need for component removal and
replacement further increased the probelm. To minimize the problem, filters were added to protect
components that had an unusually high failure rate because of contamination. On future programs,
all components should he designed to he as insensitive to contamination as possible. Addition-
ally, such components should be protected by integral filters. A further recommendation is that,
if fluids are reverse-flowed through any component during a flushing or filling operation, both
the inlet and outlet ports on the component should be protected against contamination. If large
quantities of contaminants are expected, filters should also be provided at the fluid source.
A considerable number of unnecessary and costly situations occurre_ during the development
and qualification tests, because the production of components was well underway before the test
programs were completed, particularly during the system-level tests. Corrective action for prob-
lems that existed during these programs almost always involved the retrofit of production units
and the modification of completed systems. Some problems were tolerated because of the extensive
vehicle rework that would he required for corrective measures. These shortcomings were compen-
sated for by either tolerating higher rejection rates or modifying operating procedures. Only
limited changes were made to the systems as a result of these late tests. Consequently, the
test results did little for the development of more reliable systems but, rather, were useful in
instilling confidence in equipment or defining operating constraints. A further recommendation,
therefore, 18 that extensive efforts be made to integrate the test program schedules with the
master production schedules. Speclfically, the overall schedule should he adjusted to provide
time to implement the production hardware changes dictated by the test program.
4.4.8 Guidance, Navigation, and Control System
The functions of the guidance, navigation, and control system may he divided as follows:
a. Navigation is the process of determining spacecraft position and velocity at a given
time in a basic reference coordinate system. The position and velocity data for a given time
are referred to as a state vector.
b. Guidance end control are the functions that furnish commands to the engines to change or
correct vehicle trajectory and to control vehicle attitude. The engines are controlled automat-
Ically in some modes and by the crew in other modes.
The two basic system configurations were referred to as Block I and Block II. The Block I
system was designed when the command and service modules were to be landed on the moon. To
achieve the system reliability required by this plan, spare units were to be carried on board,
and Infllght maintenance was to he performed. However, inherent problems existed in this concept
that were never really solved, such as moisture getting into electrical connectors during change-
out. The adoption of the lunar orbit rendezvous plan provided a logical time to change to the
Block II configuration which, because of redundant paths, negated the infllght maintenance ra-
qulremant end thereby avoided the connector problem. The Block II system was smaller, lighter,
and more reliable than the Block I design. Another advantage was that the primary guidance aye-
tame for the command module and the lunar module could he nearly alike. The Block I system was
flown on unmanned missions only. Therefore, thl8 discussion pertains primarily to the Block II
system.
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The Block II cgnflguration has a primary and secondary guidance and control system as illus-
trated in figure 4-17. Although navigation could be performed on board with the primary system,
the primary method of navigation was tO use data tranmmltted from the Mission Control Center,
and the onboard system served as a backup. The redundancy of the Block II system assured that
no single failure would cause total loss of any function.
The primary guidance, navigation, and control system consisted of inertial, optical, and
computer systems. The inertia] system provided a three-glmb_l gyroscopically etablllzed platform
upon which three accelerometers were mounted, one for each orthogonal axis. Any rotational mo-
tion of the spacecraft about the platform was detected by the gyros and measured by resolvers
built into the gimbals. Attitude information could thus be continuously sent to the computer.
The three integrating accelerometers detected translational acceleration of the spacecraft and
provided continuous velocity information to the computer. The Inertlal system also contained
the electronics and power supplies required by the guidance and control system.
The optical system consisted of a sextant, a telescope, and associated electronics. Optical
stghtings were made on celestial bodies and on earth or lunar landmarks to accurately determine
inertial position. When an optical sighting was made, a set of data consisting of time, space-
craft attitude, and optics pointing angles was recorded by the computer. By taking successive
slghtings, navigation data were obtained to solve the navigation equations.
The computer system received input data from the inertial and optical systems and manual
commands from the crew through a hand controller. Operating on these inputs, the system solved
navigation equations, generated on-off commands to the 16 attitude thrusters and the main engine,
generated steering commands to the engine glmbal actuators, and generated appropriate control and
display data. The computer contained a digital autopilot to control the vehicle during all flight
phases. Three types of attitude control were available: automatic maneuvering to any desired at-
titude, maintenance of a desired attitude within selectable limits, and manual control by the crew
through the use of rotation and translatlonhand controllers. During thrusting maneuvers, the
autopilot automatically generated commands to the engine gimbal actuators to keep the thrust vec-
tor aligned with the center of gravity of the spacecraft. Engine ignition and cutoff commands
were issued to achieve the desired velocity changes for that maneuver. During earth entry, the
system automatlcally performed entry navigation and guided the spacecraft to a safe landing by
controlling vehicle attitude to achieve the desired aerodynamic llft vector.
The secondary system consisted of attitude control, attitude reference, and thrust vector
control systems, and the required displays and controls. The attitude control system received
manual co_nuands from two rotation and two translation hand controllers, and data from two body-
mounted rate and attitude gyro packages. Operating on these inputs, this system generated on-off
connuands to the 16 attitude thrusters to maintain the desired attitude and perform the deslr_d
maneuvers. The attitude reference system provided display inforrmtlon and -_intalned an inertial
attitude reference. It could he aligned to the primary guidance system inertial platform or to
its own control panel thumbwheel settings. Total attitude, attitude errors, and spacecraft at-
tltude rate were displayed on either one of two flight director attitude indicators. The thrust
vector control assembly provided two backup modes of controlling the engine glmbal actuators dur-
ing thrusting maneuvers if the primary system failed. Ari automatic mode and a manual mode were
provided. Conmmnd inputs were routed to one of two servo systems which positioned the redundant
glmbal actuators. Had a failure occurred in the primary system autopilot, servo system, or actua-
tor, the crew could have switched to the secondary guidance system, servo system, and actuator.
The design and development of the primary guidance, navigation, and control system evolved
from error analyses performed on early missile trajectories. The Polaris inertial guidance sys-
tem concept was thought to be adequate to accomplish the Apollo program. Error analyses deter-
mined that moderate errors in the inertial instruments (gyros and accelerometers) could be toler-
ated because of the infllght realignment capability of the inertial system. The Polaris system
was therefore modified and repackaged as necessary. The modifications provided (I) infllght
allgnment capabillty, (2) a general purpose computer, (3) mode selection by the crewmen, and (4)
inflight maintenance capability (later deleted). Studies were made of strapdown guidance systems
and of three-glmbal versus four-gimbal systems before the flnal conflguration was determined.
The computer was developed through three configurations: the first was primarily for research
and development, the second for unmanned flight, and the third for manned flight. The software
was changed as required to meet specific requirements. The flexibility of the software proved to
be a great asset late in the program.
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The optical system, at one time, included a map and data viewer and a star-tracker/horlzon-
photometer assembly. The map and data viewer was intended to display information such as flight
plan data, checklists, and Naps on rolls of film that could be projected. The viewer was de-
leted because of cost and schedule implications. The star-tracker/horizon-photometer assembly
was intended to track celestial bodies automatically and to aid in tracking lunar and earth land-
marks. This assembly was deleted because of cost and schedule impacts, and a rate-aided tracking
routine that used computer software and existing optics equipment was substituted.
The test program consisted of four basic phases: development, qualification, acceptance, and
installation and checkout. Functional, environmental, and evaluation tests were performed on me-
terial, parts, and components during the development test phase. Environmental and performance
evaluation tests were performed on production parts, assen_lies, subsystems, and systems during
the qualification test phase. In general, systems were tested to nominal _fssion levels, whereas
subsystems and below were tested to the stress level for critical enviro_ts. Acceptance tests
and installation tests to specified limits were conducted to verify acceptable systems perforN-
ante.
The performance of the Block I and Block II primary and secondary systems was excellent.
The anomalies that did occur were of a minor nature and most were circumvented by workaround pro-
cedures.
The most significant anomaly that occurred in the primary system was in the inertial system.
A voltage transient occurred when a set of relay contacts was transferring a voltage. The tran-
sient was electromagnetically coupled to other wiring _rlthin the electronics package and resulted
in an erroneous indication to the computer that the inertial attitude reference had been lost.
The crew reestablished the inertial reference by taking star sightings.
The most significant anomaly that occurred in the secondary system was in the redundant en-
gine gimbal actuator assembly. An open gimbal rate feedback circuit caused unexpected oscillation
of the engine gimbal. The oscillation was detected in the redundant servo system while the pilot
was performing preignition checks which verify the primary and secondary servo systems.
A good indication of system performance of the inertial and optical systems was available
from realignment data. Realignment of the inertial platform was performed periodically during
each flight to correct for the very small drift rate of the gyros. The realignment was accom-
plished by sighting on two known stars using the sextant. The computer compared the measured
angle between the stars to the known value end displayed a star angle difference to the crew.
The star angle difference was an indication of sighting error (instrument error plus operator
error). A 1-signm value sighting error had been computed for each lunar _'tssion. The largest
value was 0.016 degree, and the 1-sigma value for eight lunar missions (Apollo 13 excluded_) was
0.011 degree. This compared well _rlth the error analysis value of 0.012 degree for the two-star
alignmen t procedure.
From the sighting data, the computer calculated the small angular position errors of the
platform caused by the small gyro drift rates. For eight lunar missions (Apollo 13 excluded*),
a 1-sigma drift rate of the conmmnd module system was 0.00765 degree per hour. This value com-
pared well with the specification value of 0.030 degree per hour. Accelerometer bias errors
(erroneous velocity output when no input acceleration is applied) were equally small. The aver-
age bias error for the Block II conxnand module system was 0.00239 foot per second per second.
The performance of the digital autopilot during all thrusting maneuvers of the Apollo pro-
gram was excellent. The digital autopilot guided the vehicle during thrust maneuvers to achieve
a targeted velocity-to-be-gained. The residual velocity-to-be-gained after engine cutoff was an
indication of overall syste_ performance. Residuals were caused by accelerometer errors, gyro
errors, computational errors, or engine thrust errors. The worst-case velocity residual of the
Block ti system was 4.4 feet per second. This was attributed to helium ingestion in the engine
propellant, which caused a momentary low-thrust condition. Typically, the velocity residuals
were on the order of 0.3 foot per second or less.
*Because of operational constraints, normal realignment procedures could not be followed.
Consequently, the inaccuracies were larger than would normally be expected and the data were ex-
cluded from the calculation of the 1-sigma values.
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The performance of the computer was flawless. Perhaps the most significant accomplishment
during Apollo pertaining to guidance, navigation, and control was the demonstration of the versa-
tility and adaptability of the computer software. For instance, the crews gained additional con-
fidence in the digital autopilot wlth each mission. During the last mission, a special software
procedure was used in lunar orbit to maintain precise spacecraft pointing attitudes, despite hav-
ing normally used attitude thrusters turned off. The only consistent method of initiating the
passive thermal control mode was to use a software routine, which was modified slightly to ac-
compllsh special results. Workaround procedures, called erasable memory programs, were used
time and again to accomplish special Jobs and lighten crew tasks. Hardware modification to ac-
compllsh these changes would not have been feasible.
As stated earlier, the M/sslon Control Center provided the primary navigation mode. However,
the onboard computer and the sextant and telescope did provide onboard navigation capability. Cis-
lunar navigation (to and from the moon) was demonstrated, partlcularly during the Apollo 8 and I0
missions. Star-horlzon optical slghtlngs were made using the earth and moon horizons. Postfllght
analysis of these data verified the crew's capability to navigate to the moon, compute the lunar-
orblt-lnsertion maneuver, and place the vehicle in a safe lunar orbit. The same navigation tech-
nique was used to demonstrate the crew's capability to return to earth and to accomplish a safe
earth landing.
In lunar orbit, the intended navigation technique was to use the telescope to track known or
unknown lanchnarks. In practice, the sextant, which was a more accurate instrument, was normally
used because a computer routine called rate-aided optics was available. This routine made the
sextant tracking task -.,oh easier. Postfllght analysis of data from the landmark tracking nav-
igation technique demonstrated the capability to successfully compute a transearth injection ma-
neuver.
For detailed discussions of the development and performance of guidance, navigation and con-
trol systems, see references 4-40 through 4-49.
4.4.9 Environmental Control System
The three major functions of the environmental control system were atmospheric control, ther-
mal control, and water management. Six systems operating in conjunction w/th each other provided
these functions.
a. The oxygen system controlled the oxygen flow within the command module, stored a reserve
supply of oxygen for use during entry and _ergencies, regulated the pressure applied to compo-
nents of the oxygen system and pressure suit circuit, controlled cabin pressure, controlled pres-
sure in the water tanks and water/glycol reservoir, and provided for purging of the pressure suit
circuit.
b. The pressure sult circuit system provided the crew with a continuously conditioned atmos-
phere. _Ith this system, suit gas circulation, pressure, and temperature were automatically con-
trolled, and debris, excess moisture, odors, and carbon dioxide were removed from both the sult
and cabin gases.
c. The water system supplied water for drinking, food reconstltutlon, and evaporative cool-
ing. Water produced by the fuel cells was pumped into a potable water storage tank. Waste water
(primarily perspiration condensed by the suit heat exchanger) was stored in a waste water tank
and distributed through the control valves of the water/glycol evaporators. Waste water could
be augmented by excess potable water for evaporative cooling. If the water production rate ex-
ceeded the usage rate, water was dumped overboard.
d. The water/glycol system provided cooling for the pressure suit circuit, the potable water
chiller, and the spacecraft equipment mounted on coldplates. The system also heated and cooled
the cabin atmosphere. Temperature control was obtained by the circulation of a mixture of water
and ethylene glycol through primary and secondary coolant loops. The temperature of the heat-
transport fluld was controlled either by radiators or by glycol evaporators.
\
e. The waste management dump system provided for dumping urine and excess water overboard
and venting the waste storage compartment.
f. The postlanding ventilation system provided a means of circulating ambient air through
the command module cabin after landing.
To provide the high degree of reliability required for lunar missions, the system was de-
signed with redundant components, backup systems, and alternate modes of operation. For example,
parallel system regulators and relief valves were contained in a single housing and had isolation
selector valves. Suit compressors, condensate pumps, and cabin fans had separate backup units.
The primary coolant system contained redundant pumps, and a secondary coolant system with radia-
tors, evaporator, and cabin and suit heat exchangers _ras provided. However, some electronic com-
ponents were not serviced by the secondary loop. Also, the secondary radiators could not reject
sufficient heat for a normal mission and were therefore considered a contingency system.
HaJor changes to the environmental control _ystem during the development program included
the redesign of the coldplates, control of the glycol evaporator, and the composition of the
cabin gas during preflight operations. Hore detailed information is given in references 4-50,
4-51, and 4-52.
The most significant change to the Block II environmental control system was the addition
of hardware for extravehicular activity from the COmmAnd module. A 10-pound-per-hour oxygen
purge system was added to supply suit pressure, breathable atmosphere, and thermal control to
the extravehicular crewman in the event of an emergency. For normal operation, the spacecraft
suit circuit system regulated the upstream pressure through a 25-foot umbilical hose to an ori-
fice assembly attached to the extravehicular crewman's pressure suit. Flow was regulated by a
suit outlet relief valve _d_ich controlled suit pressure at 3.75 psia. The other two crewmen
were supported by the spacecraft pressure suit circuit while the cabin was depressurized.
With the exception of the Apollo 13 oxygen source failure, the oxygen system operated aatis-
factorily throughout the entire flight program. Cabin pressure relief and regulation were main-
tained at nominal values of 6 and 5 psia, respectively, and all scheduled cabin repressurizations
were accomplished without incident. No emergency pressure regulation was required. Inflight
cabin leakage varied from about 0.10 pound per hour to 0.02 pound per hour with improvement noted
in the later vehicles.
The pressure suit circuit system also generally performed acceptably and met mission require-
ments. As confidence was gained in the dependability of the spacecraft cabin environment, fully
suited operation was eventually limited to the launch and lunar module Jettison events. Depree-
surfzed cabin operations were handled routinely, and no emergency suit circuit conditions were
encountered. Carbon dioxide removal, obtained by alternately replacing the lithium hydroxide
elements on a nominal 72 man-hour rotation, was satisfactory. Carbon dioxide partial pressure
seldom rose above an indicated 3 tort. Some excessive element swelling due to moisture absorp-
tion was noted during solo crewman operation on one lunar flight. Procedures were subsequently
incorporated to prevent recurrence of the problem.
Water servicing of the slntered, porous metal plate in the suit heat exchanger proved to be
a major system problem. Gas breakthrough and/or degraded flow rate led to extensive ground test-
ing to better understand the physical phenomena involved and to develop an adequate wetting tech-
nique. Humidity control and water removal were satisfactory under the fllght-lmposed coolant
loop conditions, and no evidence of gas breakthrough or flow degradation was observed during a
mission.
The water system proved to he a source of both positive and negative crew reaction. On the
plus side, the hot water provided for food reconstitution was greatly appreciated and was noted
as a considerable improvement over the cold food available on earlier spacecraft. On the minus
side, gas in the potable water caused problems in filling the food and water bags and in the di-
gestive processes of individual crewmen. The gas consisted of hydrogen from the hydrogen-saturated
fuel cell water and oxygen (used to pressurize the water tanks) permeating through the tank blad-
ders. A silver-palladium tube separator was installed to remove hydrogen. To remove the oxygen,
a gas separator cartridge assembly that used hydrophobic and hyrophyllic membranes was added for
attachment to the water supply ports. This membrane assembly met with only limited success.
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Additional crew problems occurred during the daily water sterilization procedures when sep-
arate chlorine and buffer solutions were injected into a port in the water system. Leakage st
the port was noted during the Apollo 15 mission and breakage of the bags containing the solutions
increased during the later missions. Revised assembly methods eliminated the port leakage.
The water/glycol coolant system provided adequate thermal control in spite of several hard-
ware failures. Built-ln manual operating modes were successfully used to replace the normal auto-
metic control. Early glycol evaporators showed tendencies to dry out under low heat loads and
were reservlced by the crew. Subsequent modifications, which included the prevlously mentioned
relocation of the wetness sensors and trinxning of the surrounding sponges, provided satisfactory
units. After the radiator system demonstrated acceptable heat rejection, evaporator operation
was limited to launch and entry periods only. The radiator and flow-control system provided typ-
ical heat rejection in the range of 4000 to 5000 Btu/hr.
Noise from the cabin fans was considered objectionable by the crews, and use of the fans
was discontinued on the later flights except to remove lunar dust from the cabin environment.
During the Apollo 16 mission, the automatic controller for the command module water/glycol
temperature control failed. Manual positioning of the mixing valve was successfully accomplished
by the crew.
The addition of lunar orbital science experiments to the later spacecraft required holding
attitudes during experiment operation in lunar orbit which resulted in undesirable radiation
environments for the space radiators. Also, operation of the glycol evaporators was undesirable
because of possible contamination of the experiment lenses and fields of view, and because of the
propulsive reaction of the vehicle. Therefore, during each lunar orbit, spacecraft temperatures
cyclically rose to levels from 70" to 85" F rather than being controlled to 50 ° F, maximum, as
intended by design.
On early flights, checks of redundant components were performed each night during the mis-
sion. On later flights, the secondary coolant loop and oxygen regulator checks were performed
in earth orbit and a secondary coolant loop check was performed Just before lunar orbit inser-
tion. Nightly checks were eliminated. No redundant component failure was detected by an In-
flight check. The only redundant component that may have failed during the Apollo missions was
a main oxygen regulator isolation valve which failed closed due to shearing of the actuation
handle pivot pin. The failure, however, was believed to have actually occurred after the flight.
An area of deviation from the intended procedure was the use of the glycol evaporator only
in earth orbit until the radiators cooled down from the launch heating, and during chilldown for
entry. This resulted in higher cabin temperatures during certain fixed attitudes and excessive
temperature cycling that ranged from 45 ° to 85 ° F during lunar orbit. As a result, condens_tlon
occurred on cold surfaces after the higher temperatures of the cycles because the dew point tem-
perature is directly related to the coolant temperature.
Other minor deviations from designed operating modes were (I) use of the carbon dioxide ab-
sorher elements for mmre than 72 man-hours and (2) use of the coolant temperature control valve
in manual made, at a higher temperature than the normal automatic 45 ° F, to increase cabin tem-
perature and crew comfort. This action was taken because of attitude holds in transearth coast
which prevented exposure of the radiators and side structures to the sun and resulted in lower
overall temperatures.
When ground thermal vaeutun tests indicated that intermittent, automatic overboard relief of
excess wateT might result in dump nozzle freeze-up, a manual method of dumping was developed and
used successfully in flight. On later missions, half of the redundant relief valve was removed,
and the manual method was simplified by dumping directly through the normal water dump nozzle.
During several of the later missions, urine was stored for medical experiments and dumped
overboard only once a day. Crystals which formed in the stored fluid caused plugging of the reg-
ular in-line system filter. A special high-capacity, open-cell polyurethane core filter was de-
veloped and used successfully for dumping stored urine on subsequent flights.
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4.4.10 Displays and Controls
The displays and controls system served as the interconnecting link between the crew and the
spacecraft. The interior and exterior lighting devices and the malfunction detection devices
(known as the caution and warning system) were also a part of the system. The system contained
toggle switches, event indicators, electrical meters, panel assemblies (some of which had elec-
troluminescent lighting overlays), rotary switches, pushbutton switches, digital timers (mission
tiners and event timers), and several other types of control and indicating devices. The types
and numbers of devices varied from mission to mission because of different mission requirements.
Many problems became evident during the system developmental phase and much testing and eval-
uation was required to produce the flight-qualified components for final vehicle installation.
With only a few exceptions, identical components were used in the Block I and Block II vehicles.
One of the problems encountered during the development phase was the unsuccessful use of a
hermetically sealed snap-actlon switch unit in conjunction with an unsealed mechanical toggle ac-
tuator. The toggle switch was pressure-sensltive and functioned erratically. The toggle switch
finally used on Block II vehicles was a completely hermetically sealed unit. A number of discrep-
ancies was encountered during the development of the hermetically sealed switch. For example,
extra pieces and parts were found inside the switch, poor welds were observed, and inverted con-
tact buttons on internal terminal posts were found. In spite of the poor preflight record, only
one switch of this type failed in flight.
Other items with which problems were encountered during the development and test phases were
electrical indicating meters, event indicators, interior floodlights, mission timers, and poten-
tiometers. The electrical indicating meters and the event indicators conr_ained internal contam-
inants which caused the movements to bind excessively. The interior floodlights had several de-
velopment problems, some of which were not solved until after the third manned flight. The use
of starting diodes that were of better quality and operated at higher voltages corrected the con-
dition that caused the earlier lamp failures. Another corrective action was a change in the lamp-
use procedure. Restricted use of the secondary lamps in the dim mode vastly extended the life of
those lamps. The Block II mission timer had a solder joint breakage problem because of the dif-
ference in expansion rates between internal components and the potting compound. A redesign of
the timer reduced the solder Joint problem. In addition, the glass faces of some timers cracked.
This condition was corrected by a design change to the case seal which had been stressing the
glass. The mission timer problems started with Apollo 7 and continued sporadically until the re-
designed unit was introduced on the Apollo 14 mission. The potentiometer problem was isolated to
a shaft that was being deformed under load and breaking or overriding an internal stop, as well
as giving erratic resistance readings. The corrective action was to install a bearing support
and an external stop for the shaft and to require a calibration curve with each potentiometer de-
livered by the vendor.
Because of the thorough development and test program, the flight displays and control system
problems were minimal. Some examples of the problems encountered during flight and corrective
actions taken are as follows. On the Apollo 15 mission, a shorted filter capacitor tripped a
circuit breaker which mede some of the lower equipment bay lights and the guidance and navigation
display keyboard unusable. Installation of a fuse in the offending circuit prevented recurrence
of this problem. There were several instances of poor performance of the event timer during
flight. Erratic timing and obscuring of the timer numerals by paint particles resulted from
mechanical wear and friction.
Very few changes were made in the displays and controls system during the flight program ex-
cept to accommodate changes made in other systems. These were usually the addition of items such
as switches, circuit breakers, or meters. However, following the oxygen tank failure on the
Apollo 13 mission, several changes were made. First, the oxygen tank fan and thermostat controls
were removed and two switches were added to connect the auxiliary battery power supply to the
distribution system and activate an isolation valve between oxygen tanks 2 and 3. Secondly, the
reactant valves in the hydrogen and oxygen lines of all tanks were coupled to the caution and
warning system as well as to the event indicators. Finally, the indicator circuitry was changed
to indicate when either valve was closed rather than to indicate when both were closed. Addi-
tional information on the development and performance of the controls and displays is given in
reference 4-53.
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4.4.11 Communications System
The communications system included the equipment required for voice communications, data op-
erations, tracking and ranging, and onboard television transmission. The system included both
VHF and S-band equipment to accommodate the various radio frequencies used in air-to-ground trans-
missions.
Voice communications included spacecraft intercommunications between crewmen, hardline two-
way voice communications with the Launch Control Center through the service module umbilical dur-
ing the prelaunch period, inflight two-way voice communications with the Manned Space Flight Net-
work (later designated the Space Flight Tracking and Data Network) by VHF/AH and S-band systems,
and postlanding voice communications with recovery ships and aircraft.
Data operations included time-correlated voice tape recording of flight crew co,:nents and
observations; S-band transmission of real-time or stored telemetry data; and S-band reception of
updata (guidance and navigation data, timing data, and real-time cocmmnds) from the Space Flight
Tracking and Data Network.
As with other systems, the communications system had a major design change point that divided
the development program into Blocks I and If. Although certain functional design changes were
made for the Block II communications system, the basic change was from a mechanical standpoint.
Inflight-replaceable modular-type equipment was replaced with sealed units that had built-in and
switchable redundancy where required to meet program objectives. The Block I and Block II com-
monications systems differed in three major aspects.
a. Equipment that was not considered necessary to the lunar landing mission was deleted
from the Block II spacecraft.
b. Deficiencies that were noted in the Block I design were corrected in the Block II design.
c. New equipment was added to the Block II system because of the requirement for combined
lunar module/command and service module operations.
The deleted equipment consisted of a VHF/FM transmitter and a C-band transponder. Functions
of this equipment (data transmission and ranging) were absorbed by S-band equipment. In addition,
a hlgh-frequency transceiver and antenna were also removed from the program.
Electrical wiring problems were experienced during the Mercury 9 flight wherein contaminants
(water, urine, sweat, etc.) migrated to exposed electrical terminals in the zero-g environment.
These problems led to the decision to seal all Apollo electrical wiring and connectors. However,
the Block I Apollo hardware was already designed and was being built in accordance with the in-
flight maintenance concept. This meant that many module-to-black-box connectors and many self-
mating black-box-to-spacecraft connectors were required. The attempt to make connectors and mod-
ules humidity proof was lengthy, sometimes futile, and practically eliminated any possibility of
inflight maintenance. The Block II design change involved repacking the crew compartment equip-
ment into completely sealed units and incorporating built-in and switchable redundancy, as well
as backup modes, to achieve the desired reliability and to satisfy the lunar rendezvous mission
requirements.
The development of the individual equipment parameters was based on the total communications
system requirements. The interface parameters defined in the equipment specifications were vali-
dated and verified in laboratory system tests conducted by the major subcontractor as part of the
ground test program. Further laboratory tests were performed at the Manned Spacecraft Canter to
verify overall system compatibility with the Space Flight Tracking and Data Network and the lunar
module. However, development and qualiflcationwere performed on the basis of individual equip-
merit tests.
Flight tests were performed to ensure that the system would meet the requirements of space
operations. Unmanned flights qualified the portion of the system that was required for manned
earth-orbital flights. The manned earth-orbital flights, together with supporting laboratory
evaluation, qualified the system for the lunar mission operations.
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The major problem area in the design, development, and production of the col_uuications sys-
tem hardware was the S-bend high gain antenna. The high gain antenna was the pacing item of com-
-g,nications equipment and underwent extensive redesign to correct for major deficiencies and
failures experienced during its development and qualification. As a result, the antenna could
not he flown on the Apollo 7 mission as originally planned, and it was necessary to waive the
qualification requirement and install the antenna assembly at the launch site to permit its use
on the Apollo 8 mission. However, operation during the Apollo 8 mission was considered satis-
factory. Data obtained during this mission were valuable in developing procedures and as a ref-
erence for evaluating high gain antenna performance during subsequent missions.
The equipment malfunctions that were experienced throughout the program are mentioned here,
and additional details may be obtained from the mission reports referenced.
Apollo 9: On one occasion, the updata link would not accept comm"nds until the decoder logic
was reset by cycling the spacecraft uptelemetry switch from the NORMAL to OFF to NORMAL positions
(ref. 4-15).
Apollo 12: Problems experienced during the Apollo 12 mission were poor VI_ voice quality
during lunar module ascent and rendezvous and an occasional decrease in S-bend signal strength
when operating through the hlgh gain antenna. These problems are discussed in reference 4-18.
Apollo 13: Difficulty was experlenced in obtaining high gain antenna acquisition and subse-
quent tracking (ref. 4-19).
Apollo 14: Communications system problems were (1) poor VHF performance for voice and rang-
ins during lunar module ascent end rendezvous and (2) the high gain antenna failure to acquire
and track properly at various times during the mission (ref. 4-20).
Apollo 16: On two occasions, the update link did not accept coemmnds until the decoder logic
was reset. This condition was the same as that experienced on Apollo 9 (refs. 4-15 and 4-22). A
second problem was that, on one occasion, the high gain antenna failed to operate properly in the
reacquisition/narrow-beamwidth mode until the logic had been reset by momentary selection of the
manual mode by the crew (ref. 4-22)°
Information obtained during the missions was fed back into the operational procedures and
the ground test Program. The high _ain antenna was the major area in which ground tests were
changed. A special system-level high gain antenna thermal/functlonal acceptance screen/ng test,
introduced prior to the Apollo 15 mission, was instrtm_ental in identifying an antenna g_mbal
radio-frequency rotary Joint design deficiency that was not detected during development or ac-
ceptance testing.
As the result of flight experience, changes were incorporated in the areas of crew-adjustable
controls for VHF squelch and for microphone placement. Training simulator fidelity was improved
and the crews were briefed and trained to recognize and correct idiosyncrasies and problems pre-
viously experienced in flight. The area of antenna management was improved by the incorporation
of high gain antenna gimbal angle and mode switch telemetry, updating procedures, end developing
a look-angle display for determining optimum up-link conxnand times. The co_and end service mod-
ule c_unicatlons system is discussed further in references 4-54, 4-55, and 4-56.
4.4.12 Instrumentation System
The instrumentation system of the co_mnand and service modules consisted of data acquisition
and storage components and central timing equipment. Transducers and signal conditioners were
located throughout the spacecraft, each in the proximity of the parameter to be measured. On a
typical manned spacecraft, about 125 parameters were measured by this system, which interfaced
with all other systems. Sensors were provided to measure pressure, temperature, quantity, flow,
attitude, attitude change rate, voltage, current, frequency, radio power, vibration, strain,
acoustic noise level, acceleration, heat shield char, ablation and heat flux, nuclear particle
flux, biomedical parameters, and to perform gas analysis of the spacecraft atmosphere. There
were different measurements for each spacecraft because the mission objectives were different for
each flight and instrumentation emphasis changed as experience was gained. The data storage
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equipment was a magnetic tape recorder large enough to hold all data generated by the spacecraft
while out of communications with a ground station. This condition occurred when the direct llne
between the spacecraft and ground station was occluded by a portion of the earth or moon. The
central timing equipment provided timing signals to other systems, including elapsed time from
launch, to the telemetry system.
In some cases, instrumentation hardware was integrated with other systems and delivered to
the prime contractor already installed. Such items were not considered a part of the instrumen-
tation system, per se, and are not included in this discussion.
The first stage in the instrumentation development process was the establishment of measure-
ment requirements. An instrumentation equipment llst was then compiled and procurement activity
was undertaken to obtain the items on the equipment llst. As the hardware was developed, it was
subjected to testing that provided assurance that the hardware (i) could perform in the operational
environment to which it would be subjected, (2) could conform to the accuracy requirements of its
specification, and (3) could reasonably be expected to last as long as necessary. Design proof
tests, qualification tests, off-llmits tests to destruction, and accuracy determination were per-
formed on each type of measurement device. After passing these tests, the hardware was subjected
to acceptance testing, pre-installation testing, testing after installation on the spacecraft,
and system checkout.
Because of the extensive testing, nearly all the following deficiencies were discovered early
in the program.
a. A rather high rate of rejection at pre-installation inspection
b. Mechanical damage by personnel working in the spacecraft
c. Susceptibility of some instruments to radlo-frequency interference
d. Calibration changes
e. Instability of output
The high rate of rejection was found to be caused by a difference between the acceptance
test procedure used at the vendor's plant before shipment and the pre-lnstallation test procedures
performed at the prime contractor's plant. This was solved by making the two procedures identical,
including the fail/pass criteria. The mechanical damage problem was solved by providing apprQpri-
ate precautionary __nstructlons to the manufac£uridg and checkout personnel. Susceptibility to
interference was reduced to an acceptable level by changing the electrical grounding techniques.
Calibration shifts and instability of output were both traced to oscillations of the scaling am-
plifiers and regulators within the signal conditioners and were eliminated by the addition of
small shunt capacitors.
The tape recorder used for data storage was initially designed and built to the requirements
of the reference lunar mission; the recorder had to be modified for the earth-orbital missions
and the lunar-orbltal science missions. The first modification, to meet the requirements of the
earth-orbital missions, consisted of strengthening the transport mechanism to extend its speci-
fied llfe from 14 to 200 hours. The second modification, for the lunar-orbltal science missions,
added a digital channel for mission scientific data and doubled the recording time capacity.
The central timing equipment was modified to provide a serial time code output for the scien-
tific experiment hardware and data system, in addition to the original parallel output.
Very few flight failures occurred. From Apollo 7 through Apollo 17, there were three cases
in which the measurement hardware produced no output, three cases of noisy outputs from which
data could be derived by averaging, and three cases in which the output was slightly out of tol-
erance. These nine cases represent only about 0.6 percent of the instrumentation system hardware
flown on the ii spacecraft.
&
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The data storage equipment operated thousands of hours without data loss except for a few
minutes during the entry of the Apollo I0 command module and about a half minute during transearth
coast of the Apollo 15 command and service module. The Apollo i0 data loss was caused by defor-
mation of the tape recorder case due to the pressure increase of entry; strengthening the case
corrected this condition for later flights. The half-minute loss of data on Apollo 15 was traced
to the tape leader material, which had transferred to the first few feet of the magnetic tape.
This problem was corrected for later missions by carefully wiping the first few feet of the tape
and leader material before installing the magnetic tape.
Several reco,_endations for instrumentation systems may be made from the experience derived
from the Apollo program. A realistic approach to measurement requirements and to the accuracy ac-
tually needed makes it possible to instrument for almost any operational parameter. Attempts to
provide large numbers of exotic measurements at unattainable accuracies merely waste time and
money. In nearly all measurements, an overall accuracy of plus or minus 5 percent will suffice.
A workable ground rule for establishing the number of measurements is that one measurement at each
point in each system where a change of physical state occurs is necessary and sufficient. Simple
hardware redundancy is not as effective in protecting against instrumentation hardware failures
as is a matrix of measurements whereby data missing due to hardware failures can be derived from
other measurements. Flexibility to change measurements by deletion, addition, and substitution
should be built in from the beginning.
The development and performance of the command and service module operational instrumentation
system is discussed in greater detail in reference 4-57.
4.5 LUNAR MODULE DEVELOH_ENT PROGRAM
4.5.1 Introduction
The decision to utilize a lunar rendezvous mission technique was made in July 1962, and the
contract for the design and development of the lunar module was awarded four months later. The
lunar module was unique in that it was the first manned spacecraft which was specifically de-
signed for operation totally outside of the earth's environment. Based on the mission plan, the
spacecraft was designed to (i) land two astronauts on the moon from lunar orbit, (2) support lunar
surface exploration and the deployment of scientific experiments, and (3) return the astronauts
and lunar samples to the command and service module In lunar orbit.
No parallel equivalent to the command module Block I and Block II development philosophy ex-
isted in the lunar module development, although the lunar module was reconflgured in the late
stages of the Apollo program to accommodate an extended lunar stay capability. Unlike the com-
mand module development program, the lunar module development program emphasized ground tests and
minimized unmanned flight development tests. As planned, 124-1 was the sole unmanned lunar module
which was flight tested with operative systems. In all, only three production lunar modules were
flight tested prior to the Apollo ii lunar landing mission (see sections 2.3 and 2.4) and there
were no active boilerplate flight items in the program. The general configuration of the lunar
module is shown in figure 4-18.
4.5.2 Test Articles and Ground Test Program
The lunar module development program utilized a series of ground test vehicles for estab-
lishing the production configuration and man-ratlng the flight vehicles. In increasing order of
development complexity, the types of vehicles employed were mockups (M series), test modules
(TM series), and lunar module test articles (LTA series). In some instances, the total lunar
module configuration was simulated; however, in other instances, only the area of test interest
was simulated. The following paragraphs identify the test articles and indicate the types of
ground test programs that they supported.
4.5.2.1 Mockups.- Five lunar module mockups were constructed during the course of the de-
velopment program. A wooden mockup, designated M-l, was constructed for the purpose of studying
the ascent stage cabin configuration requirements. M-3 was an ascent and descent stage external
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configuration article. It was used for verification of the spacecraft/launch vehicle adapter in-
terface and for facility verification. The H-4 mockup was constructed to study the descent stage
engine compartment requirements. N-5 was a mockup for the evaluation of the spacecraft equip-
ment installation. Mockup H-6 was developed to support new fla_nabillty test requirements im-
posed after the Apollo I fire.
4.5.2.2 Test Models.- Sixteen test models were used in the lunar module development program.
Most of the test models were specialized for specific investigations and were not complete ascent
and descent stage configurations. These models were used for such thlngs as crew vlsabillty and
mebility studies (TM-I), radio frequency tests (TH-3), pyrotechnic studies of ascent/descent
stage separation (TM-4), lightweight descent stage landing studies and stowage reviews (TM-5),
rendezvous radar antenna tests (TM-6 and TM-7), landing radar tests (TM-8), reaction control sys-
tem plume impingement tests (TM-9), battery installation thermal tests (TM-13), docking tunnel
tests (TH-14), descent stage thermal tests (TM-15 and TH-17), and descent stages structural tests
(TM-16).
4.5.2.3 Lunar Module Test Articles.- Eight lunar module test articles were constructed. The
LTA-B article was used solely to provide ballast, in the form of the lunar module configuration,
for the Apollo 8 mission. The LTA-I test article was used for ground testing the lunar module
electrlcal and electronic systems and to verify the checkout procedures which were developed for
flight spacecraft. Like all of the LTA series, LTA-I was constructed, inspected, and tested by
the same controlled process as a production flight vehlcle. Also, this test article was designed
in parallel with the LM-I unmanned flight vehicle, but had an earlier forward hatch configuration.
Test article LTA-2 was first used to test the response to the launch vehicle vibration environ-
ment. It was later refurbished and used as payload ballast for the Apollo 6 launch vehicle.
LTA-3 was a static and dynamic structural test article. Designed in parallel with LM-3, the
LTA-3 test article was a product of the so-called super weight improvement program which was im-
plemented for 124-3 and subsequent vehicles to decrease and control the growing lunar module
weight. The LTA-5 test bed was a complete descent stage and was used for descent stage propul-
sion testing at the White Sands Test Facility. Man-ratlng testing was performed on LTA-8 in the
Space Environment Simulation Laboratory at the Manned Spacecraft Center (set. 11.4). This test
article was essentially the same as the LM-I spacecraft. Originally built as a test article for
use by the co_nand and service module prime contractor, LTA-10 was later used on the unmanned
Apollo 4 mission as instrumented ballast for the launch vehicle. The LTA-II test vehicle sup-
ported the extended lunar stay requirements for the Apollo 15, 16 and 17 missions, and was used
as a drop test vehicle in conjunction with the testing of the lunar roving vehicle.
4.5.3 Unmanned Flight Test Program
The Apollo 5 mission featured the unmanned flight testing of the first production lunar mod-
ule, designated I/4-1. As an unmanned vehicle, LM-I had both automatic and remote-controlled
programming capability to operate the active onboard systems. The 124-2 vehicle was produced as
a "sister ship" to 124-1, but had optional manned/unmanned flight capability. Orlglnally intended
to be used as the first manned lunar module on Apollo 8, it was diverted to support the ground
test program in the Manned Spacecraft Center's vlbro-acoustlc test facility after Apollo 8 be-
came the command-and-servlce-module lunar orbital mission.
4.5.4 Manned Vehicles
The lunar module development program was continued during the production of the flight space-
craft by the contlnual updating of flight hardware to reflect changes indicated from mission ex-
perience and new program requirements. The most program-effectlve single step was the aforemen-
tioned super weight improvement program. This program employed some of the most sophisticated
engineering design and manufacturing techniques used to dateln the production of manned space-
craft.
4.5.4.1 Apollo 9 through Apollo 14 Lunar Modules.- The vehlcles used in the Apollo 9 and
Apollo I0 missions were developed for use in earth orbit and lunar orbit and, as such, had nu-
merous differences from the lunar landing spacecraft. Table 4-V indicates the major differences.
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TABLE 4-V.- SUMMARY OF MAJOR CHANGES TO LUNARMODULE
Function/System Changes
Changes Implemented for Apollo 9 and Apollo i0 Missions
(LM-3 and L_-4)
Structures
Thermal control,
passive
Pyrotechnics
Electrical power
Doublers added to upper deck of descent stage.
Apollo lunar surface experiment package and
modular equipment stowage assembly mass
simulated.
Descent battery support structure modified
to mount two batteries in quadrant I and
two batteries in quadrant IV.
Emergency detection relay box support struc-
ture modified to mount one box on ascent
stage and one box on descent stage.
Crushable honeycomb inserts added to landing
gear leg assemblies.
Insulation lightened by reducing number of
layers of insulation in blankets.
Window shade material thermal capability
increased from 200 ° to 300 ° F.
Electro-exploslve devices batteries and relay
boxes relocated, one mounted on ascent stage
and one mounted on descent stage.
Number of circuit interrupters reduced from
three to two (LM-4).
Four descent stage batteries relocated.
Descent electrical control assembly modified
to allow command module to power ascent
stage alone.
Instrumention Development flight instrumentation deleted
(Apollo I0 only).
Communications
Radar systems
Digital uplink assembly added to replace
digital command assembly.
Ranging tone transfer assembly added for
command and service module/lunar module
VHF ranging.
Landing radar modified for earth orbital
mission and lunar orbital mission, per
respective flights.
A
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TABLE 4-V.- SUMMARY OF MAJOR CHANGES TO LUNAR MODULE - Continued
Functlon/System [ Changes
Changes Implemented for Apollo 9 and Apollo i0 Missions - Concluded
(LM-3 and LM-4)
Guidance and control Ascent engine arm assembly modified to allow
unmanned abort guidance system firing.
Alignment optical telescope weight reduced.
Reaction control system thruster-on time was
increased for a given input signal.
Descent propulsion Helium explosive valve reinforced by adding
an external braze.
Ascent propulsion
Environmental control
Rough combustion cutoff assembly deleted.
Propellant tank support cone installation
changed from rivets to bolts.
Relief valves modified to gold braze with
notched poppet step.
Suit circuit assembly changed from titanium
to aluminum for better fan operation.
Primary sublimator feedline solenoid valve
deleted in water management system.
Changes Implemented for Apollo ii Through Apollo 14 Missions
(LM-5 Through LM-8)
l
Structures Provisions added for scientific equipment
package.
Modular equipment stowage assembly added in
quadrant IV of descent stage.
Docking structure, descent stage shear webs
and base heat shle%d modified as part of
weight reduction program.
Quadrant IV modified to support modular equip-
ment transporter (LM-8 only).
Forward landing gear surface sensing probe
removed and length of remaining probes in-
creased.
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TABLE 4-V.- SUMMARY OF MAJOR CHANGES TO LUNAR MODULE - Continued
Functlon/System ] Changes
Changes Implemented for Apollo ii Through Apollo 14 Missions - Continued
(LM-5 Through LM-8)
I .,
Descent stage base heat shield changed
from Kapton to KeI-F to prevent landing
radar interference.
One layer each of nickel loll and Inconel
foil added to landing gear struts.
Landing gear insulation reduced for weight
savings of 27.2 pounds.
Thickness of forward hatch outer shielding
increased.
.=,L
Descent stage batteries modified by adding
potting insulation across top of cells
and providing an overboard vent manifold
for cell vent valves. Manifold vent valve
and core vent valve added to control dif-
ferential pressure across cell cores (LM-8).
Ascent propulsion system helium tanks tem-
perature measurements deleted and redundant
pressure measurements added. Temperature
measurements added to ascent stage water
lines and descent propulsion system engine
ball valves,
Extravehicular activity antenna and S-band
erectable antenna added,
Television camera stowed on modular equip-
ment stowage assembly.
,. | ,. ,.
Crew control added to break lock and search
for main beam of landing radar; circuitry
provided to prevent computer strobing pulse
from appearing as two pulses.
Override switch added to rendezvous radar for
primary or secondary gyro select; heaters
added to gyro assemblies.
Primary guidance and navigation control func-
tion to descent englne glmbal drive ac-
tuators changed from brake to constant
damping.
Primary guidance program changed to allow re-
turn to automatic control for landing in
the event that dust obscured visibility.
Ascent engine arming assembly removed from
control electronics,
Thermal control,
passive
Electrical power
Instrumentation
Communications
Radar
r =
Guidance and control
a
t
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TABLE 4-V.- SUMMARY OF MAJOR CHANGES TO LUNAR MODULE - Continued
Functlon/System I Changes
Changes Implemented for Apollo ii Through Apollo 14 Missions - Concluded
(LM-5 Through LM-8)
Reaction control Regulator pressure upper warning limit in-
creased from 205 to 218 psia.
Descent propulsion
Ascent propulsion
Environmental control:
Atmospheric revital-
ization section
Pressurization
Water management
Bypass llne added around fuel/helium heat
exchanger for pressure equalization in
case of heat exchanger freezeup.
Antl-slosh baffles added to descent propul-
sion tanks; propellant quantity gaging
system modifled to increase accuracy at
low levels.
In-llne orifice added to lunar dump valve
system and installation of valve assembly
reversed.
Lightweight thrust chamber incorporated
in engine assembly.
O-rlng added to flanged joints between
feed lines and fill and drain lines;
Teflon used on oxidizer side and butyl
rubber on fuel side.
Sult water cooling assembly added.
Cabin temperature valve, regenerative heat
exchanger and cabin air reclrculatlon
assembly deleted.
Accumulator quantity indicator in suit
cooling assembly modified.
Carbon dioxide sensor llne relocated up-
stream of suit fans.
Water and oxygen quick disconnects changed
to allow 5-degree mlsallgnment.
Descent stage high pressure oxygen regulator
pressure increased from 950 to 990 psig.
Redundant water regulator added in secondary
coolant loop.
Spool in water tank select valve redesigned.
Backup measurement added for descent stage
water tank pressure.
Thermal control, Muffler added to water/glycol pump outlet.
active
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TABLE 4-V.- SUMMARY OF MAJOR CHANGES TO LLqLAR MODULE - Continued
Functlon/System I Changes
Changes Implemented for Apollo 15 Through Apollo 17 Missions
(LM-IO Through LM-12)
Structures
Electrical power
Displays and controls
Reaction control
Descent propulsion
Lower midsection and lower left and right
side consoles of ascent stage modified
to carry an additional 40 pounds of lunar
samples at each location.
Descent stage modified to accept larger
propellant tanks, one additional oxygen
tank and one additional water tank.
Quadrant I modified to accept lunar roving
vehicle.
Quadrant III modified to accept lunar roving
vehicle tool pallet.
Descent stage batteries relocated to rear
outrigger.
Size of modular equipment stowage assembly
increased.
Fifth battery added to descent stage.
Battery relay control assembly added.
Capacity of descent batteries increased
from 400 to 415 ampere-hours.
Caution and warning modified to prevent
spurious signals.
Guards added over several displays and
meters to prevent glass breakage from
internal pressure.
Engine isolation valves deleted.
Capability added for 1200 pounds of addi-
tional propellant.
Thrust chamber changed from ablative sill-
cone to ablative quartz.
Ten-lnch nozzle extension added.
Propellant tank balance lines deleted and
trim orifices added.
Oxidizer lunar dump valve changed to fuel
type.
&
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TABLE 4-V.- SU_L_RY OF MAJOR CHANGES TO LUNAR MODULE - Concluded
Function/System ] Changes
Changes Implemented for Apollo 15 Through Apollo 17 Missions - Concluded
(LM-IO Through LM-12)
Environmental control
Thermal control,
active
Additional lithium hydroxide canisters provided
for extended stay.
One descent stage oxygen tank added and
portable llfe support system fill pressure
increased to approximately 1400 psi.
One descent stage water tank added.
Heaters added to modular equipment stowage
assembly.
_nual shutoff valve added to descent stage
coolant loop to allow increased battery
operating temperatures.
u
a
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4.5.4.2 Extended-Stay Lunar Modules The Apollo 15 through Apollo 17 mission lunar modules
were modified to support the program requirements for greater science payload and a longer stay
time, and to carry a lunar roving vehicle for lunar surface exploration. These vehicle changes
are also shown in table 4-V.
4.6 Lb_R MODULE SYST_24S DEVELOPMENT AND PERFORMANCE
4.6.1 Introduction
Significant aspects of the development and flight performance of the lunar module systems
are presented in this section. Brief systems descriptions are given where necessary but are not
generally included. Complete descriptions of the lunar module systems are given in references
4-15 through 4-23 and 4-45. The topics discussed in this section have, in many cases, been dis-
cussed in more depth in individual Apollo Experience Reports. These and other documents are ref-
erenced where appropriate.
4.6.2 Structures
The structure of the lunar module was designed and manufactured to keep weight at a minimum.
The design certification depended primarily on the ground test program. Formal analyses were made
to supplement the test program and to serve as a baseline for each mission. Testing at the compo-
nent level was conducted when it was impractical to impose the required environment at the vehlcle
level.
Significant problem areas encountered were shear panel fatigue, panel thickness control,
stress-corroslon cracking, machined strut tolerances, and interchangeable parts similar in ap-
pearance but structurally different.
4.6.2.1 Shear panel fatigue and thickness control.- The descent stage primary structure was
made up mainly of shear panels (fig. 4-19) that were designed as dlagonal tension field beams.
Under load, this type of beam developed the required strength after the shear web had developed
buckles. The shear panel webs were chemically milled to provide a minlmum-welght structure.
The minimum thickness of the original panels was 0.006 inch with a tolerance of ±0.002 inch.
During dynamic testing, fatigue cracks (fig. 4-19) were noticed at the transition zone between
the shear web and the peripheral rivet land. The diagonal tension buckles in the shear web ter-
m/hated at the rivet land with a small radius of curvature that resulted in a region of stress
concentration. The dynamic test data indicated that the buckles oscillated in the plane of the
web. Under static load, the stresses induced in the panel were not excessive; however, the dy-
namlc test environment caused hlgh-stress low-cycle fatigue at the web/land intersection. As
an interim modification on the early vehicles, a flberglass frame was applied around the perlph-
ery of each panel of the shear panel as shown in figure 4-19. Because the fiberglass modifica-
tion was heavy, all shear panels in the descent stage were later redesigned to reduce weight.
While a solution to the shear web fatigue problem was being developed, the thickness of the
chemically milled webs was found to he under tolerance, and small holes were discovered in some
of the webs. These defects were attributed to inadequate control of the original sheet thickness
and the fact that the variation in thickness was dupllcated by the chemical milling process.
This problem was solved by more rigorous selection of the original sheet material and by closer
final inspections.
4.6.2.2 Stress corrosion.- In November 1967, while the LTA-3 aft equipment rack support
struts vere being 1oad-c_rated for static tests, cracks were discovered on the ends of the
struts where the end fittings were mechanically attached. Investigation of all struts revealed
23 cracked struts in 264 parts inspected. These failures were attributed to stress corrosion
caused by the stresses induced when the end fittings were clamped. The large number of failures
precipitated a review of the entire structure for parts susceptible to stress corrosion in Jan-
nary 1968. As a result of the review, all aluminum fittings susceptlble to stress corrosion were
identified and inspected, the heat treatment was changed from 7075-T6 to 7075-T73, required shims
were provided, and protective paint was added to susceptible fittings on all unassembled vehlcles.
During the inspections, many stress corrosion cracks were found, which indicated that the problem
was chronic throughout the structure. In december 1968, an additional review was conducted to
determine which stress-corroslon-sensitive fittings were structurally critical; that is, which
t_
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Figure 4-19.- Lunar module desent stage structure.
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part, if cracked in the predicted location, would not meet the required factor of safety. Ap-
proximately 40 critical fittings were identified and were re-heat-treated, redesigned, or modi-
fied. Also, liquid shimming was used to guarantee a perfect match between the critical parts
and to prevent any potential stress corrosion cracking from clamp-on stresses. Additional in-
formation on the problem of stress-corroslon cracking may be found in section 4.7 and in refer-
ence 4-59.
4.6.2.3 Internally machined struts.- Sixteen outrigger struts (four per beam) provided the
support for the lunar module in the lunar module adapter and for the primary landing gear struts
(fig. 4-19). The lower outrigger struts were straight tubular members approximately 53 inches in
length and 3.5 inches in diameter. Each strut had a wall thickness of 0.039 inch and had closed,
integral, tapered end fittings. The struts were machined from bar stock and had to be blind-
machined over the entire length with a varying internal diameter.
During the static structural test to verify structural adequacy of the descent stage for the
Apollo 15 lunar module and those of subsequent lunar modules, a lower outrigger strut failed be-
cause an erroneously machined groove on the internal diameter was not discovered by inspection.
The groove was located at the transition from the tube to the end fitting. The inspection method
used at that time consisted of a spot check of the wall thickness. This method detected overall
discrepancies but was not capable of detecting local defects such as grooves. The inspection
methods were improved and approximately 25 structural parts with manufacturing defects were
found.
4.6.2.4 Parts Interchan_eability.- During the inspection of the internally machined struts,
parts similar in appearance but structurally different were found to have been interchanged on
the vehicles. Because of the emphasis on lunar module weight reduction, many parts were iden-
tical except for a difference in thickness of a few thousandths of an inch. The entire structure
was reviewed and approximately 2700 parts were identified that could possibly be interchanged.
Each part was reviewed structurally to determine whether the required factor of safety would be
maintained if the part were interchanged. Approximately 260 parts were identified that would
not provide adequate strength. These parts were inspected on all vehicles to verify that each
part was installed in its proper location.
4.6.2.5 Fli6ht performance.- The adequacy of the lunar module structure to meet the condi-
tions of the deslgn environment was verified on 12 Apollo missions. These missions included two
developmental flights in which test artlcles were flown (Apollo 4 and 6), one unmanned lunar mod-
ule flight (Apollo 5), and nine manned flights (Apollo 9 through 17). _ problems associated
with the primary lunar module structure occurred. However, there were several secondary struc-
ture anomalies. These anomalies and the corrective actions taken are summarized in reference
4-60 and are reflected in appendix F.
4.6.3 Thermal Control System
The baslc thermal control philosophy was to make the lunar module a spaceborne thermos bottle;
that is, to isolate the interior structure and equipment from the external environment so that it
would remain within acceptable temperature limits without the need of any power or moving mechan-
ical devices such as heaters or louvers. Multilayer insulation blankets and external thermal con-
trol coatings were used to isolate structure end components from the space environment and to
minimize the average internal temperature change.
To realize the maximum benefits from isolation, internal temperature gradients had to be re-
duced. Many components within the cabin dissipated heat and were not actively cooled. To prevent
overheating of these components, high-emlttance coatings were used over large portions of the
cabin interior to distribute the heat more uniformly. The thermal mass of water and propellant
tanks was very high in relation to the heat rejection capability. For this reason, tank temper-
atures dld not change as rapidly or as extensively as those of the structure. Moreover, the ac-
ceptable operating range was also more restrictive end great care was used in selecting tank
coatings. Moderately low-emittance coatings (E - 0.20 to 0.30) on the tank ylelded good results.
Thus, the tanks radiated part of the heat stored in them to the structure and part to the compo-
nents to compensate for heat loss through the insulation blanket, while still providing accep-
table propellant and water temperature. The performance of the multilayer insulation blankets
(thin sheets of plastic coated on one side with a microscopic layer of aluminum) was therefore
extremely critical.
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Although multilayer insulation had been used on small pieces of equipment, none had been
used on a vehicle the size of the lunar module and under conditions requiring such a high level
of effectiveness. The role of the insulation was to prevent heat transfer into or out of the
vehicle by thermal radiation. The aluminized sheets were to serve as multlple radiation shields
and, as such, should not contact each other. Therefore, means of fastening the sheets to the
structure without compacting them had to be devised. An additional problem was that any gases
trapped between the layers would expand in the vacuum of space and cause the sheets to balloon.
The multilayer insulation blankets were vented to space in order to reduce blanket internal pres-
sure, which was necessary for an extremely effective insulation system.
An extensive fastening and venting test development effort not only yielded a lunar module
thermally similar to a thermos bottle (the lunar module average temperature decreased from 70 ° F
to 65 ° F during the translunar coast period) but greatly advanced the knowledge of insulation
manufacturing and application for nonaerospace usage. Almninum-coated Kapton used for the mul-
tilayer insulation blankets had previously been available only in 1-inch-wide strips similar to
everyday plastic adhesive tape; now this material can be obtained in continuous sheets 5 feet or
more in width. Thermal control coatings previously available only in laboratory specimen sizes
can now be found in gallon quantities.
4.6.4 Landing Gear
The landing of the lunar module on thesurface of the moon was one of the crucial events of
an Apollo mission. During touchdown, the lunar module landing gear brought the vehlcle to rest,
prevented toppling, absorbed the landing impact energy, and limited the loads on the lunar mod-
ule structure.
A landlng gear assembly, in the deployed positlon, is shown in figure 4-20. Energy absorp-
tion cepabillty was provided by honeycomb cartridges in the single primary and two secondary
struts. The deployment truss served as a structural-mechanlcal assembly between the landing
gear struts and the descent stage structure. Each landing gear leg was retained in the stowed
position by a pyrotechnic uplock device. When the device was fired, a titanium strap attached
to the primary strut and descent stage was severed, thus allowing the landing gear to be deployed
and locked by mechanisms on each side of the landing gear assembly.
The primary strut, shown in figure 4-20 was attached to the lunar module descent stage out-
rigger assembly and consisted of a lower inner cylinder that fitted into an upper outer cylinder
to provide compression stroking st touchdown. The footpad, which was attached to the lower end
of the inner cylinder by a ball Joint fitting, was approximately 3 feet in diameter and was de-
signed to support the lunar module with a surface bearing strength of 1.0 pound per square inch
as well as to maintain sliding capability after having impacted rocks or ledges during touchdown.
Attached to each of three of the footpads was a 68-1nch probe designed to sense lunar surface
proximity and to signal the Lunar Module Pilot so that be could initiate descent engine shutdown.
The secondary struts (fig. 4-20) also had an inner and an outer cyllnder and were capable of
both tension and compression stroking.
During ground tests, the landing gear was exposed to all significant flight environments,
including vehicle drop tests under simulated lunar gravity conditions. The landing gear touch-
down performance results may be sumnnarlzed by considering two of the more important parameters:
touchdown velocities and surface slope at the touchdown point. In all cases, the touchdown ve-
locltles were within design limits, averaglng approximately 3.5 feet per second vertical velocity
and approximately 2.0 feet per second horizontal velocity. Specification touchdown velocities
were as high as i0 feet per second vertical and 4 feet per second horizontal. Generally, the
landings occurred on low slopes, averaging approximately 5 to 6 degrees. The steepest touchdown
slope of II degrees occurred on Apollo 15.
Gear stroking in all landings was minimal. The lunar soll absorbed an estimated 60 percent
of the touchdown energy through footpad penetration and sliding, resulting in secondary strut
tension stroking of about 4 inches. A small amount of primary strut stroking occurred in some
instances.
The performance of the landing gear was satisfactory and met the design requirements. De-
tails of the landlng gear performance may be found in reference 4-61.
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4.6.5 Electrical Power System
4.6.5.1 Batteries.- The basic lunar module primary power requirements through Apollo 14
were met by two ascent batteries rated at 296 ampere-hours each and by four descent batteries
rated at 400 ampere-hours each. With the increased lunar stay time requirements of Apollo mis-
sions 15 through 17, the descent stage batteries were redesigned to dellver 415 ampere-hours each
and five batteries were installed. Both the ascent and descent batteries were delivered dry and
fully charged. They were activated at the launch site by adding potassi,-, hydroxide electrolyte
Just prior to installation into the spacecraft.
Each ascent battery welghed 124 pounds and was approximately 5 by 8 by 36 inches. The two
batteries normally provided power for lunar llft-off and power for rendezvous and docklngwlth
the command and service module. If necessary, they also could have provided on-llne support of
the descent batteries in the event of an abort durlng lunar descent, In case one ascent battery
had failed, the other could have provided sufflcie_t power to accomplish safe rendezvous and
docking.
Each descent battery welghed 133 pounds and was approximately 9 by l0 by 17 inches. The
descent batteries provided small heater loads early in the mission, lunar descent power, and
lunar surface stay power. In terms of total energy requirements for both the four- and five-
battery-conflguratlon missions, there was an energy margin of approximately one battery; however,
in terms of the rate of energy wlthdrawal, one battery could, under emergency conditions, meet
the entire lunar module power demands. Two batteries could nominally supply power to the limits
of their specified capacity at total spacecraft loads.
The lunar module electroexploslve device power requirements were met by the same pyrotechnic
battery design used in the command module. However, the battery was requallfled to the lunar mod-
ule power and environmental requirements. The battery weighed 3.5 pounds, was approximately 3 by
3 by 6 inches, and has a capacity rating of 0.75 ampere-hours. Two batteries were installed --
one on the ascent stage and one on the descent stage. Each of the batteries could meet all power
requirements and the circuits were designed so that redundant power was provided for the electro-
explosive devices. The lunar module and command module pyrotechnic batteries were identical,
with one exception. The lunar module battery contained a test port that had been in the orlglnal
design of the command module battery but was removed to allow terminal guards to be installed.
The test port was removed from the Apollo 16 and 17 lunar module batteries to allow complete in-
terchangeabilltywlth the command module batteries.
The lunar module batteries performed above the specified requirements when emergency power
was needed during Apollo 13 after the loss of co_nand and service module fuel cell power. How-
ever, postfllght analysis revealed that an unexplained current spike occurred during transearth
coast. The spike was associated with the occurrence of a "thump and snowflakes" reported by the
crew. The postulated cause was that venting of potassium hydroxide by one of the descent bat-
teries created a short circuit, igniting the mixture of hydrogen end oxygen normally produced
by a silver-zlnc battery. The resulting explosion blew the battery cover off and vented the
electrolyte to space, thus causing the "themp and snowflakes." Although this specific failure
mode could not he reproduced and the battery under question continued to operate satisfactorily
throughout the mission, a nember of significant design changes was made to preclude the posslbil-
ity of any future explosions.
Another fllght problem occurred during the translunar coast period of the Apollo 14 mission.
A lunar module ascent battery indicated a lower-than-expected open circuit voltage (0.3-volt de-
cay). Systems speclallstswere concerned that the battery might not support lunar descent or
ascent, leaving the ascent stage with no power source redundancy. Also, mission rules precluded
mak/ng a lunar landing with only one good battery. Real-tlme ascent battery testing, both on
the ground and in the lunar module, supplied the necessary confidence that the battery would per-
form the required flight functions. No differences between the test battery and the fllght bat-
tery were observed throughout the mission.
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Two significant battery problems occurred in connection with the Apollo 15 mission. First,
cracked cell cases were found in two descent batteries being prepared for installation on the
lunar module (LM-IO), the first lunar module with the five-battery configuration for a lunar sur-
face stay of up to 72 hours. The cracks were primarily due to faulty assembly techniques. In
addition, it was discovered that a bad batch of plastic was used in that production lot of bat-
teries. Although extensive analysis, testing, and modification of flight preparation procedures
allowed sufficient confidence to fly the LH-10 battery design, drastic structural deficiencies
were postulated. As a result, even more extensive design changes were incorporated than those
following the incident of Apollo 13.
The second problem, low battery capacity, became evident after the Apollo 15 mission during
ground testing of spare lunar module descent batteries that had been activated prior to flight.
The cause of the low capacity was a high percentage of zinc oxide in the negative plates. Im-
provements were made in manufacturing process controlp acceptance test procedures, and inspection
and assembly techniques with the result that a very high degree of confidence in battery perform-
ance was achieved. Adequate performance of the batteries on the last two Apollo missions demon-
strated that the corrective measures were successful.
4.6.5.2 Power conversion and distribution.- The lunar module power distribution system con-
sisted of equipment that controlled and regulated the electrical power; transmission lines that
routed the power from the sources to the primary buses and from the primary buses to secondary
local or remote buses; distribution boxes that controlled the switching and provided circuit
protection; and conversion equipment such as Inverters, converters, battery chargers, trans-
formers, and rectifiers. _ ....
The system voltage and power quality _ere among the first requirements defined. Standards
were set for voltage, steady-state voltage regulation limits, abnormal voltage limits, and volt-
age transients. Thus, all users of power could design and test to the same electrical specifica-
tions. Additional requirements were defined such that wiring for redundant systems and controls
was physically separated and routed through separate connectors, and control circuitry was de-
signed to preclude the switching of return power. These additional requirements were to preclude
problems similar to the following experienced on Gemini flights. In one case, switching func-
tions for three redundant inverters were routed through the same electrical connector. When
moisture entered the unsealed connector, these functions were disabled, thereby causing complete
loss of alternating-current power. The second problem was inadvertent reaction control system
thruster activity believed to have been caused by a return power circuit faulting to ground.
During tests of the power distribution system to determine adequacy of the control, protec-
tion, and component sizing, the contactors used for battery power were found to be undersized.
The design required switching a maximum of ii00 amperes (based on use with fuel cells), but the
batterfes were capable of delivering 1700 amperes under short-circuit conditions. Therefore,
the contractors were redesigned. When the fifth descent battery was added later, no additional
development tests were required.
The first flight test of the electrical power distribution system showed unexpected inverter
output voltage fluctuations. A review of the flight plan and data showed that pulsing gimbal
motors constituted the only inverter load. When this same configuration was ground tested with
the load turned off, the inverter, while trying to maintain a regulated voltage, produced an
oscillating output that lasted i00 milliseconds. In flight, the gimbal motors had been turned
on and off several times each second as required. This switching therefore caused the fluctua-
tions on the inverter output that were observed during flight. When the inverters were more
heavily loaded in subsequent missions, the fluctuations did not occur.
The lunar module power distribution system was also used to provide power to the command mod-
ule, even though this was not a design requirement. Normally, during the translunar phase of the
mission, the command module provided power to the lunar module heating loads; however, during the
flight of Apollo 13, power was provided to the command module from the lunar module.
A more detailed discussion of the battery system and the power conversion and distribution
system may be found in references 4-36 and 4-62.
#
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4.6.6 Propulsion Systems
4.6.6.1 Descent propulslon system.- The propulsion system for the lunar module descent
stage was designed to deorblt the lunar module and to allow it to hover above the lunar surface
before landlng. To accomplish this maneuver, a propulsion system was developed that used hyper-
gollc propellants and a gimbaled, pressure-fed, ablatlvely cooled engine that was capable of be-
ing throttled. The propellants selected were nitrogen tetroxlde (oxidizer) and a mixture of 50
percent unsym_etrlcal dimethyl hydrazine and 50 percent hydrazine (fuel).
The development and qualification of the descent propulsion system in support of the first
lunar landlng mission covered a period of approximately 6 years, from August 1963 to April 1969.
Included within this period were component-level and system-level developmental and quallflca-
tion testing. In many cases, pre-production configuration components were used in early system-
level developmental testing. In the developmental and qualification testing of components and
systems, extensive deslgn-limit tests, off-llmlt tests, and component malfunction tests were
used to determine potential design deficiencies and to docmnent operational limits of the sys-
tem. Significant problems encountered during this time period are discussed.
rn the initial concept of the pressurization system for the descent propulsion system, he-
llumwas to be stored in two high-pressure tanks. As the design of the lunar module progressed,
vehicle weight became a critical factor; therefore, a feasibility study was initiated early in
1964 to evaluate the use of a supercritical heli,_ storage tank in the pressurization system.
The concept consisted of storing helium at approximately minus 450 ° F in a thermally insulated
pressure vessel. Pressure in the storage tank was allowed to rise because of a heat leak into
the tank (approximately 8 to i0 Btu/hr). As helium was used from the tank, additional heat was
provided to the helium to maintain the pressure. The heating was accomplished by the use of an
external fuel-to-helium heat exchanger and a helium-to-helium heat exchanger located within the
tank. A second fuel-to-helium heat exchanger increased the helimu temperature to near ambient
conditions (approxlmately 40_ F) before the hellmn was supplied to the pressure regulators in
the pressurization system.
By late 1964, the analysis and fusibility testing of the supercritical hellmn system indi-
cated that it was operationally feasible and that a weight saving of 280 pounds could be realized
by using the supercritlcal helium system rather than the ambient storage system. Consequently,
the descent propulsion pressurization system was redesigned to incorporate a supercrltlcal helium
storage tank. Because the pressure in the supercrltlcal storage tank increased with time, a min-
imum required standby time of 131.5 hours from prelaunch topoff until first usage in the nominal
lunar landing was defined.
During design and development of the supercrltlcal helium pressurization System, freezing
of the fuel in the fuel-to-hellum heat exchanger was found to occur during the start sequence
under certain start conditions. The freezing condition was caused by the flow of a substantial
amount of helium needed to bring the propellant tanks from pre-pressurizatlon levels to regulator
lockup pressure conditions, during which time no fuel was flowing through the fuel passages of
the heat exchanger. A study was made of various systems to allevlate the flowing of cold helium
w-lth no fuel flow. An ambient helium pre-pressurlzatlon start bottle and an electrical heater
system were the two main methods considered. The use of an ambient helium pre-pressurlzatlon
start bottle was selected for overall simplicity and rellabillty.
In the initial fuel-to-helium heat exchanger configuration, a nlckel-chromium alloy was used
in bonding the side panels to the core. During the testing of LTA-5 at the White Sands Test Fa-
cility, one of the side panels separated from the core and ruptured. This rupture resulted in
a gross fuel leak and subsequent fire. The cause of the failure was traced to the factory test
of the rig. The heat exchanger had been subjected to cryogenic temperatures with water in the
fuel passages; cryogenic temperatures caused freezing of the water that resulted in structural
failure of the nlckel-chromlum braze material. Subsequent exposure to system operating pressure
at the White Sands Test Facility resulted in rupture of the side panels. Two items were imple-
mented to avoid this problem on subsequent vehlcles. The nlckel-chromium braze material was
changed to a gold alloy to increase the bonding strength, and water was ellmlnated from cold-
flow testing of vehicles when cryogenic helium was to be used in a system.
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The development of the helium pressure regulator was plagued by problems. Among these prob-
lems were excessive external and internal helium leakage, cracking of the main poppet during slam
starts, and the inability of the vendor to meet delivery schedules. To ensure that an acceptable
regulator was available to meet flight schedules, a second source vendor was selected to develop
a regulator in parallel with the original vendor.
In the initial phases of engine design definition and development, two different throttling
concepts were considered. In one concept, a fixed-area injector with hell,-, injection at reduced
thrust was to be used to malntain adequate combustion efficiency. Propellant flow variation was
controlled by throttling valves that used system fuel pressures to actuate the hydraulic servo-
control valves. In the other concept, a single movable sleeve was used to modulate the injector
fuel and oxidizer flow area. The injector sleeve was linked mechanically to two cavitating flow
control valves and an electrically driven throttle actuator assembly. The varlable-area injec-
tor throttling concept was selected after approximately 18 months of parallel development of the
two concepts.
The descent propulsion system flight program consisted of three preliminary earth orbital
and lunar orbital Elights, one aborted lunar landing, and six lunar landings. All flights were
successful; however, anomalies did occur during the flight program that required modifications
to procedures and hardware. The significant anomalies are discussed.
A premature descent engine shutdown occurred on Apollo 5 when the descent propulsion system
was fired for the first time /n space. The early shutdown occurred because the descent engine
thrust monitor was programmed to stop the engine if any three consecutive 2-second accelerometer
samples (taken after the engine was cormnanded on) indicated an accumulated velocity of less than
45 centimeters per second. This criterion was based on a nominal engine start with the propel-
lant tanks initially at full operating pressure and with the helium supply on llne. The lunar
module for this mission did not have an ambient-start helium storage tank, and the supercritlcal
helium tank was isolated by the three explosive valves that were fired automatically by the pyro-
technic system 1.3 ±0.3 seconds after the first englne-on command. Therefore, the system pres-
sures during the first descent propulsion system start, which were normal for this particular
system configuration, did not rise fast enough to meet the thrust-tlme criterion programmed into
the guidance computer. All logic circuits that could command engine cutoff or inhibit an engine
start were reevaluated to prevent an unnecessary engine shutdown on subsequent flights.
During the first 35 seconds of the first descent engine firing on Apollo 9, the regulator
outlet manifold pressure decreased from 235 to 188 pounds per square inch, whereas the pressure
should have been maintained at 247 pounds per square inch. The temperature data indicated that
the internal heat exchanger was initially blocked. At approximately 35 seconds after engine ig-
nition, the blockage cleared and allowed the regulator outlet manifold pressure to rise to the
proper operating level. An evaluation of this problem revealed that the supercritical helium
servicing procedures could have entrapped air in the pressurization system, which then froze on
contact with the cold helium flow in the heat exchanger. This problem was eliminated on later
flights by modifying the servicing procedures to preclude the entrapment of air in the system.
The pressure in the Apollo 9 lunar module supercritical helium tank began decaying immedi-
ately after termination of the first descent engine firing; however, the normal tank response
is to increase in pressure. An external helium leak was suspected as the most likely cause of
the pressure decay. This suspicion was amplified by failure of an internally brazed squib valve
during drop tests on LM-2at the Manned Spacecraft Center. The failure was caused by a crack in
the brazing material, which was thin in the failed area. The leak experienced during Apollo 9
was probably caused by a defective braze that was internal to the squib valve and could not be
inspected. A redesigned valve that could be completely inspected was used on all subsequent
vehicles.
Two problems occurred on the Apollo 11 lunar module, the first lunar landing vehicle, that
required modifications to the descant propulsiou system of subsequent vehicles. The first prob-
lem occurred at 685 seconds into the powered descent initiation firing. The propellant low-
quantity warning light was triggered in one of the four propellant tanks, indicating a shortage
of propellant. Based on remaining calculated quantities and corrected propellant quantity gag-
lug system indications, the occurrence of the propellant low-quantity warning was discovered to
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be premature by 36 seconds. The early warning was the result of propellant sloshing created by
sudden vehicle maneuvers and by attitude changes. Slosh baffles were incorporated on the lunar
modules for Apollo missions 14 through 17 to minimize the slosh in the tanks.
Secondly, when the propellant and the superc_itlcal helium tanks were vented after lunar
landing, the fuel-to-helium heat exchanger froze. Consequently, fuel was trapped in the fuel
line between the frozen heat exchanger and the engine shutoff valves. Subsequent heating of
this section of the fuel line from engine heat soakback increased the pressure in this llne to
an unsafe level. After 30 minutes, the fuel pressure was relieved by thawing of the heat ex-
changer, by failure of the llne-bellows linkage, or by failure of the seals in the prevalve.
The exact cause of relief was not determined. On subsequent flights, the venting procedure was
modified to isolate the supercritlcal helium tank with the latching solenoid valves during vent-
ing of the propellant tanks and to delay supercritical hellumventlng until i_ediately before
ascent from the lunar surface. On the lunar modules for Apollo 13 and subsequent missions, a
bypass line around the heat exchanger was incorporated as an added safety feature to relieve
the trapped fuel pressure if freezing of the heat exchanger should occur.
Because of the requirement to increase the firing time of the descent propulsion system to
accommodate the increased lunar landing payload, major modifications were made to the lunar mod-
ules for the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions. The two most significant modifications were an in-
crease in the volume of the propellant tanks and the use of new chamber material in the descent
engine. As a result of these changes, the hover time was increased by approximately i00 seconds.
Further details of the development, testing, and flight performance of the descent propul-
sion system are given in reference 4-63.
4.6.6.2 Ascent propulslon system.- The ascent propulsion system was designed to provide
propulsive power for launchlng the ascent stage of the lunar module from the surface of the moon
into lunar orbit for rendezvous with the orbiting command and service module. The ascent engine
was a flxed-thrust, restartable, blpropellant rocket engine that had an ablstlvely cooled com-
bustion chamber, throat, and nozzle. Propellant flow to the ascent engine combustion chamber
was controlled by a valve package assembiy that was equipped with dual passages for the fuel and
the oxidizer and had two aeries-connected ball valves in each flow path.
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Proven manufacturing techniques, design integrity, and ground-based testing were used in the
development of the ascent propulsion system. The plan was to test and evaluate materials, compo-
nents, and assemblies in progressively integrated configurations, using various test rigs and
prototype structural simulators. The most significant tests conducted during the development
and qualification of the ascent propulsion system were accomplished by using propulsion system
test vehicle PA-1 at the White Sands Facility. This test vehicle incorporated essentially all
of the flight-welght components and functlonally duplicated the flight ascent propulsion system.
The intent of these tests was to demonstrate that the system could function properly under all
conditions that could be expected during a lunar ascent.
During the development o[ the ascent propulsion system, leakage and functional failures of
the helium solenoid valves and the helium pressure regulators occurred, which required a redesign
of each component; however, the most significant problem was related to the ascent engine. The
original ascent engine injector experienced thrust chamber compatlbillty problems and several
cases of combustion instability when subjected to bomb tests. The time required for fabrication
of the injector was also high, which resulted in unacceptably long periods to obtain the hardware
needed for testing redesigns. Because of these problems and a pressing schedule, a backup ascent
engine injector program was initiated with another contractor. The original contractor made nu-
merous modifications to the injector design and the fabrication procedures in an effort to meet
the injector completion schedule. However, the alternate contractor already had an acceptable
injector that passed all tests with no reservation s before the original contractor's testing was
completed. Consequently, the alternate contractor was selected to fabricate the injector and
assemble the engine for all fllght vehicles subsequent to the Apollo 5 lunar module.
The ascent propulsion system performance was satisfactory throughout the flight program.
The development and performance of the ascent propulsion system is discussed in greater detail
in reference 4-64.
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4.6.6.3 Reaction control system.- The Apollo missions required that the lunar module main-
tain various attitudes with respect to its flight path and be able to maneuver in three axes.
Separation from the command and service module, docking with the command and service module, and
various translation maneuvers during the lunar-orblt rendezvous were required. In addition, X-
axis longitudinal translation was required to provide propellant-settllng thrust for the descent
and ascent propulsion systems. To meet the objectives, the lunar module reaction control system
had two independent bipropellant systems. Each system provided the vehicles with attitude con-
trol and X-axls translation when used independently. When used together, Z- and Y-axls transla-
tion could be obtained. The two systems were identical in all respects other than engine loca-
tions and thrust vectors.
Each engine was a pulse-modulated, radiatlon-cooled, lO0-pound thruster nearly identical to
those used on the service module. Major engine components included inlet filters, two solenoid-
operated propellant injection valves, an injector, and a nozzle skirt. The propellant and pres-
surizing gas storage components were grouped for the purpose of simplifying the checkout and re-
pair procedures. The system was installed in two bay areas and on four outrigger booms. The
tankage modules (helium, nitrogen tetroxide, and Aerozine-50) were installed on the left- and
rlght-hand sides of the lunar module directly above the ascent propulsion system tanks. The
engine& were installed in clusters of four on the outriggers which were located around the per-
iphery of the ascent stage at 45" to the orthogonal (pitch and roll) axes. Two of the four en-
gines in each cluster were fed from each propellant supply.
In addition to the two separate systems, redundancy also extended to components within each
system such as regulators, check valves, and explosive pressurization valves. Conmmnd and ser-
vice module components that had already been developed were used wherever possible. Whenever
such a component could not be used directly but could be made usable on the lunar module with
m/nor modification, a common-technology approach was followed. The manufacturer of the command
and service module part was given the task of modifying his product to make it usable on the
lunar module. Significant cost savings and increased reliability resulted.
The environmental constraints for the lunar module reaction control system generally were
less severe than those of the service module reaction control system; therefore, the experience
gained with t_e service module c0mponents in the areas of vibratlon, shock, thermal vacuum, pro-
pellant compatibility, and susceptibility to contamination could be applied directly to the lunar
module design. Two specific areas in which environmental conditions differed significantly were
the vibration and the cold soaking of the four lunar module engine clusters. Also, because the
lunar module propellant tanks and the hell,-, tank were larger than those of the service module,
the vibration test experience with the service module tanks could not be applied directly to the
lunar module hardware. In these instances, the components were subjected to environmental test-
ing dictated specifically by the lunar module environments.
The development and certification of the lunar module reaction control system consisted of
nine major ground test programs. A brief discussion of several of the test programs follows.
The pre-production system development test was the first test in which the proposed config-
uration of the lunar module reaction control system was hot fired. The primary and secondary
objectives, respectively, were to investigate the dynamic characteristics of the propellant-feed
system and to evaluate propellant manifold priming procedures and engine performance during
multl-engine firings. The test disclosed h/gher-than-predicted feed pressure fluctuations dur-
ing the short-pulse high-frequency firings. As a result, a complete reevaluation of the control
system requirements helped to define the interface between the guidance system and the reaction
control system. The net effect was changing the maximum pulse frequency from 25 to 7 pulses per
second. The test also resulted in modification of the planned flight-activation procedure to
eilmlnate hish transient pressures duri,g prlndngofthe propeiiant manifolds. Prim/ng wouid
be accomplished at tank pad pressures versus nominal operating tank pressures.
The production system development program objective was to determine if the system could
meet fundamental design requirements. As such, the test configuration was almost identical to
that of the reaction control system on the Apollo 5 lunar module. The test program demonstrated
the capability of the system design to meet fundamental requirements. However, salient charac-
teristics of soma components were disclosed which altered the planned system operational mode.
An outstanding example was the discovery that high flow rates or pressure surges would cause the
propellant latchlng valves to unlatch and shift position. This valve problem was resolved for
flight by requiring thl crew to ascertain correct valve positions during critical mission phases.
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be premature by 36 seconds. The early warning was the result of propellant sloshing created by
sudden vehicle maneuvers and by attitude changes. Slosh baffles were incorporated on the lunar
modules for Apollo missions 14 through 17 to minimize the slosh in the tanks.
Secondly, when the propellant and the supercritical helium tanks were vented after lunar
landing, the fuel-to-helium heat exchanger froze. Consequently, fuel was trapped in the fuel
line between the frozen heat exchanger and the engine shutoff valves. Subsequent heating of
this section of the fuel line from engine heat soakback increased the pressure in this llne to
an unsafe level. After 30 minutes, the fuel pressure was relieved by thawing of the heat ex-
changer, by failure of the line-bellows linkage, or by failure of the seals in the prevalve.
The exact cause of relief was not determined. On subsequent flights, the venting procedure was
modified to isolate the supercrltlcal helium tank with the latching solenoid valves during vent-
ing of the propellant tanks and to delay supercritical helium ventlng until immediately before
ascent from the lunar surface. On the lunar modules for Apollo 13 and subsequent ndsslons, a
bypass line around the heat exchanger was incorporated as an added safety feature to relieve
the trapped fuel pressure if freezing of the heat exchanger should occur.
Because of the requirement to increase the firing time of the descent propulsion system to
acconnnodate the increased lunar landing payload, major modifications were made to the lunar mod-
ules for the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions. The two most significant modifications were an in-
crease in the volume of the propellant tanks and the use of new chamber material in the descent
engine. As a result of these changes, the hover time was increased by approximately i00 seconds.
Further details of the development, testing, and flight performance of the descent propul-
sion system are given in reference 4-63.
4.6.6.2 Ascent propulsion system.- The ascent propulsion system was designed to provide
propulsive power for launching the ascent stage of the lunar module from the surface of the moon
into lunar orbit for rendezvous with the orbiting commend and service module. The ascent engine
was a fixed-thrust, restartable, blpropellant rocket engine that had an ablatively cooled com-
bustion chamber, throat, and nozzle. Propellant flow to the ascent engine combustion chamber
was controlled by a valve package assembly that was equipped with dual passages for the fuel and
the oxidizer and had two series-connected ball valves in each flow path.
Proven manufacturing techniques, design integrity, and ground-based testing were used in the
development of the ascent propulsion system. The plan was to test and evaluate materials, compo-
nents, and assemblies in progressively integrated configurations, using various test rlgs and
prototype structural simulators. The m_st significant tests conducted during the development
and qualification of the ascent propulsion system were accomplished by using propulsion system
test vehicle PA-I at the White Sands Facility. This test vehicle incorporated essentially all
of the fllght-weight components and functionally duplicated the flight ascent propulsion system.
The intent of these tests was to demonstrate that the system could function properly under all
conditions that could be expected during a lunar ascent.
During the development or the ascent propulsion system, leakage and functional failures of
the helium solenoid valves and the helium pressure regulators occurred, which required a redesign
of each component; however, the most significant problem was related to the ascent engine. The
original ascent engine injector experienced thrust chamber compatibility problems and several
cases of combustion instability when subjected to bomb tests. The time required for fabrication
of the injector was also high, which resulted in unacceptably lon E periods to obtain the hardware
needed for testing redesigns. Because of these problems and a pressing schedule, a backup ascent
engine injector program was initiated with another contractor. The original contractor made nu-
merous modifications to the injector design and the fabrication procedures in an effort to meet
the injector completion schedule. However, the alternate contractor already had an acceptable
injector that passed all tests with no reservations before the original contractor's testing was
completed. Consequently, the alternate contractor was selected to fabricate the injector and
assemble the engine for all flight vehicles subsequent to the Apollo 5 lunar module.
The ascent propulsion system performance was satisfactory throughout the flight program.
The development and performance of the ascent propulsion system is discussed in greater detail
in reference 4-64.
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4.6.6.3 Reaction control system.- The Apollo m/ssions required that the lunar module main-
tain various attitudes w/th respect to its flight path and be able to maneuver in three axes.
Separation from the command and service module, docking with the commmnd and service module, and
various translation maneuvers during the lunar-orblt rendezvous were required. In addition, X-
axis longitudinal translation was required to provide propellant-settllng thrust for the descent
and ascent propulsion systems. To meet the objectives, the lunar module reaction control system
had two independent bipropellant systems. Each system provided the vehicles with attitude con-
trol and X-axls translation when used independently. When used together, Z- and Y-axls transla-
tlon could be obtained. The two systems were identical in all respects other than engine loca-
tions and thrust vectors.
Each engine was a pulse-modulated, radlatlon-cooled, 100-pound thruster nearly identical to
those used on the service module. Major engine components included inlet filters, two solenoid-
operated propellant injection valves, an injector, and a nozzle skirt. The propellant and pres-
surizing gas storage components were grouped for the purpose of simplifying the checkout and re-
pair procedures. The system was installed in two bay areas and on four outrigger booms. The
tankage modules (helium, nitrogen tetroxlde, and Aerozlne-50) were installed on the left- and
rlght-hand sides of the lunar module directly above the ascent propulsion system tanks. The
englne_were installed in clusters of four on the outriggers which were located around the per-
iphery of the ascent stage at 45" to the orthogonal (pitch and roll) axes. Two of the four en-
gines in each cluster were fed from each propellant supply.
In addition to the two separate systems,, redundancy also extended to components within each
system such as regulators, check valves, and explosive pressurization valves. Command and ser-
vice module components that had already been developed were used wherever possible. Whenever
such a component could not he used directly but could be made usable on the lunar module with
minor modification, a common-technology approach was followed. The manufacturer of the co_nand
and service module part was given the task of modifying his product to make it usable on the
lunar module. Significant cost savings and increased reliability resulted.
The environmental constraints for the lunar module reaction control system generally were
less severe than those of the service module reaction control system; therefore, the experience
gained with the service module components in the areas of vibration, shock, thermal vacuum, pro-
pellant compatibility, and susceptibility to contamination could be applied directly to the lunar
module design. Two specific areas in which environmental conditions differed significantly were
the vibration and the cold soaking of the four lunar module engine clusters. Also, because the
lunar module propellant tanks and the helium tank were larger than those of the service module,
the vibration test experience with the service module tanks could not be applied directly to the
lunar module hardware. In these instances, the components were subjected to environmental test-
ing dictated specifically by the lunar module environments.
The development and certification of the lunar module reaction control system consisted of
nine major ground test programs. A brief discussion of several of the test programs follows.
The pre-production system development test was the first test in which the proposed conflg-
uratlon of the lunar module reaction control system was hot fired. The primary and secondary
objectives, respectively, were to investigate the dynamic characteristics of the propellant-feed
system and to evaluate propellant manifold priming procedures and engine performance during
multl-englne firings. The test disclosed higher-than-predlcted feed pressure fluctuations dur-
ing the short-pulse high-frequency firings. As a result, a complete reevaluation of the control
system requirements helped to define the interface between the guidance system and the reaction
control system. The net effect was changing the maximum pulse frequency from 25 to 7 pulses per
second. The test also resulted in modification of the planned fllght-actlvatlon procedure to
ellmlnate high transient pressures during priming of the propellant manifolds. Prlm/ng would
be accomplished at tank pad pressures versus nominal operating tank pressures.
The production system development program objective was to determine if the system could
meet fundamental design requirements. As such, the test configuration was almost identical to
that of the reaction control system on the Apollo 5 lunar module. The test program demonstrated
the capability of the system design to meet fundamental requirements. However, salient charac-
teristics of some components were disclosed which altered the planned system operational mode.
An outstanding example was the discovery that high flow rates or pressure surges would cause the
propellant latching valves to unlatch and shift position. This valve problem was resolved for
flight by requiring the cre_ to ascertain correct valve positions during critical mission phases.
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Other component problems discovered were (I) transducer diaphragm incompatibility with propellant
combustion residuals and (2) an inadequate seal design in the ground half of the propellant-
servicing qulck-disconnect coupling. The contamination control requirements (particle size,
sampling procedures, etc.) sad the cleaning procedures (flushing sequence, etc.) used for the
production system were not adequate to preclude numerous failures of components because of par-
ticulate contamination. The test program provided valuable experience in helium and propellant
servicing that was used in the design of ground support equipment at the launch site.
The third system-level test program, a design verification test program, was broader in
scope than the production system development program. Not only was acceptable operation of the
system demonstrated, but other factors such as manufacturing and checkout procedures, contamina-
tion control techniques, and propellant decontamination procedures used on flight systems were
verified.
The structural integrity of the engine cluster and vehicle mounting hardware was verified
during the production cluster environmental test program. The cluster design withstood all the
mlssion-level random and slnusoldal vibration loads to which it was subjected, with the exception
of the failure of a chamber pressure transducer bracket. This failure resulted in a redesign of
the bracket assembly, which was retrofitted on the first flight lunar module.
The lunar module production cluster firing test program objectives were (I) to evaluate
fllghtworthy lunar module engine cluster performance under simulated altitude conditions and (2)
to determine the heat-transfer characteristics of the cluster during steady-state and pulse-mode
duty cycles. The firing program consisted of single and multienglne firings that simulated se-
lected portions of expected mission duty cycles. During the low--temperature mission duty cycle
part of the program, the combustion chamber of an upflrlng engine was destroyed by an explosion
due to an accumulation of nitrate compounds. Contributing factors were found to be the upflrlng
attitude of the engine, low engine temperatures, helium saturation of the propellants, short-
pulse firings, sad relatively high test-cell ambient pressures. For lunar module application,
engine failure was determined to be unlikely when the flange temperature was maintained above
120 ° F, Heater integration tests were performed following this requalificatlon program. The
tests demonstrated that, for certain combinations of short pulses, the engine flange cooled
faster than the heaters could warm it, The net result of the tests was establishment of a safe
engine operating regime that satisfied mission requirements.
Evaluation of the interconnect propellant feed mode was accomplished during the integrated
reaction control system/ascent propulsion system PA-1 test program. The test program and analy-
sis demonstrated that neither the reaction control system nor the ascent propulsion system ex-
perienced any detrimental effects during the interconnect feed operation. The test program did,
however, indicate s potential problem with a pressure rise of trapped propellants in the inlet
manifolds. This rise resulted from thermal soakback of a hot engine. Consequently, the Apollo
malfunction procedures incorporated a pressure relief procedure.
An in-house lunar module reaction control system test program was conducted at the Manned
Spacecraft Center (i) to define the general operational characteristics of the lunar module re-
action control system under simulated altitude conditions and (2) to obtain performance data on
individual subsystem components. Anomalies that were observed, investigated, sad resolved in-
cluded propellant latch valve leakages, pressure switch failures, and injector cooling below
120" F. The propellant latch valve leakage was caused by particulate contamination; system
cleanliness was emphasized. The pressure switch failures could be of two types - failed closed
and failed open. Contamination of the switch mechanism by semiliquld combustion products was
the cause of a failed open switch. The design deficiency was corrected for flight hardware.
The injector cooling problem was traced to the engine duty cycle.
The first lunar module flight, Apollo 5, was conducted to verify the lunar module ascent
sad descent propulsion systems and the abort staging function for manned flight. Because of
problems with the guidance system, the reaction control system operated in several off-llmit
conditions and resulted in failures in the system. Within 3.1 minutes, the system A propellant
was depleted to 27 percent, and that system was isolated to conserve propellant. System B con-
tinued at a rapid duty cycle until propellant depletion 5 m/nutes later, at which time helium
started leaking through the collapsed system B fuel bladder. Satisfactory vehicle rates were
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restored by the system B thrust reduction (resulting from propellant depletion) and by the iso-
lation of system A propellant tanks. While system B was operating with two-phase oxidizer and
helium-lngested fuel, the quad 4 upfiring engine failed. When system A was reactivated, the
system A main shutoff valve on the oxidizer side inadvertently closed. The ascent propellant
interconnect valves were later opened, returning operation of the engines to normal until the
interconnect valves were closed. The depletlon of all propellant during the last minutes of
the second ascent engine firing allowed the spacecraft to tumble. Each of these specific re-
action control system anomalies (i.e., the bladder, the engine, and the oxidizer main shutoff
valve failures) was duplicated when a ground test system was exposed to similar duty-cycle and
environments/ conditions after the flight.
Also during the Apollo 5 lunar module flight, the upper limit of 190 ° F on the engine cluster
was exceeded on numerous occasions with no deleterious effects; the Apollo 9 lunar module also
exhibited this phenomenon. As a result, additional vendor tests were conducted to define a maxi-
mum temperature to which the engine valves could be subjected without degradation of performance.
The tests were terminated at 375" F when Qo degradation in performance was experienced. An in-
strumentatlon change (increasing the upper limit to 260" F) was made to acconnnodate the expected
operating temperature of the clusters.
Extremely good reliability of the lunar module and service module reaction control system
engine injector valves was demonstrated on flights through Apollo 14. No engine injector valve
leakage due to engine operation or malfunction was observed. A 25-pound weight saving was ac-
compllshed by the deletion of the valves from the system for all later flights.
During system pressurization on the Apollo 16 lunar module, system A regulator outlet pres-
sure continued to rise after reaching nominal lockup pressure. The leakage persisted throughout
the mission after pressurization. When the regulator output pressure reached 209 pounds per
square inch, the system A interconnect valves were opened to transfer propellant to the ascent
propulsion system. To permit mission continuation, this operation was repeated twice until suf-
flcient blowdown capability existed. The pressure in system A eventually increased to 237 pounds
per square inch, at which point the relief valve operated. Subsequently, periodic pressure re-
lief occurred. Postfllght analysis and tests showed that the most likely cause of the malfunc-
tion was contamination caused by a set of unique events; specifically, n,-,erous replacements of
components involving brazing downstream of the regulator, and subsequently subjecting the regu-
lator to reverse flow conditions.
The design, development, and performance of the lunar module reaction control system are
discussed further in reference 4-65.
4.6.7 Guidance, Navigation, and Control System
The lunar module guidance, navigation, and control system performed the necessary descent
and ascent navigation, generated guidance commands in the form of thrust-level and attitude com-
mands, and controlled vehicle attitude.
Navigation for descent to the lunar surface was the continuous process of estimating and
updating the vehicle's position and velocity components in the reference coordinate system (de-
termining the state vector) at given times using landing radar and accelerometer data. The
lunar landing guidance equations calculated thrust-level and attitude comm_nds based upon the
updated state vector. The thrust-level and attitude co-rn-nds were then executed by the control
system.
The ascent maneuver required that the guidance, navigation, and control system be initialized
with the orbit insertion parameters necessary for rendezvous with the couuuand and service module.
The ascent englne had no thrust direction control capability and could not be throttled. There-
fore, the guidance system controlled the thrust vector by generating attitude commands to control
the direction of the vehicle by use of the reaction control system. When the insertion velocity
was achieved, engine thrust was terminated.
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The guidance, navigation, and control system originally consisted of a guidance and naviga-
tion system and a stabilization and control system (ref. 4-66). The stabilization and control
system contained an abort guidance systen which was to be used if the primary guidance and nav-
igation system failed. Late in 1964, a design review of guidance and control requirements re-
sulted in the integration of the guidance, navigation, and control functions. At the same time,
the capabilities of the abort guidance system were expanded and a general-purpose computer was
added to the system.
Figure 4-21 is a functional diagram of both the primary guidance and navigation system and
the abort guidance system, and the interfaces of each with the control electronics system. The
primary system was essentially the same as that in the command and service module. The signi£1-
cant differences between the two systems were:
a. The lunar module optical system included a periscope-type telescope with a 60-degree
field of view between mechanical stops. Six detents allowed a full 360-degree viewing capability.
b. The lunar module primary system included computer programs required for the descent and
ascent phases and the control laws used in the digital autopilot.
c. The landing radar and rendezvous radar were part of the lunar module primary system.
The abort guidance system assumed control of the lunar module if the primary system failed
at any time in the mission. This system could guide the lunar module to a safe lunar orbit and
execute rendezvous co_mmnds. The abort guidance system consisted of an abort sensor, abort elec-
tronics, and a data entry and display assembly.
The abort sensor assembly was rigidly mounted to the vehicle and contained three rate inte-
grating gyros and three pendulous accelerometers. These inertial sensing units provided attitude
and velocity data to the abort electronics assembly which was a general-purpose computer. Oper-
ating On the attitude and velocity data from the inertial sensors, the computer generated guid-
ance commands and engine on-off commands that were sent to the control electronics system. The
abort guidance system was initialized with, and periodically realigned to, the primary guidance
system.
The control electronics system consisted of the attitude and translation control assembly;
the descent engine control assembly; descent engine gimbal drive actuators; rate gyro assemblies;
rotatlon, translation, and throttle hand controls;fllght director attitude indicators; and var-
ious other control assemblies. The control electronics provided the interface which drove the
propulsive devices; that is, the 16 attitude control thrusters, the gimbaled and throttleable
descent engine, and the ascent engine.
The development and testing of the primary guidance and navigation system was essentially
the same as that discussed in section 4.4.8. The only differences were the interfaces with the
landing radar and rendezvous radar and the autopilot interface with the engine. The types of
testing performed during the control electronics development program were design feaslbillty,
design verification, and qualification. The significant problems encountered are listed in
table 4-VI. The types of testing performed during the abort guidance system test program were
design feasibility design verification, and design proof to qualification limits. A full mis-
sion engineering simulation was performed to verify the compatibility between the hardware and
computer software. The significant problems encountered are summarized in table 4-VII. A de-
tailed discussion of the development and testing of the abort guidance system is given in ref-
erence 4-67.
Performance of the primary and abort guidance systems throughout the Apollo flights was ex-
cellent. No failures required the use of a backup system in any of the manned flights. During
the unmanned Apollo 5 mission, the first scheduled maneuver was terminated early and the subse-
quent maneuvers had to be performed by using the backup control electronics system. The actual
thrust buildup profile was different from the profile stored in the computer. The computer de-
tected a difference in thrust levels and automatically shut the engine down.
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TABLE 4-VI .- CONTROL ELECTRONICS DEVELOPHENT PROBLEMS
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Equipment
Attitude and translation
control assembly
Thrust/translation con-
troller assembly and
attitude controller
assembly
Gimbal drive actuator
Problem
Solder cracks were caused by ex-
panding urethane filler.
Switch adjustment changed.
Brake failed to _mgage and the
actuator would coast.
Corrective action
The Joint was made stronger
by making it a reflowed
convex solder Joint.
The swltch adjustment pro-
cedureswere revised.
The motor was redesigned to
include contact drag
principle,
TABLE 4-VII.- ABORT G/IDANCE SYST_ DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS
I
Equipment Problem Corrective action
Abort sensor assembly
Abort sensor assembly
mounting feet
tyro
Abort electronics
Single-polnt temperature sensor
for thermal control.
Fatigue and vibration failures.
Asymmetrical scale factor
Excessively rapid fall time of
Nine redesigns of beryllium
block.
Two redesigns of mounting
feet.
Redesign of pulse torque
loop.
Redesign for slower fall
assembly
Abort electronics
assembly
Abort electronics
assembly
Data entry display
assembly
Data entry display
assembly
read and mite pulse.
Penetration of matrix board split
pin wire wrap.
Solder reacted trlth gold in com-
ponent leads causing solder to
becc_ne brittle and crack.
Cracks and bonding separation of
electrolumlnescent segments.
Pushbutton was binding.
time.
Change of manufacturing
procedures.
Component leads were pre-
tinned to prevent solder
from coming into contact
with gold.
Better screening procedures.
Incorporation of test and
screening procedures.
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The most significant failure in the primary guidance system was the occurrence of five com-
puter alarms during the Apollo II lunar module descent. The alarms indicated to the crew that
the computer program was being called upon to perform too many tasks and that some tasks would
not be executed. The problem was avoided on subsequent flights by not requiring the computer
to process rendezvous radar data, which is not needed during descent. The computer workload was
thus relieved, and no further alarms of this type were experienced.
The most significant failure in the abort guidance system occurred on Apollo 14. A failure
of the 4-volt power supply in the abort electronics assembly caused the system to switch to the
standby mode, making it unusable. Fortunately, the failure occurred after rendezvous was com-
plete and the system was no longer needed. The cause of the failure could not be determined be-
cause the lunar module hardware could not be returned to earth.
The most significant failure in the control electronics system occurred during the unmanned
Apollo 5 mission. Excessive thruster activity occurred during the ullage maneuver prior to the
last ascent engine maneuver. The cause of the problem was a control system instability for the
light ascent stage configuration and was corrected by a minor design change in the pulse-ratlo-
modulator electronics.*
The performance of the guidance and navigation systems was evaluated by studying the descent
and ascent trajectories. A set of velocity curves was generated using data from the primary guid-
ance system, the abort guidance system, and radar tracking. System performance was evaluated by
comparing the velocity curves. Each gyro and accelerometer could be the source of small but
unique errors in the velocity data. The alignment accuracy of the platform was also a source of
error. By methodically varying the error sources, the velocity curves could be made to fit each
other. The error sources were varied until the best curve £it was obtained, and that set of er-
ror sources was considered to be the most probable. For the descent analysis, time-of-ignitlon
and time-of-touchdown were accurately known and, of course, the velocity relative to the lunar
surface approached zero at touchdown. Velocity relative to the surface at ignition was not so
well known and contributed to velocity error. The ascent analysis is much the same except that
final velocity was not zero.
A sum_ry of the significant error sources for the first five lunar landing missions is pre-
sented in table 4-VIII. The only significant error sources observed in the primary guidance sys-
temwere accelerometer biases and platform alignment. (The accelerometers were mounted on the
stable platform.) Both error sources caused errors that were less than that expected. In prep-
aration for ascent, the platform alignment technique used one star and the gravity vector. Con-
sequently, the expected error was different for each axis as shown. If the gravity vector was
not vertical because of local gravity excursions, the alignment accuracy was affected. Gravity
variations at the Apollo 15 landing site caused a m/sallgnmsnt of about 2 arc minutes, the largest
alignment error of any Apollo mission. If the Apollo 15 misallgnment were not included, the
average and standard deviation values for ascent in table 4-VIII would be half as large. Analy-
ale of data from the abort guidance system precludes isolation to a single error source. Errors
along the spacecraft thrust axis (X-axis) may be caused by accelerometer bias or scale factor
errors, whereas errors perpendicular to the thrust axis may be caused by accelerometer bias or
misallgument errors. Table 4-VII1 also sumnarlzes abort guidance system performance during the
lunar landlngmleelons. Actual and expected uncertainties are almost the same.
4.6.8 Environmental Control
The lunar module environmental control system was made up of four main subsystems which per-
formed the following functions: atmosphere revitalization, oxygen supply and cabin pressure con-
trol, water management, and heat transport. System performance is discussed, including consum-
ables usage, cabin leakage, and changes as a result of experience.
The modular concept was necessary because of the weight and volume constraints, but use of
this concept led to a number of problems. When equipment was modified or changed, the certifi-
cation testing program was modified accordingly. Requallflcatlon tests, which caused the same
basic package to be subjected to a number of different qualification tests, were required in
many instances to qualify the revised equipment. The interdependence of packaging and functional
efforts was demonstrated by tests, but a great number of tests and a considerable amount of time
were required.
*This problem was not related to the excessive thruster activity that occurred when the pri-
mary guidance system was selected subsequent to the first ascent engine firing.
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TABLE 4-VIII.- SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DURING DESCENT AI_D ASCENT
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Source Expected Average Standard
error error deviation
Primary Guidance
Descent:
Accelerometer bias, _g
Misalignment, arc sec
Ascent:
Accelerometer bias, _g
aMisalignment, arc sec
200
210
500
X - 148
Yffi 57
Z - 88
10.8
-52
Abort Guidance
Descent:
X (scale factor + bias), _g
Y (misalignment + bias), _g
Z (misalignment + bias), _g
Ascent :
X (scale factor + bias), _g
Y (misallgnment + bias), _g
Z (misallgnment + bias), _g
4O
7O
7O
5O
7O
70
-68
-24
--80
-102
-31
-32
32 .Y
107
119.1
104
43
87
97
7O
8O
69
aThe star plus gravity alignment technique results in a different
expected error for each axis.
The environments/ control system design concept of modularized subassemblies led to an early
decision to perform certification testing at the module level for examining and verifying all
possible component interactions during dynamic testing. Because of a stipulation that any field
failure of a single component would require replacement of the complete module or lowest replace-
able element, it was reasonable to ass,-.e that certification should be performed at the same ve-
hlcle replacement level of assembly. Component-level tests were primarily used to verify design
and to establish performance curves, and subsystem-level tests were performed to identify compo-
nent interaction and to verify that system design performance requirements were met.
Two sets of flight hardware were subjected to qualification testing. One set of hardware
was tested to deslgn-limlt certification levels consisting of m/ssion-design extreme environ-
ments, and one set was subjected to two normal mission level environment tests plus ground-based
e_vironment tests. Design changes resultlng from component failures during initial certlfica-
tlon testing, plus component additions and redesign imposed by changes in system requirements,
w_re responsible for incorporating a delta quallflcation program following the initial logic-
group qualification program.
To certify the llfe support section of the environmental control system, a complete test
facility was built at the prime contractor's site. The man-rating test facility consisted of a
vacuum chamber, a vacuum system, s data system and a llfe support section of the environmental
control system, which was installed in the simulated lunar module cabin of the vacuum chamber.
Using the slmulator, the environmental control system manrating was accomplished in two steps.
The first step (Phase I) used some pre-productlon hardware that differed from production hardware
only in physical layout. The second step (Phase II) used production hardware that was modified
to provide instrumentation points necessary for gathering parametric data.
To ensure compatibility between all subsystems during vehicle exposure to expected environ-
manta, the LTA-8 vehicle was installed in a special thermal-vacum, chamber in which six manned
tests were conducted at design-extreme metabolic and thermal loads to verify flIght_orthiness.
The significant hardware problems encountered during development and testing are discussed in
detail in reference 4-68.
Some flight problems were encountered in the environmental control system, although none en-
dangered th$ crewmen. One of the more am_ying problems was the noise produced by the suit cir-
cuit flow, the glycol pumps, and the cabin fans. A muffler was added to the outlet of the glycol
pumps to reduce the noise to an acceptable level.
Erratic carbon dioxide sensor readings on the lunar modules for the Apollo I0, Ii, and 12
missions and crew reports of water entering the pressure garment assemblies prompted two revl-
slons to the suit circuit assembly. A sense line from the water separator drain tank was re-
routed from a point upstream to 8 point downstream of the carbon dlomide sensor and crew oxygen
umbillcals. Also, a restrictor was added to the lithium hydroxide cartridges to limit the flow
in the suit circuit and thus reduce the speed of the sas-drlven water separators, which did not
remove water effectively at hlgh speeds. These changes were incorporated for Apollo 13.
The Apollo II crew, the first to sleep in the lunar module, found that sleeplng on the floor
was uncomfortable and cold. Consequently, hammocks were provided on all subsequent vehlcles.
Internal leakage through an oxygen shutoff valve from the oxygen control module into one of
the ascent stage oxygen tanks was experienced on Apollo 13. The problem was identified as a dam-
aged O-rlng, and Dew checkout procedures and hand-selected O-rlngs were incorporated. A similar
O-ring problem occurred later in the Apollo program during bench checkout of the water control
module valves. Again, hand selecting the O-rings and new installatlon procedures solved the
problem which seems to be inherent in the --,Itlvalve manifold design.
Although mo free water was reported in the su_t circuit, the water separator speed remained
high on Apollo 14. Consequently, a procedural change was instituted on the Apollo 15 vehicle and
subsequent vehicles to increase the system pressure drop and thereby decrease the flow. This
change was accomplished by reconflgnrlnS the suit circuit assembly valves when the crew was
suited without helmets and gloves. However, another problem was encountered in the ground check-
out before the Apollo 15 ,,_tsslon. The requirement for unsuited rest perlod8 resulted iu low suit
circuit dlfferentlal pressure (high water separator speeds and whistling noises) when the hoses
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were disconnected from the suits. Therefore, stowage brackets with orifices simulating pressure
garment assembly pressure drops were designed for the oxygen umbillcals. A pressure garment as-
sembly dryout procedure was also developed to remove perspiration from the suits after use.
Most redundant components included in the envlronmental control system were used for various
reasons at some time during the Apollo flights. However, the redundant coolant loop and redun-
dant water regulators were never needed because the primary systems performed satisfactorily.
4.6.9 Displays and Controls
The displays and controls were the interface between the crewmen and the lunar module. Con-
trols were provided for manual operation of all systems, for making adjustments, and for selec-
tion of alternate operating modes. To permit easy observation or control, practically all dis-
plays and controls were located within reach on display panels. There were 160 circuit breakers,
144 toggle switches, 16 rotary switches, and other control equipment. Digital voltmotsrs, servo-
meters, and two- and three-positlon flags displayed information such as time, altitude, range,
pressure, and temperature.
About halfway through the Apollo program, after several broken or actuated circuit breakers
had been found, films made of crew activities within the spacecraft showed that these conditions
were often caused by crewmen inadvertently bmnpin8 the circuit breakers. Consequently, the
bumper guards were modified to better protect the breakers and wicket-type guards were Installed
over critical switches. Other inadequacies encountered during the development program included
failure of electronic parts, improper sizing of mechanical parts, breaking of glass, failure of
solder Joints, and failures due to contamination. Several failures also occurred during flight;
however, the systems were so designed that the failures did not present a dangerous situation.
Two items that were not adequately developed were the circuit breakers and the digital
timers. Hermetically sealed circuit breakers were specified; however, the manufacturer was un-
able to quallfy this type of breaker because of assembly problems. One of the assembly problems
involved the process of fitting the major circuit breaker assembly (containing a pushbutton,
bridge contacts, and a bimetallic element) into a hermetically sealed can. Because the can case
contained the contacts that mated with the inner bridge contacts, a specific contact pressure
was difficult to obtain when the two parts were assembled and sealed with solder. Failures re-
sulting from the lower contact pressure included contact chatter, high contact resistance in dry
circuit testing, and high voltage drop. Development was discontinued and the qualified couInand-
module-type breakers (not hermetically sealed) were used. The origlnal digital timers of modu-
lar "cordwood" construction, had numerous problems. In this type of construction, electrical
components (resistors, capacitors, diodes, etc.) were soldered between two printed circuit
boards and the void between the boards was filled with a potting compound. The differential ex-
pansion between the potting compound and the circuit boards caused the solder Joints to crack
and thus break electrical contact. Rework of units could not correct the problem. The units
were also susceptible to electrical noise. Eventually, a complete redesign and repackaging by
a new manufacturer was required. _,
The altitude/range/range-rate meter glass face was discovered to he broken during the
Apollo 15 fllght. Newly developed information on stress corrosion was applied in a review of
glass strength and stress. Spacecraft meters with similar glass applications had shields and
doublers installed foz subsequent flights.
A more detailed discussion of the lunar module dlsplays and controls is given in reference
4-69.
4.6.10 Communications System
The lunar module communications system provided the voice llnk between the lunar module and
the earth; between the lunar module and the c_and module; and, by means of a relay function,
between the earth and the crewmen on the lunar surface. The system also provided the capabil-
ities for:
a. Ranging between the earth and the lunar module
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b. Ranging between the command module and the lunar module
c. Transmitting instrumentation data to the earth
d. Transmitting television to the earth
e. Voice intercommunication between crewmen
f. Up-linking digital con_ands from the earth
The communications system was composed of VHF and S-band equipment. The VHF portion was
selected for short ranges (between the lunar module and the command module, and relay between
the lunar module and extravehicular crewmen); and the S-band portion was selected for deep-space
communications.
During the early phases of the program, the method of providing voice, data, and ranging
functions went through several iterations as a result of changes in mission requirements. For
instance, the VHF system first included one receiver and one transmitter, then two receivers and
three transmitters, and finally two receivers and two transmitters. Both transmitter/receiver
pairs (transceivers) were combined into a single unit along with a diplexer assembly that allowed
simultaneous use of a single antenna for two separate frequencies. The channel A transceiver
operated on a frequency of 296.8 megahertz; channel B operated on 259.7 megahertz. The control
panel configuration allowed the selection of any combination of transmitters or receivers to give
simplex or duplex operation. A range tone transfer assembly was added to provide turnaround of
ranging tones received from the co, and module. The antenna system for the VHF equipment con-
sisted of two infligbt antennas located on opposite sides of the spacecraft and a lunar surface
antenna on a mast that was cranked up and down from inside the crew compartment.
The S-band system consisted of a transceiver containing two identical phase-locked receivers,
two phase modulators with driver and multiplier, and one frequency modulator. The S-band opera-
tlng frequencies were 2282.5 megahertz for transmission and 2101.8 megahertz for reception. The
nominal power output was 0.75 watt in a low-power mode. In the high-power mode, the output of
the transceiver was increased to 18.6 watts. The original concept for power amplification was
to use a traveling wave tube. However, because of weight and power limitations, an amplitron-
type tube was incorporated into the design. During early development, unstable operating char-
acteristics and very limited life were experienced with the amplitron tubes.
Three types of S-band antennas were used. A steerable antenna with a 26-inch-diameter para-
bolic dish automatically tracked the incoming signal to maintain an antenna position that pointed
the dish centerllne toward the earth. The antenna, operated either manually or automatically,
provided a coverage of 174 e in azimuth end 330" in elevation. It was used for transmission and
reception while the lunar module was in lunar orbit, during descent, after landing, and during
ascent from the lunar surface. The second type was an omnidirectional antenna. Two were used
(one on the front and one on the rear of the ascent stage) to provide the required coverage.
These antennas were used before activation of the steerable antenna and as its backup in case
of a failure. The third type of S-band antenna was erectable and consisted of a 10-foot-dlameter
gold mesh parabolic reflector, an aiming device, and a tripod. The antenna, folded and carried
in the descent stage, was erected by the crewmen on the lunar surface and used for television
transmission. For Apollo 15, 16, and 17, the lunar communications relay unit (sec. 4.9) mounted
on the lunar rovin E vehicle was available for lunar surface television, and the erectable antenna
was not needed.
The remainder of the system consisted of a signal processor assembly, a digital up-llnk as-
sembly, and a pulse-code-modulatlon and timing electronics assembly. The signal processor assem-
bly provided signal modulation, mixing, mode switching, keying, and relay. An audio center for
each crewman provided individual selection, isolation, and amplification of audio signals received
and transmitted by the communications system. Also included was the capability for intercoemmuni-
cations between crewmen. The digital up-link assembly received an up-link 70-kilohertz subcarrier
from the S-band transceiver, demodulated and decoded the up-link commands on this subcarrier and
applied these co_Jande to the lunar module guidance computer. It also provided capability for
backup up-link voice on the same subcarrier. The pulse-code-modulation and timing electronics
assembly received instrumentation information £rom throughout the spacecraft and processed this
into • data bit atream which was placed on a subcarrier in the signal processor assembly and
transmitted to earth by the S-band equipment.
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One of the major design changes in the lunar module comunlcatlons system, which affected
three different units, resulted from an unpredictable condition in the aft equipment bay. It
was originally assumed that the equipment bay, where the commlnications system units were mounted,
would be at a vacuum when in space. Because of the slow vent rate of the thermal Blankets and
unavoidable cabin leakage, however, this area maintained a small pressure that caused a corona
condition inside the units. This condition is an electrical arcing caused by ionization of the
partial air pressure around high-voltage components. The corona resulted in degradation (and,
sometimes, complete loss) of transmitted signals. This condition existed to various degrees in
the S-band transceiver, the S-band power amplifier, and the VHF transceiver. Several modifica-
tions were attempted, including increased insulation and the use of various types of potting
materials. The use of Teflon baffles between hlgh-voltage parts inside the transmitter was
successful in the VHF portion of the system, but the only solution that proved effective on the
S-band transceiver and power amplifier was to put them in a sealed pressurized case.
Developmental problems that were discovered during the extensive testing program included
cracked solder Joints in the steerable antenna; extensive wire breakage in the signal processor
assembly cable; relay reliability problems in the VHF transceiver; integrated circuit and tran-
sistor contamination problems in the digital up-link assembly, the VHF transceiver, and the
steerable antenna; and structural vibration failures in the signal processor assembly and steer-
able antenna.
Flight performance of the communications system was very good. Various improper switch con-
figurations caused the VHF voice link between the lunar module and co_nd module to be inter-
rupted temporarily during the Apollo i0, 12, and 15 missions. As soon as the improper switch
configuration was identified, the voice llnk was restored.
Because the VHF ranging requirement was added to the system late in the development program,
certain limitations were imposed on the system to keep design modifications to a minimum. One
limitation, a time-sharlng of voice and ranging tones, resulted in a certain amount of voice dis-
tortion during ranging operation. Also, it was necessary to preclude all conversation during
ranging acquisition. Preflight briefings and laboratory demonstrations for each crew helped to
prevent flight problems because of these limitations.
Two major problems were encountered in the flight performance of the steerable antenna.
Several times during Apollo 14, the antenna dish experienced divergent oscillations. After a
few seconds, the movement became too great for the antenna to remain locked on the up-llnk sig-
nal. Co-_unlcations were then lost and the reacquisitlon procedure was required. Data from the
Apollo i0, 11, 12, and 15 missions showed that a slmilar condition had existed, but to a much
lesser degree. Many possible causes were investigated, including vehicle blockage of the elg-
nal, multlpath reflections from the lunar surface, transmission of unwanted signals from the
earth, and interference from other systems on the spacecraft. No conclusion was reached about
the exact cause of the problem. With the exception of these auto-track losses, the track/ng
performance was excellent during all vehicle maneuvers. The second steerable antenna problem
was experienced on Apollo 16. The mechanical drive mechanism was designed to be held in place
with a locking pin that was electrically released during antenna activation. The locklng pin
did not release in the yaw axis and the antenna could not be used to track automatically.
Additional information on the design, development, and performance of the lunar module com-
monicatlons system is contained in references 4-55, 4-56, and 4-70 through 4-73.
4.6.11 Radar Systems
Two unique and independent radar systems provided guidance and navigation information to
the guidance and control system during the lunar landing and rendezvous phases of the Apollo
missions.
The landing radar system consisted of an antenna assembly and an electronic assembly which
shared the processing of velocity sensor and altimeter data to measure lunar module velocity and
range relative to the lunar surface. The Doppler princlple was used for velocity determination;
propagation time delay was used for slant range determlnat_on. To _easure velocity, three beams
of continuous microwave energy _re transmitted to and reflected from the lunar surface. The
Doppler shifts along these beams were extracted by the velocity sensor. The slant range was ob-
tained from a single beam of continuous microwave energy which was frequency-modulated by a
linear sawtooth waveform. Comparison of the return signal with the transmitted modulation was
made in the altimeter portion of the radar.
The rendezvous radar, located on the lunar module ascent stage, consisted of an antenna as-
sembly and an electronics assembly. An active transponder was installed in the command and ser-
vice module. The radar was a contlnuous-wave type, which operated in a beacon mode and acquired
and tracked the transponder at ranges up to 400 miles. The radar provided precision range,
range-rate, angle, and angle-rate data relative to the transponder. Range data were derived
from the propagation delay of tones modulated on the transmitted carrier of the radar which was,
in turn, received, filtered, remodulated, and retransmitted by the transponder and then received
back at the radar. Range rate was determined from the two-way Doppler shift of the carrier fre-
quency. Angle tracking of the transponder in azimuth and elevation was accomplished using an
amplitude comparison technique.
The landing and rendezvous radar systems were the first all-solld-state radars to be de-
signed for and flown in space. Sophisticated signal processing techniques were used in the ren-
dezvous radar and transponder which minimized weight, size, and power requirements. (The radar
and transponder met all the established performance requirements at the 400-mile range with only
300 milliwatts of radiated X-band power.) The unique requirements for environment, reliability,
size, and weight led to the selection of "cordwood" construction (a multllayer circuit board de-
sign). However, this construction technique resulted in a number of development problems. Two
significant problems were not identified until after production was initiated, and extensive re-
placement of electronic assemblies was required. These problems were (i) open circuits in in-
terlayer columns of the rendezvous radar multilayer circuit boards at hot and cold temperature
extremes and (2) cracked solder Joints in the landing radar as a result of stress exerted on
solder Joints during thermal cycling.
Operational evaluation tests simulating lunar mission phases were performed to fully eval-
uate performance of the radars before the first lunar mission. These tests are discussed briefly
in the following paragraphs.
Rendezvous radar flight testing was conducted to verify the capability of the radar to meet
Apollo mission performance requirementa. The objective of the tests was to verify that the track-
ing, ranging, and velocity loops of the rendezvous radar operated properly during a simulated
lunar stay. A Jet aircraft and a helicopter were used to fly the radar transponder, testing it
against an instrumented ground-based lunar module radar at the White Sands Missile Range. The
tests simulated several orlentatlons along each of the probable lunar module rendezvous and lunar-
orbit trajectories and demonstrated that the rendezvous radar performed within the required ac-
curacy range at distances representative of the design range. The performance of the rendezvous
radar/transponder llnk was evaluated at the maximum range during the Apollo 7 mission. The test
conditions simulated the lunar stay phase of a lunar mission by acquiring and tracking the or-
biting co_and and service module transponder with a ground-based radar to verify that the track-
ing, ranging, and velocity loops of the rendezvous radar and the tracking loops of the trans-
ponder functioned properly at the extreme limits of their capabilities. The rendezvous radar
was activated for the first time in the space environment during the Apollo 9 mission. The ac-
curacy of the rendezvous radar and the techniques for using it were verified by performing an
active co--rid module/lumsr module rendezvous in earth orbit.
Landing radar flight testing was also conducted. The objectives of this testing were to
(i) evaluate the performance of the landing radar under dynamic flight conditions, (2) verify
the landing radar mathematical model, (3) evaluate the combined performance of the landing radar
and the lunar module guidance computer, (4) verify the adequacy of the landing radar to meet
mission requirements, and (5) define the constraints or necessary design changes. The tests
were conducted (within the capabllltles of the test aircraft) under flight conditions that sim-
ulated each of the probable lunar-descent trajectories.
Radlo-frequency vlew factor testing was performed on the ground on a lunar module mockup to
determine if any false lock-on effects would be caused by Doppler returns from lunar module struc-
tural vibrations during descant engine firings. The areas investigated were the lunar module
legs, engine skirt, and bottom structure. The test results indicated that some degradation of
landing radar performance had occurred. For thls reason, the following changes were made to cor-
rect the problem.
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a. The frequency response of the preamplifier was changed to decrease the landing radar
sensitivity to low-frequency vibrations exhibited by the lunar module structure.
b. The antenna was rotated to prevent the landing radar beam from impinging on the lunar
module leg structure.
c. A baffle was installed to shield the radar beams from descent engine bell reflections.
To test the lunar module landing radar in a space environment with the descent engine firing,
special instrumentation was installed on the Apollo 9 lunar module to measure the signals in the
velocity and altimeter preamplifier outputs. Following ignition of the descent engine, spurious
signals appeared which were attributed to flaking of the Mylar thermal blanket. The problem was
corrected by replacing the Mylar thermal blanket with an ablative paint on a portion of the de-
scent stage.
Mission performance for the lunar medule rendezvous and landing radar systems was satisfac-
tory on all lunar Apollo missions. Velocity and range data were provided by the landing radar
from the point of lock-on to touchdown. The rendezvous radar acquired the service module trans-
ponder at an average range of 130 m/les.
Additional information on the development, testing, and flight performance of the landing
and rendezvous radar systems is contained in reference 4-74.
4.6.12 Instrumentation System
The lunar module instrumentation system provided the measurements necessary to ascertain
whether the vehicle systems were operating properly. These measurements consisted of pressure,
temperature, voltage, quantity, and discrete (switch closure) measurements that were displayed
to the crew on meters and transmitted to the ground over the communications link. The instru-
mentation system also provided onboard voice recording and caution and warning monitoring of
parameters critical for crew safety. The equipment required to accomplish these functions in-
cluded transducers (sensors), a signal conditioning electronics assembly, the pulse code modu-
lation and timing electronics assembly mentioned in section 4.6.10, a data storage electronics
assembly (voice recorder), and a caution and warning electronics assembly.
In developing the hardware, a primary requirement was not to interfere with the system be-
ing monitored. This requirement did not have tm_ch effect on measurement of physical parameters
(such as pressure, temperature, and quantity) because a sealed probe compatible with the moni-
tored substance was generally available. However, monitoring electrical parameters presented a
problem. A failure in the measuring circuit could cause the measured circuit to become comple-
tely inoperative or could activate a circuit that was not supposed to be operating. To prevent
these problems, large resistors and transformers were used in the interface circuits so that no
instrumentation system failure could cause an unwanted voltage or produce a short circuit in the
measured circuit.
Various test programs were conducted to eradicate weak components. Temperature and vibra-
tion tests appeared to be the most effective. Expansion from temperature changes and flexing
from vibration caused weak solder joints, thin insulation, and weak components to fail during
these tests rather than later during lunar module operation. This technique was fairly success-
ful, but failures still occurred on the vehicle. One interesting point was that all of these
failures occurred before 2000 hours of operation, whereas several units accrued 6000 hours of
operating time before flight and never experienced additional failures.
The early decision to require a high-accuracy system meant that the entire system had to be
optimized. However, two highly accurate items that were already available were (1) the signal
conditioners that amplifled the small electrical signal from the transducers to a standard O- to
5-volt dc level, and (2) the pulse code modulation devices that converted the 0- to 5-volt dc
analog signal to an eight-bit word.
The caution and warning electronics assembly was designed so that critical measurements
could be monitored automatically, releasing the crew for other tasks. Pressure, temperature,
and quantity levels were determined by the other subsystems and, if the measurements exceeded
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predetermined levels, the caution and warning electronics assembly initiated a master alarm tone
and a light identifying the affected system. When these levels were established, the system
eccentricities were not all known, and many erroneous nuisance alarms were generated during nor-
mal operations. For instance, an alarm might be generated when a system was turned on. Even
though only a short time elapsed (less than a second) before the system reached a normal opera-
ting range, the caution and warning electronics assembly would immediately detect an out-of-
tolerance system. Alarms also were generated when other systems momentarily exceeded safe limits
during switching to different modes of operation. Most of these nuisance alarms were corrected
by placing time delays in the caution and warning electronics assembly circuits, which allowed
the systems to reach or return to their normal operating levels in a reasonable time. A few
nuisance alarms could not be eliminated without a great deal of expense. These occurred during
system activations.
A/though a few measurement problems and nuisance master alarms were experienced, the overall
instrumentation system met all requirements.
A more detailed technical discussion of the lunar module instrumentation system is given in
reference 4-75.
4.7 ADDITIONAL SPACECRAFT DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS
4.7.1 Introduction
Aspects of spacecraft systems development and performance which could not be conveniently
discussed within the context of a specific spacecraft module are included here.
4.7.2 Electrical Wiring System
The electrical wiring system included the interconnecting wiring between the various system
components, the associated electrical connectors and termination devices, and the required elec-
trical harness support and protective hardware such as harness clamps and tubing. These items
were established as a system to (1) provide management control over the types of hardware selec-
ted and the processes and procedures to be used, (2) facilitate understanding and assistance in
the resolution of problems, and (3) provide management control for initiating or assisting in the
development of new hardware or technology whenever necessary.
The design requirements for the co_nand module and lunar module wiring and connecting de-
vices were essentially the same. The wiring insulation was selected to withstand test voltages
up to 1500 volts dc; the conductors were selected to conduct rated currents at temperatures up
to 500 ° F without significant degradation of insulation characteristics. Extruded Teflon insul-
ation with a wall thickness of 15 mils was used for the Block I command module wiring to provide
protection against abrasion 'and damage during the fabrication and installation of harnesses.
This type of insulation had been used successfully on many aircraft. Because of the emphasis on
weight reduction, the Teflon wiring insulation for the Block II vehicles was changed to a 7-mll
wall thickness, and a 1/2-mll polyamlde dispersion coat was added for additlonal abrasion protec-
tion. This change resulted in a weight saving of approximately 500 pounds. Approximately
110 000 feet of wiring weighing nearly 1350 pounds was used in the Block II command and service
module. The smallest wire used was 24 gage, and most of the conductors were nickel-plated copper.
Approximately 75 000 feet of wire welghin8 nearly 750 pounds was used in the lunar module.
The wiring was silver-plated copper except for some of the minlmum-slze wire (26 gage), which
was copper-chromlum-constantan. The thin-wall insulation (7 mils) consisted of a tape-wrap con-
struction which was covered wlth a i/2-mll dispersion coat of Teflon. The tape was made up of
a layer of polyamide bonded to one or more layers of Teflon. One tape was wrapped around the
conductor in one direction with a 50-percent overlap; a second tape was wrapped in the opposite
direction, also with a 50-percent overlap. These layers were bonded together by a heat sinter-
ing process and then covered with the Teflon dispersion coat. The dispersion coat sealed the
exposed edges of the tape and provided a chemically resistant barrier to the polyamide, which
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degraded when exposed to lunar module engine fuels. This coating provided additional abrasion
resistance and a smooth outer surface for better environmental sealing in the gro-nnet wire seals
Of connectors.
The connecting devices used on both the conmmnd module and lunar module were similar with a
few exceptions. Most of the round connectors were of the bayonnet locking type, and individual
environmental interfaclal seals were incorporated for each connector contact. A one-plece sili-
cone rubber seal was used at the wire-entry end of the connector to prevent contaminants from
entering the connector and causing short circuits between contacts or wiring. As an added pre-
caution, a silicone potting material was used in the lunar module connectors for additional en-
vironmental sealing at the wire-entry end. Some hermetically sealed connectors were required at
the cabin pressure bulkheads. Most of these were rectangular and had a glass seal around each
pin to prevent leakage of cabin pressure through the connector.
Connecting devices other then the aforementioned connectors were also used for interconnect-
ing wiring between system components. On the con_nand module, these devices consisted of modular
terminal boards and crlmp-type wire splices. The modular terminal board was basically a small
rectangular block incorporating eight socket contacts that could be bussed together in various
combinations. A mating pin was crimped onto a wire, and the pin was then inserted into the ap-
propriate socket. The modular terminal board also had one-plece silicone rubber grommets that
provided an environmental seal for each wire, similar to the wire grommet seal used on the com-
mand module and lunar module connectors.
For maximum wiring reliability, an early comnand module ground rule prohibited the use of
wire splices; however, approximately 250 crimp splices were eventually used. No significant
problems were encountered.
The modular terminal board was not used on the lunar module; however, both the solder-type
and crlmp-type wire splices were used. The early developmental vehicles had more than 4000
splices, but this number was finally reduced to approximately 1500. Generally, the solder splice
was used for bench operations and the crimp splice for rework or vehicle installations.
Wiring harnesses and connecting devices do not generally appear to be fragile or easily dam-
aged; however, discrepancies often occurred during fabrication end installation. The number of
discrepancies had to be reduced to zero during the last stages of checkout before launch of the
spacecraft. To help eliminate these discrepancies, specific fabrication, processing, handling,
installation, and checkout techniques were developed. Fabrication end processing techniques in-
cluded daily calibration of spllce-crlmplng tools, and the development of potting and environ-
mental sealing techniques, three-dlmenslonal harness tooling boards, special harness handling
fixtures, and special protective enclosures for unnated connectors. Protection for harnesses
after installation in a vehicle included the use of special tubing and wire routing trays, chafe
guards at sharp corners, and adherence to specific criteria for harness support and clamping.
For checkout of wire harnesses, procedures were developed to make automated electrical measure-
ments, which included conductor continuity, conductor resistance, and insulation dielectric
strength. These measurements were made on the tooling board and again after installation in the
vehicle to verify the integrity of the wiring in every harness.
Several significant wiring problems occurred during the Apollo program. Radial cracking of
the polyamlde dispersion coating on the co_nand module wire insulation was determined to have re-
sulted from an incomplete curing of this coating. A chemical test was developed to ensure the
adequacy of the cure, and a large amount of unsatisfactory wire had to be removed from stock and
from several spacecraft to eliminate the problem.
As a result of the Apollo I fire, nmnerous changes were made in the kinds, amounts, and tem-
perature limitations of materials that could be used in the spacecraft. A maximum allowable tem-
perature limit of 400 ° F was established for wiring insulation. To ensure that this limitation
was not exceeded, an evaluation was made of all system circuitry to determine the adequacy of
the related circuit breakers under worst-case short-clrcult conditions. As a result of this
evaluation, a number of wire and circuit breaker sizes were changed to maintain wire/clrcult
breaker compatibility.
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Two problems occurred with the lunar module wiring. First, because the vendor had changed
the amount of carbon in the black-colored wire insulation, the resistance of the insulation was
decreased from more than i00 megohms to as low as 5 megohms. Under certain conditions, this
change could have affected instrumentation measurements or given a false caution and warning
signal. Although a critical review of the circuits where this wiring was used determined that
a failure would not affect crew safety or mission success, the method of checking insulation re-
sistance in acceptance testing was changed from spot checking to 100-percent testing. As a re-
sult of the change, a large amount of unsatisfactory wiring was located and returned to the vendor.
The second problem concerned the use of small-gage wire. A large amount of silver-plated-copper
26-gage wire was used, mainly for instrumentation purposes, on the first three lunar module de-
velopment vehicles. Because of handling problems and the considerable rework that was required,
breakage of this wire became a significant problem. To alleviate the problem, 22-gage wire was
specified as the smallest wire for use on control and display panels of subsequent vehicles. For
the balance of the 26-gage wire applications, the wire material was changed to a copper-chromium-
constantan hlgh-strength alloy. Wire breakage, although not completely eliminated, was reduced
to a more acceptable level.
A considerable number of problems with connectors on both the command module and lunar mod-
ule was caused mainly by bent pins, recessed contacts, and damaged environmental seals. To
combat these problems, mere effective procedures were developed for assembly and handling, pro-
tectlve features were incorporated, and additional inspection points were used during fabrication
and installation. Specific improvements also resulted from more extensive use of pictorial aids
in training and the introduction of a quality awareness program. The overall result was a sub-
stantial reduction of discrepancies.
In the early lunar module vehicles, wire splices became a considerable problem, mainly be-
cause of the failure of many solder splices during qualification. Unfortunately, a large number
of the faulty splices was contained in harnesses already installed on the spacecraft. Faulty
splices were caused by nnderheating, which often produced cold solder Joints, or overheating,
which caused wicking of excessive solder into the wire and resulted in insufficient solder to
adequately hold the wires together. Development of the aforementioned fabrication techniques
and more exacting inspection criteria virtually eliminated the problem on later vehicles.
The use of modular terminal boards became a problem on early Block II command modules. The
dimensional tolerances between many of the detailed parts that made up the modular terminal board
were excessive. An out-of-tolerance condition accumulated from parts that were, individually,
within acceptable limits. This deficiency was not noted in time to preclude installation of de-
fective boards on several spacecraft. In many cases, the out-of-tolerance condition resulted in
intermittent contact or no contact between an inserted pin and the mating socket contact. A
critical evalatlon of the circuits for which the modular terminal boards were used revealed that,
in some cases, a failure could affect crew safety or mission success. Consequently, a number of
modular terminal boards were removed and replaced with components of _own quality. Several anom-
alies are known to have been caused by faulty modular terminal boards, but because of criteria
established for circuit evaluation, crew safety or mission success was not Jeopardized.
A more complete discussion of the electrical wiring system is given in reference 4-76.
4.7.3 Pyrotechnic Devices
The most significant decisions concerning pyrotechnic devices w_re made very early in the
Apollo spacecraft program. These decisions were (1) to develop a single, standard, separable
electroexploslve device as a small, co=_non-use item for initiation of all pyrotechnic functions
and (2) to use booster modules into which the standard electroexplosive device would be installed
and sealed to provide both general- and speclal-purpose cartridge assemblies for a wide variety
of pyrotechnic functions.
Initially, the standard electroexplosive device, designated as the Apollo standard initiator,
provlded dual-brldgewlre circuits for redundancy. Later, as the spacecraft pyrotechnic system
designs matured_ one brldgewire was found to be adequate. Other highly significant improvements
were incorporated, and the resulting configuration was redesignated as the slngle-bridgewire
Apollo standard initiator. About 25 000 dual-brldgewlre Apollo standard initiators were manu-
factured and used without any known failures attributable to the device; about 9000 single-
brldEwlre Apollo standard initiators were also used in the Apollo spacecraft program with equally
successful results.
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By the end of the Apollo program, pyrotechnic systems and devices performed a wide variety
of critical functions. Typical functions and the devices used to accomplish them are described
in reference 4-77.
In general, a serlal-quallflcatlon test program was followed for each pyrotechnic system;
that is, the components were qualified first, the devices next, then the assemblies, and finally,
the complete functional system.
Additional information on Apollo pyrotechnics experience may be found in reference 4-77.
4.7.4 Sequencing System
The spacecraft sequencing system is the system that provided the automatic timing and con-
trol of the pyrotechnic devices used to separate spacecraft stages, fire mortars for deploying
parachutes, fire pyrotechnic propellant valves, and perform mission aborts.
The function performed by the sequencing system on the AS-101 and AS-102 flights (boiler-
plates 13 and 15) was to initiate Jettisoning of the launch escape tower. The sequencing system
for these early research and development flights utilized motor switches for the pyrotechnic
firing output circuits and solld-state circuitry for the timing and control. Motor switches were
chosen for output devices because of their insensitivity to vibration and high power switching
capability. Solld-state control devices were chosen because of their small volume, light weight
and low power requirements.
Failures occurred during the early preflight testing of the solld-state sequencer that re-
sulted in premature operation. Consequently, a relay was added to apply power to the sequencer
only when the launch escape tower was to be Jettisoned. Because of the test failures and numer-
ous slngle-polnt failures, the solld-state sequencer was redesigned to eliminate the single-
point failure modes, and the solld-state logic was replaced with relay logic. Relays were also
used in place of motor switches because of problems experienced with motor switches during ther-
mal testing. The redesigned sequencer was used on the PA-I, A-001, and A-002 flights (boiler-
plates 6, 12, and 23) launched from the White Sands Missile Range to test the spacecraft abort
and parachute systems. The sequencing system (redundant A and B systems) for these flights con-
sisted of a mission sequencer, an abort backup timer, two earth landing sequence controllers
(used to sequence parachute deployment), two tower sequencers, and four silver-zlnc batteries
(two pyrotechnic and two loglc batteries).
During a design review of the operational sequencing system, slngle-polnt failure modes were
found to exist in the earth landing sequence controllers being built by the parachute contractor.
Because eliminating these failure modes would severely impact cost and schedule, a design change
was implemented so that pyrotechnic power would not be applied to the earth landing sequence con-
trollers until the time for Jettisoning of the forward heat shield. This design was flown on
the A-003, PA-2, and A-004 flights (boilerplates 22 and 23A and airframe 002).
The sequencing system for Block I and Block II command and service modules consisted of
two redundant systems with two master event sequence controllers, two service module Jettison
controllers, two reaction control system controllers, two earth landing sequence controllers,
and a pyrotechnic continuity verification box. The system was powered by two 3/4-empere-hour
silver-zlnc batteries for pyrotechnic functions, and two 40-ampere-hour silver-zlnc entry bat-
teries supplied power for logic and bus 1 and 3 of the emergency detection system. A third en-
try battery powered emergency detection system bus 2. (The emergency detection system is dis-
cussed in section 4.7.6.)
During checkout of airframe 009 for the AS-201 flight, a main parachute deploy relay contact
in the earth landing sequence controller welded closed due to an overload. Because of this fail-
ure, the pyrotechnic simulator and the sequencing system circuitry were modified to prevent over-
loading. For this modification, aeries relays were added to the pyrotechnic continuity verifi-
cation box to eliminate the earth landing sequence controller slngle-polnt failure modes and to
do away with the need to delay powering of the earth landing sequence controller pyrotechnic bus.
The new design was flown on all subsequent spacecraft.
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During the AS-201 flight, a spare wire that went through the command and service module u_-
billcal without being deadfaced, shorted during entry. This wire was connected to the arming
circuit breaker of the sequencing system; the short opened the circuit breaker and removed power
from sequencing system B. Although the remaining system A successfully performed the required
earth landing and postlandlng functions, this event indicated the requirement to have separate
and isolated systems for redundancy.
Two lunar docking event controllers and two lunar m_dule/adapter separation controllers were
added to the Block II system to perform the lunar mission functions. Also, the reaction control
system controller was redesigned to fit in the aft compartment to allow accessibility to the con-
troller without removing the aft heat shield on the Block II command module. Because of the
smaller volume available, the redundant circuits were put into one controller box rather than
having two separate boxes.
Another change to the sequential events control system was made because the mission require-
ments specified that the lunar module crewmen should be able to dock with the command and service
module without assistance from the Co_mand Module Pilot. For this operation, the pyrotechnic bus
had to remain armed from the tlme of undocklng until redocklng after lunar module ascent from
the moon. Therefore, to save battery power and still have the panel toggle switch remain in the
activated position, motor switches, rather than relays, were used to arm the pyrotechnic bus.
In reviewing the sequencing system before the Apollo ii mission, two slngle-polnt failure
modes were identified that could have caused a mission abort. Two emergency detection system
abort signals were passed through the same electrical connector, and two booster-englne cutoff
commands went through another single connector on the master events sequence controller. Al-
though a change had been made on the Block I co_mnd and service module to eliminate these fail-
ure modes, the change had not been carried over to the Block II command and service module. The
corrective action was to safety-wlre the connectors on the Apollo 11 and 12 spacecraft; on sub-
sequent spacecraft, the functions were routed through separate connectors.
A review of crew safety switching functions (explosive device and engine firing functions)
on the lunar module identified four slngle-polnt failure sources in the engine firing circuitry
that could have inadvertently shut down the descent engine: (i) a relay in the stabillzat_on and
control assembly, (2) the engine stop pushbutton switches, (3) the abort stage pushbutton switch,
and (4) the engine arm to_le switch. Also, the plus-X translatlon pushbutton switch was a
slngle-polnt failure source for firing the reaction control system engines. All of these poten-
tial failure sources were eliminated by wiring the switch contacts in series.
After the postflight investigation of the problems encountered with the docking system dur-
ing the Apollo 14 mission, a recommended backup method of docking was provided for Apollo 15 and
subsequent flights. A cable was connected to the lunar docking events controller ground support
equipment connector in the colmnd module, which would allow power to be applied to the docking
probe retract mechanism. Thus, the probe could be retracted and docking would be possible, even
if the capture latches on the docking probe did not work.
An emergency cable also was made for the lunar module that would apply power directly to
the ascent engine valves if the engine failed to start by either the automatic or the manual fir-
Ing paths. This cable could also apply power to the explosive devices box through the ground
support equipment connectgr if the explosive devices batteries or arming relays failed. Unlike
the co----nd and service module, normal switching of other spacecraft batteries to the explosive
devices bus could not be accomplished.
Additional sequencing system functions were used for the J-series missions to Jettison the
scientific Instrument module bay door, to launch the subsatellite, and to Jettison the high-
frequency entennas. The relays for performing these functions were incorporated into the mul-
tlple operations module box.
Reference 4-78 gives a more detailed technical discussion of the sequencing system.
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4.7.5 Optical and Visual Aids
Optical and visual aids were developed to enable the Apollo crewmen to rendezvous and dock
and to increase the precision of lunar landings.
The rendezvous and docking aids were required to furnish the following visual cues to the
cr_en.
a. Visual acquisition and gross attitude determination at a minimum distance of I000 feet
b. Indication of relative attitude and alignment from a minlm,-_ distance of 200 feet
c. Range and range-rate information from a minimum distance of 200 feet
d. Indication of fine alignment from a distance of approximately 50 feet to the precontact
alignment position
Devices were incorporated in the co_maand and service module and in the lunar module to meet
these requirements. Tracking and running lights were provided for visual acquisition and track-
ing, and optical aids were provided for spacecraft alignment.
The primary docking aid was the crewman optlcal alignment sight, a collimator device that
consisted of a lamp with an intensity control, a reticle, a barrel-shaped housing and mounting
track, a combiner glass, and a power receptacle. The reticle had vertical and horizontal 10-
degree graduations in a lO-degree segment of the circular combiner glass and an elevation scale
of minus I0 degrees to plus 31.5 degrees. The crewman optical alignment sight was focused at
infinity so that the reticle image appeared to be superimposed on the docking target located on
the other spacecraft.
The lunar module was originally planned to he the active vehicle during docking after ascent
from the lunar surface. In the first lunar module design, the forward hatch was also to he the
docking port. No auxiliary alignment devices were to be provided aboard the lunar module be-
cause the forward hatch was visible to the lunar module crewmen, who could directly observe the
docking operation. However, during lunar module development, the forward hatch was enlarged and
the shape was changed. The overhead hatch, not directly visible to either of the lunar module
crewmen, Became the dock/ng port. This necessitated the addition of an alignment device.
For a couunand-module-actlve docking, a docking target mounted on the lunar module provided
pitch, yaw, and roll alignment. For a lunar-module-active docking operation, a docking target
was installed in the right-hand rendezvous window o£ the command module.
During the transposition and docking phase of an Apollo mission, the co--rid and service
module separated from the spacecraft/lunar module adapter and S-IVB, translated forward i00 to
150 feet, pitched 180 degrees, rolled 60 degrees, and translated toward the lunar module for
docking. If the translation and docking had to be accomplished in the dark, it was necessary
to light the lunar module. This was accomplished using a spotlight mounted on the co---_nd and
service module.
Both electronic and visual aids were provided for the lunar rendezvous and docking phase of
a mission. Range and range-rate data were provided by the rendezvous radar previously discussed
in section 4.6.11. A hlgh-intenslty tracking light on the lunar module ascent stage perm/tted
visual tracking from the co_and module and a flashing rendezvous beacon on the side of the ser-
vice module permitted visual tracking from the lunar module. The lunar module crewmen performed
a gross attitude determination at a distance of approximately 2000 feet after command and ser-
vice module acquisition. This was achieved by viewing the running lights on the service module
exterior.
The rendezvous and docking aids performed well during Apollo missions 9 through 17. How-
ever, during the Apollo 9 lunar-module-actlve rendezvous and docking, reflected llght caused the
lunar module crewman optical allgnment slght reticle /msge to wash out _ref. 4-15). The proSlem
was solved by removing the internal neutral density filter in the alignment sight and replacing
it with an external removable filter.
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A landing point designator consisting of scales etched on the inner and outer panes of the
Co_nander's window in the lunar module was used in conjunction with hand controller inputs to
the guidance and navigation system to redeslgnate the computer-stored landing point. After pitch-
over in the landing sequence, the Commander could see whether or not preselected landmarks were
in the proper relationship to the window marks, end thus estimate the direction and magnitude of
the correction required to effect a landing in the desired area. The capability to manually re-
designate the landing point also permitted the Commander to avoid an unexpected obstacle if neces-
sary, thus increasing the margin of safety. Redeslgnations were made as early as posslble during
the landlng sequence to conserve propellant.
4.7.6 Emergency Detection System
The emergency detection system sensed launch vehicle emergency conditions. Parameters sensed
included angular rates, guidance platform failure, engine thrust, stage separation, and angle of
attack. Displays of emergency conditions would have provided the crew with the information for
determining the necessity for abort action from llft-off through separation from the S-IVB stage;
however, provisions were also made for initiation of abort automatically during flrst-stage boost
in the event of extremely time-critical emergencies. Concurrent with abort initiation, the ac-
tive engines of the launch vehicle would have been shut down to insure safe separation of the
spacecraft from the launch vehicle. In addition, the crew could have been requested by ground
personnel to manually initiate an abort independently of the sensing parameters of the emergency
detection system. Signals originating from either the Launch Control Center or the Mission Con-
trol Center would have illuminated an abort light in the crew station to indicate a requested
abort. The technique selected for enabling the automatic abort system for flight provided for
crew selection of the automatic mode prior to launch followed by automatic enabling in two steps
at llft-off. The two final inputs were (i) the commit command from launch vehicle ground sup-
port equipment and (2) the separation of the instrument unit umbilical.
The first two Saturn V flights (unmanned) qualified the emergency detection system for use
with the large launch vehicle. The system was satisfactorily tested with the automatic abort
capability disabled on the Apollo 4 flight. The Apollo 6 spacecraft was flown with the automatic
abort capability enabled.
Critical analysis of Saturn V malfunctions in the hlgh-dynamlc-pressure region in mid-1967
led to a recommendation that the Saturn guidance platform be backed up during first-stage flight
to ensure a safe abort from platform failures. Two approaches considered were:
a. Integration of the launch vehicle rate gyro output
b. Implementation of a spacecraft guidance system interface to the launch vehicle flight
control computer
The latter approach had been shelved earlier because of the anticipated difficulty of fil-
tering the effects of vehicle dynamics; however, additional studies indicated that the approach
was feasible. NASA management thereafter approved the implementation o£ spacecraft guidance to
the time of earth orbit for the Apollo i0 mission and through translunar injection for Apollo 11
and subsequent mlsslons.
The emergency detection system performed as designed on all manned missions.
4.7.7 Development Flight Instrumentation
Development flight instrumentation systems were used to acquire spacecraft flight performance
data during the development phase of the Apollo progrem. Complete systems were furnished for 25
vehicles; however, only 18 systems were actually flown on missions. The remaining seven were
used in ground test vehicles or were reassigned for use as spares because of program changes.
In several applications, partial development flight instrumentation systems augmented the opera-
tiomal instrumentation systems discussed in sections 4.4.12 and 4.6.12. High reliability and
flexibility of use characterized the development flight instrumentation systems. Some of the
major factors in obtaining these benefits are discussed.
il
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The peak environmental test levels used in qualification testing were founded on values above
the maximum design limits; that is, the levels exceeded any level expected in any vehicle area
that m/ght contain development flight instrumentation equipment. T1ds was a major difference be-
tween the development flight instrumentation and operational instrumentation qualification phil-
osophy. Most development flight instrumentation components were qualified at a single maximum
level, whereas the operational instrumentation system components were tailored for specific en-
vironmental zones within the vehicles. The standardized concept was used on the development
flight instrumentation to ensure that most equipment could be used in any part of a vehicle w/th-
out requiring different or additional qualification testing. The use of this concept not only
permitted general flexibility in mounting equipment but also simplified procedures, procurement,
and paperwork.
Flexibility in accomodating variations in quantity and types of measurements was obtained
by using a building-block approach. A system was designed that was basically common to all space-
craft, a maximum degree of standardiza_lon was used for component input/output characteristics
and test procedures, and programmable signal conditioning units were used. Measurement changes
were sometimes implemented on flight vehicles within a matter of hours following a new require-
ment. Some small systems were designed, qualified, and installed within a period of 3 months.
The control, power wiring, and calibration functions of the development flight instrumenta-
tion systems were generally independent of other onboard systems. _ecause of tbls independence,
development fllght instrumentation modifications (particularly late ones) could be implemented
with little or no impact on the vehicle operational systems. Also, the development flight instru-
mentation could be checked out without disturbing other systems. Unscheduled vehicle downtime
was frequently used for additional testSng of the development flight instrumentation because of
its overall independence of operation. The instrumentation could be quickly energized and checked
with its own support equipment. Consequently, testing of the development flight instrumentation
was easily dovetailed into the vehicle master test plans and provided a convenient means for sched-
ule optimization during the vehicle test operations at the prime contractor plants.
• Further details of the design, development and use of the development flight instrumentation
are given in reference 4-79.
4.7.8 Fracture Control
Stress-corroslon cracking can occur in certain metal alloys when they are simultaneously
exposed to a corrosive environment and an appreciable, continuous, tensile stress. A number of
structural failures due to stress-corroslon cracking occurred during ground testing of Apollo
hardware. Problems encountered with lunar module structural components are discussed in sec-
tion 4.6.2 and in reference 4-59.
The problem of stress-corroslon cracking in pressure vessels is especially serious because
it can result in catastrophic failure of the vessel and damage to hardware near the vessel. In
1965, several titanium pressure vessels containing the propellant nitrogen tetroxide failed in
pressure-hold tests, in late 1966, two titanium pressure vessels containing methanol failed.
(Methanol is substituted for the propellant Aerozine-50 for test purposes.) In early 1967, two
launch escape system steel rocket motor cases failed during acceptance tests. These failures
occurred even with rigorous control of materials and fabrication processes. Investigation showed
that crack-llke flaws had started and grown under test conditions, or that flaws were in exist-
ence under actual use conditions and had grown.
The concepts of llnear-elastlc fracture mechanics were used in late 1966 to examine the re-
lationshlp between potential flaw sizes in a pressure vessel and the subsequent crack growth pos-
sible with different fluids and environments. This examination showed that the sensitivity of
a flawed material to existing Apollo pressure vessel environments varied greatly. Methanol and
'_hlte" nitrogen tetroxlde were particularly aggressive to titanium. Untreated water was found
to be very aggressive to certain types of steel.
By the end of 1967, a program was in effect to eliminate compatibillty-related failures.
As a result, three fluids were restricted from use - methanol, '_hlte" nitrogen tetroxide, and
trichloromonofluoromethane. In addition to the restricted use of fluids, the use of Apollo pres-
sure vessels was controlled so that the "compatibility threshold" would not be exceeded for any
environment to which the vessels would be subjected. This was accomplished by controlling the
number of pressure cycles, the temperature during pressurization, and the fluids used.
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Details concerning the problems experienced, the application of fracture mechanics criteria,
and a description of the control program for Apollo pressure vessels are presented in reference
4-81.
4.8 LUNAR SURFACE MOBILITY
4.8.1 Modular Equipment Transporter
To obtain the maximum possible return of data and samples before the lunar roving vehicle
became operational, an interim mobility device called the modular equipment transporter was de-
veloped. The modular equipment transporter, shown in figure 4-22, was a two-wheeled tubular-
aluminum cart which could be folded for stowage in the modular equipment stowage assembly of the
lunar module descent stage. Although the unloaded transporter weighed only 30 pounds, it was
capable of carrying 360 pounds; however, the actual load was much lighter. The low temperature
limit to which the tires were designed (-70" F) required the use of a special synthetic rubber
for both tires and tubes.
The transporter was used only on the Apollo 14 mission and it permitted the range of the
lunar surface traverse to be increased beyond that of the previous lunar landing missions. The
device was designed to be pulled behind a crewman and it could carry various items of equipment
for lunar surface exploration as well as lunar samples. The items of equipment included cameras,
geological sampling tools and bags, and a portable magnetometer experiment. The transporter also
served as a mobile workbench.
Since constant gripping of the pulling handle against the suit pressure would have tired the
hand and arm muscles of the crewmen, the handle was designed to permit control of the transporter
without requiring constant gripping. A triangular shape was used. The base of the triangle was
long enough for insertion of the hand but the dimension perpendicular to the base was shorter
than the width of the hand. Rotation of the hand toward the shorter dimension applied sufficient
pressure for pulling and rotational control.
The transporter was stable, easily pulled, and proved to be very advantageous for both ex-
travehicular activities on the Apollo 14 mission. Only at maximum speeds did the transporter
evidence any instability and, then, only because of rough terrain. The instability was easy to
control by hand motion.
4.8.2 Lunar Roving Vehicle
The lunar roving vehicle (fig. 4-23), used for the three extended-stay lunar missions, was
a four-wheeled nmnually-controlled, electrlcally-powered vehicle that carried the crew and their
science equipment over the lunar surface. The increased mobility and ease of travel made pos-
sible by this vehicle permitted the crew to travel much greater distances than on previous lunar
landing missions. The vehicle was designed to carry the two crewmen and a science payload at
a maximum velocity of approximately 16 kilometers per hour on a smooth, level surface, and at
reduced velocities on slopes up to 25 degrees. It could be operated by either crewman from a
control and display console located on the vehicle centerline. The deployed vehicle was approxi-
mately i0 feet long, 7 feet wide and 45 inches high. The chassis was hinged such that the for-
ward and aft sections folded back over the center portion, and each wheel suspension system ro-
tated 8o that the folded vehicle would fit in quadrant I of the lunar module descent stage for
transport to the moon. The gross operational weight ranged from approximately 1530 pounds to
1600 pounds, of which 450 pounds was the weight of the vehicle itself and the remainder was the
weight of the crewmen, tools, co_Emnlcations equipment, and the science payload.
The wheels had open-mesh tires with chevron tread covering 50 percent of the surface contact
area. A separate traction drive consisting of a harmonlc-drive reduction unit, drive motor, and
brake assembly was provided for each wheel. A decoupllng mechanism permitted each wheel to be
decoupled from the traction drive, allowing any wheel to "free-wheel." An odometer on each trac-
tion drive transmitted pulses to a navigation signal processing unit. The harmonic drive re-
duced the motor speed and nllowed continuous application of torque to the wheels at all speeds
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wlthout requiring gear shifting. Speed control for the motors was furnished by pulse-wldth mod-
ulation from the drive controller electronic package. The motors were instrumented for thermal
monitoring and the temperatures were displayed on the control and display panel.
Steering was accomplished by two electrically driven rack and pinion assemblles wlth each
assembly steering a pair of wheels. Simultaneous use of both front and rear wheel steering re-
sulted in a m/nlmum turning radius of 122 /nches. Steering was controlled by moving the hand
controller left or right from the neutral position. This operation energized the separate elec-
tric motors, and through a servo system, provided a steering angle proportional to the position
of the hand controller. The front and rear steering assemblies were electrically and mechanically
independent of each other. In the event of a malfunction, steering linkages could be disengaged
and the wheels centered and locked so that operations could continue by using the remlnlng active
steering assembly.
Speed control was maintained by the hand controller. Forward movement proportionately in-
creased the forward speed. To operate the vehicle in reverse, the hand controller was pivoted
rearward. However, before changing forward or reverse directions, the vehicle had to he brought
to a full_stop_fore a commanded direction change could be made. Braking was initiated in ei-
ther forward or reverse by pivoting the hand controller rearward about the brake pivot point.
Each wheel was braked by conventional brake shoes driven by the mechanical rotation of a cam in
response to the hand controller.
The vehicle was powered by two 36-volt silver-zlnc batteries, each having a capacity of
120 ampere-hours. During lunar surface operations, both batteries were normally used simultane-
ously on an approximate equal load basis. The batteries were located on the forward chassis and
were enclosed by a thermal blanket and dust covers. The batteries were monitored for temperature,
voltage, output current, and remaining ampere-hours by means of dlsplays on the control and dis-
play panel. The circuitry was designed so that if one battery failed, the entire electrical load
could be switched to the remaining battery.
The control and display console was separated into two maln functional parts: navigation
on the upper part and monitoring controls on the lower part. Navigation displays included pitch,
rol_, speed, heading, total distance traveled_ as well as the range and bearing back to the lunar
module. Heading was obtained from a sun-allgned directional gyro, speed and distance from wheel
rotation counters, and range and bearing were computed from these inputs. Alignment of the di-
rectional gyro was accomplished by relaying pitch, roll, and sun angle readings to earth where
an initial heading angle was calculated. The gyro was then adjusted by slewing with the torquing
switch until the heading indicator read the same as the calculated value.
Thermal control devices were incorporated Into the vehicle to maintain temperature sensitive
components within the necessary temperature limlts. The thermal devices consisted of special
surface finishes, multilayer insulation, space radiators, surface m/rrors, thermal straps, and
fusible mass heat sinks. The basic concept of thermal control for the forward chassis components
was to score energy during operation and to transfer energy to deep space while the vehicle was
parked between extravehicular activities. The space radiators were mounted on the top of the
signal processing unit, on the drive control electronics, and on the two batteries.
The mission performance of the lunar roving vehicles used on the Apollo 15, 16 and 17 mis-
sions was excellent. The vehicles slgniflcantly increased the capability to explore end enhanced
data return. Performance data for the three vehicles are given in table 4-ZX. Several of the
minor problems encountered during lunar surface operations are discussed in the following para-
graphs.
4.8.2.1 Apollo 15.- After lunar module ascent, the video signal was lost from the lunar sur-
face television camera mounted on the lunar roving vehicle. Postfllght analysis and ground tests
showed that the loss had probably been caused by opening of the auxiliary power circuit breaker
under combined electrical and thermal loads. For the Apollo 16 and 17 missions, the auxiliary
circuit breaker capacity was increased from 7.5 to I0 amperes, and a switch was added so that
the circuit breaker could be bypassed at the end of the final extravehicular activity, preventing
loss of power after lunar module ascent. Further details of the Apollo 15 lunar roving vehicle
performance are given in reference 4-21.
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TABLE 4-1X.- LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE PERFORMAI_CE
Values Apollo 15 Apollo 16 Apollo 17
Drive time, hr:mln .........
Surface distance traveled, km . . .
Extravehicular activity dura-
tion, hr:min ...........
Average speed, km/hr ........
Energy rate, A-h/km (lunar roving
vehicle only) ..........
Ampere-hours consumed (242 avail-
able) ..............
Navigation closure error, km ....
Number of navigation updates ....
_axlmum range from lunar mod-
ule, km . . . . . . .......
Longest extravehicular activity
traverse, km . . . . .... . . .
03:02
27.9
a18:35
9.2
1.9
52.0
0.I
1
_4.4
12.5
03:26
26.7
20:14
7.7
2.1
88.7
0
0
_4.6
Ii .4
04 :29
33.8
22 :04
7.6
1.64
73.4
0
0
%7.3
18.9
aDoes not include standup extravehicular activity time of 33 minutes
7 seconds.
bMap distance measured radially.
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4.8.2.2 Apollo 16.- The significant problems that occurred during the Apollo 16 mission were:
a. The rear steering was temporarily lost.
b. Meters gave anomalous indications.
c. A rear fender extension was lost.
The rear steering was inoperative after initial powerup of the vehlcle. However, the next
time the vehlcle was driven, both front and rear steering were operative. No corrective action
was taken because the problem could not be isolated and the vehicle design and testlngwere con-
sidered adequate.
Anomalous electrical system meter indications were noted at initial powerup of the vehlcle
and during the second and third extravehicular activities. No single cause could be postulated
to explain all of the indications. Since the cause could not be determined, no corrective ac-
tion was taken for the Apollo 17 lunar roving vehicle.
On the second traverse, the attitude indicator pitch scale fell off but the needle could
still be used to estimate pitch attitudes. A/so, incorrect matching of switches caused removal
of drive power from a pair of wheels and a resultant loss of navigation dlsplays. This problem
cleared when the normal switch configuration was restored.
The right rear fender extension was knocked off during the second traverse. As a result,
a great deal of dust was thrown over the top of the vehicle, showering the crew and the vehicle
during the remainder of the lunar surface activities. Corrective action for Apollo 17 consisted
of adding fender extension stops to each fender. Additional details of mission performance are
given in reference 4-22.
4.8.2.3 A_p_llo 17.- At initial powerup, the lunar roving vehicle battery temperatures were
higher than predicted. This was partially due to the translunar attitude profile flown and par-
tially to a bias in the battery temperature mater. Following adequate battery cooldown after the
first extravehicular activity, temperatures for the remainder of the lunar surface operations were
about as predicted.
The significant problems that occurred during the mission were:
a. The battery 2 temperature indication was off-scale low.
b. The right rear fender extension was broken off.
The off-scale battery 2 temperature indication was noted at the beginning of the third ex-
travehicular activity and the condition continued for the remainder of the lunar surface opera-
tions. The most probable cause was a shorted thermistor in the battery. The same condition was
noted on ground testing of two other batteries.
The right rear fender extension was accidentally knocked off at the lunar module site during
the first extravehicular activity. The fender extension was replaced end taped into position,
but the extension was lost after about an hour's driving. Prior to the second extravehicular
activity, a temporary fender was successfully improvised from maps and clamped into position.
Further details on the performance of the Apollo 17 lunar roving vehicle are given In reference
4-23.
4.9 LUNAR SURFACE COMMUNICATIONS
4.9.1 Introduction
The lunar surface cow_nunicatlons system, as flown on the final three missions, consisted of
(I) an extravehicular communications unit in each of the two lunar surface crewmen's backpacks,
(2) a lunar communications relay unit on the lunar roving vehicle, and (3) a ground-commanded
television assembly on the lunar roving vehicle.
Earlier system configurations were less complex. In the initial concept, the extravehicular
and lunar module com=unlcatlons systems were to support a single extravehicular crewman with the
second crewman remaining in the lunar module connected to the lunar module conmlunicatlons system.
However, as the result of the decision to perform a two-man extravehicular activity, a new extra-
vehicular communications system was developed, without modification to the lunar module, wherein
the Lunar Module Pilot's voice and telemetry data were combined with the Commander's voice and
telemetry data and transmitted as a composite signal to the lunar module. The composite signal
was then relayed to the earth.
The development of the lunar roving vehicle meant that the crew would have the capability
of going beyond the range of reliable radio connnunications if the existing communications sys-
tem were used. Therefore, a lunar communlcations relay unit was provided on the lunar roving
vehicle that operated independently of the lunar module.
Television camera equipment used to provide llve coverage of lunar surface extravehicular
activity underwent several changes during the Apollo program. On the Apollo Ii mission, a black-
and-white slow-scan camera was mounted in the lunar module descent stage and was energized from
the lunar module cabin to obtain coverage of the Commander descending the ladder and stepping
onto the lunar surface. Subsequently, this camera was mounted on a tripod to monitor the extra-
vehicular activities. On Apollo 12 and subsequent missions, the black-and-white c_mera was re-
placed with a color camera modified for operation on the lunar surface. Beginning with Apollo
15, a ground-commanded color television camera was mounted on the lunar roving vehicle. The
lunar-communications relay unit transmitted the video signal to the earth and received commands
from the earth for control of camera pointing and light settings.
4.9.2 Extravehicular Co_unlcatlons Unit
On the Apollo ii, 12, and 14 missions, the extravehicular communications units transmitted
voice and telemetry data from the crew to the lunar module in VHF ranges. The signal was re-
transmitted to earth through the lunar module S-band communications llnk as shown in figure 4-24.
Conversely, voice co-,,unlcatlons from earth were received by the lunar module on the S-band
equipment and retransmitted to the crew on the VHF equipment. The smell power output of the
transmitters in the extravehicular co_nunicatlons units limited lunar exploration travel to line-
of-slght distances (less than 2.5 miles from the lunar module).
The extravehicular communications unit was required to fit into a 5-cublc-lnch volume that
was available in the portable life support system. Therefore, minimizing the physical size of
the unit was important. Standard miniaturization techniques served for the transmitters, re-
ceivers, and signal processors; but the trlplexer, which allowed a single antenna to be used on
three frequencies by three devices at one time, required extensive design effort to fit the unit
within the available space.
The extravehicular co_municatlons units were used on the six Apollo lunar landing missions,
and the units operated satisfactorily. The quality of the voice transmission permitted identi-
fication of the crewmen, and the accuracy of telemetry data transmission allowed precise monitor-
ing of llfe support functions.
4.9.3 Lunar Communications Relay Unit
The lunar cmmunicattons relay unit was developed for the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions.
The unit was made up of four major components: an electronics assembly that contained radio
transmitters and receivers, a battery, a low-gain antenna, and a high-gain antenna. This equip-
ment was stowed in the lunar module until the lunar roving vehicle was deployed. The crew then
installed the system on the lunar roving vehicle. The electronics assembly was 22 by 16 by 6
inches in size and weighed 54 pounds. Power for the electronics assembly was supplied by a 29-
volt battery that was installed by a crewman. However, provisions were also made to use the
lunar roving vehicle batteries as an alternate power source. The low-gain and hlgh-gain anten-
nas were installed on the lunar roving vehicle and connected to the electronics assembly by the
crew. The low-gain antenna was used for earth voice/data transmission when the lunar roving ve-
hicle was in motion. The high-gain antenna was accurately pointed to earth manually whe_ the
lunar roving vehicle was stopped so that television signals could be transmitted to earth. The
system capabilities are shown in figure 4-25.
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The system development problems were primarily associated with the requirements for minimum
weight and power consumption, high reliability, independent operation, ease of system installa-
tion, and control by a pressure-sulted crewman. Independent operation meant that the system had
to supply its own power and maintain its proper thermal environment. In the event of lunar rov-
ing vehicle failure, the system also had to operate while being hand-carried by a crewman.
The reliability of the lunar colnnunlcatlons relay unit system was evidenced by the fact that
no failures occurred during the prelaunch testing nor during the lunar missions. The system was
used for approximately 6 hours on each of the three extravehicular activities of each mission.
The quality of the transmitted voice and data was excellent. The received television quality was
dependent on the available tracking coverage of the earth stations. Stations with 85-foot-diam-
eter antennas were located geographically to provide 24-hour reception, and the signal strength
received by these stations resulted in a relatively good television picture, although some noise
was evident. Reception with 210-foot-antenna stations, when available, increased the signal
level and provided excellent picture quality.
4.9.4 Television Camera Systems
Experience during the early Apollo missions showed that an lnordlnate amount of crew time
was being spent in adjusting and pointing the televislon camera, and that useful coverage was
available only within a small area on the lunar surface for each setting of the camera. (Cover-
age was limlted by the 100-foot length of the cable which connected the camera to the lunar med-
ule.) With the planned addition of the lunar roving vehicle on the Apollo 15 mission, the capa-
bility for remote control of the television camera from the Mission Control Center was incorpo-
rated and changes were made in the camera which would also provide the capability for optimum
public affairs and scientific operations coverage.
The overall groundcommanded television assembly consisted of a color television camera and
a televlslon control unit. The television camera with its positioning assembly, was connected
to the lunar communications relay unit by a cable which carried ground commands to the television
control unit and returned the television pictures to the lunar co_nunlcatlons relay unit for
transmission to earth. The television camera used a silicon intensifier target tube and a field
sequential color wheel. Use of the silicon intensifier target tube provided freedom from burn,
even if the camera was pointed directly at the sun. Also, the cameraVs automatic light control
permitted operation over an extremely wide range of scene brightness levels. The camera weighed
approxlmately 13 pounds, required 11.5 watts of power, and was 4 inches high, 6.5 inches wide,
and 16.5 inches long (including a 6 to 1 zoom lens). Camera azimith, elevation, power, automatic
light control, lens zoom, and lens iris position were capable of being remotely controlled by
ground command with manual override provisions for crew operation.
Experience with the ground controlled television assembly on the Apollo 15 mission revealed
a much greater problem with flying dust from the lunar roving vehicle than had been anticipated.
Crispness of the television picture was badly degraded, particularly when sunlight impinged dl-
rectly on the dusty camera lens. For the Apollo 16 and 17 missions, the crews were furnished
with a brush that was used to clean the lens at the beginning of each science station stop. In
addition, a lens hood was attached to the front of the camera to reduce the effect of the sun-
light on the lens. Resolution and clarity of the picture were sufficient to assist the geolo-
gists in guiding the crewmen and, in some cases, picture detail was good enough to allow flight
controllers to assist the crews during the extravehicular activities.
On the Apollo 15 mission, the elevation mechanism of the ground controlled television as-
sembly failed because of high temperatures. The failure occurred in a plastlc clutch-faclng
disc. The entire clutch assembly was redesigned prior to the Apollo 16 mission using a metal-
to-metal clutch.
On the Apollo 17 mission, the camera tripod and cabling which had been used to connect the
ground controlled television assembly camera to the lunar module to save weight were omitted and
television signals were sent to earth only through the lunar con_unications relay unit while the
camera was mounted on the lunar roving vehicle.
Additional information on the Apollo television system is contained in reference 4-81.
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4.10 FLIGHT CREW SYSTEHS AND EQUIPMENT
Two major hardware areas -- the extravehicular mobility unit and the crew station configura-
tion and equipment --are described in this section. Similar to the Mercury and Gemini space
suits, the Apollo extravehicular mobility unit was an anthropomorphic miniature spacecraft capa-
ble of providing the crewman with life support and mobility. The unit served as a life-sustain-
ing pressure vessel during lunar exploratons and transearth extravehicular activities and as a
backup to the co,and module pressure system. The crew station configuration and the crew equip-
ment for both the command module and the lunar module changed constantly throughout the Apollo
program because of expanded mission objectives, flight experience, correction of design defi-
ciencies, new interface requirements, and crew recommendations. These changes as they relate
to program development are discussed.
4.10.1 Extravehicular Mobility Unit
The extravehicular mobility unit (fig. 4-26) was comprised of two main subsystems: (i) the
pressure garment assembly and its accessories and (2) the portable llfe support system. Emer-
gency oxygen and water-cooling systems were provided in case of portable llfe support system
failure. The subsystems and some of the accessories of the extravehicular mobility unit are
shown in figure 4-27.
4.10.1.I Pressure garment assembly.- The pressure garment assembly was a man-shaped pres-
sure vessel which enclosed and isolated the crewman from the space environment. In addition to
providing protection against the vacuum and temperature extremes of space, the extravehicular
suit permitted the crewman to move about freely on the lunar surface and perform useful work.
Such mobility requirements as crawling through the small hatch of the lunar module, climbing the
lunar module ladder, walking over rough terrain, and driving the lunar roving vehicle were met.
The pressure garment assembly designed to satisfy these requirements was a multilayered,
custom-fitted, flexible garment (fig. 4-28). Progressing from the crewman's skin outward, his
lunar attire consisted of:
a. A llquid-cooled garment (a separate underwear garment containing small tubing through
which cool water was circulated to transfer metabolic heat from the body)
b. A comfort liner of lightweight nylon fabric
c. A gas-tlght layer of Neoprene-coated nylon acting as a bladder
The bladder layer included convoluted Joints at the ankles, knees, thighs, waist, shoulders,
elbews/and neck. These bellows-type Joint sections were molded of s special latex and natural
rubber compound that gave the suit its bending capability. Gas-contalning elements had a nylon
fabric restraint layer that prevented the suit from ballooning excesslvely and caused the suit
to assume the anthropomorphic shape. The entire suit was ventilated with oxygen for body cool-
ing, carbon dioxide removal, and maintaining the helmet visor in s fog-free condition.
The pressure garment assembly was covered with a series of conformal material layers to re-
duce the heat flow into and out of the suit. The cover also acted as a micrometeorold protection
layer and was referred to as an "integrated thermal micromateorold garment." The cover consisted
of seven separate layers of aluminized plastic film separated by very thin Dacron material. In
space, a vacu_ be_oeen the layers eliminated heat transfer by convection, since the layers did
not effectively contact each other, heat flow by conduction was very small. Heat flow by radi-
ation was reduced by the reflective alumln,-- surfaces.
The crewman wore an almost unbreakable plastic helmet that had the appearance of a fish bowl.
Special visors covered the helmet to reduce the amount of llght and heat that reached the head.
The crewman's gloves were custom molded to provide the best finger tactility.
¢
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Figure 4-26.- Lunar surface extravehicular mobility unit supporting astronaut activity.
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Other items used in conjunction with the pressure suit, depending on the specific situation,
consisted of:
a. Constant wear garment
b. Fecal containment system
c. Communlca_ions carrier
d. Biolnstrumentatlon
e. Urine collection end transfer assembly
f. Lunar extravehicular visor assembly
g. Lunar boots
h. Purge valve
Several of these items are included in figure 4-27.
The suit and its related equipment were tested in rigid test programs to demonstrate their
performance. Basic development testing was conducted to determine the ultimate capability of the
equipment. Interface testing was conducted to verify the llm/ta of the compatibility of each
item with the mating equipment. Envlron_ental testing demonstrated system performance during and
after exposure to all the environmental conditions in which the suit was designed to operate.
Another form of testing, cycle qualification, was undertaken to establish the wearability or use-
ful llfe.
Several significant problems were revealed that required changes to the initial suit config-
uration as a result of the testing and actual flight experience. Iu cycle testing, a particular
movement used for picking up rocks from the lunar surface loaded a restraint line of the suit to
a much higher level than anticipated. The entire line of restraint was redesigned to take the
induced loade. This redesign required new cable swages, stitching techniques, and cord termina-
tions. Field testing of training suits revealed deterioration of one of the rubberized components.
The cause of the degradation was determined to be an insufficient quantity of an ingredient that
retards aging and oxidation, a change was made in the formulation of the material and, as a re-
sult, much of the qualification testing had to be repeated.
With the introduction of the lunar roving vehicle, a new requirement was imposed on the pres-
sure garment assembly: the crewmen had to sit in a normal driving position. A waist joint was
designed into the suit to meet this need. Another change was that the vertical entrance zipper
on the back of the suit had to be relocated. A different type of zipper was used because the or-
iginal configuration could not seal reliably in the new appllcatlon. As testing progressed, the
need to improve some of the zipper manufacturing equipment was identified and X-ray inspection of
each zipper was performed. Each zipper had approximately 700 teeth, each of which had to meet
eight different dimensional criteria. The detailed inspection, although very tedious, eliminated
the possibility of using potentially defective units.
4.10.1.2 Portable 1lie support system.- The portable llfe support system (fig. ¢-29) was
a self-contalned unit that controlled the environment within the space suit during extraveh/c-
ular activities on the lunar surface. The unit was worn as a backpack (fig. 4-26) and was con-
nected to the suit by ,_,billcals. System development was based on previous spacecraft (Mercury
and Gemini) environmental control system technology, but the Apollo unit was the first truly
portable, eelf-contained llfe support system to be used in the space program.
Five subsystems made up the portable llfe support system: a primary oxygen subsystem, an
oxygen ventilating circuit, a water transport loop, a feedwater loop, and a communications sys-
tem. The primary oxygen subsystem supplied oxygen for breathing end pressurization of the pres-
sure garment assembly. The oxygen ventilating circuit cooled oxygen through the pressure garment
assembly and the portable life support system. In doing so, the circuit removed carbon dioxide
and contaminants by interaction with llthi_ hydroxide and activated charcoal and removed excess
water entering the oxygen flow (mainly from the crewman's respiration end perspiration) by use
4
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of a water separator. The water transport loop circulated cool water through the liquld-cooled
garment to cool the crewman by removing metabolic heat and any heat leaking into the suit from
the external environment. The feedwater loop supplied expendable water, stored in a rubber-
bladder reservoirs, to a heat-rejectlng porous plate subllnmtor, a self-regulatlng heat exchanger.
The cozmnunications system provided primary and backup dual voice transmission and reception, tel-
emetry transmission of physiological and portable llfe support system performance data, and an
audible warning signal.
A remote control unit, attached to the suit chest area, contained the portable llfe support
system water pump and fan switches, a four-posltlon communications mode selector switch, dual
radio volume controls, a push-to-talk switch, an oxygen quantity gage, five warning indicators,
the mounting for an oxygen purge system actuator, and brackets for mounting cameras. Each port-
able life support system could be recharged from expendables carried on board the lunar module.
The expendables were oxygen, water, batteries, and lithium hydroxide cartridges. When fully
charged, the portable life support system, control unit, and oxygen purge system weighed 135
earth pounds.
The portable life support system was originally designed for 4 hours of use at a metabolic
rate of 930 Btu/hr. The system designed to meet those requirements used only gas ventilation
for cooling. Extravehicular activity experience from the Gemini program showed that the meta-
bolic rates were higher than expected and that gas cooling was inadequate. The portable life
support system was redesigned to provide liquid cooling through a liquld-cooled garment (fig.
4-27) to handle the higher metabolic rates.
The liquld-cooling design was used during all Apollo extravehicular activities and proved to
be extremely successful. The portable llfe support system was flight tested on the Apollo 9 mis-
sion and, for the first time, a man's life was sustained by a completely portable environmental
control system. Based on the success of the Apollo 9 mission, the decision was made to perform
extravehicular activities outside the spacecraft with two crewmen on the lunar surface. Origi-
nally, one crewman was to remain in the spacecraft while the other collected lunar samples. The
change In requirements necessitated replacing the communications system in the portable llfe sup-
port system with a unit that would allow the transmission of voice and telemetry data from both
crewmen simoltaneously. The Apollo 9 portable llfe support system configuration did not have
this capability. The addition of the extravehicular communications system was the only major
change between the portable llfe support system used on the Apollo 9 mission and that used on
the Apollo 11 mission.
The system, as used on the Apollo Ii, 12, and 14 missions, was capable of providing llfe sup-
port for 4 hours and could be recharged from the lunar module to support two t_co-man extravehic-
ular activity periods. The portable llfe support system was changed to accommodate three two-man
extravehicular activity periods of 7 hours duration each for the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions.
In addition to increasing the constnnables capability, the portable llfe support system water di-
verter valve (temperature controller) was changed so that the crewmen would not be excessively
cooled during low-actlvlty periods.
4.10.1.3 Oxygen purge system.- Three emergency oxygen systems were developed during the
Apollo program. The first and second configurations, called the emergency oxygen system, were
extremely simple and performed Identical functions. Both units provided for 5 minutes of emer-
gency flow at a rate of 2 pounds per hour.
The mission requirements were reviewed and revised in mid-1967 to provide additional emer-
gency oxygen and to permit extravehicular excursions to distances from the lunar module that were
greater than previously planned. The oxygen purge system (fig. 4-29) designed for the new require.
msnta, performed the same function as the emergency oxygen system; however, the oxygen purge sys-
tem provided a minimum of 30 minutes of flow at a rate of 8 pounds per hour (for increased meta-
bolic heat rejection) and permitted the extension of the safe extravehicular activity range. The
rate of flow was determined by a purge valve located on the pressure garment assembly. A full-
open valve position created an 8-pound-per-hour deliberate "leak" in the system; a second valve
setting created a 4-pound-per-hour flow that could be used to conserve oxygen and to provide at
least 1 hour of emergency "get back" capability when the buddy secondary life support system
was used to provide the majority of heat removal.
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bThe original oxygen purge system, as flown on the Apollo 9 mission, incorporated a heater to
preheat the gas introduced to the regulator and to maintain the temperature of the gas delivered
to the suit above 30 ° F. Subsequent testing indicated that flow, pressure regulation, and ther-
mal comfort could be maintained without the oxygen purge system heater_ Therefore, the heater
was deleted for Apollo iI and subsequent missions. The only other oxygen purge system change
was the addition of hardware required for "helmet mounting" the system for transearth extrave-
hicular activities.
4.10.1.4 Buddy secondel 7 life support system.- The buddy secondary life support system
(fig. 4-30) was designed as an emergency system to permit a crewman whose portable life support
system was not cooling properly to share the cooling system of his companion's portable life
support system. The addition of t_e buddy secondary llfe support system allowed the crewmen to
travel farther from the lunar modul e during extravehicular activities than they otherwise could
have. The system was made up of two hoses protected by a single thermal insulation cover. A
connector divlded the cooling water of one portable llfe support system between both crewmen.
If the oxygen purge system had been required for use, the buddy secondary llfe supp.ort system
would at least have doubled the time allowed for return to the lunar module because the oxygen
purge system would not have been needed forcoollng and could have supplied oxygen at a slower
rate.
4.10.1.5 Transearth extravehicular system.- The requirements for the extravehicular mobil-
ity unit were different for non-lunar-surface extravehicular activity operations; consequently,
changes were made to the unit fdr these_perations.
The transearth extravehicular system was designed and configured for operation in zero grav-
ity in free space. The system included a coz_and module suit, an extravehicular visor, gloves,
a constant-wear garment, a urine collection and transfer assembly, bioinstrumentatlon, an oxygen
purge system, and a purge valve. These items were used during the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions
when film magazines were retrieved from the scientific instrument module bay. Special require-
ments for the system included modifying the co_mand module and suit oxygen and electrical sub-
systems.
The coummnd module modifications included the following provision.
a. A gaseous oxygen supply through an tmbllical
b. An electrical cable that transferred communications and special warnings (low ventlla-
tion oxygen flow and low suit pressure)
c. A braided interlocking tether designed into the umbilical as a restraining device and
attached to the vehicle and to the cre_p for safety
The suit modifications included the following.
a. Addition of a pressure control valve that regulated the suit pressure in conjunction
with the umbilical oxygen supply
b. Remounting of the. secondary oxygen system (one of the oxygen purge systems retained from
lunar surface operation)
During development of the system, cooling from an open-loop oxygen system was determined to
be sufficient because of the low matabollc rates required.
4.10.2 Crew Station Configuration and Equipment
The crew station included such items as displays, controls, supports, restraints, and stow-
age areas. The specific items considered as crew equipment were also extremely diverse. This
equipment consisted of such items as flight garments, accessories, medical and blolnstrumenta-
tion components, survival equipment, and docking aids. Many of these items are discussed else-
where in this report; therefore, the discussion here is limited to only general aspects.
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4.10.2.1 Command module crew station and equipment.- Figure 4-31 shows the general arrange-
ment of the command module crew station. Changes and additions to the crew station and crew
equipment were continuous throughout the Apollo program. The development of the couch, restraint
and impact attenuation systems are discussed in section 4.4.4. The development of dlsplays and
controls are discussed in section 4.4.10. The problems associated with the development of the
crew equipment items were discovered from use and comments by crewmen. Prior to the approval of
a design for flight, the items were subjected to hardware design reviews, bench evaluations,
mockup evaluations, zero-gravity water tests, high-fidelity fit and function tests, and, finally,
manned-chamber evaluation under simulated altitude conditions. During the early crew interface
tests, the design remained fluid and changed, as required, with each review.
Crew equipment engineers learned tO r_n closely involved with the equipment from the time
of initial design concept until completion of the postfllght analysis. After the Apollo I fire,
it became mandatory to make spacecraft cabin materials less fla_able. This new emphasis com-
pletely changed the design philosophy of the crew equipment. The design process began with new
ground rules and new restrictions that required the use of nonflammable materials.
As experience increased, changes to the equipment decreased. Designers were better able to
anticipate the requirements of the Apollo m/sslons. Eventually, a point of minimum change and
maximum efficiency was attained, this being a fine blend of design intuition and crewman partic-
ipation in the development effort.
As the program advanced, additional mission activities included wlde-ranging scientific
endeavors. This change was reflected into the crew station/crew equipment systems. For example,
the addition of the scientific instrument module hay in the service module resulted in the re-
qulrement for transearth extravehlcular activities. Film magazine retrieval was accomplished
through crewman extravehicular activity via slde-hatch egress and body translation to and from
the scientific instrument module bay. The crewman was aided in this endeavor by equipment such
as restraints, tethers and umbilicals.
Stowage items used most during a mission (clothing, food, bags, etc.) received prime con-
sideration with respect to optimum stowage locations. Stowage volumes were made as uniform as
the vehicle configuration would allow and conxnon mounting designs were utilized. Every effort
was made to understand the crew station environments during launch, orbit, return, and ground
handling activities because stowage designs based on unrealistic design loads have proven to be
troublesome. Except for a very few unique situatlons, return stowage did not present a problem.
Since the couch stroking envelope for a water-landlng was much less than for a land-landlng, the
amount of available stowage vol,-,e was adequate for return items.
It became obvious as Apollo neared the end of the program that certain stowage concepts were
proven from both an operational end budgetary standpoint. Specifically, the basic concepts were:
a. Provide specific stowage locations and arrangements for all items of loose equipment,
to be determined based on mission time lines and crew operational requirements.
b. Provide indlvldual structural restralnts for high density and fragile items to preclude
stowed items from heine supported by other stowed items.
c. Provide individual zero-gravity restraints for all stowed loose equipment in such a way
that any one item can be removed without adjacent loose equipment floating away.
d. Utilize stowage provisions (bags, cushions, brackets, and straps) as required to pre-
vent contact of the equipment to the metal stowage lockers, thus meeting vibration and shock
protection requirements.
e. All materials that support combustion must be stowed in a closed metal locker or inside
a double layer of fiberglass material (Beta cloth) containers. Also, these materials cannot he
stowed near potential ignition sources even though they are in metal lockers or Beta cloth con-
f. Clearances must he maintained outside the couch loading (stroking) envelope for land-
landing pad abort and water-landing return. Some exceptions can he allowed if the meterial is
crushable, (i.e., liquid cooling garment, some food items, etc.).
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High fidelity mockups and trainers were J_valuable in evaluating stowage configurations. They
were also used cont1_nuously by many other Manned Spacecraft Center elements to develop proce-
dures, equipment modifications, and to demonstrate new concepts. Any program in the future
should be well equipped _/th this type of hardware and every effort should be made to keep it
current through all phases of the program.
Addltlonal information on co_nand module crew provisions and equipment is contained in
reference 4-82. Stowage is discussed in references 4-82 and 4-83.
4.10.2.2 Lunar module crew station end equipment.- A number of lunar module crew station
and equipment configurations were developed as earth orbit experience from previous programs and
analysis of lunar gravity and acceleration profiles were introduced.
Inltially, conventional crew seating at the controls was provided in the early lunar module
concept. This concept was changed in favor of the crew standing at the control station. Accel-
eration loads less than one-g during lunar descent and ascent on the crewmen allowed minimal
body restralnts, thus providing the capability of crew viewing out the windows along the module
thrust axis _rlth minimum window area (fig. 4-32).
Operatlonal procedures developed in full-scale mockups provided insight in problem areas
of crew mobility in pressurized suits. Egress and ingress through the forward hatch proved to
he a laborious task while pressurized. As h result, the forward hatch was modified and enlarged,
and the docking procedure was changed from using either the forward or top hatch to using the
top hatch only.
For the first manned lunar landing, cabin stowage was limited to equipment necessary to sup-
port llfe, lunar sample containers, and photography equipment. A modular pallet in one sector
of the descent stage contained some equipment to be deployed by the crew in addition to tele-
vision for the historlc first step onto the lunar surface. After return of the Apollo 11 crew,
specific vehlcle and equipment changes were identified. Sleeping haunocks were added, sdditional
cameras and film were provided, and lunar surface equipment was changed and increased to provide
for more efficient operation.
The retrieval of Surveyor III components on the Apollo 12 mission required the development
of special tubing cutters, wire cutters, sampling m_thods, safety lines, and equipment necessary
for expanded scientific operations. In conjunction with the Surveyor hardware retrieval, lunar
samples were gathered, and scientific lunar experiments were deployed.
After the Apollo 12 mission, It became evident that no two lunar landing missions were
going to be alike. Therefore, the crew station for each succeeding vehicle was custom designed.
Stowage, both internal and external to the cabin, became more complex to facilitate handling of
the increased quantity of equipment required to accomplish the mission objectives.
The Apollo 13 lunar module was configured for the maximum lunar stay time (2 days) of the
H-serles missions. _hen this spacecraft became the llfe support system for a circumlunar flight,
it brought the crew safely to the point where co1_and module entry was assured.
The lunar module configuration was revised, beginning Irltb the Apollo 15 vehicle, to pro-
vide capability for the longer duration J-series missions. The cabin stowage concept was changed
to a semi-modularized configuration to allow more flexibility of loading. The descent stage mod-
ular equipment stowage assembly was enlarged to carry more equipment, and potential growth capa-
billty was provided, which became of great value later in providing stowage space for new mis-
slon equipment _th a minimum expenditure of funds. In addition, stowage pallets were added to
quadrant Ill of the descent stage to carry the large scientific payloads being identified. The
lunar roving vehicle, which also required a stowage interface on the lunar module, was being de-
signed in parallel.
All these changes were identified and a detailed design was initiated using the experience
gained on previous lunar missions. For the first time, on the J-serles spacecraft_ allowance
was made in the design of the crew station and the exterior crew-operated stowage areas for ex-
pected program_atlc changes. Indeed, the full capability of the lunar module was used for the
final three missions.
Additional information on stowage may be found in references 4-82 and 4-83.
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5.0 SPACECRAFT DEVELOPMENT TESTING
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
The development of the Apollo spacecraft and associated flight equipment required extensive
testing. A large part of the command and service module and the lunar module testing, especially
at higher levels of assembly, was conducted at the White Sands Test Facillty and the Manned
Spacecraft Center.
5.2 SaIITE SANDS TEST FACILITY
The White Sands Test Facility operates as an element of the Manned Spacecraft Center and
is devoted to propulsion and power systems development and certification testing, and special
testing of materials, components, and subsystems used with propellants or other hazardous fluids
or environments. The facility has five operatlonal propulsion test stands located in two sepa-
rate areas. Three of the stands have altitude simulation capabilities (up to approximately
140 000 feet for 12 000-pound-thrust engines). Each test stand is essentially self-contalned
and is separately maintained and controlled.
Testing accomplished at the White Sands Test Facility consisted of integrated systems ground
testing of the following service module and lunar module systems:
Service Module Lunar Module
Service propulsion system Ascent propulsion system
Reaction control system Descent propulslon system
Electrlcal power system (fuel cells
and cryogenic storage subsystem)
Reaction control system
Screening of a wide variety of Apollo program materials for ignition and combustion hazards,
toxicity, and odor outgasslng required the development of new "standardized" test methods and
test devices. The White Sands Test Facility took the lead in developing these tests and, as s
result, has become an "Industry-standard" test agency for this type of testing. Standard tests
now capable of being performed at the White Sands Test Facility satisfy all of the requirements
as specified by NASA Handbook 8060.1 "Flammability, Odor and Offgasslng Requirements, and Test
Procedures for Materials in Environments that Support Combustion." The testing includes combus-
tion propagation rate tests, thermogravimetrlc analysis, flash point and fire point determina-
tion, offgassed and combustion products analysis, odor evaluations, mechanical and pneumatic
impact ignition sensitivity tests, and vacuum stability tests. Tests can be performed in gas-
eous and liquid oxygen, in hydrogen, end in earth storable propellants.
5.3 MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
Testing accomplished at the Manned Spacecraft Center included vibration, acoustic, and
thermal-vacuum tests of the command and service module and the lunar module; water- and land-
landing impact tests of the command module ; and lunar landing impact tests of the lunar module.
Co,and module and lunar module docking simulations were performed as well as modal surveys of
the docked configuration. Numerous other tests at various levels of assembly were also con-
ducted on Apollo program hardware. These tests are documented in ammnary form in references
5-1, 5-2 and 5-3. A description of the test facilities used in this testing can be found in
reference 5-4.
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Considering the available resources and the time spacing for launches, each Apollo mission
represented a considerable increase in sophistication and complexity from the standpoint of crew
performance. The mission reports (refs. 6-1 to 6-1!) for II manned missions show a continual im-
provement in flight crew performance. This improvement was possible because each mission sup-
ported the next one with a wealth of pertinent crew experience. The increased complexity in the
objectives of each mission was possible, in part, because new operational experience was used
where appropriate to standardize and revise crewoperatlons as each mission was flown, especially
in the areas of preflight training, flight procedures, and equipment operation. This standardi-
zation allowed follow-on crews to concentrate on the development and execution of those flight
phases which were new.
An important factor in the demonstrated success of each flight crew, especially in view of
additional operational and scientific requirements for each mission, was the continually increas-
ing effectiveness and validity of crew training, particularly training conducted in the mission
simulators.
The 22 three-man flight crews (primary and backup) assigned for the 11 manned Apollo mis-
sions are listed in table 6-I. Thlrty-two different astronauts received assignments to this
team. Of 29 astronauts who flew Apollo missions, four flew two missions each. Twenty-four dif-
ferent crewmembers participated in the lunar missions, and 12 men landed on the lunar surface.
6.1 CREW REPORT
This section smmnarlzes and presents an overview of the significant contributions and exper-
iences of all crewmen during the fllght program, partlcularly in areas where flight crew experi-
ence was used to improve performance for subsequent missions. Attention is directed primarily
to lessons learned, both in flight and on the lunar surface.
B
6.1.1 Training
Training for the early manned flights (Apollo 7 through i0) leading to the first lunar land-
ing concentrated on continuous in-depth reviews of the command and service module and lunar mod-
ule systems, with major crew participation in nearly avery phase of spacecraft test and checkout.
This involvement was necessary because total vehicle systems performance, both for normal and
abort operations, was neither well understood nor well documented. Preflight training usually
began with the checkout, integration, and verification of the coummnd and service module and
lunar module simulators because the availability and effectiveness of these simulators was a
major cre_ concern. In every case, however, the simulators supported each mission effectively
and provided the most valuable crew training for the dynamic phases of the mission for spacecraft
system operating procedures and for simulations of integrated time-llne activity with the flight
controllers in the M/salon Control Center.
Crews participated only in major spacecraft test and checkout activities during training for
the lunar landing missions and devoted proportionately mere time to training on new scientific
mission activities with the attendant development of new procedures and checklists. Much wider
use was made of such specialized training devices and techniques as the lunar landing training
vehicle (fig. 6-1), hlgh-fidelity stowage mockups, 1/6-earth-gravlty and zero-g aircraft train-
ing flights, the zero-g water tank, and suited training for the lunar surface and transearth ex-
travehlcular activity phases. The increasing effectiveness of standardized crew training for
operational mission aspects, the continuous addition of crew experience, and the greater spacing
between launches permitted the crews of the later sclence-orlented missions to devote 30 to 40
percent of their time to the development of, and training for, lunar orbital and lunar surface
science procedures. The effectiveness of the standardized training program was dramatically
demonstrated during the aborted Apollo 13 flight. Furthermore, mission results showed that sub-
stituting the backup Apollo 13 Command Module Pilot for the prime crew Pilot 2 days before flight
was practical and effective, even under conditions of stress.
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TABLE 6-1.- APOLLO FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
Apollo Prime crew Backup crew
mission (a) (a)
7
i0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
Walter M. Schirra, Jr.
Donn F. Eisele
R. Walter Cunningham
Frank Borman
James A. Lovell, Jr.
William A. Anders
James A. McDivitt
David R. Scott
Russell L. Schweickart
Thomas P. Stafford
John W. Young
Eugene A. Cernan
Nell A. Armstrong
Michael Collins
Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr.
Charles Conrad, Jr.
Richard F. Gordon, Jr.
Alan L. Bean
bJames A. Lovell, Jr.
John L. Swigert, Jr.
Fred W. Haise, Jr.
Alan B. Shepard, Jr.
Stuart A. Roosa
Edgar D. Mitchell
Thomas P. Stafford
John W. Young
Eugene A. Cernan
Nell A. Armstrong
Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr.
Fred W. Haise, Jr.
Charles Conrad, Jr.
Richard F. Gordon, Jr.
Alan L. Bean
L. Gordon Cooper, Jr.
Donn F. Eisele
Edgar D. Mitchell
James A. Lovell, Jr.
William A. Anders
Fred W. Haise, Jr.
David R. Scott
Alfred M. Worden
James B. Irwin
John W. Young
Thomas K. Mattingly II
Charles M. Duke, Jr.
Eugene A. Cernan
Ronald E. Evans
Joe H. Engle
David R. Scott
Alfred M. Worden
James B. Irwin
John W. Young
Richard F. Gordon, Jr.
Vance D. Brand
Harrison H. Schmitt
Fred W. Haise, Jr.
Thomas K. Mattingly II
Charles M. Duke, Jr.
Eugene A. Cernan
Ronald E. Evans
Harrison H. Schmltt
Stuart A. Roosa
Edgar D. Mitchell
John W. Young
Stuart A. Roosa
Charles M. Duke
aListed in order of Commander, Command Module Pilot, and Lunar
Module Pilot.
bBackup Command Module Pilot Swigert replaced prime crewman
Mattingly 2 days before flight.
)
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Figure 6-2.- Lunar landing training vehicle.
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6.1.2 Mission Experience
6.1.2.1 Launch through docking.- The crew and the spacecraft test teem were normally i0 to
20 minutes ahead of the final countdown for all missions. The Apollo 7 crew, launched on a Sat-
urn IB, reported an uneventful launch phase, However, all crews launched aboard a Saturn V re-
ported varying degrees of flrst-stage vibration and noise from llft-off through the region of
maximum dynamic pressure. The most unusual flrst-stage experience was the Apollo 12 lightning
strike, which caused the loss of onboard backup booster control capability.
Beglnningwlth the Apollo I0 mission, all crews noted the rapid fore-and-aft longitudinal
oscillations occurring at S-IC shutdown, and several crews commented on small longitudinal vibra-
tions in the latter portion of S-II stage flight. On the Apollo 13 m/ssion, S-II center engine
shutdown was approximately 2 minutes early, but adequate compensation was made through outboard
engine and S-IVB stage performance. Positive suppression of S-II longitudinal oscillations was
incorporated on later vehicles. Several crews commented on a small high-frequency S-IVB vibra-
tion, which was attributed to valve chatter and which was not really objectionable.
Except for a temporary loss of inertial reference on the Apollo 12 mission because of the
lightning strike, the primary navigation system enabled the crew to n_nltor booster-steering per-
formance throughout the launch phase and to confirm satisfactory orbit insertion conditions.
During simulations for Apollo I0 and subsequent missions, all crews demonstrated a satisfactory
backup capability for steering the booster, in the event of a Saturn platform failure, into an
acceptable orbit using the independent command module inertial measurement unit. The fllght-crew
backup steering mode was included in the training program because a less precise orbit was pref-
erable to a launch phase abort in case a launch vehlcle platform failed.
An unexpected phenomenon reported by the Apollo 7 crew was the gravity-gradlent effect on
the command and service module when the perigee was between 90 and 120 miles. Similarly, the
Apollo 9 crew reported that, in drifting flight, the longitudinal axis of the two docked space-
craft tended to align with the orbital plane with the lunar module closest to earth. This crew
also reported that the autopilot was effective in rotating the spacecraft about any axis while
holding attitude about all other axes. This feature later became a major factor in the accurate
positioning of the spacecraft in lunar orbit for service module experiments, thus freeing the
Command Module Pilot to perform other experiments and observations.
The Apollo 9 crew experienced the first of several instances of propellant valve closure in
the reaction control syete_ because of shock during launch or pyrotechnic firings. After the
Apollo 9 mission, the standard crew procedure was to check all valve positions following any
pyrotecl_Ic system firings.
Althou_ several different manual control techniques were used for transposition and docking,
maximum use of the digital autopilot both in simulations and in flight proved to be the most sat-
isfactory technique for frugal propellant usage. The Command Module Pilot executed the docking
maneuver by manual activation of the reaction control thrusters in an attitude-hold mode and by
aligning the two spacecraft optically wlth a sight in the co_nd _dule and a target cross on
the lunar module. As a result, docking mlsalignnents never exceeded 5", lateral velocities were
generally less than one-tenth of a foot per second, and closing rates ranged from one-tenth to
three-tenths of a foot per second. Six contacts of the probe and drogue were mede during the
Apollo 14 mission before dock/ng was successfully achieved. The crew was unable to discover any
obvious contamination or mechanical problems with the docking system, which later functioned
properly during lunar orbit docking. Several crews reported that as many as three of the 12
docking latches showed lack of closure, thus requiring the latches to be manually recocked and
triggered. A design improvement in the PrObe capture-latch mechanism was incorporated in the
Apollo 15 and subsequent spacecraft to eliminate this problem.
The Apollo 9 crew reported that the docking hardware and hatches could be removed from the
tunnel in 5 to 7 minutes. Move0ment of large masses from the tunnel to a stowage position in the
comnand module, such as the 84-pound tunnel hatch and the 80-pound probe, was found to be easy
to control in zero gravity.
/
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6.1.2.2 Translunar and transearth coast.- A passive thermal control mode was established
for translunar and transearth coast, wherein the spacecraft was rotated about its longitudinal
axis at a rate of 3 revolutions per hour. The attitude deadbands for the Apollo 8 spacecraft
using this mode were quite restrictive; however, the procedures were modified for the Apollo 10
mission by opening the allowable deadbands. This change saved considerable reaction control sys-
tem propellant, and the crew's sleep was not continually interrupted by thruster firings. On
Apollo 12 and subsequent misslonsp an improved computer routine and revised crew procedures re-
sulted in no thruster firings once the passive thermal control mode was initiated. When the
spacecraft were in the docked configuration, all crews rooted that s-_ll rlpplellke oscillations
were introduced into the spacecraft structure while the service module reaction control system
thrusters were firing.
Star and horizon navigation slghtings were made during the translunar phase of all lunar mis-
sions and during the transearth phase of all lunar lauding missions through Apollo 14. On several
flights, the auto-optlcs control mode would not position the star properly with respect to the
sextant horizon fiduciary marks. When this deficiency occurred, the minlmum-lmpulse controller
was used to position the star on the horizon. Since the optical viewing axes were between the
service module reaction control system roll and yaw thruster firing axes, this control mode was
expensive in terms of both time and propellent.
The failure of cryogenic oxygen tank 2 during translunar coast on the Apollo 13 mission re-
sulted in an abort of the lunar landing mission into a lunar flyby mission. This aborted mission
required the use of the lunar module to supply power, oxygen, water, and attitude control, in
addition, the lunar module descent propulsion system was used to place the docked comblnatlon
into a free-return trajectory end to speed up the return to earth. The crew efficiently exer-
cised onboard contingency procedures for fast powerup of the lunar module in preparation for the
first descent propulsion firing. Also, following ground instructions, the crew used command mod-
ule lithium hydroxide cartridges in the lunar module to remove carbon dioxide from both space-
craft. A manual descent propulsion midcourse correction was a/so conducted on the Apollo 13 mis-
sion using the cusps of the earth terminator in the optical alignment sight to alien the docked
configuration for a maneuver which corrected the entry angle. Before entry, the lunar module
batteries were used to recharge the command module entry batteries while supplying power to the
lunar module systems. The ability of the crew to handle the tlme-crltlcal phases of this aborted
mission demonstrated successful crew performance of complex tasks while under stress in a space
environment.
6.1.2.3 Co,rotund and service module thrustln_ maneuvers.- The Apollo 7 crew verified the per-
formance of the service propulsion system, including manual thrust-vector control, using the backup
stabilization and control system, and minimum-lmpulse velocity changes. The Apollo 9 mission fur-
ther verified service propulsion system performance, this time in the docked configuration where
infllght bending response (stroking tests) and manual thrust-vector control were evaluated. After
the Apollo 9 mission, there were more than 60 service propulsion maneuvers using the prlmery
guidance and navigation system for thrust-vector control with excellent results. On each lunar
mission, at least one translunar midcourse correction was made using the service propulsion sys-
tem for a combined trajectory change maneuver end performance verification test.
Although service propulsion system maneuvers normally demanded the attention of the entire
crew, the Command Module Pilots of Apollo 12 and subsequent missions performed them by themselves
during lunar orbital solo operations. Such a maneuver normally requires, among other tasks, po-
sitioning 72 switches end circuit breakers. Major factors in the successful conduct of these
maneuvers by only one crewman were the aSbrevlated checklist cards attached to the main display
control panel and more intensive Command Module Pilot preflight training.
Once the inflight performance of the propellant utilization and gaging system was understood,
crews had no trouble limiting fuel and oxidizer imbalance. Because of an open circuit in the
secondary gimbal rate-feedback loop during the Apollo 16 mission, the lunar-orbit-circularization
maneuver was delayed, causing a major change in the crew procedures end mission time line. As a
result, onboard techniques for troubleshooting this kind of malfunction were incorporated in the
Apollo 17 training.
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The descent orbit insertion maneuver using the service propulsion system was initiated for
the Apollo 14 mission to conserve lunar module propellant. Crew monitoring of this maneuver was
critical because a l-second overthrust could have placed the docked spacecraft in a moon-impacting
trajectory. The crew, therefore, used an accurate prediction of firing duration from the Mission
Control Center as the cue for a possible manual shutdown, thereby virtually eliminating the pos-
sibility of an unacceptable deorblt condition. The excellent performance of the service propul-
sion system in the minimum-impulse mode relegated the reaction control system to only the smaller
velocity changes, such as orbit trim, lunar-orblt-phase ullage maneuvers, transearth mldcourse
corrections, and lunar module extraction and separation maneuvers.
6.1.2.4 Lunar module checkout.- The preliminary lunar module connnunlcations and telemetry
checks and the stowage transfers were routinely made during translunar coast and in the initial
phases of lunar orbit. In addition, several early entries were made into the lunar module because
of ground instructions to verify systems performance, such as a systems verification check after
the Apollo 12 lightning strike and a battery-data check on the Apollo 15 mission. These early
entries were factors in the decision to make the entire preliminary lunar module checks earlier
in a more leisurely phase of translunar coast to permit an early identification and collection
of trend data on potential systems problems.
Activation of the lunar module was essentially an infllght operational checkout procedure.
The Apollo 9 crew verified the lunar module powerup and checkout procedures in earth orbit. The
Apollo i0 crew demonstrated these systems checkout activities in a period beginning 6 hours be-
fore undocklng in lunar orbit. On several missions, because of various systems or procedural
problems, crews were required to reverlfy checks or rearrange activities in real time to complete
lunar module checkout on time. For example, during the Apollo 10 mission when the tunnel would
not vent before undocklng, the lunar module crewmen modified the hatch integrity check in real
time. Also, the Apollo 12 crewmen modified their pressure suit donning sequence in real time to
provide sufficient clearance at the lunar module navigation station for landmark tracking. Ap-
proximately 2 hours was deleted from the lunar module activation and checkout sequence during
the Apollo 16 mission to shorten that workday to a more reasonable 22 hours. All lunar module
systems were verified as satisfactory within the shortened time line, even with an S-band antenna
failure (which required extensive manual updates to the computer), a double failure in one reac-
tion control system, and several real-tlme revisions and repetitions of checkout procedures.
All crews reported that reaction control firings were much more audible in the lunar module
than in the command module. Crews also reported hearing the sharp shotgunlike report made by the
closure of the cabin repressurlzatlon valve, the glycol pump whine, the grinding of the S-band
antenna, and several pyrotechnic firings. Although sometimes annoying, these noise cues were
often helpful as indications of proper system functioning.
All Apollo crews required almost 10 minutes to vent the tunnel for the hatch integrity check
before lunar module undocklng. The Apollo 10 crew could not vent the tunnel for lunar module
Jettison. Because of the sharp pyrotechnic report at Jettisoning, this crew recommended that
future crews wear helmets and gloves to guard against a possible loss of cabin pressure caused
by increased pyrotechnic shock with an unvented tunnel. As a result of this recommendation and
because of a Soviet Soyuz accident in which cabin pressure was lost, the procedure was implemented
for the Apollo 15 and subsequent crews.
6.1.2.5 Lunar module thrustln 8 maneuvers.- Manual throttling of the descent propulsion sys-
tem was first tested on the Apollo 9 mission in both the docked and undocked configurations.
Manual control was used for the descent propulsion thrusting during descent orbit insertion for
the Apollo ii and 12 lunar missions and for the three descent engine firings of the Apollo 13
mission. Automatic throttle control and throttle-up were used during powered descent initiation
for every landing mission except Apollo 14. The crews reported no vibrations except for a short
period of roughness during the phasing maneuver throttle-up on the Apollo 9 mission. In 16 de-
scent engine firings, the physiological cue of throttle operation was always noticeable. All
lunar module crews ccmnnented on small lateral oscillations in the attitude control deadbands.
These oscillations were attributed to propellant slosh. For all landings, the rate-of-descent
throttle control mode was used to specify altitude rate. This control mode was easy to operate
and allowed the Commander to concentrate on landing in the area of his choice.
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Crew firing of the ascent engine was first performed on the Apollo 9 m/sslon, and the sys-
tem subsequently performed flawlessly in the automatic control mode during the 12 firings in the
flight program. Considerable training time was spent in maintaining pilot proficiency in manu-
ally controlled ascent thrusting profiles using the rate-commmnd attltude-hold, rate-co_and, and
direct control modes. While the first two control modes, which were sen/manual in operation,
were quite practical, the latter, a completely -mnual mode, was very difficult to perform but was
still preferable to the final alternative of being stranded on the lunar surface. Manual atti-
tude control of the tmstaged lunar module, using either the primary guidance system or abort guld-
ance system, in the rate-command, pulse, or acceleration (direct) mode was responsive and precise.
For example, the pulse mode was used to position stars in the one-power telescope in aligning the
inertial platforms. Small star-angle measurement differences during these alignments proved the
precision of this control mode technique.
The ascent stage thrusting maneuvers using the reaction control system were performed manu-
ally for the rendezvous maneuvers of concentric sequence initiation, constant differential height,
terminal phase initiation, m/dcourse corrections, and final braking. The precision of this man-
ual control technique was first noted during the Apollo 9 mission, and all crews commented on the
control of the light ascent stage in response to the 100-pound thruster firings.
6.1.2.6 Lunar module landlnss.- For the Apollo ii mission, visual checks by the lunar mod-
ule crew showed the spacecraft to be 2 to 3 seconds early over known landmarks. After these
checks, the lunar module was yawed to a faceup position approximately 4 minutes after powered
descent initiation. For subsequent missions, powered descent was begun in the faceup position
to accommodate S-band antenna acquisition and landing radar lockup. To maintain S-band antenna
acquisition with earth during the Apollo 17 mission, various yaw angles of as much as 70 ° were
used, but these angular shifts had only a slight effect on the crew's ability to monitor descent
parameters.
For the Apollo 12 vehicle to land acceptably near the Surveyor site, all docked maneuvers
were made using balanced thrust coupling, and a soft undocklng was performed in a radial atti-
tude with respect to the lunar surface. This procedure eliminated the possibility of orbital
perturbations from reaction control maneuvers that could have compromised the accuracy of the
state vector. After undocklng, maneuvering was held to a minimum to avoid further affecting the
established orbit. All crews after the Apollo 12 m/sslon conscientiously followed this minimum-
maneuver requirement, since the precision landing requirement became a factor in surface opera-
tions. The precision landing capability for these missions was further increased by permitting
computer entries after powered descent initiation.
A series of alarms during the Apollo ii descent indicated a computer overload which occasion-
ally precluded computer monitoring of descent trajectory information. During the Apollo 14 mis-
sion, the landing radar circuit breaker had to be recycled to enable landing radar lockup. Nei-
ther of these unexpected procedural changes affected crew performance appreciably. At pltchover
during the Apollo II descent, the crew prediction that the landing point was down range of the
target location was confirmed. The Conmmnder transferred from the automatlc to the attltude-hold
control mode to extend the range beyond a boulder field in which the automatic guidance program
would have placed the vehicle. For Apollo 12 and subsequent missions, planned landmark recogni-
tion was instituted as soon after pltchover as possible so that manual redeslgnatlons of the land-
Ing site could be made to allow landing either near the target point or in a more suitably flat
area.
The Apollo Ii crew reported that lunar surface dust began to move noticeably when the space-
craft was at an altitude of I00 feet and became increasingly dense as altitude decreased. The
Apollo 12 crew noted dust motion at an altitude of 175 feet and reported that the surface was
completely obscured at 50 feet. Dust was not detrimental to out-the-_rlndow visibility cues dur-
ing the Apollo 14, 16, and 17 landings, but it completely obscured visibility from 60 feet to
the surface during the Apollo 15 landing. The effect of dust on the Commnnder's ability to Judge
and control altitude, altitude rate, and lateral velocities was a function of such factors as the
sun angle at landlng, the cohesiveness of the surface regollth, and the presence of blocks or
shadowed crater rims on the surface_ which might be seen through the dust.
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All lunar module crews noted that the lunar module simulator and the lunar landing training
vehicle control system responses were representative of the flight hardware. The simulator and
the training vehicle (figs. 6-I and 6-2), together wlth the high fidelity of the visual landing
and ascent television presentation, proved to be excellent training devices for the manually con-
trolled final portion of the landing.
Commencing with the Apollo 15 mission, the angle of the final descent trajectory after pitch-
over was changed from 14 a to 25 e. This modification allowed for improved clearance over the Apen-
nine Mountains and provided better visibility of the landing site after pitchover. For the Apollo
16 and 17 missions, the steeper descent angle permitted the crews to assess landing site targeting
while still well above the nominal 7200-foot pltchover altitude. In training simulations, crews
repeatedly demonstrated the ability to land safely using _anual throttle, landing radar, and the
abort (backup) guidance system from altitudes above 20 000 feet. In addition, by using the lunar
module shadow on the surface as a descent altitude and altltude-rate indicator, crews demonstrated
the capability to land safely without landing radar and within the 3-sigma altltude/targetlng dis-
persion criteria of the Mission Control Center.
6.1.2.7 Lunar surface operations.- As experience was gained, the time required for extrave-
hlcul@r activity preparation was considerably shortened. For the Apollo Ii simulations, 2 hours
had been allocated for extravehicular activity preparation, which consisted of film transfer,
portable llfe support system (backpack) donning, and remote control unit attachment as well as
checkout and pressure integrity checks of the extravehicular mobility unit. The close confine-
ment Imposed hy backpack/sulted work in the lunar module cabin and the less-than-orderly config-
uration of various items resulted in exceeding the planned preparation time on that mission. The
Apollo 12 crew devoted more training time for extravehicular activity preparation than did the
Apollo II crew; and, because of a very detailed high-fidellty cabln-stowage configuration, both
crewmen prepared for egress in a rather routine fashion. On the Apollo 15 mission, the first of
the 3-day lunar stay missions, the crew found that, with donning practice in the i/6-earth-gravlty
environment and the confidence developed in extravehicular mobility unit performance, egress prep-
station times were consistently shorter than planned. Later crews confirmed that preparation
times were considerably shortened after the initial extravehicular preparation. After each mis-
sion, preparation difficulties were quickly corrected. For example, a problem in mating the elec-
trical remote control unit cable connector during the Apollo ii mission resulted in the use of a
more easily mated connector for later flights. Also, the preparation checklist was changed to
eliminate co_mmnlcations checkout problems encountered during the Apollo 12 mission.
The Apollo ii crew reported that preflight training at simulated I/6-earth-gravlty was rea-
sonably adequate in preparing the crew for lunar module egress. Body-posltloning techniques were
necessary to prevent the backpack from engaging the instrument panel and the upper portion of the
hatch frame. The Apollo ll crew noted that egress operations around the hatch, porch, and ladder
were performed easily without losing body balance. This crew found that they could Jump verti-
cally up the ladder to the third rung, thereby facilitating ingress past the high first step.
They also noted the requirement to arch the back when halfway through the hatch to keep the back-
pack from snagging on the hatch frame. On subsequent missions, crewmen talked each other through
the egress and ingress activity to minimize the snagging possibility.
A typical example of the evolution of lunar surface activity techniques resulting from 1/6-
earth-gravity experience was the method of equipment transfer. Initially, a pulleylike double-
strap conveyor was used to lower equipment to the surface and raise it into the cabin. The
Apollo 11 crew found that, when the straps became heavily coated with dust, the dust fell on the
suit of the surface crewn_mber and was also deposited in the lunar module cabin. The dust ulti-
mately seemed to bind the pulley so that considerable force was required to operate the conveyor.
A single-strap conveyor was used for Apollo 12 operations, but the crew reported that this con-
veyor also collected duet which was subsequently deposited in the cabin. In lieu of using a con-
veyor system, the Apollo 14 crew reported that stability and mobility on the ladder, maintained
by using only one hand for support, seemed adequate to allow carrying equipment up the ladder.
For Apollo 16 and subsequent missions, sample container bags, sample return containers, and pal-
lets were quite easily hand-carried up the ladder, thus alleviating the dust problem with the
conveyor. The conveyor had been further modified to a single short strap (which retained the
camera/film/map equipment transfer bag) and was easily hoisted by one hand.
f
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As first reported by the Apollo Ii crew, working in the I/6-earth-gravlty environment was
not difficult and adaptation was quite natural. Movement was facilitated by using either a nat-
ural loping gait in which both feet were briefly off the surface or by using an earth-type run-
ning gait. Most crewmen preferred the loping movement. When the loping movement was used, the
inertia of the crewman wearing the extravehicular mobility unit (representing an earth weight of
360 pounds) and the sometimes slippery effect of the lunar regollth required the crewman to plan
for a finite stopping distance in advance of the selected point.
No crew reported significant discomfort because of insufficient heat removal by the liquid-
cooling system in the backpack, even under the high surface temperatures encountered in the
latter part of the lunar day and after some degradation of the suit heat-rejectlon capability
because of lunar dust. The gradual increase in suit temperatures during the three long-duratlon
extravehicular activities, first reported on the Apollo 15 mission, was handled by increasing
the control setting to intermediate cooling and, occasionally, during high workload conditions,
to_ximum cooling.
With the outer visor down, the Apollo ii crewmen noted that a brief period of dark adapta-
tion was required when walking from sunlight into shadow. The Apollo 12 crewmen commented that
the brightness was extreme when looking toward the sun while the sunlight was at low incidence
angles, and they recommended an opaque upper visor in addition to the two slde-shleld visors.
The sun elevation also affects the color of rocks and lunar soil. All crewmen noted washout of
horizontal terrain and reduced visibility of vertical features when looking directly away from
the sun while the sunlight was at low incidence angles. Crewmen frequently raised the outer
visor for better viewing in shadowed areas and to compensate for the effect of the sun angle on
mineral colors in rocks. As noted during the Apollo 17 mission, raising this visor greatly im-
proved rock composition descriptions under some sunlight conditions and in the shadows.
The Apollo iI crewmen recommended that future crewmen should consider kneeling and working
wlth their hands to increase productivity on the surface. The Apollo 12 crewmembers reported
that the efficiency of lunar surface work could have been increased by 20 to 30 percent if they
had been able to bend over at the waist to retrieve surface samples. The capability for bending
was made possible on the last three missions after the pressure suits were modified with a waist
Joint which was required to allow the crewmen to sit in the lunar roving vehicle. The improved
waist flexibility permitted static kneeling for retrieval of samples during the Apollo 15 lunar
surface activities and slngle-motlon dynamic retrieval of samples during the Apollo 16 mission.
Several falls to the surface were experienced and, on earlier missions, one crewman usually as-
sisted the other in regaining his footing. With the improved-mobillty pressure suits of later
missions, footing was frequently regained without assistance.
Hand fatigue was the only memorable fatigue from lunar surface operations. The Apollo 12
crewmen reported that carrying the Apollo lunar surface experiments package was tiring to the
hands because the carry bars had to be gripped tightly. Also, the Apollo 16 crewmen commented
that the pressure suit glove required the crewman to maintain pressure on an object to grip it.
A crewman's hand strength could not be relied on to apply the required pressure to grasp, hold,
or manipulate objects on a continuous basis.
The Apollo ii crewmen reported some physical exertion while transporting the lunar sample
return container to the lunar module but indicated that tasks requiring greater physical exertion
could have been undertaken. Both Apollo 12 crewmen believed, in general, that they were working
at the maximum practical level needed for lunar surface activities. As a result of the success-
ful 4-hour extravehicular activities during Apollo 12, the crewmen suggested that extravehicular
periods could be extended to periods lastlng as long as 8 hours without causing excessive fatigue.
Thus, beginning with Apollo 15, three 7-hour extravehicular activities were scheduled. The Apollo
17 crew completed more than 22 hours of extravehlcular lunar surface operations without apparent
detriment to their working efficiency or well-belng.
The methods of transporting samples, tools, and equipment on the lunar surface were contin-
ually improved. The Apollo II crew reported that 20 trips were required to fill up one sample
return contalnerp0sltloned on the luna£module worktable. For the longer traverse of Apollo 12,
a portable handto01 carrier for geoiogy tools and Samples was taken to the lunar surface. How-
ever, the crewmen reported that holding the carrier at arm's length for rapid movement became
tiring after a nmnber of samples had been collected and later recommended attaching the carrier
to the backpack in a manner slmilar to that used for carrying parts collected from Surveyor III.
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Rock-s_nnple bags were mounted on the backpack beginning with the Apollo 15 m/sslon. The Apollo
14 crewmen used the modular equipment transporter to haul the tool carrier, lunar samples, and
a portable lunar magnetometer. The transporter was reported to be stable and easily pulled; far
less dust was kicked up by the wheels than had been anticipated before flight.
Beginning with the Apollo 15 mission, a lunar roving vehicle was taken to the moon for trans-
portation on the longer traverses. The Apollo 15 cre_nen reported that the steering of the lunar
roving vehicle was quite responsive below a speed of 5 kilometers per hour but that sharp turns
at I0 kilometers per hour resulted in breakout of the rear wheels. Incorporating a more positive
seat restraint was recounnended to minimize the effects of motion feedback to the dlrectional hand
controller. The crewmen noted that forward visibility was excellent except when driving away
from the sun, which caused image washout and made obstacle avoidance difficult. With an improved
seat restraint system, the Apollo crew drove the lunar roving vehicle over very htm_ocky and
blocky terrain and up slopes in excess of 20 u. They reported that the dynamics of the vehicle
suspension system were excellent. The Apollo 17 crew traversed the same type of terrain while
the lunar roving vehicle was loaded with a traverse gravlmeter, a surface electrical properties
experiment, and explosive packages for a lunar seismic profiling experiment. They reported a
top speed of 17 to 18 kilometers per hour and covered a total distance of approximately 34 kil-
ometers.
The Apollo 12 crew believed that efficiency on the surface would be enhanced by performing
actual traverses under simulated lunar conditions during preflight training. As a result, later
crews devoted the maximum practical amount of time to lunar surface science training, particu-
larly geology. The crews of the last three missions devoted an average of 2 days per month to
field geology training at lunarllke sites to sharpen their observational techniques and to become
familiar with the mechanical aspects of collecting and documenting samples. On the last three
missions, the character of lunar surface _xploratlon changed drastically because of the capabil-
ity for longer stay times on the surface and the availability of the lunar roving vehicle.
In an effort to obtain maximum scientific return from surface operations, the surface science
time lines were generally overcrowded, especially when unforeseen equipment deployment problems
were encountered. Although all crews trained with high-fidellty lunar surface hardware and tools,
every lunar crew had to solve unanticipated problems. For example, the Apollo 12 fuel element for
the experiments package became stuck in its cask, and the crew was required to hasher the cask
to free it. During Apollo 14 surface activities, the Lunar Module Pilot's right glove developed
an anomalous condition of assum/ng a neutral position to the left and down, thus requiring this
crewman to perform geologic sampllng tasks essentially with one hand during the second extravehlc-
ular period. On Apollo 15 operations while holes were being drilled for the heat flow experiment
probes, the drill chuck became bound to the stem because of high torque levels. The stem had to
be destroyed to remove the chuck for later deep-core drilling. A pair of pliers was used during
the Apollo 16 activities to free the cosmic ray experiment when the experiment unexpectedly stuck
in its frame. Finally, during Apollo 17 activities, both crewmen were able to retrieve the deep
core only after considerable effort and after using a real-tlme-developed i/6-earth-gravlty "fall"
upon the extraction tool.
Science return was improved by using crew experience to benefit follow-on crews, on the
Apollo II mission, for example, the core s_mple tube could be forced to a depth of only 4 or 5
inches by hand and driven only 6 inches with a hammer. The tubes were redesigned for Apollo 12
activities; the crew reported that the tubes were easy to drive but that space remained in the
tube because of soll compaction. For Apollo 14 operations, the tubes were plugged with caps to
help retain the cores. The Apollo 14 crew reported that finding rocks small enough to fit in
the small bags was difficult; thereforej the Apollo 15 crew was given larger sample bags. The
Apollo 15 crew reported that collection of the deep-core sample was difficult and required far
more time and effort than was anticipated; thus, the Apollo 16 crew was given a redesigned ex-
traction tool that was excellent in aiding deep-core recovery. The Apollo 16 crew experienced
numerous equipment problems whlchwere corrected for the Apollo 17 mission.
The Apollo I_ crewmen reported that their sleep on the lunar surface was a complete loss be-
cause of light leakage into the cabin, excessive cabin nolsej and an uncomfortably cool cabin
temperature. The Apollo 12 crewmen, who slept in their pressure suits in sleeping hamnDcks_
noted that the cabin noise was loud, but not loud enough to prevent adequate sleep. The Apollo
14 crew reported that very little sleep was obtained on the surface, primarily because they were
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uncomfortable in the suits, and recommended that crews re_aln unsuited during sleep periods.
When this recommendation was adopted for Apollo 15 and subsequent missions, crews obtained ade-
quate sleep. AlsO, a correlation was noted between the ability of the crews to sleep soundly
and their increasing confidence in the proper operation of lunar module systems, based on proven
performance.
All crews reportedthat food preparation and waste management functions were easier to per-
form in the lunar gravlty field as compared to the zero-gravlty conditions of flight. On the
lunar surface, for example, food bags conveniently stayed where they were placed, also, air
bubbles in water, permanent in zero gravity, automatically floated out of the in-sult drink con-
tainer and the hydrated food bags.
A troublesome and ever-present problem that was corrected only partly during lunar surface
missions was that of dust. On all missions, large amounts of floating dust were present in the
lunar module cabin after insertion into lunar orbit. The Apollo 12 crew noted that dust made
breathing without helmets both difficult and hazardous. Although all crews, before enterlng the
lunar module, spent considerable time removing dust from their shoes, legs, arms, pressure suits,
and lunar surface equipment, the cohesive nature of the dust prevented its complete removal. Dur-
ing the Apollo 17 mission, dust on the lunar module floor was swept into floor receptacles which
were sealed before i/ft-off, but some dust was still present in the cabin atmosphere after lunar
orbit insertion. Because of dust, the Apollo 16 crew had dlfflculty with the installation of
their pressure gloves, and the surface equipment locks and handles on Apollo 17 equipment were
barely operating by the end of the last extravehicular activity.
6.1.2.8 Rendezvous and docklna.- Rendezvous of the Apollo 7 command and service module with
the S-IVB booster stage was the first rendezvous performed in the Apollo program. The crew re-
ported that the manually controlled braking maneuver was very discomfiting because no tellable
backup ranging information was available to compare with computer solutions as was the case for
a lunar module rendezvous. The first rendezvous of the co_[nand and service module and the lunar
module was performed in earth orbit on the Apollo 9 mission. A similar rendezvous was demonstrated
on the Apollo i0 mission in lunar orbit to check the maximum range performance of the rendezvous
sensors. In this latter mission, the lunar module was visually tracked through the command mod-
ule sextant against the lunar surface to a distance of 125 miles in daylight, above the hor%zon
in daylight to 275 miles, and at night to 230 miles. In earth orbit, the Apollo 9 crew vlsually
acquired and tracked the Jettisoned lunar module, again using the sextant, st a range of 2500
miles.
Rendezvous thrusting maneuvers in the lunar module were protected by "mirror image" readiness
in the command and service module to perform a backup thrusting maneuver in case the lunar module
propulsion system failed. This backup technique was initiated for the Apollo 9 mission and was
continued for all subsequent rendezvous operations.
For rendezvous missions through Apollo 12, the lunar-orblt-rendezvous sequence consisted of
concentric sequence initiation, a possible plane change, and constant-dlfferentlal-helght maneu-
vers before a terminal phase initiation. These maneuvers allowed the proper correction of sizable
trajectory dispersions. However, beginning with Apollo 14, the precision of rendezvous maneuver
calculations and performance analyses made possible the deletion of the three smaller maneuvers
before terminal phase initiation by substituting a ground-calculated trajectory-adjustment maneu-
ver shortly after lunar module ascent stage orbit insertion. The terminal phase initiation ma-
neuver was then performed with the ascent propulsion system. Any midcourse corrections performed
during the several lunar rendezvous sequences were conducted manually using the lunar module re-
action control system. The braking phase was also performed manually in a rate-command attitude-
hold mode, with the rendezvous radar supplying accurate range, range-rate, and inertial line-of-
sight data to reveal any dispersions in maneuver calculations or in the performance of previous
maneuvers.
For the Apolln 16 mission, a 'brute force" re-rendezvous was conducted with the command mod-
ule active to bring the two spacecraft back together after an aborted command and service module
clrcularlzatlon maneuver. In this case, the lunar module radar was used to supply accurate range,
range-rate, and llne-of-slght data, whlchwere conveyed to the Co-,,-nd Module Pilot through crew
radio coordination using instructions sim/lar to those of a ground-controlled approach aircraft
landing. These data allowed the Co,and Module Pilot to maintain the planned range rate and to
null the line-of-slght rates using the more accurate lunar module data.
s
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Lunar module crews were trained to be proficient in using the backup maneuver charts, which
permitted seml-independent checks of maneuver calculatlons and actual performance_n case a crit-
ical computer failure occurred. Use of the charts was based on range, range-rate, and angular-
rate data provided by the lunar module radar.
All reasonably high velocity braking phases were performed comfortably by all lunar module
crews during simulations, as were the actual flight braking phases, because of the optimum lunar
module reaction control system thrust-to-weight ratio using the lunar module reaction control sys-
tem. However, rendezvous simulations showed the conmmnd and service module performance to be
marginal during dispersed braking thrusting in excess of 40 feet per second.
At the completion of lunar-module-active rendezvous on the Apollo 9 mission, the lunar mod-
ule was used as the active docking vehicle. Review of this procedure indicated that docking would
be easier, more accurate, and less tlme-consumlng if the command module were the active vehicle.
Thus, for subsequent missions, the lunar module was maneuvered to the docking attitude and the
con_and and service module was used to complete final approach and docking. One factor in the
difficulty of controlling the lunar module for final docking was the 90" mental reorlentatlon of
the translation axis required of the Commander. This axis reorlentatlon and the 90 ° body/head
rotation required for overhead viewing of the docking aids relegated the lunar-module-actlve
docking maneuver to a backup procedure, even though excess reaction control propellant was aboard
the lunar module on every flight.
6.1.2.9 Lunar orbit operations.- The Apollo 8 crew reported that groundtrack determination
on the far side of the moon was more difficult than expected because of the large uncertainty in
the accuracy of the preliminary maps of that region. Maps of the far side were improved through-
out the program as a result of Apollo lunar-orblt photography and landmark tracking.
The Apollo I0 crew conducted lunar surface photography of proposed Apollo landlng sites and
landmark tracking of the proposed Apollo II landing site. On Apollo ii, selected landmarks were
tracked from the command module while the lunar module was still docked. In addition, the Command
Module Pilot tracked selected landmarks during solo flight and searched for the lunar module on
the surface, examining an estimated 1 square mile on each overhead pass. During Apollo 12 solo
operations, with the lunar landing site being northwest of the recognizable Surveyor crater, the
Command Module Pilot was able to locate the lunar module on the surface by using the sextant. He
reported the lunar module as a bright object with a long, pencil-thln shadow and also observed the
Surveyor Ill spacecraft as a bright spot in the crater. During Apollo 17 solo operations, the
Command Module Pilot's low-altltude landmark tracking data for _ the Taurus-Littrow site was in-
corporated into lunar module targeting and was a factor in the precision of the actual landing.
The Apollo 14 spacecraft was equipped with a large, high-resolutlon topographic camera for
so-called bootstrap photography of Descartes, the Apollo 16 landing area. (Data from the photo-
graphs were to be used for the selection of landing sites.) Although the hlgh-resolutlon camera
malfunctioned, the Command Module Pilot was still able to record more than 120 pictures of the
proposed Descartes site using another camera with a 500-m lens in support of the site selection
analysis for Apollo 16.
For Apollo 15 and subsequent missions, the Command Module Pilot had to time the operation
of scientific instrument module experiments. The crewmen developed various reminder techniques
for performing the required operations. The computer timer was used for Apollo 15 operations.
During Apollo 16 operations, the Capsule Com_unlcator provided ground voice assistance, and the
Command Module Pilot used a "kitchen timer" onboard.
Because the ability to make accurate observations of surface features during lunar orbit was
demonstrated on early lunar landing missions, the Co,mmnd Module Pilot of each later mission de-
voted considerable training time to preparing for lunar geology observations, including flying
over and describing selected earth analogs. Their flight performance indicated that this train-
ing was extremely effective. For Apollo 16 and 17 activities, the Command Module Pilots spent
considerable time reviewing lunar orbit flight plans in the simulator before flight to verify
such items as the adequacy of planned maneuver times, maneuver gimbal lock avoidance, the fea-
sibility of dlm-llght photographic techniques, and the proper time llne integration of scientific
instrument module operating procedures. Thus, the use of simulators to verify and correct lunar
orbit time llnes before fllght relieved the Command Module Pilot of the need for contlnual maneu-
ver monitoring and provided time for the important lunar orbit photography and surface observa-
tions.
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6.1.2.10 Command Module extravehicular activity.- The command module cabin depressurization
systems were exercised for the first time on the Apollo 9 mission, including hatch opening and
closing. The Apollo 9 Command Module Pilot was able to move easily within the open hatch and
center couch envelope. (The center couch was stowed.) For Apollo 15 and subsequent missions,
the Connnand Module Pilot performed an extravehicular activity during transearth coast to retrieve
film from the scientific instrument module and to operate certain experiments directly. An oxy-
gen purge system (retained from lunar surface operations) was installed in the "helmet-mounted"
mode behind the Conmmnd Module Pilot's shoulders to provide backup breathing oxygen and cooling
in case the umbilical line failed. In zero gravity, the oxygen purge system tended to hang up
on the many protrusions in the center couch envelope and hatch area during egress and ingress.
Generally, comments from the other two crewmen on the Command Module Pilot's body-positioning
aided his egress and ingress.
On Apollo 15, 16, end 17, each Commmnd Module Pilot moved from the co_nnand module to the
scientific instrument module bay along a handrail traverse path and returned the film cassettes
without incident. All pilots reported that the handrails were excellent as mobility aids, allow-
ing for flexibility in body orientation and in operation sequence.
6.1.2.11 Crew acco_dation to zero gravity.- The Apollo 7 crew reported that they adjusted
to zero gravity quickly and completely. They stated that at no time was intravehicular activity
a problem, although suited movement was awkward as compared to unsuited motion. The main physi-
cal problem encountered during Apollo 7 operations was the extreme discomfort caused by head
colds. The crew noted that the mucus did not leave the head area but congested and filled the
sinus cavities.
Adaptation to zero gravity varied widely from one crewman to another. Some crewmen noted
a temporary fullness of the head, others noted a desire to move slowly at first, and still others
commenced immediate and rapid body movements without adverse effects. Most crewmen reported that
the adaptation to body maneuvering in zero gravity could be speeded considerably by conducting
vigorous aerobatics before flight in a T-38A Jet aircraft which was provided for astronaut flight
proficiency training.
Sleep habits in zero gravity also varied widely among the Apollo crewmen. For example, some
crewmen thou_t that they slept best when they were restrained in the sleeping bag or when they
were strapped in the couches. Others found that they could sleep soundly while floating freely
in the cabin. Some crewmen, however, slept too well. For example, the Apollo 17 crewmen were
difficult to awaken on several occasions during their mission. Other crewmen slept fitfully one
night and well the next. The general subjective opinion was that not nearly as much sleep was
required in zero gravity as was required on earth unless a crewman was particularly fatigued
from the day's activities.
Food preparation in zero gravity was a tlme-consumlng process because of prelaunch package
stowage, package control, use of package overwrapa, manual mixing of water and food in the re-
hydratable packages, and the requirement to restow the used food packages in a small volume.
In zero gravity, when the food packages were rehydrated with water containing gas bubbles, the
bubbles could not be removed from the food. The hydrogen gas separator used on lunar flights
did not successfully remove the gas from the water on every occasion. Gas bubbles in the food
and water contributed to intestinal problems experienced by the crewmen during the last two mis-
sions.
The Apollo 15 crew reported that more time than had been anticipated was required for normal
housekeeping functions. This condition was attributed to the fact that additional equipment from
the lunar surface (such as experiments end rock bags) and the new bulkier pressure suits crowded
the crew compartment. The Apollo 16 crew noted the same problem and recommended that additional
time be allotted for stowage and for personal hygiene.
6.1.2.12 Guidance and navigation systems.- All flight crews reported great confidence in the
performance of the primary guidance and navigation systems in both spacecraft. Power permitting,
crews unanimously chose to keep the inertial measurement unit (platform) powered up and aligned
because the unit would permit very rapid and accurate response to every conceivable abort situa-
tion requiring immediate velocity changes. The platform was not powered down on the lunar land-
ing missions until the power requirements for the 3-day surface stays dictated the necessity for
conserving power.
!
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Alignment of the platform in the co_nnand module was readily achieved. Commencing with the
Apollo 7 mission, all crews reported that several minutes were required for the eyes to adapt to
the recognition of constellations when the command module telescope was used at night in either
earth orbit or lunar orbit and in earthshlne light conditions. With the lunar module attached
during translunar coast, sun reflections from the lunar module into the optics prevented any but
the brightest stars from being seen with the telescope. During transearth coast, constellations
could usually be recognized when the telescope was pointed away from the sun, earth, or moon.
In general, to maintain platform alignment during translunar coast, the Comuand Module Pilot re-
lied on automatic optics positioning to place reference stars in the field of view of the 28-
power sextant.
Upon activation of the docked lunar module, initial alignment was accomplished by transfer-
ring the command module platform angles to the lunar module platform. (lnltlally, ground-computed
angles had been used to correct the angular platform m/sallgnments between the two vehicles.) For
Apollo 15 and subsequent missions, the lunar module telescope was used for fine alignments of the
platform while docked. The Apollo 9 crew reported that visibility through the lunar module tele-
scope was adequate to identify bright stars and the more prominent constellations at night.
Every flight crew was concerned with the prospect of losing inertial attitude reference when
maneuvering to an attitude in which the yaw angle exceeded 85*. This condition was called gimbal
lock. Many simulations of dynamic flight situations showed that maneuvers leading to glmbal lock
could have been hazardous under certain conditions, such as postatmospherlc launch abort (possibly
causing an aft-end-forward entry). Therefore, many autopilot maneuvers had to be stopped before
completion and the spacecraft maneuvered manually to avoid glmbal lock. The Apollo 9 crew com-
mented that greater-than-deslred amounts of time and propellant were required to keep the docked
configuration out of glmbal lock in drifting fllght. The Apollo Ii platform was inadvertently
placed in glmbal lock when the lunar module was maneuvered to avoid bright sunlight in the for-
ward window. Just before entry of Apollo 13, close cooperation between the Command Module Pilot
and Lunar Module Pilot was required to avoid glmbal lock in the platforms of both vehicles. This
procedure used considerable lunar module reaction control fuel and st_ll placed the conmmnd mod-
ule platform close to gimbal lock. The command module platform was placed in glmbal lock during
drifting flight of Apollo 17 while a waste-water dump was being performed. The possibility of
platform glmbal lock thus restricted many spacecraft maneuvers.
Crew/computer operational compatibility improved continuously throughout the Apollo missions.
Computer programs were changed to delete extraneous displays; to eliminate unnecessary delays;
and to provide the crews with meaningful monitoring capability of computer navigation computa-
tions, autopilot operations, and velocity changes. The Apollo ii Command Module Pilot recalled
that he had little time to analyze off-nomlnal rendezvous trends or to cope with system malfunc-
tions because he was busy with hundreds of computer entries and numerous lunar module tracking
marks. For Apollo 15 operations, an automatic sequencing computer program, designed to relieve
the Command Module Pilot's workload, was available for the rendezvous phase. The program was
functional as designed and allowed the Command Module Pilot much more time for optics tracking
and systems monitoring.
Because of a malfunction during the Apollo 14 mission, an abort discrete signal was set in
the lunar module computer before powered descent. Such a signal during powered descent would
automatically initiate an unwanted abort. To prevent an abort, ground personnel devised a real-
time workaround erasable memory program which inhibited the abort capability of the primary guid-
ance system, and the program was entered in the computer. This abort discrete was inhibited on
subsequent missions. Although no major changes in computer programs were made on the last three
missions, erasable memory programs were devised for many critical guidance and navigation system
failure posslbilltles. In fact, one such program was used during the Apollo 16 mission to pre-
vent recurrence of a loss in platform reference and to correct an intermittent, and apparently
erroneous, indication of failure of the coupling data unit. The operational requirements for
designing flexibility into future spacecraft computers and for having a better balance between
fixed and erasable memories were demonstrated by the sweeping revisions made to the Apollo com-
puter programs until late in the Apollo missions and by the extensive development of the erasable
memory programs to correct potential hardware and computer software failures.
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The abort guidance system was an efficient backup system to the primary guidance and naviga-
tion system. On all lunar flights, good agreement was achieved between the abort and the primary
guidance systems in the solutions for ascent stage orbit insertion and terminal phase initiation.
A feature of the abort guidance system was that there was no gimbal lock to restrict lunar mod-
ule maneuvering or cause loss of attitude reference.
6.1.2.13 Entry and landing.- The Apollo 7 crew performed entry while suited but wlth helmets
and gloves removed. The crewmen had developed head colds, and removal of the helmets provided a
means of clearing the sinus and inner ear cavities. Follow-on crews entered the earth atmosphere
wlth their suits stowed under the couches.
The Apollo 8 and I0 crews reported that the appearance of the ionization envelope around the
spacecraft preceded the 0.05g indication of entry by approximately 15 seconds. These crews also
noted that the ionized plasma streaming by the windows bathed the cockpit in llght that was as
bright as normal daylight. All entries were flown using the entry autopilot or the primary guid-
ance and navigation system. Crews verified that the primary guidance system never violated the
skip-out tangency lines of the entry monitor system. Because of thunderstorms in the primary
recovery area, the Apollo 11 crew made a long-range entry of 1500 miles instead of the planned
1285 miles.
Crew training for superclrcular entry was initially accompllshed through closed-loop centri-
fuge runs using the entry monitor system. The crews felt confident (and the simulations demon-
strated) that they could monitor and take over the control of entry for a wide range of failure
conditions in the primary guidance and navigation system. In the simulators, superclrcular en-
tries could be flown fairly accurately to landings near the recovery ship when using the second-
ary (entry monitor system) displays and to a safe landing in the ocean using only the gravity
meter.
When one of the main parachutes failed during the Apollo 15 parachute descent, the resulting
increased descent rate caused a landing that was 32 seconds early, but the crew felt no physio-
loglcal effects from the harder landing impact. A considerable variation in the force of the
landing impact was subjectively described by each crew. The hardest landing probably occurred
during the Apollo 12 mission, in which an impact acceleration of 15g was produced. The impact
Jarred a 16-millimeter camera loose from its mounting bracket, and the camera hit the Lunar Mod-
ule Pilot's head.
Of the ii landings, five resulted in the spacecraft coming to rest in the stable II position
(heat shield up), but the spacecraft was always righted without problems by inflating the upright-
Ing bags. When the Apollo II crew donned the biological contamination garments required for the
initial lunar landing missions, their visibillty was substantially degraded because of conden-
satlon on the faceplates. The contamlnatlon-preventlon procedures were modified to include the
use of a portable face mask for the Apollo 12 and 14 missions, after which the requirement for
the procedures was eliminated.
The thorough egress and recovery training program provided each crew by qualified landing
and recovery personnel was a major factor in the satisfactory recovery of all crews.
6.2 FLIGHT CREW TRAIUING PROGRAM
The fidelity of crew training improved with each m/ssion as the flight results end crew ex-
perience provided the necessary feedback to the training program. Through this process, crew
procedures, flight plans, and checklists that had once required an appreciable amount of crew
time to develop and verify became standardized. With this maturity and standardization in the
program, crew training time for the later missions could be more heavily focused on scientific
aspects.
The training of flight crews may he conveniently divided into five major categories: simu-
lators, special-purpose activities, procedures, briefings, and spacecraft tests. A delineation
of the activities for each category and a s,-m--ry of the hours logged by the assigned crewmembers
are presented in table 6-I1. The 37 953 hours of operations in the command module and lunar mod-
ule simulators, with briefings, represents 45 percent of the total training time expended. As
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TABLE 6-II.- TRAINING TIME SVMMARY
Number of
Type of training hours
Simulator
Command module
Command module simulator 17 605
Command module procedures simulator 1 204
Simulator briefings 1 195
Contractor evaluations 866
Dynamic crew procedures simulator 741
Other simulators 156
Rendezvous and docking simulator 87
Centrifuge 58
Massachusetts Institute of Technology hybrid 48
Subtotal 21 960
Lunar module
Lunar module simulator
Lunar landing training vehicle
Lunar module procedures simulator
Simulator briefings
Full mission engineering simulator
Translation and docking simulator
Subtotal
Total
13 317
1 130
770
533
179
64
15 993
37 953
Special Purpose
CLunar science
Water immersion facility checkout
Stowage
Extravehicular mobility unit checkout
Egress
dBench checks
Walkthroughs
Medical
Water immersion facility (zero g)
Planetarium
Fire
Total
ii 408
1 248
993
919
820
802
719
601
516
448
174
18 648
alncludes lunar roving vehicle navigation simulator.
hlncludes lunar landing training vehicle flights (at 2
hours per flight), vehicle systems briefings, lunar landing
research facility, and lunar landing training vehicle sim-
ulator time.
Clncludes briefings, geology field trips, lunar surface
simulations, and lunar roving vehicle trainer operation.
dRelated to zero-g flight operations.
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TABLE 6-11.- TRAINING TIME SUMMARY - Concluded
Number of
Type of training hours
Procedures
Mission techniques
Checklist
Flight plan
Mission rules
Design, acceptance
Test reviews
Team meetings
Training meetings
Rendezvous
Extravehicular contingency transfer
Flight readiness reviews
Total
2 730
2 334
1 987
1 039
i 011
814
541
393
288
88
48
ii 273
Briefings
Command and service module
Guidance and navigation
Lunar module
Lunar topography
Launch vehicle
Photography
Total
4 060
2 397
2 130
1 458
656
405
ii 106
Spacecraft tests
Command and service module
Lunar module
Total
Program total
3 332
1 759
5 091
84 071
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pointed out in other sections, the Apollo simulators provided the most valuable source of crew
training for each mission. A description of these simulators is provided in reference 6-12. The
time listed for lunar science training, shown in table 6-II as a speclal-purpose activity, is the
third highest total behind command module and lunar module simulator training. Science training
included geology field trips, lunar surface activity simulations, extravehicular preparation and
postactlvlty operations, and lunar roving vehicle trainer operation.
Table 6-III shows these same training data grouped into three different mission categories:
missions before lunar landing (C-, D-, and F-serles missions), the first four lunar landing mis-
sions (G- and H-serles missions), and the final three lunar landing missions (J-serles missions),
The trend in training emphasis across the three categories is interesting. Simulator training,
besides being the largest single training activity, increased significantly for the early lunar
landlng missions and then decreased for the J-serles missions. The speclal-purpose training
steadily increased in its percent of the total, with lunar science activities for the J-serles
missions making up more than one-thlrd of the total training effort. The training categories
of briefings, procedures, and spacecraft tests exhibited a decreasing level of training effort.
These decreases are, indeed, signs of maturity and standardization of flight procedures.
A further delineation of thetralning accomplished by the crews of the lunar landing missions
is provided in tables 6-IV and 6-V, which summarize the number of lunar surface simulations and
geology field trips. The lunar surface exercises in table 6-IV include training for operations
before, during, and after extravehicular activity. Lunar surface training made use of a full-
scale, hlgh-fldellty, lunar module mockup and actual lunar surface equipment. Training exercises
commenced after egress through the hatch and terminated before ingress, following closely the
planned lunar surface time lines. The training for the periods before egress and after ingress
provided rehearsals for the necessary crew procedures before and after the lunar surface activ-
ities. Major tasks in this training included backpack donning and doffing, cabin decompression
and repressurization, lunar surface sample stowage, and equipment cleaning. The geology field
trips presented in table 6-V, especially for the J-serles missions, generally followed an order
of incre%slng complexity. Earth features analogous to certain lunar geologic formations were
studied on the early field trips. These trips were followed by field exercises of lunar surface
traverse simulations using some of'the lunar surface sampling and geologic equipment. The latter
field trips rehearsed a nearly complete mission simulation and included the science support
teams in the Mission Control Center working with the suited astronauts on location.
For each mission, full dress rehearsals of the various flight phases were accomplished where
integration of the crew, the flight plan, and the ground support elements was an essential part
of the preflight preparation. These simulations were as valuable in preparing the ground crews
as they were for the flight crews. The scope of this phase of the simulation training program is
presented in table 6-VI in which the days spent conducting full-scale mission simulations for the
flight crew and M/salon Control Center personnel are listed.
6.3 FLIGHT PLA_ING
Any major manned spaceflight project requires a documented flight plan which brings man,
machine and operational techniques together to execute a mission. The need was particularly im-
portant in the complex Apollo program. Among the factors considered and eventually integrated
into the Apollo flight plans were:
a. Mission objectives and their related constraints
b. Vehicle system constraints and operations
c. Crew and ground procedures and their relationships
d. Duration and sequence of crew activities
e. Division and interaction of onboard tasks
f. Consumable constraints
g. Alternate and contingency plans
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TABLE 6-1V.- LUNAR SURFACE ACTIVITY SIMULATIONS
(Number of training sessions)
Apollo
mission
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
Total
Surface
operations
20
31
42
43
91
67
47
341
Operations before
and after extra-
vehicular activities
i0
4
ii
18
20
i0
20
93
Total
per
mission
30
35
53
61
iii
77
67
434
TABLE 6-V.- GEOLOGY FIELD TRIPS a
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Apollo Number of
mission trips
iii
12
13
14
15
16
17
4
7
7
12
18
13
aEach field trip lasted
from i to 7 days.
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TABLE6-VI.- INTEGRATEDCREW/GROUNDMISSIONSIMULATIONSa'b
(Numberof days)
Apollo
mission
7
8
9
i0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
Total
Command
module
simulator
18
14
i0
ii
6 (l)
10
13
12 (3)
13 (6)
16 (5)
13 (2)
136 (17)
Lunar
module
simulator
Command module
and lunar mod-
ule simulators
0
0
2
0
4
3
5
5 (2)
5
7 (Z)
6
37 (3)
0
0
8
7
7
12
9
12 (I)
7
i0
9
8l (l)
Total
per
mission
18
14
20
18
17 (i)
25
27
29 (6)
25 (6)
33 (6)
28 (2)
I 254 (2i)
alncludes participation of Mission Control Center personnel.
bNumbers in parentheses indicate simulations accomplished by
follow-on or support crewmen.
\4
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By the interaction of the preceding factors, the flight plan ultimately communicated to
project participants their roles and responsibilities, served as a guide for mission execution
and, in the end, was the means by which performance was measured.
6.3.1 Flight Plan Development
Flight plans, in a variety of forms and for a variety of purposes, were required from the
embryonic program definition stage through the culmination of the program with the lunar landing
missions. Through early experience, flight plan concepts matured and the flight plan became re-
cognized as a valuable tool in integrating many disciplines.
Apollo flight plans varied in complexity from that of the relatively simple Apollo 7 mis-
sion, involving one spacecraft in earth orbit, to those of the lunar landing missions, wherein
two spacecraft were active simultaneously in a fully integrated t/me llne. Flight plans, tried
and proven from each mission were progressively improved so that, even though flights became
more complex, the crews became more efficient.
6.3.1.1 Flight planning techniques.- All activities identified for Apollo flights were
scheduled in the flight plan in a sequence required to accomplish certain objectives. The ac-
tivity sequence fell into two basic categories:
a. Consecutive activities -- These consist of a series of related activities which must
be performed in a fixed sequence to accomplish a desired goal. Lunar module activation fell in
this category. Consecutive flight plan activities have the advantage of changing very little
from mission to mission and, therefore, provide the crew with tried and proven sequences during
critical mission phases.
b. Non-consecutlve activities -- These consist of a series of activities which need not
be performed in a fixed sequence to accomplish a desired goal. Lunar orbit science activities
fell in this category. Non-consecutive flight plan activities have the advantage of allowing
the crewman, from his vantage point, to select the best activity sequence to optimize a particu-
lar situation.
Within each category, certain activities are necessarily dependent on time and place of ex-
ecution. These activities are called dependent activities. Activities which are not constrained
by time or place are called independent activities. "Padding" was allowed in consecutive flight
plans to ensure that dependent activities would be performed at the appropriate time or place.
For non-consecutive flight plans, dependent activities were easily schedulable since the activity
sequence was flexible.
6.3.1.2 Alternate and contingency flight plans.- Apollo flight plans were constructed to
provide a maximum accomplishment of mission objectives assuming no major off-nomlnal situations.
These were called prime flight plans and one was generated for each mission. Unfortunately, be-
cause of the complexlties 0f vehicle Systems and Operational Constraints, no Apollo fllghts were
executed exactly as planned preflight.
In addition to the prime fligh t plan, two other types of flight plans were developed to sup-
port probable and/or predictable of_-nomlnal situations. Each fllght plan attempted to optimize
the mission based on the given off-nominal situations.
a. Alternate flight plans -- In the event the launch could not occur on the planned day and
time, alternate launch day flight plans were developed. Each flight plan was highly dependent
on a detail trajectory. Because the lunar trajectory is influenced by time and launch data, a
great deal of effort was spent developing unique trajectories and flight plans for each launch
opportunity. The alternate flight plans were equal to the prime flight plan in mission objectives.
b. Contingency fllght plans --Flight plans were developed to support missions brought about
by the failure of some critical system. While it was difficult to plan for all situations, only
those system failures which could radlcally affect the completion of the mission were considered
(e.g., no translunar injection; no transposition, docking and extraction; lunar module failure;
etc.). Contingency fllght plans attempted to glean as much as possible from the given situation
but fell far short of the objectives of the prime or alternate fllgbt plans. By the time of the
Apollo 17 mission, five distinct alternate mission plans, 20 contingency plans, and eight lunar
orbit alternate plans were developed.
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6.3.1.3 Pli_ht _lan verlflcatlon usln_ simulators.- Early flight experience indicated that
the portions of a mission that were simulated most thoroughly were those that were best executed
and virtually free of unexpected situations except for systems anomalles. Consequently, more
emphasis was placed in later missions on simulating as much of the mission as possible. In fact,
for the Apollo 16 and 17 missions, virtually the entire mission was being verified in the simu-
lators.
Crew simulations were very important to the flight planning and procedures development proc-
ess. Simulations provided a near-actual flight environment using equipment that closely matched
actual vehicle performance. In this situation the crew could execute portions of the flight plan
and could verify the sequence of activities, the length of activities, and the activity interac-
tion with trajectory and systems. The flight plan was tested and consequently optimized from
these simulations.
6.3.2 Flight Plan Execution
The onboard flight plan served as a crew guide in the execution of a mission. In some mis-
sion phases, the flight plan provided all of the execution data required to perform that phase.
In other phases, especially those that were critical and complex, the fllght plan served as an
index to checklists required in that phase by providing book names and page numbers where pro-
cedures were to be found. In these cases, the flight plan would set the sequence of activities
but checklists provided the actual procedural information.
Major emphasis during the Apollo program was placed on the execution of the mission exactly
as planned. In general, flight crews executed their flight plans with few missed activities.
The major contributors to off-nominal activities were equipment malfunctions. In order to pre-
vent major deviations from the prime flight plan, a close interface between the fllgb_ crew and
ground support team was required to quickly provide alternatives or solutions to problems. This
cooperation yielded a near-normal flight plan execution end, at the same time, optimized the mis-
sion.
Changes to the fllght plan during a mission were co_nunlcated by voice to the crew. The
crew would then work the changes on the prime flight plan. This technique was somewhat cumber-
some since it required much crew time, and was inherently confusing. It was therefore important
that the execution of the flight plan be as close to the prefllght plan as practical.
6.3.3 Change Control
The Apollo flight data file consisted of documents placed aboard the spacecraft for crew
reference in flying a mission. In addition to the flight plan, the following types of documents
were included.
a. Integrated flight procedures checklists (generally providing all information required
to conduct specific phases of a mission)
b. Systems checklists (procedures for operating specific systems)
c. Malfunction checklists (procedures for Isolatlng and correcting certain failures)
d. Systems data book
e. Graphics and maps
f. Cue cards (abbreviated procedures for crew use during tlme-crltical Idgh-denslty ac-
tivities)
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At the beginning of the Apollo program, the crew procedures control process was intended to
cover system operating procedures documents acquired from the hardware suppliers and internally
generated procedures documents which were not used in flight. As the program developed, it be-
came obvious that attempting to control crew procedures through documents that were not used di-
rectly by the crews was difficult and expensive. The interrelationships between the various con-
trol documents and the onboard documents were not adequately defined, nor was the purpose of
control documentation well understood. During the course of the program, procedural change con-
trol gradually evolved untll on Apollo 17 all procedures change control was directed toward the
flight data file. In general, in the latter stages of the program, the change control techniques
were to maintain overall cognizance and control of the flight data file contents and schedules.
Requirements for new flight data file articles or procedures were reviewed by the crew procedures
control board. Mature articles or procedures remained under direct control from mission to mis-
sion, thereby requiring that change control procedures he followed for all changes. New articles
or procedures normally came under direct control after the basic article was published. Items
that were highly trajectory dependent were updated to the new trajectory w/thout a requirement
for crew procedures control board concurrence.
Additional information on flight planning for Apollo missions is given in reference 6-13.
6.4 OPERATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY
In the course of the Apollo program, a varying complement of photographic equipment was car-
ried aboard each spacecraft to perform operational documentation, record crew observations, and
accomplish many scientific objectives. This photographic equipment most often consisted of a
16-milllmeter sequence camera system, two 70-millimeter still camera systems, and a 35-millimeter
still camera system. A 127-milllmeter lunar topographic camera was used to a limited extent.
The equipment complement also included a llght-meterlng system and various brackets and filters
to meet the required photographic objectives. The photographic equipment used on each fllght
through Apollo 13 is tabulated in reference 6-14. The reference also contains a discussion of
equipment hardware and operational development for three manned programs. Further details on
equipment characteristics can be found in reference 6-15. This report deals prlmerily with pho-
tographic equipment and use for Apollo missions 14 through 17, thereby supplementing the contents
of reference 6-14.
&
6.4.1 Equipment Su_nary
A typical complement of photographic equipment and accessories is listed in table 6-Vll
and depicted in figure 6-3. Miscellaneous operatlonal equipment is also included in the figure.
The three camera systems identified in the table are illustrated individually in figures 6-4,
6-5, and 6-6. Table 6-VIII lists crew-operated photographic equipment used for Apollo missions
14 through 17 and includes the types of lenses and film and a brief statement of usage for each
item. These missions were characterized by an increasing scientific emphasis which resulted not
only in the addition of new photographic equipment but also in a more diverse use of equipment.
The expended use is reflected in table 6-VIII.
6.4.2 Photographic Results
Photographs taken under operational conditions supported postfllght anomaly analyses, ve-
hlcle documentation and inspection requirements, crew mobility studies, scientific evaluations,
and equipment evaluations. Perhaps the most important photographs supported lunar sample docu-
mentatlon, lunar experiments location, and lunar terrain description, since photographs were the
primary data source for satisfying lunar exploration objectives in these areas. The photographs
also served the function of relaylng to the scientific co_unlty and the public at large the
exploration results in space and on the lunar surface, thereby sharing Apollo achievements with
people throughout the world. Early photographs of the lunar surface during the lunar landlng
development missions served to update existing lunar maps. The revised maps were used exten-
slvely for crew familiarization and training in the actual types of lunar terrain that would be
encountered. The improved maps were also used in selectlng landing sites.
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TABLE 6-VII.- TYPICAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENt
COMPLEMENT FOR LATER APOLLO MISSIONS
Item
16-ram sequence camera system:
Data acquisition cameras
Quantity
Film magazines
75-mm lens
18-mm lens
lO-mm lens
Right-angle mirror
Power cable
Remote control cable
Spare fuse
Mounting bracket
70-mm still camera system:
Electric camera
Electric data cameras
Film magazines
60-mm lens
80-mm lens
250-mm lens
500-mm lens
20-see intervalometer
8-sec intervalometer
Polarizing filter
dRing sight
35-mm still camera system:
Camera body
Film cassettes
Film canisters
55-mm lens
Polarizing filter
Red filter
Blue filter
Mounting bracket
espotmeter
Command
module
i0
I
1
1
i
1
i
1
8
i
1
1
I
i
8
7
i
i
I
i
i
Lunar
module
a2
b3
c3
b15
2
astowed in lunar module and transferred to lunar roving vehicle.
bStowed in command module and transferred to lunar module.
Cone long-focal-length camera used with a 500-mm lens; two
electric data cameras used for lunar geology and crew operations
documentation.
dAiming device for long-focal-length camera.
eLlght-measurlng system.
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TABLE 6-Vlll.- PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT USAGE (APOLLO 14 THROUGH 17)
C_era
Fllm
Lens focal
length, _-- type Usage or target(a)
Com_nand module 70_
electric
C_and module 70-ram
electric data
Couand module 16-ram
data acquisition
Couand module 127_
lunar topographic
Lunar surface 70-_
electric data
Lunar module 16-m_
data acquisition
Lunar surface 16-mm
data acquisition
80 3400
500 S0368
250 3400
80 3400
S0349
2485
18 S0368
5 S0168
i0 2485
18 in. S0349
3400
60 S0168
3400
10 80368
5 S0368
Ccu_and module 70-mm
electric
Lunar surface 70-_ga
electric
Lunar surface 70-mm
electric data
Command module 35-mm
Command module 16_
data acqulsitio_
Lunar module 16--_n
data acquisition
Lunar surface 16-mm
da_a acquisition
a3414 and S0349
3400 and 3401
2485
$0168
_168
S0368
lla-O
bultraviolet.
80, 250 S0368
500, 250 3414
2485
b105 iia-o
500 3401
60 3401
S-168
55 2485
18
Sextant
adapter
10
2485
S0168
S0368
S0368
Apollo 14
Transposition) dock/ng, and undocking; inflisht
damonstratlons; orbltal science; landing sites;
earth and moon
Zero phase; earthshlne; stereographlc strip of moon;
visibility study
Transposition, docking, and undocklnB; landmark
tracking; spacecraft interior; lunar dark slde;
Gegenschein; zodiacal light; galactlc survey;
earth entry
Landing sites of follow-on missions
Lunar geology documentation, lunar surface doc-
umentation, lunar module on surface, crew
operations
Lunar descent and ascent
Modular equipment transfer evaluation and lunar
surface experiments traverse
Apollo 15
Lunar eclipse; earth and moon; stereographic strip;
solar corona; terminator; Cegenschein; trans-
position and docking; rendezvous; lunar orbit sci-
ence; ultraviolet clouds, land, water, and earth;
lunar horizon and features
Panorama; geology and sample documentation;
distant surface features
Geology and sample documentation; docklug;
panorama; lunar surface experiment documen-
tation; lunar module; crew; scientific in-
strument module
Lunar surface in earthshine; terminator; zo-
diacal light; Mllky Nay; Gegenscheln; lunar
eclipse; lunar llbratlon point
Solar corona; conta_inatlon; twist of mass
spectrometer boom; transposition and docking;
rendezvous; entry
i Lunar surface from orbit
S0368 Undockin8; descent; lunar surface; ascent
75 S0368 Jettison of scientific instrument module
i0 - S0368 door; launch of subeatelllte; lunar roving re-
S0168 htcle sraverse and evaluation; surface geology
Slov-speed black and white.
Medlum-speed black and white.
Very-hlgh-speed black and wh/te.
High-speed color exterior,
Hlgh-speed black and white exterior.
Medlum-speed color exterior.
Ultraviolet spectroscopic.
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TABLE 6-VIII.- PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT USAGE (APOLLO 14 THROUGH 17) - Concluded
Film
Lens focal type Usage or target
Camera length, mm (a)
Command module 70-mm
electric
Lunar surface 7_
electric data
Command module 35_
Command module 16--mm
data acquisition
Lunar module 16-mm
data acquisition
Lunar surface 16_
data acquisition
80 2485
250 3401
S0168
b105 $0368
Ila-O
60 $0168
5OO 3401
55 2485
S0168
18 BW168
10 S0168
18 2485
75 S0368
10 S0368
10 S0368
Co_and module 70-mm
electric
Lunar surface 70_
electric
Command module 35-mm
Command module 16--_n
data acquisition
Lunar module 16-mm
data acquisition
80
250
60
500 '
55
75
18
10
10
S0168
2485
Apollo 16
Window calibration for solar corona; moon;
earth; electrophoresls; orbital science;
lunar module inspection; ultraviolet earth and
moon; lunar terrain, maria, and horizon
Geology sample documentation; lunar surface
experiment layout data; lunar module; dis-
cant lunar features
Gegenscheln; galactic; Gum Nebula; zodiacal
light; earchshlne; contamination; light flash
moving emulsion detector position data
Twist of mass spectrometer boom; food evalu-
ation; intravehlcular transfer; solar corona;
contamination; transearch extravehicular op-
erations; transposition and docking; lunar module
inspection; rendezvous; landmark tracking;
entry
Lunar module descent, ascent, and docking
Lunar roving vehicle traverse; crew mobility;
soll dynamics
Apollo 17
S0368 Undocklng; ejection; lunar module inspection;
2485 rendezvous; docking; earth and moon; orbital
science; solar corona; stereographlc strip;
contamination
S0368 Geology sample documentation; surface panorama;
3401 lunar surface experiment deployment; soil mechan-
ics; lunar module inspection; distant features
Light flash moving emulsion detector position data;
zodiacal light; galactic; lunar libratlon
point; lunar surface in earthshlne; dlm-llght
phenomena
S0368 Transposition and docking; undocking; rendezvous;
S0168 lunar module inspection; scientific instru-
2485 meat module door Jettison; Command Module Pilot
extravehicular activity; heat flow demonstra-
tion; comet; contamination; Intravehlcular op-
erations; lunar scrip photography; entry; parachute
deployment
S0368 Lunar descent; surface activity; lunar ascent;
rendezvous
a3414 and S0349
3400 and 3401
2485
S0168
BW168
S0368
lla-0
bultravlolst.
Slm_-speed black and white.
Medlum-speed black and white.
Very-high-speed black and white.
HighLspeed color exterior.
High-speed black and _/nite exterior.
Medium-speed color exterior.
Ultraviolet spectroscopic.
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On each of the lunar landing missions, an average of approximately 3400 frames of 70-milll-
meter film, 2000 feet of 16-millimeter film, and 250 frames of 35-millimeter film were exposed.
The 35-millimeter photographs supported, primarily, dim-light phenomena for the Apollo 16 and 17
missions, and a llmited number of 127-m111imeter photographs were taken for the Apollo 14 mission.
Several examples of crew photography are included in this section. In addition, crew photo-
graphs are used in other sections of this report. Of the many examples of long-range photography
from lunar orbit that are available, figures 6-7 and 6-8 were selected as being typical. Fig-
ure 6-9 was taken of the fully illuminated moon Just after the Apollo 17 transearth injection.
6.4.3 Conclusions
Crew photography was a primary source of data for the Apollo program and provided documenta-
tion of vehicle conditions and dynamics, crew operations, celestial phenomena, lunar surface fea-
tures and geology, and surface experiment location data. The following conclusions are drawn
from the Apollo experience.
With one exception, all photographic objectives were met with the operational camera systems
even though occasional problems required a second attempt in obtaining the data. The exception
was an instance in which hlgh-resolutlon photographs of Descartes were not obtained because of
a transistor failure in the primary camera system seconds before the primary photographic site
was reached. The Descartes data, however, were obtained with a backup camera and were of suffi-
cient resolution to meet minimum objectives.
The complement of camera equipment and lenses was properly selected to meet mission requlre-
ments and was obtained within budget guidelines. The use of professional quality commercial equip-
mont, when available in the format sizes required and with minor modification to meet space an-
vironmental cri6erla, was an adequate approach which resulted in quality photography at minimum
COSt.
I
6-_
Figure 6-7.- View of lunar surface taken from command module on Apollo 17.
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q
' Figure 6-8.- View of lunar surface as taken from command module.
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Figure 6-9.- View of fully illuminated moon taken after transearth
injection on Apollo 17.
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7.0 MISSION 0PEKATIONS
7-1
Apollo mission operational activities encompassed several diversified support disciplines.
The largest number of supporting personnel were located at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center in
Houston, Texas; numerous other supporting organizations were located throughout the United States
and the world. All 0rganlz@tlonal elements functioned as a unified team during a mission, with
some elements remaining active until a postflightreport of the mission had been published and
all conditions causing anomalous performance of the m/salon hardware had been resolved. This
section summarizes the activities of the major support disciplines and gives examples of the
problems encountered.
7.1 MISSION CONTROL
a
The basic objectives and responsibilities of mission control were established in previous
manned space flight programs. In the Apollo program, the flight control team continued its prl-
mary role in trajectory determination, maneuver computation, overall spacecraft systems evalua-
tion, and crew assistance as required. The capabilities involved in mission control were In-
tended to aid the crew in accomplishing the mission objectives and to preserve crew safety under
normal and contingency conditions. Even though the objectives remained unchanged, the role and
capability of mission control increased throughout the program to meet the additional require-
ments of each new mission.
7.1.1 Mission Control Center
The focal point for ground-based Apollo m/sslon operational activities was the Mission Con-
trol Center located at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center. The Mission Control Center contains
two identical mission operations control rooms (fig. 7-1). Either can be used, or in some cir-
cumstances, they can be used simultaneously. The mission operations control room provided the
working space for three basic groups of flight controllers: mission co_nd and control, systems
operations, and flight dynamics. Each group was assigned a nearby staff support room (fig. 7-2)
where data on the missions were _nltored and analyzed in detail. Other support areas within
the facility included a meteorological room, a spacecraft planning and analysis room, a recovery
operations control room, and a lunar surface experiments package support room. The consoles at
which the fllght cont-rollersworked in the mission operations control room, and those in many of
the support rooms, included one or mere televlslon screens and the necessary controls to display
data on a number of different channels. The data could be the same as that displayed on large
screens on the front wall of the mission operations control room, or other data could be "called
up" by changing channeis. Static informationwas-obta=Ined from a library of reference data,
while digltal-to-televislon display generators provided constantly changing data.
A real-time computer complex on the first floor of the Mission Control Center processed in-
coming tracking and telemetry data and compared actual mission conditions with predetermined
parameters. Of five primary computers in the real-time computer complex, two were used to sup-
port one mission operations control room, and two were used for the other. The fifth served as
a backup, or could be used to develop and perfect computer programs.
Another facility on the first floor that was essential to the success of a mission was the
co_nnunicatlons, command and telemetry system. The system processed the incoming dlgltal data
and distributed it on a real-time basis to the mission operations control room and support rooms
for display. The system also handled the dlgltal command signals to the spacecraft.
Another important facility was the voice communications system. It enabled the flight con-
trollers to talk to one another without having to leave their consoles, and it connected them
to the specialists in the support_rdoms, to fllght crew training facilities where specific pro-
cedures could be tried out on spacecraft simulators before they were recommended to the mission
crew, and to personnel along the _ed space Flight Network. It also provided the voice link
between the control center and the spacecraft.
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A separately located simulation checkout and training system enabled flight controllers in
the Mission Control Center and flight crews in spacecraft simulators at the Manned Spacecraft
Center and the Kennedy Space Center to rehearse a particular procedure or even a complete mis-
sion. The system even simulated voice and data reception from the far-flung stations of the
Manned Space Flight Network.
7.1.2 Emergency Power Building and Backup Facility
The Mission Control Center was supported by an emergency power building which housed gen-
erators and air conditioning equipment, and was hacked up by a secondary Mission Control Center
at the Goddard Space Flight Center.
7.1.2.1 Emergency power system.- Electrical power is distributed to the Mission Control
Center and within the emergency power building by either a "category-A" or "category-B" distri-
bution system (fig. 7-3). Category-A power is defined as the unlnterruptlble power supplied to
all critical loads in the Mission Control Center. The power is generated in the emergency power
building for two separate electrical buses which are electrlcally isolated from the commercial
power system and from each other. Category-B power is defined as interruptlble power supplied
to all loads other than the category-A power loads in the Mission Control Center. Under normal
operating conditions, the category-B power is supplied by commercial power; however, when a com-
mercial power failure occurs, the category-B power is generated in the emergency power building
by two diesel generators which start picking up the load within 25 seconds after the commercial
power failure. Depending upon conditions, the category-A power generating system is capable
of operating in any one of three different modes.
a. Mode i. During normal operation in which the commercial power system is intact, cate-
gory-A power is obtained from a 350-kilowatt electric motor-generator and a 350-kilowatt diesel
generator operating in parallel with each other. The diesel generator and motor-generator each
supply approximately one-half of the load to the appropriate A bus. Either generator is capable
of assuming the full load upon failure of the other. A third 350-kilowatt diesel generator acts
as the standby or "swing" generator and is capable of being substituted for any of of the cate-
gory-A power generators.
b. Mode 2. During periods in which the commercial power system supply has been interrupted
or has failed, both electric motor-generators cease to operate and the diesel generators tempo-
rarily assume the full load for the category-A power system. As soon as the category-B power
system generators have started, the category-A power system electric motor-generators are manu-
ally restarted and ere operationally powered by the category-B power generators.
c. Mode 3. During periods in which one of the category-B buses has been removed from ser-
vice, the respective category-A system electric motor-generator that was receiving power from
the bus ceases to operate. The standby diesel generator then operates in parallel with the op-
erating diesel generator to provldeuninterruptlble power £o the A bus. The remaining A bus op-
erates normally with the electric motor-generator operating in parallel with the diesel gener-
ator.
Depending upon conditions, the category-B power generating system is also capable of opera-
ting in any one of three modes.
a. Mode I. During normal operation in which the commercial power system is intact, each
of the B buses receives power from the co_merclal power system through step-down transformers
located on a substation pad adjacent to the emergency power building.
b. Mode 2. During periods when the co_erclai power system supply has been interrupted
or has failed, the B buses are tied together through bus-tie circuit breakers and the entire
category-B system load is supplied from two 1360-kilowatt diesel generators. Each generator is
capable of automatically starting and synchronizing with the other generator, and, as previously
mentioned, can hegin to supply system power to the B buses within 25 seconds. A third 1360-
kilowatt diesel generator is provided as a standby unit capable of being substituted for any one
of the 1360-kilowatt generators.
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Figure 7-3.- Mission Control Center power system.
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c. Mode 3. During periods when one of the substation pad transformers becomes inoperative
because of failure or a maintenance requirement, category-B buses may be tied together and power
supplied from the remaining transformer and one diesel generator operating in parallel. If one
of the B buses is out of service, the loads on that bus may be manually transferred to the other
B bus and the entire category-B power load supplied from the remaining operational transformer
and one diesel generator operating in parallel.
7.1.2.2 Emergency lighting system.- A battery-operated emergency lighting system in the
emergency power building is also provided for the safety of personnel in the event of a total
power failure. Should a power failure occur, the emergency lighting system will automatically
switch on and supply power to light fixtures strategically located in each area and in the cor-
ridors.
7.1.2.3 Emergency cooling system.- The emergency air conditioning equipment for the Mission
Control Center consists of two 700-ton water chillers, a 70-horsepower heating boiler, circula-
ting pumps, heat exchangers, automatic controls, and accessories. A cooling tower, erected ad-
Jacent to the emergency power building, provides condensing water to the chillers and Jacket
cooling water to the dlesel engine power generators.
7.1.2.4 Secondary Mission Control Center.- If an unforeseeable failure had prevented the
Control Center from continuing its support of a flight, an emergency facility at the Goddard
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland, could have been activated. The emergency center was
a strlpped-down version of the one in Houston, .incorporating Just enough equipment to let the
controllers support the flight to its conclusion.
7.1.3 Mission Control Functions
7.1.3.1 Unmanned flights.- Unmanned test flights for design verification of critical flight
equipment were relatively short, and only specific flight conditions had to be satisfied. Be-
cause execution of these flights was controlled mainly by the onboard guidance and navigation
system, the mission control function was limited. A real-tlme interface, however, did exist with
the Mission Control Center through the communications system, which provided up-llnk transmission,
telemetry, and tracking capability. Thus, the flight control teem had the capability to adjust
flight events and control systems operation to ensure that system evaluation requirements were
met. This control was used during the Apollo 6 mission when the S-IVB stage of the launch ve-
hicle failed to restart, as planned, after achieving earth orbit. Through up-llnk comm_nds, the
flight control team co--,-nded ignition of the service propulsion system to achieve an alternate
trajectory that satisfied the mission objective.
7.1.3.2 Manned flights.- With the first manned flight (Apollo 7), mission complexity and
duration increased. Likewise, the scope of mission control operations was expanded, and execu-
tion of additional and more complex duties demanded greater preparation and training of the
flight control team. The value of this comprehensive preparation was demonstrated when develop-
mant of contingency plans was necessitated hy the Apollo 13 cryogenic oxygen tank failure. As
the program progressed, each flight presented new objectives which required additional ground
support capability. Objectives such as translunar injection and hlgh-speed entry on Apollo 8,
dual spacecraft operations and actual rendezvous on Apollo 9, lunar-orblt insertion and trans-
earth injection on Apollo i0 and, flnally, the actual lunar landing on Apollo 11 all required
specialized support. Also required with each additional activity were new data computation
capabilities, monitoring techniques, operating procedures for normal and contingency events, and
new system operational criteria. With the successful completion of the Apollo ii mission, all
major lunar landing mission events had been accomplished; however, modifications were made to
improve the execution techniques or to provide increased capability. For example, the accuracy
of the Apollo Ii lunar landing was degraded by a position navigation error. To compensate for
such degradation, a technique was developed to blas the Apollo 12 landing target point during
the descent maneuver by a differential distance equivalent to the position error. When the mis-
sion control team observed the error from radar tracking, the required bias was provided to the
crew by voice transm/ssion.
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7.1.3.3 Dual-vehlcle operation.- Several new operational changes were required of the mis-
sion control team for dual-vehlcle operation. A/though dual-vehlcle operation had been intro-
duced on the Gemini program when two spacecraft first accomplished rendezvous, the Apollo oper-
ation was unique because the configuration of the two spacecraft was vastly different: each was
designed for a special function. The vehicle differences required additional flight controller
positions and modification of other positions in the Mission Control Center to accommodate data
display and to allow separate systems evaluation and support for each spacecraft. The increased
level of activity and the limitations in the ground data-processing equipment required a cooper-
ative operating discipline within the Mission Control Canter for the support of two active ve-
hicles. Special procedures were adopted to maintain coordination between responsible stations
for such operations as up-link transmissions to each spacecraft, high-speed data format selection,
and non-real-time data retrieval. Throughout the critical phases of lunar module descent and
ascent, the number of available television displays was decreased to reduce the workload on the
real-time computer complex. The remaining number was allocated by console position to ensure
distribution of mandatory monitoring data. M/sston control was essentially split into two oper-
ational divisions to manage the high activity of dual-vehicle support. Each division had a sep-
arate flight director and spacecraft co--,unicator supporting an individual spacecraft.
7.1.3.4 Lunar 9peratlon.- Another change in mission control for the Apollo program was the
operation in the lunar environment. Because the spacecraft were operating at much greater dis-
tances from earth, emphasis was placed on maintaining the mission abort and return capability.
Also, spacecraft systems management and evaluation became more critical. Before executing each
major lunar mission event, the systems status was verified to satisfy required minimum capabil-
ity. For example, the service propulsion system control integrity was in question before the
Apollo 16 lunar orbit clrcularlzatlon maneuver (ref. 7-1). Consequently, a delay of the lunar
landing was necessary to understand the malfunction fully and to ascertain the remaining capa-
billty, even though the landing conditions and subsequent surface activities would be affected.
Precision trajectory management was required to achieve the desired conditions for all lunar
landings. The effects of spacecraft attitude thruster firings and the lunar gravitational vari-
ations introduced errors in predicted trajectories. The thruster effects were minimized by ad-
Justing the planned spacecraft activities so that attitude maneuvers during the critical tracking
intervals were avoided. The development of improved lunar gravitational potential models and nav-
iga_ion biasing techniques compensated for the gravitational effects. As each lunar mission was
accomplished, mare knowledge was gained to provide greater confidence in maintaining predicted
lunar mission trajectories.
The initial lunar landing, Apollo 11, initiated still another expansion to mission control
operations. In previous flights, the mission control objective had been to verify the equipment
and techniques required to place man on the maon. For Apollo 11 and subsequent missions, the
operational objective was expanded to include the scientific exploration of the lunar surface.
To achieve the lunar surface extravehicular activity objectives, mission control served as the
interface between the flight crew and the ground-based scientific investigators. In this role,
mission control assumed responsibility for the real-tlme management of experiment deployment,
traverse planning, sample collection, surface photography, and experiment data retrieval. Addl-
tlonal operational support was provided to monitor and evaluate the status and performance of
surface equipment such as the extravehicular mobility unit and the lunar roving vehicle. This
capabillty also provided general crew assistance in manlpulatlng the lunar roving vehlcle tele-
vision camera and in recording such data as sample container numbers, film magazine codes, and
crew observational co-_ents. The management of and data retrieval from the Apollo lunar surface
experiments package central station and associated experiments was unique for mission control be-
cause of thls activity extended beyond the end of the mission. Between missions, a small seEmant
of the mission control teem continued active support of the Apollo lunar surface experiments from
previous missions by collecting and distributing instrument observation data. In addition, up-
llnk commands were sent to manage some of the instrument packages on the lunar surface. Begin-
nlng with the Apollo 15 mission, science support was again expanded to include operations of
lunar orbital experiments. A special mission control function was established to manage the
tlme-llne execution and real-time evaluation of the crew-operated equipment. Assistance was
provided to the crew in management of equipment configuration and on-off operating time.
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7.1.4 Concluding Remarks
In summary, mission control maintained a flexibility of operation to support the program re-
quirements. A/though the basic intent remained constant, mission control capabilities and respon-
sibilities expanded as required to support the variety of missions undertaken.
7.2 MISSZON PLANNING
7.2.1 Trajectory Design
Initial mission planning and trajectory design early in the Apollo program transformed the
broad lunar landing objectives Into a standard mission profile and sequence of events against
which the many spacecraft systems could be designed. Preliminary trajectory design, like the
spacecraft hardware design, was developed from specified objectives within a framework of system
functional characteristics and mission operational constraints. The process consisted of a se-
ries of iterative cycles in which the basic lunar mission trajectory was increasingly refined as
the program progressed and as the flight hardware and operational planning became more definite.
As might be expected, incompatibilities arose between system capabilities and trajectory
performance requirements which necessitated tradeoff studies so that compromises could be reached.
In this respect, trajectory design activity was one of the primary means of achieving the overall
systems integration on which the success of the program rested. As hardware designs became final,
the trajectory design was _ore operationally oriented to conform to the expected capabilities of
the spacecraft and ground support equipment.
The final mission design effort occurred largely in the year preceding each launch and in-
volved the development of an operational trajectory and the associated detailed procedures, tech-
niques, mission rules, and flight software. The operational documentation and data were used by
the flight crew and ground control personnel for both nominal and contingency trajectory control
and monitoring. The major problems encountered in the design of the various Apollo trajectories
were not as technical as they were accoam_dative to the myriad user requirements, hardware and
launch schedules, and the presentation of the proper data formats.
Another area in which problems were more bothersome and time consmning than they were tech-
nlcally difficult wa s that of designing the trajectory and providing associated data to overcome
systems limitations, particularly those discovered immediately before launch, and acco_odating
last-minute changes. Trajectory engineers demonstrated a great deal of ingenuity, for example,
when retargeting was required on several of the earlier missions and when a precision lunar land-
ing was dictated on later missions. In the latter case, a new technique of updating the target
vector in the onboard computer during the actual descent maneuver was very successful.
Early in the trajectory design effort, the need became apparent for some type of Configura-
tion control to ensure that all elements were using the same systems performance parameters.
The proposal for a data management system to provide this necessary control was accepted and re-
sulted in the production of the Spacecraft Operational Data Book. This document, with its con-
tinuous updates, and the date management elements in other organizations provided a co,non data
base for all users.
In the early stages of the program, much more effort was devoted to planning for contingen-
cies than to planning the nominal trajectory. This fact was also true for the two previous pro-
grams. As more confidence was gained in the systems performance and the basic trajectory design
techniques, the concentration of effort on contingencies was somewhat reduced. The effort toward
contingency planning was not wasted, however, since the ability of trajectory design engineers
to respond rapidly to the Apollo 13 emergency was Instrumental in returning the crew safely to
earth.
&
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7.2.2 Consumables
During the early Apollo mission planning, the need for a single authoritative consumables
data source became apparent. A consumables analysis group was therefore chartered to define all
major consumables data for the spacecraft. The trajectory design team was given this responsi-
bility because of the close relationship of trajectory design to overall mission planning and
systems functional performance, which included consumables usage.
7.2.3 Lunar Landing Site Selection
Lunar landing site selection was a complex process which involved technical tradeoffs among
diverse interests. The scientific considerations were balanced against the system capabilities
by a Site Selection Board and a recommendation was then made to agency management where the final
selection was made. The trajectory design team provided inputs to the Site Selection Board on
the suitability of several candidate sites for a given mission based upon operational considera-
tions such as the translation of spacecraft performance capability into accessible areas on the
lunar surface. The accessible areas were then correlated with the candidate landing sites to
determine which sites were available. Reference 7-2 describes in detail the site selection proc-
ess and the various trade-offs required.
Among the various organizations responding to the Site Selection Board on the acceptability
of the various sites, trajectory design personnel probably appeared to be one of the least con-
servative. This lack of conservatism probably stemmed from the fact that numerous proven analyt-
ical tools and trajectory shaping techniques provided great confidence in the face of newm/ssion
requirement uncertainties. For example, without these tools and the wealth of mission planning
experience, the scientifically valuable Taurus-Littrow site probably could not have been approved
for the Apollo 17 mission. Based on the accuracy of both the lunar and the earth landings, the
tools and techniques were demonstrated to be effective, and the recommendations made to the Site
Selection Board regarding site accesslblity were timely and correct.
7.2.4 Documentation
Because of numerous inputs that influenced the trajectory design and because of the many
users of operational trajectory data, adherence to a strict control procedure was necessary to
provide the trajectory design within the time constraints of the program. To determine and de-
fine the proper input data and to provide the data on schedule, a mission documentation plan was
established which integrated the various requirements of the organizations involved in the flight
planning and the actual operations. This documentation plan defined the types of data required
and specified the established user need dates so that publication Of flnai trajectory data would
he timely. The plan included the standard time, position and veloclty trajectory information,
as well as specific information such as tracking station data, attitude data, contingency data,
dispersion analyses, consumables analyses, slmulator input data, and onboard crew charts. Ref-
erences 7-3 through 7-12 are representative documents.
7.3 MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NETWORK
r
The initial support of the Apollo program by the Mission Control Center/Manned Space Flight
Network (later called the Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network) began during the terminal phases
of the Gemini program with the three short orbital flights of Apollo missions AS-201, AS-202, and
AS-203. These unmanned flights were supported with the ground systems hardware and software used
in the Gemini program. Systems such as the tmlfied S-band communlcatlons equipment, which were
to become well known in the Apollo program, were in their infancy and were used only on a ground
systems test basis. Remote control from the Houston M/salon Control Center was almost nonexist-
ent, and the flight controllers were sent to many of the Manned Space Fllght Network stations to
support each flight.
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7.3.1 Command Systems
The radio-frequency co.-.unlcatlons links between the ground and the Apollo spacecraft were
similar to those of the Gemini program and used the l-kilohertz/2-kilohertz phase-shift-keyed
modulation techniques; however, the equipment for cortland generation differed. A computer-
operated digital command system was used for Gemini flights and the first three Apollo flights
in which command execution from the Mission Control Center was limited to special interfaces
with three range stations through the use of a down-range up-link system. The commands to be
transmitted to the spacecraft were transferred from the master digital command system in Houston
through commercial carrier facilities to a station down-range up-link system which in turn pro-
vided the radio-frequency modulation to the spacecraft. At remote stations, such as Guaymas,
Mexico, and Canarvon, Australia, flight control teams sent from Houston used station digital
command systems to execute the connnands.
The main-llne Apollo program was to provide a different operation. The computer had matured,
as had the use of digital communications. While radlo-frequency modulation remained the same,
modified 642B computers replaced the digital command system. Up-llnk commands were no longer
transmitted directly from Houston. Each remote station computer was programmed with unique com-
mand words, and the execute decision from the Mission Control Center became requests for the pre-
programmed command words. Additionally, the Mission Control Center was no longer limited to com-
mand execution through three stations because 13 prime range stations within the Manned Space
Flight Network were linked to a 494 computer in Houston by a similar 494 computer at the Goddard
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.
Modulation techniques remained the same; however, the radio-frequency link changed. Gemini
and early Apollo missions were conducted in near-earth orbit, using an ultrahigh-frequency com-
mand system. To communicate effectively at greater than near-earth orbital distances, the
Apollo program used a unified S-band system, and the up-llnk commands became an integral part of
that system with commnnds modulating a 70-kilohertz subcarrier.
The practice of sending flight control teams to selected remote stations to execute commands
and monitor telemetry was gradually discontinued. Confidence was established in the new system,
and the Apollo 7 mission was supported with all the flight control personnel being located at
the Manned Spacecraft Center and operating with a totally remote Manned Space Flight Network.
After the Apollo 7 mission, the command system configuration remained relatively unchanged.
The only significant change was the adoption of the universal command system concept with the
Mission Control Center complex during the_later lunar missions. The universal command system in-
creased system flexibility by providing the capability to execute real-time conmmnds from any
colnnand panel by means of a thumbwheel selection. Until this time, real-time commands were in-
dividually selected by unique pushbutton indicators at specific consoles. Previously, if a spe-
cific console was not functioning, comv_nd capability for the discipline controlled from that
console was lost. The universal co_znand system allowed the flight controller to move to another
console or to have someone else execute his command if his console malfunctioned.
7.3.2 Telemetry Systems
Telemetry, llke the co--._nd system, was subjected to major changes. Only two sources of
real-tlme digital telemetry existed at the Manned Spacecraft Center for the initial Apollo flights.
The primary source came from the Kennedy Space Center and was known as the Gemini launch data sys-
tem (later called the Apollo launch data system). The data were received on ultrahlgh-frequency
links, dacou--utated, sent to the data core system at Kennedy Space Center, and than transmitted
to Houston at a 40.8-kiloblt rate. The only other digital source was a 2.0-kiloblt link from
Bermuda. Real-time telemetry from the remaining Manned Space Flight Network stations was lim-
ited to critical events and was transmitted by frequency modulation on volce-quallty long-line
circuits. The primary method for providing telemetry data to the Manned Spacecraft Center was
via teletype. Down-linked data received at the Manned Space Flight Network stations were decom-
mutated and routed into 1218-type computers. Selected parameters were then extracted from the
computer, on manual request, in teletype format and transmitted to the Manned Spacecraft Center.
At the Mission Control Center, the teletype telemetry data were routed to the real-tlme computer
complex for processing. After processing, smmnary messages were transmitted from Houston to the
remote stations so that the onslte flight controllers would know the vehicle status before an up-
coming pass over the range station.
i)
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With the availability of 642B computers, a different and more suitable system was developed.
All the data were now decommutated, sent to the 642B computers, and formatted for digital output
to the Mission Control Center in the same manner that commands were sent to the range stations.
Two 2.4-kilohit lines from each range station to the Goddard Space Flight Center provided digi-
tal data in real time. Each llne was dedicated to a selectable telemetry format. Each format
contained specific data from a certain vehlcle or vehicles, and the format was selectable by ei-
ther the Mission Control Center or the remote station. The llnk between the Mission Control Cen-
ter and the Goddard Space Flight Center consisted of two 40.8-kiloblt lines and could provide
data from multiple stations to the Mission Control Center, thereby providing either redundant
data from one vehicle or data from multiple vehicles during periods when the vehicles were sep-
arated. These data were received and decommutated by 494-type computers at the Manned Spacecraft
Center and transferred to either the real-tlme computer complex, the telemetry ground stations,
or directly to console event lights. This configuration was used until the Apollo 15 mission,
when the data rate of the lines was increased to 4.8 kiloblts. At this time, the two telemetry
formats were transmitted on one llne only, and the second llne was used for the transmission of
digital biomedical data. Also at this point, frequency-modulated telemetry - the last of the
Gemini systems - became a backup system to be used only in a contingency mode.
7.3.3 Tracking Systems
As was the case with the command and telemetry systems, tracking systems needed significant
upgrading to provide adequate support for the Apollo program. Although, unlike other systems,
the Gemini systems, for the most part, were retained. A significant change, however, was the
use of the unified S-band system as a source of trajectory data. During the Gemini program, the
primary source of trajectory data was C-band radar. To support Apollo, something else was needed
because C-band radar, llke ultrahlgh-frequency and very-high-frequency telemetry, was serviceable
only in earth orbit.
Ground systems processing of the resultant unified S-band trajectory data remained relatively
unchanged. Teletype was still the method used to transmit the trajectory information and, al-
though the computers involved were of a new generation, the software programs accomplished the
same tasks.
7.3.4 Communications Systems
The communications systems, although often overlooked, probably underwent the most signifi-
cant reconfiguratlon. The communications for the Gemlnl Manned Space Flight Network consisted
primarily of voice and teletype circuitry used in a postpass or near-real-time fashion. The
Apollo program required that digital data be routed to Houston in real time; voice communication
with the spacecraft was no longer the responsibility of an on-statlon flight control team but re-
quired routing to a single point in the Mission Control Center; and television from the lunar
surface was relayed to Houston from Madrid, Spain, Honeysuckle Creek, Australia, and Goldstone,
California. Each change in a data system or the addition of a new system constituted s similar
change in the communications system.
In the Gemini program, the co_unlcatlons network consisted of facilities leased from vari-
ous commercial carrier companies. These facilities consisted of landline, submarine cable and
microwave systems; the latter being avoided whenever possible because of uncertain reliability.
The required circuitry, circuit reliability, and circuit quality for Apollo increased an order
of magnitude over those of Gemini. Contributing to the overall improvement was the shift from
the use of submarine cables to communlcatlons satellites for global communications.
7.4 RECOVERY OPERATIONS
The decision to use the water-landlng mode for the Apollo program allowed the basic recovery
concepts and techniques developed during the Mercury and Gemini programs to be retained. Although
these concepts and techniques were generally applicable, the recovery requirements resulting from
flying a new spacecraft on a translunar trajectory necessitated the development of some new re-
covery force deployment concepts and also the development of specialized equipment, tools, and
procedures. The aspects of recovery unique to the Apollo program are discussed.
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7.4.1 Department of Defense Support
In consonance with the intent of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, existing
Department of Defense resources were integrated into the Apollo program where possible to avoid
unnecessary duplication of effort, facilities, and equipment. Department of Defense support re-
sponsibilities were assigned in the areas of launch and recovery operations, communications, med-
icine, meteorology, and public affairs. Personnel support ranged from approximately 4000 for the
AS-201 mission to more than 9000 for the Apollo 8 mission. The greater portion of this support
was for recovery operations. For a manned mission, the major recovery responsibilities entailed
locating the command module; providing on-the-scene assistance to the crew if necessary; retriev-
ing the crew and command module; and providing for the return of the crew, lunar samples, data,
and equipment.
7.4.2 Recovery Posture
7.4.2.1 Earth orbital missions.- A four-zone recovery concept was used for the Apollo 7 and
Apollo 9 manned earth orbital missions. Two zones were located in the Atlantic and two in the
Pacific Ocean areas. The West Atlantic zone contained the primary landing area, which was sup-
ported by an aircraft carrier. Secondary landing areas, supported by destroyers and ships of
similar capability, were located within or near all four zones.
7.4.2.2 Lunar missions.- The recovery posture for the lunar missions differed from that of
the earth orbital m/ssions in several ways. The concepts and support provided are perhaps best
discussed as they relate to specific types of landing areas defined for different mission phases.
a. Launch phase. As in the previous manned space flight programs, recovery forces were de-
ployed in the so-called launch site area to rescue the crew if it had been necessary to initiate
an abort while the spacecraft was on the launch pad or during the first seconds of flight. The
recovery area was defined by the range of launch azimuths, which were dependent on the launch
window. For a given wind profile and launch azimuth, the locl of posslble landlng points lay in
a narrow corridor within this area. The location of the corridor was identified and transmitted
to the recovery forces before launch.
The next area of coverage required for the launch phase was the so-called launch abort area
in which the command module would land if an abort were initiated between about 90 seconds after
llft-off and the time of insertion into an earth-parking orbit. Figure 7-4 illustrates a typical
launch abort area based on a range of launch azimuths from 72" to I06 °. As in the launch site
area, the iocl of possible landing points lay within a relatively narrow corridor once the ac-
tual launch azi--,th was established.
The probability of a landing in sector B of the launch abort area (from i00 to 3400 miles
down range) was relatively low because the capability to insert the spacecraft into earth orbit
using the S-IVB stage and the service propulsion system was present after reaching a downrange
distance of less than 1000 miles. Therefore, a lower level of recovery support for sector B was
Justified. As the program progressed, the support for both sectors was reduced and dependence
was placed on ships of opportunity for retrieval of the command module. The maximum time spe-
cified for providing pararescue assistance to the flight crew, however, was maintained at 4 hours
for all flights. HC-130 search-and-rescue aircraft with pararescue personnel aboard were airborne
in the launch abort area before launch. These aircraft were positioned so that the 4-hour access
time requirement could be mat. When a launch delay occurred, the aircraft moved south and main-
tained advantageous positions with respect to the updated launch azimuth.
The most significant change in the launch abort recovery force deployment was that, beginning
with Apollo 16, the requirement for recovery ship support of sector A was deleted. The launch
81te HH-53C helicopter was used instead because, with Infllght refueling, the aircraft had become
capable of retrieving the flight crew to a distance of 1000 miles. Also, the insertion tracking
ship U.S.N.S. Vunguard could have provided assistance if a contingency landing had occurred in
its vicinity.
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b. Earth-parklng-orbit phase. The second phase of lunar mission recovery support was im-
plemented at insertion of the spacecraft/S-IVB stage into earth orbit. Two recovery zones were
defined. One was located in the West Atlantic, and a larger zone was located in the m/d-Pacific
(fig. 7-5). Secondary landing areas, supported by ships and/or aircraft, were designated within
or near these zones so that assistance could be provided to the crew within 6 hours if a landing
became necessary before translunar injection.
A lower level of recovery support was provided for all the area (exclusive of the secondary
landing areas) which was within the 40 ° latitude lines. This area was called the orbital con-
tingency landing area. The recovery support consisted of specially equipped HC-130 aircraft
(where possible, the same aircraft that supported the launch abort and secondary landing areas).
These aircraft were deployed to staging bases from which they could have provided assistance to
the crew within specified times, generally not to exceed 48 hours. Although some portions of the
area were beyond the 48-hour capability of the aircraft, a degree of risk was accepted based on
the low probability of a contingency landing in these locations weighed against the cost of main-
taining higher support levels.
TO provide for the possibility of an earth orbital alternate m/sslon if the translunar in-
Jection maneuver could not have been performed, additional target points were selected to provide
a landing opportunity on each revolution. Whenever possible, these points were chosen within the
West Atlantic and ndd-Paclflc zones. On determination that an earth orbital alternate mission
would be flown, the sizes of the zones would have been reduced and the recovery forces redeployed
to provide optimum support. If a secondary recovery ship (destroyer or similar sized ship) had
initially been supporting the m/d-Paclfic zone, the primary recovery ship (aircraft carrier) would
have relieved the secondary ship.
c. Translunar injection to end of mission. After performance of a successful translunar
injection maneuver, designated ships were deployed to support so-called deep-space secondary
landing areas located on the north-south trending lines in the Pacific and Atlantlc Oceans shown
in figure 7-2. These lines were known as the m/d-Paclflc llne and the Atlantic Ocean llne. In
addition, HC-130 aircraft were available to support these landing areas as well as the entire
area within the 40" latitude lines where a landing could occur, shown by the shaded area in fig-
ure 7-2. As a m/sslon progressed, the ships maintained positions that would allow them to re-
trieve the crew within specified times (ranging from 16 to 32 hours) in case of a deep-space
abort. The spacecraft, preferably, was tO be targeted for a landing area on the m/d-Paclflc llne
since the pr_nary recovery ship was there. If this had not been possible, a landing would have
been made where a secondary recovery ship was available. A ship was positioned on the Atlantic
Ocean llne for five of the nine lunar m/sslons. The requirement was not levied for the later
missions. If an Atlantic Ocean landing had been necessary for these m/sslons, recovery of the
command module would have been effected by a shlp of opportunity.
When the Apollo 13 mission was aborted, the spacecraft was initially placed on a free-return
circumlunar trajectory that would have resulted in a landing in the Indian Ocean. To shorten the
return time and to provide primary recovery ship support, a transearth injection maneuver was
performed approximately 2 hours after passing lunar pericynthion. This maneuver and two mid-
course corrections placed the spacecraft on a trajectory that permitted a landing on the mid-
Pacific llne. Because of the emergency, additional support was provided by the Department of
Defense and offers of assistance were made by many nations. Including voluntary support, 21
ships and 17 aircraft were available for an Indian Ocean landing, and 51 ships and 21 aircraft
were available for an Atlantic Ocean landing. In the Pacific Ocean, 13 ships and 17 aircraft
were known to be available in addition to the designated forces.
d. Normal and-of-mlsslon landing. BefOre the co_nd module entered the earth atmosphere,
the primary recovery ship was positioned a few miles from the end-of-mlssion target point and
aircraft were typically positioned as shown in figure 7-6. Shlpborne aircraft were positioned
in the immediate area, and land-based HC-130 aircraft were positioned up range and down range
for tracking and for providing pararescue capability in case of an undershoot or overshoot.
. I
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Elaborate precautions were taken for the first three lunar landing missions to prevent con-
tamination from possible alien micro-organlsms during retrieval and transportation of the crews
and their spacecraft to the Lunar Receiving Laboratory at the Manned Spacecraft Center. At that
time, the presence of lunar micro-organisms was thought possible, and the precautions taken were
based on recommendations from an interagency committee on back contamination and the desire of
NASA to be cautious. Because no micro-organlsm could be identified after three lunar sites had
been explored, the precautions were eliminated for the final three missions.
Table 7-I gives the overall ship and aircraft support provided for the Apollo program. Ad-
ditlonal landing and recovery data are given in appendix A.
7.4.3 Equipment and Procedures
Primary recovery ships and attendant swimmer/helicopter teams were used for recovery of all
crews. In general, the normal crew retrieval procedures consisted of deploying swimmers, a flo-
tation collar, and a sea anchor from helicopters; attaching the sea anchor and collar to the com-
mand module; deploying rafts from a helicopter; attaching a raft to the collar; opening the com-
mand module hatch; and assisting each crewmember, in turn, into a raft from which they were helped
into a rescue net suspended from the pickup helicopter (fig. 7-7). These procedures were prac-
ticed by the Apollo crews before their missions and by the helicopter and swimmer teams both be-
fore the missions and while en route to recovery stations.
For the first three lunar landing missions, special equipment and procedures were used to
isolate the Apollo crewmen and the recovery personnel required to enter the com,mnd module, to
isolate the command module interior and its contents, and to decontaminate any areas that might
have been exposed to contaminants. During the swimmer/helicopter operations, the crewmen donned
biological isolation garments before egress and wore the garments until they were inside a mobile
quarantine facility on the hangar deck of the recovery ship. The conmmnd module, when hoisted
aboard, was positioned near the quarantine facility and connected to the facility by a tunnel
which provided access to the cabin for removal of lunar samples and other items (fig. 7-8).
Airborne electronic location equipment consisted of NASA-furnished search-and-rescue-and-
homing systems and AN/ARD-17 direction finder sets. The search-and-rescue-and-homing equipment
was installed on primary recovery ship helicopters and on the helicopters used in the launch site
recovery area and was compatible with the command module recovery beacon and survival beacon fre-
quency of 243 megahertz. The AN/ARD-17 sets, developed especially for the Apollo program, were
installed in HC-130 aircraft. Two aircraft were generally located approximately 200 miles up
range and down range of the predicted landing point and offset from the cow,hand module groundtrack
(fig. 7-6). The S-band tracking was used from the end of the com_unicatlons blackout until ap-
proximately i minute before the predicted main parachute deployment. (The VHF recovery beacon
was activated at that time.) The S-band tracking mode was used to help determine whether the
landing would occur up range or down range of the particular aircraft. The set was then switched
to the VHF mode to attempt recognition of the recovery beacon signal as soon as the beacon was
turned on. Immediate recognition of the recovery beacon signal was desirable because the llne-
of-sight range was approximately 300 miles when the conmmnd module was at an altitude of i0 000
feet compared with a 195-mile range when the coz_and module was on the water.
Small waterproof radios were issued to Air Force pararescue personnel and Navy swimmers to
permit communications with aircraft, the recovery ships, and the Apollo crews during recovery
operations. The radios had three operating modes: voice or beacon when operating on a frequency
of 282.8 megahertz and voice only when operating on a frequency of 296.8 megahertz.
The special equipment carried aboard the HC-130 aircraft also included an a/rcraft-deployed
drift reduction system. The system consisted of two parachute-dellvered drag packages connected
by a buoyant line. The drag packages were dropped in the path of the co_nd module so that the
llne could be snagged as the command module drifted across the llne. A grappling hook could have
been deployed through the co_nand module side hatch pressure equalization valve port (after re-
moval of the valve) by a crewman to snag the line or, if the com-mnd module went underneath the
line, the inflated uprighting bags would have snagged it. Tests of the system showed that the
parachutes, acting as sea anchors, effectively slowed the drift rate of the command module, in-
creasing the probability of reaching the command module quickly.
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TABLE 7-I.- APOLLO RECOVERY SUPPORT
Mission
Overall recovery forces
Navy ships Aircraft
Atlantic
Ocean
AS-201
AS-202
Apollo 4
Apollo 5
Apollo 6
Apollo 7
Apollo 8
Apollo 9
Apollo 10
Apollo 11
Apollo 12
Apollo 13
Apollo 14
Apollo 15
Apollo 16
Apollo 17
Pacific
Ocean
3
2
m
2
5
6
3
4
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
Navy
16
43
37
25
8
21
7
10
13
9
8
5
5
6
5
8
4
5
1
5
4
6
3
4
3
3
2
3
2
a1
aI
Air Force
16
4
5
i0
23
22
22
2O
18
17
14
14
12
ii
i0
4
asmall ships were used for'sonic boom measurements in addition to
the ship indicated.
t
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Figure 7-7.- Helicopter pickup of Apollo crewman.
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Much special equipment was carried aboard secondary recovery ships to facilitate command
module retrieval and handling. The major item on destroyers was a NASA-developed davit crane
that incorporated a holdoff ring to stabilize the co.uvand module during pickup. A boilerplate
ccmunand module was furnished to all secondary recovery ships so that retrieval training could be
conducted while the ships were en route to assigned areas. In addition, a kit containing auxil-
lary retrieval equipment was provided. Included in the kit were such items as llne threaders,
threaders, poles, hooks, fending pads, and a cradle to support the bollerplate co_Emnd module
during training or the actual command module, if recovered. No special facilities were furnished
for the biological isolation of lunar landing mission crews; however, if a secondary recovery
ship had performed a recovery, the Apollo crewmen would have been quarantined in whatever facil-
ities were available.
The vehicles, equipment, and procedures used in the launch site recovery area were slmilar
to those used for Gemini flights; however, several procedural changes were made and some new
equipment was introduced. Starting with Apollo 7, the HH-53C heavy-lift helicopter was added to
the complement of launch site recovery vehicles for uprIghtlng the command Nodule and for deliv-
ering pararescue personnel, flrefighters, and equipment. For surf operations, the same type of
amphibious vehicle used during Gemini was initially adapted for command module retrieval, but
the use of this vehicle was discontinued after Apollo Ii when surf retrieval procedures using
the HH-53C helicopter were developed. Examples of equipment developed or adapted for crew rescue
from the command module include a "Jammed hatch k/t," containing special tools for gaining access
to the command module crew compartment, and a hellcopter-deployable fire suppression kit for ex-
tinguishing hypergollc fires. In addition, improved protective clothing was developed for fire-
fighting personnel.
7.4.4 Command Module Postretrleval and
Deactivation Procedures
Shipboard recovery activity after command module retrieval included photographing the com-
mand module; documenting observations and inspections; verifying electrical shutdown of the ve-
hicle; and removing and expediting the return of lunar samples, data, and specified equipment.
On arrival at a designated deactivation site, the command module was inspected and its con-
dition evaluated by a landing saflng team. The pyrotechnic devices were safed, and the reaction
control system propellants were removed according to prescribed procedures. Deactivation opera-
tions were carried out without Incident except for the one performed on the Apollo 16 command
module (sac. 4.4.7.2). While the oxidizer was being removed, the scrubber tank of the decontam-
ination unit exploded, destroying the ground support equipment unit and damaging the building
where the operation was being performed. The personnel in the area received only minor injuries,
and the coE_and module was not damaged. Tests showed that the explosion was caused by excessive
gases produced because the quantity of neutralizer was insufficient for the quantity of oxidizer
being removed. Corrective actions were implemented for the Apollo 17 command module and all sub-
sequent vehicles, the primary action being to eliminate the requirement to neutralize residual
propellants at the deactivation site.
7.4.5 Concludlng Remarks
The effectiveness of the overall recovery support was maintained even with a trend toward
the use of fewer ships and aircraft as the program progressed. The force reductions were based
on several factors: a contlnually increasing confidence in the rellabillty of the spacecraft and
launch vehicles, the avallabillty of a tracking ship (the U.S.N.S. Vunguard) that could serve as
a recovery ship during the launch abort phase, the deletlon of the requirement for quarantine,
and the availability of long-range heavy-llft hellcopters late in the program.
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7.5 EFFECTS OF WEATHER ON MISSION OPERATIONS
The weather had no significant effect on the major operations of the Apollo program. Some
weather considerations are noteworthy, however, and are discussed briefly. The discussion is
divided into three parts: operations during vehicle testing at the launch complex, the launch
phase, and recovery operations.
7.5.1 Prelaunch Operations
Spanning a period of 7 years, approximately 106 instances in which weather had an impact on
prelaunch operations were recorded. As the program progressed, work curtailments and interrup-
tions decreased because of improved weather proofing, improved adverse weather warning systems,
facility modifications, and less stringent ground rules governing work activity during adverse
weather. Weather-related work interruptions during prelaunch operations caused no launch delays.
Several ground support units were damaged by the electromagnetic effects of lightning strikes
during the prelaunch checkout of Apollo 15. Five incidents of lightning strikes on Launch Com-
plex 39 were recorded during the prelaunch period. The first strike, one of 98 000 amperes,
caused damage to eight units of ground support equipment. The second strike, one of 31 200 am-
peres, occurred the following day but damaged only one ground support unit. Ten days later, a
strike of 22 000 amperes damaged two units of ground support equipment. The damage from the
three strikes was attributed to improper grounding of cable shields and signal returns associated
with the affected equipment. Modifications to the support equipment and facility grounding sys-
tems corrected these inadequacies and prevented equipment damage during two subsequent strikes
of 23 000 and 6500 amperes.
7.5.2 Launch Phase
Only two Apollo missions experienced launch delays because of weather conditions. Mission
AS-201 was delayed three times because of local cloudiness that was unsatisfactory for the re-
quired camera coverage. The Apollo 14 flight was delayed 40 minutes because of weather condi-
tions that exceeded mission rule guidelines established after lightning struck the Apollo 12
space vehlcle during launch (ref. 7-13).
Apollo 12 was the only mission affected by weather conditions during a launch. Before
launch, launch offlclals were concerned about the approach of a cold front with its associated
cloudiness and precipitation; however, these weather conditions did not exceed the then existing
mission rule guidelines. At 36.5 seconds and again at 52 seconds after llft-off llghtnlng caused
major electrical disturbances. Many temporary effects were noted in both the launch vehicle and
the spacecraft, and some permanent effects involving the loss of nine nonessential instrumenta-
tion sensors were noted in the spacecraft. After a thorough systems checkout in earth orbit,
however, the spacecraft was found to be operating satlsfactorily and the mission was continued.
Investigation of the Apollo 12 lightning incident showed that lightning can be triggered by
a space vehicle and its exhaust plume in an electrical field that would not otherwise have pro-
duced natural lightning. Weather conditions such as the clouds associated with the cold front
through which the Apollo 12 vehicle was launched can be expected to contain electrical flelds
and sufficient charge to trigger lightning. The possibility that the Apollo vehicle might trig-
ger lightning had not been considered previously. Consequently, the launch rule guidelines were
revised to restrict launch operations in weather conditions with potentially hazardous electric
fields and charge centers. Additional instrumentation on the ground and in aircraft was used
to monitor the launch mission rule parameters after the Apollo 12 incident.
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7.5.3 Recovery Operations
The weather interrupted training operations of recovery teams in many instances but did not
seriously affect the Apollo recovery operations. The weather affected recovery operations on
only three occasions. A/though the Apollo 7 command module landed in the Atlantic Ocean, the
alternate landing area in the Western Pacific was moved to the Central Pacific because of high
winds and seas caused by typhoon Gloria. The Apollo 9 deorblt maneuver was originally planned
to occur on the 151st earth revolution with the landing to be made in the Western Pacific re-
covery zone. Because marginal wind and sea conditions were predicted for this area, the mis-
sion was extended an additional revolution and the landing area was moved 500 miles south. For
Apollo 11, the nominal end-of-mlsslon landing area in the Central Pacific was located near the
northern boundary of the Intertroplcal convergence zone --a region of significant shower and
thunderstorm activity. Weather satellite information and aircraft reconnaissance reports indi-
cated that a northward extension of the zone would affect the planned landing area. Consequently,
the area was moved 200 miles northeastward where acceptable weather was assured.
7.6 APOLLO FLICIIT DATA
The three basic purposes for which flight data were used during the Apollo program were (i)
operational monitoring and control of the spacecraft during various mission phases, (2) evalua-
tion of spacecraft performance to resolve anomalous operation and to determine design changes
required for future flights, and (3) collection of data from various mission experiments. Data
from the Apollo spacecraft, lunar subsatellltes, and lunar experiments were transmitted to the
Manned Space Flight Network. Remote site telemetry data were retransmitted to Houston and also
recorded on magnetic tape for possible later use. Figure 7-9 shows the telemetry portion of the
command, communications, and telemetry system and illustrates the final system configuration
after several changes were made during the program to increase the capacities of the data systems.
7.6.1 Operational Data
The data for operational control and preliminary anomaly identification and resolution were
transmitted from the Manned Space Flight Network sites through hlgh-speed data channels. Because
of limited bandwidth, the available hlgh-speed data channels would not accommodate all spacecraft
telemetry data. Two methods were used to decrease the amount of retransmltted data. First, the
data were thinned by reducing the sample rate. In most cases, selected measurements were trans-
mitted to the Manned Spacecraft Center at one-tenth the normal sample rate. The second method
was to transmit only those data that were of most interest during a particular mission phase.
Thus, planned sets of measurement/sample-rate formats were used. Each of these formats was used
for a particular mission activity or function. For example, a format containing mostly command
and service module data was transmitted during the translunar coast mission phase, and a format
containing both lunar module and command and service module data was transmitted during lunar
orbit operations.
Data channels were also available to transmit selected full-rate data. Biomedical and llm-
ited amounts of crltlcal-systems data were transmitted in this manner.
Once these data were received in Houston, several display methods were available to the
analysts. Real-time data were available on television displays, strip charts, or hlgh-speed
printers.
7.6.2 Engineering Analysis Data
The prime sources for engineering analysis data were the magnetic tapes recorded at the re-
mote sites. Data from these tapes were processedselectlvely. First, data retransmitted to
Houston for operational control purposes were evaluated and specific times, where additional data
were required, were identified; data from these time periods were then retrieved from the remote
site magnetic tapes. Details of the engineering analysis data techniques are available in ref-
erence 7-14.
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7.6.3 Experiment Data
Experiment data were reduced, primarily, from remote site magnetic tapes. Some of the data
returned to Houston for operational control was also used for preliminary experiment analysis.
This reduction was accomplished by using computer programs developed by principal investigators
and processed on Manned Spacecraft Center computers.
The prime data for experiment evaluation were prepared from the remote site magnetic tapes
and furnished to the principal investigators as merged computer-compatlble tapes from whlch each
principal investigator could perform addltonal analyses on his own computers.
7.7 MISSION EVALUATION
An essential activity during the Apollo manned missions was the mission evaluation provided
by an organized team of engineering specialists who resolved technical problems associated with
the spacecraft systems. This team of engineers provided direct support to the Kennedy Space Cen-
ter during prelaunch testing and to the flight control organization in the Mission Control Center
during mission operations. Details concerning activities related to mission evaluation are
given in references 7-15 through 7-18.
7.7.1 Prelaunch Support
The Apollo 13 Accident Review Board recommended that cognizant design personnel should be
more closely associated with the prelaunch checkout activity. Based on the successful real-tlme
mission evaluation team support, this concept was i_lemented during the prelaunch checkout.
Starting with the Apollo 14 mission, prelaunch testing was monitored both at the Manned Space-
craft Center and at the contractor's mission support rooms. When the launch center requested
support, the mission evaluation team was called on to evaluate the problem and provide a tech-
nical solution. As in the real-time mission support, government technlcal specialists and space-
craft contractor personnel were combined in a Joint effort, under a NASA team leader, to provide
the required answers.
The effort was typified by the retest requirements which were necessitated by the prelaunch
lightning discharges that occurred first on the Apollo 15 vehicle and then on several subsequent
spacecraft. The initial concept of retest, if a lightning discharge occurred in the vicinity of
the spacecraft, was to retest all spacecraft systems. This concept proved to be impractical since
all systems could not be checked because of safety considerations or time constraints. The re-
test philosophy that was developed was first to assess those vehicle measurements that would
most likely he affected and then to verify visually whether any further retests were required,
depending on the damage assessment. This technique permitted a rapid assessment of the initial
damage and allowed the retest requirements to be limited to a reasonable minimal level.
7.7.2 Real-Time Evaluation
The analysis of spacecraft operations and performance was exercised at two levels of effort
for separate reasons. During the conduct of a mission, the evaluation of spacecraft and/or crew
status was required in real time to exercise proper mission control. When an abnormal condition
occurred, alternate procedures, techniques, or activity plans were developed to ensure crew
safety and to accomplish the mission objectives. After mission completion, a more detailed anal-
ysis was performed on equipment anomalies or failures. The postm/sslon evaluation was intended
to determine the solutions to experienced problems and the corrective actions to prevent recur-
rence on subsequent flights. Each type of evaluation was extremely important in the successful
accomplishment of the Apollo program.
The real-tlme evaluation was conducted both by the mission control team in the Mission Con-
trol Center end by the mission evaluation team. The many systems specialists involved with mis-
sion preparation of the fllgbt crew and/or equipment provided extensive support. The real-tlme
evaluation of systems served two purposes. The first was to improve or optimize systems perform-
ance under normal operating conditions. Examples of work accomplished for this purpose were bias
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compensation for gyro/accelerometer values and attitude control configuration for the reaction
control system propellant balance. The second purpose was, after a detection of a system anomaly
or failure, to determine the remaining systems capability and required alternate operations. Per-
haps the best example of effort of this type was the operational control exercised during the
Apollo 13 mission after the oxygen tank failure described in section 4.4.5.
The real-tlme evaluation of a problem involved three actions: understanding the anomaly or
failure, assessing its impact, and selecting an adequate solution to the problem. The symptoms
of a problem were identified by means of spacecraft telemetry and by crew verbal descriptions.
Often, special system configurations or operational modes were used to gain greater insight into
the existing conditions and the extent of the problem. The data obtained were then used, in con-
junction with reference documentation such as systems drawings and operations handbooks to iso-
late the source of the problem. This effort was conducted to identify the fault, but not neces-
sarily to discover why the fault occurred.
Once a problem was detected and/or identified, its impact on the remaining mission activities
had to be assessed. As with the problem itself, the resulting consequences were sometimes obvious
but at other times were compllcated and involved. Where possible, a component anomaly or failure
would be duplicated in a simulator and the affected operations exercised. In this manner, the
full impllcatlons of a problem could be determined under realistic conditions.
After the impact of a problem was determined, the next step was to develop alternate tech-
niques or procedures to protect against or completely bypass the particular problem. This was
the actual intent of real-time evaluation. The technical expertise of the mission control team
and the mission evaluation team was used to find the best solution within the time frame allowed.
Sometimes the solution was simple. For example, a problem wherein the Apollo 16 lunar module
steerable antenna would not release was overcome by adjusting the spacecraft attitude to point
the i=_novable antenna directly at the earth. Attitude was maintained until a 210-foot-dlameter
ground antenna acquired contact with the spacecraft on the landing revolution, as was originally
planned. With the large ground antenna, high-blt-rate telemetry data could be received from
other transmitting antennas on the lunar module. Other problems were more difficult to deal with,
requiring new or additional crew checklist procedures. Perhaps the most difficult challenge of
the Apollo program was encountered on the Apollo 13 mission as a result of the previously men-
tioned oxygen tank failure. New techniques had to be developed to operate the lunar module sys-
tems in a -mnner for which the systems had not been designed. The lunar module electrical and
environmental resources had to be carefully managed for llfe support over a longer-than-normal
tlmespan. Even as the mission neared completlon, new procedures were necessary to separate the
lunar module and then the crippled service module safely from the command module before entry.
The techniques described, as well as those used to overcome problems on other missions, were
thoroughly examined before they were actually applied. Where possible, all resolutions to prob-
lems were demonstrated on ground training or simulation facilities before actual use during the
mission. The ground trainers and simulators proved to be valuable tools in the verification
of new techniques. The verification process was used to ensure reasonable execution feasibility,
tlme-line compatibility, crew safety, and a successful solution to the problem.
The real-time evaluation effort served to resolve the problems occurring during the mission
that threatened crew safety or the accomplishment of mission objectives. The complexity and long
duration of the Apollo missions provided ample opportunity to challenge the resources of the prob-
lam resolution teams. The successful achievements of the program were enhanced by the real-time
evaluation capability.
7.7.3 Postfllght Evaluation
Anomalies that involved flight safety or that would compromise the accomplishment of follow-
on mission objectives required corrective action before the next flight. The frequency of the
Apollo flights demanded that the anomalies be quickly identified and resolved so that prompt cor-
rective action could be taken. Consequently, analysis of the pertinent data had to be compressed
into a relatively short time frame. Also, within this time frame, the anomalies had to be ana-
lyzed to the extent that the mechanism for the cause was clearly understood.
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The first problem was to identify the anomalies. Many anomalies were simple to recognize
because a component failed to operate. The more difficult cases occured, however, when accrued
data from the system operations were not sufficient to understand all the normal operating char-
acteristics. A typical example of this condition occurred on the Apollo 7 mission when the bat-
tery recharging characteristics were below predicted levels throughout the flight. Preflight
tests had been conducted at the component level; however, an integrated test of the entire sys-
tem, as Installed in the spacecraft, had not been conducted. Postflight testing of the flight
hardware showed the same characteristics as those experienced in flight. A detailed analysis
indicated that high llne resistance between components of the system greatly limited the amount
of electrical energy returned to the battery. The corrective action for this anomaly was to re-
quire integrated system testing to establish overall system characteristics of each spacecraft
installation and thus to ensure adequate battery recharging capability. In this case, if the
total system operating characteristics had been established in ground tests, no flight problem
would have occurred.
At times, sufficient flight data were not available for an accurate analysis of the problem.
This situation existed because of insufficient flight instrumentation or absence of recorded data.
For these cases, the mission evaluation personnel relied on the information from previous mis-
sions, the experience gained from ground tests and checkouts, and the failure history of the sys-
tem components.
After an anomaly was identified, the next steps were to determine the cause and implement
the corrective action. Two basic techniques were used to determ/ne the answer. The first was
experimental, and testing of the actual or identical flight hardware was conducted under slmu-
lated static or dynamic conditions of temperature, pressure, load, or electrical environment.
The second technique was analytical, and classical methods were generally used. One or both
techniques were used, depending on the nature of the problem. In all cases, the most expedient
approach in terms of time and cost was taken.
The depth and the extent of the analysis varied considerably, depending on the significance
of the problem. For example, the failure of the Apollo 6 spacecraft/lunar module adapter (dis-
cussed in sec. 4.4.2) required the investigation of several possible failure modes and the im-
plementation of a number of corrective measures. In other cases, because of the nature of the
problem, no corrective action was taken. For example, an electrolum/nescent segment of the
Apollo Ii entry monitor system velocity counter would not illuminate. A generic or design prob-
lem was highly unlikely because of the number of satisfactory activations before the recorded
failure. A circuit analysis produced numerous mechanisms which could cause the failure; however,
no previous failure had occurred in any of these areas. The spacecraft was designed with suffi-
cient redundancy to accommodate this type of problem. Consequently, no corrective action was
taken in such cases.
The causes of anomalies involved quality, design, and procedure considerations. The sub-
standard quality items included broken wires, improper solder Joints, incorrect tolerances and
improper manufacturing procedures. The structural failure of the Apollo 6 adapter is an example
of a quality problem. System anomalies caused by design deficiencies were generally traced to
inadequate design criteria. Consequently, the deficiency passed development and qualification
testing without being detected but appeared during flight under the actual operational environ-
ment. For example, a design deficiency became apparent during the Apollo 7 flight when the com-
mand module windows fogged between the inner surfaces of three windowpanes. A postflight exam-
ination showed that the fogging was produced by outgassing of room-temperature-cured material
that had been used to seal the window. The design criteria had not required the sealing material
to be heat cured or vacuum cured, a procedure that would have prevented outgasslng when the mate-
rial was exposed to the operating temperature and pressure environment of the spacecraft during
flight. Correction of procedural problems in operating various systems and equipment was usually
simple. An example of a procedural problem occurred when a camera struck an Apollo 12 crewman
at landing. Had the flight plan or the crew checklist required stowage of this camera before
landing, the incident would not have occurred.
An additional search for causes of anomalies was conducted when the command module was re-
turned to the contractor's facility for a general inspection. Those systems or components that
had been identified as having a problem or failure were either removed from the vehicle and
tested or tests were performed with the affected equipment in position in the command module.
In general, the postfllght tests were limited to those components that were required to solve
the Inflight problem.
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The concerted effort initiated to solve anomalies during the flight was continued after the
mission until each problem was resolved and the required corrective action was established. This
activity required close coordination and cooperation between the various government and contrac-
tor elements. Prompt and exact analysis for the understanding and timely solution of each prob-
lem was emphasized. To accomplish this task, a problem list was maintained during and after each
flight. The llst contained a discussion of each problem, the action being taken to resolve the
problem, the name of the government engineer or contractor responsible for completing the action,
and the anticipated closure date.
A discussion of the most significant problems was published after the flight in a 30-day
failure and anomaly report. Discussed in this report were analyses of the anomalies and correc-
tive actions that had been or would be taken. The Mission Report, which was published approxl-
merely 60 to 90 days after the mission, included a section which discussed the most significant
flight anomalies and the corrective action for each anomaly that was closed out at the time of
publication. Problems of lesser significance were discussed in the appropriate system or ex-
periments section of the Mission Report. A separate report was published subsequently for each
anomaly that had not been resolved in time for publication in the Mission Report.
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8.0 BIOMEDICAL SUMMARY
The initial medical consideration in the Apollo program was the preservation of the health
and safety of the flight crews. However, many of the biomedical activities were based upon other
considerations as well. The acquisition of new medical and biological data was made possible by
astronauts traveling to another planetary body. Several biomedical experiments were conducted
during the missions. Along with the opportunity to acquire new knowledge, however, was the fact
that extraterrestrial exploration carried with it the possibility of introducing foreign material
into the earth's biosphere that might be harmful to llfe. This possibility was minimized by the
institution of a lunar quarantine program. The fear of biological back eontam/natlon proved to
he unfounded after careful examination of the crews and lunar samples after each of the first
three lunar landings. Therefore, the quarantine requirement was eliminated for the final mis-
sions.
Man's ability to tolerate the conditions of space flight for periods up to 2 weeks had been
demonstrated in the Gemini program. Since all Apollo flights were planned to be of shorter dur-
ation, the effects of weightlessness on the body were not expected to be a serious threat to crew
health or a detriment to the accomplishment of the Apollo program. This was indeed the case,
although some cardiovascular decondttioning did occur.
A few new medical problems arose in the course of the program. Notion sickness occurred on
several flights while the crewmembers were adapting to the zero-gravlty environment and large
departures from normal circadian periodicity on several flights resulted in crew fatigue. An
initial concern was the degree of radiation to which the Apollo crewmen would be exposed. For-
tunately, a major flare did not occur during a mission, and the radiation dose was below the
threshold of detectable medical effects for all crewmen. Exposure of crewmembers to infectious
diseases prior to flight was a problem for the first several flights but was adequately managed
by the establishment of a preflight crew health stabilization program.
The crews of the eleven Apollo flights accumulated a total of approximately 7506 man-hours
of space flight. Physiological measurements obtained during the flights remained within expected
limits during all flights except the Apollo 15 mission. The llfe support systems of the co_nand
modules, lunar modules and extravehicular mobility units provided environments that allowed the
program objectives to be achieved without compromising crew health or safety. Details of biomed-
ical results are contained !nreferences 8-1 through 8-11.
8.1 PREFLIGI_ MEDICAL PROGRAM
q
8.1.1 Flight Crew Health Stabilization
Many conditions that are characteristic of the environment within a manned spacecraft are
conducive to the development and transmission of disease. Since infectious disease represents
a serious threat to the health of crewmembers and to the successful completion of missions, con-
trol and prevention are the mast effective ways to deal with this potential problem. Control
and prevention are most critical during the last few weeks before a manned mission.
Statistics recorded during the Apollo 7 through Apollo Ii missions show that 57.2 percent of
the crewmembers were ill at some time during the preflight period. Based on observations of the
first several flights and on the observation of crewmember activities during earlier manned Mer-
cury and Gemini missions, the flight crew health stabilization program was developed and imple-
mented for the Apollo 14 and subsequent missions. The elements of the program were designed to
minimize exposure of crewmembers to infectious disease which might result in the subsequent de-
velopment of symptoms during flight. Each program element is discussed.
8.1.i.I Cllnlcal medicine.- A cllnlcal medicine program was provided for all crewmembers
and their familles. The program was continuous as lone as the crewmembers were on fllght status.
Both routine and special physical examinations were provided. Rapid diagnosis of disease and
effective treatment were ensured by the virology, bacteriology, immunology, serology, and bio-
chemistry laboratories at the Manned Spacecraft Center.
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8.1.1.2 Immunology.- All known immunizations were carefully reviewed by NASA medical per-
sonnel and by a special microbiology advisory committee. The immunizations listed in table 8-1
were those used for crewmembers and their families. Other available i--,unizatlons were not in-
cluded if :
a. Disease prevention was questlonable.
b. A h/gh percentage of traumatic side reactions occurred.
c. The probability of crew exposure to the disease agent was so remote that immunization
was unwarranted.
Crewmembers end their families were immunized only after serological tests were performed
to determine immunity levels.
8.1.1.3 _osure prevention.- Prevention of crew exposure to disease was the must important
aspect of the program. Regardless of the effectiveness of all the other phases of the program,
if the exposure to infectious diseases had not been minimized or eliminated, the program as a
whole would not have been successful.
Contaminated inanimate objects probably represent the least hazardous source of infectious
diseases. However, certain spacecraft areas such as the communications equipment were controlled
by providing individual headsets and microphones for each crewman.
To prevent alr-borne transmission of an infectious disease, a closely controlled environment
was provided in which crewmembers could reside during the prelaunch period. All areas which the
crewmembers inhabited had to be modified by the installation of ultrahlgh-efflclency bacterial
filters in all alr-supply ducts. Thus, an environment was provided in which crewmembers could
reside and work without being exposed to microbial agents from other sources. In addition to
providing filtered air, the alr-handllng systems were balanced in a manner that provided higher
atmospheric pressure in those areas inhabited by the crew. In this situation, all air leakage
was outward rather than inward;
The food consmned by the crew was also a potential source of infectious micro-organlsms.
No set pattern of food procurement was established to reduce accidental sources of infection.
The procurement of food for the living quarters was handled by cooks under the direct supervision
of the medical team. Portions of each lot of food purchased were subjected to microbiological
evaluation to ensure the safety of the food. Also, all food preparation areas were inspected
daily for cleanliness and maintenance of sanitary conditions.
Drinking water was another potential source of infectious disease agents. Sources of drink-
ing water wnre limited to drinking fountains in the crew quarters and various worklnE areas. To
insure that the municipal water-treatment procedures were satisfactory and that safe water was
provided, daily water samples were taken end subjected to microbiological evaluation.
Personal contacts represented the greatest source of infectious disease; consequently, min-
im/zing possible exposure to disease from this source was required. First, the areas visited by
crewmembers mere very restricted, and the number of persons in contact with the crew during pre-
mission activities was limited to approximately i50. Second, a medlcal surveillance program of
the primary contacts was instltuted. The purpose of the program was to ensure that the probabil-
ity of disease transmission from the persons who did have contact with the fllght crewmembers
was low.
The success of the flight crew health stabilization program, implemented in support of the
Apollo 14, 15, 16, and 17 missions, was evidenced by the complete absence of illnesses during
the preflight, inflight, or postflight periods.
A-
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TABLE 8-1.- APOLLO PROGRAM IMMUNIZATION REQUIREMENTS a
Disease
Diptheria
Pertussis
Tetanus
Typhoid
Influenza
Mumps
Poliomyelitis
Rubella
Rubeola
Smallpox
Yellow Fever
Other
Required
immunization
for crewmen
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
b
Yes
Yes
Yes b
Yes b
Yes
Yes
(c)
Required
immunization
for members
of crewmen's
families
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
(c)
aRecommended by personnel of the United States Public
Health Service and of the American Public Health association.
blmmunization if no serologic response was obtained.
COnly as indicated for travel to endemic areas.
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8.1.2 Preflight Physical Examinations
Preflight physical examinations were performed to evaluate each flight crew's physical con-
dition, and to detect and treat any minor physical problems which might compromise flight objec-
tives, or the health and safety of the crew. For Apollo 7, the comprehensive preflight examin-
ation was performed 4 days prior to flight, while a preliminary examination was accomplished 14
days prior to launch and a cursory physical examination was performed on the morning of launch.
For Apollo missions 8, 9, and I0, four preflight medical evaluations were accomplished, beginning
approximately 30 days prior to the scheduled launch date. A 3-day postponement of the Apollo 9
launch resulted when all the crewmen developed co,on colds. Starting with Apollo ii and con-
tinuing through Apollo 17, daily examinations were conducted for the 5 days Inxnedlately preced-
ing launch.
The Command Module Pilot on Apollo 13 was exposed to rubella 8 days before the flight and
since laboratory studies failed to demonstrate an i_munlty to rubella, a decision was made on
the day prior to launch to replace the primary Command Module Pilot with the backup Co_mmnd Mod-
ule Pilot. A complete physical examination was conducted on the backup Cozmand Module Pilot and
he was found fit for flight.
8.2 MEDICAL OBSERVATIONS
8.2.1 Cabin Environment and Toxicology
Prior to the Apollo program, United States spacecraft were launched with a 100-percent oxygen
cabin atmosphere. Following the disastrous Apollo I fire, one of the safety measures introduced
was the use of a mixed oxygen and nitrogen cabin atmosphere during the prelaunch and launch peri-
ods. The cabin atmosphere was changed to pure oxygen during the early phase of flight. The
flight crew denitrogenated prior to launch and remained isolated in the 100-percent oxygen en-
vironment of the suit loop until helmets and gloves were doffed.
The Apollo 7 spacecraft was the first to be launched with the m/xed-gas cabin atmosphere.
The oxygen enrichment curve followed the predicted curve fairly well, but it did not increase as
fast as predicted because the cabin leak rate was lower than expected. The maximum cabin oxygen
concentration measured during the flight was 97 percent (255 _m Hg) at 236 hours. The altitude
equivalency was never above sea level {i.e., oxygen partial pressure was always greater than
that at sea level). The cabin oxygen enrichment technique was thus verified by the Apollo 7
flight and used on all successive flights through Apollo 17.
During the Apollo I0 mission, the H-fllm insulation near the co,and module hatch vent de-
tached when the docking tunnel was pressurized, and fiberglass insulatlon underneath this film
was blown into the tunnel (ref. 8-4). When the hatch was opened, the fiberglass material perme-
ated the atmosphere of the co,znand module. Also, when the lunar module was pressurized through
the command module hatch vent, a large amount of flberglass was blown into the lunar module.
Pieces of the material ranged from 2 inches in diameter to dust-slze particles. Wet paper tissues
and utility towels were used to collect part of the loose flberglass. Most of the remaining ma-
terial was collected in the filters of the environmental control system. However, small parti-
cles of fiberglass were still present in the commnnd module cabin atmosphere at recovery. Fiber-
glass insulation is a skin and mucous membrane irritant and caused the crew to be uncomfortable
in fllght. The effects on the Apollo i0 crew consisted of scratchy throats, coughing, nasal
stuffiness, mild eye irritation, and some skin rash.
After the Apollo 13 abort decision, one major medical concern was the possibility of carbon
dioxide buildup in the lunar module atmosphere. Although the allowable limit of carbon dioxide
buildup was increased the carbon dioxide level was above the nominal 7.6 nm Hg for only • 4-hour
period, and no adverse physiological effects or degradation in crew performance resulted from
this elevated concentration. Modified use of the lithium hydroxide cartridges (ref. 8-7) main-
tained the carbon dioxide partial pressure well below 1 mm HE for the remainder of the flight.
P
A8.2.2 Radiation
Various instruments were used during the Apollo program to monitor and record the degree of
crew exposure to radiation. Each crewman carried a persona/ radiation dosimeter to measure the
total absorbed dose received. In addition, the crewmen wore passive dosimeters to measure total
radiation received at specific body locations such as the chest, thigh and ankle. Other instru-
ments were installed in the spacecraft which provided data to the ground and permitted monitoring
of the radiation environments. A moving emulsion particle detector apparatus was worn for short
periods by crewmen of the final two missions to provide data for investigation of visual sensa-
tions of light flashes experienced by several crewmen on previous flights.
8.2.2.1 Radiation dose.- No data were reported for the Apollo 7 and Apollo 8 missions. For
the remaining missions, the total radiation dose absorbed by any crewman was well below the thresh-
old of detectable medical effects (ref. 8-12).
During the Apollo 12 mission, approximately half of the total dose recorded on the personal
radiation dosimeters was received during the phase Just prior to entry. This disparity was ex-
pected because of a different trajectory which resulted in a longer time going through the Van
Allen belts.
The radiation doses received by the Apollo 14 crewmen were the largest observed on any
Apollo mission; however, they were well below the threshold of detectable medical effects. The
magnitudes of the radiation doses were apparently the result of two factors: (I) the translunar
injection trajectory lay closer to the plane of the geomagnetic equator than that of previous
flights and, therefore, the spacecraft traveled through the heart of the trapped radiation belts;
(2) the space radiation background was greater than that previously experienced.
Three m/nor solar flares occurred on the Apollo 16 mission. Although the nuclear partlcle
detection system registered a slight increase in proton and alpha particle fluxesD no measureable
radiation dose increment was received by the crew from these flares.
8.2.2.2 Visual light flash phenomenon.- Astronauts of Apollo ii and subsequent lunar mis-
sions _eported seeing flashes of light while relaxing in the darkened coummnd module or while
wearing llght-tlght eye shades. These events were generally described as colorless star-llke
flashes, narrow streaks of light, or diffuse light flashes. The flashes were observed during
translunar coast, in lunar orbit, on the lunar surface, and during transearth coast. The fre-
quency of occurrence of the light flashes typically averaged about one flash every 1 to 2 min-
utes.
Evaluation of reports obtained from Apollo crewmen has established the reality of the phe-
nomenon. The hypothesis generally accepted to explain the origin of the light flashes involves
exposure to high-energy cosmic ray particles. One or both of the following mechanisms are sug-
gested: (i) relativistic cosmic ray particles passing through the eye emit Cerenkov radiation
that produces the light flash sensations; (2) direct interactions of h/gh-energy cosmic ray par-
ticles or their secondaries with the retinal cells or associated optic nerve tissues produce the
light flash sensations. Results of laboratory experiments during which htmmn subjects were ex-
posed to X-ray and severs/ types of particulate radiation have shown that such radiation does
produce similar light flash sensations, and further suggests that most of the light flashes ob-
served by the Apollo astronauts are due to direct interactions of ionizing radiation with cells
of the visual nervous system.
8.2.3 Adaptation to Weightlessness
With only two exceptions, the crewmen for all eleven flights experienced a fullness-of-the-
head feeling upon orbital insertion. The persistence of the feeling was variable, lasting from
4 hours to 3 days.
All three Apollo 8 crewmembers experienced nausea soon after leaving their couches. The
Apollo 9 Command Module Pilot and Lunar Module Pilot, the Apollo i0 Lunar Module Pilot, the
Apollo 13 Lunar Module Pilot, and the Apollo 15 Lunar Module Pilot also experienced nausea. In
addition, the Apollo 9 Co,-,and Module Pilot and Lunar Module Pilot reported momentary episodes
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of spatial disorientation. All three members of the Apollo 17 crew had "stomach awareness" but
did not experience any pronounced nausea. In some of these cases, the nausea appears to have
been the result of rapid body movement before adaptation to weightlessness. Symptoms subsided
or were absent when the crewmen performed all movements slowly during the period of adaptation.
There was no recurrence of the problem after adaptation to the weightless state. Specific head
movement exercises also helped to accelerate adaptation to weightlessness.
The crews of the Apollo 7, 12, 14, and 15 m/sslons reported soreness of the back muscles.
This condition was relieved by exercise and hyperextension of the back. Although a calibrated
inflight exercise program was not planned for any of the flights, an exercise device was pro-
vided. The crewmen typically used the exerciser several times a day for periods of 15 to 30
minutes when in the command module.
Another condition resulting from the lack of gravitational pull was puffiness of the face.
This symptom was specifically reported by the crews of the Apollo Ii, 12, 13 and 15 missions;
however, it probably occurred on all the flights.
8.2.4 Work/Rest Cycles
Based on previous flight experience, simultaneous crew rest periods were instituted, and
were referenced to a crew's normal launch site sleep cycle. The Apollo 9 crew was the first to
utilize the simultaneous rest periods. Departures from the crew's normal circadian periodicity
caused problems during most of the flights. Since the problems impacting the scheduled sleep
programs differed, unique occurrences for each flight are discussed individually.
a. Apollo 7: At least one crewman remained on watch while the others slept during the
Apollo 7 mission. Simultaneous sleep was precluded because it was the flrst manned flight Of a
new spacecraft. Large departures from the crew's normal circadian periodicity caused problems
during the mission. The crew slept poorly for about the first 3 days of the flight and experi-
enced both restful and poor sleep after that period of time. The amount of sleep each crewman
obtained was indeterminable.
b. Apollo 8: A very busy flight schedule for Apollo 8 precluded simultaneous sleep and
resulted in large departures from normal circadian periodicity and consequent fatigue. Changes
to the flight plan were required because of the crew fatigue, partlcularly during the last few
orbits before the transearth injection maneuver.
c. Apollo 9: Apollo 9, the first mission in which all three crewmen slept simultaneously,
was a definite improvement over the previous two missions in observed estimated quantity and
quality of sleep. The lack of postfllght fatigue was correspondingly evident during the physl-
ca1 examination on recovery day. However, the crew workload during the last 5 days of flight
was significantly lighter than on previous missions, which undoubtedly contributed to the ab-
sence of fatigue.
The flight plan activities for the first half of the mission resulted in excessively long
work periods for the crew, and the time allocated for eating and sleeping was inadequate. Crew
performance, nonetheless, was outstanding. Departures from the crew's normal circadian perio-
dicity also contributed to some loss of sleep during this time. The crew experienced a shift in
their sleep periods which varied from 3 to 6 hours from their prelaunch sleep periods.
d. Apollo i0: The three Apollo I0 crewmen were scheduled to sleep simultaneously and, in
general, slept very well during the n/ne periods.
e. Apollo 11: The crewmen slept well in the co--,and module. The simultaneous sleep periods
during the translunar coast ,;ere carefully monitored, and the crew arrived on the lunar surface
well rested. A 4-hour sleep period prior to the extravehicular activity was provided in the
flight plan but the sleep period was not required. The crewmen slept very llttle in the lunar
module following the lunar surface activity; however, they slept well during all three transearth
sleep periods.
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f. Apollo 12: Sleep periods during the translunar coast phase of the Apollo 12 mission
began approximately 7 to 9 hours after the crew's normal bedtime of II p.m. The crew had no
particular trouble in adapting to the shifted sleep periods; however, the first flight day was
extremely long, and the crew was thoroughly fatigued by the time the first sleep period began
17 hours after llft-off.
The crewmen slept well in the command module during the translunar and transearth coast
phases. Even though the Lunar Module Pilot took at least two unscheduled naps during transearth
coast, sleep periods were considered by the crew to be longer than necessary, since they would
invariably awaken about 1 hour ahead of time and would usually remain in their sleep stations
until time for radio contact.
The crew slept approximately 3 hours in the lunar module on the lunar surface prior to the
second extravehicular activity period. In the next sleep period, following rendezvous and dock-
Ing, all three crewmen in the co_nand module slept only 3 or 4 hours, which was less than deslr-
able.
g. Apollo 13: The Apollo 13 crew slept well the first 2 days of the mission. All crewmen
slept about 5-1/2 hours during the first sleep period. During the second period, the Commender,
Command Module Pilot and Lunar Module Pilot slept 5, 6, and 9 hours, respectively. The th/rd
sleep period was scheduled to begin 61 hours after lift-off, but failure of the oxygen tank at
56 hours precluded sleep by any of the crew until approximately 80 hours of flight time had
elapsed.
After the incident, the command module was used as sleeping quarters until the cabin temper-
ature became too cold (approximately 43" F). The crew then attempted to sleep in the lunar mod-
ule or the docking tunnel, but the temperature in these areas also dropped too low for prolonged,
sound sleep. In addition, coolant pump noise from the lunar module and frequent communications
with the ground further hindered sleep. The total sleep obtained by each crewman during the re-
minder of the mission is estimated to have been ii, 12, and 19 hours for the Commander, Co_nand
Module Pilot, and Lunar Module Pilot, respectively.
h. Apollo 14: The shift of the Apollo 14 crew's normal terrestrial sleep cycle during the
first 4 days of flight was the largest experienced in the Apollo series. The displacement ranged
from 7 hours on the first m/sslon day to 11-1/2 hours on the fourth. The crew experienced some
difficulty sleeping in the zero-gravlty environment, particularly during the first two sleep
periods. They attributed the problem principally to a lack of kinesthetic sensations and to
muscle soreness in the legs and lower back. Throughout the mission, sleep was intermittent; deep
and continuous sleep never lasted more than 2 to 3 hours.
The lunar module crewmen received little, if any, sleep between their two extravehicular ac-
tivity periods. The lack of an adequate place to rest the head, discomfort of the pressure suit,
and a 7-degree starboard llst of the lunar module on the lunar terrain were believed responsible
for the lack of sleep. The crewmen looked out the window several times during the sleep period
for reassurance that the lunar module was not starting to tip over.
Following transearth injection, the crew slept better than they had previously. The lunar
module crewmen required one additional sleep period to make up the sleep deficit that was incur-
red while on the lunar surface.
The crewmen reported during postflight discussions that they were definitely operating on
their physlologlcal reserves because of inadequate sleep. This lack of sleep caused them some
concern; however, all tasks were performed satisfactorily.
i. Apollo 15: Very llttle shift of the Apollo 15 crew's normal terrestrial sleep cycle
occurred during the translunar and transeart_ coast phases of this m/sslon. As a result, all
crewmen received an adequate amount of sleep during these periods.
Displacement of the terrestrial sleep cycle during the three lunar surface sleep periods
ranged from 2 hours for the first sleep period to 7 hours for the third sleep period. This shift
in the sleep cycle, in addition to the difference between the command module and lunar module
sleep facilities, no doubt contributed to the lunar module crewmen receiving less sleep on the
lunar surface than was scheduled in the flight plan. However, the most significant factors caus-
ing loss of crew sleep were operational problems. These included hardware malfunctions as well
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as insufficient time in the flight plan to accomplish assigned tasks. Lengthening the work days
and reducing the planned sleep periods on the lunar surface, coupled with a significant altera-
tlon of circadian rhythm, produced a sufficient fatigue level to cause the lunar module crewmen
to operate on their physiological reserves until they returned to the command module.
J. Apollo 16: In comparison to his Apollo i0 experience, the Commander slept better dur-
ing all the scheduled Apollo 16 sleep periods. The Lunar Module Pilot slept well during all
sleep periods except the first. However, the Command Module Pilot had uninterrupted sleep only
two nights of the mission and, characteristically, would awaken about once every hour. He re-
ported that he never felt physically tired nor had a desire for sleep.
On this mission, displacement of the terrestrial sleep cycle ranged from 30 minutes to 5
hours during translunar coast, and from 3-1/2 hours to 7 hours during the three lunar surface
sleep periods. This shift in the sleep cycle on the lunar surface contributed to some loss of
sleep; however, this was the first mission in which the lunar module crewmen obtained an adequate
amount of good sleep while on the lunar surface. This assessment of the amount of sleep is based
on a correlation of heart rate during the mission sleep periods with preflight sleep electroen-
cephalograms and heart rates. The estimates of sleep duration made by ground personnel were in
general agreement with the crew's subjective evaluations.
k. Apollo 17: As on previous missions, displacement of the terrestrial sleep cycle con-
tributed to some loss of sleep for the Apollo 17 crew. In addition, changes to the flight plan
occasionally impacted previously planned crew sleep periods. In general, however, an adequate
amount of good sleep was obtained by all crewmembers during both translunar and transearth coast,
as well as during lunar surface operations. All three crewmen averaged approximately 6 hours of
sleep per day throughout the mission. Only during the first infllght sleep period was the amount
of sleep obtained (approximately 3 hours) inadequate from a medical point of view.
8.2.5 Crew Illness and Medications
The only medical problem commonly shared by all of the fllght crewmen was skin irritation
caused by the blosensors. Skin cream was used to relieve this condition. Since each flight
crew experienced a different set of problems requiring the use of medications, each mission is
discussed separately.
a. Apollo 7: Three days prior to launch, the Commander and Lunar Module Pilot experienced
slight nasal stuffiness and were successfully treated.
Approximately 15 hours after llft-off, the crew reported that the Commander had developed
a bad head cold. Aspirin and decongestant tablets (Actlfed) were taken for relief. The Con_and
Module Pilot and Lunar Module Pilot experienced cold symptoms 24 hours later and used the same
treatment.
Middle ear blockage was of concern because it was considered necessary for the crew to wear
pressure suits during entry. Equalization of pressure within the middle ear cavities is dlffl-
cult in the pressure suit with the helmet on. Consequently, 48 hours prior to entry, the deci-
sion was made that the crew would not wear helmets or gloves.
In the postfllght physical examinations, the two crewmen who had experienced the most dis-
tresslng infllght symptoms showed no obvious evidence of their colds. The other crewman did ex-
hiblt a slight amount of fluid in the middle ear.
b. Apollo 8: After the Co_nander's symptoms of motion sickness dissipated, he experienced
symptoms of an Infllght illness believed to be unrelated to motion sickness. When the Commander
was unable to fall asleep 2 hours into ILls initial rest period, he took a sleeping tablet
($econal) which induced approximately 5 hours of sleep, described as "fltful." Upon awakening,
the Con_,-nder felt nauseated and had a moderate occlpltal headache. He took two aspirin tablets
and then went from the sleep station to his couch to rest. The nausea, however, became progres-
sively worse and he vomited t_rlce. After termination of the first sleep period, the Commander
also became aware of some increased gastrointestinal distress and was concerned that diarrhea
might occur. No medication was taken for this illness, which was described as a "24-hour in-
testinal flu." (Just prior to launch, an epidemic of acute viral gastroenterltis lasting 24
hours was present in the Cape Kennedy area.)
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c. Apollo 9: Three days before the scheduled launch, the Commander reported symptoms of
general malaise, nasal discharge, and stuffiness. These common cold symptoms were not present
on the physical examination performed the previous day. The Co-,,-nder was treated symptomatl-
cally and his temperature remained normal throughout the course of his illness. Two days before
the scheduled launch, the Com=andModule Pilot and the Lunar Module Pilot also became Ill with
common colds and were treated symptomatlcally. However, because the symptoms persisted, the
launch was postponed for 3 days.
During the flight, the Lunar Module Pilot experienced motion sickness and vomited twice,
once while preparing for transfer to the lunar module, and again after transfer. After about
50 hours of fllght, the Lunar Module Pilot was still not feeling well but had experienced no
further vomiting. He reported that his motion sickness symptoms subsided when he remained still.
The Lunar Module Pilot took Seconal several times during the mission to induce sleep.
d. Apollo i0: The crewmen experienced abdominal rumblings caused by the ingestion of hy-
drogen gas present in the potable water, and were concerned that diarrhea might develop. As-
pirin was taken occasionally by all crewmen.
e. Apollo Ii: The Commander and Lunar Module Pilot each took one Lomotll tablet to prevent
bowel movements when on the lunar surface. Four hours before entry, and again after splashdown,
the three crewmen each took scopolamine/dextroamphetamlne antl-motlon-slckness tablets. Aspirin
tablets were also taken by the crewmen.
f. Apollo 12: All crewmen took Actlfed decongestant tablets to relieve nasal congestion
at various times throughout the flight. The Lunar Module Pilot also took Seconal throughout
most of the mission to aid sleep. Aspirin was taken occasionally by all the crewmen.
g. Apollo 13: Upon awakening on the second day of the mission, the Lunar Module Pilot
took two aspirin to relieve a severe headache. After eating breakfast and engaging in physical
activity, the Lunar Module Pilot became nauseated and vomited. One Lomotil tablet was taken by
the Conmmnd Module Pilot after 98 hours of flight. All crewmen took scopolamlne/dextroampheta-
mine anti-motlon-sickness tablets prior to entry.
h. Apollo 14: No medications were used other than nose drops to relieve nasal stuffiness
caused by the spacecraft atmosphere.
i. Apollo 15: Aspirin and nose drops were the only medications used. The Commander took
14 aspirin tablets during the last 4 days of the mission to relieve pain in his right shoulder
that had developed after difficult deep core tube drilling on the lunar surface. The Command
Module Pilot used nose drops Just prior to earth entry to prevent possible middle ear blockage.
J. Apollo 16: The Lunar Module Pilot used three Seconal capsules for sleep. One capsule
was taken on the night prior to lunar descent and the other two capsules were used for the first
and second lunar surface sleep periods. In the postflight medical debriefing, the Lunar Module
Pilot reported that the Seconal was effective in producing a rapid onset of good sleep.
k. Apollo 17: More medications were taken on Apollo 17 than on any of the previous mis-
sions. Seconal was used intermlttently for sleep by all three crewmen and slmethlcone was used
daily for symptomatic relief of flatulence. The Co_ander took a scopolomlne/dextroamphetamlne
tablet on the second day of flight _s a substitute for the slmethlcone tablets, which he could
not initially locate.
The Command Module Pilot and the Lunar Module Pilot experienced one loose bowel movement
each on the llth and 12th days of flight, respectively. In each case, Lomotll was taken and
was effective.
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8.2.6 Cardiac Arrhythmlas
Both of the Apollo 15 lunar surface crewmen demonstrated cardiac arrhythmias at various
times during the mission. The Lunar Module Pilot experienced these irregularities during trans-
lunar and traneearth coast, and during the lunar stay. The Commander experienced them only dur-
ing transearth coast. A loss of body potassium during flight was considered to be an important
factor in the genesis of the Apollo 15 arrhythmias. As a result, several changes were instituted
on Apollo 16 to reduce the likelihood of Infllght arrhythnflas and to further investigate the
causes of body potassium loss during space flight. These changes included provision of a high-
potassium dlet_ commencing 72 hours prior to launch and continuing until 72 hours after the
flight, and provision of cardiac medications (procaine amlde, atropine, and Lidocaine) in the
onboard medical kits. In addition, a daily hlgh-resolutlon electrocardiogram was obtained from
each crewman, and an accurate metabolic input/output report was transmitted daily during flight.
No medically significant arrhythmlas occurred during the Apollo 16 and 17 flights, but iso-
lated premature heart heats were observed in two of the three crewmen on each flight. The fact
that the frequency (less than one per day) and character of these prematurlCles remained consist-
ent with electrocardiographic data obtained on these same crewmen during ground-based tests
clearly indicates that they were not related to or resultant from space flight. Apollo 16 post-
flight exchangeable body potassium intake apparently was effective in melntalnlng normal potas-
slum balance.
Even though significant cardiac arrhythmlas were not experienced on the Apollo 16 and 17
missions, their absence cannot be attributed to the high potassium diet because fatigue, stressj
and excitement can also produce arrhythmlas. The absence of arrhythmlas on Apollo 16 and 17 can
best be attributed to a combination of factors such as high dietary intake of potassium, better
fluid and electrolyte balance, more adequate sleep, and less fatigue.
8,2.7 Postflight Medical Evaluation
Comprehensive medical evaluations _mre conducted immediately after recovery to determine
any physical effects of the flight upon the crew and to detect and treat any medical problems.
The medical evaluations included microbiology and blood studies, physical examination, ortho-
static tolerance tests, exercise response tests, and chest X-rays. Although all of the crewmen
were shown to be in good health, they exhibited varying degrees of fatigue and weight loss, and
suffered varying degrees of skin irritation caused by the biosensors. The skin irritation sub-
sided within 48 hours without medical treatment.
All crewmen tested demonstrated some degree of cardiovascular decondltloning during the
lower body negative pressure measurements and bicycle ergometry tests, as compared to preflight
tests. Individual variations in the time required to return to preflight baseline levels were
observed, taking from 2 days to l week. Both the Apollo 15 Com,mnder and Lunar Module Pilot had
a cardiovascular response to the bicycle ergometry tests not observed after previous flights.
This resPOnSe was characterized by an almost normal response at low heart rate levels and pro-
gressively degraded response at the b/gher heart rate levels. The lack of a significant decre-
ment in the Apollo 16 Command Module Pilot's exercise performance was a surprising postflight
finding. Because of the high degree of preflight aerobic capacity demonstrated by this crewman,
a significant postfllght decrement had been anticipated. One Apollo 17 crewman was wlth/n his
prefllght bicycle ergometry baseline when tested postfllght; the other two crewmen returned to
their preflight baseline by the second postfllght day.
As already noted, the Apollo i0 cabin atmosphere became contaminated with fiberglass parti-
cles. Postfllght examinations of the Apollo i0 crewmen showed no significant changes attribut-
able to their exposure to the fiberglass. Four days after recovery, the Lunar Module Pilot de-
veloped a mild infection in hls left nostril which may have been caused by a small piece of
flberglass; he responded rapidly to treatment.
Other slgnlflcant Imnedlate postfllght findings were as follows.
a. A definite residual of an Infllghtupper respiratory infection was noted in one of the
Apollo 7 crewmembers.
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b. The Apollo 9 Commander suffered from bilateral aerotltis media. This condition re-
sponded rapidly to decongestant therapy and cleared after 2 days.
c. The Apollo 11 Commnder had a mild serous otltls media of the right ear but no treatment
was necessary when he found that he could clear his ears satisfactorily.
d. The Apollo 12 Lunar Module Pilot had a smll amount of clear fluid with air bubbles in
the middle ear cavity which disappeared after 24 hours of decongestant therapy.
e. The Apollo 13 Lunar Module Pilot had a urinary tract infection.
f. The Apollo 14 Commander and Command Module Pilot each exhibited a small amount of clear,
bubbly fluid in the left middle ear cavity with slight reddening of the ear drums. These find-
ings disappeared in 24 hours without treatment. The Lunar Module Pilot had moderate eyelid ir-
ritation in addition to slight redness of the eardrums.
g. The Apollo 15 Commander had hemorrhages under some of his fingernails of both hands and
a painful right shoulder. These hemorrhages were attributed to an insufficient arm-length size
of his pressure suit which caused the fingertips to be forced too far into the gloves during
hardsult operations. The painful right shoulder was due to a _scular/llgament strain which re-
sponded rapidly to heat therapy.
h. The Apollo 16 Comm-nder had some sinus congestion Which responded to medication, and
also a slight reddening and retraction of the right eardrum.
i. The Apollo 17 Co_znander and Lunar Module Pilot both exhibited subungulnal hematomas
from the pressure suit gloves; these were more extensive and vivid on the Lunar Module Pilot.
J. The Apollo 17 Commander had a herpetic lesion on the right side of the upper llp, which
was approximately 72 hours old at the time of recovery.
During the landing of the Apollo 12 co_nand module, a camera came off its window bracket
and struck the Lunar Module Pilot on the forehead, causing him to lose consciousness for about
5 seconds. He sustained a 2-centlmeter laceration over the right eyebrow. The cut was sutured
soon after the crew was recovered and it healed normally.
Delayed postfllght minor illnesses occurred as follows :
a. Six days after recovery of Apollo 8, the Lunar Module Pilot developed a mild pharyngitis
which evolved into a common cold and nonproductive cough. He recovered completely after 6 days
of treatment. The Co_nander developed a co_nnon cold 12 days after the flight, and treatment re-
sulted in complete recovery 7 days later.
b. Four days after recovery, the Apollo 9 Lunar Module Pilot developed an upper respiratory
infection with a secondary bacterial bronchitis. He was treated with penicillin and was well
7 days later. The CoDxaander developed a mild upper respiratory syndrome 8 days after recovery.
He was treated and recovered 4 days later. Both of these cases were determined to be type-B
influenza virus.
c. On the day after recovery, the Apollo 12 Co_nander developed a left maxillary sinusitis
which was treated successfully with decongestants and antibiotics.
8.3 BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE
s
8.3.1 Instrumentation
In general, the biomedical instrumentation system worked well, although some minor losses
of data were experienced throughout the program. Problems with lead breakage and pin connector
disconnection encountered on the Apollo 7 mission were corrected for subsequent flights. Some
degradation of physiological data was caused by loose biosensors, but restoration of good data
was usually obtained by reapplication of the sensors. Sponge/pellet electrodes were used in the
bioharness for the first time on the Apollo 15 mission. This type of blosensor was developed
to reduce skin irritation produced by the contlnuous-wear electrodes used previously. The qual-
ity of the data obtained with the new electrodes was good and less skin irritation was seen at
the blosensor sites than had been seen after previous missions. Physiological data losses re-
sulting from trapped air under the electrodes were not experienced after the Apollo 15 mission
because smell vents were added to the electrodes.
8.3.2 Medication Packaging
All the medications in tablet and capsule form were packaged in individually sealed plastic
or loll containers. On the Apollo II mission when the medical kit in the command module was un-
stowed, the packages had expanded because insufficient air had been evacuated during packaging.
This ballooning prevented restowage of the items in the kit until a flap was cut away from the
kit. Venting of each of the plastic or foll containers prevented this problem from recurring
on subsequent flights. The nasal spray bottles in the inflight medical kits were replaced by
dropper bottles for Apollo 14 and subsequent missions because previous crews had reported dif-
ficulties in obtaining medication from spray bottles in zero-gravlty.
8.4 FOOD
The Apollo program food was primarily of the freeze-drled variety which could be reconsti-
tuted with water. This type is low in weight and volume, is stable without refrigeration, can
be readily packaged, and can withstand the stresses and environmental conditions of space flight.
J Preparation of these meals requires cutting of the package, measuring and adding water, kneading
the mixture, and waiting for the rehydration process to be completed. Although the rehydrated
foods were generally the most satisfactory, the texture and flavor of this type of food was af-
fected by the co----nd module potable water (fuel cell product water). Complete rehydratlon was
prevented because excessive hydrogen gas dissolved in the water expanded the packages, reducing
the transfer of water to the food. Offensive tasting food resulted from ionic contaminants in
the water and difficulties in the chlorination procedures. These problems were allevlated on
the later flights because of improvements in the potable water system and methods of treatment.
Bite-slze compressed or freeze-dried products with special coatings to inhibit crumbling
were also used. These foods, designed to have an average moisture content of only 2 to 3 per-
cent, were intended to be re.hydrated in the mouth with saliva or with small quantities of water
when saliva was inadequate. In general, the crews found the bite-slze foods to be too dry and,
therefore, undesirable.
Special thermostabillzed wet-pack foods were added to the flight menus to provide variety,
improved taste, and a closer similarity to conventlonal food. Both blte-slze and wet-pack foods
required minimum preparation time and, therefore, were more convenient than the rehydrated meals.
The main disadvantages of the wet-pack foods were that some of the foods which are normally
eaten hot (such as potatoes and gravy) were not as palatable when eaten cold .........
In an attempt to meke the food pleasant to the crew, menus were designed to meet the psy-
chologlcal as well as the physiological needs of each crewmember. Prior to flight, each crew-
man was provided with a 4-day supply of fllght food for menu evaluatlon and selectlon. Flight
menus were them established to provide each creuman with adequate nutrients to meet basic physlo-
loglcal requirements. No foods were included in the final flight menus which had been rejected
during the preflight evaluations.
A control diet was used for the first time on Apollo 16 to insure that each crewman was in
an optimum nutritional condition prior to launch, and to facilitate postfllght interpretation of
medical data. The diet was initiated 3 days prior to launch and was terminated 2 days after re-
covery. In addition, food and fluid intake were closely monitored during the flight.
In-sult food bars were used by the Apollo 15 and Apollo 17 lunar module crewmen, and In-
sult beverage assemblies were used by the Apollo 16 and Apollo 17 lunar module crewmen. The bev-
erage assembly consisted of a drinking device and a 32-ounce bag containing water or potassl ,-_-
fortified orange drink. Several minor problems were experienced in using the assembly during
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the Apollo 16 mission. Inadvertent activation of the tilt valve by the co-T.unlcatlons cable or
the m/crophone caused some release of fluid into the Lunar Module Pilot's helmet prior to lunar
landing. Prior to the first extravehicular period, the Co_Ivander installed the In-sult beverage
assembly after donning his pressure suit and could not properly position it. Thus, he was un-
able to consume any fluid during the first extravehicular activity.
Four different types of Skylab food packages were evaluated on Apollo 15 for function under
zero-gravity conditions by each crewman. These included a rehydratable soup package, a beverage
package, a peanut wafer package, and a liquid table-salt package.
The menus for the Apollo 17 mission were designed to meet physiological requirements of each
crewmember as well as requirements of a food compatibility assessment study. This study was im-
plemented (I) to determine metabolic requirements of space flight, (2) to assess compatibility
of menus with respect to gastrointestinal function, and (3) to acquire data on the underlying
endocrinologlca] control of metabollsm.
Negative nitrogen and potassium balances occurred during the Apollo 17 flight and confirmed
a loss in total body protein. In addition, a loss of body calcium and phosphorus was demon-
strated. This is consistent with previous flights. Although some of the observed weight loss
can be attributed to changes in total body water, the hypocaloric regimen in conjunction with
the well-known tendency to lose body tissue under hypogravlc conditions indicates that a consid-
erable portion of weight loss is from fatty and muscle tissues.
Water intake and output data were generally consistent throughout the Apollo 17 flight.
However, when insensible water loss is considered, the crew on this mission were in a state of
mild negative water balance. These data are consistent with water-balance data from Apollo 16.
During the i-_edlate postflight period, only the Lunar Module Pilot's urine volume was signifi-
cantly decreased; the other two remained normal. This postfllght finding, along with the slight
decreases in total body water, confirms the normal-to-decreased level of antidluretlc hormone.
This observation differs from that of Apollo 15 w_ere high urine vol,--es and increased levels
of antldluretic hormone were observed. The more complete data from the Apollo 17 mission sug-
gests that the major weight loss resulted from loss of tissue mass rather than loss of total
body water. The lack of weight gains during the first 24 hours postfllght provides additional
evidence that fatty and muscle tissues were the predominant components of the observed weight
loss.
8.5 APOLLO LUNAR QUARANTINE PROGRAM
The Apollo lunar quarantine program was instituted to deal with the remote possibility that
micro-organisms hazardous to llfe on earth could be introduced into the biosphere by the crew-
members of lunar landing missions and the material brought back by them. Representatives of the
National Academy of Sciences, the U.S. Public Health Service, the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
and the U.S. Department of the Interior reviewed and approved plans proposed by ](ASA; the details
of implementation of the program _re the responsibility of NASA. Much of the following discus-
sion has been excerpted from reference 8-13.
8.5.1 Quarantine Program Guidelines
The coordination of the multidisclpllnary and often contradictory requirements of the lunar
quarantine programs presented a unique series of problems. Many of these problems were associ-
ated with the hypothetical nature of an unknown lunar hazard. Therefore, if precise scientific
and technical decisions were to be made, basic assumptions and guldellnes had to be followed.
The basic guidelines that were established for development of the program were as follows.
a. Hazardous, replicating micro-organlsms exist on the moon.
5. The preservation of human llfe should take precedence over the maintenance of quarantine.
c. Biological containment requirements should be based on the most stringent means used for
containment of infectious terrestrial agents.
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d. The sterilization requirements should be based on the methods required for the destruc-
tlon of the most resistent terrestrial forms.
e. Hazard detection procedures should be based on an alteration of the ecology and classi-
cal pathogenicity.
f. The extent of the biological test protocol would be limited to facilities approved by
the Congress of the United States, to well-deflned systems, and to biological systems of known
ecological importance.
8.5.2 Program Elements
8.5.2.1 Lunar-surface contamination.- Nations involved in the exploration of extraterres-
trial bodies have agreed to take all steps that are technically feasible to prevent the contam-
ination of these bodies during exploration. The primary reasons for preventing contamination of
extraterrestrial bodies are (1) to ensure that scientific analyses for the detection of viable
llfe originating from an extraterrestrial body can be conducted without the complications asso-
ciated with terrestrial contamination of such a body, and (2) to ensure that, if life does exist
on an extraterrestrial body, the ecological balance existing on that body is not disturbed by
the introduction of terrestrial microbial life-forms.
Several problems complicate the implementation of this agreement. First, if unmanned landers
are used, the problems associated with minimizing or eliminating contamination sources are prin-
cipally those technological problems involved with the design and fabrication of hardware that
will withstand decontamination or sterilization or both. The problems associated with this tech-
nology development should not be minimized, as evidenced by the amount of engineering and design
effort already expended in planning for unmanned vehicle exploration of other planets. However,
these decontamination problems are simple when compared to those associated with manned explora-
tion of other planets, because man is a virtual factory for the production and dissemination of
viable microbial contaminants. The other main problem associated with preventing contamination
of extraterrestrial bodies is the probability that a terrestrial life-form can establish itself
and survive in the alien environment.
P
The physical evidence concerning the environment of the moon indicated that the probability
was extremely small that a terrestrial life-form could establish itself. Th/s, in addition to
the low probability that a viable ecological system could exist on the moon, resulted in the
relaxation (but not elimination) of the requirements for the prevention of lunar surface contam-
ination. The Apollo crewmembers represented the prime source of contamination of the lunar sur-
face. Three other sources were determined to be (1) waste products such as feces, urine, and
residual food; (2) viable terrestrial micro-organisms released during lunar module depressurl-
zatlon; and (3) mlcro-organisms present in the lunar module waste-water system. Procedures were
defined to eliminate massive contamination of the lunar surface from these three sources.
8.5.2.2 Lunar sample collection.- Because one of the primary objectives of the Apollo pro-
gram was the collection end return of lunar material, advisory groups were established to deter-
mine the requirements for sample collection. One requirement was that lunar samples should be
collected by using only sterile tools and should be returned to the Lunar Receiving Laboratory
in a sterile environment. The collection of lunar smnples with hardware that contained minimum
organic and inorganic contamination was also established as a physical science requirement. The
types of materials that could be used for fabricating tools and other items that would come in
contact with lunar material were severely limited by the scientific requirements end weight re-
strictions. A high-temperature bakeout under vacuum conditions was the best method for removing
volatile terrestrial contaminants from the hardware. This treatment, at a sufficient temperature
for a sufficient period of time, also satisfied the sterilization requirements for the hardware.
The procedures and hardware necessary for the stowage of the collected lunar samples were
considered next. The physical scientists decided that the lunar samples should be transported
to earth under enviro,--ental conditions as nearly like those on the moon as was technically fea-
sible. This decision necessitated the design end fabrication of a pressure vessel that could be
filled with lunar samples and sealed on the lunar surface, end in which the internal environment
could be maintained throughout the sample transfer from the lunar surface to the Lunar Receiving
A
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Laboratory. Because the pressure vessel had to be an ultraclean, 8astight container, no addi-
tional requirements were necessary /n terms of quarantine control. The Apollo lunar sample re-
turn containers (fig. 3-14) were designed to contain approximately 1 cubic foot of lunar mate-
rtal and to be sealed on the lunar surface.
8.5.2.3 _nfli_ht contamination control.- It was anticipated that during lunar surface ex-
travehicular operations the exterior of the crewmen's suits and the equipment used on the lunar
surface would become contaminated with lunar material. As a result, specific hardware and pro-
cedures were developed to minimize the transfer of contamination from these sources to the bio-
sphere. The procedures were initiated before the crewmen entered the lunar module after each
extravehicular activity. Each crewman brushed the other crewman's suit to remove as much loose
lunar material as possible. A footpad was provided on the steps of the lunar module so that
lunar material could be scraped from the boots. Also, the sample return containers and other
items were brushed off before being returned to the lunar module. Once inside the lunar module,
all items to be transferred to the command module were placed in sealed Beta-cloth bags to mini-
mize the leakage of lunar dust into the lunar module or command module environment. Items that
were not transferred to the connand module, such as the gloves and overboots, were discarded onto
the lunar surface. After the last hatch closure on the lunar surface, the crewmembers cleaned
the interior surfaces of the lunar module using a vacuum cleaner in conjunction with the envi-
ronmental control system.
After the lunar module ascent from the lunar surface and rendezvous with the co----nd module,
the lunar module crewmen transferred hardware end lunar materials to the co-,=-nd module. Because
the command module entered the biosphere, procedures were developed to ndnimize the possible
transfer of lunar contaminants from the lunar module to the co----nd module. These procedures
included wiping and vacuuming all items being transferred from the lunar module to the command
module, establishing a positive air flow from the conlnand module to the lunar module to prevent
atmospheric contaminants in the lunar module from entering the co_nand module, and bagging and
storing items after transfer to the command module. When the transfer of the crewmembers and
all hardware to the command module was completed and the lunar module had been separated from
the command module, the command module interior was vacuumed and cleaned.
Other potential quarantine considerations involved the exterior of the co_nmnd module. Al-
though the counand module exterior was considered to be an unlikely source of potential contam-
ination, a concern was that lunar-surface contaminants would be transferred from the lunar mod-
ule to the co_nand module exterior during docking. However, this possibility was remote because
the docking area of the lunar module was never in direct contact with the lunar surface and was
subjected to solar radiation during the lunar surface operations.
8.5.2.4 Return to the terrestrial biosphere.- Once the command module containing the crew-
men and lunar samples entered the terrestrial environment, careful control of potential lunar
contandnatiou was required. Because the exterior of the connaand module was not considered to be
a source of extraterrestrial contamination, it was determined that landing in the ocean could oc-
cur without any special precautions against contamination. After landing, the command module
environmental control system was to be deactivated end a postlanding ventilation system was to
he activated. The system consisted of a fan that circulated fresh air from the outside through
the command module and forced the air to the outside through a vent valve. The system, which
had been incorporated in the command module before the lunar quarantine requirements had been
formulated, presented a problem in that potentially contaminated air would be exhausted from
the co-,hand module. The postlanding ventilation system was not modified, however, primarily be-
cause the measures taken to minimize possible contamination of the conxnand module atmosphere,
and the use of protective garments and biorespirators by the crew were Judged to be adequate pro-
tective measures.
Next, in terms of contamination control, the procedures for removing the crewmembers, lunar
samples, and hardware items from the command module and transporting them to quarantine isolation
in the Lunar Receiving Laboratory were developed. The crewmemSers left the co1_,and module before
it was lifted to the deck of the recovery vessel. Swimmers assisted the crewmembers in egresslng
the command module. The swimmers were protected from potential lunar contamination by using their
breathing apparatus during installation of the flotation collar on the command module. Further-
more, the swimmers sprayed areas of potential contamination, such as the hatch and docking areas,
with a germlcldal solution to decontaminate these areas before the hatch was opened. The crew-
members emerged from the command module wearing biological isolation garments which effectively
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prevented the transfer of microbial contaminants from the respiratory tract and body surface to
the exterior environment. After pickup by helicopter, the crewmen, still wearing the biological
isolation garments and physically isolated from the helicopter crewmen, were transported to the
recovery vessel. The flight surgeon, who was quarantined with the crewmembers, was also on board
the helicopter. Upon arrival at the primary recovery vessel, the helicopter was towed close to
a mobile quarantine facility and the crewmembers and flight surgeon walked to the facility. The
deck area traversed by the crewmembers during the transfer was decontaminated.
The command module hatch was sealed after egress of the crewmen, and the area surrounding
the hatch was decontaminated with a germicide. All decontamination equipment and the llfe rafts
used by the Apollo crewmen were then sunk at sea. Later, the command module was hoisted aboard
the primary recovery vessel and placed near the mobile quarantine facility. A flexible plastic
tunnel was then installed between the command module and the mobile quarantine facility to allow
removal of lunar samples and other data by a recovery technician. The command module hatch was
then sealed, the surrounding area was decontaminated, and the tunnel was drawn inside the mobile
quarantine facility.
Because some experiments planned for the lunar materials were tlme-critlcal, the samples
removed from the command module were packaged in vacuum-sealed plastic bags, sterilized, and air-
locked out of the mobile quarantine facility. The packages were placed in shipping containers
and transp@rted immediately by aircraft to the Lunar Receiving Laboratory. The crewmembers, the
flight surgeon, and the recovery technician remained in the mobile quarantine facility until the
primary recovery vessel reached the nearest port. There, the mobile quarantine facility and the
occupants were transferred to a transport plane and flown to Houston, Texas. Upon arrival, the
mobile quarantine facility was transported to the Lunar Receiving Laboratory. The operations
performed in the Lunar Receiving Laboratory are described in section 11.
8.6 SPECIAL MEDICAL STUDIES
Special medical studies conducted in support of the Apollo program included a crew microbi-
ology program and a virology program.
8.6.1 Microbiology
The microbiology program was instituted in responseto a requirement by the Interagency Com-
mlttee on Back Contamination that identified a need to produce a catalog of mlcro-organlsms car-
ried to the moon by Apollo crewmen. The primary use of the catalog was to provide a means of
recognizing whether a micro-organlsm, if found in lunar materlal, was of terrestrial or extra-
terrestrial origin. The catalog was also used for operational medical purposes.
The return of sterile lunar soll indicated that the preventive measures and handling methods
developed to prevent contamination of lunar soll were successful. If a terrestrial micro-organism
had been found in lunar soil, the catalog would have been extremely useful as supportive evidence
to the laboratory analysis of the contaminant. The mlcro-organlsm could possibly have been shown
to possess the same morphological and biochemical characteristics as one identified prior to a
particular mission.
The operational medical objectives were the same for each flight. The primary objective was
always to detect the presence of potentially pathogenic micro-organisms on the crewmen so that
possible medical problems could be recognized and preventive measures established. A second ob-
Jective was to identify medically important micro-organlsms from crew specimens collected as a
result of illness events so that the flight surgeon could use these data to aid in diagnosis and
treatment of inflight illnesses. A third objective was to collect microbial data which could aid
in explaining the responses of the crew microbial autoflora to the space flight environment and
the resultant effects on crewmembers. In order to accomplish the three stated objectives, a
variety of specimens were collected. In general, eight body surface swabs as well as fecal,
urine, and gargle samples were collected from each of the crewmemhers. Although the exact sam-
pling schedule varied from flight to flight, specimens were usually obtained approximately 1
month prior to launch, 2 weeks prior to launch, the morning of launch day, and immediately upon
recovery. In addition to the specimens obtained from the crewmen, swab samples were obtained
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from selected sites in the co_and module cabin immediately prior to launch and after recovery.
Following identification of all _[cro-organisms, the laboratory data on each isolate were stored
in a computer. A computer program was developed to provide a '5match test" of the stored data
with data that might be collected from an tmknown micro-organism. The program was designed to
search the catalog until an identification was made of those micro-organisms that had the great-
est number of similar characteristics. Although no micro-organisms were found in the lunar ma-
terial, significant medical data were produced. Specific observations are su_mmrized for Apollo
missions 7 through 12, and 13 through 17.
8.6.1.1 Apollo 7 through 12.- Considerable variation in the microfloral response was ob-
served. Staphylooooc_as cntreus was shown to increase in number, and transfers were effected be-
tween crewmen during two of the six missions. Although the mlcro-organlsm was present on two of
the remaining four missions, an increase was not detected postfllght. The variables of host sus-
ceptibility, external environmental factors, and ecological relationships between competing
species of micro-organisms are undoubtedly responsible for the observed response of the micro-
flora. Increase in numbers and spread of Aspe_iZZu8 fumigutus and beta-hemolytlc streptococci
were also shown on Apollo 7. The increase was not detected on any of the remaining five missions.
Prefllght and postfllght microbial analysis of samples obtained from the co_mmnd module
showed that a loss of the preflight micro-organisms occurs during the mission. The preflight
mlcroflora at the sampling sites were replaced by micro-organlsms from the crew microflora.
8.6.1.2 Apollo 13 through 17.- l_nedlately upon return from a space flight, species of
micro-organisms were recovered from a particular crewmember that had not previously demonstrated
the presence of this species. This phenomenon occurred on all flights with several different
species, implying that intercrew transfer of microbes is a regular occurrence during space flight.
Transfer of micro-organisms between crewmembers and the command module or extravehicular clothing
is even more obvious because the preflight microbial loads of these inanimate objects are quite
different from the m/crobial loads of the crewmembers. Occupation of the command module during
the space flight does not generally effect a significant change in the n,-,bers of different con-
taminating species. However, there is an obvious loss of the original contaminants on each site
with a concurrent invasion of microbes belonging to different species. In addition, there is
a buildup of medically important species during the space flight. In particular, the buildup of
Proteus _Pubil_s on the urine collection device has been a recurrent problem throughout most of
the Apollo missions. Close contact of susceptable parts of the body with these contam/nated
urine collection devices presents a significant medical hazard.
8.6.2 Virology
The virology program conducted in support of the Apollo missions consisted of characteriza-
tion of the viral and mycoplasma flora of the crewmembers; viral serology on crewmembers, crew
contacts and key mission personnel; and an analysis of specimens obtained as a result of crew
illnesses, the mission personnel surveillance program, and the flight crew health stabilization
program. Serology studies were initiated with Apollo 14; the mission personnel surveillance pro-
gram was in effect during Apollo missions ii through 14; and the flight crew health stabiliza-
tion program was in effect during Apollo missions 14 through 17.
The characterization of the viral and mycoplasma flora was accomplished by utilizing state-
of-the-art procedures and consisted of challenging tissue cultures, embryonated eggs, suckling
mice, and mycoplasma media with specimens obtained at various preflight and postfllght times.
8.7 BIOCHARACTERIZATION OF LUNAR MATERIAL
Immediately after lunar samples were unpacked, small, yet representative, samples were dis-
tributed to biological test laboratories within the Lunar Receiving Laboratory where the samples
were assessed to insure that they were not biologically hazardous, and to otherwise study the ef-
fects of lunar material on various plant and animal species. As mentioned previously, the con-
tainment aspects of the quarantine program were discontinued after the Apollo 14 postflight eval-
uation. As a result, the number of tests was substantially reduced for the Apollo 15 studies,
and the scope of the testing was further reduced for the final two missions.
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8.7.1 Microbiology
Microbiological tests for viruses, bacteria, and other agents were performed on specimens
from the crew, on lunar samples, and on various test species that had been exposed to lunar ma-
terial. The host systems used for the isolation of viruses from crewmembers and contacts within
the crew reception area helped the biologists isolate and identify member viruses representing
essentlally all known groups capable of producing acute illnesses in human populations. In ad-
dition to the host systems used for crew virology, supernatant fluids from lunar soll suspensions
were tested in tissue cultures of ma_nals, birds, and cold-blooded species.
8.7.1.1 Virological investigations.- The virological studies conducted on the lunar mate-
rial obtained during the Apollo m/sslons consisted primarily of analyses for replicating agents.
The materials tested and the systems challenged are presented in table 8-11. The supernatant
fluid obtained from centrifuging 50 percent welght/volume suspensions of lunar material in ster-
ile media was used as the Inoculum. There was no evidence of replicating agents in any of the
systems utilized.
Additional studies were performed on the Apollo 15 lunar material to assess alterations in
host susceptibility. No significant differences were observed between terrestrial basalt (sim-
ulated lunar material) and actual lunar -mterlal suspensions. Colonies grown on agar containing
lunar material were similar to those grown on agar medium alone or agar containing simulated
lunar material. Another study was conducted to determine the effect of lunar materials on the
stability of pollovlrus. No significant differences were detected between the simulated lunar
material and the actual lunar material suspensions.
8.7.1.2 Bacterlologlcal and mycological investigations.- Samples from all slx lunar explor-
ation missions were examined for the presence of blologically formed elements or viable organisms.
No evidence of viable organisms was obtained from any of these analyses.
Following incubation of the lunar material in the culture media complexes, microbial growth
dynamics studies were conducted with known test species to evaluate the possible presence of
toxic factors. Only extracts of culture media which had been in contact with a mixture of lunar
material from both Apollo ii core tubes proved to be toxic to all species tested (refs. 8-14 and
8-15). Attempts to reproduce this toxic effect with individual Apollo II core samples obtained
at other parts of the core stem and analyzed under somewhat different conditions were unsuccess-
ful. In all, 48 different lunar samples, collected to a depth of 297 centimeters from six dlf-
ferent landing sites, were examined.
8.7.2 Zoology
Various types of animals and invertebrates were exposed to lunar material to test for pos-
sible harmful effects. Maintenance of germ-free animals under positive pressure conditions was
forbidden, and a special procedure using a double biological barrier was developed. The germ-
free meuse was chosen as the prime test subject to represent the mammalian portion of the zoolog-
ical program. A second category of the program was the exposure of various aquatic species to
lunar material. These test subjects included marine and freshwater species and ranged from pro-
tozoa to the oyster, the shrimp, and various types of fish. A third category was the terrestrial
invertebrate, represented by the insects. It was impossible to cover all the taxa in this enor-
mous group, but the three major orders were represented by the German cockroach, the fly, and
the greater wax moth. The animals were exposed orally and by inhalation, injection, and direct
contact.
Following the Apollo 11, 12 14, and 15 missions, fifteen species of animals representing
five phyla were exposed to untreated lunar material. These tests were complementary to the other
protocols and were designed to detect any viable or replicating agents capable of infecting and
mltiplylng in animals. Results of exposure of the various animal species were uniformly nega-
tive (refs. 8-16 and 8-17). No viable or replicating agents, other than identifiable terrestrial
micro-organlsms, were ever recovered or observed in the test animals. In addition, only minimal
and transitory inhibition or toxicity followed exposure of some of the animals to the lunar ma-
terial.
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TABLE 8-11.- SYSTEMS CHALLEq_GED YN THE VIROLOGICAL ANALYSES OF LUNAR MATERIAL
OBTAINED DURING THE APOLLO HISSIONS
Mission
11
12
15
16
17
Number of
samples
tested
Tissue cultures
African green monkey kidney,
primary human embryonic kidney,
diploid human embryonic lung,
primary bovine embryonic kidney,
primary duck embryonic fibroblast,
rainbow trout gonadal tissue,
Pimephole8 promeZas, grunt fin,
Haemulon sciuras
African green monkey kidney,
primary human embryonic kidney,
diploid human embryonic lung,
heteroplold bovine kidney, hetero-
plold porcine kidney, primary duck
embryonic flbroblast, rainbow trout
gonadal tissue, SaZm_ ga4PdneP{,
fathead minnow, P_ephoZe8 pPome-
Zas, grunt fin, Haerv_Zon sciul_8
African green monkey kidney,
primary human embryonic kidney,
diploid human embryonic lung,
heteroplold bovine kidney, hetero-
plold porcine kidney, primary duck
embryonic fibroblast, rainbow trout
gonadal tissue, SaLv_ gaird_ri,
fathead minnow, P_mephoZe8 pPome-
las, grunt fin, HaemuZon 8ciu_Pa8
African green monkey kidney,
primary human enbryonic kidney,
diploid human embryonic lung
African green monkey kidney,
primary human embryonic kidney,
diploid human embryonic lung
African green monkey kidney,
primary human embryonic kidney,
diploid human embryonic lung
Systems challenged
Embryonated
eggs
Suckling
mice
X
X
X
Mycoplasma
media
i
D
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Following relaxation of the containment requirements after the Apollo 14 mission, llfe-span
studies were initiated vlth germ-free mice inoculated with lunar material. Classlcal inflammatory
reactions were noted and lunar fine material was observed to persist for the llfe of the animal
(20 months). The observations suggest the lunar fine material is relatlvely insoluble in tissue
and that, while acting as a low-grade irritant, it has little tendency to evoke reactive fibrosis.
The significance of such a chronic low-level stimulus and the various factors governing the re-
tention, elimination, and turnover of lunar fine material in mammalian tissue are not clear at
this time.
8.7.3 Botany
The botany program emphasized exposure of 33 plant species to lunar samples for the detec-
tion of possible plant pathogens. Sterile cabinets were maintained to grow pure cultures of
algae and diatoms, to germinate surface-sterilized seeds, to grow pathogen-free seedlings, and
to develop tissue cultures, all of which were exposed to lunar material in various forms.
The same materials and methods were used in botanical investigations followlng all of the
lunar exploration missions, except that fewer species were employed in the studies for the last
three missions. Emphasis in these latter investigations was placed upon collection of more de-
_initlve data on changes of pigmentation and cytoplasm density of lunar or terrestrially treated
cells, tissues, and whole plants. Methods unique to these studies are described in references
8-18 through 8-22. Of potential interest was the application of many principles of germ-free
animal research to the culture of the large number of plant seedlings required for the blochar-
acterlzation program. Lunar samples used in these studies were either composites of representa-
tive rock fragments and surface fines(Apollo 11, 12 and 14), or composites of surface fines
(Apollo 15, 16 and 17). Descriptions of the terrestrial controls may be found in references 8-23.
Treatment of algal cultures with lunar material caused growth inhibition in dense cellular
suspensions and growth stimulation in cultures grown on semisolid mineral media. Growth p_omo-
tlon was evident by marked increase in cell density in areas adjacent to lunar particles. Treat-
mont of algal cells by exposing them to lunar material suspended via gently agitation resulted
in cultures having h/gher respiration rates than untreated controls. H/croscoplcal examination
of treated cultures revealed no significant differences between cells treated with lunar material
or terrestrial material.
The fern, _c_ea se_blZi_is L., which was tested with each composite lunar sample, ap-
peared to be the most sensitive plant for demonstrating that lunar material can act as a source
of nutrients for plants. Clumps of spores germlnating on lunar material placed within a well
cut into mineral afar showed a several-fold increase in mass. The resulting gametophytes were
also greener than those treated with terrestrial basalts. Other lower plants such as Lycopodi_
ce_uum L. and Maz_hu_ztlu pol_oz,pha L. (liverwort) exhibited similar stlmulatlon. Within the
treated plants, measurements of chlorophyll-a showed significantly higher concentrations of the
pigment, but not chlorophyll-b or carotenolds.
Seeds germinated in the presence of lunar materials grew vigorously and absorbed significant
quantities of aluminum, chromium, iron and titanium (ref. 8-21) and a variety of others including
rare earth elements. In addition, cabbage and brussels sprouts absorbed large amounts of mangan-
ese. Lettuce seedlings generally did moch better in the presence of lunar material.
Germ-free plants of bean, citrus, corn, sorghum, soybean, tobacco and tomato showed no del-
eterious effect when their leaves or roots were treated with 0.2 gram of lunar materlal per
specimen. Plants of citrus, corn and soybean appeared to grow consistently better if treated
in the sand-_ater culture system originally described by Hoagland and Arnon (discussed In ref.
8-18). Histological specimens taken from lunar treated plants revealed no deleterious effects
of prolonged contact between lunar particles and leaf, marlstematlc, or root cells.
Twelve plant tissue cul_ure systems m_ployed in the blocharacterlzation program (ref. 8-20)
appeared to be the meat useful for studying cell-lunar particle interactions. Tobacco cells
treated with lunar material accumulated approximately 30 percent more chlorophyll-a than un-
treated ones (ref. 8-23). Relative and absolute concentrations of fatty acids and sterols were
changed by lunar-materlal treatment (ref. 8-24). Many cellular differences were noted. Both
stationary and suspenslon-cultures of lunar-materlal-treated tobacco tissue cultures exhibited
)
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an increased maturation of chloroplasts, and apparent secretory activity (ref. 8-25). Pine
cells, on the other hand, exhibited a remarkable increase in tannin acctmulatlon but not fatty
acids or sterols.
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9.0 SPACECRAFT MANUFACTURING AND TESTING
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Complete systems, subsystems, and individual components for the Apollo spacecraft were fur-
nished by numerous subcontractors. Subcontracts were generally managed by the prime contractors,
although in a number of cases the government furnls_hed hardware directly to the prime contractor.
During the manufacturing process, subcontractors were required to observe the same rigor that
was imposed by NASA upon the prime contractors with regard to the selection of materials, main-
tenance of dimensional tolerances_ environmental control, and the demonstration of proper per-
formance. The majority of subcontractors manufactured and assembled the contracted hardware in
their own facilities; however, numerous organizations that specialized only in design and con-
struction required the services of independent testing and certification organizations to per-
form the required test and checkout functions. In all cases, the subcontractors were respon-
sible for the checkout of the hardware to be delivered to the prime contractors and the prime
contractors were responsible for the end-to-end checkout of the spacecraft.
This section presents the sequences of operations that began with the assembly of space-
craft components to form the primary vehicle structures and terminated with final inspection
before shipment. No attempt is made to establish the schedules or to describe the processes by
which each separate component or assembly was produced. Each component or assembly was inspected
and/or tested according to a rigorous set of quality and reliability requirements and determined
to be fllghtworthy before installation. The described sequence is representative of operations
for a typical flight spacecraft rather than for a specific vehicle. Modifications, m/salon re-
quirements, schedule commitments, hardware availability, personnel, experience, facility loading,
and other factors influenced the sequence of operations to an extent that required constant man-
agement. The indlvldual vehicle time lines used to achieve the basic objectives of the manufac-
turing program are reflected in appendix E.
9.1 COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULE, lAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEM
AND SPACECRAFt/LUNAR MODULE ADAPTER
$
9.1.1 Command Module Assembly and Checkout
The command module was comprised of two major structural elements - the heat shield struc-
ture (outer) and the crew compartment structure (inner). The sequence of assembly of these two
structures and systems installation and checkout operations are described in the following para-
graphs.
9.1.1.1 Heat shield structure.- The heat shield structure consisted of brazed stainless
steel honeycomb sandwich panels which were welded into three separate major assemblies: the for-
ward compartment heat shield, the crew compartment heat shield and the aft heat shield. Figure
9-1 shows the assembly flow of the crew compartment heat shield. This is typical of all three
heat shield assemblies.
The completed heat shield structural assemblies were delivered to a subcontractor for ap-
pllcation of the ablative thermal protection material. The heat shields were returned from the
subcontractor and installed on the command module during final assembly.
9.1.1.2 Crew compartment structure.- The crew compartment structure consisted of bonded
aluminum honeycomb sandwich construction with the inner shell (facesheet) of the sandwich being
a welded assembly to minimize cabin leakage. Figure 9-2 shows the assembly flow of the two major
subassemblies of the inner shell. These subassemblies were welded together to complete the crew
compartment pressure vessel assembly. The honeycomb core, the outer facesheets and splice plates
were then fitted to this assembly and bonded in place. Thls completed the fabrication and assem-
bly of the crew compartment primary structure and pressure vessel.
A second major bonding operation was performed to install the various ties and angles re-
quired on both the inside and outside for attachment of the secondary structural assemblies.
The main display console, equipment support structures, cold plates, guidance and control sys-
tem support structure, and interior equipment bays were installed. The crew compartment struc-
ture was then proof pressurized to demonstrate structural integrity. Throughout the assembly of
the crew compartment structure, component locating, machining operations, fitting and trimming
were controlled by master tools which assured proper assembly and fit of all components.
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On completion of the structural assembly, the crew compartment was cleaned in a tumble-and-
clean positioner and prepared for systems installation at an installation workstand. Systems
were tested before installation in the spacecraft. All electrical systems, wire harnesses, and
related wiring were then installedp and a hlgh-potentlal test, a continuity test, and circuit
analyzer tests were performed. Plumbing was installed, and flushed, purged and dried. The as-
sembly was moved to pressure test cells where each fluids system was subjected to a complete
performance and functional test series and verified if operational and within specified limits.
This test series contained such operations as flow checks, leak tests, contingency and backup
mode checks, regulator operation checks, proof checks, and instrumentation output checks. The
assembly was then transferred back to the installation workstand for completion of systems in-
stallation.
When the electrical and fluids systems installations were complete, the crew compartment
was connected to the service module and launch escape tower by cables (soft mate) for individual
and combined systems tests. Throughout this period, each system was subjected to a series of
carefully controlled functional tests that demonstrated proper operations. These tests estab-
lished the performance data basellne to support all downstream test activities. The crew com-
partment was then placed in a workstand for installation of the heat shield, a fit check of the
boost protective cover, installation of parachutes, a fit check of the crew couches, and final
modifications, if necessary. Th/s operation vlrtually completed the command module assembly.
9.1.1.3 Final operations, i In the final phase of command module manufacturing, the vehicle
was cycled through another tumble-and-clean operation in which the vehicle was rotated through
360" in each axis to dislodge and remove debris. The weight and center of gravity were then de-
term/ned, and the vehicle was subjected to an integrated test (sec. 9.1.5). The command module
was subsequently moved to the shipping area and prepared for shipment. Such items as crew
couches and crew equipment were removed, packed, and shipped separately.
9.1.2 Service Module Assembly and Checkout
In the service module manufacturing cycle, maximum use was made of Jigs and fixtures to as-
sure proper fit and clearance of all components and subassemblies and to provide good accessibil-
ity for removing, replacing, and interchanging components. A generalized flow through the manu-
facturing and assembly process is shown in figure 9-3.
Three major stands were used in the assembly flow. The primary structural assembly stand
was used to assemble six radial beams to fore and aft bulkheads. To this structure were attached
bonded-aluminum-honeycomb-structure equipment support shelves and other secondary structural at-
tachment provisions for mounting of wire harnesses and tubing assemblies. In the next series of
operations, the bonded-alumlnum-honeycomb outer shell panels and reaction control system panels
were prefltted and located, and the attaching holes drilled. Holes were then drilled for in-
stallation of tanks and other equipment.
The service module was then mounted to a support stand where com_and-to-servlce-module
fairing panels and the aft heat shield were installed, and provisions were made for service pro-
pulslon engine installation. The weight and center of gravity were determined and axis markings
were completed. The module was then cycled through the tumble-and-clean facility during which
rotation through 360" in each axis was used to separate or dislodge any debris from manufacturing
operations.
After being cleaned, the module was installed in a large workstand for systems installation.
Components and systems installed included tubing, propellant storage and distribution systems,
the cryogenic storage system, the service propulsion drain and vent system, the environmental
control system, the helium pressurant system, the electrical power system, the main service mod-
ule electrical harness, terminal boards, coaxial cables, and the lower engine bay structure. Low-
pressure gross leak tests, flushing and cleaning of fluid lines, and automatic circuit analyzer
checks were performed after installation but before electrical hookup.
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The service module was then transferred to pressure test cells where each fluids system was
subjected to a series of carefully controlled functional tests that demonstrated proper opera-
tion in the prime, backup, contingency, and redundant modes. Examples of operations performed
to ensure vehicle integrity were proof tests, leak tests at Joints (brazed and mechanical), over-
all systems leakage checks, flow checks, pressure regulator checks, relief valve functional
checks, transducer verification, and cryogenic tests.
Following the tests, the vehicle was cycled through the tmnble-and-clean posltloner to dis-
lodge and remove debris. The cleaned vehlcle was then weighed and its center of gravity deter-
mined. On completion of these operations, the vehicle was placed in the integrated test stand
for the integrated test series described in section 9.1.5. The integrated test completed the
manufacturing, test, and checkout operations, and the vehicle was mounted on a shipping pallet
and prepared for shipment.
9.1.3 Launch Escape System Assembly and Checkout
The launch escape system consisted of a nose cone, a canard system, launch escape and tower
Jettison motors, skirt and tower structures, and soft and hard boost protective covers. Subcon-
tractors fabricated and assembled the nose cone, the launch escape motor, and the tower Jettison
motor. These units were installed as components at final assembly of the launch escape system.
A generalized flow of components and subassemblies as they were manufactured is shown In figure
9-4.
9.1.3.1 Canard assembly.- The canard assembly consisted of rings, longerons, a bulkhead,
outer skins, an actuating mechanism, and right- and left-hand doors. The structural sections
were riveted and bolted together in a Jig fixture. The actuating mechanism was installed,
checked for proper functioning, and forwarded to final assembly.
9.1.3.2 Skirt structural assembly.- The skirt structural assembly consisted of longerons,
circular rlng segments, and skin segments that were fusion welded and then riveted together into
an assembly. The assembly was flnlsh-machlned as a unit and then forwarded to final assembly.
9.1.3.3 _Tower structural assembly.- The tower structural assembly was a fuslon-welded tl-
tanium tubular structure with fittings at each end. The assembly steps are shown in figure 9-4.
9.1.3.4 Boost protective cover.- The boost protective cover consisted of two major assem-
blies. The forward assembly (hard cover) provided the structural attachment to the launch es-
cape tower which was necessary to allow the cover to be Jettisoned along with the launch escape
system. This assembly covered about the forward one-third of the command module. This assembly
was fabricated on a tool (form) and consisted of fiberglass facesheets and phenollc-honeycomb-
core sandwich construction. A layer of cork thermal protection material was bonded to this and
the assembly coated with a temperature resistant paint.
The aft assembly (s@ft cover) provided the thermal protection needed over the remaining
two-thirds of the command module. It consisted of an inner layer of Teflon-coated fiberglass
cloth to which was bonded the cork thermal protection materlal. The assembly was made in seven
segments to facilitate shipment and final installation. A plaster-splash process was used to
obtain the required fit between the soft cover and the commend module. An exact duplication of
the co_mnand module mold llne resulted. A mold llne simulator tool was then constructed and used
to fit and assembly the soft cover. The operation was performed on each spacecraft because of
variations of the command module exterior surfaces.
9.1.3.5 Final assembly.- The elements of the launch escape system were assembled, and a
final mechanical fit check with the assigned co_and module was performed. The assembled unit
was then used in support of downstream systems checkout activities.
9.1.4 Spacecraft/Lunar Module Adapter Assembly
The spacecraft/lunar module adapter consisted of a forward and an aft section. Each section
consisted of four bonded-aluminum-honeycomb-construction subassemblies. Each subassembly was
trimmed and assembled on a major assembly fixture in a pit in the floor which was 28 feet deep
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and 35 feet square (fig. 9-5). Tlds fixture was unique because it was constructed below ground
level. The honeycomb panels that made up the subassemblies were prefltted for bonding on assem-
bly Jigs, adhesive was applied, and curing was accomplished in one of the largest autoclaves in
the United States (fig. 9-6).
Installations of secondary structure and equipment were performed after the assembly was
removed from the pit and placed in an above-floor-level workstand. On completion of final as-
sembly, the unit was fitted with a shipping cover and transported to the using site. The first
three assemblies were transported by helicopter in approximately 300-m/is legs (fig. 9-7). The
remaining assemblies were transported by the Super Guppy, a specially modified aircraft.
9.1.5 Systems and Vehicle Checkout
9.1.5.1 Integrated systems checkout.- The integrated systems checkout verified the opera-
tion of the electrical, electronic, environmental control, and mechanical systems of the elec-
trically and mechanically mated comwmnd and service module. Before power was applied to the
spacecraft, a bus continuity check was performed to insure that the power distribution system was
wired correctly and that there were no grounded (short-circuited) power circuits. The spacecraft
power distribution system was then verified using external power sources and the data systems
were checked so that the operational instrumentation systems could be used during systems check-
out. Finally, the environmental control system was verified. After completion of the systems
testing, the spacecraft was readied for integrated test.
9.1.5.2 Integrated test.- For integrated test, the co,and module, the service module, and
the launch escape tower were electrically mated; electrical simulators were substituted for the
spacecraft/lunar module adapter, the launch vehicle, and the spacecraft pyrotechnics; and an in-
ertia simulator was substituted for the service propulsion system nozzle. Ground power was sub-
stituted for fuel cell power but batteries with power supply backup were used for the entry bat-
teries.
The integrated test was originally performed in two phases: "plugs-in" testing was conducted
with the ground checkout equipment connected and "plugs out" testing was conducted with the ground
checkout equipment disconnected in an attempt to electrically isolate the spacecraft from the
facility grounding system. Beginning with CSM-107 (the Apollo 11 spacecraft), the "plugs-out"
phase was abandoned, basically for two reasons. A review of test records revealed that no prob-
lems could be identified as resulting specifically from the "plugs-out" configuration and that
the vehicle could not, in fact, be electrically isolated.
The integrated test included the abort modes (pad, low-altltude and high-altltude aborts)
and the normal mission profile. The normal mission simulation consisted of the following phases:
launch profile, orbit insertion, earth orbit, translunar injection and coast, lunar orbit inser-
tion, lunar orbit, transearth injection and coast, entry, and earth landing. The spacecraft sys-
tems were exercised as they were expected to be during the various mission phases.
9.1.6 Facilities
The co-,,-nd and service module and the launch escape tower were engineered, designed, as-
sembled, and acceptance tested at the prime contractor facilities at Downey, California. Ap-
proximately 400 000 square feet of floor space was used for the Apollo activities. The contrac-
tor's facility at Tulsa, Oklahoma, was used to -_nufacture the spacecraft/lunar module adapter
and most of the larger honeycomb subassemblies of the service module.
9.1.6.1 Bonding and test facillty.- A 26 O00-square-foot building housed the bonding and
test facility. Operations performed in this building consisted of honeycomb preparation, metals
processing, adhesive preparation, and inspection operations (including ultrasonic). The building
contained a temperature- and h,-,idlty-controlled room for the adhesive preparation, provisions
for overhead handling, complete metal processing facilities, areas for refrigerated storage, mix-
ing equipment, and cutting and spreading tables. Two autoclaves were available for curing the
bonded assemblies. One autoclave was especially designed to accommodate the size and shape of
the c_maand module. The second autoclave, a standard cylindrical type, was used for smaller
panels and subassemblies.
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9.1,6.2 Structure fabrication area.- Fabrication of the command and service modules, space-
craft/lunar module adapters, and launch escape towers was performed in approxlmately B5 000
square feet of hlgh-bay manufacturing area,
Automatic alternatlng-current and dlrect-current fusion-weldlng was used to weld the command
module segments. Mechanlcal equipment was used for tri_nlng and cutting inner and outer panels
and holding track-mounted skate heads for all circumferential and longitudinal welding operations.
Protective covers were provided for ail spacecraft parts and assemblies to prevent damage
to fragile skins, and a special hlgh-llft crane fixture supported tank prefltting and installa-
tion operations for the service module.
Manual fuslon-weldlng equipment was used in launch escape tower fabrication operations.
Bridge cranes, slings, pickup dollies, and speclal racks facilitated the handling and transport-
ing of subassemblies and assemblies.
9.1.6.3 Electronic and electromechanlcal equipment fabrication and checkout area.- An area
of approximately 60 000 square feet was provided for the fabrication of electronic and electro-
mechanical equipment. This equipment included deliverable airborne modules, ground support equip-
merit, and systems measuring devices. Operations performed in the production area consisted of
wire and sleeving preparation, wire harness and cable assembly fabrication, wiring continuity
verification, potting and encapsulation, electronic subassembly fabrication, electronic instal-
latlon and final assembly, and module and console functional tests.
Standard wlre preparation equipment included wire cutters, wire stampers, thermal wire strip-
pers, and small processing ovens. All solderlng was performed in an environmentally controlled
area that met NASA speclflcatlons. This area was alr-condltioned; had dust-reslstant floors,
walls, and ceilings; had 75-foot-candle general illumination and hlgh-level lighting at produc-
tion work stations; and was equipped with shoe cleaners.
9.1.6.4 Tube fabrication and cleanln 8 facillty.- A facility of approximately 12 000 square
feet was used for tube fabrication and cleaning. The tube fabrication equipment consisted mainly
of cut-off saws, deburrlng and flaring equipment, and tube bending equipment. Cleaning facilities
were provided for the precleanlng and final cleaning of stainless steel tubing and for the pre-
cleaning, plating, and final cleaning of aluminum tubing. The final cleaning area was environ-
mentally controlled.
9.1.6.5 Pressure testln a facilities.- All pressure-testlng operations that could not be
performed In the final assembly and checkout facility (because of the hazards involved) were per-
formed in special teat cells. Hazardous systems and command module tests were performed in a
pressure test cell that provided gas pressures and environmental control. Hazardous pressure
tests on the service module were performed in an environmentally controlled plt-type test cell
that was 25 feet deep, 25 feet long, and 23 feet wide.
9.1.6.6 Systems integration and checkout facilltT.-An area of approximately 133 000 square
feet was provided for spacecraft systems integration and checkout. The interior of the building
consisted of four general sectlon8. The sectlon8 nearest the east and west walls were of two-
story construction to acco_nodate offices, assembly and maintenance areas, crib control rooms,
8erviclng equipment rooms, and other general supporting areas. The center of the building con-
siste_of a low-bay and a high-bay section. The ceiling of the low-bay section was 42 feet high,
and the section had two lO-ton bridge cranes that traveledthe full length of the building. This
section wne used for spacacr%ft Installatlon, modification, and preparation operations. The
ceiling of the high-bay area was 63 feet high, and the section had two 15-ton bridge cranes that
=
also traveled the full length of the buildlng. This area was used for individual systems check-
out and Integrated systems checkout after module mating.
The primary purpose of this facility was to provide an area in which temperature, humidity,
and dust were controlled during installatlon and checkout operations to assure maximum reliabil-
ity of the spacecraft integrated systems. Yunctlons performed in this facility included final
assembly of systems and subsystems, installation of these components in the spacecraft, Indlvld-
ual systems checkout of the command and serylce module, combined systems checkout of the command
and service module, teat instrumentation installation, modification and updating to the latest
design configuration, integrated test and shipping preparation.
I
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9.1.7 Equipment
The items of manufacturing and test fixtures and equipment used to support the assembly and
checkout of the Apollo command and service module were nmnerous. Some of the more important
items are described and listed in table 9-I to provide a generalized concept of overall opera-
tions.
9.1.7.1 Automatic circuit analyzer.- The large amount of wiring on the spacecraft required
that an automatic circuit analysis test program be instituted for validating interconnecting wir-
ing systems. Time for validating wiring systems was reduced by one-fourth, thus decreasing the
overall flow time of the vehicle in manufacturing. Test results were displayed and all anoma-
lies recorded to expedite error location, failure analysis, and the required corrective action.
The following were typical tests.
a. Continuity of wiring
b. Noncontinuity of unused pins and connectors
c. Short-clrcult detection
d. Leakage detection
e. Insulation resistance
f. Electrical connection bonding resistance
9.1.7.2 Acceptance checkout equipment for spacecraft.- The acceptance checkout equipment
was a computerized system that provided centralized, programmed control and monitoring of space-
craft checkout operations. The automatic checkout system, coupled with interface equipment, a
digital test command system, and a digital test monitor system, provided manual, semiautomatic,
and automatic modes of operation to accommodate system testing, integrated testing, and launch
support.
The testing of spacecraft systems was controlled from modules located in system consoles.
The modules facilitated the input of the appropriate commmnd selections, computer subroutine
selections, or spacecraft guidance computer information to the spacecraft.
Each system console had a variety of test-co1_and capabilities that were necessary for the
testing and checkout of a particular system. A console could operate independently simultane-
ously with other system consoles. The up-llnk computer interpreted and reacted to the com-mnds
initiated from the system console. The signals generated by the acceptance checkout equipment
ground station were transmitted by hardllnes to the digital test command system. Redundant trans-
mission checks and verification tests were accomplished to ensure maximum confidence in proper
conmmnd transmissions.
Test data to be down-linked were obtained from sensors in the spacecraft and from the ground
support equipment. These data were signal-condltloned in the digital test monitor system and
transmitted as aerial pulse-code-modulated data to the recording and display equipment that re-
ceived, recorded, and displayed the spacecraft performance data, as required by the specific test
being conducted.
The down-link computer performed the required processing functions such as predetermined
limit checks, engineering unit conversions, and data compression. The data were converted to
signals displayed as alphanumeric characters on the appropriate system consoles. Displays in-
cluded unique outputs based on special requirements, the status of automatic test sequences, and
the status of specific parameters. Blinking displays indicated that parameter limits were being
exceeded.
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TABLE 9-1 .- COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULE MANUFACTURING
FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT
Fixture/equipment Purpose
Bonding autoclaves:
Cylindrical (12 x 20 it)
Clamshell (15-ft diam.)
Weld fixtures:
Circumferential skate-type
tool
Headstock and tailstock
positioner
Ferrls wheel inner sidewall
assembly tool
Oglve bulkhead tool
Forward inner structure
assembly tool
Tumble-and-clean fixture
Weight and balance fixture
Bonding operations.
Trim and weld inner shell and ring
assembly (crew compartment) to
inner aft bulkhead.
Position, support and rotate crew
compartment horizontally during
final assembly.
Assemble, trim and weld inner
sidewall components,
Trim and weld bulkhead segments.
Trim and weld forward inner struc-
ture subassembly.
Dislodge and remove debris result-
ing from manufacturing operations.
Determine dry weight and center of
of gravity of co,and module and
service module.
9.2 LUNAR NODULE
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9.2.1 Ascent Stage Assembly and Checkout
The ascent stage structure cOnsisted of four subassemblies: the front face, the cabin skin,
the midsection, and the aft equipment bay. Fabrication of these four subassemblies was accom-
plished in fixtures; on completion, the subassemblies were placed in an ascent structure main
fixture for final assembly and mating operations. The structural assembly was then subjected
to a cabin proof and leak test. Optical alignment of the navigation base and secondary struc-
ture installation were completed in an ascent structure workstand. The completed structural
assembly was then installed in an environmentally controlled ascent stage general fixture for
installation of electrical equipment, fluids systems, the reaction control system, the environ-
mental control system module, and other equipment, as shown in figure 9-8.
The ascent stage was then moved to a cold-flow facility for the initial fluids test and
checkout operations. Each fluids system was subjected to a set of carefully controlled func-
tional tests that demonstrated proper operation. Testing was conducted to proof the system;
test for leaks at Joints (both brazed and mechanical); check overall systems leakage, flow rates,
pressure regulators, and relief valve functions; and verify orifice configuration to assure
proper fluid ratios of oxidizer and fuel for the propulsion system.
From the cold-flow facility, the ascent stage was processed through a rotate-and-clean oper-
ation. The cleaned stage was then transferred to an integrated general fixture where the elec-
tronic equipment was installed, thermal insulation and thermal shielding were prefltted, the as-
cent engine was installed, and the primary guidance and navigation system was installed and
aligned.
Final test and checkout of the systems (integrated systems tests) were accomplished after
the ascent and descent stages had been mated. An entire complex of ground support equipment was
interfaced with the assembled stages and, with a carefully controlled set of operational checkout
procedures, each system was subjected to controlled stimuli. The responses of the vehicle sub-
systems were recorded for comparison to the pass/fall criteria required for acceptance. Dis-
crepancies, if found were recorded; troubleshooting was performed to isolate the anomalous con-
dition; corrective action was provided; and retests were conducted to demonstrate satisfactory
resolution.
The ascent stage was moved back to the cold-flow facility for final fluids systems test.
The ascent stage propulsion and reaction control systems were subjected to procedural tests
which demonstrated that the fluid flows, pressures, and functional paths conformed to specifi-
cations and could support mission requirements as complete systems. Final verification of the
coolant-loop servicing and functional capability was also performed at this time. The ascent
stage was then moved back to the integrated general fixture and mated to the descent stage in
preparation for the formal engineering aCCeptance test described in section 9,2.3. On comple-
tion of the test, the ascent stage was=transferred to a weighing fixture. The stage was weighed,
the center of gravity located, and a final inspection made to confirm readiness for shipment.
After removal of some of the more fragile equipment such as antennas, which were shipped sep-
arately, the ascent stage was packaged for shipment.
9.2.2 Descent Stage Assembly and Checkout
The descent stage structure consisted of machined parts and panel stiffener assemblies that
were mechanically Joined. The engine compartment was assembled, the tank compartments formed,
the upper and lower deck assemblies added, and the machined interstage fittings attached to com-
plete the structural assembly. This assemblage was accomplished in a descent structure main fix-
ture. The stage was then moved to a descent structure workstand where the fluids equipment and
wiring was installed. Gross leak checks and harness verification tests were subsequently per-
formed within an environmentally controlled fixture as shown in figure 9-9. Following the equip-
merit installation operations, the stage was moved to the cold-flow facility for testing similar
to that described for the ascent stage.
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From the cold-flow facility, the descent stage was processed through the rotate-and-clean
operation. The cleaned descent stage was then moved to the integrated general fixture for in-
stallation of electronic and scientific equipment, the descent engine, and for alignment and
meting with the ascent stage in preparation for integrated systems tests. On completion of the
tests, the descent stage was again moved to the cold-flow facility where final verification was
made of the engine installation and the descent propulsion system. When these tests were com-
pleted, the descent stage was transferred back to the integrated general fixture and meted to
the ascent stage in preparation for the formal engineering acceptance test (set. 9.2.3). After
the test was completed, the landing gear were attached and tested for functional operation, the
stage was weighed, the center of gravity was determined, and the landing gear were removed. Af-
ter a final inspection to confirm readiness for shipment, the descent stage was packed for ship-
ment.
9.2.3 Formal Engineering Acceptance Test
The formal engineering acceptance test was designed to exercise all functional paths of the
lunar module vehicle systems. Four ground support equlpment/vehlcle test configurations were
used during the test to provide, as nearly as posslble, flight stimuli and response conditions
without compromising the vehicle hardware.
The first test configuration consisted of the integrated vehicle with simulated reaction
control system thrusters, power supplies instead of batteries, and all the ground support equip-
ment instrumentation associated with the autometlc checkout equipment. This test verified the
total lunar module systems electromagnetic compatibility performance in typical mission modes.
The ascent and descent stages were electrically and mechanically mated for the descent abort and
abort staging phases of the mission simulations. The ascent stage was electrically disconnected
for the ascent stage simulations.
The second test configuration consisted of the ascent stage and special timing equipment
attached to the ground support equipment connectors on the reaction control thruster solenoid
circuits. This test was conducted after final wiring of the flight thrusters was completed, and
proper timing of the thruster valves and proper prlmary-to-secondary coll identification were
verified.
The third test configuration consisted of the mated descent and ascent stages supported in
a fixture that provided motion in the pitch, roll, and yaw axes on command. The end-to-end po-
larity of the attitude control loop was verified by physically rotating the vehicle and verify-
ing proper response of the rate gyros and the abort sensor gyro assemblies about the vehicle
axes.
The fourth test configuration consisted of the mated stages connected to a very minimum of
ground support equipment. The vehicle was equipped with fllght-type batteries. Each functional
phase of a manned lunar mission was performed with switch sequences progran_ed to dupllcate pre-
launch checkout, earth-orblt operations, translunar preparation, separation and lunar-orblt in-
sertion, lunar descent and landing, lunar stay, pre-ascent checkout, primary guidance powered
ascent, and a demonstration of the abort guidance system abort and rendezvous capability. The
test was performed by radio up-llnk to the lunar module and monitored by radio down-llnk dis-
plays en consoles in an autometlc checkout equipment station control room.
9.2.4 Facilities
The lunar module was engineered, designed, menufactured, and acceptance tested at the prime
contractor's plant in Bethpage, Long Island, New York, before shipment to the Kennedy Space Cen-
ter in Florida for launch preparations. The plant consisted of 21 major facilities with more
than 5 million square feet of operating space. Since virtually all the prime contractor's manu-
facturing and testing tasks were to be performed within the Bethpage complex, the facilities se-
lected for lunar module manufacturing and testing were located within a l-ndle radius, thus al-
lowing for an efficient flow of parts, components, and subassemblies to a centralized final as-
sembly and test area.
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9.2.4.1 Ascent stage struc¢ural/mechanlcal manufacturing area.- An assembly area of approx-
imately 20 000 square feet was allocated exclusively for the ascent stage structure and mechani-
cal systems installation. An additional 200 000 square feet of facilities and equipment were
made available for lunar module use on a tlme-sharlng basis with other programs of the prime con-
tractor. This area was selected because of the complete range of equipment and facilities avail-
able for manual or fusion welding, resistance welding, chemical m/lling, spin form/ng, honeycomb
bonding, heat treating, inspection, shipping, and receiving.
9.2.4.2 Descent stage structural/mechanlcal manufacturing area.- An assembly area of approx-
imately 15 000 square feet was allocated exclusively for the descent stage structure and subassem-
bly elements. An additional 120 000 square feet of facilltles and equipment were available on a
tlme-sharlng basis for the manufacture of lunar module detail parts. This area was selected be-
cause the descant stage structure, which consisted of machined aluminum beams, chemically milled
skin panels, and sheet metal parts, was compatible with the manufacturing techniques used in this
area in the production of virtually all sheet metal parts for other programs of the prime con-
tractor.
9.2.4.3 Centrallzed lunar module assembly_ installation, and final acceptance test area.-
.The overall lunar module support area and facilitles required for the final assembly, installa-
tlon, and test of the lunar module before shipment consisted of approximately 70 000 square feet
of space for exclusive lunar module use and an additional 40 000 square feet of facilities and
equipment made available on a time-sharlng basis with other programs of the prime contractor.
The final assembly area was capable _f supporting three vehicles in integrated testing at one
time besides individual work station areas for two descent stages and three ascent stages. The
individual work station areas were used to prepare the vehicle for final acceptance tests and
shipment.
9.2.4.4 High-pressure test facility (cold flow).- The h/gh-pressure test facility had spe-
Cial features that permitted remote-controlled static and dynamic testing of h/gh-pressure fluid
operating systems. Acceptance and development tests were conducted on lunar module propulsion,
environmental control, and reaction control systems. Two control rooms housed the operating con-
soles and data-acqulsltion instrumentation equipment. A room for electrical and mechanical sup-
port equipment was centrally located so that each test cell could be equipped w/th the necessary
plumbing, wltlng, and manifolding for supplying electrical, fluid, and gas requirements.
9.2.5 Equipment
Numerous items of manufacturing and test equipment were used to support the assembly and
checkout of a lunar module. Some of the fixtures and equipment used during vehicle assembly and
testing are listed in table 9-II.
9.2.6 Specialized Support Laboratories
Many specialized facilities were used to troubleshoot specific problems, check electronic
packages, environmentally exercise components for acceptance, or otherwise indirectly support
operations. The more important facilities and tasks performed are described.
9.2.6.1 Full-misslon engineering simulator.- The lunar module full-mlssion engineering slm-
ulator was a manned simulation facility that provided a means of verifying the actual lunar mod-
ule flight article capabilities, using an integrated system approach. The slmulation profiles
consisted of descent from lunar orbit to the surface, ascent to rendezvous, and docking with the
command and service module. Simulatlon also verified the ability to perform various mission
aborts. The dynamics of the vehicle were simulated with six degrees of rigid-body freedom us-
Ing a combination of fllght-type and commercial-type equipment.
9.2.6.2 Fli_ht control integration laboratory.- The flight control integration laboratory
was used for the integration and verification of the flight abort guidance and fllght control
systems hardware. The ability to operate and control the entire system in a realistic mission
situation was verified before use on a flight vehicle. Prelnstallatlon Checkout and system
troubleshooting of flight hardware were also performed in this laboratory.
TABLE 9-11.- LUNAR MODULE MANUFACTURING
FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT
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Fixture/equipment Purpose
Ascent stage general fixture
Descent structure workstand
Integrated general fixture
Rotate-and-clean fixture
Landing gear fixture
Weight-and-balance fixture
Automatic circuit analyzer
Installation of electrical equip-
ment, fluids systems, reaction con-
trol system, environmental control
system module, and other equipment.
Installation of electrical equip-
ment and fluid systems.
Installation of ascent and descent
engines, electronics equipment,
primary guidance and navigation
system, antennas and other equip-
ment. Alignment and mating of as-
cent and descent stages. Accept-
ance testing.
Tumbling of either ascent or de-
scent stages to remove debris from
manufacturing operations.
Temporary installation of landing
gear for functional demonstration
of system.
Determine dry weight and center of
gravity of ascent stage or mated
ascent and descent stages.
See sec. 9.1.7.1.
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9.2.6.3 Data reduction facility.- An automated data reduction facility, applicable to all
spacecraft programs, was used to process telemetry data in automatic, semiautomatic, or manned
control modes. Output devices included strip-chart recorders, oscillographs, event records, an
X-Y plotter, a digital printer plotter, and card and tape punch equipment.
9.2.6.4 Prlm_ry guidance laboratory.- The primary guidance laboratory was used by associate
contractors for prelnstallatlon testing, troubleshooting, and acceptance testing of government-
supplied hardware for the navigation system and electronic systems before installation in the ve-
hicle. This unique laboratory was staffed by associate contractor personnel who also supplied
the necessary ground support equipment to perform all test requirements.
Additional facilities for specialized support included a laboratory for the development of
environmental control systems, a simulator for testing of llfe support systems, a hydrostatic
test laboratory, a drop-test fixture, a thermal-vacuum facility, a facility for conducting heat
transport and water management tests, and a laboratory for conducting component tests to verify
environmental test requirements.
#
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I0.0 LAUNCH SITE FACILITIES t EQUIPMENT t AND PRELAUNC_{ OPERATIONS
10.1 WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE
The Apollo launch escape and earth landing systems were qualified at the Nh/te Sands Missile
Range by a flight test program conducted from 1963 to 1965. The test program also accompllshed
significant certification testing of the co_Band and service module structures, batteries, and
certain flight instr_entatlon. Another important task was the first use, including fit and
function tests, of the handllng and checkout ground support equipment for the co-,,and and ser-
vice module. All the property and equipment assets of the NASA White Sands Missile Range Flight
Test Office were dlsposltloned within 60 days of the last Little Joe II flight test.
i0.I.I Launch Complex
All of the vehicles launched in the course of the flight test program at White Sands were
launched from Complex 36. The major facilities are shown in figure i0-i.
As originally constructed, Launch Complex 36 consisted of a blockhouse, service tower, and
launch pad designed for firing Redstone mlssiles. After completion of the Redstone program, the
service tower and half of the blockhouse were assigned to the Apollo program for Little Joe II
launch vehicle qualification and spacecraft abort tests. The other half of the blockhouse and
the launch pad were assigned to another program.
Requirements to support the Little Joe II effort included a new launch pad, permanent tracks
on which the service tower could be moved to the new launch pad area, a cable trench between the
pad and the blockhouse, a facility transformer station, and a transfer and power room near the
launch pad. The transfer and power room, known as the power building, contained Junction boxes,
regulated power supplies, and monitoring equipment. The service tower (fig. 10-2) required exten-
sive modification to accept the Little Joe II/Apollo vehicle which was larger than the Redstone
missile. The service tower was configured such that the spacecraft, when attached to the launch
vehicle, was enclosed in e clean room for installation and checkout of components and instrumen-
tation.
10.1.2 Vehicle Assembly Building
A vehicle assembly building (fig. i0-I) was constructed approximately I mile from the launch
area. The building included a h/gh bay area, electrdmechanlcal laboratories, storage facilities,
and solid propellant rocket motor checkout areas. The little Joe II launch vehicles were un-
loaded at this building on arrival and, occasionally, the building was used to store an Algol
rocket motor overnight. Later, a portable clean room was added in the building to permit final
installation of the reaction control and hydraulic actuation systems under a controlled environ-
ment.
Permanent office space for operations personnel was not constructed because of the relatively
short duration of the program. Instead, 15 mobile office trailers were provided for use during
vehicle assembly and checkout activities. Trailers in the launch pad area were moved to a safe
site just before initiation of the final systems checks before each launch and were returned af-
ter launch.
10.1.3 Little Joe II Control System Test Facility
The control system test facility was located at an isolated site (fig. I0-I) and contained
all the equipment required to test and service the reaction control system and the hydraulic-
powered aerodynamic control system. The facillty included a concrete test pad and a prefabri-
cated steel building that was environmentally controlled to a temperature of 70" ±5 ° F. The
pad and building were separated by a distance of 45 feet for operator safety. The building was
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designed to withstand an overpressure of 42 pounds per square foot, equivalent to the simultane-
ous explosion of all four reaction control system tanks. The pad included floodlights for night
operations, showers and water flushing for hydrogen peroxide safety, tiedowns for the fin stand,
and electrical power outlets. The ground-support equipment used for fin servicing was placed
on a paved area of the facility. A hydrogen peroxide servicing trailer could be placed inside
the building for hydrogen peroxide surveillance. An attitude control fin test control was used
to control and monitor fin testing, and portable recording equ_pnent was used to monitor system
performance.
10.1.4 Little Joe II Launcher
The launcher (fig. 10-2) was a mechanical structure used for the final assembly and launch-
ing of the Little Joe ll/Apollo vehicles. Heavy steel 1-beams formed the major structure so that
a minimum amount of refurbishment was required between launches. The launcher mast, attached to
the support platform, supported the payload umbilical retracting assembly and provided the base
for two support arms that stabilized the vehicle during thrust buildup and lift-off. The launcher
was swiveled on electric-motor-driven crane-type trucks for azimuth positioning. The support
platform was pivoted by means of electric-motor-driven screw Jacks for elevation positioning.
The positioning controls and indicators were located in the blockhouse. In addition, a control
panel in the blockhouse contained valve and pressure controls and indicators for the pneumatic
systems which operated the vehicle support arms and the payload umbilical retracting assembly.
Changes made to the launcher during the program included (i) redesign of the payload umbil-
ical system for the A-O03 m/salon to accommodate repositloning of the umbilical on boilerplate
spacecraft 22, and (2) incorporation of an extension on the mast for the A-004 mission because
of the more forward location of the umbilical on spacecraft 002.
The launcher performed as designed for all five Little Joe II launches. All mechanisms per-
formed smoothly before and after each launch, and refurbishment was held to a minimum. Actual
launcher positioning was within 6 minutes of the desired angle in azimuth and 1.5 minutes of the
desired angle in elevation.
10.1.5 Ground Support Equipment
10.1.5.1 Little Joe II.- The major ground support equipment items for the Little Joe II
launch vehicles were consoles and equipment racks used for system control; air conditioning for
maintaining motor grain temperature; reaction control system and attitude control system testing
and servicing equipment; an enviromnental tent; handling equipment; and miscellaneous items gen-
erally used for test and checkout. There were 248 items of ground support equipment. Of this
total, approximately 70 were c_ercial standard items purchased by NASA, and 50 were commercial
standard items purchased by the contractor. The remaining items were manufactured specifically
for the Little Joe II program. The launch vehicle manufacturer furnished slings and dollies for
handling the vehicle airframes and all components except Algol rocket motors; the rocket motor
subcontractor furnished all handling equipment for these motors.
Vehicle systems varied from mission to mission; therefore, continuous surveillance of ground
support equipment was conducted. Every effort was made to use available equipment. In general,
the ground support equipment performed well.
10.1.5.2 Command and service module.- The command and service module contractor furnished
handling, checkout and servicing ground support equipment. The handling equipment (45 units)
consisted of support stands, vorkstands, lifting slings and beams, weight and balance equipment,
and transport dollies. The checkout equipment (22 units) included the launch escape and earth
landing systems checkout and test equipment, test conductor consoles in the launch control cen-
ter, and mlecellaneous mmller articles for operations such as battery checkout and wire harness
continuity checks. Servicing equipment (9 units) included a battery charger, test pressure units,
and related equipment, in addition, the contractor furnished miscelleneous auxiliary equipment
(28 units) such as tool kits and shipping covers.
10.2 EASTERN TEST RANGE/KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
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10.2.1 Saturn LB Launch and Checkout Facilities
AS-101 and AS-102 were missions in which Apollo boilerplate spacecraft were launched from
the U.S. Air Force Eastern Test Range in support of spacecraft development objectives. The facil-
Ity requirements for these launches were minimal in that the Saturn IB development was already
well underway and Launch Complex 37 (fig. 10-3) had been in use for a conslderable length of time
prior to the AS-100 series of flights. Pre-mate checkout of bollerplate spacecraft 13 and 15 was
accompllshed in Air Force hangar AF, which was also used for the launch vehicle S-IV stage pre-
mate checkout. Spacecraft ground support equipment was provided to check the sequential, pyro-
technic, telecommunications, and environmental control systems. Flight development instrumenta-
tion was provided as government furnished equipment and existing FM/FM ground stations at hangars
S and D were available for telecommunications reception.
During the period followlng the boilerplate flights, new facilities were constructed and ac-
tivated for the AS-200 series of unmanned fllghts to qualify all spacecraft and launch vehicle
systems for manned flights. Initial concepts required specific facilities for individual check-
out of the various spacecraft systems. Checkout included static firing of the reaction control
and main propulsion systems, with an eventual mating of modules and a final test Io altitude
chambers prior to stacking on the launch vehicle. Figure 10-4 is an artist's conception of the
industrial area facilities. The following facilities were constructed: a solld-propellant stor-
age facility, a pyrotechnics and parachute installation building, two cryogenic test buildings,
two hypergollc test buildings consisting of two test cells each, a fluid test support labora-
tories building, an environmental control system test building consisting of two test cells, an
ordnance test facility, an operations and checkout building equipped with two altitude chambers
and nmnerous integrated test stands, and a parachute packing building. Also provided were ware-
houses, repair and maintenance facilities, office space, and a flight crew training building
which housed various simulators and trainers for the flight crew. Livln 8 quarters and medical
and recreational facilities were provided for the flight crews in the operations and checkout
buildlng. Sites and the basic industrial needs (e.g., water and power) were planned for a main
propulslon static firing facility; however, final construction of the complex was not accom-
plls_ed. Instead, Air Force Launch Complex 16, an obsolete Titan I launch pad, was equipped to
provide static firing and hypergollc ground support equipment maintenance capability at a con-
siderable program cost savings. A surplus water tank was used for environmental protection for
the service modules and ground support equipment during hydrostatic testing of replaced service
propulsion system tanks and for a static firing of the Apollo 7 service propulsion system before
launch.
10.2.2 Saturn V Launch and Checkout Facilities
A procedure in which the space vehicle was assembled and checked out at the launch pad was
entirely satisfactory for the Saturn ZB flights. However, the size and complexity of the Saturn
V vehicle and the scheduled frequency of flights dictated the use of a new mobile launch concept
wherein the vehicle was assembled and checked out in a protected environment, and the fllght-
ready vehicle was transported to the launch site for flnal servicing and propellant loadlng.
Launch Complex 39 (fig. 10-3) was constructed to carry out the mobile launch concept. The com-
plex was located approximately 5 miles north of the Kennedy Space Center industrlal area.
I0.2.2.1 Vehicle assembly buildlng.- The Apollo/Saturn V space vehicles were assembled in
the vehicle assembly building (fig. 10-5). The building contains a high bay area 525 feet high
and a low bay area 210 feet high. With a length of 716 feet and a width of 518 feet, the build-
ing has 343 500 square feet of floor space. By volume, it is one of the largest buildings in
existence, containing 129 482 000 cubic feet of space.
A cutaway view of the interior of the vehicle assembly buldllng, as configured for the
Apollo program, is shown in figure 10-6. The high and low bay areas, serviced by a transfer
aisle for movement of vehicle stages, formed two distinct operational elements of the buildlng.
The high bay area contained four separate bays for the assembly and checkout of the Saturn V
stages, instrument unlt, and Apollo spacecraft. Access to the space vehicle was provided by
work platforms in each high bay. Each platform was constructed in two par_s. The parts could
I
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be moved together and mated, affording 360 @ access to the vehicle. The low bay area, approxl-
merely 442 feet by 274 feet, contained eight stage preparation and checkout cells as well as
quarters for flight crews and support personnel who were required to remain nearby during criti-
cal periods of assembly and checkout. Additional areas were used for office space and storage.
Control rooms for automatic spacecraft checkout operations were located in the operations
and checkout building, with stimuli and response signals carried by hardline to the vehicle as-
sembly building and launch pads.
10.2.2.2 Mobile launchers.- Each space vehicle undergoing assembly inside the vehicle assem-
bly building was supported by a mbile launcher (fig. 10-7). The 18 000-square-foot base of the
launcher later served as the launch platform. The base contained holddown arms and masts for
servicing the first stage of the vehicle. The base also housed computer systems, digitally con-
trolled equipment for propellant and pneumatic lines, and electrical power and water systems.
A 45-foot square opening was built into the base for rocket exhaust at flit-off.
Permanently positioned on the base of the mobile launcher was a 380-foot-hlgh launch umbil-
ical tower that provided support for nine swing arms for direct access to the vehicle. The tower
also contained 17 work platforms and distribution equipment for propellant, pneumatic, electrical
and instrumentation systems. Two hlgh-speed elevators afforded access to the work platforms.
Mounted on top of the tower was a 25-ton-capaclty crane. The height of the combined base and
umbilical tower was 445 feet.
10.2.2.3 Launch sites.- Two launch pads were constructed at Launch Complex 39. The facil-
ities that comprised pad A are shown in figure 10-8. The mobile launcher, with the fllght-ready
space vehicle mounted on it, was secured to six mounting mechanisms located on the concrete sur-
face of the pad. Other fixed components to service and effect launch of the space vehlcle in-
cluded liquid oxygen and hydrogen service towers, a fuel system service tower, and an electrical
power pedestal.
A steel-relnforced concrete enclosure, covered with as much as 20 feet of earth fill, housed
electronic equipment which was part of the communlcatlons llnk between the mobile launcher and the
launch control center. Similar enclosures housed a terminal connection room, an environmental
control systems room, a high pressure gas storage room and an emergency egress room. Located
near the perimeter of the pads were kerosene, liquid oxygen, and llquld hydrogen storage facil-
ities, and a remote slr intake facility. Holding ponds for retention of fuel spill and waste
water and a burn pond for disposal of hydrogen gas boiloff were also located within the launch
site area.
A flame trench partially bisected each pad. Prior to launch a 700-too wedge-shaped flame
deflector, was moved by tall into the flame trench and positioned directly beneath the space ve-
hicle so that it would deflect the flames and channel the exhaust along the flame trench. To
dissipate flames and m/nlmlze damage to the pad, a water deluge system was avallable which could
pump 40 000 gallons of water a minute into the flame trench.
10.2.2.4 Mobile service structure.- The mobile service structure (fig. i0-9) was a steel
trussed tower that was positioned adjacent to the space vehicle on the launch pad to provide ac-
cess for connecting certain ordnance items, performing checkout functions, servicing spacecraft
systems, and fueling the spacecraft. The structure had five work platforms which closed around
the space vehicle. Two platforms were self-powered for positioning at the desired levels; the
remainln$ three could he reposltloned but were not self-powered. Two elevators provided access
_o the work platforms. Located in the base portion of the structure were a mechanical equipment
room, an operations support room, and areas for equipment storage. The structure weighed
I0 500 000 pounds and was 410 feet in height.
10.2.2.5 Transporter.- Two transporter umlts were manufactured to move the mobile launchers
and the mobile service structures. First, a transporter moved a mobile launcher into the vehicle
assembly building. On completion of vehicle assembly, a transporter was again used to move the
mobile launcher and vehicle (a load of more than 11 mi11Ion pounds) approximately 3 1/2 m/lee
over a specially constructed crawlerway to one of the launch sites (fig. 10-7). During the trip,
the load was maintained within i0 minutes of arc from vertical, even while the transporter
( :].0-:].3.
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. Figure 10-7.- Mobile launcher and space vehicle being transporLed to launch pacl.
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climbed a 5 percent grade to the launch pad. In order to accomplish this, the transporter was
equipped with both automatic and manual leveling devices. After depositing the mobile launcher
and space vehicle on the pad, the transporter moved the mobile service structure from its park-
ing area to the launch pad. Finally, the transporter returned the service structure to the park-
ing ar_a before launch.
The transporter was 131 feet long, iI_ feet wide, and weighed 6 m/llion pounds. It had a
load capacity of 12 million pounds and, when loaded, had a maximum speed of 1 mile per hour.
The vehicle moved on four double-tracked crawlers, each i0 feet high and 40 feet long. Each
shoe on a crawler track weighed approximately 2000 pounds.
Motive power was provided by two 1750-horsep0wer deisel engines that drove four 1000-kilowatt
generators. The generators, in turn, powered 16 traction motors. Power for steering, ventila-
tion and electrical systems was provided by two 1065-horsepower deisel engines that drive two
750-kilowatt generators. The smaller engines also powered a hydraulic Jacking system that raised
and lowered the load.
10.2.2.6 Launch control center.- Final countdown and launch were controlled from a four-
story building located Just east of the vehicle assembly building. The launch control center was
also used in conducting many of the checkout and test operations required during space vehicle
assembly. Facilities for various service and support functions are located on the ground floor.
The second floor contains telemetry, radio, tracking, Instrumentation, data reduction and evalu-
ation equipment. The third floor has four firing rooms which contain monitors and control con-
soles. One of these rooms is shown in figure i0-i0. The fourth floor has projection screens
for display of launch site in£ormation and con£erence rooms.
10.2.3 Vehicle Checkout Operations
Prelaunch checkout of the Apollo spacecraft and launch vehicles at the Kennedy Space Center
underwent a number of variations from the relatively simple flow of operations for the boiler-
plate flights to the more complex flow for the sophisticated J-mlssions. The following descrip-
tion applies to the final missions. The flows for the launch vehicle, the lunar module, and the
con,hand and service module are described separately up to the point where the vehicles were mated
and moved to the launch pad. The description of the launch pad operations pertains to the en-
tire stack.
10.2.3.1 Launch vehicle.- The inltial assembly and checkout activities of the launch ve-
hicle were accomplished in two major areas of the vehicle assembly building, the high bay area
and the low bay area. The low bay area activities included receipt and inspection of the S-If
stage, S-IVB stage and the instrument unit, and the assembly and checkout of the S-II and S-IVB
stages. An insulation leak check, J-2 engine leak check and propellant level probe electrical
checks were performed on the S-II stage. A fuel tank inspection, engine leak test, hydraulic
systems test, and propellant level sensor electrical checks were made on the S-lOB stage.
In the high bay area, the S-IC stage was positioned and secured to the mobile launcher, ac-
cess platforms were installed and umbillcals were secured. Electrical continuity checks were
then made followed by pnetmmtic, fuel, and engine leak checks, and instrumentation and range
safety system checks. The S-II stage was then mated to the S-IC stage, and the S-IVB stage and
instrument unit were added. As each stage was mated, electrical continuity and system tests
were performed. Following completion of the stage systems tests, launch vehicle integrated tests
were accomplished. Vehicle separation, flight commands, sequence malfunction, and emergency de-
tectlon system checks were made. The spacecraft was then mated and the space vehicle was ready
to move to the launch pad. - ...... _" .................................
10.2.3.2 Lunar module.- The lunar module was received at the Kennedy Space Center in two
major subassemblies, the ascent stage and the descent stage. The stages were inspected for dam-
age on arrival. In parallel, the landlng gear, explosive devices, batteries, rendezvous radar,
and abort sensor assembly were received and inspected. The rendezvous radar was then sent to
the radlo-frequency test facility for checkout, and the abort sensor assembly was sent to the
stability and control laboratory for calibration.
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The ascent stage was positioned on the ascent stage work stand and, similarly, the descent
stage was positioned on the descent stage work stand. Propulsion and reaction control system
gas leak and functional tests were then performed on the two stages. Upon completion of these
tests, the descent stage was placed in the altitude chamber and the ascent stage underwent an
S-band steerable antenna functional test. The ascent stage was then inverted for a mechanical
docking test conducted in conjunction with the command and service module. The ascent and de-
scent stages were then mated in the altitude chamber in preparation for combined systems tests
at sea-level pressure and altitude tests. Following combined systems tests, the abort sensor
assembly was installed in the spacecraft, after which crew provisions stowage checks were con-
ducted on both the ascent and descent stages. Environmental control system functional tests
were then performed at sea-level pressure, the gaseous oxygen and water management system tanks
were serviced, and systems to be operated during the altitude tests were verified.
A simulated altitude test run was conducted with a fully stowed cabin using both the prime
and backup crews. An unmanned altitude test (run 1) was conducted to verify cabin integrity and
environmental control system functions. Two manned altitude tests (runs 2 and 3) were then con-
ducted with the prime and backup crews. After altitude chamber deserviclng, an additional cham-
ber run (run 4) was made for systems drying. Following the altltude tests, all descent stage
crew provisions, the lunar roving vehicle, and experiment items were stowed and deployed by the
flight crew. The lunar roving vehlcle was then installed for flight and the lunar module was
moved to the landing gear fixture for landing gear installation and testing. The mated lunar
module with the landing gear retracted was then installed in the lower section of the spacecraft/
lunar r_dule adapter.
10.2.3.3 Co_muand and service module.- The command and service module was received at KSC
in four major subassemblies: the launch escape system, the spacecraft/lunar module adapter, the
service module, and the command module. The subassemblies underwent the following operations:
a. Launch escape system. The launch escape system components were inspected and taken to
the pyrotechnics installation building for assembly, weight and balance measurements, and thrust
vector alignment. The subassembly was then transferred to the vehicle assembly building and
mated to the command module Just prior to moving the space vehicle to the launch pad.
P
b. Spacecrafr/lunar module adapter. The adapter was inspected and delivered to the opera-
tions and checkout building integrated test stand where the upper section of the adapter was re-
moved in preparation for installation of the lunar module. After the installation of the landing
gear (set. 10.2.3.2), the lunar module was installed in the lower section of the adapter and
alignment was optically verified. The upper section of the adapter was then reinstalled and in-
terior work platforms _ere added for later operations.
c. Command and service modules. Upon delivery of the command and service modules to the
operatlous and checkout building, the co_nand module heat shield was inspected, and the two
spacecraft modules were moved to the altitude chamber and mated. A receiving inspection and
side hatch functional test were then performed, umbilical buildup was accomplished, the environ-
mental control system was connected and checked for leaks, and the command and service modules
were electrically mated. A cabin leak test was conducted followed by alignment of the crew op-
tical alignment sight and the lunar module active docking target. The lunar module ascent stage
was then inverted over the top of the mated colsnand and service modules (set. 10.2.3.2) and a
machanlcal docking test was performed. This was followed by a leak test and functional test of
the scientific instrument module door thruster system. The scientific experlmants were then
installed and a combined systems test was performed during which the experiments were function-
ally verified and selected spacecraft interfaces and systems were checked out.
A sirm,lated altitude test was performed in preparation for manned altitude testing. The
co_and and service modules were then serviced and an unmanned and two manned altitude tests
were performed (one with the prime crew and one with the backup crew). Operations following the
manned altitude resting included transferring inertial measurement unit power to ground support
equipment, draining and drying the e_vironmental control system water system, performing an open-
loop communications test, performing a service propulsion system ball valve leak test, removing
stowed equipment, performing a post-egress inspection, and powering down the spacecraft. The
mated command and service modules were then transferred to a work stand for installation and leak
check of the service propulsion system engine nozzle extension, and installation and checkout of
the high gain antenna. After antenna checkout, the command and service modules were moved to
)
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the integrated test stand and mated to the spacecraft/lunar module adapter. Ordnance items (ex-
cept for detonators) were then installed. Upon completion of the ordnance installation, the
work platforms were removed and the assembled spacecraft was transferred to the vehicle assembly
building. While at the vehicle assembly building, the spacecraft was mechanically mated to the
launch vehicle and the launch escape system and hard boost protective cover were installed. The
complete space vehicle and mobile launcher were then transported to the launch pad.
10.2.3.4 Launch pad operations.- Upon arrival Of the space vehicle and mobile launcher at
the launch pad, the mobile service structure was positioned adjacent to the space vehicle, ground
support equipment was connected, and the white room was positioned around the command module.
An integrated systems test was performed using a launch vehicle simulator to validate command
and service module systems and verify ground support equipment interfaces. In parallel, a com-
bined systems test was performed on the lunar module to functionally verify the electronic sys-
tems, and leak and functional tests of the gas subsystems were accomplished. Following these
tests, a systems interface test was performed to verify the electrlcal interface between the com-
mand and service module and the lunar module. The spacecraft was then electrically mated to the
launch vehicle and two space vehicle overall tests were performed. A "plugs out" test was made
to verify radio frequency, ordnance, pressurization, propulsion, guidance and control, propel-
lant, and emergency detection systems. A "plugs in" test was performed to verify proper opera-
tion of all systems during an automatic firing and flight sequences.
A flight readiness test with simulated aborts and normal mission sequences was performed
followed by crew emergency egress pTactlce and a cabin leak test. A test was then conducted to
verify hypergollc propellant systems readiness, and hypergollcs were loaded in preparation for a
countdown demonstration test. The countdown demonstration test verified that the space vehicle
and the ground support equipment were in launch status. The test was performed in two stages,
wet and dry. In the wet portion of the test, the launch vehicle propellants were on board, the
spacecraft was unmanned, and the vehicle was counted down to T m/nus zero. After recycling the
space vehicle to a dry condition (propellants drained), the last hours of countdown were simu-
lated with the crew on board.
Following the countdown demonstration test, preparations were started for the actual count-
down. The countdown began approximately 4 days before the launch readiness day, and the final
space vehicle checkout and servicing operations were performed. The final phase of the count-
down started approximately 9 hours prior to llft-off. During the final phase, the cryogenics
were loaded, conditioned, and pressurized; final checks were made on all systems; the propulsion
systems were serviced and prepared for launch; and the crew manned the command module. Auto-
matlc sequencing started at T m/nus 187 seconds. The S-IC stage ignition cow,hand was given at
T minus 8.9 seconds and, at T minus zero, the launch commit was given which caused the holddown
arms to retract hydraulically. The holddown arms restrained the launch vehicle until a satis-
factory thrust level was achieved, after which the controlled release assemblies provided for
gradual release of the vehlcle during flit-off.
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11.0 LUNAR RECEIVING LABORATORY
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II.I INTRODUCTION
The Lunar Receiving Laboratory was originally conceived and constructed to provide rigid
quarantine conditions for members of the Apollo flight crews, Apollo command modules, and re-
turned lunar samples. The facility was operated in this capacity for the Apollo II, 12, and 14
missions. Although the quarantine requirement was subsequently relaxed, the facility continued
to operate in full support of the returned sample program. This effort, which formed the bulk
of the laboratory activities, involved the processing, examination, preliminary analysis, and
distribution of lunar material. The laboratory was occupied in 1967 and was certified as ready
for quarantine support in June 1969. In the following month, the Lunar Receiving Laboratory
commenced operations in support of the Apollo 11 mission.
11.2 ORIGINAL CONCEPT
A special subcommittee of the Space Sciences Board, National Academy of Sciences, was con-
vened in 1964 to consider the potential ramifications of working with material, personnel, and
equipment returned from the lunar surface. The subcommittee recommended that a facility be con-
structed for the following purposes:
a. Quarantining returning Apollo crewmembers, equipment, and lunar samples for a specified
period
b. Conducting specific biomedical evaluations of lunar samples while isolated to determine
whether any lunar sample contained hazardously replicating mlcro-organlsms
c. Conducting time-crltlcal physical science investisatlons of lunar samples while isolated
during the quarantine period
P
d. Controlling, processing, and preparing lunar samples and distributing samples to deslg-
hated principal investigators for scientific analysis
e. Providing a repository and curatorial facility for all retained lunar samples
The Lunar Receiving Laboratory was designed and constructed in response to this recommendation.
11.3 FACILITIES
The Lunar Receiving Laboratory was designed to provide the functional areas illustrated in
figure 11-1. The administrative and nonisolated support areas were separated from the isolated
operations areas by a biological barrier that was activated during specified quarantine periods.
Each operational unit behind this barrier, as shown in the figure, represented a unique part of
the facility. _ - -
o
11.3.1 Crew Reception Area
The returning crewmen who had been exposed to lunar material and also to potentially haz-
ardous lunar blologlcal elements were quarantined for a period of approximately 21 days, begin-
ning at departure from the moon. The crew reception area not only provided the facilities for
sustenance and comfort of the flight crews and support personnel during the quarantine period,
but also provided the capability to house other personnel who might have become exposed to haz-
ardous biological elements in the sample laboratory. The area contained complete living facil-
ities, a recreational area, a medical facility, and an isolated interview room. This entire
system was separated from other areas of the laboratory complex and the ambient environment by
primary and secondary biological barriers. Since the interior of the conunand module could also
have been contaminated, the spacecraft was sealed and stored in the crew reception area for the
duration of the quarantine period.
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11.3.2 Sample Operations Area
The lunar sample containers were opened and sample examinations were conducted behind a two-
way blological barrier system composed of gas-tlght glove cabinets and vacuum chambers. This
handling and containment system was unique in that conventional containment units are designed
to prevent contamination in only one direction. The two-way system was designed to protect lab-
oratory scientists and technicians from contact with lunar material while protecting the samples
from terrestrlal contamination.
The immediate operations performed on returned lunar ssmples in the sample operations area
included sterilization of the exterior of sample containers, opening and unpacking of the con-
tainers in a near vacuum, sampling of effluent gases, visual examination and photography of the
samples, division of samples, and preparation of portions of the samples for detailed physical-
chemical and biological examinations. The requirement for a vacuum system was later withdrawn,
after which a dry nitrogen system was used.
The physical-chemical examination included tests for reactions with atmospheric gases and
water vapor, and preliminary examination of the mineralogy, petrography, and chemistry of the
lunar samples. Examinations of this kind and of a biological nature were performed in greater
detail by other laboratories after the quarantine period.
Lunar samples were used for the following kinds of Biological examinations: aerobic and an-
aerobic culturing; inoculation of plants, eggs, tissue cultures, invertebrates, and vertebrates
(normal and germ free); and blochemlcal analysls.
11.3.3 Radiation Counting Laboratory
A radiation counting laboratory (fig. 11-2) was included in the Lunar Receiving Laboratory
because some of the induced radioactivity of lunar samples would decay in less time than the
quarantine period.
11.3.4 Thin Section Laboratory
A thin section laboratory was included in the Lunar Receiving Laboratory to facilitate pro-
duction of petrographic thin sections of lunar sol1 and rock fragments. This provided the capa-
bility to study in detail the crystal structures of many samples in a timely manner.
11.4 OPERATIONS
11.4.1 Preliminary Processing and Examination
Closely guarded quarantine control procedures were used for the preliminary processing and
examination of the lunar material returned during the Apollo ii, 12, and 14 missions. Figure
11-3 illustrates lunar sample processing for these m/sslons. Included ere operations that were
accomplished under quarantine conditions and the investigations that came after quarantine was
llfted. Quarantine was not required for the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions because examination
of samples during the early missions had shown a complete absence of pathogenic substances.
The sample laboratory and the vacuum laboratory, located in the sample operations area,
were the primary locations for initial sample processing. The vacuum system was used only dur-
ing the processing of the Apollo ii and 12 samples. After Apollo 14, the samples were initially
processed in two sterilized cabinet systems. The vacuum system and, later, the other cabinet
system served primarily as a receiving point from which the lunar samples were distributed to
other portions of the Lunar Receiving Laboratory and eventually to the scientific community.
All of the initial processing occurred in the same two cabinet systems on Apollo missions 15,
16 and 17 without sterilization of the cabinets.
11-4
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Figure 11-2.- Radiation counting laboratory.
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The processing which occurred in these systems included:
a. Unpacking samples from the return containers
b. Weighing
c. Photography (orthogonal and stereoscopic)
d. Sieving fines
e. Dusting rocks
f. M/croscoplc examination
g. Modeling (rocks)
h. Determining lunar orientation
i. Initial allocation, including some chipping.
When the quarantlne requirements were discontinued after Apollo 14, the complexity of lab-
oratory operations decreased conslderably. Although no lunar-derlved blologlcal contaminants
had been found, certain tests were continued as a safeguard. All subsequent sample processing
operations were conducted in nitrogen cabinetry instead of the vacuum system since only the ex-
posure of the lunar material to terrestrial contaminants was of primary interest.
11.4.2 Sample Processing
Although lunar samples were cataloged, photographed, and described in the preliminary opera-
tions phase, such activity was only the beginning of the scientific work. A portion of the sam-
pies from each mission was selected by a Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team composed of eminent
members of the scientific community. This team transmitted an allocation plan to the lunar sam-
ple curator, who then implemented the sectioning and packaging of samples. To illustrate the
work required, reference is made to sample 12021, which is sample 21 from Apollo 12. Figure
11-4 shows sample 12021 on the slab saw in the beginning stages of sectioning. Before this op-
eratlon, a detailed cutting plan was prepared with reference to specified allocation requirements.
The cutting plan began with the instruction, "Separate from large end, by chipping, all pieces
which can be removed by taking advantage of the numerous existing fractures ... make the inltlal
cut with a circular saw such that the thickness of the resulting slice is about 1.5 centimeters."
Figure 11-5 illustrates the two "daughter" samples produced. Figure 11-6 illustrates the pre-
cise documentation detail which follows the sectioning of a lunar rock. Such drawings, together
with laboratory test results, formed data packages that were individually prepared for the sam-
plea distributed to selected scientists. These principal investigators were allocated the mini-
_um amount of sample consistent with their intended research, and the detailed drawings were nec-
essary to identify precisely the particular portion of rock allocated for their study.
A Preliminary Examination Team, consisting of between 20 and 40 scientists, was assigned
the responsibility of describing the returned lunar samples. The team was made up of NASA sci-
entists and visitors who represented the scientific community. The visitors represented both
universities and agencies. The descriptions of the samples are documented in reports published
in the periodical Science, in the Preliminary Science Reports _IASA SP series), and in an infor-
mal publication of the lunar sample curator's office.
Q
11.4.3 Gas Analysis
The functions of the gas analysis laboratory, located in the sample operations area, are
broadly grouped into mission-support and mlsslon-related activities. Figure 11-7 is a schematic
representation of this laboratory as it ex/sted during the Apollo program.
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Figure 11-5.- Plan forcuttinglunarsample12021.
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Figure 11-6.- Documentationof slice B, lunar sample 12021, after cutting.
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Mission-support activities were those operations carried out during the preliminary examin-
ation phase of the program and included:
a. Organic contamination monitoring
b. Inorganic trace-gas contamination monitoring
c. Preliminary analyses of organic materials in lunar ssmples
d. Preliminary analyses of total carbon content of lunar samples
e. Analyses of trace gases and radioactive gases in sealed-sample containers
f. Preliminary analyses of noble gases in lunar samples
g. Determination of radioactive gases in lunar samples in conjunction with radiation count-
ing activities
11.4.4 Radiation Counting
The radiation counting laboratory was used to measure the emitted radiation from lunar sam-
ples through gamma-ray spectrometry. This facility provided the Lunar Receiving Laboratory with
the capability to perform nondestructive analysis of lunar samples during the quarantine period
and before the short-lived nuclides could significantly decay. The lunar samples selected for
radiation counting were packaged in stainless steel vacuum-tight containers. Several samples
that weighed between 200 and 2000 grams were counted in this laboratory during the preliminary
examination. The samples selected for analysis were purposely varied so that all, or most, geo-
logical types were represented.
11.4.5 Biological Testing
Portions of the returned lunar samples were distributed to the biological test laboratories
located in the sample operations area. The personnel in these laboratories, under quarantine
conditions and using extensive test procedures, determined whether the returned samples contained
detrimental alien llfe-forms. All biological testing was performed within special biological
cabinetry designed to contain extremely hazardous pathogenic material. The Lunar Receiving Lab-
oratory is the only facility in the world capable of handling a large variety of plant and animal
test subjects under such containment conditions. Details of the biological tests conducted dur-
ing the program are given in section 8.7.
11.5 AFTER APOLLO
The Lunar Receiving Laboratory was closed to lunar sample handling when the Apollo 17 pre-
liminary examination phase was concluded. Only a small portion of the material returned from
each lunar landing mission was allocated for research. Most of the lunar material is being con-
served intact, under nitrogen storage conditions, for future studies when scientific measurement
technology is expected to far surpass present capabilities. All sample distribution, storage,
and packaging activities have been transferred to the office of the lunar sample curator. Al-
though priorities change with science and technology, the Lunar Receiving Laboratory will remain
in history as the first facility designed solely for the containment of extraterrestrial material.
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T_ A-I.- I_ SATURN LAUNCH VI_ICLE A_rI)A_OLLO iP_EC_ D_7_LOP_ FLIGHTS
Mission Type CoBplex
(8)
SA-1 Lauach vehicle devel- 34
opmeat, suborbital
SA-2 Launch vehicle deval- 34
spathe, suborbital
SA-3 Launch veh£cle devil- 34
opodnt, 8uborhlcal
CA-4 Launch vehlcX@ dave1- 34
opment, suborbital
SA-} Launch vehicle deval° 37B
opman¢, llrCh orhltal
a-101 Launch vehicle 8lad 37B
spacscrtft develop-
m_t, march orbital
a-102 Launch veh£cll a_d 37B
spacecraft develop°
o81at, earth orbital
A-103 Hlc roQateoro ld ex- 373
perimmatm earth or-
bital
k-106 )Ucrouecaoroid ex- 37B
perdmeat and space-
cr_c dlNalopmnc,
earth orbital
A-10S Rlcroutooroid ez- 37l
perilm_t, mmr_h or-
btc_
Launch
Dltl
Oct. 27, 1961
Apr. 25, 1962
Nov, 16, 1962
Hat. 18, 1963
Jan. 29, 1964
May 28, 1964
Slap. 18, 1964
Feb. 16, 1965
Hay 25, 1965
Jcly 30, 1965
TLlm. G.m.t.,
hr :ml.n : sen
15:00:06
24:00:34
17:45:02
20:11:55
16:25:01
17:07:00
16:22:43
14:37:03
07:35:01
13:00:00
Vehicle COn[iBuratlon
Launch vehicle Payload
Saturn I_Ch dummy
second stake and
Jupiter nose cone
Satur= Z v/th dmm_y
8econd stage
Jupiter UOl4 cone
!Saturn I w_th dummy
lecond stije aM
Jupiter unit cone
22 900 _11onl of
voter for Pro_ect
HIshwster 1
22 900 _llons of
water [or Project
Highwater 2
Addltlonsl data
Vehicle achieved altitude of
84.6 _Lles and range of
206 hales
_ter contafner yam deton-
atnd at altlt_da of 65.2
miles after 161,6 seconds
of fllaht
_ater coQtaLner v_ deto_-
lead at altitude o! 103.7
_tles after 292 seconds of
FllKht
:Saturn I w_th dummy
_cond stake and
;0upitar noel cone
Saturn I Jupiter nose cone F_rst Saturn I launch ve-
containing sand haole with live second stake
balleat to simulate
Apollo spacecraft
_es
Saturn I (SA-6)
Satu_ I (SA-7)
• o_le_plate conmm_i
and eet-_lcs module,
adapter, and lau_h
escape system
(BP-13)
Botlerplata commend
and service llodula.
adapter, lnd launch
iescape cysts
(_P-lS)
I_oLlerplate co--and
and service m_dule,
adapter, and Launch
escape systes
(SP-16). PeKasue A
s_ceZZice encZosed
by service module
until orbital in-
sertion
• ollerplate commnd i
and service u_d_le,
adapter and launch
escape system
(BP-26). PeKuus B
ldteL_£te enclosed
by se_rico Ilodu_e
uactl orbital in-
serried
_oilerplaca comund
a_d service modu/e.
adapter, and launch
escape eyl¢_B
(BP°_). Pegasus C
satellite enclosod
by service module
_mctl orbitLt in-
sertion
_atur'n I (SA-9)
Saturn % (SA_)
Saturn I (8^-10)
Spacecraft and S-_V stage
disintegrated during entry
inca earth atmosphere over
P_cific 0case dur_-s _h
revolution
Spacecraft S-IV stage
disintegrated dur_ S entry
i_to earth at_gphere over
Indlan Ocean duria$ $gth
revolutlCm
Initial "Ol>erationaZ" launch
vehicle fJ_ Saturn I Nr£Se.
Satellite vse co_m_ndnd of[
Au$_at 29, 1968
Satellite v88 commanded o[f
Ausuet 29, 1968
S_mtellite usa cou_nded o_f
AuXust 29, 1968, ao_ disin-
tegrated dur/_ K a_try LnCe
earth atmosphere Aujuet _,
1969
4k11 vehicles were launched from the U.$. #,_r Force F._ste_ Tees I_m|e, C_pe Kennedy, Ylor¢da.
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Apollo S
Apollo 9
Apollo i0
Apollo 11
Apollo 12
dApollo 13
Apollo 14
Apollo 15
Type
(a)
C'
TjI_%_ A-IV.- V.ANIq_D APOLLO/SATUR_ FLICTffTS
Cra_
(b) Slte
Prime: AoF. _'stat_
schirra Teat Ibmse
ELsele
Cunninshaa
Backup:
Stafford
Young
Csnutn
Pr£1e: gennady
Bonmn Space Canter
LoveIl
Anders
Itackup:
Arlaatron 6
Aldrin
Haime
Prime: Kennedy
HcDiv_tt Space Center
Scott
scb_Ickart
Backup:
Conrad
Cordon
kan
Prime: gannedy
Stafford Space Canter
Youni
Cernan
Backup:
Cooper
Eisele
Ritchall
Prtle: Kannedy
Armstrong Space Center
Collins
Aldrin
Backup:
Lovell
Anderl
_ile
Prim: T_mnedy
Conrad Space Center
Gordon
Bean
Backup:
Scott
Wordan
Irwin
Pr_me: gennedy
Lovell Space Center
es_gert
Eatae
hckup:
Youn S
XattinSly
Duke
Prime: Y_nnedy
Shapard Space Camter
Baosa
Kitchell
hckup:
Cernan
Evans
F.u81e
Prima: Km_uedy
Scott Space Canter
Worden
Irwin
Backup:
Cordon
Brand
Schmitt
Launch data
Compla_ Data TXm, G.m.t., Launch
hr:m4n:_c vehicle
34 Oct. n, 1968 15:02:45 Saturn IB
(SA-205)
39A Dec. 21, 1968 12:51:00 Saturn V
(SA-503)
39A Har. 3, 1969 16:00:00 Baturl_ V
(SA-504)
39B Hay 18, 1969 16:49:00 Saturn V
SA-505)
39A July 16, 1969 13:32:00 Saturn V
(SA-506)
39A _ov, 14, 19691 16:22:00
39A _pr. 11, 1970[ 19:13:00
Saturn V
(SA-507)
Sat uru V
(SA-50S)
39A Jan. 31, 1971 21:03:02 !Saturn V
!(5A-509)
19A July 26, 1971 13:34:00 Saturn V
(SA-510)
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Vehicles
Flight duration
Nme4 hr:min:aec
Dmmcription (c)
1lock II co.And Apollo 7 260:09:03
and Nrvice mod-
uh (C_101),
adapter, and launch
escape system
Block II command
and ImrvLce m_le
(CSH-I03), adapter,
launch escape sys-
tem, and ltmar mod-
ule test article
Apollo 8 lh7:00:t2
Block II comand
and Nt_lce module
(C_t-104), lunar
iodule (1/4-3),
adapter, and launch
escape systela
Block 1I command
and _ervice iodule
(CS_-I06), lunar
Iodula (U4-4),
adapter, and launch
escape system
Block lI comaud
and Nrvlce module
(CSH-107), lunar
iodule (Uq-5),
adapter, and launch
escape w/stem
Block lI colmaad
and eervlce wdula
(CSH-10B), lunar
mdula (U_6),
adapter, and launch
escape lySta
Block II commad
and eervlce nodule
(CSH-109), lunar
module (U4-7),
adapter, and launch
escape _St_
Block 1I command
lad service laddie
(C_4-110), lunar
module O_-8),
adapter., and Isumch
eacape l_St el
Block IX command
and I_r_ice Iodu_e
(CS_-I12], lunar
• odule (_-10),
adapter and launch
escape lyst_ll
CS_4-C._mdrop 241:00:_
U4-Spider
CS_4-Charley
Brown
LK-Snoopy
192:O3:23
CSN-Colu_bLa 195:18:35
lJ4-Eqle
C_-Yankee
Clipper
Ll_-Intrapld
244:36:D
CSlq-Odyssey 142:$4:41
U4-Aquarlun
CSH-Lltty
Ua-A_tarea
216:01:58
CSH-Endaavor 259:11:53
LN-Yalcon
A-6
Apollo 17
Type ¢rev
(o) (b)
J 'Pr/me :
¥ou_l
Hart Lnily
hckup:
LLtLse
l_osa
Hltchell
J PrLm:
Ceruau
Evnu8
Schalt t
_ckup:
¥oLmll.
Roosa
Duke
Site
rumnedy
Space C_mter
T_LE A-IV.- _ APOLLO/SATUYJ( FLrG_TS - Concl,_ed
L_tunch data
Complex Date
39A Apr. 16, 1972
[TLme, G.m.t.,
hr:_tn:sec
17:5_ :00
0_:33:00E_nnedy 39A Dec. 7. 1972
Spsoe Canter
Launch
vehicle
Smturl_ V
($Ao511)
Vehicles
tquna
Description (c)
alock ZI coumsnd CS_f-Cup,r
and service module L/_-Or£ou
(CSM-113). lunar
module (LM-11),
adapter and launch
escape system
_turn P
I(SA-512)
Block II command CSH-Asmrica
and service nodule LM-
(CSM-114), lurtar ChaIleuser
module (124-12),
adapter, end launch
escape system
aH1sston types defined £n table a-l.
bcrsm_n are llscnd In order of Commndor, Command Hodule Pilot, and Lunar Nodule Pilot,
CSpacecraft v_tm_s usIs_ed for ldamtification /n radio co_un_cation.
d_lulon aborted prior to acheduled lunar landing.
e_ckup cret_Mm Str_gert replaced prime Orewlmn ]4attinl_y 2 days before launch.
FXtght duration,
hr:ain:sec
2fi5:51:05
301:51:59
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TABLE A-VI.- MANNED ORBITAL OPERATIONS A_D T_LIGHT EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY
Mission
Earth
revolutions
Earth orbital
extravehicular activity
Crewman Duration,
(a) hr :rain
Scott el:01
Schwelckart 1:07
Lunar
revolut ions
Command Module Pilot solo operations
Lunar
Pilot
revolutions
Trsnsearth extrave-
hicular actlvi_y,
hr:min:sec (b)
Apollo 7 163 --
Apollo 8 Cl i0 --
Apollo 9 151 -- --
Apollo i0 Cl -- -- 31 -- -- --
Apollo 11 Cl -- -- 30 -- -- --
Apollo 12 Cl -- -- 45 -- --
Apollo 13 Cl ......
Apollo 14 Cl -- -- 34 -- -- --
Apollo 15 Cl -- -- 74 Worden 36 00:39:07
Apollo 16 Cl -- _ 64 Mattlngly 40 01:23:42
d2 -- -- 75 Evans 39 01:05:44Apollo 17
acrmmen listed in order of Co_and Module Pilot and Lunar Module Pilot.
bExtravehicular activity time based upon times at which cabin pressure reached 3.0 psi during
depressurisation and repressurization.
Crranslunar injection performed over Pacific Ocean before completion of second revolution.
dTranslunar injection performed over Atlantic Ocean.
eExtravehicular activity durations shown are based upon times at which cabin pressure reached 3.0 psi
during depressurizatlon and repressurization. Durations based on other events are as follows.
(I) Hatch open to hatch closed: CMP - 47 uln, iMP - 1 hr 1 min.
(2) Egress to ingress: _ - 47 min 3 sac.
(3) Arrive at and leave EVA station: LHP - 37 min.
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APPENDIX B - APOLLO MISSION TYPE DESIGNATIONS
B-2
TABLE B-I.- APOLLO MISSION TYPE DESIGNATIONS
Type
A
B
C
m m.
C'
Mission
assignment Trajectory Purpose
Apollo 4 Earth orbital Launch vehicle and spacecraft development
Apollo 6
Apollo 5 Earth orbital
Apollo 7 Earth orbital
Lunar module unmanned flight evaluation.
Command and service module manned flight
demonstration.
Apollo 8 Lunar orbital Command and service module manned flight
demonstration.
Apollo 9 Earth orbital Lunar module manned flight demonstration.
N Earth orbital Lunar module manned flight demonstration,
augmenting mission type D objectives.
Apollo I0 Lunar orbital Lunar module manned flight demonstration.
Apollo ii Lunar landing Manned lunar landing demonstration.
Apollo 12 Lunar landing Precision manned lunar landing demonstra-
Apollo 13 tion and systematic lunar exploration.
Apollo 14
Apollo 15 Lunar landing Extensive scientific investigation of
Apollo 16 moon on lunar surface and from lunar
Apollo 17 orbit.
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APPENDIX C - APOLLO SPACECRAFT WEIGHTS
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APPENDIX D - MANNED SPACE FLIGHT RECORDS ESTABLISHED DURING THE APOLLO PROGRAM
D-1
The records listed in tables D-I, D-If, and D-III were obtained from the record dossiers
of the National Aeronautic Association. The presently held records are officially recognized
by the Federation Aeronautique Internationale (F.A.I.). Special conditions are that a record
must be applied for in advance and must exceed the ex/sting record by i0 percent for a new rec-
ord to be established. For these reasons, not all of the Apollo performances were documented,
even though better performances were attained in some cases. The English unit of measurement
for distance in the tables is statute m/les.
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APPENDIX E - FLIGHT SPACECRAFT CHECKOUT HISTORY
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'['ABLE E-III.- _IIG_r L_ MODULE CHECKOUT HISTORY
(Apollo 5 through Apollo 12)
Test/operatl?e
Spacecraft/mlsslon
LLM-I LM-3 LM-4 124-5 LM-6
Apollo 5 Apollo 9 Apollo IO Apollo ii Apollo 12
Factory
Integrated test
Final engineering evaluation
acceptance test
Ready to ship:
Ascent stage
Descent stage
Mar. 10, 1967
June 14, 1967
June 21, 1967
June 21, 1967
Jan. 31, 1968
May 17, 1968
June 12, 1968
June 4, 1968
Kennedy
May 25, 1968
Oct. 2, 1968
Oct. 12, 1968
Oct. 9, 1968
Oct. 21, 1968
Dec. 13, 1968
Jan. 7, 1969
Jan. 11, 1969
Dec. 31, 1968
Feb. 18, 1969
_r. 23, 1969
Mar. 22, 1969
Space Canter
Delivered:
Ascent stage
Descent stage
bAscent and descant stages mated
bcomhined systeas test completed
bAltltude tests completed
Lunar module moved to launch
complex 37
Spacecraft mved tO vehicle
asse_ly building
Assembled space vehicle moved
to launch complex 39
p
Lunar module combined ayateum
teat completed
Flight readiness test completed
Countdown demonstration teat
completed
Final phase of countdown
and launch
June 23, 1967
June 23, 1967
July 13, 1967
July 30, 1967
Nov. 20, 1967
(c)
Dec. 22, 1967
Jan. 18, 1968
Jan. 22, 1968
June 14, 1968
June 9, 1968
June 30, 1968
July 1, 1968
Sept. 27, 1968
Dec. 3, 1968
Jan. 3, 1969
dDec. 7, 1968
Jan. 19, 1969
Feb. 12, 1969
Mar. 3, 1969
Oct. 16, 1968
Oct. II, 1968
Nov. 2, 1968
l_v. 6, 1968
Dec. 6, 1968
Feb. 6, 1969
liar. Ii, 1969
dFeb. 10, 1969
Mar. 27, 1969
Apr. 29, 1969
May 18, 1969
Jan. 8, 1969
Jan. 12. 1969
Feb. 14, 1969
Feb. 17, 1969
Mar. 25, 1969
Apr. 14, 1969
May 20, 1969
dApr. 18, 1969
June 2, 1969
June 26, 1969
July 16, 1969
Mar. 24, 1969
Mar. 24, 1969
Apr. 28, 1969
May I, 1969
June 16, 1969
June 20, 1969
Sept. 8, 1969
djuly S, 1969
Sept. 18, 1969
Oct. 23, 1969
Nov. 14, 1969
aLM-I was the only un_auned flight lunJr module.
bOperationz tmre perfor_d _n the Operatinu and Checkout Building (renamed Manned Spacecraft Operations Building).
CApollo 5 launch pad tests prior to flight readiness test consisted of lunar _odule integrated !ystems test,
simulated mianiun, and _Turall tants I and 2.
dTests wnre conducted in vehicle assembly building.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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TABLE E-TII.- FLIGHT LUNAR MODULE CHECKOUT HISTORY - Concluded
(Apollo 13 through Apollo 17)
E-9
Teat/operation
Spacecraft/mlsslon
LM-7 LM-8 LM-10 LM-II LM-12
Apollo 13 Apollo 14 Apollo 15 Apollo 16 Apollo 17
Factory
Integrated teet
Final engineering evaluation
acceptance test
Ready to ship:
Ascent stage
Descent 8tags
June 24, 1969
June 25, 1969
(e)
Aug. 25, 1969
Nov. 8, 1969
Nov. 13, 1969
(e)
Sept. 21, 1970
Nov. 4, 1970
Nov. 16, 1970
(e)
Feb. 24, 1971
Hay 7, 1971
May 1, 1971
(e)
Hay 23, 1971
June 14, 1971
JLme 14, 1971
Kennedy Space Center
Delivered:
Ascent stage
Descent stage
bAscent and descent stages mated
bCombined systems test completed
bA1titude tests completed
Spacecraft moved to vehicle
assembly building
Assembled space vehicle moved
to launch complex 39
Lunar module combined systems
test completed
Flight readine88 test completed
Countdown demonstration test
completed
Final phase of countdown end
launch
June 27, 1969
_June 28, 1969
July 15, 1969
July 22, 1969
Sept. 20, 1969
Dec. 10, 1969
Dec. 15, 1969
Jan. 5, 1970
Feb. 24, 1970
Mar. 18, 1970
Apr. 11, 1970
Nov. 24, 1969
Nov. 24, 1969
Jan. 20, 1970
Jan. 22, 1970
Ju_e 22, 1970
Nov. 4, 1970
Nov. 9, 1970
Nov. 16, 1970
Dec. 14, 1970
Jan. 12, 1971
Jan. 31, 1971
Nov. 6, 1970
Nov. 16, 1970
Feb. 9, 1971
Feb. 12, 1971
Apr. 6, 1971
Hay 8, 1971
Hay 11, 1971
Hay 17, 1971
Jlme 10, 1971
July 8, 1971
July 26, 1971
Hay 14, 1971
Hay 6, 1971
(f)
(f)
Oct. 19, 1971
Dec. 8, 1971
Dec. 13, 1971
gJmn. 4, 1972
Feb. 24, 1972
Mar. 27, 1972
Apr. 16, 1972
Mar. 12, 1972
Mar. 12, 1972
Hay 18, 1972
June 7, 1972
July 25, 1972
Aug. 24, 1972
Aug. 28, 1972
Sept. 6, 1972
Oct. 4, 1972
Nov. 15, 1972
Dec. 7, 1972
aLH-1 was the only unmanned flight lunar module.
boperations _ere performed in the Operations and Checkout Building (renamed Manned Spacecraft Operations Building).
CApollo 5 launch pad tests prior to flight readiness test consisted of lunar module integrated systems test,
simulated _Isslon, and overall tests I and 2.
dTests were conducted in vehicle assembly building.
elntegrated test combined irlth final engineering evaluation acceptance test.
fData not available.
gThe Apollo 16 spacecraft was moved back to the Manned Spacecraft Operations Building after combined systems test
for co_and module modifications. The spacecraft was reinstalled on the launch vehicle in the vehicle assembly build-
lng and the stack was moved back to the launch pad on 2/8/72.
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APPENDIX F - FLIGHT ANOMALIES
F-I
This appendix contains abbreviated descriptions of significant spacecraft systems malfunc-
tions as well as other flight hardware problems that were termed "anomalies" and are discussed
in the anomaly sectlons of the Apollo 4 through Apollo 17 Mission Reports. The lists consist
of problems which occurred or were noted during flight and, in some cases, after flight. In ad-
dition to the statement of the problem, the causes and corrective actions are briefly described.
In general, the anomalies pertain to the spacecraft (CSM, LM, and SLA), government-furnished
equipment used by the crews (GFE)• lunar surface experiments (ALSEP), lunar orbltal experiments
(SIM), and the lunar roving vehlcles (LRV). In cases where the s-me problem or a closely re-
lated problem occurred on more than one mission, the appropriate missions are identified. The
reference given for each anomaly is the applicable Mission Report. When more than one reference
is given• the additional references are applicable Anomaly Reports that were published for anom-
alies that were not completely resolved at the time of Mission Report publication.
F-2
Anomaly
No. Statement
i Instru_entatlon 5-Vdc
reference voltage de-
creased after O_/SM sep-
aration.
2 Holes in CH aft heat
shield ahlator.
3 Real-tlme command (RTC)
13 was not transmitted.
4 PyroCec_ic battery
voltages did not return
to open-circuit level.
5 _MV}_ recovery antenna
failed to lock into pos-
ition.
6 Guam lost g-band down-
llnk signal at CM/SM
separation.
7 CSM g-band receiver lost
lock.
8 SPS shutdown was late
during second firing.
10
11
State vector update com-
mands not accepted by
spacecraft.
Spacecraft internal heat
load was lower than pre_
dicted, resultin_ in
lower-than-expected evap
orator inlet and outlet
temperatures and steam
back pressure.
Interference between
apex cover and RCS en-
_nes.
12 Dam_e to. re_oTered main
parachute.
13
_orei_ mlterial in
:shin pressure relief
r_we.
Vehicle/
_quil_ent
CgM-Oll
CSM-017
CSH-O17
MSFN
CSM-OI7
CgM-017
MSF_
CSM-OI7
CAM-017
MSFN
C&tL_ •
CM/SM separation monltor burm
off during entry and _rlring iI
exposed to Gh_try plasma. Arc,
ing did not blow fuse because
of wrong fuse size and errors
in wiring.
Manufacturing and quality de-
ficiency at venAor.
0pe_ations procedural error -
command executed before veri-
f_cacion received from pre-
vious co_nd.
Leakage current of pyrotech-
nic initiators after firing.
Marginal deployment spring.
Signal perturbations by gcs
thruster plumes end improper
reacquisltlon procedure.
Corrective Action Missions
Fuse box wiring errors _S-202
corrected and lnspec- _pollo 4
tlon procedures change,
X-rays taken after heal
shields completed.
None.
References
MSC-PA-R-68-1
MSC-PT-R-67-4
(Rev. A)
Apollo 4 MSC-PA-R-68-1
MSC-Fr-R-67-3
_pollo 4 MSC-PA-R-68-1
MSC-PT-R-67-10
CAM-017
CSM-017
Nulls in spacecraft antenna
pacte_.
Data delays due to instrumen-
cation, transmission and proc,
easing were greater than ex-
pected.
Poor alignment of update buf-
fer at ground station caused
distortion of transm/tted sit
hal.
Heat loads were within pre-
dictive capability.
At apex cover Jettison, lover
lip of apex cover caught on
lower left corner of engine
mounting panel.
None required. %pollo 6
CAM-017
CSM-OI7
BCS oxidizer dump during land.
ing sequence.
H-fIZm Ingested during entry.
None. %pollo 4
Acquislcion data hand- _pollo 4
ling procedures re-
viewed to insure cor-
rect data in the antent
position programmer.
None. _pollo 4
Procedures and mission kpollo 4
rules changed.
Signs/ characteristics
incorporated into per-
formence and interface
specs.
Evaporator hack pres-
sure control valve set.
tlng for Apollo 6 bas_
on updated predictions,
Block II design and _al
ual control capability
eliminates problem on
manned vehicles.
Clearance increased foi
Apollo 6_ block II con.
figuratlon has a_eqb_tt4
clearance.
MSC-PA-68-1
MSC-PT-R-67-13
MSC-PA-R-68-1
MSC-PT-R-67-6
MSC-PA-R-68-1
MSC-PT-R-68-1
MSC-PA-R-68-1
MSC-PT-R-68-4
MSC-PA-R-68-1
MSC-PT-R-68-3
Apollo h MEC-PA-R-68-1
MSC-PT-R-68-10
Apollo h MSC-PA-R-68-1
_C-_-R-68-5
Apollo h I MSC-PA-R-68-1
MSC-PT-R-67-1_
Oxidizer quantity de- Apollo h MSC-PA-R-6_-I
creased and/or landing _pollo 15 MSC-PT-R-68-9
with propellants on Apollo I_ (Bey. A)
board.
No_e required. Apollo h:MSC-PT-R-68-11
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F-3
20.
1
An omaly
Statement
Premature shutdown of
first descent engine
firing.
Abrupt change in cabin
pressure leak rate.
Out-of-phase indlcation
from descent engine pro-
pellant shutoff valves
APOLLO--2-
Abrupt changes in space-
craft-recelved UHF
signal strength.
5 Excessive control eng_n(
propellant Usage (items
6, 7, 8 and 9 are re-
lated).
Discrepant propellant
manifold pressure in-
lications.
System A oxidizer shut-
off valve unlatched from
open position without
co_and,
Thrust chamber of up-
firing engine in cluster
h failed.
Vehicle/
Equil_zent
I_4-i
LM-I
LM-I
LM-I
LM-I
9 High engine cluster
temperatures.
I0 Descent stage fiber-
glass thermal shield
failed.
ii No indication of adapt-
er panel deployment.
Separation distance
monitors did not func-
tion during abort stag-
ing.
12
LM-I
LM-I
I_4-i
LM-I
SEA
CaDs e
Slower-than-normal thrust
buildup caused by start at
less than full tank pressure.
unknown.
Possible open or shorted cir-
cuit causing shutoff ball
valve to close• or possible
reed sw_tch malfunction.
Intermittent operation of RF
stage of the digital co_mnand
assembly or the coaxial cable
connecting the diplexer to
the digits/ command assembly,
Incorrect configuration of
'PGNCS digits/ autopilot after
staging. Calculations for
thruster "on" time used com-
bined descent/ascent stage in
ertla constants after descenl
stage separation,
Fuel depletion was obscurred
by the effects of bladder
leakage and the manifold pros
sure sensor sensing heli_
)resst_-e.
Power was inadvertently ap-
plied to the valve close coil
for _I minutes, raising its
temperature to 325 ° F. Sub-
sequent valve opening, vapor-
ization of oxidizer trapped
above upper magnet in valve,
and crossfeed opening pres-
sure drop unlatched the valve,
Excessive thruster activity
resulted in operation with
low oxidizer manifold pres-
sure and with helium/fuel mix_
tuxe in fuel manifold. (This
condition causes accumulation
of explosive residue in com-
bustion chamber.)
Excessive control engine ac-
tivity (see item 5).
High temperature indications
from sensors beneath thermal
shield at abort staging were
probably caused by thermal
shield failure,
Panels deployed but no indi-
cation was received from lim-
it switches. Cause unknown.
Urtknow_.
Corrective Action
iNone.
None.
Valve packages replaced
on Apollo 9 and i0 luna
modules • improved man-
ufacturing techniques,
and added emphasis on
quality control.
New acceptance vibratlol
test levels (planned
)rior to LM-I mission)
None required.
INone.
None.
None.
None,
None required (system
not used on manned
flights ).
None required (not used
on manned flights).
Missions References
Apollo MSC-FA-R-68-7
MSC-PT-R-68-1
Apollo MSC-PA-R-68-'
Apollo MSC-PA-R-68-7
IMSC-PT-R-69-_
Apollo 5 MSC-PA-R-68-7
MSC-PT-R-68-15
(Report no. 5)
Apollo MSC-PA-R-68-7
MSC-PT-R-68-15
(Report no. h)
Apollo MSC-PA-R-68-7
MSC-PT-R-68-15
(Report no. h)
Apollo 5 MSC-PA-R-68-7
iMSC-PT-R-68-15
(Report no. h)
Apollo 5 MSC-FA-R-68-7 1
MSC-PT-R-68-15
(Report no. h)
;Apollo 5 MSC-FA-R-68-7
Apollo ._lMSC-PA-R-68-7
Apollo MSC-PA-R-68-7
Apollo MSC-PA-R-68-7
F-4
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13
A._ omaly
Statement
Five pressure and tem-
_ratt_re sdnsors failed
during abort staging.
Rendezvous radar antenm
vibration measurement
was intermittent.
Vehicle/
Equipment
LM-I
LM-I
Cause
Unknown.
Possible failure of trans-
!ducer signal wires.
Corrective Action
None.
None.
APOLLO 6
I _.-.c .-..aly Vehicle/ Cause Corrective Action
Statement EquipmentNO •
1 An a-c essential elec-
trical load transfer oc.
curred.
2 Erratic data.
3 Computer update rejec-
tions.
Excessive ca_in-t o-ambi.
ent differential pres-
sire.
5 Oxygen surge tank pres-
sure varied abnormally.
Abnormal Structural per-
formance during launch
_e.
recovery beacon or
survival beacon signal
not received by ARIA.
8 Dosimeter measurements
erratic.
9 Propellant valves cross-
_ired.
CSM-020
CS_-020
CSH-020
CBM-020
CSM-020
SLA
CSM-0_O
Short in cryogenic tank 1 fan
circuit.
Corona discharge of 3000-volt-
de potential of VAC-ION pumps,
Noise pulses impressed on ser
vice module umbilical, prob-
ably because Of inadequate
shielding.
No vent hole throu_ boost
protective cover at steam
duct outlet.
One or both oxygen check
valves did not seat properly.
Facesheet bond too weak for
interne/ panel pressures
achieved.
Postflight analysis shoved
that survival beacon signal
was not received. Cause un-
known.
Electrical noise on dosimeter
output lines.
Wirlng to yaw englnes was re-
versed at terndnal boar_s dur
ing engine installation.
None required. Fans
redesigned for Block II
vehicles.
VAC-ION pumps disabled
on Apollo 7, 8 and 9-
Pumps redesigned for
Apollo I0 and subse-
quent.
Multl-point grounding
used on shields for
Block II spacecraft.
Upllnk blocked on Apol]
7 when not updating.
Relay to preclude nols(
transmission added to
spacecraft for Apollo
9 and subsequent.
Mandatory inspection
points established to
assure proper manufac-
turing and alignment.
Spring added to assttre
proper seating at low
differential pressure.
Cork covering added to
reduce temperature and
internal pressure. Pax
els vented to ambient.
Inspection and quality
control procedures
changed to verify soun(
construction.
None required.
None required.
Functional tests per-
formed on sl_Lcecraft
for Apollo 7, 8 and 9.
rdentiflcatlon sleev_r_
added on subsequent
spacecraft in addition
to functional teste.
Missions _efarences
Apollo 5 MSC-PA-R-68-7
Apollo 5 MSC-PA-R-68-7
::isslons 5e ferences
Apollo 6 MSC-PA-R-68-9
MSC-PT-R-68-2
Apollo 6 MSC-PA-R-68-9
MSC-PT-R-68-36
Apollo 6 MSC-PA-R-68-9
MSC-PT-N-68-_O
Apollo 6 MSC-PA-R-68-9
MSC-PT-R-68-hl
Apollo _ MSC-PA-R-68-9
MSC-FT-R-68-31
Apollo MSC-PA-R-68-9
MSC-PT-B-68-22
Apollo 6 MSC-PA-R-68-9
MSC-PT-R-68-26
Apollo 6 MSC-PA-R-68-9
MBC-PT-R-68-32
Apollo 61 MSC-PA-R-68-9
_SC-PT-R-68-29
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F-_
No.
i0
ii
12
13
_nomaly
I Statement
Low temperature excur-
sions indicated for ser-
vice module quad C in-
ec for.
_SM/S-IVB separation
transient.
Dne auxiliary battery
lad low voltage under
toad and four other bat-
_erles had internal
short s post fllght,
Damaged wires in CM/SM
Ambilical found post-
flight.
Vehicle/
Equipment
CSM-020
CSM-020
Cause
Probable faulty connection to
transducer.
Damage to SLA during boost
(see item 6).
Corrective Action
None required.
None required.
IMissions References
Apollo 6 MSC-PA-R-68-9
MSC-PT-R-68-3_
Apollo 6 MSC-PA-R-68-9
MSC-PT-R-68-a2
6 MSC-PA-R-68-9
MSC-PT-R-68-30
6 MSC-PT-R-68-28
CSM-020
'CSM-020
Overcharging of batteries
prior to flight.
Wires damaged during installs.
tion of umbilical - none asso.
ciated with flight anomaly.
Charging procedures re- Apollo
vised. Separator ma-
terial changed for bat-
teries to be used on
Apollo 9 and subsequent.
None required. Block Apollo
II configuration pre-
cludes problem.
APOLLO 7
Anomaly Vehicle/
Cause Corrective Action
Statement Equipment2,'3.
1 PCM and voice sub-
carriers lost on second-
ary S-band transponder.
IBiomedical instrumenta-
Ition leads broken.
rrigger on water gun
stuck.
Attitude displayed on
FDAI shifted in pitch
axis when source switche
from G and N to S and C.
Rotation hand controller
failed momentarily.
Entry monitor system
malfunctions.
Adapter panel not fully
deployed.
{indows fogged.
CSM-101
CSM-IOI
CSM-101
CSM-101
CSM-101
CSM-101
SLA
NO abnormalities found post-
flight; problem may have been
caused by improper switching
of transponder select switch.
Harness and potting not suf-
ficiently flexible.
O-ring swelling caused by
sodium hypochlorite in drink-
ing water.
Solder ball found in relay
may have caused the condition
Ano_tly could not be repro-
produced postflight; symp-
toms indicated breakout
switch temporarily failed to
open when controller was re-
turned within the detent.
Quality control problems.
Panel fully deployed inlti-
ally, but rebounded because
retention cable was caught in
channel. Retention cable was
later released and panel was
retained fully deployed.
None required.
Wiring insulation
changed from Teflon to
polyvinyl chloride and
softer potting material
used.
O-ring material changed
to ethylene propylene.
All relays involved in
critical switching func-
tions were made redund-i
ant.
None required. Improvel
design used for Apollo
8 and subsequent.
Manufacturing sund test
procedures improved.
None required. Panels
Jettisoned on Apollo 8
end subsequent.
CSM-101 Outgassing of silicone oil_
from RTV sealing material.
Missions References
Apollo 7 MSC-PA-R-68-15
Apollo vjMSC-PA-R-68-15
Apollo 7 MSC-PA-R-68-15
Apollo 7 MSC-PA-R-68-15
Apollo 7 MSC-PA-R-68-15
Apollo 7 MSC-PA-R-68-15
%pollo 8 MSC-02_17
%pollo 9
apollo i0
apollo ii
Apollo 7 MSC-PA-R-68-15!
Pants using RTVmateriaS Apollo 7 MSC-PA-R-68-15
irecurcd in vacuum at Apollo 8 MSC-PT-R-69-1
elevated temperatures, _pollo 12
effective on Apollo 9.
F-6
APOLLO7___
.',oI
9
i0
ii
12
13
15
16
iT
Ano=aly
Statement
Flight qualification
co_utator failed.
Water leak nea_ waste
water disconnect.
Momentary loss of a-c
busses.
Unexpected low chazA_
rate on batteries A and
B.
Undervolt age indications
on d-c busses A and B.
Condenser exit tempera-
ture of fuel cell in-
creased.
Propellant isolation
valves open with volt-
age removed.
ioice communications
arbled during launch
base.
Primary evaporator op-
erated erratically in
_he automtic mode.
18 :ondensation in 9shin.
19 _ood _m s_it ,_d
Food" crumbled. "
20 _:ntr_ battery manifold
leak.
21 Both primary lugs
failed in lower "equip-
ment bay floodlights.
Vehicle/
Equipment
CSM-101
CSM-IOI
CSM-IOI
CSM-IOI
CSM-IOI
CSM-IOI
CSM-IOI
MSFN
CSM-IOI
CSM-IOI
CSM-IOI
Probable internal fe/luye of INone required. Only Apollo 7_MSC-PA-R-68-15
timing sequence logic circuit _ther use on Apollo 9 MSC-PT-R-69-7
_unar module and failure
_ou/d not prevent satls- I
ifying mission objectives I
Poor metal-on-metal sea/ at O-ring seal used, effec- Apollo 7 MSC-PA-R-68-15
B-nut connection, rive with Apollo 8.
Overvoltage caused by corona Manual switching of fans Apollo 7 iMSC-PA-R-68-15
arcing of a-c power within used in order to bypass i i
:o_cr_.perated cryogenic fan S" motor-operated swite.:s, i
Line resistance not consld- Individual charger char- Apollo 7 MSC-PA-R-68-15
ered in predictions, ncteristics with asso- i
ciated spacecraft wir-
ing will be checked, i
Condition resulted from mid- Batteries warmed by Apollo 7 MSC-PA-R-68-151
range state of batter_ charge placing them on main I
and low temperature, busses 12 minutes prior
tO CM/SM se_ration. I
_uel cell 2 removed iron I
busses and SPS gimbal i
notors turned on to lessen i
transient loads at sel:_- ] [
ration. 1 l
Secondary bypass valves op- Radiator half of Apollo Apollo 7 iMSC-PA-R-6B-15_
elated erratically because of B cooling system flushed .Apollo 81 [
conte_/nants. _tudles made to deter- Apollo 91
nine if modification _pollo i0!
necessary. Apollo II! |
i I
Valves were in closed posi- Proper procedure in- Apollo 7 !MSC-PA-B-68-15_
Ition when system was actlva- eluded in crew checklist Apollo i_
ted. BellOws was damaged _0H and briefings. |
from hydraulic hammering. _ i
Improper procedures used at Procedures changed so Apollo |MSC-PA-R-68-15[
ground stations, that patching of voice |
to MCC accomplished only | i
fat G°ddard" _ i
Low, variable heat loads, iSensor response to wick Apollo |MSC-PA-R-68-15_
iincreased by relocation | I
of sensors and removal | I
of sponge material in j J
sensor areas for Apollo [ I
I0 and subsequent spare- j [
icra " i I
Condition expected because Lines insulated on Apollo MSC-PA-R-68-15[
of uninsulated coolant lines. Apollo IO and subsequent [
s_acecra f%. [
Bag quality problem- and menu Menu changed and bags Apollo MSC-PA-R-_-It_
choice, inspected for defects. I
!
Cause not determined; prob- Check B-nut torques. Apollo !MSC-PA-R-68-1_
able under-torqued B-nuts as
experienced on Z'fV-I. I
i
Excessive operation with Procedures changed to Apollo MSC-PA-R-68-15[
ll_ts dimmed prior to flight limit _refli_ht use. Apollo I
caused cathodes to deErade
prematurely.
_L
F-?
NO.
22
Anomaly
Statement
Face glass on mission
timers cracked.
23 Water in docking tunnel
after landing.
24 VHF recovery beacon sig-
nal not received during
descent.
25 Apparent free water in
suit supply hoses.
Electromagnetic inter-
ference problems experi-
enced during ground test
and flight :
a. Mission timer starte
inadvertently.
b. Computer program
alarm.
c. Central timing equi_
ment reset.
Vehicle/
Equipment
CSM-IOI
CSM-IOI
CSM-IOl
Cause
Cracks probably resulted from
propagation of hairline crackl
Corrective Action Missions References
Manufacturing procedures Apollo _ MSC-PA-R-68-15
revised. Apollo i_ MSC-PT-R-69-_
None. Used for Apollo Apollo 7 MSC-PA-R-68-15
7 only.
None. Apollo 71MSC-PA-R-68-15
CSM-IOI
CSM-IOI
B
i
introduced during bonding of
glass to frame.
Interim ball check valve in-
stalled in top hatch leaked.
Cause unknown. Antenna may
not have deployed properly
until stable I attitude on
water was achieved.
Water separator operated in-
efficiently because of reser-
vicing procedure used after
altitude run.
a. Associated with oJ_'gen
fan cycle.
b. Associated with turning
interior lights on bright.
c. Unknown.
Reservlclng procedure
changed. Water removal
capability rechecked
prior to fli_t.
None. Hardware changes
not _rranted.
Anomaly Vehicle/ Cause Corrective Action
Statement E_ui_ent
Apollo 7!MSC-PA-R-68-15
HSC-PT-R-69-5
Apollo I MSC-PA-R-68-15
No.
1 Entry monitor system
errors.
!Windows fogged. "
iCabin fans noisy.
iPossible entry of sea
Water into cabin throu_
cabin pressure relief
_alve.
Steel cables in recover_
Loop broke.
;SwOoner interphone in-
loperative.
CSM-103
CSM-I03
CS_-I03
CSM-IO3
Bubble and leak in acceler-
ometer.
Outgassing of silicone oils
from RTV material.
Possible resonant condition
in ducting.
Water may have been condensa-
tion, Postflight tests did
not reveal any pressure re-
lief v_lve abnormalities.
Recovery loop had exhibited
failures previously and was
augmented with an auxiliary
nylon loop installed by swim-
Probable incorrect operation
of interphone.
Units subjected to
tilt-table tests.
Cure material prior to
installation.
None. Comfortable en-
vironment can be main-
tained without fans.
None required.
Steel-cable loop re-
placed by permanent ny_
ion loop for Apollo 12'
and subsequent s_ace-
craft.
Training procedures
improved.
Missions References
Apollo I MSC-PA-R-69-1
Apollo _ MSC-O2hI7
Apollo 5
Apollo IC
Apollo l]
Apollo 7 MSC-PA-R-69-1
Apollo
Apo1!_l
Apollo _ MSC-PA-N-69-1
Apollo 15
Apollo 16
Apollo _ MSC-PA-R-69-1
Apollo 8 MSCmPA-R-69-1
Apollo 8 MSC-PA-R-69-1
F-8
APOLLO S_@_
k.= or :.=.ly
7 ?otable water tank qtmm-
:ity measuyement erratic
CSM-103
Carla e I
Evidence was found of mois-
ture in indicator housing mud
oxygen side of tar_ pressuri-
zation system caused by back-
up of urine dump in potable
water tank oxygen vent llne.
Moisture may have caused er-
ratic readlnp.
Corrective Action 2,_iss!on5 Referen_e_
Tank filled to 80 per- Apollo 8 MSC-PA-R-69-1
cent of capacity for Apollo 12
Apollo 9- Urine d_u_p/ Apollo 13!
oxygen vent interface
changed for Apollo iO.
APOLLO 9
Anomaly
,,.,
._O. E zat ez.e._,t
i Propellant isolation
valve clost_res.
2 Scanning telescope shaft
;tuck intermittently and
lechanical counter shaft
)ecame inoperative.
3 ;ystem for automatic
:ontrol of cryogenic hy-
[rogen tank pressure
failed,
4 Erroneous docking probe
indicatioms.
5 Uplink commands not ac-
cepted.
Entry monitor system
failed to scribe during
_nt ry.
CSM-10h
CSM-IOh
CSM-iOh
CaLve
Pyrotechnic shock.
Pin in "tenths" counter dr_m
dropped out and Jammed gear
on shaft resolver.
Probably an intermittent open
circuit in the motor-control
circuit.
Indications of service
)ropulsion system pro-
pel/Ant unbalance.
8 Ine_lalned master
_arml.
CSM-10h
CSM-IO4
CSM-IO_
CSM-IOb
CSM-IO_
Extend/release-retract switch
was not actuated for a suffi-
cient time to allow docking
probe to fully extend,
Unknown.
Scribe coat hardened on
scroll. Stylus holder and
bushing contaminated with
Lock-tlte.
Electrical zero bias in ox-
idizer measuring clrcult af-
ter storage tank depletion.
Probably caused by externLl
inputs to eautlon and warn-
ing system.
Corrective At:ion
Valves to be checked
after separation of CSM
from S-IVB. Valves hav-
ing no cabin indicators
to be cycled after sep-
aration.
Proper inspection of
co,term to Insure cor-
rect tolerances.
lone •
AOH changed to require
_olding switch in extend
release position until
physical separation.
Recycle up-telemetry
switch to restore opera_
tion.
The following were per-
formed for Apollo I0 and!
subsequent spacecraft.
a. Glyptol used instemi
of Lock-rite.
_. Stylus spring load
increased,
c. Dimension of stylus
_ol_er and bushing verl-
_ied.
i. Acceptance tests to
_erlfy scribing.
Master alarms and warn-
inge for this system no_
required and have been
deleted for Apollo I0
and subsequent spacecra_
Procedural change made t
minimize electrical zero
bias.
_one.
::is_iona I R_feren_£s
Apollo 9 MSC-PA-R-69-2
kpollo ii
kpollo 12
kpollo lh
%pollo 15
I
Apollo 9!MSC-PA-R-69-2
!
Apollo 91MSC-PA-R-69-2
i
Apollo 9iMSC-PA-R-69-2
Apollo 9iMSC-PA-R-69-2
tpollo 16
Apollo ? _SC-PA-R-69-2
Apollo 8 4SC-02h17
Apollo 9
_pollo i0
_pollo ii
I
Apollo ) MSC-PA-R-b9-Z
_pollo 9 MSC-PA-R-69-_
%poLlo iC
!
\F-9
APOLLO 9
9
i0
Ii
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
2O
_nom_ly
Statezent
Fuel cell 2 condenser
exit temperature out-
side normal range.
Docking spotlight faile_
Interior floodlight
anomalies.
Computer did not respond
to manual entries.
31ow repressurization o_
_urge tank.
Docking ring separation
charge holder came out
of channel and extended
beyond periphery of tun
nel structure.
Descent propulsion sys-
tem regulator manifold
pressure dropped.
Supercritical helium
tank pressure decayed.
Tracking light failed.
Push-to-talk switches
inoperative.
Activation of abort
guidance system caused
warning indication.
Binding of forward
hatch.
Vehicle/
Equipment
CSM-IOh
CSM-I04
CSM-lOh
CSM-I04
CSM-lOh
CSM-IOM
124-3
LM-3
LM-3
IR-3
I
I Cause
IPossible coolant loop contain-
ination buildup in secondary
bypass valve.
Circuit breaker not closed.
Cathode erosion caused fail-
ure of one lamp - broken wire
caused second lamp to fail.
Possible procedural errors.
Valve in wrong position be-
cause of misaligned markingS. _
Holder was not properly re-
tained.
Air drawn through manifold
into tank heat exchanger dur-
ing servicing resu/ting in
partially blocked heat ex-
changer.
Probable defective braze in
squib isolation valve.
Probable high-voltage break-
down in pulse-forming network
Probable broken co.on wire
to switches.
Corrective Action Missions
Procedures developed to _pollo 7
damp oscillations if _pollo 8
they occ_. Secondary _pollo 9
bypass valve design _pollo i0
changed for Apollo 14 _pollo ii
and subsequent space-
craft.
Crew checklist changed
to include closing of
circuit breaker prior tc
spotlight deployment.
Procedures incorporated
to insure operation of
lamps in full-bright co:
figuration in ground
tests and in flight.
None,
Proper alignment to be
verified on subsequent
spacecraft.
Retention spring in-
stalled.
Ground support equip-
ment and procedures mod
ified for Apollo I0 and
subsequent spacecraft.
124-3
LM-3
Probable open or short in
26-gage wire between abort
electronics assembly and sig-
nal conditioner electronics
assembly.
Interference by insulation
blankets and possible insuf-
ficient hatch clearance.
_e_er@_css
l.sc-PA- %9- 
%polio 9 MSC-PA-H-69-2
kpollo 7 MSC-PA-R-69-2
ipollo 9
kpollo 9 MSC-PA-H-69-2
Apollo 9 MSC-PA-R-69-2
Apollo 9 MSC-PA-R-69 -2
%pollo i0
Apollo 9 MSC-PA-R-69-2
Valve configuration Apollo 9 MSC-PA-H-69-2
changed for Apollo i0
and subsequent spacecral t,
Additional testing for Apollo 5 MSC-PA-R-69 -2
Apollo i0 light. Mod- Apollo 1
ified liFht used for
Apollo ii and 12.
Operating procedures to Apollo 5 MSC-PA-R-69-2
include troubleshooting
procedures to circumven_
problem.
Trip levels are measure4 Apollo S MSC-PA-R-69-2
for each vehicle at
launch site. Output pax-
smeters for abort elec-
tronics assembly and
:transfer functions for
signal conditioner elec-
tronics assembly meas-
ured on bench.
Top hatch shield ex- Apollo 9 MSC-PA-H-69-2
tended to hatch struc-
ture and clearance in-
creased for Apollo i0
and subsequent spanecra_L,
F- 10
:.o.
21
22
23
2_
a5
26
27
28
29
3O
31
_2OLLO 9
Anomaly
Statement
Forward hatch door stop
(snubber) would not hold
hatch open.
Cabin noise level high.
Structural contact at
S-IC shutdown.
Data entry and display
assembly operator error
n_t.
Vehicle/
Eq'ul_ent
LM-3
LM-3
LM-3
L_-3
Descent engine firing
rough at 27-percent
throttle.
Regulated hell. pres-
sure to propellant tanks
decreased in ascent pro-
ipulsion system.
_anding radar inter-
_erence.
Air bubbles in liquid
cooled garment tubes.
Oxygen l_urge system pal-
let was difficult to sic
_ackground brightness
"w_hed-out" reticle im-
age of crewman optical
alignment sight during
docking.
OxYgen purge systma
checkout light failed.
CosBunlcationn lost when
using lightweight bead-
set and eoPmAuicatione
cemrler.
124-3
U4-3
LH-3
GFE
GFE
7.
GFE
GFE
_FE
Cause
Excessive clearance between
snubber and Vclcro.
Operation of cabin fans,
water/glycol pumps and suit
compressors during helmets-
off periods.
Lateral loads probably caused
helium diffuser flange to
contact top deck flange.
Possible bent switch leaf or
con_amlna_ion pre_ntlngml-
croswitch contact.
Suspected helium ingestion
into engine by uncevering
of zero_ can, due to high
ullage.
Posalble regulator contamina-
tion by back_low during sol-
enoid valve replacement.
Interference was produced by
pieces Of H-film from the
base heat shield.
Air in_sted through sublime-
tot into coolant loop when
P_ was being connected to
liq_Lid cooled garment.
Locking pin could not be in-
serted throu_ bulkhead
structure into pallet because
of location of hole, angle of
insertion and poor li_ting.
Neutral density filter and
rei_dection from co_nd mod-
ule.
Main power switch actuator
mechanism did not close
switch.
PoHibly caused by loose air-
lock sleeve on connector or
ImpropePmating of light-
weight headset connector to
suit harness and T-adapter.
]
Corrective Action Missions References
Snubber redesigned for Apollo 9 MSC-PA-R-69-2
Apollo ll and subsequen_
spacecraft.
iEar pieces provided and Apollo 9 MSC-PA-R-69-2
procedures changed. El-Apollo i(
ifective with Apollo 14,
muffler added in llne at
outlet of water/glycol
pump assembly.
Loads predicted to be Apollo 9 MSC-PA-R-69-2
less on Apollo 10. Top
deck flange modified on
Apollo II and subsequen_
spacecraft.
_icroswltches modified.
No detrimental effect.
Procedures developed fo*
prevention of contamine.
tion when replacement o_
components is necessary,
Spray coating of _-F
iplastic substituted for
H-film on base heat
_hield for Apollo Ii anc
subsequent spacecraft.
Make-up" line on PI_S reS
located to upstream side
of water shutoff and re-
lief valw for Apollo ii
and subsequent missions.
Oxygen p_ge system to
be stowed in different
•rea end more easily op-
erated locking pins used
for Apollo i0 and sub-
sequent missions.
ranges of reticle
Lll_mination intensity
to be provided and dif-
ferent lighting conditi_
expected for Apollo iO
and subsequent missions
Actuator mechanism modi
fled for Apollo I0 and
subsequent missions.
Airlock sleeves to be
torqued to between h5
and _0 inch-pounds and
Lock-tire applied to
secure sleeves to con-
hector.
Apollo 9 MSC-PA-R-69-2
Apollo MSC-PA-_-69-2
Apollo MSC-PA-R-69-_
(Mission Rept)
MSC-PA-R-69-2
(Anomaly Rept
_o. l)
Apollo 9 MSC°PA-R-69-2.
(Missio_ Rept)
MSC-PA-R-69-2
(Anomaly Rept
No. _)
Apollo 9 MSC-PA-R-69-2
Apollo _ MSC-PA-R-69-2
Apollo 9 MSC-PA-R-69-2
ss
Apollo 9iMSC-PA-R-69-2
Apollo _ MSC-PA-R-69-2
()IS.
1
Anomaly
Statement
Burst disc in reaction
control system ruptured
)rior to flight.
AP0_0
Hell=z manifold pres-
sure in reaction contro:
system decayed.
Rendezvous radar trans-
)onder failed to operat,
temporarily.
Primary evaporator drie(
out after a few minutes
of operation.
5 Transmissions from EM oz
VHP ai_plex-A not re-
ceived in CM.
6 Crew couch stabilizer
left connected during
launch.
7 Fuel cell i pump pack-
age failure.
Hydrogen flow to fuel
cell decayed slowly af-
ter extended hydrogen
purge of fuel cell I.
9 Automatic pressure con-
trol system did not turn
hydrogen tank heaters
off during fuel cell i
purge.
i0 Gyro display coupler
drift was felt by crew
_o be excessive.
ii )ata storage eqtlipment
Lost data.
12
_try monitor system
_tylUS cut through
_nulsion on scroll dur-
Lng pre-entry tests.
1S /HF recovery antenna 1
Ud not deploy properly.
Vehicle/
Equipment
CSM-I06
CSM-106
CSM-IO6
CSM-I06
CSM-106
CSM-I06
CSM-I06
CSM-I06
CSM-106
CSM-106
CSM-I06
csM-I06
CSM-I06
Catuse
Overpressurization during
preflight checkout,
I Low-pressure heli_lanifold
in fuel leg of system A leak-
!ed slightly.
Possible intermittent fail-
ure in SMvlring, rendezvous
radar control box, or trans-
ponder; possible improper
switch configuration.
Insufficient travel of water
control circuit switch actu-
ator.
Both vehicles were probably
not configured simultaneously I
for co_unications on simplex.
Stabilizer should have been
removed prior to launch to
allow stroking of couch
struts if an abort had been
required.
Phase-to-phase short, prob-
ably caused by breakdown of
insulation in hydrogen p_.
Extended purge created low
temperatures on regulator and
consequent regulator leakage.
Pressure transducer shift re-
sulted from cold soak during
extended purge.
Drift rates in postflight
tests were not indicative of
reported performance.
Cover deformed because of
differential pressure. Cover
contacted and slowed tape
reel.
Emulslon had hardened be-
cause of chemical reaction.
Ground-plane rad/al hung up
on guide ra=p.
Corrective Action
Caution notes incorpo-
rated in procedures.
Leak check to be made
after propellant servic:
System to be pressttrize,
to i00 psla about 30
days prior to flight to
insure leaks are detect,
None.
Missicns
tpollo iC
_pollo iC
i.
_pollo iO
F-If
MSC-00126
MSC-O0126
Actuator rigging proce- _pollo I0 MSC-00126
dures modified to assur,
proper over, ravel.
None. %pollo I0 MSC-00126
A.
Mandatory inspection %pollo i0] MSC-00126
)oint added to pre-
ingress checklist.
None. Major redesign of %polls i0
hydrogen pump would be
required.
Extended hydrogen purgel kpollo 10
not to be performed and
vent line heater to be
left on for I0 minutes
after termination of
hydrogen purge.
Extended hydrogen purgel kpollo i0
not to be performed on
subsequent flights.
MSC-00126
MSC-00126
MSC-00126
None. %polls i0 _5C-O0126
Relief valves to be _pollo i0
used that operate at
lover differential pres-
sure.
New manufacturing proc- %polls 7
esses tlnplemented for %1)ollo 8
Apollo ii and precau- %pollo 9
_ional'y measures taken %pollo i0
_o prevent hardening. _pollo ii
)Ifferent scroll coat-
Lng to be used for
_pollo 12 and subsequent
;pacecrsft.
MSC-00126
MSC-00126
MSC-O2MI7
_one. _pollo IC MSC_00126
F-12
:_o.
15
f 16
17
18
19
2O
Az-,o_J.y
Statement
._ LLO i___0
Potable water contained
gas.
_ipw from water E_n ap-
peared to he less than
Inormml for about 2 hours
Tunnel would not vent
prior to LM separation.
Thermal coatlng came
off forward hatch when
LM cabin was pressurized
Launch vehicle engine
warning indicators op-
erated intermittently
dturing prefli_t test-
ing.
Vehicle/
EqU/pment
CSM-I06
CSM-106
CSM-I06
CSM-106
Cause
Oxygen from pressure system
and hydrogen from fuel cells.
Excess lubrication from O-
ring partially clog_d gun.
Incorrect fitting installed
on vent prior to flight.
Insulation vent holes were
Corrective Action
_embrsme device instal-
led on water gun for
Apollo ii and subsequent
spacecraft. Hydrogen
separator installed in
iwater system for Apollo
12 and subsequent space-
craft.
Process specifications
changed to insure that
excessive lubricant is
not used.
End-to-end test per-
formed on Apollo ii and
subsequent spacecraft
to verify system.
Evs_luation Showed that
Digital event timer
Jumped 2 minutes. At
other tlmes_ tens-of-
seconds failed to a_-
van_e.
Docking ring charge
holder not captured by
retention sprln_.
CSM-IO6
obstructed.
Cold solder Joints.
insulation iS not nec-
essary. Single layer
of H-film tape applied
to hatch ablator for
Apollo II and subsequen_
spacecraft.
Units screened for
Apollo ii and s_bsequen_
spacecraft.
21 _uel cell 2 exit temperJ
LtuA'e oscillated.
22 Couch heat strut lock-
out handle in locked
position.
23 Recovery flashing light
ceased to operate after
landing.
2_
_gine pitch gi-_a.l
drive actuator _il in-
_icatlon received.
CSM-106
C8M-I06
CSM-I06
CSM-106
CSM-106
Spurious noise input prob-
ably caused 2-minute Jump.
Tens-of-seconds problem was
caused by contamination (painl
flakes from units wheel) pre-
venting electrical contact be-
tween tab and brush.
Retention spring design mar-
ginal.
Undetermined.
Spring in locking mechanism
improperly installed after
modlficatlon.
Thermally°induced stresses
between the Flash tube and
its encapsulant caused the
flash tube to crack.
[.:issi_bns
Apollo i0
Apollo i0
LS-% An uncoemandsd gi_al move-
sent probably occurred due to
failure of the spring-loaded
brake to enga_ after re-
.oVal of drive sisnal.
_pollo IC
Apollo IC
Apollo IC
Screening test develop- %pollo i0
ed. _pollo 15
%pollo 16
Improved retention Apollo i0
method to be used for
Apollo 15 and subsequsn_
spacecraft.
Block II retrofit secon. Apollo 7
dary coolant bypass Apollo 8
valve (Block I valve Apollo 9
poppet) used on Apollo _pollo I0
ii. Apollo 11
Mandatory inspection Apollo i0
_int added to manufac-
turing process.
AOB changed so that Apollo i0
li_t is to be operated
only in low-flash-rate
mode during descent.
Brake mechanism was re- Apollo i0:
designed. Time allowed
for uncom._nded global
movement without cans-
ing a fall indication
was increased.
Reference_
MSC-O0126
M$C-00126
MSC-00126
MSC-00126
MSC-00126
MSC-O0126
MSC-O012O
MSC-00126
MSC-O_h26
MSC-00126
MSC-00126
MSC-0_623
MSC-O0126
kF- 13
APOLLO I0
_-.cma!y
)To. I S:ate=eRt
25 Master alarms and de-
26
27
_8
29
3o
31
32
33
Vehicle/
Equdpnent
[ Ls-h
scent propellant low-
level indications duzin(
descent phasing _euve,I
S-band backup down-voicq
received from LM during
revolution 13 was un-
usable.
S-band steerable antenm
did not track.
Optical system problems
a. Contamination on re'
icle of alignment opti-
ca/ telescope.
b. Reticle dimmer con-
trol required manual
holding in bright posi-
tion.
c. Stars could not he
seen six star diameters
from center of reticle.
Drinking water contained
gas.
Cabin noise level high.
_eater light on oxygen
purge system did not
=ome on.
Recording of LMlow-bit
rate PCM data in CM
=eased before all data
received.
law-rate gyro output
srror.
MSPN
LM-_
LM-h
LM-h
u4-_
GFE
CSM-106
LM-_
Cause
Pirst master alarm and low-
level indication were prob-
ably caused by a gas bubble
around the propellant low-
level sensor. A second
alarm probably resulted from
an intermittent failure in
the master alarm and pro-
pellant-level circuits.
Operator error within Gold-
stone station.
Track mode switch was prob-
ably inadvertently switched
to OFF.
a. Contamination could have
entered through air gap at
interface of mirror and tele-
scope housing subsequent to
prelaunch cleaning.
b. Operation nor_l.
c. Prism was possib_v con-
tamlnated during fin_l in-
stallation of telescope sun-
shade.
Probable source of gas was
nitrogen pressurant in tank
Lnd air entrapped in water
hose, gun and connecting
plumbing. Bacteria filter
(which helps remove gas) was
not uned on this mission.
Glycol pump.
Unknown. Failure could not
be duplicated in postflight
tests.
CM communications reconflg-
ured from voice and data mode
to ranging before completion
of dump.
Most probably caused by
static friction from contam-
ination that may have been
introduced during rebuilding.
CorAconi oo)
Descent propellant low-_pollo I0
level indicator removed |
from master alarm for --
Apollo ll and eubsequenl
spacecraft.
References
MSC-00126
None. _pollo IC MSC-00126
None. _pollo i0 MSC-00126
_pollo IC
a. Reticle and prism
were cleaned when s_m-
shade was installed on
Apollo ii spacecraft.
Same procedure to be
used for subsequent sp_
craft.
b. None.
c. Same as (a).
Apollo I(Prelaunch procedures
changed to include ser-
vicing water hose and
connecting plumbing.
Ear plugs provided for Apollo 9
sleep periods. Muffler Apollo i(
added at outlet of pump
for Apollo lh and sub-
sequent spacecraft, i
None, Operation with- Apollo IC
out heaters acceptable.
MSC-O0126
MSC-O0126
MSC-00126
MSC-00126
None. Apollo i0 MSC-00126
_pollo ii _3"ro history
_naiyzed and no dis-
:repancies found.
Apollo IC MSC-00126
F- 14
No.
3_
35
36
37
Instrumentation dis-
_repa_cl es :
s. RCS chamber pres-
sure svltchcs is/led
+-losed.
_. Indicated glycol
temperature was zero
_heo pump switch was in
pump 2 position.
c. RCS manifold pres-
sure indications er-
_on eot_.
d. Temperature measure-
ment of thermal shield
for radioisotope thermo-
electric generator cask
incorrect.
e. Descent oxidizer
tank u_la_ pressu_
indication in cabin was
zero prior to descent
engine firing.
Cabin pressure dropped
rapidly after LM Jet-
tison.
IUnexpected carbon all-
!oxide levels in cabin.
Large attitude excur_
sions occurred at stag-
ing.
38 IMuter alar_ and ascent
propellant low-level in-
dication during ftrst
ascent engine firing.
39 LM 70-an c_era stopped
hO LM I_ c'a_ra failed
to operate with one mag-
azine.
bl CM 16-am ca'_ra ceased
to operate in pulse
APOLLO 10
Vehicle/
Cause Corrective Action
Equil_ent
LM-_
r
aM-4
GFE
GFE
GFE
a. Probably caused by resi-
d_ under switch diaphragms.
b. Possible broken Jumper
across pUZSp switch contacts,
or incomplete contact in
pu_ 2 switch position.
c. Possible defective con-
nections and calibration
shifts.
d. Probable broken wire,
failed transducer, or baro-
switch failure.
e. Probably faulty trans-
ducer or wiring between trans-
ducer and cabin display.
Hatch latch failed because
tunnel could not be vented
prior to Jettison (see item
Probable greater-than-pre-
dicted lithium hydroxide
cartridge performance vari-
ations.
Abort guidance mode control
switch was inadvertently cy-
cled, followed by an incor-
rect output of the yaw rate
_-o. In reacting to yaw
rate gyrO problem, the guid-
ance _ode control switch was
transferred to AUTO, resultin
in high rates.
Sensor tmcovered by gas
bubble.
Film was binding in ma_zine
because of damaged film _-
vance mechanism. Drive motor
becamR overloaded and failed.
Marginal clearance between
camera and magazine required
extra care to obtain proper
alignlent.
!M_zine interlock licro-
switch failed.
a, None.
b. None.
c. Critical measuremenl
to be instrumented with
improved transducer on
Apollo 15 and subsequent
spacecraft.
d. Instrumentation wlr.
ing to be checked after
fine/ installation.
e. None.
Missions
apollo i0
References
MSC-00126
None required. Apollo I£ MSC-00126
Predictions to be mod- Apollo iI MSC-00126
eled around more reaiis.
tic operational charac-
terlstics.
iCrew briefing. Apollo I( MSC-00126
None. Propellants will Apollo I(
be settled when ascendi: g
fTom l_ar surface.
Preflight inspection to Apollo i_
be improved. Fuse to b_
cha_ged from 1.6 amp to
1.2 am_,
Magazines to be checked Apollo i0
for proper cAearances.
_pollo i0High reliability
switches installed in
cameras for Apollo ii
and subsequent missions
MSC-00126
MSC-00126
MSC-O0126
MSC-00126
(
\
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APO_O U_U__
A.n or_ly
NO. [ Statement
iO
ii
12
Nitrogen pressure de-
cayed in secondary ser-
vice propulsion engine
actuation system.
Heater element in ox-
tank 2 inoperativeygen
Automatic coil of CM
RCS minus yaw engine
valve responded errat-
ically to firing comman,
Electrolm_inescent seg-
ment on EMS numeric dis,
play was inoperative.
Oxygen flow rate master
a/arms during initial
pressurization.
Propellant isolation
valves closed at CSM/
$-IV_ separation.
Peculiar odor in dock-
ing tunnel.
Indication of oxMgen
flow rate was lower th_
oor_,
Vehicle/
Equipment
CSM-IO7
CSM-IO7
CSM-107
CSM-107
CSM-IO7
CSM-I07
CSM-IO7
CSM-I07
Caus e
Leakage due to contamination
induced failure of solenoid
control valve.
Probable open on terminal
board in heater circuit. In-
operative condition existed
during countdown.
Intermittent terminal board
connection.
i Probable short due to punc-
tured insulation.
Corrective Action Missicns
Filters installed in %pollo ii
Apollo 12 and subsequen'
spacecraft. Nitrogen
facility cleanliness
more closely controlled
Launch site test re- %pollo ii
quirements changed to
specify _erage level
to verify that both tan]
heaters are operational
Records researched and _pollo II
no questionable %ermi-
inal boards used in cril -
ice/ circuits on sub-
sequent spacecraft.
Insure that remaining
units have properly
routed wires.
Probable faulty capacitor in None. No previous fail
alarm circuit, ure history of capacitol
Pyrotechnic shock. None required other
than procedures stated
for Apollo 9.
Odor resembled burned wire Brief crews.
insulation; however, it was
probably caused by outgassing
from hatch ablator material.
(Higher ahlator temperatures
may have been experienced he-
cause of removal of hatch
outer insulation.)
Transducer negatively biased None.
because of change in heater
resistance within flow sensor
Tie-wrap knots became
untied on forward heat
shield mortar umbilical
lanyard.
Primary water/glycol
evaporator outlet tem-
)erature did not stay
within normal limlts.
Service module did not
skip out of earth's at-
mosphere.
Fuel cell 2 exit tem-
)erature periodically
disturbed.
CSM-I07
CSM-107
CSM-I07
CSM-IO7
_rld_-
Knots improperly tied.
A bearing assembly on the
lworm gear shaft of the tem-
perature control valve ac-
tuator failed.
Thruster firing times were
not optimized for propellant
sloshing effects.
ProbaBle condenser water re-
More detailed procedure
developed. All subse-
quent spacecraft reworke
None required. Valve
can be mamually set.
tention and periodic release.
Not detrimental.
Jettison control se-
quence modified for
Apollo 13 and subsequen_
vehicles.
Procedures developed to
damp oscillations if
they occur.
%pollo
_pollo
IApollo
IApollo
!Apollo
7
8
9
i0
ii
_pollo ii
s.
Apollo 9
Apollo ii
Apollo 12
Apollo ib
Apollo 15
Apollo ii
ipollo Ii
Lpollo ii
I.
kpollo Ii
Apollo16
_pollo 8
_pollo iO
_pollo ll
Apollo 7
ApoLlo 8
Apollo 9
Apollo i0
_pollo ii
References
MSC-O0171
MSC-O0171
MSC-OOI71
MSC-O0171
MSC-O2hI7
MSC-O0171
_C-00171
MSC-00171
MSC-OOITI
MSC-O0171
MSC-OOITI
MSC-O3h6O
MSC-OOI71
MSC-O3h66
MSC-O_M26
F- 16
Anomaly
[ No.' 1 Statement
13
15
16
Mission timer stopped.
_uel in the descent pro-
ulslon system fuel/he-
Lium heat e_ohanger was
Drozen by helium flowin_
_hrou_h the heat exchan 8
_r, causing high fuel
Line pressure when heat
_o_ked hack from the en-
ine after landing.
_abln indication of car-
)on dioxide partial pres
pure high after ascent.
Communications difficult
to maints/n using steer-
able ant eD-n&.
17 :omputer alarms occur-
=ed during descent.
18 :abln depressuzization
time lon_r than ex_ecte
19
2O
21
22
Electrolum/neseent seg-
ment on abort &_/dance
system entry _nd dlspl%y
lassembly was inoperative
I
Breakup of voice tr_ms-
_ssion occurred d_ring
_x_ravehicular activity.
_cho received during
,plink voice trLnsmis-
_ions.
Data storage ele_tron-
iics assembly did not
record properly.
23 Knob on engine arm cir-
cuit breaker _ broken.
2_ Thrust chamber presstu'e
switch had slow response
to Jet driver eommnds.
APOLLO l__!-
Vehicle/ Cause Corrective Action
E%ui pm.en t
LM-5
5S-5
LM-5
LN-_
LM-5
iM-5
LM-5
LM-5
LM-5/MS_
LM-5
;24-5
LS-5
Probable cracked solder Joint
associated with cordwood as-
se_]_y o_ eleetrlcsl compon-
ents.
Simultaneous venting of pro-
ipellant and supercritical he-
ilium tanks,
Condensate got into sensor
causing erroneous indications
Vehicle blockage and multi-
path interference.
Executive o_rflow alarms,
caused by automatic multiple
rescheduling of the sa_e Job.
The multiple reschedullng was
caused by counter interrupts
from the rendezvolls radar
coupling data unit.
Depressurization through bac-
teria filter required more
time thee pred/cted.
Probable component or wiring
_ailure.
Probable inadvertent low set-
ting of sensitivity control_
Inherent in co_mmications
system.
Probable open in timing sig-
nal return line and voice
slgnal line.
Knob was probably broken by
impact of o_Een puree sys-
tem during EVA preparations.
Probable particulate contam-
ination in switch inlet pas-
sage,
New timers using integ-
rated circuits and
other design changes to!
be incorporated when
available.
_elium solenoid valve
ho be closed prior to
_uel venting and opened
some time later.
3rain tank vent line
relocated on Apollo 13
and subsequent space-
_raf_.
3peratlons,l procedures
_O be changed to mini-
nlze vehicle blocka_e
and m_Itipath condl-
_lons.
_endszvous radaz coup-
tlng data unit counter
Interrupts not processed
/sing Luminary IB pro-
_r_ on s_bsequent _is-
slons. Not as much
_omputer time required
:for descent monitoring.
_acteria filter not usedApo!lo ii
_n Apollo 12 and subse-
quent spacecraft, re-
_uclng decompression ti, e.
More comprehensive pre- Rpollo ii
launch testing required.
Brief crews.
Hissions I References
_pollo_lI _SC-OO171
%pollo 12i
_pollo 15
Downlink voice inhihite( ipollo ii
during periods of uplin}
voice transmission.
Wire harness at connec- _pollo ii
tot wrapped with tape t(
)recent flexure damage
on Apollo 12 and sub-
sequent s_&eecraft.
Circuit breaker guards %pollo ii
installed on Apollo 12
and subsequent space-
craft,,
B_ief crews to recog- %pollo ii
nize _d handle similar
)rohlems.
_pollo ii HSC-O0171
_pollo ii MSC-0OITI
_pollo II MSC-0OITI
_pollo 12!_pollo i_
Apollo 15
Apollo ii MSC-00171
MSC-00171
MSC-00171
_pollo ii MSC-OOIZI
MSC-O0171
MSC-00171
MSC-O0171
MSC-O0171
(
\
25
Statement
Water entered suit
through suit ha/f vent
duct.
26 Reaction control system
Vehicle/
Equipment
L_-5
LM-5
APOLLO II
Cause
Probable leakage through
water sepLrator selector
va/ve.
Probable erroneous caution
/
_arning flags observed
for three engine pairs.
27 Lunar surface televisior
camera cable retained
coiled shape.
28 Mating electrical con-
nectors from remote con-
trol unit to portable
life support system was
difficult.
29 Closing of sample re-
turn containers w_s dif-
ficult.
GFE
GFE
GPE
a_d warning system or dis-
pl_y flag operation caused
by interruption of 28 Vdc sup
ply or oscillator failure.
Memory is inherent character-
istic of cable.
Male connector could not be
firmly grasped and allgned.
Flight containers had not
been subjected to repeated
closings as had the training
containers, and lubricant
had been removed from latch
linkage during cleaning.
Corrective Action Missions I
Allovable valve actua- _pollo ii
tion force lowered and
inspection for linkage
binding incorporated in-
to factory and launch
site procedures.
_one. No history of
similar failures.
Apollo 11
Deployment geometry to Apollo 11
be changed.
_ale connector rede- Apollo 11
signed.
Lubricant burnished on _pollo II
after cleaning.
APOLLO 12
Auozzly Vehicle/
Cause
Statement Equipuent_[O.
1 Display/keyboard mal-
functioned prior to
launch - displayed all
8's.
Hydrogen tank 2 heat
leak prior to launch.
Lightning struck space-
craft and launch vehicl_
resulting in:
a. Loss of nine instru-
mentation measurements.
b. Loss of inertial
)latform reference.
c. Disconnection of
fuel cells.
Stabilization and con-
trol system circuit
breaker was open during
postinsertion checks.
Propellant and helium
isolation valves closed
at CSM/S-IVB separation,
CSM-IOB
CSM-I08
CSM-I08
CSM-I08
Probable relay contamination.
Incomplete bond in stainless
steel/titanium bimetallic
joint.
Vehicle launched during
thunderstorm.
Breaker was probably not set
during prelaunch checks.
Corrective Action Missions
Fabrication process im- Apollo 12
)roved to minimize con-
tamination, screening
)rocedures improved, an(
malfunction procedure
developed to clear con-
dition.
Apollo 12 tank was re-
moved and replaced.
Tanks from lots suspec-
ted of having poor qual.
ity Joints recalled for
replacement of Joints.
Launch rules changed to
specify allowable mete-
orological conditions.
Programa_ng change made
to inhibit activation
of platform coarse-ali_
mode during launch.
Apollo 12
Apollo 16
CSM-I08 Pyrotechnic shock.
Apollo i_
C_ecks to be made more Apollo i_
!carefully.
Maintain use of proce- Apollo 9
dures developed to ver- Apollo 1]
ify position of valves. Apollo i_
Apollo 12
Apollo i_
F- 17
References
MSC-O0171
MSC-O0171
MSC-O0171
MSC-O0171
MSC-O0171
MSC-01855
MS0-o1855
MSC-OIS_O
MSC-0hlI2
(Supplement B)
MSC-01855
MSC-OI855
F- 18
._IO.
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i0
Anomaly
Statement
APOLD012
Operation of S-band hi_
gain antenna in _row-
beam mode resulted in
low signal strength on
several occasions.
Discrepancy in actual
(mee.sused) and calculat_
oxygen u_age.
LM crew saw strap-like
_aterlal in vicinity of
SM/SLA interface Just
_rior to docking.
Angular position of op-
tics shaft Fluctuated
in zero optics mode.
Windows were contamin-
ated.
ii V'_ recovery antenna 2
did not deploy properly.!
12 Comm_and module BCS ox-
idizer isolation valve
would not remain closed
during postflight oper-
ations.
13 Retention bracket for
oxygen hose came loose
during landing.
14 Food preparation unit
leaked after hot water
dispensed.
15 Forward heat sbleld_ mor
tar umbilical lanyard
was severed.
16 Ins t r_ment mtlon _iscrep
antics :
a. RCS quad D helium
mLnlfold pressure indi-
cations erTo_eous.
b. Suit pressure trans
ducer indicated low.
o. Potable water quaat
ity data erratic.
d. Fuel cell 3 regula-
ted hydrogen pressure
deca_yed.
Vehicle/
Es._ipzent
CSM-IO8
CSM-i08 "
CSM-IO_
CSM-108
CSM-108
CSM-108
CSM-IO8
CSM-I08
CSM-108
Cause
Probable failure of dual di-
plexer or narrow-beam compar-
l itor component.
Leakage from 900-psi oxygen
system within service module.
Material was similar to loose
pieces shown on Apollo i0
photos.
!Possible motor drive ampli-
fier module malfunction.
I Rain water, residue from
launch escape system engine,
and outgassing of silicone
oils from window sesls
(hatch only).
Adhesive substance probably
held protective flap over
ground plane radials.
Damaged bellows, probably re-
snlting from pressurization
of system wlth isolation
valves closed.
Bracket not properly bonded
to panel.
Two valve O-flogs damaged
fr_ particle contamination.
Probably broken by drogue
steel cable riser when drogue
was deployed.
Corrective Act!co :!isslonz I
Apollo 13 and subsequen Apollo 14!
spacecraft. Apollo 18
None. Preflight tests Apollo 12
considered adequate.
None, Condition con- Apollo 12
sidered not detrimental
None. No evidence of _pollo 12
generic problem or de- _nollo 13
sign deficiency.
For Apollo 13 and sub- _pollo 7
sequent spacecraft: %pollo 8
a. Seals added to boosl %pollo 12
_rotective cover to pre.
vent rain water leakage
b. Eatch w/ndow cavity
purge prior to flight.
c. Insulation material
removed from between in,
net and outer hatch win.
dows.
Clarify installation in %pollo 12
Structions to assure re,
mov_l of adhesives and
proper deployment of
radials.
Brief crews. Apollo 7
iApollo 12
Manufacturing require-
ments to include torque
testing Of bracket.
Check valves for leak-
age when water tempera-
ture is 150 ° F.
CSM-108
CSM-IO8
a. Probable weakening of
strain gags bonding.
b. Transducer internally
contaminated wlth nickel-
plating particles.
c. Stain found on potentiom-
IApollo 12
iApollo 12
iApollo 14
None. Lanyard function Apollo 12
complete before drogue
deployment.
a. None. Measurement Apollo i_
not necessary for fligh_ I.
b. None. Problem con-IApollo 12
sldered to be isolated ;Apollo i_
ooo!J_rence,
c. None. Alternate Apollo 8
methods available for Apollo i_
determining water q%M&nt _Apollo 1_
ity.
eter resistance wafer. No
evidence Of moisture or _ine
contamination of measuring
system components as on
Apollo 8.
d. Probable leak in pres-
sure transducer diaphragm.
d. None. iApollo i_
Beret"cites
MSC-01855
_SC-01855
MSC-01855
_SC-01855
MSC-01855
MSC-O1855
MSC-O1855
MSC-01855
MSC-OIB55
MSC-OIB55
MSC-O1855
@Anomaly
No. Statement
17 Panel 2 mission clock
tuning fork display op-
erated intermittently
and clock had cracks in
face glass.
18 V_F communications be-
tween CSM and LM during
,ascent L_d rendezvous
were unreadable.
19 Docking hatch flood-
light switch did not
operate properly.
20 Water came out of suit
inlet hoses.
21 Cabin indication of csx-
bon dioxide partial pres
Isu_e erratic.
22 :Tracking light failed,
23
2_
25
_ESA handle could not
be released from sup-
_ort bracket.
Hatch thermal shield
torn, causing potential
hazard to suit.
Ix)w-level descent pro-
pellent quantity light
illuminated early.
26 Lunar surface color
television cs0mera faile,
27 16-mm camera operated
intermittently during
ascent,
28 Fuel capsule for raxllo-
isotope thermoelectric
generator was difficult
to remove from cask as-
isembly.
29 Thermal shroud on pas-
sive seismic experiment
would not lie flat and
la_nations separated.
30 Cold-cathode ion gage
would not remain up-
right.
APO'TAJ_O i___22
Vehicle/ Cause Corrective Action
Equipment
CSH-108 IProbable cracked solder Joint;
associated with cordwood con-
struction. Manufacturing
process induces stress into
_lass.
CSM-i08
LM-6
U_-6
U_-6
LM-6
La-6
LM-6
LM-6
GFE
GFE
ALSEP
ALSEP
ALSEP
F- 19
Improper squelch sensitivity
setting in CM. Improper use
of lightweight headset in CM.
Insufficient plunger travel.
Water bypassed water separa-
tor because of excessive
water separator speed.
Probably caused by water en-
tering sensor.
Corona in high-voltage sec-
tion of light resulting from
high temperatures degrading
potting compound.
D-ring stuck in retention
socket because of binding of
ball detent or pulling D-ring
at an angle.
PLSS snagged on shield dur-
ing crewman egress.
Low-level point sensor un-
covered by propellant slosh-
ing.
Image sensor was exposed to
extreme light level, damag-
ing a portion of the target.
Intermittent actuation of
ms,zinc interlock micro-
switch contacts.
Binding between the contact
surface of fuel capsule back-
plate and the latch on the
cask.
Effect of i/6-gravity greater
than expected.
Cable stiffness _nd effects
of i/6-gravity.
New mission timers de-
veloped for Apollo 13
and subsequent space-
craft. Clear pressure-
sensitive tape placed
over _ass.
Brief crews and use com.
munlcations carrier hea(
sets during critical mi_
sion phases.
Plunger travel in-
creased.
_:issio_sI _efere=ccs
_ponoil .sc0185_kpollo
_pollo 12
kpollo 15
%pollo 12 M5C-01855
tpollo 12' MSC-01855
Water separator speed
reduced by adding flow
limitor to primary lith.
ium hydroxide canister
for Apollo 13 and sub-
sequent spacecraft.
Water separator sump %pollo Ii
tank vent line rerouted _pollo 12
for Apollo 13 and sub-
sequent spacecraft.
Tracking light rede- Apollo 9
si_ed for Apollo 13 IApollo 1
and subsequent space-
craft.
D-ring eliminated, and Apollo 12
loop clamped to end of
deployment cable for
Apollo 13 and subsequent
spacecraft.
Shield thickness in- Apollo i_
creased and diameter of
shield mounting holes
increased.
!Sampling rate increased Apollo 1_
and data averaged auto-
matically for Apollo 13
and subsequent space-
craft.
Crew training and oper- Apollo I_
ational procedures
changed.
Design of interlock Apollo
switch actuation mech-
anism changed.
Fuel capsule backplates Apollo 12
reworked to increase
clearance for Apollo 13
and subsequent missions
Laminations spot-sewed apollo 12
and weights added.
%pollo 12 MSC-01855
Different experiment
configuration used for
Apollo 13. For subse-
quent missions, cable
wrapremoved to reduce
cable stiffness.
_pollo 12
Apollo lh
MSC-01855
I MSC-01855
I
I
I
I
MSC-01855
Msc-o1855
MSC-O1855
MSC-01855
i
MSC-O1855
MSC-O1855
NSC-01855
F-20
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31
32
_Omaly
APCLLO 12_-
Statement
•_pty collection bag
_ended to come loose
_rom tool carrier.
:rams countin_ on CM
[0-ram camera 81d not
i_ree with crew count.
33 Suit pressure pulses
rere felt by L_ during
-_xtrav_h icular activity.
3h Exposure counter on lu-
nar surface close-up
camera did not always
=ount.
35 Shutter, counter and
film advance actions
of 70-mm lunar s_rface
camera were interim/trent
36 EVA coumunlcetlons de-
6reded by tone and nolse
Welsh baga cracked and
tore when handled on lu
r_&r surf&co, and when
used for tote bap,
samples bounced out.
37
GFE
GPE
GFE
GPE
GPE
GFE
GFE
Cause
Single spring clip on right-
hand bag was not adequate
for hag retention.
Magazine was inadvertently
opened allowlng film holder
to come out. This resulted
in improper film transport.
No evidence of system mal-
f_nction.
Temperature exceeded mechani-
cal interference point of
counter.
Loose handle and trlgs_r as-
se_bl¥.
Tone caused by interference
If tom fan motor when micro-
phone am_lifier supply volt-
age wBs below regulator three]
old of 12.5 volts. Random
[noise may have been caused by
intermittent open in primary
winding Of amplifler trans-
former.
Material (Teflon film) was
too brittle and covers were
not provided.
Corrective Action Mis si_ ,ns
IDouble spring clip to beApollo 12
idded for Apollo 13.
_ilm release knob taped Apollo 12
after magazine loading
and crews briefed.
_one. _pollo 12
3e_era handle painted
•hlte (couhter is housed
£n handle),
I_u_b wheel secured by
star washer and roll pin
instead of spring vasbe,
_nd set screw.
Brief crew and improve
%uality control.
Containers made of Tef-
lon cloth for Apollo 53
and subsequent. Collec
tion containers provide<
with means of closing f_
Apollo lh and subsequen'
_pollo i_
_pollo 12
apollo 12
Apollo i_
Referen:es
,_SC-01855
_SC-01855
MSC-01855
_C-01855
MSC-O1855
_kqc-o1855
MSC-OI85_
_o.
1
A_L_O-I/
Anomaly
Statement
Cryogenic oxygen tank 2
lost pressure.
Postlandin_ vent waive
malfunctioned during
postlanding activities
(exhaust vLlwe open -
inlet valve closed).
Optics shaft angle fluc-
tuated in zero optics
mode.
Vehicle/
Equlp_ent
CSM-109
CSM-I09
CSM-109
C aus e
A fire which was started by
electrical short-circults in
the wiring to the fan motors
inside the tank led to struc-
tural failure of the tank.
power was applied to the
valves when the valve unlock
handle was pulled partially
OUt.
Probable cause _s resistance
between brushes and slip rin_
on ha/f-speed reeolver due to
vacuum and zero-_.
Corrective Action
The tank design was
changed, a third cryo-
genie oxygen tank w_s
added, an isolation Val'
for tank 3 was added,
an auxilla_y battery wa_
installed on Apollo lh
and subsequent spacecra:
Caution note was added
to AO_ to insure that
handle is moved its ful_
travel before _itching
on postlandlng vent fan
i
The only effect is sys-
tem readout when optics
are not in use. Shaft
movement "wipes aw_"
roe[stance. Crews brle_
Zissions Refer_Ac_s
_pollo 13 MSC-02680
MSC-025_5
!
%pollo 13 MSC-02680
_pollo 12 MSC-02680
kpollo 13
_d.
F-21
P
No.
4
lUu o:_:aly
Statement
Difficulty was experi-
enced in obtaining high.
gain antenna acquisitio:
and tracking.
A_OZLO
Entry monitor system
0.05g light did not il-
luminate at proper time
6 Gas leaked from gusset-
breech assembly in
forward heat shield Jet-
tisoning system and
burned hole in gusset
cover plate.
7 RCS fuel isolation _.LIw
was found open during
postflight inspection.
8 Potable water quantity
measurement fluctuated.
9 Suit pressure measure-
ment was erratic.
I0 Electrical circuit in-
terrupter leaked gas
when it operated prior
to CM/SM separation.
ii Supercrltieal helium
)ressure rise rate _ms
greater than expected
during CDDT.
12
13
The crew heard a "thump-
ing" noise and saw snow-
_lakes venting from
quadrant 4 during irene-
earth flight.
)escent battery 2
_alfunction light il-
L,hated.
Vehicle/
Equipment
CSM-109
CSM-I09
CSM-I09
CSM-I09
CSM-I09
CSM-109
CSM-I09
I_-?
Ca'use
Probable short in primary
winding of C-axls induction
potentiometer resulting in
shift of scan limit and scan
limit warning functions.
Condition could not be dupli-
cated in postflight testing.
Possible procedural error or
momentary failure.
Possible out-of tolerance
parts or i_proper assembly.
Valve was mlswired. Pre-
flight functional checks did
not reveal discrepancy.
Probable erratic operation of
transducer. Specific evi-
dence of contamination or
corrosion could not be found.
Transducer probably contamin-
ated by nickel particles.
O-ring displacement greater
than normal. Not detrimental.
Probable degradation of tank
insulation due to annular
vacu_ contamination.
Corrective Action
Launch site tests added _pollo
to ensure proper fume- _pol!o
tions prior to flight. IApollo
Procedure developed to iApollo
LM-7 Probable electrolyte leakage
in battery 2 resulting in the
battery lid being blown off.
determine acceptable
spacecraft attitudes in
the event of a similar
failure on subsequent
flights.
LM-_ False indication. Tempera-
ture switch vires possibly
shorted to ground by electro-
lyte, or auxiliary relay pos-
sibly contmmlnated in elec-
trical control assembly.
IMissions I References
il M_C-02680
MSC-0375S
16
None. kpollo
%pollo
Assembly procedures im- _pollo
_roved and thermal bar-
rier added to breech-
,lenum assembly.
Resistance checks to be _pollo
,erformed in addition
to functional checks on
Apollo lh and sub sequenl
spacecraft.
None required. Water kpollo
quantity can be deter- kpollo
mined with acceptable _pollo
&
accunacy by other means.
Apollo lh cabin pres- _pollo
sure transducer disas-
sembled and cleaned.
Both suit and cabin
transducers disassemble(
and cleaned for Apollo
15 and subsequent space.
craft.
None required. _pollo
Screening test was _pollo
added to supplement nor-
mal testing for Apollo
14, 15 and 16 tanks.
For new tanks, gasses
removed from vacuum Jac) _t
periodically analyzed f(
contaminants during man_
facturing.
_scent batteries, as- _pollo
cent batteries, new set- kpollo
vice module battery, ant
lunar surface frill bat.
tery were modified for
Apollo lh and subsequenl
missions. _e design O:
other Apollo batteries
was considered safe.
Corrective action taken kpollo
to prevent electrolyte
leakage (see item 12).
MSC-02680
MSC-02680
MSC-02680
MSC-02680
MSC-02680
MSC-Oe680
MSC-0268O
MSC-O2680
MSC-02680
F- 22
NO.
15
16
17
18
A__OLLO LI_
Anomaly
Statement
Tess_'e in _cent stage
_xygen tank 2 increased
Lndicating reverse leak-
age from manifold into
sank.
Vehicle/
E_udpment
LM-7
LM-?Left-hand window shade
•as cracked.
Bumper separated from
L0-mm lens of lunar mod-
Ale 16-mm camera.
Set knob ca_e off of
interval timer.
Nasal spray bottles
were difficult to use.
GFE
GPE
GFE
Cause
, , r ..
Shutoff valve leaked, prob-
laxly caUSed by O-rlng damage
idu_ing assembly or contasLin-
fated valve seat. Leak tests
!were inadequate.
iAela2 covering w_s not suf-
ficlently ductile.
Insufficient friction between
mating surfaces.
Gripping compound used to
secure set screw did not pro-
vide sufficient retention
force.
Packaging did not _ermit sat-
{ isfactory operation in fli@ht
I
Corrective Action
Valves tested for both
forward and reverse le_
at high and low pre_
S_L_ • 8 •
Shades fabricated from
improved Aclar and re-
inforced with Mylar be-
fore stitching.
_atlng surface of
bumper swaged.
Knob secured with roll
pin.
Packaging method
changed.
Anomaly
Statement
Six attempts were re-
uired to achieve dock-
probe capture latch
engagement during trans-
docking.
HiEh-_in antenna track-
ing was difficult sev-
ers/ times during trans.
lunar coast and lunar
orbit.
Urine dump nozzle w_s
obstructed several tlme_
m/scion.
communications be-
CSM and I_were
legraded prior to l_mar
lift-off and durir_ ren-
tezVotts.
_ntrymonitor system
light did not il-
at proper time.
Vehicle/
Equipment
CSM-IIO
CSM-IIO
CSM-IIO
CSM-I10
U4-8
caM-If0
I Cause
|Most probably, either foreign
|material interfered with the
|operation of the capture
|latch mechanism, or the trans
lation cam Jammed.
A five- to eight-degree
boresi_nt shift of wide beam
was possibly caused by faulty
coaxial cable connector or
shock from SLA separation.
Freezing of nozzle probably
caused obstruction. Differ-
en purge and dry procedures
and colder nozzle conditions
could have calmed freezing.
System operating near range
limits.
Crew's view of light was Ob-
structed by neutral density
filter.
Corrective Action
Several changes were
made to prevent foreign
material from getting
into the probe mechan-
ism, including a cover
to be used prior to
flight. Also, the tran
lation cam assembly was
modified and tests were
added.
Connectors reworked and
inspection procedures
tightened. "Fnerm_ ac-
ceptance test performed
while antenna radiating
and under operating con.
ditlons.
Procedural changes.
Receiver AGC meas_e-
nests added to CSM and
LM to study problem.
Crew training expanded
to include effects of
•ea_ signal strengths.
Clear glass simulator
filter replaced with
silvered flight unit.
Filter repositioned for
entry on subsequent
flights.
_iiss!o_s), _eferences
pollo 13 MSC-C_680
_pollo 13 i MSC-02680
Apollo 13 MSC-02680
Apollo 13 MSC-02680
Apollo l_ MSC-0_680
Referenee_
MSC-0Mll2
MSC-051Ol
_pollo 12_ MSC-0_II2
%pollo i_
Ipollo lh]
%pollo 16
_pollo lh MSC-04112
_pollo lh MSC-Ohll2
MSC-0hlI2
F- 23
No.
6
An ozaly
Statement
Main bus A remained en-
ergized when main bus-tl
switches were placed in
the "off" position at
800 feet.
Main bus B - battery C
circuit breLker contact
was intermittent.
APOLLO _
Food preparation unit
lea_ed momentarily after
hot water was dispensed.
Vehicle/
Equipment
Cause
9 Rapid repressurizatlon
system required recharg-
ing in addition to nor-
zal rechargings,
i0 Ascent battery 5 volt-
age decreased.
II
12
Abort co_ma_d was set
in computer although
abort switch had not
been depressed.
13
S-band steerable antenns
_peratlon was intermit-
Sent.
Landing radar system
switched scales and ini-
tial slant range indica-!
tion was high.
Abort guidance system
?ailed during rendezvous
braking phase.
15 Glass cranked on data
entry and display as-
sembly.
16 Lunar topographic camera
mlfunctioned.
CSM-II0
CSM-IIO
CSM-IIO
CSM-IIO
LM-8
LM-8
LM-8
U_-8
U4--8
U4-8
GFE
Motor-drlven switch did not
operate because motor stalled
as a result of contamination
of co:_utator.
Contacts did not make because
of glass particles on contact
surface.
Stroke time of valve assembly
_as slow because of dimen-
sional interference between
the cylinder and piston at
higher temperatures.
Fill valve was closed before
system was fully charged.
Leakage rate was not exces-
sive.
Possible short between plates
of battery cell, short from
cell to case. or external
battery load.
Probable metallic contamina-
tion within abort switch mod-
ule.
Undetermined.
Switching to low-scale range
was caused by turning on ra-
dar too soon. Initial slant
range reading was caused by
side lobe lock-on,
Failure could have been
caused by any of 27 compon-
ents in the +h-volt logic
power supply, the sequencer,
or the intereonnections be-
tween the two modules.
Possible internal stress in
glass, improper mounting, or
glass _ inadvertently hit.
Transistor in shutter control
Corrective Action
Switch response time
checked for Apollo 15
and subsequent sp_ce-
craft, and bad switches
replaced if necessary.
None required.
Missions References
Apollo 141 MSC-04112
MSC-O5242
Apollo lh MSC-O_II2
MSC-05814
Hot water expluslon Apollo 12 MSC-04112
tests conducted on Apollo 14 MSC-04751
Apollo 15 and subsequen"
spacecraft.
MZC-O4L12
circuit w_s shorted, causing
continuous shutter operatlon
and tearing sprocket holes in
shutter curtain.
M_C-Ohll2
MSC-05257
Crews briefed on re- _pollo ib
charging techniques for
other-than-normal re-
chargings.
Stricter inspection and %pollo 12
improved procedures use: %pollo 14
for plug installation
and assembly of cell
plates. Test added at
launch site to measure
parasitic loads prior t_
battery installation.
All switches of this Apollo i_
type replaced with
switches screened by X-
ray and vibration. Cir
cult modified to elimin
ate single-point fail-
ures. Primary guidance
computer software modlf ed.
incidental amplitude _poLlo ii ]._C-00171
_odulatlon of uplink _pollo lh _C-04112
signal minimized for _pollo 15 MSC-07505
Apollo 15 and subsequen_
missions,
Wiring mDdlficstlon mad_ %pollo 14
tO enable holding syst_
in hlgh-scale w_ile in
antenna position 1. Lo_
;calm s_itchlng enabled
in position 2. Positior
2 automatically selectec
at high gate.
Design, manufacturing, _pollo lh
testing and installatior
methods considered ade-
quate. No corrective
action required.
Clear plastic tape ap- kpollo 14
plied to glass similar
to mission timer window_
_C-0_I12
None. Screening and kpollo lh M_C-OhlI2
tests considered adequal _.
MSC-O_II2
MSC-Ohll2
M_C-04112
F- 24
P.uomaly, ,
No. I Sta'.ement
17 Lunar Module Pilot 's
right glove pulled to
the left and down dur-
ing,the second EVA.
18 [nt erv_lometer do_ble-
=ycling occurred 13
limes out of 283 exposur
19 2o_m/nicatlons with Com.
_nder were intermittent
2O %ctive seismic experi-
sent thumper misfired
Five times.
21 rransmlsslon of operate-
_elect coum_Lnd to supra-
5herbal ion detector re-
sulted in noisy data fro
_hree experiments.
22 LunLr portable magnet-
smeter cable was _iffi-
=ult to rewind.
23
24
25
:entrLl station 12-hour
Liner pulses did sot
_cc/r after initial ac-
tivation.
Z-axis leveling of pas-
sive seismic experiment
;_s intermittent.
Long-period vert ica/
selsmometer of passive
seismic experiment wms
unstable when operated
with the feedback filte2
in.
26 Active seismic experi-
ment geophone 3 d_ta
showed intermittent
spikes to off-scale hi_
during high-bit-rate
listening mode.
27 Suprathermal ion detec-
tor data w_s intermit-
tently erroneous.
Charged _Icle lunar
environment experiment
_yzer B data lost.
Vehicle/
Equipment
GFE
GFE
GFE
ALSEP
ALSEP
ALEEP
ALSEP
ALSEP
ALS_
ALSEP
AL$_
ALS_
Cause
Glove wyist-control cable
system design inherently al-
lows glove to take various
neutral positions.
Interv_lometer responded to
random pulses from motor cuz-
rent.
Condition was corrected when
constant wes.r garment elec-
trical adapter was replaced
with Spare usit. No abnormal-
ities found postflight.
Selector switch dial _y not
have been held in position by
detent, and firing switch may
have been contaminated by dus_
_obable arcing or corona
within suprathermal ion de-
tector equipment prior to
dust cover re_v_.
No provision for locking reel
d_ring rewind. Gripping reel
and crank was difficult with
gloved hand.
Mechanical section of timer
idid not drive switches, Loss
of timer has no adverse ef-
fect on experiments.
Probable intermittent opera-
tion of a component in the
motor control circuit.
I Unknown.
Probable open in positive-"
going diode-wlred transistor
in the logerlthmic compressor
for geophone 3.
Probable intermittent com-
ponent or wire connection re-
sulting in an intermittent
failure of the start reset
pulse for the positive log
A/D converter control logic.
Probable short to _ound in
the analyzer B power supply
filter, the analyzer, or the
interconnections between the
tvo.
Corrective Action
None.
Missions
_pollo lh
None. Condition does kpollo 14
not degrade photography.
References
MSC-OhI12
MSC-04112
None. %poZlo 14 MSC-04112
Detent mechanism rede- kpollo 14
designed and dust _ro-
tectlon added,
3peration prior to dust tpollo 14
=over removal limited t(
minimum "on" time for
_pollo 15 (last mission
for experiment).
Ratchet and pawl lock- Lpollo lh
ing device, and better
grip for reel and crank
•dded for Apollo 16 (no_
carried on Apollo 15).
Solid-state timer used Apollo 12
for Apollo 15 and sub- _pollo 14
sequent missions.
_C-041i2
MSC-04112
_C-04112
MSC-0hlI2
None. Apollo lh MSC-04112
Apollo lh
Apollo 14
None. Satisfactory
data obtained by opera-
ting experiment in fllt_r-
out mode.
Apollo I l
None,
None. Apollo 15 is
last mission for experi.
merit.
None. Experiment was
not carried after Apol_
1_.
Apollo iI
MSC-04112
MSC-O4112
MSC-07638
MSC-0_ll2
MSC-04112
( F-27
NO.
1
Anomaly
Statement
Service module reaction
control system propell_
isolation valves closed.
Water panel chlorine
injection port leaked.
SerVice propulsion sys-
tem thrust li@ht ll-
luminated when no en-
glne firing command was
_esent.
h Integral lighting cir-
cult breaker opened.
APOLLO 15__
5 Battery relay bus volt-
age reading was low
(13.66 volts versus
32 volts).
6 Mass spectrometer boom
did not fully retract
Dn _ive of twelve oc-
:aslons.
7 Potable water tank
railed to refill.
8 Pamel 2 mission timer
_topped.
One main parachute col-
lapsed at 6000 feet al-
titude.
i0 Data recorder tape de-
teriorated.
11
12
Seconds digit of digital
event timer became ob-
scured.
Crew restraint harness
came apart on center
and right couches.
Vehicle/
Equipment
CSM-II2
CSR-II2
CSM-II2
CSM-II2
CSM-II2
CSM-II2
CSM-II2
CSM-II2
CSM-II2
CSM-112
CSM-II2
CSM-II2
Cause
Latching magnets may have
been pantially degaussed dur-
ing preflight tests by appli-
cation of reverse voltage to
coils.
Insufficient septum co:_pres-
sion. Septum retention in-
sert was loosened when cap
was removed.
Loose strand of wire within
delta-V thrus_ switch prob-
ably caused a short to groundl
llnput filter capacitor in
lower-equlpment-bay mission
timer was shorted.
Instr%kmentation problem,
Exact cause not determined.
Cable probably Jammed in
boom housing during retrac-
tion.
Check valve between fuel cell
and waste tank dump leg
leaked. A small piece of
wire was found between poly-
mer umbrella and seating sur-
face.
Probable intermittent com-
_nent which healed Itself.
Raw fuel expelled during de-
pletion firing became ignited
and damaged the ps0rachute
riser and suspension lines.
Scratched recorder heads
damaged tape,
Elongation of idler gear
bearing points a/lowed shaft
to tilt and caused gear to
scrape paint from number
wheal.
Plug-amd-cap assemblies that
attach restraint harnesses
to couch seat came apart.
Corrective Action Missions References
Magnetic latching force _pollo 9 MSC-05161
tests performed prior _pollo 11
to flight for Apollo 161_pollo 12
and subsequent space- _pollo 12
craft. %pollo 15
Shim added under insert %pollo 15 MSC-O5161
shoulder and installa-
tion torque increased
for Apollo 16 and sub-
sequent spacecraft.
New screening proce- _pollo 15 MSC-05161
dures used for critical
switches on Apollo 16
and subsequent space-
craft.
Fuses added to units kpollo 15 MSC-05161
for Apollo 16 and 17
spacecraft.
None. Isolated case Apollo 15 MSC-O5161
and other measurements
a_ilable.
The following changes
were made for Apollo 16
i. The mechanism was
modified.
2. A proximity switch
was added to indicate
retraction to within l-
foot of full retraction
3. A thermal-vacuum
test was added.
_one. Isolated case.
If problem recurs, po-
!table water tank will
ifill when waste water
Lank is fuAl.
Apollo 15 MSC-O5161
Apollo 16
Apollo IE MSC-O5161
None. Time can be oh- Apollo i] MSC-O5161
rained from other timer Apollo 12
or Misslon Control Can- Apollo 15
ter.
Propellant load biased Apollo 4 MSC-O5161
to provide slight ex- Apollo i_ MSC-O5805
cess of oxidizer. Pro- Apollo I_
pellant depletion firin
eliminated. Suspension
line connector link ma-
terial changed.
Removable head covers Apollo IE MSC-05161
prox_ded to prevent
handling damage during
installation.
Units inspected visual] Apollo I( MSC-O5161
for signs of wear and Apollo i_
paint flakes. Apollo i_
Thread locking sealant
used to prevent unscrew
ing of plug and cap.
Apollo i_ MSC-05161
F-26
_o.
13
15
Anomaly
Statement
Loose object was strik-
ing blades af cabin fan.
/isability through scan-
zing telescope was not
_dequate to identify
=onstellations.
_olI axis did not align
properly when gyro dis-
play alignment pu_hbut-
:on was pressed.
Vehicle/
Equipment
CSM-II2
CSM-II2
CSM-II2
16 Circuit breaker supply-
ing main bus A power to
battery charger could
not be opened manually
_urlng postflight testing.
17 Toggle-arm pivot pin for CSM-II2
5ide-A shutoff valve of
bain OXygen regulator
_as sheared.
18 Crew optlca-TallE_ent CSM-II2
sight fell off stowage
mount during landing.
CSM-II2
19 Water/Elycol pu_ dlf- I_-lO
_erentlal pressure fluc-
tuated after cabin de-
)ressurizations for stan _-
_p E_'A and second EVA. I
20 later separator speed LM-IO
teereased during cabin
epressurizat£on for
tandup EVA.
21 later gum/bacteria fil- LM-10
;er quick disconnect
_oke.
22 Interruption of S-band LM-10
steerable antenna track-
_g prior to powered de-
icent.
23 _scent engine control LM-IO
_s_bly circu/t breaker
_as open when checked
after lunaz module sepa-
-ation.
C&-_s e
A 1/h-inch washer was found
in the ductlng after the
flight. The washer could
have drifted in and out of
the fan outlet during flight.
Condensation wU probably
present on the eyeplece w_n-
dov and on prisms in the re-
movable eyepiece.
Possible contamination be-
tween slip-rings and thumb
wheel resolvers in attitude
set control panel, or con-
tam/nation of either of two
"golden-g" relays in _yro
display coupler.
Corrosion on indicator stem
prevented operation. Cor-
rosion could have been caused
by seawater, _rine or sweat.
Improper shl_nlng allowed
pivot pin to come out of one
side of cam holder. Pin
failed in single shear and
bending.
Locking pin did not engage
because the ramp which moves
the pin into the locking posi-
tion wM gouged.
Condensation on water/giycol
sensing lines froze and sub-
limed at cabin depress_Ariza-
tion. This froze the fluid
in the lines, causing the in-
dications.
Condensation on outside of
line between water separator
pitot tube and water manage-
ment system froze and sub-
limed at cabin depressuriza-
tion. This froze the water
in the line, causing the sep-
arator to slow down because
of excessive water.
Improper stowage caused ex-
cessive force to be applied
to quick disco_ect by bend-
ing hose.
UneXl:,laine_.
Breaker was probably left
o_u by crew.
Corrective Action
None. No detrimental
effects.
Missions
Apollo 8
_pollo I_
%pollo 16
Heater was added to re- APollo 15
novahle eyepiece.
_ttitude set control _pollo 15
lanel resolvers wiped
zlean By rotating them,
Dr replaced if necessar .
3yro display coupler ant
electronlc display as-
sembly replaced on Apol]o
16 as a result of re-
_v_uation of all devices
_sed in stabilization exd
control system.
Re fercnces
MSC-05161
MSC-05161
MSC-05161
_one. Apollo 15 MSC-OtI61
_ew inspection criteria Apollo 15! MSC-05161
ieveloped to assure
proper assembly of valves.
New fit checks used to kpollo 15! MSC-05161
assure proper operation
of latching mechanism.
AOH and crew checklists
changed to include veri-
fication of latching pi_
engagement.
None. System operation kpollo 15 MSC-05161
_ot affected.
_one. System not dam-
tged from freezing, and
other separator can be
med.
_lastic parts replaced
_y steel inserts in all
_pplications of quick
ilsconnect in lunar rood-
de and co,and module.
_o additional correc-
_.ive action taken (see
_pollo lh).
_one.
_pollo 15 MSC-OtI61
tpollo 15 MSC-05161
_pollo ii MSC-05161
_pollo 12 MSC-07505
tpollo lh
_pollo 15
_pollo 15 MSC-05161
F-27
NO.
2_
25
26
27
28
3O
31
APCLLO 15
Anomaly
Statement
_bort guidance system
nLrninge and_aster
Llarms occurred after in
_ertion into lunar orbit
Lnd prior to lunar mod-
_le deorbit.
io line-of-sight rate
tara on Compander's
:rosspointers during
•endezvous braking.
Range/range-rate meter
window broke prior to
crew ingress.
Panoramic camera'veloc-
ity/altitude sensor did
not provide proper con-
trol for camera.
Laser altimeter altitud_
data became intermittent
after revolution 2h and
Vehicle/
Equipment
LM-IO
LM-IO
LM-IO
$IM
SIM
Cause
Probably caused by _I from
test mode fell buffer momen-
tarily turning on test mode
fail driver. This could have
latched the master alarm and
abort gu/dance ay_em warning
light on.
The most probable cause was
an open in the rendezvous ra-
dar signs/ return line.
Surface flaw in glass prob-
able existed which was deeper
than threshold depth of glass
operating stress.
Problem related to optical
signal-to-noise ratio.
The intermittent condition
was caused by a decrease in
laser output power. The faull
Corrective Action
_ow side of input to
)uffer grounded to sup-
_ress noise feedback.
Missi,_ns References
Apollo 15 MS'C-05161
no altitude data were
rained after revolution
38.
_apping camera exten-
sion and retraction time
_ere longer than normal
and camera would not re-
tract after 15th (last)
extension.
SIM
was not deterndned.
Undetermined.
done. All-up thermal/ _pollo
_cuum test of each spac_-
raft would be required
o detect this ty_ of
defect.
Class doubler added. _pollo 15
Other spacecraft glass
applications reviewed
and appropriate correc-
tivemeasu.res taken whet
required.
Optical signal enhanced %pollo 15
by increasing lens aper,
ature and deletihg in-
frared filter. Optical
noise reduced. Manual
override of velocity/
altitude sensor provide(
Automatic power compen- %pollo 15
sation circuit added to _pollo 16
maintain power output
3a_na ray spectrometer
experienced gain shift
and temporary spectr_
zero reference shift.
Lunar surface drilling
)roble_ :
a. Penetration to full
depth with bore stems
not achieved.
b. Releasing bore stems
_om drill adapter was
difficult.
. Bore stem damaged
kear first Joint.
t. Core stem difficult
;o remove from drilled
lole.
._. Core stem sections
tifflcult to separate.
SIM
ALSEP
Gain shift caused by aging
of photomultiplier tube in
6anmma ray detector assembly
due to high cosmic ray flux
rates. Zero shift probably
caused by open or short withir
pulse height analyzer.
a. Reduced depth of flutes
at Joints caused binding of
sty.
b. Lunar soil did not hold
bore stem stationary and core
stem wrench did not fit bore
stems properly.
c. Up-and-dowu movement of
drill separated first Joint.
d. Friction from compacted
material in flutes.
e. Holding vise was mounted
backward on LRV pallet. In-
stallation drawing in error.
15
adequate level. Relay
which was source of _I
was removed from remain.
ing flight altimeters.
Dry film lubricant on Ipollo 15
lead screw replaced wit_ _pollo 16
wet film silicone greas, kpo110 17
and oil mixture. Nu_el
of extend/retract oper-
ations reduced.
Apollo 16 spectrometer
aged prior to flight at
expected flux rates. N(
corrective action taken
for zero reference shi_
a. Bore stem Joints _ollo 15
redesigned to allow con-
tinuous flutes.
b. Wrench provided that tpollo 15
fits both core stems an(
bore stems. Bore stem/
drill adapter ellminate(
c. Bore stem Joints _olIo 15
redesigned.
d. Mecbanlcal extrac- _pollo 15
tion device provided.
e. Installation draw- _ollo 15
ing corrected.
Mac-05161
MSC-05161
MSC-05161
MSC-05161
MSC-07230
Mac-05161
JSC-07954
_pollo 15 MSC-05161
MSC-05161
MSC-05161
MSC-05161
MSC-05161
MSC-05161
F-28
Auomaly
Statement,'4o.
32 ICentral station rear
curtain retainer removal
lanyard broke.
33 ;niversal handling tool
lid not lock in place in
5uprathermal ion detec-
tor fitting.
3h 3round-c otmanded tele-
;vision could not be ale-
cared as unit approached
limits of travel.
35 '_umar co_mmications re-
lay unit downllnk signal
lost after lunar module
ascent.
36 Lunar surface 16-am
camera ma_tzine Ja_d.
37 Lunar surface 70_
c_mera stopped at end ol
second EVA.
38 Water _s difficult to
obtain from insult drink
ing device.
39 Oxygen purge system an-
henna broke.
hO Retractable tethers
failed.
hi 3eployment saddle was
iifficult to release
Tom vehicle.
h2 3artery 2 volt/e_eter
•em inoperative.
43 _ront steering system
tas inoperative upon
_ehicle activation and
luring first EVA.
Vehicle/
Equipment
ALSEP
ALSEP
GFE
GFE
GFE
GFE
GFE
GFE
GgE
LRV
LRV
LRV
Cause
Force required to remove pins
was greater than expected.
Pitting in awkward position
for inserting and locking
tOO1.
Elastomer clutch facing ma-
terial degraded under opera-
ting conditions.
Current capacity of 7.5-am-
pere LRV circuit breaker was
degraded because of elevated
temperatures.
Tape on camera caused mls-
mating of magazines and cam-
era. Excessive manual ad-
vancement of film depleted
film loops.
Two set screws in drive pin-
ion were slipping on motor
shaft.
Devices were not properly
positioned within the suits.
IInadvertent flexure and con-
itact.
Spring expanded a_d Jammed
after no-loa_ release. Knots
untied allowing cord to re-
tract into housing.
Vehicle was tilted, causing
stress preloading of vehicle/
saddle interface.
Un/_now1_.
Possible motor/gear train
Corrective Action Missions!
ILanyard material changed Apollo 15
from 50-pound test to
180-pound test.
None. Last mission for Apollo i_
iexperiment,
Clutch design changed
and clutch torque in-
creased.
_pollo 15
A lO-a_ere circuit %pollo 15
breaker was substituted
for the 7.5-_mpere cir-
cuit breaker. A manual
switch was added to al-
low overriding of the
LRV clrcu/t breaker aft,
the final EVA. The lu-
nar communications rels
unit was modified so th_
the internal 7.5-eapere
circuit breaker is by-
passed when operating II
the external power mode
Crew training improved. Ipollo 15
Tape flagged for remova.
References
MSC-05161
assembly bin_/ng.
MSC-05161
MSC-05161
MSC-05161
MSC-05161
Flats ground on motor Apollo 15 MSC-05161
shaft. Locking COmpounc
used on set screws.
_dditional crew train- Apollo 15 MSC-05161
£ng given in making Apollo 16
position adjustments.
Protective cover pro- _pollo 151 MSC-05161
¢Ided to protect antenna_pollo 16
_hile stowed and during
Ansulting. Antenna not
leployed until after
_gress.
(nots changed and crew %pollo 15 MSC-05161
_raining improved. _pollo 16
!Crew training improved. _pollo 15
%pollo 15None.
Fllgh% unit replaced %pollo 15
by spare unit and hand- _pollo 16
cont roller-c om_anded
tests run for Apollo 16
MSC-05161
MSC-05161
MSC-05161
MSC-07230
MSC-07683
